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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

The second edition has been out of print for many years.

The onerous duties cast on me left me little leisure. I am
thankful that I have been able to bring out this edition.

When my book was first published, Sir Raymond West,

the greatest of the judges who administered Hindu Law and

whose book on Hindu Law is one of the best on the subject,

wrote to me that it “will gradually improve and clarify

professional opinion so as to make a repetition of some

past blunders impossible.” I am reminded of this generous

observation because when my book was first published,

some of the principles enunciated in it were considered as

opposed to current authority. That reproach has now been

practically removed.

The errors pointed out in my book of not allowing a Mitak-

shara coparcener to separate, except by suit or with the consent

of all the other members of the family, of not recognizing the

doctrine of spiritual benefit in the determination of the position

of distant heirs, of basing the law of adoption on Niyoga, of

denying to illegitimate children rights to their mother’s pro-

perty and to unchaste women their just rights of inheritance,

of considering that a suit by or against the managing member

alone did not bind the family and of placing idols not set up

in the category of unborn person have been rectified by

the decisions of the Privy Council and of the High Courts.

It was abundantly shown in my book that the rule estab-

lished by our courts that under the Hindu Law gifts and

devises to persons unborn were invalid had no foundation in

the Smritis. It has been found necessary to remove the error

by legislation, which only restores true Hindu Law.

In regard to the law of the Dayabhaga the errors, pointed

out by me, of excluding barren or sonless widowed daughters,
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the daughters of predeceased sons, the daughter’s grand-

son and relations through females called Bandhus on the

unfounded ground that there is no room for the rule of propin-

quety in the Hindu Law of Bengal and also the error of post-

poning the son’s and grandson’s daughter’s son, though they

perform the Parvana Sraddha, to other Sapindas who are not

entitled to do so, have not yet been rectified. But the cruel

and unreasonable law, which is against the Smritis,

disqualifying the poor sonless daughter has been to some

extent modified by recent decisions declaring that a daughter

by adopting a son may be considered as a daughter with a son.

The error of considering the Putrikaputra as obsolete

on the strength of a probably misunderstood text of a very

modern and little known Purana called the Aditya Purana,

still prevails. The Oude Talukdars had to restore the true

Hindu Law on the subject by a Government act. It is to be

hoped that as in the case of devises to unborn sons,

the just rights of the Putrikaputra will be restored by

legislation.

Again the cruel law of excluding the after-born sons

of poor blind, deaf and dumb persons still prevails in

all the Provinces except Madras, on the strength of a

rule of law about vesting and divesting foreign to Hindu
Law. The Madras High Court has however, laid down the

correct Hindu Law on the subject. Here also the rational

and merciful law of the Smritis should be restored by

legislation.

The anomalous laws of marriage prevalent among
certain low class Hindus and Nairs should also be regulated

by legislation and the disabilities of remarriage on conver-

sion should also be in like manner removed.

When the first edition was published the great orientalist

M. Barth of the French Institute, while giving me high and
probably undeserved praise, was good enough to point out

certain mistranslations which have been corrected. He wrote

to me that my attempt to trace all the rules of Hindu Law to
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the time of the Vedas was futile. In this edition, I have by

quotations omitted in the first edition, shown, beyond the

possibility of doubt, that the laws of the Hindus were settled

before the time of the Rig Veda,

The main position of my book is that Hindu Law is based

on the Smritis and that it is an error to consider that the com-

mentators embodied the customary law of their respective pro-

vinces. The commentators expressly repudiated that position.

It is a matter of satisfaction to find that recent decisions

of the Privy Council and of the Indian Courts have held that

the commentaries cannot override the law of the Smritis

when it is clear and unambiguous. I have attempted to show

that the rules of the Smritis are seldom in conflict with

one another in matters of vital importance about positive

law and that there should therefore be one identical law for all

Hindus. If India was under a Hindu King that would have

followed as a matter of course. I have noticed with great

pleasure that by recent decisions the doctrine of spiritual

benefit has been introduced into the Mitakshara system and the

doctrine of succession on account of propinquity has been

introduced into the Dayabhaga system. Decisions of Indian

Courts have made alienations for consideration ofjoint undivided

shares valid in Bombay and Madras and an equitable rule

about them introduced in other provinces. The laws of

the Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga are thus approximating each

other and the dream of having one identical Hindu Law

for all Hindus may yet be realized.

For furthering the above object and for making the

book perfect so far as embodying the original texts and

commentaries, I have this time added additional volumes

containing all the extant important ancient commentaries

with their original texts in Sanskrit and with English transla-

tions, on matter of law which are of importance now.

All the important reported cases on Hindu Law, so far as

they are known to me, up to the end of May 1917, have

been recorded in this edition,
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The book has cost me much labour and trouble. I shall

however, feel amply rewarded, if it will save some labour and

trouble on the part of scholars, investigators, practising

lawyers, judges and legislators, dealing with the laws of the

Hindus.

Calcutta i \

Bhowanipore,
[

JOGENDRA CHUNDER GHOSE.
July, 1917. j
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INTRODUCTION.

The object of this work is to place before the student of

Hindu Law all the texts of the Rishis now extant, upon the

subjects dealt with in it, all what the leading Commentatois of

the different schools say on those subjects and all the impoitant

decisions up to date of our Courts upon them. It also

purports to embody in it the result of modern scholarship in

the elucidation of the history of old Aryan institutions and

customs. This is what has been attempted to be done in

these pages.

It have drawn my own conclusions from the texts col-

lected in this book as well as from facts of ancient history

established by modern scholarship. Every statement of mine

is supported by the texts at the end of each section. The
conclusions are sometimes opposed to accepted theories My
position is that the texts as a rule lead only to one conclusion.

If I have been wrong, no harm has been done, for the texts,

all the different readings of the texts and the glosses of the

commentators in doubtful cases are there and the reader may
draw his own conclusions. I have been under the necessity of

pointing out some errors into which writers on Hindu Law as

well as Judges have fallen. I trust, however, that the reader

will be satisfied that the book has been written by an honest

enquirer after truth, who not unnaturally loves the Rishis of

India, with the object of elucidating the correct law and not

with the object of exposing the errors of other people, though

it has been impossible sometimes, to restrain feelings of indig-

nation at errors leading to cruel and unreasonable practices

and rules of law. However that may be, I have given in full

detail the rules of law, as have been established by the

decisions, and the reasons given in them, and the practical

student and the practitioner will be under no difficulty and

may probably sometimes find reasons which are omitted in

current text-books. This book has the advantage of being

the latest book on the subject and as many important rules

of law have been changed by the decisions of the Privy

Council during the last three years, it may be found useful.
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In European countries, all students of Roman Law have

to study it from Latin books. It is far more necessary to

known the original texts in order to have a clear apprehension

of Hindu Law. There is thus a great necessity for a book on

Hindu Law purely from original sources. Colebrooke’s digest

and other digests, very useful in their day do not present the

Hindu Law as it really is but as Jagannath and other Pundits

wished it to be. The Pundits of those days compiled their

books from such of the older digests as were available to them,

without reference to the original Dharma Shastras which were

not then easily accessible, and without reference to many of

the ancient digests of Madras and Bombay which were not

available in Bengal. The publication of the original Dharma
Shastras and their translation by European scholars have now
made it possible to ascertain the true law of the Hindus. If

the Sacred Books of the East Series had been published before,

many errors into which our Courts have fallen would have been

avoided. * The translations in the Sacred Books of the East

Series are by the most eminent Sanskrit scholars and philologists

of Europe based upon the most authoritative commentaries

and executed with a critical power, which, it is no disgrace to

admit, our Hindu commentators did not possess. But nothing

is perfect in this world The European translators have

fallen into mistakes here and there. I have taken the liberty

of correcting some of them, I have always given reasons

for making the corrections which I hope will be found

satisfactory.

On each particular subject I have collected the texts of

Manu, Gautama, Vasista, Baudhayana, Apastamba, Vishnu,

Yajnavalkya, Narada, Vrihaspati and Parasara, as found in the

texts as printed in Europe and India, and given the transla-

tions as found in the Sacred Books of the East Series. I have

also collected the texts of Sankha Likhita, Harita, Katyayana,

Devala, Vyasa, and other lawgivers from the digests and com-
mentaries namely, those of Medhatithi and Viswarupa, the

Kalpataru, the Madanaparijata, the Mitakshara, the Vivada

Ratnakara, Vivada Chintamani, the Apararka, the Dayabhaga,

the Parasara Madhava, the Vyavahara Mayukha, the Smriti

Chandrika, the Sarasvati Vilasha, the Ujjvala of Hara Datta,

the Nirnaya Sindhu, the Vivada Tandava, the Vira Mitrodaya,

the Dayatatwa and other such books. I have also consulted

the digests of Colebrooke, t\ *., of Jagannath and of Halhed
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and the treatises of Sri Krishna. But these latter are of littlq

authority as they are very modern and apparently copied from

the Dayabhaga, the Ratnakara, the Mitakshara and one or

two other digests then available in Bengal. I have adopted

the translations of Colebrooke of the texts taken from the

Dayabhaga and the Mitakshara, those of Mandlik of the texts

in the Mayukha and of Krishna Swamy Iyer of the Smriti

Chandrika and those of Babu Golap Chunder Sircar of the

Ratnakara and the Vira Mitrodaya and those of Prosonno
#

Kumar Tagore of the texts found in the Vivada Chintamani

and of Dr. Foulkes of the texts in the Saraswati Vilasha. I

have also translated a large number of texts myself. In doing

so I have followed the most authoritative commentators.

There are no doubt mistakes unavoidable in a first edition.

But I hope that the translations as printed in this book may
under the circumstances be considered correct and as represen-

ting Hindu Law more correctly than any other translations

or digests made before. My endeavour has been to bring

together all the texts now extant of the Vedas, the Smritis

and the Puranas on the subjects dealt with in this book, so

that in future, students of Hindu Law may not have to look

to any other source, for texts on Hindu Law, and what is

above all, that there may be no doubt as to what Hindu Law
really is. I do hope my labours will to some extent lighten

the labours of all serious students of Hindu Law and scholars

who would like to study our ancient Shastras. That probably

will be the only reward of my labours but I will consider it

as sufficient. For any future legislator also, who would desire

to codify Hindu Law there would no longer be any difficulty

in ascertaining it and putting it in the form of a Code.

A few words now about the Rishis and the Commentators:

There is a great diversity of opinion about the age of the

sacred books of the Hindus. The Rigveda has been considered

by European scholars to be not more than 4,000 years old.

Hindus however, consider some of their books to be as old as

the Satyayuga. Unfortunately, Hindus have got no authentic

history nor have any finds of tablets like those of Babylon or

of any papyrii like those of Egypt, helped to throw any light on

the antiquity of their civilization. The Assyrians and the

Egyptians were, it is said, very civilized nations more than

5,000 years before Christ, Indian civilization is very modern

when compared to theirs, according to European scholars,
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There are no means of ascertaining the truth in the present

state of our knowledge. The only link which connects the

inhabitants of ancient Persia and India is the Zendavesta.

Future discoveries may bring out facts, which may elucidate the

relations between the ancient nations of the world. It is

difficult to believe however that Indian civilization is more
modern than that of the Assyrians or of the Egyptians. For

the present it is sufficient to say that the reasons for fixing the

time of the Vedas and the Dharma Shastras to comparatively

modern times are not convincing.

Professor Bloomfield in his learned book on the Atharva

Veda in the Encyclopedea of Indo-Aryan Research makes the

following undoubtedly correct observations on the antiquity

of Hindu Customs (p. 2) :
“ In fact both (/. e. Atharvanic

house customs and Rigvedic hieratic Mantras) in some form

or other both are prehistoric. The hieratic religion joins the

Avestan haoma worship : the Atharvanic charms and practices

are very likely rooted in an even earlier, perhaps Indo-

European, antiquity. At least he who does not regard the

analoga between Atharvantic charms and practices and
those of the Teutonic and other Indo-European peoples as

entirely accidental (anthropological) must hesitate to ascribe

all the Mantras of the Atharva Veda and the Grihya Sutras to

a late Vedic period. In the case of some e. g. the wedding

charms and funeral hymns this is manifestly impossible.”

About the Grihya Sutras also he makes the following observa-

tions (p. 5) :
“ Ancient India, as is well-known, has no history

in the ordinary sense, no secular history. In lieu thereof the

history of its religion and the history of its institutions are

unrivalled among the peoples of olden times in their continuity

and completeness. Especially the obscurer and more sluggish

currents of ordinary daily life, a knowledge of which is so

important for the true estimate of a people, are laid bare to

the eye of the historian by an altogether unusual kind of

tradition. We are not left to reconstruct a picture of the

private life of the Vedic Hindu from scattered incidental

statements of their ancient literature alone. In addition to

such incidental statements, Vedic literature has preserved

native systematic treatises on home-life which have searched

out and stated systematically a well-defined body of facts

connected with the every-day existence of the individual and
the family. These are the Grihya-Sutras or house-books.
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composed as formal treatises at a comparatively late Vedic

period but reporting practices and prayers of great antiquity.”

The truth of the above observations has been amply

proved in these pages. The reader will find that the laws of

Manu are really the traditional laws of the Indo-European

peoples The marriage customs and laws about inheritance,

which were based on them, the joint family system, partition

and woman’s rights were in' all probability settled before the

Indo-European nations parted company with one another.

The Vedas, the Grihya Sutras and the Dharma Sutras only

codified the customs earlier in India than elsewhere and

stereotyped them and made alterations in them more difficult

here than among other Aryan nations. For the original

customs and laws of the Aryan nations, we must therefore look

to the Vedas, the Grihya Sutras and the Dharma Sastras as

affording the best available .evidence.

As regards the Dharma Sastras, the age of Manu has

been fixed at 1280 B. C. by Sir Wiliam Jones. Dr Buhler

does not consider it to be earlier than the first century B. C.

Gautama’s Dharma Sutra is considered to be the most ancient

of all but it is supposed to be later than the fifth century B. C.

Vasista is supposed to be earlier than Baudhayana, who
again is earlier than Apastamba, the latest of the Sutrakaras,

whose book is placed sometimes between the third and fifth

centuries B. C. Vishnu, who mentions the Greek name of a

week day, is supposed to be not older than the fifth or sixth

century A. D. Narada is considered by Dr. Jolly to be not

earlier than the fifth century A. D. Vrihaspati comes after

him and before the seventh century A. 1). Hindus however,

do not agree with European scholars in this matter.

Manu is considered by Hindus to be as old as the Vedas,

which again are more ancient than any other human record.

We find Manu mentioned in the Vedas and in the Zenda
vesta. Then we have got Minos of the ancient Greeks and
Menus of the Egyptians. Hindus have got several Manus
and it is difficult to say which of them was the lawgiver.

That Manu’s law was considered to be the original law of

Aryan race may be assumed from the common tradition of

ancient countries. The existing institutes of Manu are certainly

not his original Laws. The language and the metre show
that the present book is a modem production. The old

Dharma Sastras were composed in a form which was capable

of being sung and were committed to memory. What was
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the original form we do not know. But we know that there

was a time when they existed in the form of Gathas, for we find

such Gathas mentioned in the Manu Sanhita and quoted in

the other Dharma Sutras. The Gathas were considered so

old by the composers of the Manu Sanhita and of the Sutras

of Gautama, Vasista and Apastamba that some of them were

supposed to have been sung by Vayu, the good of wind and

other mythological persons. Many centuries must have

intervened between the coming into existence of the original

laws or customs and the Gathas. Equally great was the

distance of time between the Gathas and the Dharma Sutras.

We have got in prose the Dharma Sutras of Gautama,

Vasista, Apastamba, Baudhayana, and fragments of Sankha

Likita, Hareeta, and Katyayana. We have got Smritis of

lawgivers in verse too. The Smritis of Manu and Yajnavalkya

alone are full and complete. We have got only a portion of

the Smriti of Narada. The Smritis of Vrihaspati, Katyayana,

Devala and other Rishis exist in a very fragmentary shape in

the quotations of the commentators and Nibandhakars.

We have over and above these got a mass of literature in the

shape of Smritis in verse now published as the Astavinshati

Smritis. Most of these deal with ritual and purification and

with but little of matters of law proper. They bear the impress

of having been composed in Pauranic times, which began a

little before the Christian era. Some portions of these Smritis

are actually found embodied in the Puranas. A large portion

of Chapters I. and II. of the Smriti of Yajnavalkya is found in

the Agni Purana, Chapters 163, 265, 256-257. Chapters I. to

XIII. of the Garudapurana agree to a great extent with

Yajnavalkya, Chapters I. to III. It is difficult to belive that

the authors of these Puranas were so ignorant or thought that

their readers were so ignorant that they would not be able to

detect the interpolation of an entire Smriti, so well-known as

Yajnavalkya’s Smriti, in their books. It is equally difficult to

conceive that the Yajnavalkya Smriti originally appeared in the

Agni Purana or the Garudapurana. However that may be,

it seems more than probable that the metrical Smritis were

composed in Pauranic times.

Having assumed that the metrical Smritis were composed,

most of them not earlier than the third century after Christ

and that the prose Dharma Sastra were more ancient than

they, we are met with another difficulty, namely that Manu’s

Smriti is considered by all Hindus as more ancient than the
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Dharma Sutras we have got. We find some verses of Manu’s

Smriti appearing in identical language in Gautama, Vasista,

Vishnu and Yajnavalkya. The prose Dharma Sutras that we
have got may or may not therefore be more ancient than

Manu’s Smriti, We have evidence that Manu’s Smriti existed

about the first century before Christ and Gautama’s Sutra

existed about the fifth century B. C. It is more than probable

that Manu’s Smriti existed at some time in Sutra form. And
it also appears that before the prose Sutras, the laws had been

handed down from generation to generation in the Gatha form,

for w£ find the Sutras every now and then referring to the

Gathas whenever they refer to ancient times or ancient

law. The Sutras, as their name denotes, were written books

the pages of which were sewn together. The Gathas existed

before them. The Sutras were long posterior to the time,

when there was no writing and all knowledge was imparted

from memory and retained by students possessing marvellous

powers of memory. Before all these, there was a Code of

Law which was known as Manu’s Law, which must originally

have existed in a form which was capable of being sung and
committed to memory, from which all the lawgivers composed
their treatises.

Now the history of the Sutras has been well ascertained.

Ancient Brahminical Society was divided into several schools

called Charanas, each of which had its own Sakha of the Veda
and the Vedangas containing grammar and ritualistic, moral

and legal codes. Each had its own Kalpa Sutras, which includ-

ed the Srauta, the Grihya and the Dharma Sutras. There

were Charanas of the early Vedic period, called the Sanhita

Charanas, and afterwards, there were Charanas in the Brahmana

period. The Muktika Upanishada says there were 1180 Sakhas.

The numerous Brahmana Charanas gave place to equally

numerous Sutra Charanas. From the Charan Vyuha we learn

that there were five Sakhas of the Rigveda—the Sakalas, the

Bashkalas, the Asvalayanas and the Mandukayanas. Of the

Yajurveda, twenty-seven Sakhas are mentioned, including the

Maitrayiniyas, of which the Manavas were a sub-division, the

Hiranyakesins and the Apastambins. There were fifteen Sakhas

of the Vajasaneyins mentioned, among whom we find the

Baudheyas, the Kanvas, the Madhyandinas and the Parasaryas.

The number of Sakhas of the Sama Veda is supposed to have

been one thousand but the Charana Vyuha mentions only

seven. Of the Atharva Veda, nine sub-divisions are mentioned
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including the Saunaka. (i) The Gautama Dharma Sutra belong-

ed to the Samavedins. The Vasista belonged to the Vasista

school of the Rigvedins, the Asvalayana and the Sankhayana

to the Rigvedins, the Katyayana to the white Yajurvedins, the

Gobhila to the Samavedins, and the Manava, the Apastamba,

the Baudhayana and Satyasadha to the Taittiriyas. (2)

It is the opinion of Max Muller and other European

scholars that the Sutra Charanas came into existence shortly

before the Christian era. But the Buddistic work called the

Divyavadana, which was translated into Chinese about A. D.

148-170 and was probably composed some time before the

Christian era, contains a statement of the different schools of

Brahmans. It mentions 25 divisions of the Rig Veda, 1080

divisions of the Sama Veda and 105 of the Yajur Veda and says

that “ thus innumerable Vedic schools and classes of Brahma-

nas arose.” (3)

It would be absurd to place the Sutras at a period later

than the begining of the Christian era. They had come into

existence long before the Divyavadana. Indeed, the account

given by the Divyavadana is an account of Charanas more

ancient than those mentioned in the Charana Vyuha, and

must have been copied from an older book. However that

may have been, there was a time before Buddha when the

Sub-divisions of Brahmans were very numerous and each of

them had its own ritualistic and legal code.

Dr. Buhler in his introduction to the translation of the

Gautama Dharma Sutra rightly observes : “As we know from

the Charana Vyuha, from the writings of ancient grammarians

and from the numerous quotations in the Kalpa Sutras and

other books on the Vedic rituals, that in ancient times the

number of Vedic Schools, most of which possessed Srauta,

Grihya and Dharma Sutras, was exceedingly great and that

the books of many of them have either been lost or been

disintegrated.” The mass of literature once existing in India

on the subjects must have been very great indeed. Buddhism

became the religion of all India about the time of Asoka and

according to Buddhist tradition, it flourished here in its glory

only for five hundred years Thus for five hundred years

from the third century B. C. all Brahminical literature fell

(1) Max Muller's History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p 364
(2) Mandlika's Introduction to the Mayukha.

(3) Divyavadana, Ch. 33, edited by E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil.
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into disuse and most of it was completely lost. It is indeed

marvellous that any were preserved in this great deluge, having

regard to the manner of those ancient times. However, when
Brahminism which had not been quite destroyed, began to

revive mainly through corrupt and so called occult practices

creeping into Buddhism and agreeable colours being given

to the disagreeably white light of its pure and cold doctrines,

the Smritis which in reality then existed only in tradition and

in fragments, were collected. It was then that the Grihya

Sutras and the Dharma Sutras that we have now got were

composed from tradition and older material which existed in

a fragmentary form. This explains the fact why the lawgivers

quote one another leaving us in confusion as to the priority

in age among them. This also explains how doctrines and
practices actually obsolete are discussed in those books. This

again is the reason why we find mention of Greek and Roman
terms which proves the books to be posterior to the time when
communication between those countries and India com-

menced. As a matter of fact the existing texts of Manu and

Gautama, Vasista and Yajnavalkya, Atri and Angira, Sankha

Likhita and Hareeta and the other Rishis are only traditions,

remembered texts of the older Manu and Gautama and others.

The great majority of the metrical Smritis, such as those of

Daksha, Vriddha Hareeta, Vridha Gautama, Vrihat Parasara,

were composed at this time with the object of inculcating the

practices of Yoga and the doctrines of the Vaishnava and
Shaiva sects. The Smritis of Yajnavalkya, Manu and some
others purport to be composed by persons other than their

authors. For example the first verse of Yajnavalkya is very

similar to the first verse of some of the Tantras and the

Puranas. The Yajnavalkya Smriti mentions some Rishis as

lawgivers- The Parasara Smriti also names the lawgivers.

The Mahabharata makes an enumeration of the Rishis which

is slightly different from those of the others. Rishis men-
tioned by one ’ are omitted by the others, not because as

Vijnaneswara thought that the enumeration was not intended

to be exhaustive but because they were composed at different

times. The Mahabharata mentions Rishis whose books were

not considered by the composer of the Parasara Smriti as of

authority in his time, probably because they were not available

at that time.

The fact that the existing Smritis were composed about

the beginning of the Christian era only proves the great
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antiquity of the original books of the Rishis. Five hundred

years before, the Dharma Sastras existed by hundreds We
have it that there were hundreds of Schools of Brahmans in

Buddhistic times, and probably many more before Buddha.

There were probably as many Dharma Sastras as there were

Schools. This extraordinary literary activity must have been

the product of more than a thousand years, if not, of many

thousands of years The books were named after the Rishis,

probably because they were composed by their learned

descendants and governed their Charanas. There was a School

called the Manava and some are of opinion that Manu’s

Smriti belonged to it But Manu’s Smriti was the common
property of all and all the Smntis purported to be based on

it. Manu is cited in the other Dharma Sastras as an authority

binding on all 1 he Manava School had a Dharma Sutra but

that was not the original of Manu From the fragments that

have come to light, it is stated that it was probably the original

from which the Yaj navalkya Smriti was composed This is

another proof that the onginal Manava Dharma Sastra was

the law from which all the other lawgivers composed their

treatises at different times Manu’s Smriti existed before the

divisions of the Charanas What it was originally we have no

means of ascertaining All that we know is that the Dharma
Sastras agree with one ant ther in a most remarkable manner

m thought and in language What seems to have happened

is this First there was the original customary law of the

Indo-Aryans known as Manu’s Law In early Vedic times

ritualistic rules were incorporated in the rules of customary

law or both existed together, as was usual m ancient times

The division of Brahmans into Charanas and their extra

ordinary literary activity led to the composition of hundreds

of books of law and ritual based upon the old law with

characteristic variations These were mostly lost during

Buddhistic times During the Puranic times, when the

Charanas were again attempted to be formed, some books were

composed from older material Hence we find the lawgivers

quoting each other and hence we find mention of more modern

terms in many of their books. It is difficult to say which of

these are more ancient than the others, except by a comparison

of the doctrines inculcated in them The prohibition of

the Niyoga, the modification of the laws of inheritance and

marriage, the abolition of the system of the different kinds

of sons, except the Dattaka, these are the matters by which the
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comparative age of the Smritis have to be determined. Judged

by these tests, the Sutra work of the Gautama is the earliest,

after him comes Vasista, then Baudhyayana and last of all

Apastamba.

It is necessary to say a few more words about Manu and
Yajnavalkya. I have already shown that the age of Manu is

lost in dim antiquity. It is coeval with the establishment of

settled government among Indo-Aryans. Bhrigu’s version of

Manu, and the Smritis of Narada, Vrihaspati and Angira are

said to be only versions of Manu. There was thus a Manu
of which four versions existed. This only shows how ancient

Manu’s law is. When however the present metrical Manu
of Bhirgu was composed, it is difficult to ascertain. According

to European scholars it must have been before the second

century A. D. Next we have to consider the time of

Yajnavalkya. According to Stenzler and Lassen, Yajnavalkya

must have existed after Buddha, for he refers to the coin

called Kanaka which came into existence in India about that

period. But their calculations have not been considered

satisfactory by other scholars. Now it should be remembered

that though Manu’s authority is unquestioned by all Hindus,

it is the law of Yajnavalkya by which they are really governed.

Yajnavalkya’s authority is supreme in India. It was

Yajnavalkya who modified the old law of inheritance. The
present law is the law of Yajnavalkya. When was the change

made? It is difficult to unravel the tangled skein of this

part of the history of Hindu Law. Manu, Gautama, Vasista,

Baudhayayana and Apastambha do not give to the widow

any rights of inheritance. Narada seems not to have allowed

such rights and the texts of Narada giving such rights are

probably interpolations. Vrihaspati is emphatic in giving

the widow the right to inherit her husband’s property. But

it appears that there was an older code of Vrihaspati which

disallowed such rights, for side by side with the texts allowing

such rights, we have certain texts disallowing them. We
have also certain anomalous texts of Devala, Katyayana

and Sankha about the same matter. These only show that

the new Smritis are books in verse composed from texts so

far as they were remembered after the Buddhistic period. We
may therefore safely take the age of present Smritis as

settled by European scholars for very good reasons for which

the reader is referred to the intioductions of the Sacred Books
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of the East Series Where the learned authors of those books

have fallen into error is that they think that the original

Smntis were composed at those dates.

We know this much about the Smritis. There are no

means of ascertaining the age of the original Smntis of the

Rishis Lost they were during the Buddhistic period but of a

certainty they existed at very remote antiquity That there

was a code of Laws during the time of the Rigveda may be

very safely assumed for it speaks of civilized communities

governed by great kings The laws of marriage, sonship and

inheritance of the Indo Europeans must have been established

long before that time, there is no proof that the Riks were

composed by the Rishis who are supposed to be their authors

At the time the Rigveda was put into its present form by

Vyasa or whoever he may have been, the Riks traditionally

went by the names of the several Rishis who are supposed

to have be in their authors The Dharma Sastras went by

the names of the same Rishis It would therefore not be

right to say that the Dharma Sastras were posterior to the

composition of the Rigveda in its present form I shall give

one instance to show how the Dharma Sastras may safely be

assumed to be of a date anterior to the time of some of Vedic

Rishis We find it mentioned in Baudhayana that it was

Aupjanghini, one of the Rishis mentioned in the Satapatha

Brahmana, who prohibited Niyoga The Niyoga and the

different kinds of sons must have existed for centuries before

the controversy was staited In the Rigveda itself, the

abhorrence of the practice of getting sons in irregular ways

is very freely expressed I he traditional law on the subject

must therefore have existed at a period long anterior to the

Rigveda Indeed it is now proved by modern scholarship

that it was an Indo-European custom In human literature

the earliest landmark is the Rigveda As to the origin of the

Dharma Sastras all that can be said is that it is lost in dim
antiquity They probably existed before the Greeks besieged

Troy, before Egypt was or Babylon held regal away over

Central Asia.

The late Mr. Mandhk prepared a very interesting state-

ment showing the Smritis which are quoted m other Smntis.

He thus sammanses the result .
“ Manu precedes Laghu Atn,

Vndda Atn, Vnddha Hanta, Vnddha Gautama, Laghu

Vyasa, Vasista and Laghu Parasara Atri precedes Vriddha
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Harita and Laghu Parasara. Gautama precedes Vriddha

Gautama, Katyayana, Vasista and Laghu Parasara. Vyasa
precedes Vrihaspati. Vasista precedes Vriddha Harita, Usanas,

Katyayana, Vrihat Parasara and Laghu Parasara. Katyayana

precedes Vridha Harita and Laghu Parasara. Parasara

precedes Vriddha Gautama. Vrihaspati precedes Laghu Arti

and Katyayana. Usana precedes Apastamba, Laghu Parasara

and Vriddha Gautama. Prajapati precedes Vridha Gautama,

Laghu Vyasa and Vasista. Harita precedes Laghu Parasara.

Yajnavalkya precedes Vriddha Gautama and Laghu Parasara.

Yartia precedes Sankha and Vriddha Gautama Sankha

precedes Vriddha Gautama and Laghu Parasara. Bhrigu

precedes Vriddha Harita, Vriddha Gautama and Katyayana.

Narada precedes Vriddha Harita, Vriddha Gautama and
Katyayana. The Statement only shows the illusory character

of the argument from the fact of one Smriti quoting another.

Having found that the present Smritis were all composed
in post-Buddhistic or Pauranic times, we have to determine

how far they represented the Hindu Law then prevailing.

That Manu’s Law was the Law which governed the Indians

in the Buddhistic period, is proved by the fact that in Burma,
where the Indian Buddhists carried their religion and law, the

law of the country was known as Manu’s Law. But the

Burmese Manu is so garbled a version of Manu that it is

difficult to recognise in it the Hindu Manu. The Buddhist

Indians discarded the ritualistic portions of Manu. The laws

of marriage had also to be modified and were made of a
secular character. Then we find the un-Hindu custom of

divorce and re-marriage recognised. The law of inheritance

is also in consequence modified. But the law was still Manu’s
Law. This confirms the Hindu tradition that the law oi

Manu is the law of the Hindus, that all the other Smritis were
based on it and every thing that is against it, is not good law.

When however, we come to the laws on marriage, we are met
with certain facts that are of a very puzzling character. Narada,
Parasara, Hareeta, Yama and Katyayana allow remarriage
in case of death, impotence, patitya

,
&c., and also for absence

for a certain number of years. That was the old law of the
Hindus. In the texts of Manu, Gautama and some other
lawgivers, the provision about re-marriage for long-continued
absence of the husband has, it is apparent, been omitted and
the original texts mutilated. This will lead to the conclusion
(hat Narada, Parasara, Hareeta, Yama and Katyayana were
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written at a time before the version of the Manu we have got

was composed. Again Vrihaspati is mentioned in the Lalita

Vistara which was composed before the second century B. C.

His law is supposed to have^ been the law of India in

Buddhistic times, as the Manu of Buddhistic countries agrees

to a great extent with his law. A fuller consideration of the

laws of marriage and the Buddhist law than I am at present

able to give, will, I hope, ultimately lead to the ascertainment

of the time of the Smritis. I am at present engaged in

collecting the texts of the lost Smritis from the old digests.

When collected, they will, I hope, be of material help to the

student of Hindu I^aw. I intend also to ascertain, if possible,

from Buddhist records and Hindu books, what was the law

of Buddhistic India and how it was afterwards modified But

I cannot forget that art is long and life is short.

Now we go to the Commentators and Nibandhakaras.

The earliest among known commentators is supposed to be

Asahaya the commentator of Narada Smriti. After him, is

supposed to come Medhachithi the commentator of Manu,
who flourished about the 8th or 9th century A. I). After him,

comes Viswarupa, the commentator of Yajnavalkya, who was

followed by Vijaneswara, an ascetic, who wrote under the

patronage of the western Chalukya king Vikramaditya VI. of

Kalyanapura, who ruled over a large part of India some time

between the years 1076 and 1127 A. D., (1) Bharuchi, a

commentator of Manu, and Dhareswara who is supposed to be

Bhoja Paramara King of Dhara (10 10-1053 A.D.) and Srikara

are quoted by Vijnaneswara. Their works are lost. Apararka

or Aparaditya who ruled over the Konkan about the year

1187 A.D. (2), caused a commentary on the Yajnavalka Smriti

to be written which was called after his name. After him

comes Hemadari, the prime minister of Mahadeva, King of

Daulatabad, who wrote the famous Chaturvarga Chintamani

about the 13th century A. D. He quotes Apararka and is

quoted in the Madan Parijata. Devandabhatta, son of

Keshabadetya Bhatta was the author of the Smriti Chandrika.

His authority is now considered to be paramount in Madras.

He lived before the 1 3th century for he quotes Apararka and

is quoted in the Madana Parijata and by Madhava, the

celebrated prime minister of Bukka, the King of Vijayanagar,

who reigned in the latter half of the 14th century. Madhava

(1) Journal Bomb. Asiatic Society, XII 334, 335.

(a) Sir Waite Elliot's Inscriptions. Indian Antiquary, V 37, VI 75.
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was by far the most learned and prolific writer of India after

the great Sankara. His commentary on Parasara Smriti,

called the Parasara Madhava, is one of the standard works of

law. Next in point of time is supposed by Dr. Jolly and
other learned writers to be Hara Datta, the author of the

Ujjvala commentary on the Apastamba Dharma Sutra and
of the commentary on Gautama called the Gautamiya

Mitakshara. But I find it difficult to believe that he was so

modern. It should be borne in mind that the heritable

rights of the widow were established in India by Vijnaneswara.

Medhathithi denies them, and so does Haradatta. Viswarupa

gives the right only to the pregnant widow. All the other

commentators and digest writers have not dared to question

the widow’s rights. It is not unreasonable to suppose that

Haradatta flourished after Medhathithi and before Vijnanes-

wara, for one who dared to disagree with Vijnaneswara in the

sixteenth century would have been considered a very rash man.

We next come to Lukshidhara, the author of the Kalpa-

taru. He is cited by all the Mithila and Bengal commentators.

He was the prime minister of King Govind Deb of Kanauj,

who flourished about 1130 A. 1 ). Chandeswara, the author

of the Vivada Ratnakara, the famous minister of King

Harasinhadeva of Mithila, who performed the Tula Ceremony
in 1236 Saka, i. e 1315 A. 1 ). comes next. After him comes

Vachaspati Misra, the author of the Vivada Chintamoni and the

most learned and prolific writer of modern India after

Madhava, who flourished during the time of Hari Narain,

the great grandson of Hara Sinha Deba, about the beginning

of the 15th century. Next comes Bisseswara, the author

of the Madana Parijata and the Subodhini Tika of the

Mitakshara, who wrote under the patronage of King Madana
Pala of Kasta to whom the preservation of the commentary

of Medhathithi on Manu is due. He is supposed to have

flourished between the 14th and 15th century A. I). There

was a famous commentary called the Parijata, which is cited in

the Ratnakara and other early works. The Madana Parijata,

is probably based on it.

The history of the origin and development of the Bengal

School is wrapped up in impenetrable darkness. Halayudha,

the Chief Judge of Lakshamana Sena, the last Hindu
King of Bengal, who flourished about the end of the

12th century, wrote a book on Hindu law which was
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of authority in Bengal and Mithila and is quoted by

Mithila and Bengal writers with respect. His book has

not yet been found but from the quotations, it appears,

that during Hindu times the law of Bengal was the same as

the taw of Mithila. Kullukabhatta, the celebrated com-

mentator of Manu, was a Varendra Brahmin, who is supposed

to have flourished about the t 5th century A. D. Though
a Bengal writer, he follows the Mitakshara School and so does

Shulapani, another Bengal authority, quoted by Raghunandana
Both Kullaka and Shulapani do not even refer to the

Dayabhaga or any of its opinions. When and how therefore,

did the doctrines of Gimutavahana come to be recognized

as binding in Bengal? These questions have never been

answered. All that we know of Gimutavahana is that he was

anterior to Raghunandana and posterior to Dikshita, whose

opinion about the disability of the sonless widowed daughter

to inherit he quotes, and that he was a Bengal Brahmin of

the Faribhadriya class or Pari or Parihal Gai. He also quotes

Govindaraja and Srikara, who was probably the same author

who jointly with Raya Makuta wrote a commentary of the Amar-

kosha during the reign of Jalaluddin Shah, son of Raja Ganesh

of Bengal in the first quarter of the fifteenth century. A
copy of the Kalaviveka, another work of Gimutavahana, in the

library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal bears on it the date

1417 Saka, i. e., 1495 A. D. The book must have been

written long before the date. It is probable therefore that

Gimutavahana lived in the beginning of the 15th century.

It is indeed rather hard on Gimutavahana to be degraded

from the proud position of a powerful monarch of classical

antiquity, which he was supposed to be, by many English and

Hindu writers on Hindu Law to the level of a Bengal

Srotriya Brahmin of the Sandilya Gotra of the low class

called Parihala * The mystery is yet unsolved how his book

* Parihalas were originally Kulin Brahmins. They became

secondary Kulins during the time of the Sena kings and Srotriyas

afterwards. Since the publication of the first edition of my book, certain

Pundits have in an introduction to the Kalaviveka in the Bibliotheca

Indica Series tried to assign a mythological age to Gimutavahana by

saying that because Gimutavahana called himself a Parihala he must

have existed at a period when the Parihala, were great in the estima-

tion of the people. But they forgot that a Parihalas Brahmin must call

himself a Parihala, for that is his designation. Ancient writers some-

times put their Gotra names before their proper names, e. g. % Halayudha
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came to supplant the Smnti of Halayudha and to create a

school of law different from that of the rest of India

A probable theory is that Gimutavahana was younger

than Srikara Misra and flourished with him and survived him

Srikara’s authority was acknowledged by his contemporary local

Pundits Gimutavahana speaks of him in terms of deep

reverence, mentioning his name with the plural affix. It is very

unusual to find one commentator mentioning another in that

manner, except when he is the formers teacher. Gimuta-

vahana also calls Srikara simply as Acharya Ordinarily, it

would mean that he was his teacher It may however, be that

Acharya was his name In that case also, it is usual only to

call a contemporary author by his title Nobody would call

an ancient author by so ordinary a title as Acharya Gimut-

avahana apparently thought that by Acharya people would

understand that Srikara was meant and that would only be

possible, if Srikara was Gimutatahana’s teacher or his con

temporary. He undoubtedly refutes some not very important

opinions of Srikara in terms of disrespect which only shows

his anxiety to outshine one who enjoyed great reputation in

his time Srikara is not mentioned by any other author of

note, excepting the author of the Saraswati Vilasha, who was

greatly under the influence of the early Pundits of Navadwipa

and who mentions Srikara and not Gimutavahana—a fact

showing that even in the early pait of the sixteenth century,

Gimutavahana was little known among Pundits Gimutavahana

probably, first read under Srikara and then for a short time

studied the Mimansa at Benaies, where he became acquainted

with the writings of the Dikshitas in imitation of whom, he

wrote his books including a book on Kala, called the Kalabi

veka * He probably came to the court of Jalaluddm Shah,

called himself Vatsa Gotnya A Koolin Bandopadhyaya would call

himself a Sandilya Gotnya A Sandilya Gotnya degraded descendant
of Bhattanarayana’s son Batu, who obtained the village Pan and was
in consequence, called a Panhala was obliged by custom to call himself
Panhala The Kusaris, Gargaris or Maschatakas, who are also descen-
dants of Bhattanarayana like the Parihalas, came to call themselves by
those names, only when they fell from their high estate and would not be
recognized by any other appellation Gimutavahana calls himself of
the kula of Panbhadra It is clear that he must have flourished at a
time when the Panhalas had come to be regarded as a distinct kula as
distinguished from a mere Gai or village name

* At that period a treatise on Kala came to be regarded as an
indispensable part of a Smnti Nibandha and Raghunandun also wrote
a treatise on Kala. It was not a custom of the old commentators like

Vijnaneswara

C
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King of Bengal, who was originally a Hindu and who, even

after his conversion to Muhammadanism, entertained Hindu

Pundits in his Court, among whom was Srikara, and his repu-

tation probably surpassed that of Srikara. Among the Hindus

of the Court of Jalaluddin, Muhammadan ideas on law, as well

as on religion, were fashionable. Thus the efforts of Gimuta-

vahana for overthrowing the old ideas of joint ownership, of

ownership by birth and survivorship and for establishing

individual rights in ancestral property with powers of alienation

and the rights of inheritance of females and sister’s sons

were the direct result of the prevailing Muhammadan influence.

The ideas of Gimutavahana could not but find favour in the

Court of Jalaluddin and among Hindus of that time. This may
be a probable explanation how his book became of authority

in Bengal. Srinath Acharya, son of Srikara Acharya (a person

probably different from Srikara Misra), a man distinguished

among Kulin Brahmins of the time, wrote a commentary on

the Dayabhaga. His disciple was the great Raghunandana,

who flourished in the sixteenth century and whose opinions

now really rule the Bengal Pundits. In Raghunandana’s time,

Buri Punchanon, a collection of Vyavasthas, and not

Gimutavahana’s Smriti, was of authority in Navadwipa. Even
after the death of Raghunandana, Buri Punchanan was of

authority there. It was Gopal Nyayalankara of Navadwipa,

who first taught Raghunandana’s Smriti at Navadwipa and it

was his two famous disciples, Devi Tarkalankara and Ramnath,

who made Raghunandana’s book popular and established his

authority. Raghunandana was a follower of Gimutavahana,

and the Dayabhaga thus became of supreme authority among
the Pundits of Navadwipa and consequently among the people,

who, because there were no Hindu Kings, were guided by
their Pundits during that period. This seems to me to be

the secret of Gimutavahana’s authority. The subties doctrines

of Gimutavahana, which were propular at the time, found

favour with the subtle Raghunandana (who was probably in

the line of his disciples), and the acute Gopal and his learned

disciples, who ruled among the Pundits of Navadwipa at the

time.* Then came Srikrishna Tarkalankara, and after him,

• The above account of the development of the Smriti at
Navadwipa from Srinath to Debi and Ramnath is based upon unques-
tioned Navadwipa tradition mentioned to me by Mahamahopadhyaya
Chandra Kant Tarkalankara, one of the oldest and most learned Pundits
now living.
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the Pundits of Warren Hastings, who compiled the Vivadarnava

Setu, the translation of which was called Halhed’s Gentoo

Code, the court Pundits of the old Sudder Court and the

famous Jagannath Tarkapunchanon, the compiler of

Colebrooke’s Digest These Pundits made the law of the

Navadwipa Pundits, the law of the Bengal courts It should

be mentioned here that the old law books were practically not

available in Bengal at the time and even now they are

very little studied there

The Saraswati Vilasha which is of authority in Orissa, is

said to have been written by Protap Rudra Deva, the King of

Orissa, or his court Pundits He, like Raghunandana, was a

contemporary of Chaitanya and reigned between the years 1503

and 1524 A D.

Of the Bombay commentators, Kamalakara, the authoi

of the Nirnaya Sindhu and the Vivadatandava lived m the 17th

century In the Nirnaya Sindhu it is mentioned that it was

finished in 1612 A D Nilkantha, the author of the Vyavahara

Mayukha, whose authority is supreme in Guzerat and the

Island of Bombay, was a cousin of Kamalakara and was

probably his contemporary Nanda Pundit who was also

known as Vinayaka Pundit, son of Ram Pundit, the author of

the Dattaka Mimansa and of the Keshava Vaijayanti, the

famous commentary on Vishnu, also flourished in the 17th

century The latter work mentions that it was written at the

instance of Keshava Nayaka and was completed in 1633 A D.

Mitra Misra the author of the Viramitrodaya, which is

considered of authority in the Benaies School, wrote his book

by order of Birsing Deo Rajah of Archa, who muidcred Abul

Pazul, and he thus flourished about the end of the 16th century

Lakshmi Debi, the authoress of the Balam Bhatti, Pika of

the Mitakshara, lived about the end of the r 7th century

Of the Bengal Pundits, Srikrishna Tarkalankara, the

annotator of the Dayabhaga and the author of the Dayakrama

Sangraha, lived about the end of the 1 7th century or the

beginning of the 18th century Jagannath Tarkapanchanon,

the celebrated author of the Vivada Bhangarnava, lived about

the end of the 18th century.

The above is only a short and meagre account of the

Rishis and the commentators For the purposes of this book,

I hope it will be considered sufficient

Having regard to the scheme of the work, I did not find

it possible to avail myself of the services of any Pundits,
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except in helping me in translating some difficult texts. I had

also to n^ike certain that all the texts on the subjects dealt

with in the book have been collected and I could not rely

upon others. I had therefore to go myself through the digests

and books mentioned by me. The labour it cost me, has been

great but I hope, that it has not been quite thrown away and

that scholars will find that the work has been conscientiously

done. I hope also that Pundits who know English, and other

scholars will now kindly come forward to help me, and if any

texts or readings of texts have been omitted or any mistakes

committed in the translations, they will kindly point out the

deficiencies to me so that they may be remedied in the next

edition.

My best thanks are due to Babu Ishan Chandra Bose

and Dr. Sarat Chandra Banerjee, m.a., d.l., and Babu Haran
Chunder Banerjee, m.a., b.l., Vakils of the Calcutta High

Court, for looking over many of the proofs of the book.

I have also to thank these gentlemen and the eminent Hindu
lawyer Babu Golap Chunder Sirkar Sastri for many valuable

suggestions, while the book was going through the press. My
thanks are also due to Babu Satis Chunder Chose, Vakil of

the Calcutta High Court, and Babu Jogneshwar Roy, b l.,

Pleader of the Alipur Court, for helping me in preparing the

index.

To the Delegates of the Clarendon Press my grateful

acknowledgments are due for kindly permitting me to make use

of the translations of the texts from the books of the Sacred

Books of the East Series. My thanks are also due to Dr.

Jolly and Babu Golap Chunder Sirkar for permitting me to

make use of the translations made by them.

I cannot conclude without giving expression to the feeling

of the great obligation, which in common with all other writers

on Hindu Law, I am under to the great orientalists Sir W.

Jones and Professor Max Muller, who loved India and its

Rishis so well, and to Colebrooke, Buhler, Jolly, Wilson,

Cowell, Monier Williams, Burnell, Foulkes, Shama Charan

Sircar, Viswanath Narayan Mandlik, Raj Coomar Sarvadhicary

Gooroo Das Banerjee, Jogendra Nath Siromony, Golap

Chunder Sircar, Krishna Kamal Bhuttacharya and last, but

not the least, to Mr. Mayne whose great book on Hindu Law
is a mine of information to which writers on the subject shall

Always have to resort.
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ADDENDA,

68. Add g gn<i 'nwrt g *fn*w. i

nr ffrqf^tT Tw «g«f?i *g*g i

Putrika is obsolete. Babu Reta Koer v. Puran, i Pat. L,

J. 581. Thakoor Jeebnath, v. Court of Wards, 2 I. A. 163,
Sre Raju v. Sre Raju, 31 Mad. 310.

P. 143, 1 . 29. After ‘ceremony* add or ‘offer what are called

the undivided oblations.*

1 . 30. After Sraddha add “ once for all.**

In Oude it has been held that in case of conflict between
th'e different High Courts the rule of the Allahabad High
Court should be followed and thus on the ground of spiritual

benefit, the great-grandson of the great-grandfather should
be preferred to the great-great-grandson of the grandfather,

Harnandan v. Rachpal, 20 I. C. 32.

P. 144. Since the above was written the Bombay decision

has been expressly dissented from by the Madras High Court
which has held that Samanodaka relationship cannot extend
beyond the 13th in degree.

P. 152. Add in the end Rama Row v. Kalluya, 30 Mad.
L. J. s*4 J 34 I. c. 294.

The Patna High Court in a recent case has held that the
test to discover the preferential heir is the capacity to offer

oblations and thus the mother’s paternal aunt*s son should be
preferred to the mother’s sister’s grandson who though he
may be considered as an Atma Bandhu still is inferior to the
former as he offers no Pinda. Adit Narayanan v. Mahabir, 35
I. C. 689.

P. 156. Father’s sister has been preferred in Bombay and
Nagpore as Bandhu to the maternal grandfather. Madho v.

Janki, 36 I. C. 514. Saguna v. Sadashiva, 28 Bomb. 715.

P. 177. Add the following foot note to line 20 :

The Smriti Chandrika reads WfifftfJlf for 1 The
meaning would thus be that the unprovided daughter
takes immediately after the maiden daughter. This reading

if correct would make the position of the Dayabhaga absolutely

untenable. It is based on a doubtful text and is opposed to

all the Smritis and the commentaries.
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P. 210. In Madras it has been held that a mere tumor
in the nasal cavity, even if it is congenital, does not disqualify

and the judges added that it was doubtful “ whether all the

texts as to disqualification are in force now-a-days.” Subba
Naidu v. Vencataram, 23 I. C. 528. Vencata Subba Rao v.

Purushottam, 26 Mad. 133. Add to Note 2. Ram Singh v,

Bhanu, 38 All. 1 1 7.

P. 21 1. Note 2. Add Run Bijai v. Jagat Pal, 18 Cal. in
P. C.

P. 2 1 2. In Calcutta it has been held that the patricide, his

chaste wife and his son are entitled to maintenance. The son

was held to be excluded because he was born after the succes-

sion had opened out. Nilmadhob v. Jotindra, 18 I. C. 764.

P. 212, 1 . 8. Add Madras after Bombay and in foot

note 3 add Kayarohana v. Subbaraga, 38 Mad. 250.

P. 213. In Calcutta it has been held that when a Hindu
married woman during the life-time of her husband was

converted to Muhammadanism and married a Muhammadan
she was in the position of an unchaste wife and her children

could not succeed to her Hindu husband’s property. Sundari

Letani v. Petambar Letani, 32 Cal. 871.

Living separate from the husband has been held not to

be such hostility to him as to disqualify. The opinion has

been expressed that the grounds which excluded a son also

excluded a wife or daughter and it was assumed that malignant

hostility (which was defined) disqualifies. Khettermoni v,

Kadambini, 17 I. C. 82.

It has been held in Bombay that unchastity if condoned
by the husband who continues to live with her notwith-

standing, cannot exclude a wife from inheritance and in such

a case outsiders should not be allowed to raise the question.

Gungadhur#. Yella, 13 Bom. L. R. 1038, 12 I. C. 714.

P. 214. The Madras High Court has held that even

degradation from caste on account of unchastity after Act

21 of 1850 could not disqualify a mother who had misconduct-

ed herself with a Muhammadan, 31 Mad. roo. The son or

grandson of a disqualified heir may succeed to the share

which the latter might have taken, if not disqualified, in

respect of separate or self-acquired property under the Mitak-

shara and in every case under the Dayabhaga but under the

Mitakshara the daughter of an insane coparcener cannot

succeed. Ram Sing v. Musmut Bham, 32 I. C. 127, 14 All.

L. J. 4, 33 All.

P. 215. Add before Bombay, Allahabad in the third line

from the end.

P 216. In foot-note (1) add Dalsing v. Mussammut Dini,

32 All. 155, Baldeo Sing v. Mathura Koeri, 33 All. 783.
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P. 216. In footnote 2 add Akora v. Borianee, 2 B. L. P
199, Lakshana v. Sadasiva, 28 Mad. 725. Somar v, Bhago,

5 C. P. L. R. 85. Kashirao v. Ukarda, 31 I. C. 290 (Nagpore).

P. 220, 1. 13. After ‘excluded’ add'except in cases where a
custom is proved by which persons of lower castes are allowed
to enter certain monastic orders and by which they lose they
right to succeed to their own family estate and the inheritance

left by them devolves according to the rules of the particular

order.*

P. 220. In foot-note (3) add Harish v. Ater Mohomed, 40
Cal. 545, Lochan Bhuimali v. Adhar, 35 I. C. 630.

P. 220. It has been held in the Punjab that Jat Fakirs
and Udasis do not necessarily lose their rights to ancestral

property and they are found sometimes marrying. Lachman
Das v. Chakuri, 29 Punj, R 1881. But the burden of proving
that they have not renounced the world and thus lost their

rights is on the party alleging it. Badhawa v. Anaukha, 7 Punj.

R. 1892. Among Agarwala Banias, it has been held that a
person by becoming a Suthra Fakir renounces the world and
loses his right of inheritance. Luchman Das v. Raha, 106
Punj. L. R. 1911. 11 I. C. 378.

P, 228. Add

titht *1 TWfTi 11

fh mw«i 1

Food and raiment for lifes hould be given to him (who
is a disqualified heir) for life by his kinsmen. But when
there are no kinsmen he takes the paternal wealth. The
kinsmen should not be compelled to give him any property

acquired by them which is not derived from his ancestors.

Katyayana cited in the Smriti Chandrika.

irftwt* iwgrau tot iwt n

The son born of a woman married in the inverse order

is no heir. Katyayana cited in the Smriti Chandrika.

P. 261. Foot note (6), add-—In Papparayadu v. Ruttaina,

37 Mad. 275 tho judges refused to follow 31 Mad. 158 and

held that a declaratory decree may be made declaring that the

portion necessary would be a charge on the estate.

P. 261. Add to Note 6. Papparayudu Rathama, 37
Mad. 275. In this case judges dissented from 31 Mad. 158

and held that a decree may be made declaring the portion

necessary would be a charge on the estate.
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P 265. No surrender by a widow or can affect the succes-

sion unless made with the consent of all the reversioners.

Rameswar Parmd v. Baranashi, 38 I. C. S3 2 - 1 Pat. L. W. 38.

P. 272. The Bombay High Court has recently held that a

partial alienation on favour of the next reversioner in pursuance

of an award of arbitrators is invalid. Moti Raiji v. Lai Das,

41 Bom. 693.

The Patna High Court has upheld the validity of a

transaction by which a widow surrendered her interest to one
daughter’s sons giving one-third of the property to a barren

daughter and arranging for her own maintenance. Raghunath
v. Kura, 38 I. C. 167.

An alienation giving effect to family settlement and
compromise is good if proved to be bond fide and justifiable

necessity need not be proved. A compromise is not the same
as an alienation. Vencata v. Tulgararr, 38 I. C. 270.

Gift of a part of the estate to the next reversioner is

invalid not being a complete remuneration but it may be
good if it is for consideration. Khewani Sing v. Chetram, 39
All. 1. Pilu Appa v. Babaji, 34 Bom. 163, see 21 Mad. 128.

In case of partial necessity the reversioner can claim

possession on payment of the amount paid for necessity but

when only a small portion was not necessary, the whole sale

must stand. Bunayeed Hossan v. Mata Sing, 36 I. C. 57(Oude).

It is on the plaintiff to prove affirmatively that he is

the reversioner and that there are no nearei heirs. Rama Row.
v. Kutteya, 30 Mad. L. J. 14.

Reversioner sues in representative character. Vencatanara-

yana v. Subbammal, 42 I. A. 125.

P. 279. Note 2.

—

Add Janaki v. Narayun 39 Mad.
634 P. C.

P. 294. Mother is entitled to a share equal to that of a son
in a suit for partition between her sons and step-sons and the
possession of separate property may reduce her share pro
tanto. Sarut Chand v. Pani, 19 Oud Cas. 240.

P. 307. A Hindu wife is not entitled even to bare
maintenance when she is unchaste and persists in her viceous
course, Debi Saram v. Daulata, 39 I. C. 10. 45 All. L. J.
169.

P. 31 1, 1 . 21. After ‘daughter-in-law ’ add ‘or the widow of
a deceased coparcener.’

Foot note (3)

—

Add Parwati Bai v. Chatree Limbaji, 36
Bom. 131.
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P. 312, After 1 . 2 add—The same rule applies to a

widowed daughter-in-law.

Foot note (1)—Sukan Saha v. Musmut Gangajali, 13 I. C.

136. Subaji v. Rangubai, 14 I. C. 821.

P. 315. In fixing the amount of maintenance of a widow
provision must be made for her reasonable wants which include

charities and religious obligations and for her residence in

addition to her food and raiment according to her status in

life. Kewatize Chandu Lai, 36 I. C. 985. 123 Punj R. 1916.

P. 317. Maintenance of widows is a charge on the estate.

Raghunathze Kura, 38 I. C. 167 (Patna).

P. 348. The Madras High Court has held that whether a
female if acquired absolute right by adverse possession is a
question of intention, the presumption being in case of a mother
for instance that she held as heiress of her son. In Re
Prattipath Seshayya, 15 I. C. 403.

Land forming the emoluments of the office of Moniegar
which had been enfranchised in favour of a Hindu woman
has been held to be her Stridhana. Slemma v. Lutchman, 21

Mad. 100.

In foot note 4 .—Add Veeraghava v. Kota, 33 I. C. 532.

P. 349. It has been held by the Privy 'Council that a
woman took an absolute interest in immovable property

conveyed by her future husband to her, heir heirs, executors

and assigns. Bai Kessarbai v. Hansraj, 30 Bom. 431 P. C.

P. 350. In Bombay and Berars where the Mayukha pre-

vails, property inherited by a daughter from her father has been
held to be Stridhana. Gulappa v. Tayawa, 31 Bom. 463,
Chandrabhaga v. Vishwanath, 20 I. C. 560.

P. 351, Foot-note (1) Add Jogindra Chunder v. Phani
Bhushun, 43 Cal. 464.

Foot-note (3)—Add where it was held that in case

of the property of a maiden who had inherited her

mother's Stridhan, her brother succeeded in preference to the

father. It was pointed out in 19 Mad. 109 that the case of

the maiden was the only exception to the general rule as it

came under Mitakshara Ch. 2, Sec. XI 30.

In foot 3 lost but one line omit contra .

P. 421. Coparceners are tenants in common under the

Dayabhaga and there may be a suit for account against the

manager. In Oude it has been held that under the Dayabhaga
there may be a suit for account against the Kurta but no money
relief can be granted. Sarat Kumar v. Bholanath, 15 I. C. 616.

P. 422. Under the Mitakshara, no succession certificate is

necessary even for a minor adopted son in respect of ancestral
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property. Ramanathan v. Subramaniam, 28 I. C. 688, Subra-

maniam v. Rokku, 20 Mad. 232 overruling Vencataramanna v>

Vecaya, 14 Mad. 377. See Perayya v. Ahmad, 27 Mad. L. J.

236.

The joint property of a Mitakshara family can be
placed under the charge of the Court of Wards by the manag-

ing member. Golab Sing v. Raja Seth Gokul Das, 40 Cal.

78 P. C.

P. 423. Coparceners can sue to recover possession of the

entire property against a trespasser let into possession by
one of the coparceners, even if he be the manager, by making
the latter a party defendant Narainbhai v. Ranchol, 26 Bom.
14 1, Jainarayan v. Ram Kishore, 40 Cal. 966 P. C.

Foot note 5—Add Muhammad Sadiq v. Khedan, 1 Pat.

L. J. 154 refusing to follow Sati Prosad v. Radhanath, 16 Cal.

L. J. 427.

P. 424. When a bond stood in the name of three members
of a joint family and one of them died before suit, the

survivors alone have been held entitled to sue on it as the

representative character which the family gave to them
continued. Ramkishore v. Parmeshri, 14 All. L. J. 255. See

33 All. 272 P. C., 34 All. 567 F. B.

P. 431. Add the position of a manager is not that of an
agent or a partner but is like that of a trustee. Annamalu v
Arjun Sing, 30 I. A. 220. See 26 Mad. 544.

P. 436. Where father and son trade together the presump-
tion is not that the son is a partner but the business becomes
joint family business and the acquisitions of both parties

become joint property. Narasunhappa v. Chinua, 38 I. C. 744.

There has been a difference of opinion in Madras about
the rights of minor and other coparceners whose names do not
appear on a partnership between the managing member and
strangers. Spencer, J., held that a coparcener had no right to sue

for dissolution or for an account. Phillips, J. held otherwise.

Grandhi v. Gangayya, 38 I. C. 1 1 1.

P. 437. Foot note 4—Add Doraisami v. Nundusami, 38
Mad. 1 18 F. B.

P. 463, 1 . 14 For * to * read ‘ of
*

1. 16 add after * family * 4 or of his own interest in

such property.*

1. 16.—Add a separated coparcener when he adopts thereby

becomes a member of a joint family and cannot make a valid

will. Vencataramayan v. Subbammal, 42 I. A. 125.

In Patna it has been held that a coparcener cannot alienate

his own Undivided interest but in execution his interest may
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pass and the auction purchaser may sue for partition. Soman
Koeri v. Ramkinker, 38 I. C. 222, 1 Pat. L. R. 16.

Foot-note (1)

—

Add Subba Reddi v. Darasami, 30 Mad. 69,

Praglai v. Rameshar, 20 I. C. 921.

P. 464. L. 5—After 1 consideration ' add 4 of his own
share without necessity.'

In Madras it has been recently held differing from earlier

cases that an alienation for consideration of a joint undivided
share has effect of an equitable transfer entitling the alienee

to sue and to get a decree for partition. Maharaja of Bobbili

v. Vencataramangalu, 25 I. C. 585. Contra 25 Mad. 716.

35 Mad. 47, 23 Mad. L. J. 64.

Foot-note 2.

—

Add Vadevelum v. Natesa, 37 Mad. 435.
Hira Ram v. Udhe Ram, 19 I. C. 861 (Nagpore).

P. 470. An unjustified alienation by a father or manager
without necessity is only voidable and when the sale is set

aside, the sons are entitled to mesne profits only “ from the

date on which they gave notice of their option to avoid it to

the purchaser.” Bhrigu Nath v. Narsing, 39 All. 61.

P. 475, 1. 1—After (1) add 1 the doctrine of necessity has
been supposed in such cases to have merged in that of benefit

to the estate.' Sakrabai v. Mangar Lai, 28 Bom. 206. South
Indian Export Co. v. Subbier, 28 Mad. L. J. 696. Muneshar
v. Arjun Sing, 34 I. C. 738. See 33 I. C. 60, 26 Mad. 505.

17 I. C. 609.

The Patna High Court has held that when a manager
contracts a debt or makes an alienation for necessity

and for the benefit of the family, it binds the other coparceners
whether they are adults or minors. Mandil v. Megh, 1 Pat.

L. J. 39*

P. 481. In Nagpore the Full Bench decision of the
Allahabad High Court (31 All. 176) to the effect that a Hindu
father cannot alienate ancestral property so as to bind his

sons, except to pay off an antecedent debt or for legal necessity

has not been followed. It has adopted the Bombay and Madras
rule that such an alienations for consideration will pass the
father's undivided share. Bhajrag v. Nathuram, 37 I. C. 498.
12 Nag. L. R. 161. See 33 I. C. 60, 26 Mad. 505, 17 I. C.
609.

P. 481. Foot note (4)—Add Nandram v. Bhupal, 34 All.

1 1 6, Chandradeo v. Mata, 31 All. 176, Rao Raghunath v.

Nazir, 19 I. C. 639.

P. 482. Foot-note (2)

—

Add Sarabjit v. Garbuksh, 19 Oud
Cas. 152. See 19 I. C. 639.

Foot-note (3).

—

Add Tribeni Pershad v. Ram Narain, 20
I- C. 951.
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P. 482. Rate of interest at 18 p, c. compound interest

is exorbitant and the necessity for borrowing by the father

at the rate must be proved. The rate was reduced to 10 p. c.

simple interest though the debt was for family necessity.

Lai Singh v. Surjan Singh, 15 All. L. J. 124, 38 I. C. 564.

P. 484. On a money decree being executed against the

father joint property was attached. The sons brought a suit

for a declaration that the debt was illegal and immoral and not

binding on them. Pending the suit an order was passed that

the right, title and interest of the judgment-debtor should be
sold and the sale took place accordingly. The suit of the sons

failed. The Privy Council held on the authority of Mahabir
Prosad v. Markunda Nath, (17 I. A. n) that in cases of this

kind it is of the utmost importance that the substance and
not the mere technicalities of the transaction should be
regarded and that notwithstanding the observations in Simbu
Nath v. Golap Sing, (14 I. A. 77), the entire family property

passed though it was described as the right title and interest of

the judgment-debtor. Sripat Singh Daga v. Maharaja Sir

Prodyot Kumar Tagore, 21 C. W. N. 442.

P. 495. In Allahabad in the latest case on the question,

it has been held that when ancestral property is sold in

execution of a decree against the father, the sons can set the
sale aside only by showing that the debt was illegal or immoral.
Panaru Sukul v. Baldeo Sahai, 21 I. C 46. Pakhpal Sing
v. Chhutta Sing, 9 All. L. J. 653, Jadunath v Bhabuti, 33
I. C. 785 (Punj.) Gurnarain v. Gulzari, 17 Oud Cas. 318
Ponnappa v. Pappuyyangar, 4 Mad. 1 F. B.

P. 499. Foot-note (4 )—Add Biswanath v. Jagdip, 40
Cal. 342.

P. 501. Last line after ‘dismissed* add the decision has
been followed in a recent case in which it was held that when
the managing member was sued alone the suit was good but
otherwise all the members were necessary parties and if one
of them was left out and afterwards brought on the record
after the period of limitation the whole suit must be dismissed
on the ground of non-joinder. Jugol Kishore v. Gunga Sing,

21 I. C. 712.

P. 502. Foot-note (3)—Add Lai Bahadur Sing v. Abheru
Sing, 13 All. L. J. 138 F. B.

P. 508. In the Punjab it has been held that where the
father at the time of the alienation was leading a licentious

life beyond his means, was indulging in drunkenness and
debauchery and was without any business or occupation, it is

unnecessary to prove that each item of the consideration was
spent on immoral purposes. Kishen Sing v. Bhugwan Das,

31 I. C. 476. Ramnath v. Bolaquee, 50 Punj. R. 1913.
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Foot-note (i )—Add 36 Bom. 68, 17 C. W. N 250, 124.

Foot-note (3)—Add 39 Cal. 843.

P. 510. Foot-note (i)—Add Sumer Sing v. Liladhur, 33
All. 472.

Foot-note (2 )—Add 37 Mad. 458.

Foot-note (4)—Add 14 Mad. L. J. 372, 38 I. C. i6t.

P. 512. Alienation of joint family property for an
antecedent time-barred debt is not binding on the sons

existing at the time. But the aliance is entitled to the father’s

share. In Bombay an alienee without valuable consideration

has no right but an alienee for a consideration acquires a

right to the share of the father by partition and not to joint

possession before patition and in a suit by the son’s possession

of the whole may be granted subject to the declaration of the

above rights of the alienee. It was also held differing from
21 Bom. 797 and 14 Mad. 408 that the interest that passed to

the alienee could not be deminished by the subsequent birth

of other sons. Naro Gopal v . Paragowda, 19 Bom. L. R. 69.

P. 521. In a very recent case the Privy Council has held

that in case of a void gift by the father when some of the sons

were born after the alienation, they as well as the sons born
before had equal rights to the share so alienated. Ramkishore
"v. Jainarayun, 40 I. A. 213.

A son in the womb can question a will. by the father.

Hanumaut v. Bhimacharya, 12 Bom. 105, Minakshi v. Virapi

8 Mad. 89.

A gift by a father when a son was in the womb is invalid

and its invalidity cannot be cured by his subsequent death.

Jogjivan v. Patraj, 38 I. C. 449 (Oude).

P. 523. In a mortgage suit against the father and the son,

the son was excepted. The Allahabad High Court held that

the creditor might afterwards bring a suit against the son for

the unsatisfied portion of the decree. (Jogeshwar Rai v. Aurut
Rai, 35 All. 302). It has also been held that the creditor

may give up the sons who were brought on the record and
in execution of the decree against the father alone bring the

entire property to sale but the sons can come in the execution

proceedings and prevent the sale by showing that the debt was
not binding on them being illigal or immoral. Indu Lai v.

Imperial Bank, 37 All. 214.

In case of a bond fide and not collusive partition between
father and son the Madras High Court held that the creditor

would have to bring a fresh suit against the son to enforce the

decree against the family property in the son’s hands.
(Krishnasami v. Ramasami, 22 Mad. 519). The Allahabad
High Court in the most recent case in the question has
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differed from the Madras Court. (Indar Pal. v. Imperial Bank,

37 All. 214 mentioned above).

P. 566 It has been held in Madras that an agreement

that only the income of the family property should be divided

does not prevent partition by metes and bounds as that would
be opposed to the ordinary incidents of joint property.

Muthusami v . Muthusami, 27 I. C. 3. Subbaraya v. Rajaram

25 Mad. 585.

Add after 1 . 13 where no equitable ground is made out

for not giving effect to the agreement. (Chaita Dassi v. Madan
Chandra Das, 33 I. C. 33).

P. 567. The mother or any other proper guardian can on
behalf of a minor consent to a partition or demand a partition.

Pothe Naicken v. Najamma, 28 I. C. 628. A partition made by
the adult members in which a minor was given an extra share

in recognition of his rights of primogeniture was held binding

and enforceable by the minor on attaining majority. Ayudha
Sargu Prasad v. Sitaram, 29 All 37. Aumamali Chettry v.

Muragasa 30 I. A. 220.

Foot-note I.

—

Add Bale v. Girja, 20 I. C. 563 (Nagpore).

Foot-note (3).

—

Add Sarabjit v. Indrajit, 27 All. 203

P. 580. Where a coparcener was refused partition and
remained out of possession and received no profits for 1 2 years

and was denied maintenance, his claim was held to be barred.

The burden of proof was on the purchaser of the share of

a coparcener who was admittedly out of possession to show
that his vendor had been excluded within 1 2 years of suit.

Sinnasami v. Subana, 26 I. C. 904. Ram Lakhi v. Durga
Charan Sen, 1 1 Cal. 680.

Add to foot-note (8)—Jogendra v. Baldeo, 35 Cal. 961.
Kulada v. Haripada, 40 Cal. 407.

P. 610. In the Punjab it has been held that the gains of

a Vakil educated at family expense was joint property. Gokul
Chand v. Hakim, 34 I. C. 714.

P. 615. Note 3.

—

Add. Sudarsanam v. Narasinhati 25
Mad., 149 P. C.

P. 631. Add in the end—The Smriti Chandrika says

that a partition after reunion should be made according

to the property brought into the common fund by each
one of the members The Mayukha lays down that

notwithstanding inequality of property brought in at reunion
partition must be made on the basis that each had equal
shares. The Madras High Court has in a case of partition

after reunion given effect to the rule of the Smriti Chandrika.
(Masjanath v. Narayana, 5 Mad. 362). But the Bombay
High Court in a recent case has differed from it and given
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effect to the rule of the Mayukha. (Pranjivandas v. Icharam,

17 Bom. L. R. 701, 30 I. C. 918). In another recent

case the Madras High Court has held that on a partition in

a reunited family as in an ordinary joint family, jewels made
from the common fund evclusively used by some of the

female members are their separate property and are not

liable to partition. After a reunion the subsequent interest of

the members could not be identical with the interest of

coparceners in an ordinary joint family, and each members
should have interest proportionate to the property brought
in by him at reunion and in a second partition the shares

will be proportionate to the properties brought in by each

member at reunion and reunited coparceners are merely
tenants in common. Before partition property goes by survi-

vorship. After reunion the case is one of succession though
the rule of succession may be different from that of separated

individuals. (Alamelumauguthayaramma v. Namberummal
Chetty, 15 Mad. L. J. 353, 23 I. C. 824.)

The opinion has been expressed in Sastri Golap Chunder
Sircar's learned book on Hindu Law that a reunited son can-

not claim preference to a son who is separate. Mayne and
West and Buhler are of a different opinion and the Mayukha
has specially given preference to the reunited son. The rule

of the Mayukha has been adopted by the Nagpore Court (Sital

p. Khetri, 21 I. C. 597) and the judgments of other Courts

also favour this position. (Fakirappa v. Yellappa, 22 Bom. 104,

Ramasami v. Vencatasam, 16 Mad. 490 P. C).

P. 665. In Bombay also the Dattaka Chandrikahas been
considered as a work of authority. (Waman v. Krishnaji, 14

Bom. 257 F. B).

P. 682. Foot-note (&)—Add Sundiji Sundiji, 32 Mad. L.

J. 47, 38 I. C. 164.

The Chief Court of Lahore has held that the Khatris of

Lahore can adopt a daughter's son. Nikki v. Giyar Mai, 34
I. C. 47^-

Foot-note (5 )—Add Putta Lai v. Parvati, 42 I. A. 156.

P. 700, l. 9—After sister’s son add ‘and daughter's son.'

P. 701, l. 7—After Madras add and Bombay.

1 . 15—Add ‘even in the case of the twice born castes.'

1 . 20—Add after the above was written, the Privy Council
has so held(Bal Gangadhur Tilak v. Srinivash, 42 I. A. 135).
Sir A. T. Mukerji, J., in a learned judgment has* doubted
the authenticity of the Dattaka Chandrika and expressed the
opinion that the Datta Homa is not necessary in any case.

(Katki v. Lakpati, 20 Cal. L.
J. 319).
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P. 703. In the Punjab it has been held that the strict

Hindu Law about ceremonies of adoptions is rarely observed

there and the giving and accepting a child in adoption is what

is essential even in the case of the twice-born Khatri. Nikki

v. Gujar Mul, 34 I, C. 478. Harsahai v. Bhawan, 43 Punj. R.

1869. Musamut Parmeshri v. Vasdeo, 33 Punj. R. 1885.

P. 704. The Privy Council recently held that Agarwala

Jainas belonged to the twice-born castes governed by the

Mitakshara and a custom in derogation of Hindu Law must
be proved by the party alleging it. Rup Chand v. Jamba,

37 I. A. 101.

Foot-note (4)—Add Kuppasami Reddi v. Vencatalakshmi,

31 I. C. 865, 18 Mad. L. J 434. Asita v. Nerode, 20 C. W.
N. 901.

P. 707. An adoption does not take away the right of alie-

nating self-acquired property. Taj Mulah v. Jugmohun, 1 Punj.

L. J. 529. Sriramkrishna v. Court of Wards, 22 Mad.
888 P. C.

P, 708. In the most recent case on the question it has been

held that an agreement between the natural father and the adopt-

ing mother by which the latter retained the right of management
during her life-time was not binding on the adopted son as it

was not fair and reasonable. Purshottom v. Rukhmabai, 23
I. C. 577-

P. 713. Translation of the Dattaka Chundrika, Sec. V
p. 24-25 has been found to be incorrect, 32 I. C. 401.

1. 14 .—Add since the above was written a Full Bench of

the Madras Court has set aside the decision and also the

decision that the concubine must be one who could be
married according to the rules of his caste and has also

expressed a doubt on the decision that a dancing girl attached

to a temple could not be considered as a continuous concubine
Soundarayam v. Arunachelam, 39 Mad. 136 F. B.

P. 723. Where there no need of adoption, no books of

account showing the expenses incurred at adoption, no feast,

no notification to the Government and ceremonies were of
briefest kind and the boy was not taken to the adoptor’s

house the proof of adoption failed, Diwakar v. Chandan Lall,

44 Cal. 201 P. C.

P. 733* Dryamushyayana as mentioned in Mitakhara
is obsolete but the Nitya Dwamushyana is still recog-

nized in the Bombay Presidency. In that a stipulation

that the adopted boy is the son of both parents is necessary

and must be proved even if the boy be the only son of a
brother. In the kevala adoption there is an entire cessation

of the connection of an adopted boy with the natural lather's..
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family. Laxmipatirao, v. Vencatesh, 38 I. C. 552, 19 Bom.
L. R. 23.

P. 771. In the latest case on the question it has been held

that the illegitimate son is entitled to one-third of the estate

when there is a daughter. (Gangabai v. Bandu, 32 I. C. 786,
18 Bom. L. R. 70). The judges were of opinion that

according to the rule of construction adopted by the Mitak-
shara, the illegitimate son would be entitled to half the share
of a legitimate son or daughter, if there were two legitimate

sons, i.e.
9 J^fth of estate, but they adopted the rule of the ^rd

as it had been established by a long series of cases in Bombay,
Madras and Allahabad. What would be share of the illegiti-

mate son if there were more than one daughter or son has
not been decided.

P. 771. Pollution on account of birth in a family does not
vitiate adoption. Asita v. Nerode, 20 C. W. N. 90.

773. In a recent case the Privy Council declined to

decide the question whether the son of a Kshatriya female
married to the illegitimate son of a Kshatriya by a Muham-
madan woman was legitimate but it was held that he could
take under a will in which he was described as a legitimate

son. Bhya Sher Bahadoor v. Bhya Gunga Buksh, 36 All.

to 1 P. C.

P. 894. Foot-note (3)—Add Babu Rita Koer v. Puran, :

Pat L. J. 581.

P. 915. Though a Mutt is governed by its special customs,
the general usage to be presumed is that the head of a
Mutt has the right to nominate his successor in his life-

time. He has, however, no right to alienate any portion of

the Mutt property except for proper and necessary purposes.

Rajaram v. Bakarta, 38 I. C. 221—see 33 Mad. 265 F.

B 43 Cal. 707. P. C. 33 I. 583.

A female is not disqualified from succeeding to a
hereditary religious office and getting such duties as she may
be incompetent tc performed by proxy. Raja Rajeswari v.

Subramania, 40 Mad. 105.

P. 936. Where a Hindu by will directed that certain idols

should be maintained out of the income of the property, the

balance to be appropriated by the heirs, the bequest was a
charge and not an endowment. Gunga Kunwari v. Pande
Har Narayun, 15 All. L. J. 182, 38 I. C. 166.

P. 947. The members of the family of Pujaris having rights

to the offerings of an ancient temple cannot alienate their

rights to third parties and such alienations are void being
against public policy land there can be no estoppel. Pancha
Thakoor v. Bindeswari 37 I. C. 960 (Patna).
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P. 977. Foot-note (3 )—Add Jagdamba v

\

Wazir, 38 I. C.

255 <Serampore case).

P. 980. A creditor having a money decree against the

holder of an impartible estate governed by the Mitakshara
though he had not attached the

j
property could follow the

property in the hands of the successor of the latter as his

assets liable for his debts Shyam Lai Sing v. Raja Bejoy
Narayan, 2 Pat. L. J. 136 F. B. 39, I. C. 36.

P. 993. Kutchi Memons are governed by the Hindu Law
in matters relating to succession and kindred matters but

are governed by Mahammadan Law in matters of guardian-

ship. Siddick v. Mahomed Hossien, 37 I. C. 728.(1916)2
Mad. W. N. 341.

P. 996. A Hindu marrying a Burmese Kalac and becoming
a Kalac may be a Hindu, (33 Mad. 342). It is not necessary

to be a Hindu by birth to be governed by Hindu Law.
There may be unorthodox Hindus—37 I. C. 780.

1016. In case of urgent and imperative necessity or where
a transaction from its nature must necessarily be beneficial

to a minor, a de facto guardian who is not the guardian in

law can alienate both moveable and immoveable property

of a minor. Hyderaian v. Syed Ali, 37 Mad. 514 Abid Ali v.

Mahomed, 38 All. 177, Abul Hossin v. Mohammad, 35 I. C.

248, 19 Mad. L. J. 248.

P. 1016. An unauthorized guardian who is not the guardian

in law but only de facto guardian can assume, important

responsibilities in relation to the minor’s property but can-

not clothe himself the legal power to sell it. Matadin v. Ahmad
Ali, 34 All. 213 P. C.

All the members of the joint family are personally liable

for a debt contracted by the manager for the purposes of the

family Sita Ram Sonar v. Raj Kumar, (Patna) 38 I. C 691,
following Chalainayya v. Varadavy, 22 Mad. 166.

A surety obligation of the father is binding on the son
even when no money had been advanced. Deo Narain v. Lai

Harihar, 38 I. C. 821, 20 Oud. Cas. 1. Rasik Lai v. Singhaswar

39 Cal. 843. Sitaramayya v. Vencatramanna, 11 Mad. 373.
Venkitachala v. Chettikuram, 28 Mad. 377.
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On a simple bond executed by a Mitakshara father a decree
may be passed against the father personally and against the
son to the extent of the coparcenary property unless the son
can show that the debt was immoral there being no duty on
the creditor to show that the loan was for family purposes.
Nathuni Sahu v. Baijnath, 2 Pat. L. J. 212, Ramasami v.

Ulaganathan, 22 Mad. 49 F. B.

The managing member of a joint Hindu family who
has executed an agreement to sell immovable joint property,

if the agreement cannot be executed against the joint property,

is personally liable for damages for breach of contract
Adikesavan v. Gurunatha, 40 Mad. 338 F B.

The managing member is not entitled without the consent
of the other members to spend the family funds for his own
defence in a criminal charge. Nathu Rai v. Donyal, 2 Pat
L. J. 166.

The Patna High Court has held disagreeing with Lala
Suraj Prosad v. Golab Chand that a minor son not made a
party even with knowledge in a mortgage suit against the father

cannot bring a redemption suit only on that ground notwith-

standing order XXXIV, rule 1 and Sec. 85, Transfer of Property

Act. “ If the mortgage was a family transaction the whole
family is on the record through the head of the family. All

that the junior members can claim is that they ought not to

be debarred from trying in a suit of their own the fact or the

nature of the transaction.’' Raghunundun v. Parmeswar, 39
I. C. 779, 2 Pal. L. J. 306.

A gift of land to a widow by her husband is presumably
for her life. Properties acquired by a Hindu widow out of
the income of the life estate and not kept separate are accre-

tions. Sasisnau v. Sibnarain, 39 I. C. 755.

A Mohunt or Manager of a temple can make only
temporary arrangements and in case of the grants of a
permanent lease or alienation, it is for the lessee to show
necessity for the arrangement, even if it is a commutation of
service rent, but it is necessary to set aside such arrangement
within 6 years of the death of the Mohunt who made the

alienation. Surya Dutt Doloi v. Ekadahea, 39 I. C. 522.

When the lender and borrower are both dead and when
successive Mohunts have recognized a mortgage the Court
should be more easily satisfied of its necessity than in the
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case of a debt of recent date. Murgesam v. Gnana Sambandh,
40 Mad., 402 P. C.

It is a breach of duty on the part of a Mohant or Shebait

to grant a permanent lease either of agricultural or town lands

without necessity, even if the transaction be pecuniarily profit-

able and reasonable and prudent. Benefit was not defined but
preservation of the estate from destruction, protection of it

or portions of it from injury or deterioration by inundation,

defence against hostile litigation and such things were held to

be benefits.

The finding that for a long time permanent leases of

temple lands are being granted and the alienees are in

undisturbed possession is not sufficient for establishing custom.
Palaneappa v. Sreemati, 39 I. C. 722, 21 C. W. N. 729 P. C.

When the managing members of a joint Mitakshara
family mortgage the family property neither for necessity

nor for antecedent debt, the mortgage is wholly invalid

and no equities arise by which the shares of the mortgagors
may be bound except under special circumstances. The
question whether such equities would arise when there

was an express or implied representation of authority to

charge the property as decided in the case of Mahabeer
Pershad v. Ramyad Sing (20 W. R. 192) was left undecided.

Lachhman Prasad v. Narain Prasad, 40 I. C. 284 P. C.

Institution of a suit for partition though the suit may
be dismissed is sufficient to constitute separation.

Kawal Nain v . Budh Sing, 40 I. C. 286 P. C.

It is the pious duty of sons to pay debts incurred by
the father for defending himself against a criminal charge.

Ohuman Chaudhury v. Ram Sunder, 39 I. C. 861.

Usage governs succession to religious institutions.

Ram Parkash Das vs Anand Das, 43 Cal. 707 P. C.

It is by the ordination of the head of a Mull that a
Sanyasi can be a members of it.

Narayana v. Ittule, 39 I. C. 893.

Art, 49 of the Limitation Act is inapplicable to a suit

to declare an alienation by a natural guardian invalid.

Appana v. Appana, 40 I. C. 405.

It is sufficient to effect a severance of joint rights to

execute a unilateral declaration of separation which does
not require registration.

Sikhamani v. Ammani, 40 I. C. 36.

The transferee of a house from a cowidow has no right

to disbursement for improvement.

Musmut Nandi v. Sarup Lai, 40 I. C. 71, 15 All. L. J. 509.
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The father in a Mitakshara family can with the
consent of the adult son and of relations interested m the
minor son can make a valid disposition by will in favour
of female members of his family provided it is reasonable

.

Appan Patrachariar v Srinivashachanar, 40 I C 118,

32 Mad. L. J. 364.

After a partial partition the possession of one member
of the undivided portion is on behalf of all Jagdamb v .

Bikulal, 40 I. C. 115.

A gift by a widow of the entire estate to the next
reversioner is valid in Allahabad. Sham Rathi v . Jaiccha
Kunwas, 40 I. C. 1 17, 15 All. L. J. 304*

The Patna High Court has held that a son could sues

for partition even when his fathei and grand father was
living. It was also held that the existence of a minor who
was not lepresented in the suit would not vitiate the decree
if it was not prejudicial to him. Ajodhya v. Manohar,
40 I. C. 131.

Specific performance of a contract for sale by the

manager of a Mitakshara family can be enforced even when
there are minors but not unless it is shown to be for the

benefit of the minors. Hari Charan v. Kavla Rai, 1 Pat.

L. W. 587.

P. 354, 1 6. In Madras the same rule has been established.

Mittukarapa v. Sellatamal, 39 Mad. 298.

Authourity to adopt does not cuitail powers of widow.
Akanmal v, Vinkayya, 12 Mad. L. J. 1.

Widow’s position is analogous to that of a tenant-

in-tail. 3 C. W. N. 637.

Father’s sister has been preferred in Bombay and
Nagporc as Bandbu to the maternal grandfather. Madho
v. Janki, 36 I. C. 514 ;

Saguna v. Sadasiva, 28, Bom. 710.

TTw^nirt **rmt 1

Smnti on Sraddha cited in the Nirnaya Sigdhu.

sirTMT% 5 ftffir qfireW wfnfa n

Text of Vridha Manu cited in the Prithvi Chandrodaya
and from it, in the Nirnaya Sinhhu.
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P.-21 1 i should be *TTTT, 1 15 should be

T[TT 1 Omit 1 16 in 1 18 should be and W(fx

should be I p 22 1 , 2 ^ should be Tft, 1 . 7

should be I p 23 1 2 TT should be T. and TTT.

should be TT 1 p. 25 1. 17 fn* should be TT, 1 18 TTft

should be ttt^ I p 26 1 11 TP^T. should be TT*1T:,

p 29 1 . 1 should be ^n&7 ,
1 6 Ti should be T»T,

1. 30 M should be MT I p 34 1. 21 TT should be TT
1 p. 35

1. 5 TT should be TT I p 36 l 1 1 ^TTfVr should be TTTfH, 1 . 30

firar should be frn? I p. 38 1. 21 W should be nTT*,

1 . 32 after texts add are. p 41 1 20 TTTT should be TT2f,

1 21 TTTT should be 1 27 % should be ^ I p 53 1 24

Ti should be 1 35 omit ‘the’, p. 55 1 ig TT should be TT I

P 57 1 9 ^ should be ft, 1 16 *nT! should be
, 1 33 ft

Tff should be ft 1 p 58 1 14 Ti should *f, 1 16 ^ should

be j[ I p. 66 1 34 should be 1 36 should be fh I

p 67 1 1 Tr«T should be I p 69 1 5 Tt should be ft 1

p 71 17^ should be I p. 72 1 8 should be ’T I p 73

1 13 should be p. 75 last line should be fnr,

1 24 TOT should be TT7
1 p 78 1 25 ft should be

p 86 1 27 ^ should be ^ | p. 85 1 . 4 4 should be

W should be ^ 1 p 88 1 4 if should be *TT I p 89 1. 33

if should be if I p. 90 1. 18 % should be if I p. 91 1 13

an should be
,

1 15 TT should be TT I p 105 1 . 15 and

TfT should be 7TT , 1 22 V should be TT and n should be u,

1. 28 ft should be ft I p 107 1 18 tt: should be nr:,

L 19 TIT should be nt, 1. 23 ft should be ft, ft should
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be 1 p. 108 1. 1 8 should be 1. 21 n should be TT

and W: should be ir
1 p. 1 11 1. 20 should be ^ 1 p. 164

1. 23 should be *T, 1. 21 should be
1 p. 167 1. 9 ir

should be 1. 10 ^ should be I p. 168 1. 12 should

be
1 p. 169 1. 8 ‘made* should be ‘male’, 1. 18

should be ^s, 1. 21 one should be on. p. 173 1. 20 tr

should be 7T, 1 . 23 should be 1 . 25 ^ should

be V, 1. 27 fm should be ft*snr:
| p. 174 1. 4 wt

should be WT ,
W should be E

1 p. 176 1. 7 should be s

1. 9 WT should be *TT
1 p. 177 1. 1 ITT should be TT, 1. 26

after ‘father* add ‘or the mother*, p. 19 1 L 22 ft should be

ft I p. 193 1 . 4 ftr should be ft, 1 . 8 Z[ should be tsiT I

p. 196 I.4 should be ^ I p. 200 1 . VIII should be VII.

p 202 1. 7 f%4 should be ft
| p. 220 1. 21 ^ should be ft,

1. 26 ft* should be 1 p. 222 1. 31 gf\ should be 3ft,

1. 35 ft* should be ^ 1 p. 223 1. 17 should be WJ \

p. 225 1. 11 ift should be ift \ p. 226 1 16 omit ff
| p. 228

1. should be p. 284 1. 12 * should be $, 1. 14^
should be ^ 1 p. 299 1. 12 1 should be ^ 1 p. 300 1. 8

should be <srn 1 p. 301 1. 21 after TCt add sftft,

1. 22 IT should W
| p. 302 1. 10 should be and H

should be ifT, 1 . 17 ?TT should be 7TT:
1 p. 324 1 . 14 WT should

beWT;
| p. 326 1 . 1 ftrcp* should be 1 . 4 ^

should be ^ 1 p.371 1. 3 IT should be \\ p. 374 1. 5

fftU should be
1 p. 375 1. 11 ^rf should be

|

p. 376 1. 28 W should be
| p. 377 1. 2 TJT should be

1

p. 380 1 . i i[ should be V, 1 . 13 should beWi p. 441

1. 4 TT should be 1. 9 W should ii p. 445 1. 11 should

be TOT I p. 446 1. 2 ircr should be
I p. 452 1. 10 should

be ir» p. 532 Jl. 9 51 should be JJ 1 p. 540 1 . 5 ^ should

be Wi p. 541 1. 12 should be ^ 1 p. 589 1. 1
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% should be %'
t p, 597 V should be *T, 1. 34 * WTOWW l

should be ^ TrfTiWWl I p. 603 1. 32 ft should be ft I

p. 604 1. 11 «Tr should be ®nr* I p. 621 1. 10 omit 1, W* should

be I p. 62$ 1. 31 mi should be ft* 1 p. 639 1. 4 WT should

be HIT, 1. 5 » should be 1, TOt should be TOt, 1. 6 «Tt should

be Tt I p. 645 1. 4 *T should be ifT, 1. 4 7T should be TT: I

p. 744 1. 32 should be # 1 p. 749 IT should be *TT |

p. 750 1. 10 m should be W 1 p. 758 1. 18 m should ^5

should be H, 1. 25 should be ^ I p. 762 1. 19 should

be I p. 783 1. 47 *T<rT should beW I p. 828 1. 4 *

should be ^ I p. 832 1. I *1 should be TT \ p. 833 1. 28 T*l

should be l p. 834 1,9*11 should be wt, 1. 11 1* should

be Tf, 1. 15 ?f\ should be TTT, WT should be mi I p 840 1. 10 *$T

should be 1. 14 W1 should be WT
I

p. 842 last line **

should be
| p. 847 1.11 should be TO \ p. 863 1. 14 1

should be 1 | p. 854 1. 14 t should be p. 856 1. 23 IT

should be IT
| p. 857 1 . 8 ^ should be ft, 1. 9 after

insert 1 I p. 859 1. 10 mtit should *rriT
1 p. 867 ir should

be 1. 16 m should be m i p. 871 1. 24 ^ should be ftj I

p. 873 1. 27 ft should be ftr, 1. 13 mi should be
1 p. 874

1. 4 should be fl*smft I p. 918 1. 18 omit one IT I

p. 934 last line should be rfj
1 p. 929 1. 32 ft

should be sft I p. 972 1. 25 Tnftl should be TRlft*, 1. 29

should be sire
1 p. 999 1. 26 n; should be mi: 1 p. 100 1, 3

should be
» p. 1005 1. 29 m should be *TT 1

p. 1032 1. 33 IT should be it I p. 1035 1. 2 ir should be m I

p. 1036 1. 1 *r should be ^r, 1. 7 aft should be *ft I p. 1037

Lift should be fh, 1. 11 should be sjj p. 1038 1. 24 ift

should be ^1, 1. 26 *T should be 1, L 38 should be TT I

P. 63 L. 26 i. e. should be ‘are,* 1. 32 Sradba should be

Sradha. p, 64 1. 2 aecestors should be ancestors, p. 98
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VI should be IV. p, 143 1 . 31 except should be excepting,

p. 158 1 . 28 conservy should be contrary, p. 204 IX should

be VIII. p. 260 1 . 1 nocessity should be necessity, p. 401

1 . 3 divisions should be decisions, p. 616 1 . 12 lio should be

liv. p. 665 1 . 10 after also add in Bombay, p. 857 1 . 31

girl should be girls. p.913 1. 20 ‘reaching* should be

‘teaching.* p.914 1. 19 ‘premgeniture’ should be ‘primo-

geniture.* p. 917 1. 11 ‘sanayasi* should be ‘sannyasi.*

p.925 in marginal note ‘whether presumption’ should be

‘presumption whether.* p. 946 1. 19 omit ‘that.* p. 975

marginal note valed should be valid, p. 996 1. 14 slokes

should be Stokes, p. 1023 marginal note ‘just* should

be ‘default.* p. XL, 1 . 26 omit the entire reference to

Vachaspati Misra which is incorrect, p. 765, foot note (1),

7 should be 17. p. 320, foot note (3), add 12 Mad. 260,

2 All. 141. p. 280, foot note 2, add 6 W. R. 305, 18 W. R.

406. p. 728, foot note 2, 83 should be no.
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HINDU LAW
CHAPTER I.

HINDU JURISPRUDENCE AND SOURCES OF
HINDU LAW,

Law as understood by the Hindus is a branch^nition of

of Dharma. There is no definition of law in the

Smritis. The definition of Dharma is “ what is

followed by those learned in the Veda and what

is approved by the conscience of the virtuous who
are exempt from hatred and inordinate affections.”

The test of right conduct is that it leads to inde-

pendence of every other being and matter, and

makes one perfectly self-contained and satisfied.

That which leads to dependence is not right

conduct. “ Men act from a desire for rewards,”

but “ it is not laudable.” Men should do their

duty not from the fear of punishment nor from a

desire of reward. Dharma should first be ascer-

tained and then strictly followed. The whole

course of duty is contained in what has been

revealed by the Divine Being. The rules of

Dharma are not founded on any worldly cause.

They shoul(|J>e ascertained from four sources,

—

the Vedas, the ^Smritis, the conduct of the

virtuous, and one’s own conscience. The sanction

of law is contained in itself. “ Dharma destroys

those that disobey it, and preserves those that

follow it.” It derives its sanction from no

earthly power. It is the duty of the king to

ascertain the law and then to promulgate and

enforce it. Kings and assemblies can make no

law. Their duties are strictly prescribed in the

Dharma. They too should ascertain their own
duties from the abovementioned four sources. If
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Sanction of

Law and

Karma.

they fail to do their duty, they shall certainly meet

with the punishment, which follows from the very

nature of the Karma or act. If a man commits a

wrongful act, he should not avoid the punishment

which the law imposes. If it is a sin not punish-

able by the king, he should perform the necessary

expiatory act. If it is an act punishable by the

king, he should go to him himself, and take the

punishment. “ Men who have committed crimes

and been punished by the king, go to heaven,

being pure like those who perform meritorious

acts.” This is in short how Law and its

character are described in the Smritis.

The doctrine of Karma as mentioned above,

is supposed by many to be the final sanction of

law and is variously explained. According to

the Mimansakas, as Colebrooke says, “the action

ceases, yet the consequence does not immediately

arise; a virtue meantime subsists unseen but

efficacious to connect the consequence with its

past and remote cause, and to bring about, at a

distant period or in another world, the relative

effect. That unseen virtue is termed Apurva

being a relation superinduced, not before

possessed.” In this theory, Divine power or the

power of the king was not necessary to support

the law, which was based merely on the texts

of the Scriptures. This philosophic doctrine,

whether it owed its origin to Buddha or not,

was generally accepted when Buddhism became

the prevailing religion and is still one of the

guiding principles of .the life of a Hindu. After

the downfall of Buddhism in India, the doctrine

of Karma still held its sway over the minds of

the learned and one of the great feats of Sankara*
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charya, who re-established Hinduism was the defeat

of Mandana Misra, the great leader of the school

of Karmabadin philosophers. The doctrine of

Karma still remains as a doctrine generally accepted

and glibly talked of by every Hindu but it would

be a mistake to suppose that it is the true rule

of Hinduism. As a matter of fact, true Hinduism

bases all Dharma and all consequences of Karma on

the Will of God, notwithstanding prevalent sayings

that even God cannot prevail against Karma.

Plato at the commencement of the Dialogue Foundation

on Laws, lays it down as a fundamental principle,

that the end of legislation is to make men virtuous.

There is a great similarity between the Hindu and the

Platonic ideas of law and its object.* But the Hindu

idea is entirely based on a spiritual basis, and is

more full and certain, and more clearly express-

ed. The modern schools of jurisprudence beginning

with Bentham and Austin are considered as more

scientific and rational. Many of the modern theo-

ries about law and its objects were, not quite un-

known to Hindu-writers. But the Rishis tried to

ascertain absolute truth, though their speculations

very often led to no scientific results. According to

them, that which does not lead to spiritual progress is

not good conduct. Law is certainly not based upon

the authority of Kings and Parliaments, or on the

authority of the people at large. Morality, Virtue

and Law are based on the idea of the Good. The

* Socrates, when advised by Crito to make his escape from prison, replied

that the laws would say, “ Tell us Socrates 1 what do you purpose doing?

Do you design anything else by this proceeding in which you are engaged,

than to destroy us, the luws, and the whole city as far as you are able ?”

Hindu Rishis when speaking of Dharma would use very similar language.
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few good and wise men try to give expression to it

and to realize it in life. The multitude are con-

strained to follow their example, for the good is in

the hearts of all men, often unrecognized but still

cherished and willingly obeyed above all things.

All law is therefore, based not upon the four

known Vedas alone, but on the Veda that is the

will of the Righteous One as revealed in the uni-

verse and in che conscience of good men.

All human law had its origin in custom. But

the Mahabharata like the Law-givers, would not

recognize customs that are bad. It says that

Dharma had its origin in good practices and that

the unchangeable One is the Lord of Dharma,

probably meaning thereby that the Divine Provi-

dence so regulates the customs of men that

they are always tending towards the perfect Divine

Law. Certain practices first came to be recognized

as good by the people and the laws were afterwards

made, having for their basis those practices. Not-

withstanding the claim to revelation and divine

origin of their laws, the Rishis by ordaining that

the decision of good men should have the force of

law, admitted that their law might be made more

perfect, only they would recognize the authority of

men that are good, for modifying existing law.

The practical effect of this position is that a rule

of Hindu Law can be changed only by great in-

spired teachers and also when a practice, like the

Niyoga, comes to be universally condemned by the

people at large. A long list of abrogated practices

mentioned in the Aditya Purana quoted in this

chapter will show how Hindu Law has been modified

in course of time.
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The Hindu system is an ascetic system, which “d the

lays down that Shreya or final salvation is the sole

object of Law and that Preya or worldly pleasure

is the enemy which does not lead to it. The object

oflaw according to modern ideas is the worldly happi-

ness of the many. The Mahabharata also says that

the object of Dharma is the prosperity of all beings,

Theoretically however, the object of law according

to Hindu ideas is final salvation. The sanction of

Hindu Law is supposed to be contained in itself.

But abstract theories cannot support order in society.

Therefore Narada lays down :
“ When Dharma (or

abstract law) is destroyed then Vyavahara (or positive

law for men) comes into force.” “ The king who

punishes (the infringement of law) is the enforcer

of law.” Here the Hindu law agrees with the

modern English Schools of Jurisprudence that the

sanction of positive law proceeds from the king.

All systems of jurisprudence quarrel about

the original source and objects of law'. But when

we come to practical law, all are agreed that the

king, who alone enforces the law. can change or

modify it and in reality all law consists of com-

mands issuing from him. According to Hindu

law also, it is the king, who alone enforces the

law, the only difference being that as Hindu law is

for all purposes supposed to be a revealed system

of law based on the Vedas and the Smritis, the king

cannot change the law at pleasure and must him-

self obey it
;
but in practice as we have seen above,

laws have been changed by HUu kings to give

effect to advanced ideas of morality, acting it is

supposed on the opinions of good men which alone

can change the Law. Practical law consists in the
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ascertainment of the rules of law, the machinery for

punishment for their infringement and the worldly

power which enforces obedience to them. The

Smritis contain the rules of law and provide also

rules for the constitution of the judicial tribunals and

their procedure. The power that enforces obedience

and punishes is the Dandadhar king.

Hindu jurists at a very remote period laid

down eighteen divisions of subjects and treated of

law under what are called the eighteen topics of

litigation. These eighteen divisions became stereo-

typed and were found sufficient for all practical

purposes, till the English system was introduced.

These are according to Manu :—(i) debt, (2) depo-

sit, (3) sale, (4) partnership, (5) gift, (6) wages

including the law of master and servant, (7) trans-

gression of compact, (8) breach of the contracts

of sale and purchase, (9) master and herdsman,

(10) boundary dispute, (11) personal violence, (12)

abuse, (13) theft and deceit, (14) violent crimes,

(15) relation between man and woman, including

adultery and rape, (16) marital relation, (17)

partition and inheritance including the law of joint

family and the law of the separate property of

females and maintenance, and (18) gambling.* Later

^ sfan* v n

tiprofT siftraro: 1

arafasisHjwsit wrfavraut: 11

tfjnfwre'J’ira 1

wre tnwi 11

from 1

gnwfqmftT 11 Manu. ch. 8 V. 4-7.
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lawgivers omitted one of these, the ninth and

added one called the Prakirnaka or left out, or the

miscellaneous, under which came the laws of slaves

and of crimes against the king. These eighteen

divisions were again divided into one hundred and

thirty-two sub-divisions and included every possi-

ble form of legal obligation that arose in Hindu

society -and also provided for exceptions, such as

minority, physical incapacity, fraud, force and the

like, avoiding those obligations. The juristic ideas

underlying ownership of property, and the ingre-

dients of a valid contract, sale or gift are all

dealt with in the chapters dealing with them-

These ideas I have described in full in the subse-

quent chapters. The Smritis and the commen-

taries also lay down rules about judicial proceed-

ings and criminal actions, as well as limitation

and prescription.

It is considered by many that there is no dis-
Mora | and

tinction made in Hindu law between moral and legal obiiga-

legal obligations. Indeed, all legal obligations are
'°n '

even now considered by many great jurists to be

founded on moral obligations. To the Hindu mind,

moral obligations were of greater importance than

legal obligations. Punishments by the king for

crimes were only forms of expiation of sins. The

law of Prayaschitta or expiation is more important

than the law of punishment or compensation.

Nevertheless Hindu jurists, even so early as Manu,

made a clear distinction between moral and legal

obligations. Partition by the son against the

father’s wishes is immoral and deserving of expia-

tion but it is allowed by law. The payment ofdebts

of ancestors is a moral obligation but it was

limited to the property inherited, according to
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enforcible law. There is a clear distinction made
between void and voidable gifts, sales and other

contracts, which are all immoral and which are

classified under two heads : those that are legally

of no effect and those that are legally good but

morally bad. The opinion of some learned writers

on ancient law about the origin of moral and legal

liabilities and the priority of the former receives

no support from the ancient law of Hindus.

Indeed, the distinction only arises when the

people strive after an ideal, which is understood

not to be realizable. In archaic society, there is

not much of ideals and little of moral obligations.

The truth seems to be that legal liabilities of

ancient times, which were incompatible with the

conditions of a more advanced society, were

relegated in later books to the category of moral

liabilities, which were not enforcible in court.

However that might be, Hindu jurists not only

clearly understood the matter, but they were the

first to define the distinction between moral and

legal obligations and base it on rational grounds.

For example, the liability to pay the debts of the

father was a legal liability only, when the debt

was not of the immoral character defined in the

Smritis and when there was inherited or ances-

tral property. The subtle mind of the Hindu
Lawgiver left very little undefined and difficulties

have arisen mainly on account of want of suffi-

cient knowledge of it. The law of charge on
immoveable property was, it is said, little under-

stood but that was because of the ancient rule of

the inalienability of land based on the joint family

system that prevailed. Most of the other modern

legal ideas were sufficiently enunciated by the
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ancient commentators. It is far from me to contend

that • the Hindu system was so scientific as the

modern systems of law. Indeed, it was very

imperfect. But its imperfections arose from its

ideals of life and morality and the family system

and not very much from ignorance of legal ideas.

The- stereotyped character of the rules of

Hindu Law, which are supposed to be all of divine

origin, left little room for philosophic discussion

of juristic principles. They had all been subjects

of long discussions during the period of extraordi-

nary literary activity described in the introductory

chapter, before they were so stereotyped. But it

must not be understood that juristic principles

were ignored in later times. The treatises of

commentators amply prove that these principles

continued to be discussed with great acuteness

till very recent times.

The sources of Hindu Law as mentioned above,

are : the Revelation, the Smritis, the conduct of the

virtuous, and the satisfaction of the Spirit. The

Puranas are also said to be of authority, where the

Smritis are silent. The customs prevailing in the

‘holy country of Aryavarta’ should also be followed

as they are supposed to be in accordance with the

Sacred Law.

The peculiar customs of provinces, the cus-

toms of families, castes, guilds, artisans, merchants,

and agriculturists should also be enforced by the

king. Some of the Lawgivers and Commentators

like Vijnaneswara, say that if opposed to sacred

law, custom has no authority.

The law should be ascertained by reference to

virtuous men. Virtuous men are defined to be those

Sources of

Law.

2
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who are “ever exempt from hatred and inordinate

affections.” The opinion of the people, who are

not learned and virtuous, is valueless, and the only

deference that should be paid to such opinion is'

that one should forbear from an act which is repug-

nant to the people at large.

Law as contained in the Sruti or the Vedas
and the Smriti, has unquestioned authority with

all Hindus. The Smritis are revelations remem-
bered. 1 heir rules are supposed to be the rules

of the Vedas. Among Smritis, Manu is of superior

authority, because it “embodies the essence of the

Veda.” All the Smritis purport to embody or to

be based on one identical traditional law, which

was probably originally known as Manu’s Law.

The Rik Veda mentions that the ancient rules of

Manu should be followed. The rules of Hindu
Law have come to be regarded as of modern origin

and no attempt has hitherto been made to trace

them to the Vedas. The reader of these pages

will however, find that the texts of the Veda cited

in the subsequent chapters leave no doubt that

many of the rules of inheritance, partition and
marriage were settled during the time of the Vedas.

The Smritis we have got, were undoubtedly

composed in comparatively modern times, but they

were based on older treatises. The agreement
among the Smritis also is so striking that one
is led to refer them to one original source. The
differences among the Smritis as to certain rules

are easily explained, if their history is known.

I have already stated that Manu was the

original of all the Smritis. That statement how-
ever should be received with' some reservation.
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There are certain rules of law, which are ascribed

in the Smritis, not to Manu but to other Lawgivers.

For example, the rule of interest is known as

Vasista’s law, the rule of custom is ascribed to

Gautama, the rule of impartible things to Vrihas-

pati, the rule of woman’s right to a share of the

family property, if refused maintenance, is known as

Likhita’s law, the prohibition of Niyoga is ascribed

to Aupajandhini and the rule that in the Asura form

of marriage, Stridhana goes to the father, is said

to have been laid down by Yama. It thus seems

probable that though the traditional law of Manu

was the basis of all law, the Lawgivers mentioned

above grafted upon it certain rules in very remote

times and we find most of those rules embodied in

later times in what is now known as Manu’s Smriti.

We find in the Smritis of Baudhayana and The Comm«n.
J

.
tators and

Vrihaspati a discussion as to the validity of certain Schools of

customs of the Dakshinatyas, of the people of

Northern India, of the people of Central India

and of the people of Eastern India, which are

opposed to the pure law of the Rishis. But there

is no indication of the existence of any divergent

schools of law. We find, however, in the Com-

mentaries, mention of certain customs based upon

divergent interpretations of certain texts about

rituals. The Mitakshara speaks of the opinions

of the Northerners as to the necessity of the

Ekoddista Sraddha after the Parvana Sraddha had

been performed. About the fifteenth century, we

find Sayana saying in his commentary on the text

of the Satapatha Brahmana about the prohibited

degrees of marriage : “we unite in the third or

fourth person,” that the former is the custom of the
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Dakshinatyas and the latter is the custom of the

Shourashtras or the people of the Surat province.

We find mention, in the later commentaries, of the

opinions of the Gauras, the Maithils, the Dakshi-

natyas and the Maharashtras, about the readings

and interpretations of certain texts. In the different

provinces, there were different Schools or Universi-

ties, but they all taught the Smritis, though they some-

times differed as to the correct reading or interpreta-

tion of certain texts. But an incorrect reading or an

incorrect interpretation of a text prevalent in one

Sohool, might be corrected and was corrected when
its incorrectness was established in that School.

There were two classes of commentaries : com-

mentaries of texts properly so called and digests

with running comments on the texts. The distinc-

tion is not generally appreciated. The Mitakshara

is a commentary on the Yajnavalkya Smriti, and

as such, its authority is respected not only in the

Benares School but also in Bengal. The Parasara

Madhava is a commentary on the Parasara Smriti

and a Bengal Pundit would be considered rash, if

he ventured to differ from it on a question of the

interpretation of a text of Parasara. In books of

the other class, namely digests or Nibandhas, such

as the Dayabhaga, the Mayukha and the Smriti

Chandrika, we find that the writers, quote very near-

ly the same texts, but in their anxiety to distinguish

themselves by their learning and ingenuity, they

very often express divergent opinions on them

and not unfrequently abuse one another. They all

draw their own conclusions, from interpretations,

which are reasonable according to them and

sometimes cite certain rules of the Mimansa, when
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their application supports their positions. The
Commentators also have made their books as good

digests of texts as the Nibandhas. There is still

a great difference between a commentary and a

digest
;
but both are now called commentaries by

Hindu lawyers.

The so-called interpretations,according to reason

of the Commentators, which are very often fanciful,

have absolutely no authority, when opposed to the

clear meaning of the texts. The Privy Council

have, however, held that though they may be wrong,

the authority of the Commentators having been re-

cognized in certain provinces, the law laid down by

them should be enforced as sanctioned by custom.(l)

The Commentators themselves would have repu-

diated such a position. Vijnaneswara and Gimuta-

vahana would both have been exceedingly surprised,

if told that their interpretations of the law, say, on

the question, whether the father is to be preferred to

the mother as heir of the son, were binding because

sanctioned by custom, and that custom could in this

way change or modify the true law on the subject.

The Hindu is governed by the Smritis and not by

the Commentaries, and erroneous interpretations of

texts cannot gain validity by being followed for any

length of time. According to the Smritis, it is the

clear duty of the King to establish the right law, if

he finds it vitiated. Indeed Commentaries can and

do only purport to give the true meaning of the

texts according to their tenor and not in the light of

custom, and it is difficult to see how, when the

(i) See the observations of the Privy Council in the case of Collector of

Madura v. Muthu Ramalinga Sattupatty, 12 Moore, L A., p. 397.
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interpretation of a Commentator is proved to be

erroneous, that incorrect interpretation can prevail

over the correct interpretation. Their Lordships of

the Judicial Committee in 1870, made the following

observation in this connection : “The Hindu Law
contains in itself the principles of its own exposi-

tion. The Digest subordinates in more than one

place the language of texts to custom and approved

usage. Nothing from any foreign source should

be introduced into it nor should Courts interpret

the text by the application to the language of

strained analogies.” (1) Again in 1899 their Lord-

ships said :
“ They (the Smritis) contain precepts

whose authority is beyond dispute, but whose

meaning is open to various interpretations and has

been and is the subject of much dispute, which

must be determined by ordinary processes of

reason.” (2) Again in another case (3) in the same

year, they said : “It seems to their Lordships that

to put one who asserts a rule of law, under the neces-

sity of proving that in point of fact the community

living under the system of which it forms part is

acting upon it, or defeat him by assertions that it has

not been universally accepted or acted on, would go

far to deny the existence of any general Hindu Law,

and to disregard the broad foundations which are

common to all schools though divergences have

grown out of them.” Indeed, as their Lordships

in that case say, there is a general law for all

Hindus but “ special customs may be pleaded by

way of exception.” The reader of these pages

(1) Bhyah Ram Singh V. Bhyah Ugur Singh, 13 Moore, p. 390.

(2) 26 I. A., 131. (3) 26 I, A., 165.
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will however, find that as it at present stands accord-

ing to the decisions, it is difficult to say that there is

a general law applicable to all Hindus. It is I am
afraid, too late now in the day to contend that there is

a surprising unanimity among the Rishis and that

Commentators disagreed with one another because

of their imperfect knowledge and not because they

had to support the customs prevailing in their

time. There would have been some hope for the

restoration of the law of the Rishis in its purity

with advancing knowledge and scholarship which

will some day solve all the intricacies and apparent

contradictions of the texts, but British Courts in

the ends of settled government, have given an

authority to the commentators superior to that of

Rishis—an authority which they never claimed

for themselves. Dr. Burnell, an erudite Sanskrit

scholar and lawyer, in his preface to his translation

of the Varadraj'a, makes the following just obser-

vations in this connection :
“ Another principle

deduced by English lawyers is the doctrine of

Schools of Law. This is unnecessary and foreign

to the original texts and digests.” Most Hindu law-

yers would agree with Dr. Burnell. As it stands at

present however, works “ written,” in the words of

their Lordships of the Privy Council, “ during the

Muhammadan rule ” and which “ cannot be the

work of a Lawgiver or Judge ” have come to be of

greater authority than books by the Lawgivers and

great Judges of Hindu times. The translation

of a book into English in the beginning of the last

century, gave it authority as in the case of the Dat-

taka Chandrika, which is now admitted on all hands

to be a fabrication. The translation of the Vivada
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Chintamani before the Vivada Ratnakara, made
the former a book of superior authority. Similarly,

the translation of the Srnriti Chandrika has made
it a book the authority of which is superior to

that of the Parasara Madhava. But history tells

us that during the time of the Hindu Kings, the

Vivada Ratnakara and the Parasara Madhava had

unquestioned authority in Mithila and Southern

India respectively. In Bengal, under the
.
Hindu

Kings, the Srnriti of Halayudha, upon which the

Mithila law is to a great extent based, represented

the prevailing law of Bengal. But that book not

being available in Bengal, the Dayabhaga, a com-

paratively modern book, about the author of which

very little is known, having been adopted by Raghu-

nandana, the leading authority on Srnriti among
Bengal Pundits, came to be regarded as the Srnriti

laying down the law for all Bengal.

In the most recent case on the matter, their

Lordships of the Privy Council make the following

observations about the Dattaka Chandrika and the

Dattaka Mimansa, which are clearly applicable to

all the Commentaries now regarded as of author-

ity (i) : “Both works have had a high place in the

estimation of Hindu lawyers in all parts of India,

and having had the advantage of being translated

into English at a comparatively early period, have

increased their authority during the British rule.

Their Lordships cannot concur with Knox j. in

saying that their authority is open to examination,

explanation, criticism, adoption, or rejection like any

scientific treatises on European customs, and it

(i) 26 I. A., 132.
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would probably disturb recognized law and

settled arrangements. But, so far as saying that

caution is required in accepting their glosses

where they deviate from or add to the Smritis, Relative

their Lordships are prepared to concur with the

learned judge.” The relative position of the commenta-

Smritis and the Commentaries has thus at last
ries

been made clear. The Calcutta High Court has in

a recent case held that the text of the Dayabhaga
can not of itself be- authority without any regard

to the fact whether a doctrine propounded by it

has been accepted as a true exposition of the

Law and has been sanctioned by custom (1).

the Madras High Court also has in recent cases

held that commentaries, like theSmriti Chandrika,

can not change the true law of the Smritis. (2)

The dream and hope of Hindu lawyers and

patriots that there should be one law for all

Hindus, cannot be realised under present circums-

tances. But the laws of the different provinces

of India have been of late approximating to one

another with increasing knowledge of the true

Hindu law. If the study of Hindu law becomes

more popular with judges and lawyers, I believe,

many differences in the rules of the various

schools will slowly pass away.

It is now, as has been mentioned above, settled
Provinces

by the decisions of our Courts that Behar, all where the

Northern India, the Mahratta country, Nor. school" of

them Kanara and the Ratnagiri district are
t

(1) Puma Chandra v, Gopal, 8 Cal. L.
J. 369.

(2) Karuture Gopalam v. Abbure,3i I C., 574. Ayyavu v. Niladabhi,

2 Mad. H. C. 45. Gudimetla v. Vencatarazu, 16 1 . C., 139. 23 Mad. L. J.

233. In the case the judges cite with approval the opinion expressed in

this book that customs opposed to the Sruti and the Smriti can never be

good law. See Sre Balasu v. Garulingaswami, 26 1 . A,, H3PuttaLal v.

Revati, 37 All. 359, P. C.

3
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governed by the Mitakshara; and Guzerat, the

Island of Bombay and Northern Konkan by the

Mayukha. In Poona, Ahmednagar and Khandesh,.
the Mayukha is considered to be of equal
authority with the Mitakshara but not capable of

overruling it (i). The Vivada Tandava is also a
book of authority in the Maharashtra country.

The law of the Mitakshara, as interpreted by the

Mayukha as in Bombay, has been held to prevail

in the Berars (2). The Law of Bombay is also

the law of Sind (3). Madras is governed by the

Smriti Chandrika
; Orissa by the Saraswati

Vilasa (4) ; and the Mithila country, i. e., the

country between the Coosee and the Gundak,
by the Vivada Chintamani.

The Apararka, a South Indian book, is said

to be of authority in Kashmir, but in the ordinary
course of things, it should have been considered

of authority in the Konkan and the southern
provinces of the Madras Presidency, where Apara-
ditya the royal author ruled (5).

The main system of law as propounded by
the Mitakshara has been accepted by all the com-

(1) 12 Moore 437, 11 Bom. 294, 3 Bom. 533, 14 Bom 624, 605, 4
Moore 97, 26, 1 . A., 16 1.

(2) Ramprasad v. Mt. Suba Bai, 4 N. L. R. 31, Manumant Chandra
Bhaga v. Keshwanath, 20 I. C., 560

(3) Chinku Wd. Jetho v. Utam Chand, 2 Sind. L. R. 59.

(4) Sir Charles Grey in a paper published in the proceedings of the
Madras Literary Society makes the following observations :

tf
in forming a

digest, the great part of the three works vie., the Madhaviyam, the Smriti
Chandrika and Saraswati Vilasam ought to be incorporated; and Patabhi
Rama Sastri recommends that the Varadarajiyam should be added to the
four others. He admits that the Mitakshara is the most generally prevail-
ing authority

;
but says, that in the Andhra country the Smriti C handrika

and Saraswati Vilasam are chiefly esteemed, in the Dravida, the Saraswati
Vilasam and Varadarajiyam, and in the Carnataka, the Madhaviyam and
Saraswati Vilasam.”

(5)

Dr. Bhuler in the introduction to his Sanskrit edition of the Apas-
tamba says, that the introduction of the Apararka into Kashmir, where it
is the standard law book used, was probably the result of an embassy
from Kihg Aparaditya, to the court of Kashmir mentioned in the Sri-
kantha Charita written about 1140 A. D
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mentators, except those of Bengal, whose authority

is recognized in the various provinces, as mentioned

above.

In Bengal, the Dayabhaga is of supreme

authority : The Dayatatwa and the Dayakrama

Sangraha are also of authority but not where they

disagree with the Dayabhaga ( 1
).

In regard to matters of adoption, it has been

held that the Dattaka Chandrika is of authority

in the Bengal and Madras Presidencies and that

the Dattaka Mimansa of Nanda Pundit is of

authority under the Mithila and the Benares

Schools. The Dattaka Mimansa by Vidyaranya

was also held to be of authority in Southern

India (2). In the Bombay Presidency, the Dattaka

Mimansa of Nanda Pundit, the Mayukha and the

Sanskara Kaustava are said to be of authority.

The opinions of the Dattaka Mimansa however,

cannot be “ considered of so great importance, but

that they may be set aside on general grounds,

in case they are opposed to the doctrines of

the Vyavahara Mayukha or Dharma Sindhu and

Nirnaya Sindhu", in Bombay and Western India (3).

In Mithila, the Dattaka Mimansa is supposed to be

of authority but the Vivada Chintamani is of

superior authority, and there are customs in Mithila,

which are recognized by our Courts but which are

not to be found in the Dattaka Mimansa.

The question arises whether a book, which is

of authority in one School of law, can ever be

considered as of weight in any matter in the other

(H Hurry Mohan v. Sonatun, i Cal. 276.

(2) 12 Moore 437 ; 4 Moore 97, 26 I. A., 16 1.

(3) West and Buhler, 3rd Ed., p. 11., 26 I. A., 131, 132.
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Schools. On principle, all the commentaries are

worthy of consideration in finding out the true Hindu

Law of the Rishis. The decisions of our Courts have

however, given pre-eminent authority to certain books

in particular provinces. But it does not follow that

the other books are of no authority at all. It has

been held that where the Dayabhaga is silent, a

rule of the Mitakshara or of the Viramitrodaya

is of authority (i). The Viramitrodaya has also

been held “ to be properly receivable as an ex-

position of what may have been left doubtful by

the Mitakshara, and declaratory of the law of the

Benares School” (2).

It is said, that certain practices, lawful accord-

ing to the old Lawgivers, have become unlawful by

custom. It is a popular error. The said practices

were prohibited by the later Rishis, and the Aditya

and the Vrihannaradiya Puranas say, that they were

unlawful because prohibited by good men. It is not

the evil custom prevailing among the people, that

has abrogated the said practices, but the decision

of the good. Law is based on the decision of good

men, and as men improve and good men become

wiser and better, the Law also changes for the
t

better. Hindu law was not thus quite a stationary

and stereotyped system. But the gradual growth

of Hindu Law is impossible under the present cir-

cumstances, for our benevolent Government have

rightly adopted a policy of non-interference with the

laws of the Hindus, as a good king should do under

the rule of Yajnavalkya, in a conquered country.

(1) Akshay Chandra v. Hari Das, 35 Cal. 701. Tulsi Das v*

Luckhymony, 4 C. W. N. 742. Moniram v. Kerri Kolitani, 7 I. A. 115.

(2' Gridhari Lall Roy 1). The Bengal Government, 12 Moore 448.
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HINDU JURISPRUDENCE AND SOURCES OF
HINDU LAW.

*tt w i

** ^ ^ i

Do not take us far away from the ancient* path prescribed

by Manu which have come down to us from our fathers * *

Rig Veda, 8 M. 30, S. 3.

t 1

s 4, t, 1

Those that are learned are Manus.

Shatapatha Brahmana—8, 6, 13, 1S.

*3:—

faffs: tfira: 1

n\ 11 fit

f HWT *T |

fa %frfaro: Srfafr: 11 f if

TOt I *r?n: i

fen fawrofa fr^f 1

ferr faraw*ifa fr^r fTf^iT: fjen: 11 f if

fafT ^snrfatsSifa fnfafa<T 1

ffffa 3^% farfan enin wmm 11 f i»

w^-faratifa ^fav
ii fii

fafftsfa 1

* According to the gloss of Sayana, Pitryat qualifies Manarat and the

meaning is “Do not take us far away from the distant path prescribed by

father Manu (such as Brahmacharya, Agnihotra, etc.).” Ordinarily in Sanskrit,

an adjective qualifies a noun. If Pitryat qualified Manavat, these two words

would have been ordinarily joined in Samasa. There is not much difference

in the meaning either way, except if Manu is taken to be the father of all

mankind, as Sayana says. Event then, it is clear that during the time of the

Rig Veda customs which regulated the life of the Hindus of those times were

known as coming from Manu. Again, as Sayana says, the text refers to rule

of Brahmacharya, Agnihotra &c., which are laid down in Manu’s Smritis.

Manu, it should also be observed here, is supposed to mean the Sun

according to Nighantu 5*6-23 and the Nirukta 12-3-14*1.
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*Hc faran»Hi«wl mmi 'rw ^fii: 11

u: qtsifas’iff *^n 1

* *<£|*(*IWlf% 9: 1! qi®

9*3^? W*=F5T ’ST^’q^r I

^finrmrerat ft*T»i spro fafaSto 1 11 ri«

^fircssif^r ^piwgfas^ f? *tt®h: i

t? *»firei*H*iialfTr qai qT«{
:w m=p; 11 *i<

^IswCa *15 'tgan^T^if^31: 1

9 ®n%5Tt 11 ^iu

apii qWtf tI^i: 1

?pmwf ®i ^*raft *tt ^ Wf s^ft?r 11 qu
H5tfw:®fR«5T«i?raT qrorfa 1

‘

f®pfrai: ^forrarf-ft q*t: ^giffrct s«rr 11 'in'

qsjTppw qpJr dfKiisR «i^§?r 1

q ^rfi'fifr ttff qara: 11 »iu«t

^ qaqai ^iTqqiqai
1

<wf?wt wiTflsi to 11 «iu*

^wr»*i «rr?i qMWts^’crer’i: 1

<ra nqiq gaffer faqftag 11 »ii<?

qfls%<sT 'sMsays ^ 1

^ 11 qi<

^fwret f«re4t qiatna®g I ®3fa: 1

% m«rt fMrcft 11 *i* 0

q*?: *sftt: w«itc: *m ** fqwrqw: 1

qqggfsiq qrg: 11

fq^T^ijTOFnsft q4M*rtfqtrt Wv: 1

<rof an?Ssfqqnt1stp®!.’s4l®n®«i^i qpifaq 11 *n<

* This line is quoted in the Ramayana in identical works. Kulluka’s

reading tfSlfMlTr 1S therefore not correct.
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ITSTIW TTTOfl l| ^lf®

g «NTO: 4KU|d ih'MIll^l: |

OTaTraTSTT* g g^T^n; T*Pt II yi

fliifn^MM^ sp$fSr?i 1

ggW) HfflVT<S)n 11 «u f

gf^TT^Irs girjgmTf^tg Ps^iiDifiT: 1

TliWfW^'^Tgf^gg W*«rH*ld li
cl8<

WHW l fr n faffg ?W wrta( TOlfjRITH II *>\\°\

Manu :

—

Learn that sacred law which is followed by men learned

(in the Veda) and assented to in their hearts by the virtuous

who are ever exempt from hatred and inordinate affection. II. i.

To act solely from a desire for rewards is not laudable, yet

an exemption from that desire is not (to be found) in this

(world)
;
for on (that) desire is grounded the study of the Veda

and the performance of the actions, prescribed by the

Veda. II. 2.

The desire (for rewards), indeed, has its root in the concep-

tion that an act can yield them, and in consequence of (that)

conception sacrifices are performed
;
vows and the laws pres-

cribing restrains are all stated to be kept through the idea that

they will bear fruit. II. 3.

Not a single act here (below) appears ever to be done by a

man free from desire; for whatever (man) does, it is (the result

of) the impulse of desire. II. 4.

He who persists in discharging these (prescribed duties) in

the right manner, reaches the deathless state and even in this

(life) obtains (the fulfilment of) all the desires that he may have

conceived. II. 5.

The knowledge of the sacred law is prescribed for those who
are not given to the acquisition of wealth and to the gratification

of their desires
;
to those who seek the knowledge of the sacred

law the supreme authority is the revelation. (Sruti). II. 13.

Whatever law has been ordained for any (person) by Manu,
that has been fully declared in the Veda; for that (sage was)

omniscient. II. 7.

But a learned man after fully scrutinising all this with the

eye of knowledge, should, in accordance with the authority
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of the revealed texts, be intent on (the performance of) his

duties. II. 8.

For that man who obeys the law prescribed in the revealed

texts and in the sacred tradition, gains fame in this (world) and

after death unsurpassable bliss. II. 9.

Every twice-born man, who, relying on the Institutes of

dialectics, treats with contempt those two sources (Sruti and

Smriti) of the law, must be cast out by the virtuous, as an

atheist and a scorner of the Veda. II. n.

Dharma, being violated; destroys ;
Dharma, being preserv-

ed, preserves : therefore Dharma must not be violated, lest

violated Dharma destroy us. VIII. 15.

But men who have committed crimes and have been

punished by the king, go to heaven, being pure like those who

performed meritorious deeds. VIII. 318.

Let him carefully avoid all work which depends on others*

but let him eagerly pursue that which depends on himself.

IV. 159.

Everything that depends on others (gives) pain, everything

that depends on one’s self (gives) pleasure
;
know that this is

the short definition of pleasure and pain. IV. 160.

When the performance of an act gives satisfaction to the

inner soul, perform it with diligence
;
but avoid the opposite.

IV. 161.

The whole Veda is the (first) source of the sacred law

;

next the tradition and the virtuous conduct of those who know
the (Veda further)

;
also the customs of holy men

;
and (finally)

self-satisfaction. II. 6.

But by Sruti (revelation) is meant the Veda, and by Smriti

(tradition) the Institutes of the sacred law
;
those two must not

be called into question in any matter, since from those two the

sacred law shone forth. II. 10.

The Veda, the sacred tradition (Smriti), the customs of

virtuous men, and one’s own pleasure, they declare to be visibly

the four-fold means of defining the sacred law. II. 12.

Know that he for whom (the performance of the) ceremonies

beginning with the rite of impregnation (Garbhadhana) and

ending with the funeral rite (Antyeshti) is prescribed, while

sacred formulas are being recited, is entitled (to study) these

Institutes, but no other man whatsoever. II. 16.
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That land, created by the gods, which lies between the

two divine rivers Sarasvati and Drishadvati, the (sages) called

Brahmavarta. II. 17.

The custom handed down in regular succession (since time

immemorial) among the (four chief) castes (varna) and the mixed

(races) of that country (Brahmavarta), is called the conduct of

virtuous men. II. 18.

(A king) who knows the sacred law, must inquire into the

laws of castes (jati), of districts, of guilds, and of families, and

(thus) settle the peculiar law of each. VIII. 41.

What may have been practised by the virtuous, by such

twice-born men as are devoted to the law, that he shall establish

as law, if it be not opposed to the (customs of) countries, families,

and castes (jati). VIII. 46.

Let him make authoritative the lawful (customs) of the

(inhabitants), just as they are stated (to be). VII. 203.

ifTTW:—

tft 1 \ *r, *

1 * $—

«

&sr5nf?ra»sti«iil

grarckfaw. 1 wj ^ ^4

1

Tt 'ftfi VaWfft TT51T *Tia*Dg l«%(l
' Gautama :

—

The Veda is the source of the sacred law and the tradition

and practices of those who know (the Veda). Ch. I. i, 2.

Transgressions of the law and violence are observed (in the

case) of (those) great (men)
;
but both are without force (as

precedents) on account of the weakness of the men of later

ages. If (authorities) of equal force are conflicting, (either

may be followed at) pleasure. Ch. I. 3, 4.

His administration of justice (shall be regulated by) the

Veda, the Institutes of the Sacred Law, the Angas, the Upa-

Vedas and the Purana. The laws of countries, castes, and

families, which are not opposed to the (sacred) records, (have)

also authority. Cultivators, traders, herdsmen, money-lenders,

and artizans (have authority to lay down rules) /or their respective

classes. Ch. XI. 19, 20.

4
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A king and a Brahmana, deeply versed in the Vedas, these

two, uphold the moral order in the world. Ch. VIII. i.

W: i

fawTwrr:

fare: i^rnnaTT i \\* i

i

twit airfare^

*Tsifa-n*: ww^wtn faraa: bti-

ryu Tf f%*2TSJ | cTfaTiJ if KTTOTO q<$?WT: I *f

«r*f qft^qnNrfqim i tn*, u
i ifwft imnOT *fira*T i

ms. ^
tfojTC^T 4 s|*pHr ^fq^t5T*n: I

tpi% qm * qqff WTq Tft II t'U

Vasistha :

—

The sacred law has been settled by the revealed texts and

by the tradition (of the sages).

On failure of (rules given in) these (two sources), the practice

of the Shista (has) authority. He whose heart is free from

desire (is called) a Shista. Ch. I. 4-6.

(Acts sanctioned by) the sacred law (are those) or (which)

no worldly cause is perceptible.

Manu has declared that the (peculiar laws of countries,

castes, and families may be followed in the absence of) rules of

the revealed texts.

The country of the Aryas lies to the east of the region

where (the river Sarasvati disappears) to the west of the Black-

forest ; to the north of the Paripatra (mountains)
; to the south

of the Himalaya. (According to others it lies to the south of

the Himalaya) and to the north of the Vindhya range. Acts

productive of spiritual merit, and customs which (are approved

of) in that country, must be everywhere acknowledged (as
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authoritative)* But not different ones, (*. e. those) of (countries

where) laws opposed (to those of Aryavarta prevail). Ibid 8, n.

Some (declare the country of the Aryas to be situated)

between the (rivers) Ganga and Yamuna, others (state as) an

alternative, that spiritual pre-eminence (is found) as far as the

black antelope grazes.

Those religious acts which men, deeply versed in the

knowledge of the three Vedas and acquainted with the sacred

law, declare to be lawful (are efficient) for purifying oneself and

others.' Ibid 16.

to: 1 1 fireiro 1

froTTT farcin:

firaWcn: I r 1

*tt ^nr^tf^cr: 1
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m 1 *tWt: 1
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Baudhdyana :

—

The sacred law is taught in each Veda. (The sacred law),

taught in the Tradition (Smriti, stands) second. The practice

of the Shistas (stands) third. Shistas, forsooth, (are those) who
are free from envy, free from pride, contented with a store of

grain sufficient for ten days, free from covetousness, and free

from hypocrisy, arrogance, greed, perplexity and anger. On
failure of them, an assembly consisting at least of ten members
(shall decide disputed points of law). There may be five, or

there may be three, or there may be one blameless man, who

decides (questions regarding) the sacred law. But a thousand

fools (can) not (do it)/ P. 1, A. 1, K. 1, S. 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9.

For each (of these customs) the (rule of the) country should

be (considered) the authority. Gautama declares that that is

false. And one should not take heed of either (set of practices)

because they are opposed to the tradition of the Shistas.

P. r, A. i,K. a, S. 6-8
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virsw&r. i tqre i

^*9% *nfq TTfffrqTT^^ i ti{isi<

wSwrot ’w^iiTqqfK^: i tumie

*n*znm: i qi^'U t

Apastamba :

—

The authority (for these duties) is the agreement of those

who know the law and the Vedas. P. i, P. i, K. i, S. 2, 3.

For (explicit) revealed texts have greater force than custom

from which (the existence of a permissive passage of the revel-

on) may be inferred. P. 1, P. 1, K. 4, S. 8.

Besides (in this particular case) a (worldly) motive for the

practice is apparent. Ibid 9.

For no (worldly) motive for the decision of those Aryas is

perceptible
; (and hence it must have a religious motive and

be founded on a passage of the Veda.) P. 1. P. 4, K. 12, S. 8.

By this (discussion) the law of custom, which is observed

in (particular) countries or families, has been disposed of.

P. 2, P. 6, K. 15, S. i.

tqr: fosnsrt w \ \*

n qfafa ifwTT: 1

11 tig

snrorot qftrsq 11 m*

* The enumeration of the Lawgivers by Yajnavalkya is not exhaustive, as

is meritioned by Vijnaneswara and as is shown by the following texts :
—

wr: i

mxfr firnmi: i
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afa: ^fa: TOxarc : ar«a a fnaarsia: 1

an# aamatfro ^ja^ 11 11®

TW nTOT TO aaTSW TOiat^ I

a*Jfii <ft<fifafaa aaiTOITatff a II III U

anaj: aranfr a« : aft# aixn aa a 1

• a<aaat nwsft ax4 : axartfaifn«TOT 1

axaxfaaiTOfna #axfara' ,

«ra'Na: 1

xrfa aan?Stam a^faasaaaxaT 11

n*T*u:nTaaaa aatafnaroifa 1

I’arasara ako enumerates the -Lawgivers (1-12*15).

aax t «xaata4xx axfsm: anwaxarat 1

axaax nfantaxa tot ^t'siwr. am: i

TOfaafta nan^ TOi^ra^roraT n

TnmTcTtrr^ *x€tai?t anrasRitTOa a 1

®m®»aamTm awar fafiiasT a 1

anaxtaasaraa tot axaa max^t:

^area^ TOmxtasx aax# na faarax: 1

ww: invw

Madhava says that some read the following texts after j $ iTT^Y

&c., in the above text.

atnxawTaa af>a-a%a ami: 1

awair axfanxfa artama aax tot

aaTaaaax a^n: arrax aaxnax aft? 1

arfax maiawira axafayma aftfaxan: 1

«tmaii>ai 5 a fTOifasara 1

1

$ata sifaxarita fa^rfnasnxa a 1

aTOl’rfafasiar. anat#axaiaa a 1

3airo$ra#if»aT: nxaaftaTaxaa a 1

TOTOiftar nhrsax: axPsw. alamxaax: 1

aTaxta'srsaT % a § a asftfta: wax: 1

^arax saraatma faa<®awnxa a 1

aax %aaxaaxfa axftrfxrTaarax 1

TO*axaaafarxa a ax*a aanxaa: 11

The above texts are attributed to the Mahabharata by Mandlik by mistake.
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^^T^rcsgqpiif trc: i

^tow f% w ii m
mwi mfro: i

^€|«T(clT^ %ffi: II

^Tfa ^rnfh *m*[ *um<l«?i«jr i

fWk i?fa h uw

cm tfro^Fts^ft to to^ct. ii

Yajnavalkya :

—

The Vedas along with the Puranas, the Nyaya, the Mimansa,

the Dharma Shastra, and the Angas are the fourteen sources

of knowledge and Dharma. Ch. I. 3.

Manu, Atri, Vishnu, Harita, Yajnavalkya, Ushana, Angira,

Yama, Apastamba, Sambarta, Katyayana, Vrihaspati, Parasara,

Vyasa, Sankha, Likhita, Daksha, Gautama, Satatapa, and

Vasista are authors of Dharma Shastra. Ibid 4, 5.

The sources of Dharma are described to be (1) the Vedas,

(2) the Smritis, (3) the practices of good men, (4) what is

acceptable one’s own soul, and (5) the desire produced by a

virtuous resolve. Ibid 7.

By act, mind and speech, practise dharma with care. But

practise not that which is abhorred by the world, though it is

ordained in the sacred books, for it does not secure spiritual

bliss. Ibid 155.

If one aggrieved by others in a way contrary to the Smritis

and the established usage, complains to the King, that subject is

one of the titles of Vyavahara or a Judicial proceeding. Ch. II. 5.

When two Smritis disagree, that which follows equity as

guided by the people of old should prevail. Smriti is of greater

authority than dialectics. Ibid 22.

The families, castes, the Sre«is, (classes or guilds) and peo-

ples of provinces who swerve from their established duty, should

be chastised and maintained in their duty. Ch. I. 351.

Whatever customs, practices, and family usage prevail in a

country, they* should be preserved intact when it comes

under subjection. Ibid 343.

* If not opposed to the Shastras W wfil siys Vijna-

eswara, and mat is the opinion of the majority of the Commentators.
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nw—

^ rjw W- II UR

<prrft ^ w 1

irfn«T *r*wi«h ii

33*1: I

*ras?WHr fts<*f »ra*r h m*>

*ra f^Trf^qfrr: ^TS^waftsCT^st: 1

ii m«t

3 gfag#* ftfa: ^r: 1

s?mrft ft ^TDftftn 11 us 0

ft qfftt 1

’sra: n»ron#w ^^frofci *rar<T 11 \m

Narada :

—

The practice of duty having died out among mankind

law-suits have been introduced ; and the king has been appointed

to decide law-suits, because he has authority to punish* I* 2.

Gatherings (kula), corporations (sre//i), assemblies (ga«a),

one appointed (by the king), and the king (himself), are

invested with the power to decide law-suits
; and of these,

each succeeding one is superior to the one preceding him in

order. I. 7.

Avoiding carefully the violation of either the sacred law

law or the dictates of prudence, he should conduct the trial

attentively and skilfully. I. 37.

Where the rules of sacred law and the dictates of prudence

are at variance, he must discard the dictates of prudence, and

follow the rules of sacred law. I. 39.

In case of conflict of Smritis decision should be based on

reason. Custom is powerful and overrules the sacred law.

I. 40.

Divine law has a subtile nature, and is occult and difficult

* the reading in the Vivada Tandava for 1
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to understand. Therefore (the king) must try causes according

to the visible path. I. 41*

rrwvfftewi innra 11

*r TTsraTff§m 1

d4^*Ui|fe|fed fatsircfff II

ffTTS: *
c

l

c
> <

What is opposed to revealed and traditional law, or

injurious to living beings must not be practised by the king;

and when it is practised (by others), he must check it.

When an act contrary to justice has been undertaken by a

former king from folly, he must redress that iniquitous enact-

ment in accordance with the principles of equity.

Narada XVIII. 8, 9, cited in the

Kalpataru as a text common to

Katyayana, Narada and Yama.

FTOfif:—

ftw *i4fr<*i *rwt 11#

irranaraf*faT: 1

ft vm 1

m ^ftn* ifsgfe 11

riwm : ftfom 11

^fir^TTTm: fas: 1

iTOTT «TT5i: II

^raaiTflT: TO^aPri i

*frt ^nft^rr nwrfir<iCTi 4i T: 1

* The reading is what is adopted in the Viramitrodaya (p, 120)

Mandlik reads the last two words as and gives a very

different meaning. The Viramitrodaya is clearly right-
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qffrian: 5TTC5TT: firsft i

^ *r fMrcn^ i!

TTT^T'f f% I

*wfiflrafforr *rr f ii

Vrihaspati :

—

When a decision is passed in accordance with local custom,

logic, or the opinion of the traders (living in that town) the issue

of the case (Vyabahara) is overruled by it.

The time-honoured institutions of each country, caste, and

family should be preserved intact ; otherwise the people would

rise in rebellion ; the subjects would become disaffected towards

their rulers
; and the army and treasure would be derstroyed.

The maternal uncle’s daughter is taken in marriage among
the twice-born inhabitants of the South. In the central country

(Madhya-desa), they become labourers or artizans, and eat

cows.

The inhabitants of the East are fish-eaters, and their women
are unchaste. In the North the women take intoxicating drinks,

and in their courses can be touched.

The people of Khasa marry the widow of a brother who has

died. These men are not subject to the performance of a

penance or to punishment on account of any such offence.

Cultivators, artizans, artists, money lenders, companies of

tradesmen, dancers, persons wearing the token of a religious

order, and robbers should adjust their disputes according to the

rules of their own profession.

(However) the first rank (among legislators) belongs to

Manu, because he has embodied the essence of the Veda in

his work
;
that Smriti (or text of law) which is opposed to the

tenor of the laws of Manu is not approved.

Ch. II. 26, 28-31 ; I. 26 ; xxvii. 3.

Disputes of those, those live in the forests, should be

decided by assemblies of dwellers of forest
;
disputes of soldiers

5
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by assemblies of soldiers and those of companies of merchants

by assemblies of merchants.

Vrihaspati cited in the Vyavahara Mayukha.

fro wnrofro * sirtfsft i

i

Decision should not be based only on the Shastras. By

an unreasonable judgment there is loss of Dharma.

Vrihaspati, cited by the Commentators.

Whatever Manu has said is beneficial.

Chhandogya Brahmana,

cited by Kulluka Bhatta.

cf m?: 1

1

to fro ^ iot: *nfarftpr. i

tn ii

?rat ^ 11

i»rmwTOflr i

The usage of a family transmitted successively (from father

to son according to law) is called family custom. That should

be followed.

The peculiar law of a country prevailing from time

immemorial without conflict with the Vedas and the Smritis is

called local custom.

Disputes as between the inhabitants of countries, cities,

colonies of cowherds, towns and villages, should be decided

by their own customs ;
as between them and others, they should

be decided according to Law.

Katyayana, cited in the Parasara Madhava.

Viramitrodaya and Vivadatandava,
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iron*:—

* * Swift ^g^:

i

to* *pfrig srcfa *g: TOrr*fts*ft h mt
^ g toi*t **jfaroT*t *ftror. wm: i

^qt srofafiam: arerl hhtott wit: ii *u*»

There is no author of the Veda. Brahma the four-faced

is he who remembers the Veda. Likewise Manu remembers the

Law during each Kalpa.

The law of Manu is authoritative in the Satya Yuga, the

law of Gautama in the Treta, in the Dwapara, Sankha Likhita,

and in the Kali, the law of Parasara.

Parasara, I. 21, 24.

to i

TO^ imPHgj TOtf** WfTOTT II*

**w. \\

»

When there is a conflict between the Veda and the Smriti

and the Purana, the Veda should prevail
;

(as between the two

latter) Smriti is superior.

Vyasa, Ch. I., v. 4.

TOwsftfHrotoiij ««rt*g wtdrg 11

The customs of traders, artisans etc., and those who earn

their livelihood by means of agriculture or the stage, are not

capable of being ascertained by others. Disputes among them

should be decided by those of their own class.

Vyasa cited in the Vyavahara Mayukha.

*
1

g gfirt* 11 91m:

When there were two contradictory texts of Veda or of the Smriti, it

should be assumed that they apply to different cases, but if there be a conflict

between a text of Veda and a text of the Smriti, the former should prevail.

The second line of this text is attributed to Jabala by Kulluka in his

commentary on Manu II., 13.
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fit g qffam: i

« nfom w^aTt *r g guw? «4
fl: n

^rftig tS gt tftii ^r i

€t ?ra faf%<fr m«W w ^ fSrarsrag 11

Whatever custom prevails in a country consonant to equity,

that should be followed in that country, but not in another.

Whatever law prevails in a country or province, village or

or town, that should not be disturbed.

Devala, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

§xjTT I

fd^^TfHRiTRnfiT 5T tqfir: II

Those Dharma Shastras which have been in ancient times

composed by those Rishis, are of supreme authority. They

should not be destroyed by logic.

Yama, cited in the Hemadri.

*TlfT ^T*I TT I

The four Vedas with their Angas, the Mimansa, the Smritis

and the Puranas these are the Dharmashastras according to

those who know right

Pitamaha, cited in the Vivada-Tandava.

Dharma is that object of ultimate welfare which is indicated

by an injuuction of the Scriptures.

Mimans a Darshana.

That from which arises ultimate welfare (or salvation), is

Dharma

Vaisheshika Darshana.
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T?firf«?rr ffa ^hro: i

ft *rrof u

TfroreRTTro ?rotsf f*rro:w 1

TO¥^f% TO«T ftr5T |

TOT*it to ^s?f% TOw^m iftro ||

%^vTOiTft^TO<H«tifa i

The Vedas have been undoubtedly established by the

Puranas.* The Veda is afraid of a man of little learning that he

will destroy it. It is made immoveable by Itihases and Puranas.

What was not revealed in the Vedas is revealed in the Smritis.

That revealed truth which is not to be found in both, is sung

in the Puranas
Naradiya Purana, cited in the Hemadri.

to ?n to ^Tii n

qP^fTT

TOTO II

5 f*T to fSg ir f%^rr:

stj ^rr^r ii

ir^ spnW ^rr^ar: i

TO *TOTTO*T cT * *TTTO! II : I

tottot: i

arm to S«trwiW totto* tot ii

TOT*i iTTTflTO i

vttototo ^ nfror to* tot h

TOtf sitoto *jto i

«IHI^ ^TTO^ ^ ^FTOT* II

S[ TOITO TOTO *TJrT* 1

*t*toi 3 $nsT*rr^ to: n

Eighteen Puranas are mentioned by those who are versed in the Puranas.

They are the following : Brahma, Padnia, Vishnu, Shiva, Bhagabata,

Naradiya, Markandeya, Agni, Bhavisya, Brahmabaibarta, Linga, Baraha,

Skanda, Bamana, Kurrna, Matsya, Garuda and Brahmanda.

Vishnu Purana, 3,6,21-24.
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The usage of the country should first be attended to
;
that

which is observed in the country should alone be observed.

Wise men abstain from what is hated by the people. A wise

man should go by the path of the people (that is, follow popular

usage). The Deities, the Brahmans, the (notions of) purity, the

(kinds of) earth, the water, and the religious observances of a

country should not be ridiculed in that country, for that is the

law of the country.

Devala, cited in the Smriti-ratnakara.

of Venkanath and by Mandlik.*

vrto i

'zfi&sqfen i

fTCTOTTcUT l

O Bharata ! Since the precepts of Shastras are conflicting

in respect of all rites, as for instance a sacrifice is ordained (by

some) after sun rise, and (by others) before sun rise, a wise man

should follow the hereditary observances of his family. O (king

with) great-arms t such usage is superior to the commandments

of all the Shastras taken together.

Mahabharata.

ipk farnTOttHMl fa: ij

WTWrHT I

For those that want to know the Dharma the authoritiy

are first the Vedas, second the Dharma Shastra, third the

customs of the people. Mahabharta.

^ 5 ntf toT * Iwt 1

ii

* This and the following two texts are taken from Mandlik’s Mayukha,

(Introduction, p. XLVI). The two following texts supposed to be of the

Mahabharata. I could not find them there after a diligent search.
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Those that forsake the customs of tubes, classes, provinces

and families, their Dharma does not exist.

What ten or even three persons versed in the Vedas or

Dharma Shastras decide, in a doubtful matter that should be

considered as Law.
* Mahabharata, Santi Parva, 36 Ch. 20, 21.

mm* TT5TT vftn ||

O Chief of men, the King enforcing the customs of provinces

and families should follow the rules of all the Asramas.

Mahabharata, Santi Parva, 66 Ch. 29.

Of all the Shastras, good practices are the first beginning

Good practices are the origin of Dharma and the Unchangeable

One is the Lord of Dharma.

Mahabharata, Anushashana Parva, 14 Ch. 137.

*nwn*irit wTf irfHfsm: i

Dharma has its origin in good practices and the Vedas are

established in Dharma.
Mahabharata, Bana Parva, 150 Ch. 27.

*j**\ *f\m*^ iriww: 1

The practices of good men are superior evidence of Dharma.

Mahabharata, Anushashanika Parva, 45 Ch. 5.

mift mm 11

v)

The Veda should be supplemented by tradition and the

Puranas. The Veda is afraid of a man of little information lest

he should injure it. Mahabharata, Adi Parva, Chap. L, 265.
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mu * w tfir f*m: \

The rules of Dharma have been hid for the amelioration

of all beings. Whatever is accompanied with the progress (and

happiness of all) is of a certainty Dharma.

Mahabharata, Santi Parva Rajadharma Ch. 109.

WS TTffT I

11

What is repugnant to the town or the country or what is

forbidden by the king, that should not be accepted by the

knowers of law.

Text cited in the Viramitrodaya.

^ «it qwnuTflT: 3*nSrrqqfton: 1

?f 11

Those persons alone, who follow customs that have come

down from father to son, and practised by their ancestors, should

not be blamed for them, but not others.

Text cited in the Viramitrodaya

hk kk v qTT^^^THTfi: 1

* HrerptalTlP* II

The custom of a country (or province) transmitted from

father to son should not be disregarded on the strength of

Shastras,

A text cited by Asahaya.

snrcftai ^ m^aufir^fq i

*nww sn<?w *im: 11
sj

I

* This text is cited by Rumania Swami in the third Pada of the first

Chapter of his Tantra Vartika as the opinion of other people and he there

maintains that usages in conflict with the Law are invalid.
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The four versions of Manu’s law are those by Bhrigu,

Narada, Vrihaspati, and Angira.

Skanda Purana, cited by Mandlik.

WTSTfa Vtm %qq*qq* II

* The full text as cited in the Parasara-Madhava is as follows :

—

crarr i

qnjft' q^ q $«ffd II

ftaiqf fqqiqfqir ii

qi<Qi*i *i i

qf^wtujeniiqi Iw^q feanfdfa': i

^mdiWtsn^wr q*igq q i

g fWrt sttta^nfq *rw i

=q Wit i

Compare also the following texts cited in the Parasara Madhava

qfaq I

q qqq: i

qfa’fTqwsrq %ft#3Tqftqq:‘ i

qraq^nw«ufq wft fqfaqtfqq: i

rroT^ra-qn qqqqq^lqq qqT i

VTqfqTlfqqTqq tat *TC<UTttaq I

qqptqtq! qT^q’T5iqid ctlfqqi
<i

fq! I

qqqT=tK<ufch*n I

qqtatotqr^ q qftqq: i

qqqjfaTqqT-g^t qqpt: sftfMiqiq i

qq}qt *nr% sq qfaqrot qqfaqr: i

q%qqqqT^*nrqis!q%q *q i

iota* qq fqqnif ^tirfqjfiqq qqT l

q?Nvranqq[^qTq^i ftqqta: i

q?3 Siqqlqw^tall^fw^ i

Hfanw, tzw&w qtq%qTlqf;qq: i

qqqrtg gqqifqqtftcn i

qnqiftifq
f

qnqiTqiHTqqifq^n q*n i

6
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The decision of good men is (on matters of law) of authority

like that of the Vedas.

Aditya Purana, cited by

Hemadri and Madhava.

fs3TTi<JTOt qfare: I

STlS’irRt q^Tfocq* I

ftfwrf^cT: I

fwra: i

^TTT^ qf%WT I

SiT^qnfqq miifcfaqifq ^ I

innfc^K'*! w i

5rrH?rfi=rf%r^ qqfa i

fqmqeT fqftqq I

ht4 11

qciif*! ^rtqfqqj^i qf%TT^ i

faqf%Tfa qf^TPn $q: i

qwqqrfq €P?*Tt tutpA qqqsqq ii

Compare also the following texts cited in the Parasara Madhava :

—

I

qf^TqqwOTT i

qsftqq: I

frfaqrq cw\ i

^t\Tw?n: qr^T?n: qqqW qr^r ^ i

qWqn*q snsrqsi i

WUMSITWri ?TOT WcR I

wrq qw* qrfa*j*r q^fiprr?^5ftfqqj: u

^rqf^^T qr*n q i

q tftqq: qn&i: q *q ii

qig: i

ft^farNr ?nw*T qpcqpq qfwqh: i

3TtqTqn<44ifq^T^ fqqpft qfawerr i

*RTq^t qp^ Wj fisnfafa: i

q^yKT^rn i



CHAPTER II.

INHERITANCE

SECTION I.

The Principles of the Hindu Law of Inheritance.

The Hindu Lawgivers speak of Dayabhaga as

meaning ‘partition of the paternal property, ’ and

thus not purporting to deal with inheritance as com- the famliyT

*”

monly understood. The property was always in the

family, and the question was, who was to take,

rather, to enjoy the share of a deceased member.

A clear apprehension of this fact would enable the

reader to understand the principles enunciated below.

The Hindu Law of inheritance is based upon

the principle of consanguinity. The father is born

as the son. The daughter is equal to the son. _° 1 Principle of

This idea is clearly enunciated in the Vedas.* consanguin tv.

When one himself exists in the shape of a son or

daughter, who else can take the property ? This

persistence of self in the lives of children, and

identity of the materials of the body, continue to

the fourth generation, i.e.
y
up to the great-grandson.

“Up to that the body is the same
;
after that, there

is difference in body.” t Upon this physiological idea

is the theory of inheritance based by the ancient

Hindu Lawgivers.

As regards the daughter, however, on marriage,

she left the fathers gotra
,

just as among all Aryan

nations, and practically became the daughter of the

P
°daughter!

another. The father had no control over her, as he

* See texts at pp. 50, 53.

t See texts at pp. 57, 58.
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had over both the soil and the daughter before her

marriage. As long as there was any descendant in

the male line up to a great-grandson, the daughter

could not be an heir, for among all Aryan nations

the male descendant is considered superior to the

female. Among Indian Aryans from the time of the

Rig-Veda, in the case of a sonless man, by a fiction

of law, the daughter (made Putrika ),* remained

in the gotra of her father and continued as his son,

and had all the rights of the son. Hence the

prohibition by Yajnavalkya and other Lawgivers

of marrying a girl without a brother. Such a

daughter remained with the father as his son, and

as hers was but the father’s body, she took the

inheritance. And likewise her son took like the

son’s son ; and probably her grandson too, for by

parity of reasoning, he would be equal to a great

grandson in the male line.

Now except in the case of premature death,

all sons take the inheritance equally. The Rig

Veda says, this is the rule laid down by Manu.f If,

however, a son predeceases his father, his son

takes the share which his father would have taken

if living, for he is equal to his father. On this

is also based the principle, that grandsons and

great-grandsons take per stirpes.

The daughter’s sons should likewise take per

stirpes, for are they not as son’s sons to one who

* A brotherless damsel was always a Putrika. She could he made
Putrika by mere intention. Latterly she had to be made so by a ceremony
at her marriage or by expressed desire. The texts about the righ s of the

daughters are collected in section4 of this chapter.

+ This is also the opinion of the Commentators, but the Courts applying
the principle of spiritual benefit have decided otherwise. The matter is

discussed in detail in Section 4.
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has no sons Failing a son, a grandson, and a

great-grandson, the brotherless daughter of a pre-

deceased son, who would like the daughter herself

be in the father's gotra, and would not pass into the

gotra of her husband, should take the inheritance.

Modern commentators have made the law cruel and

unnatural by taking away the rights of the pre-

deceased son's daughter and of her son and grandson

as well as those of the daughter’s grandson. The

cruelty of it will be apparent, when it is remembered

that there was no custom of making wills among an-

cient Hindus, nor mention of any right of the giving

away, by way of a gift inter vivos
,
of immoveable

property, except for religious purpose. It is a

matter of satisfaction to find that true Hindu Law

followed nature, and was not artificial, unnatural and

cruel as it is represented to be, and as is the Hindu

Law administered in modern courts.

There is no mention in the Smritisof the theory

of spiritual benefit. The heir did not take be-

cause he offered the Paula. On the contrary, the spiritual

rule was, he who took the wealth had to offer the
bcnefit-

Piutla. The passage of Manu, 'f<wsw r«’ (IX

136,) is considered as authority for the proposition

that the right of inheritance is founded on the be-

nefit conferred by offering the Paula. If the text

is taken with its context, the meaning is clear that

the daughter’s son who had been declared as heir

on natural grounds in the preceding verses, takes

the wealth and offers the Pinda. The passages

from all the Rishis beginning with Manu, collected

in the present chapter, leave absolutely no room for

X See texts at pp. 51,
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doubt that the theory of spiritual benefit as under-

stood by the Bengal lawyers, was absolutely un-

known to the Hindu Lawgivers.

The only benefit which all the Smritis speak of.

is that the son frees the father from debts. It is

fully explained by the Vedic text cited at p. 52-

It says that a Brahmana is born burdened witK

three debts. To the gods, he owes the debt of

sacrifices, to the Pitris i. e., the ancestors or the

manes
,
the debt to produce a son, and to the Rishis

the debt of the study of the Vedas. No sooner is

a son born, the father’s debt to the Pitris is dis-

charged. That is the benefit which the son confers.

A Hindu of the period of the Upanishads, when
about to die, would call his son, and make him

promise to discharge the aforesaid three-fold debt.

The Brahmanas, even the Pundits of modern India,

have forgotten the old ideal of life. Two of the

three debts, namely, the daily performance of the

Yajnas* and the study of the Vedas are neglected

by all, and indeed, forgotten are all the noble ideals

which made the ancient Hindus great. However
that may be, there is no doubt, that the perform-

ance of the Sraddhas was considered by the ancient

Aryan as an indispensable duty and as one of the

reasons why the son took the inheritance. But the

* According to the old rule of life, a house-holder had daily to perform

five Yajnas which are mentioned in the following verse :

—

Let him worship, according to the rule, the sages by the private recitation

of the Veda, the gods by burnt oblations, the manes by funeral offerings

(Sraddha), men by (gifts of) food, and all living creatures by offerings of food

Manu III., 81.
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Lawgivers never based the rule of succession upon

this undoubted obligation of the heir to perform

the Sraddha. The Pundits of Bengal however,

knew only of the Sraddha as a means of paying

the debt of the father, and based all their theories

of law on that alone. They forgot that Manu had

laid down that by the birth of the eldest son a

man is freed from his debts.* If the Bengal law-

yers are right the younger sons cannot inherit at

all, nor can the son of a predeceased son take when

there is a son.

Again as the debt to the fathers can only be

discharged by begetting a son, any heir other than

a direct male descendant cannot confer
1

the benefit

contemplated by the text.

According to Vrihaspati, failing the direct des-

cendants of a man and his brothers, a sapinda or

a pupil who took the inheritance should not only

offer him the pinda, but also perform the ceremony

of uniting him with his ancestors, i. e., sapindi-

karam ceremony. The same authority says that

when there are no heirs of one’s own family, the

offerers of the pinda or the pupil or the teacher

should take the inheritance.

It thus appears that according to the ancient

texts the principle of consanguinity governed sue-
Q|d (

cession among Hindus, and we find the rules of succession and

succession settled in the Smritis themselves to a Sraddha.

great extent. The Privy Council very recently

*Of all the Commentators of Manu Nandana alone in his gloss on verse

io6, Ch. 9, says, that debt means pmdas to lie offered to ancestors &c.

(vifwn: vwfirerfaf). Medhatithi, Kulluka, and other Commenta-

tors have given the correct meaning according to the texts of the Yajurveda

to be found at p. 52.
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enunciated the true position of the law of suc-

cession in the following words: “To whatever

extent rules of succession may have been founded

on religious observances or may now be explained

by them, it is clear that fixed rules of law for

succession have been established for ages” (i).

But it should not be considered that the rules of

Sraddha have no bearing on the rules of suc-

cession. It is true that Vijnaneswara and other

ancient commentators base the rule of succession

on the principle of consanguinity but it is an

undoubted fact that originally the rule regulating

competence to perform the Sraddha corresponded

with the rule of succession to property. Both the

rules underwent modifications in course of time,

as we shall see later on. At first probably, the

rule of Sraddha was modified so as to correspond

with the rule of succession which underwent changes

with advancing ideas of the superior claims of

the widow and the daughter and her descendants

when compared with those of distant agnates.

But later on, to meet the imperative necessity of

having some body to perform the Sraddha, the

daughter-in-law and many other persons who were

not in the category of heirs were declared com-

petent to perform the Sraddha. For this and other

reasons, we find a divergence between the two sets

of rules. The rule of succession we find settled

in the Smritis, and the commentators cannot be

allowed to alter it by introducing any principle how-

ever logical. It is only where the Smritis are silent,

that principles of inheritance should be considered.

(i) Muthusami v, Kumarsami, 19 Mad. 405 P. C.
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In such a case, both the principles of consanguinity

and of spiritual benefit are worthy of consideration,

trimutavahana ignored altogether the principle of

consanguinity and contended that inheritance was

based on the principle of spiritual benefit. But

his greatest follower Raghunandana, in the chapter

on Sraddhas, enunciated the right principle as re-

gards the blind &c., who, he said, were incompetent

to perform the Sraddha because they were incom-

petent to inherit. Vijnaneswara and his followers

would not let in the theory of spiritual benefit at

all. But the more modern commentators of the

Benares school like Mitra Misra allowed its appli-

cability. Indeed from what has been stated above

the principle of spiritual benefit, if it does not

clash with the principle of consanguinity should

be considered in settling the rule of succession (i).

Vrihaspati says, the Sakulyas first take and after

them those that offer the Pinda. The meaning is

clear, namely, the direct descendants and members

of the family take in their own right. The remote

relations take in the order in which they are entitled

to perform the Pinda and as we shall see in the

next section, the right to offer the Pinda was

determined by propinquity.

The theory of spiritual benefit however, it is clear

from the texts cited in this Section, and as it is now
admitted by the Privy Council and the majority

of judges and text-writers, cannot modify the rule

of succession based mainly on the principle of con-

sanguinity, as found in the Smritis. In Bengal how-

(i) The Madras High Court have recently enunciated the Hue rule on

the subject in the case of Balusami v. Narayun, 20 Mad. 342.

7
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ever, it is a matter of regret that the Dayabhaga

which was adopted by Raghunandana, for whom

subtle arguments had an irresistible charm, should

have been considered of sufficient authority to over-

rule the old Bengal law as found in the Nibandha

of Halayudha and to change the true Hindu Law

of succession as found in the Smritis.

English judges, trusting in the learning of the

Bengal Pandits about them, to whom the original

Dharrna Sastras, except those of Manu and Yajna-

valkya, were in those early times, unfortunately

not available, gave effect to their vyavaslhas
,
and

thus the opinions of the dialecticians became the

settled law of the country.

Thus under the Bengal school, the doctrine of

spiritual benefit nas come to be considered as the

only principle determining succession. In a

benefit' 'under
Stridhana case however, the following observations

Bengal School were lately made by the Calcutta High Court (i) :

“The characteristic doctrine of the Bengal Law is

that as far as near relatives are concerned, inheri-

tance depends on consanguinity
;
but in the case of

remoter relations the law falls back on the principle

of spiritual benefit.” In more recent cases, the

Calcutta High Court have gone further and held

that mere spiritual benefit is not always the guiding

principle of inheritance under the Bengal School

and that propinquity has also been accepted as a

principle of succession under it and in cases not

contemplated by G'imutavahana, the more orthodox

theory of the Benares School should be given effect

to. The judges further rightly say that in many

(i) Nagendra Nundini v. Benoy Krishna, 30 Cal. 527.
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matters, such as in the case of female relations, in

the case of maiden daughters in respect of Stridhana

and in the matter of reunion, the theory of spiri-

tual benefit altogether fails, even under the I)aya-

bhaga.
(

1 )

Hindu Law was modified in ancient India with

advancing ideas of justice and equity, and there

can be no objection if it be modified at the present

day for the same reason. Indeed, there could be

no cause for dissatisfaction with the result of the

decisions of our Courts, if more humane rules

consonant to the more advanced ideas of modern

times, had supplanted the old rules. But unfor-

tunately, in Bengal, while male children of distant

relations on the paternal as well as the maternal

side have come in, the soilless widowed daughter

and son’s daughter have been excluded and the

direct descendants through females, except the

daughter’s son, have been postponed to distant

relations. Indeed in all the provinces, the depar-

tures from the law of the Rishis have not been

determined by progressive ideas but are the out-

come of too strictly following certain modern writers.

Let .us go back to the principle enunciated in

the beginning of this section, namely— that the pro-

perty was always in the family, and could never go
out of it, the only question discusse 1 by Hindu
lawyers being the division of shares. Among the

agnates the nearer took before the more remote.

After all the members of the family had been

exhausted (according to Virhat Manu, it being

remembered, that the family, properly so called,

(1) Aukhoy v Haridas, 35 Cal. 721 ; Tulsi v. Lukhymony, 4 C, W. N. 743
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did not extend beyond the fourteenth degree) the

relations of different gotras took, and among them

the nearer before the more remote. Among Hindus

the daughter of a sonless man belonged to his

family, and also the daughter’s son and the pre-

deceased son’s brotherless daughter. This is the

simple law of succession according to the law givers.

The next section deals with the question how

far the rule of Sraddha is a guide to the rule of

inheritance. In the succeeding sections the relative

rights of heirs are dealt with in detail.

INHERITANCE.

Section I.

n o, t° i

O Agni, give us this good (wealth) that we get (a son who)

would perform the sacrifice (Yajna) and be of good mind.

Rig-Veda, M. 7, S. 4, 10.

WSo * \° 1

O Aswins, those persons who having produced children

employ them in performing sacrifices (Yajnas) for the Pitris &c.

Rig-Veda, M. 10, S. 40, 10.

wm fw«i w *fT 1

iWkforifam *

1

nmronreron t, *>, t, * 1

\\ t 8^ 1

A Brahmana is born burdened with three debts He owes

the study of the Veda to the Rishis, sacrifices to the gods, and
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a son to the manes. Therefore he is free from debt who has

begotten a son, who has offered sacrifices, and who has lived as

a student with a teacher.

Taittiriya Sanhita, VI. 3, 10, 5.

Satapatha Brahmana, I. 7, 2, 1, 2, 3.

Vasista, Ch. XL 48 (with a

slight variation of language.)

ftft * tp* FTFifa f srcm 11*

FTF^iftaF^jtTWf \ gqreft % FT<if F^F 1

From the several limbs (of my body) art thou produced,

from my heart art thou born
;
thou art ‘‘self” called a son

;

mayest thou live a hundred autumns.

Sama Veda, Mantra Brahmana,

P. 1, K. 5, 17.

Cited in identical words in Baudhayana,

P. 2, A. 2, S. 14.

WWPiPl f* FOTFWRF fqFT FTFFT tnjrWtaft

gicf tnw: 5TTF%FfF Fiwt wflnFf fftf pr

Pifftf: cr^r: ffft f% ^itt €

iwsfiwnWrr f*t faFfw ftrg fa* ff: ff
#

tofu

4^*T * <f ^ Ttfa Fret f%r^‘ faro:

ftft % sttft wro* f ff%m hf: qfefeif rfrofo

FFf w F FTFt fWt TPP?Ft F*U^ FTfa STIFF cT^TFT STTFT FFft

fffit stiff 3F1 1
^ # *ti ^ffi *?rl s^lf<i 1

* Gobhila says that this Mantra should be recited by the father when

blessing the son on returning home.

It was a very famous form of blessing but now forgotten. Dr. Buhler

says that it is to be found in the Mahabharata. It is to be found in every

Dharma-Shastra, but the original is from the Sama-Veda.

Pandit Satyabrata Samasrami gives a different reading# He reads

for FPFT in the second line, and translates it thus : “Thou art certainly

well ver-ed in the Vedas. May (God) keep you alive for a hundred autumns.'’

(See his appendix to the Sama-Veda). The text is also cited by the Yaska

in his book in the fourth part of the thiid chapter.

t ^nr‘ qlfaiff 1 wfargrej ^rawimTfr Ha'ftwfefw:w
*irf : 1 vra’imTO^ i
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When the father sees the face of the born living son, he

places his debts (worldly and the three Valdic debts) on him.

I here is more enjoyment
K
of pleasures) of the father by the son.

than there are in the earth, in the fire, and in the water of living

beings Fathers are delivered from great darkness by the son.

Self is born from self. He (the son) is a ferry in a great river.

\\ hat is the good of the four Asrams, of the householder, of the

Barahmachari, of the Banaprastha, and of the Paribrajaka. Desire

the son, O Brahmanas. He is the happy unblamable regions.

Food is the life; clothes are refuge, gold is beauty
;
cattle are

marriage
; friend is wife

;
grief is daughter

;
light is the son in the

great heavens. The husband enters the wife, having become the

embryo in the womb of the wife who becomes the mother. He
is born again in the tenth month after being a new (being).

Therefore the wife is called Jaya, because he (the husband) is

born again. * * There are no heavenly regions for the

sonless man.
Aitereya Brahmana, 7 p. 3 A. 1 Kh.

ptt: i

^fr: fasrat i

^ 11 WfT: wftr: 1

^ mm*
There are three worlds : the world of men, the world of the

fathers (pitriloka), the world of the Gods.

The world of men is conquered only by a son and not by

other work. By work, the world of the fathers (pitriloka) and

by learning, the world of the Gods is conquered.

The world of the Gods is the best of all the worlds.

Therefore they praise learning above all.

Now about the giving of charge. When he thinks he is

dying, he says to the son ,

—

a You are Brahma, you are the

Yajna, you are the Loka. ” The son answers—“I am
Brahma (/. e.

}
I shall study the Vedas)

;
I am the Yajna (i e

I shall perform the Yajnas)
;

I am the Loka (/.*?., I shall by

* The translation is according to the commentary of Sayana.
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begetting a son conquer the world of men ( ),

by performing meritorious works conquer the world of the

ancestors ( ftrasifai: ), and by learning conquer the world of

the gods (^rafar:) |
Satapatha Brahmana, 14, 4, 3, 24-25.

tcfts If \° I

He (the son) is his (father’s) self. (He is) made a substitute

for him for meritorious works.

Aitaraya Aran> aka 2, 5, 10.

1 rftfar m&n:

ftrart: wm: 1

The body is made of six materials
;

three derived from

the father, three from the mother : bone, sinew and marrow,

from the father, and skin, flesh and blood from the mother.

Garvopanishada, cited in the Mitak-

shara and the Parasara-Madhava.*

VTcrfcT
|

hT<T^rr«^*t 3l^ * ?m<T u c
,

ffa ^rracwsr ft i

<t 0

^ ^ ^rr*TW[f5TcHT»T ft v 11 «t 1

cnsrr tot i

cT^mT^ft fts^t TO ^tfT 11 < 1

TOlfi wnfarA TOjcft <t«j

frot st,5ft toi: 11 <*
1

Manu :

—

Immediately on the birth of his firstborn a man is (called)

the father of a son, and is freed from the debts to the manes

;

that (son), therefore, is worthy (to receive) the whole estate.

IX. 106.

This text I could not find in the printed Garvopanishada.
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That son alone on whom he throws his debt, and through

whom he obtains immortality, is begotten for ( the fulfilment of )

the law
;

all the rest they consider the offspring of desire.

IX. 107.

A son is even as one’s self, a daughter is equal to a son ;

how can another (heir) take the estate, while (such daughter

who is) one’s self, lives. IX. 130.

Their (son’s son and daughter’s son) father and mother

both sprang from the body of the same (man). IX. 133.

By him (the daughter’s son) the maternal grand-father has

a son’s son
;

he shall present the funeral cake and take the

estate. IX. 136.

The funeral cake follows the family name (gotra) and

the estate (inheritance), the funeral offerings of him who gives

(his son in adoption) cease (as far as that son is concerned).

IX. 142.

^3fct TOR? |

The father throws his debt on the (son), and obtains

immortality. Vasista, Ch. XVII. 1.

ft*TTW.

He who obtains a virtuous son saves from the fear of sin,

seven in the descending line and seven in the ascending line,

(viz,) six others (in each), himself being the seventh.

Baudhayana, P. 2, A. 9, K. 16, S. 9.

fa*:—

snmfer: € frowft 1 u 1
»°

ftV WT* i u 1 8^

(TOPTH* Tfa FlW. II U I 88

fwr hw wi isftaft iprn 11 u 1 n

And he who inherits the wealth, presents the funeral ob-

lation (Pinda) to the deceased.
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Let a son present the funeral oblations to his father, even

though he inherit no property.

Because he saves his father from the hell called. Put,

therefore (a male child) is called Put-tra by Svayambhu himself.

He (the father) throws his debt on him (the son)
;
and

the father obtains immortality, if he sees the face of a living

son. Vishnu, XV. 40, 43-45.

u I *

Where a partition of the paternal property is instituted

by the sons, it is called by the learned Dayabhanga (partition

or inheritance), a title of Law.
Narada, C h. XIII. 1

qr *rfq*nr: m <n i

JT^fq^fsjraf gPifoTT cf cRT! II

^*qftr. I

In default of them, uterine brothers or brother’s sons,

agnates, and cognates, pupils or learned Brahmanas are en-

titled to the inheritance.

When there are several relatives, agnates (Sakulyas), and

cognates (Bandhavas), whosoever of them is the nearest shall

take the wealth of him who died leaving no issue.

(For one leaving no male issue), a brother, or brother’s son,

or a Sapinda, or a pupil, should first perform the ceremony of

uniting him with the Sapindas, (to be worshipped at a Sraddha

offering), and then offer him the funeral c jremonies customary

on joyful occasions.

Brihaspati, XXV. 59, 62, 101.

fsrarc farm * i

ft 3T 11

8
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^rr^rr^r: m src »

crr^r^rt^T ftqra qfaqp^ 11

( ^t t^r: ) i

When a Sudra is the only son of a Brahmana, he gets a

third; the remaining two shares shall be taken by the Sakulya

or the Sapinda, or by him who is the giver of the funeral obla-

tions : in default of the Sakulya, the giver of the Pinda takes,

or the preceptor, or a pupil. On failure of heirs, the wealth

should be given to Brahmanas. Brishaspati (or Devala).*

Or the separation of body accrues to the fifth person born

of one’s family.! Parasara, Ch 2
,
V. 8.

cTT^r^psu:
\ t

truest 11

Of members of the same family divided or undivided living

together, there should be partition of the heritage among the

descendants of the fourth degree : this is settled. Up to that

degree, the members of the family are of the same body. After

that, there is difference of body. Sages desire that there

should he separation in body and in wealth at the same time §

Devala cited by Aparaka. Madhava and other Commentators.

* Vrihaspati, according to Ratnakara (page 334), and Devala, according

to others.

! Madhava in his commentary on this text says (Daya) means body.

+The Ratnakara reads f°r
I

§ This text is cited by all the principal commentators except Gimuta-

vahana. There is great difference as to the meaning of the first two lines."~

According to Nilkantha, the text refers to reunited brothers i.e. y those who
having been divided again become undivided. I have followed Justice

Nanabhai Haridas’s interpretation (see 10 Bom. H. C. 459). Nilkantha’s

view is opposed to that of Madhava as well of the Apararka, who think that it

refers to both divided and undivided members. The Apararka explains the

third line thus :
“ up to that (*.*., the fourth degree) the members of the same

family are Sapindas after that the relationship through particles of the same

body ceases.”
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fqm ^ ^ n i

?f%cTT fqg: H<?ITSrafTK^ II

?v»ww.: i • *i i

He who is the father is the son
;

like him is also the

daughter. Both son and daughter preserve the lineage of the

father.

Vrihat-Parasara.

*t fW fiTfT I

He who takes one’s property shall perform his Sraddha, and

shall offer the Pindas fo ihe three ancestors.

A text of some unknown Smriti,

cited in the Ratnakara.

There are other texts of the Smritis on the subject. They
are all cited in the succeeding sections.

SECTION II

Persons competent to perform the Sraddha.

In ancient times, the competence to perform the

Sraddah corresponded with the right to take the

inheritance. We have also seen that the rule is,

that he who takes the inheritance gives the Pinda.

It follows, therefore, that the rules regarding the

right to offer the Pinda should be considered not

only supplying the omissions, if any, in, but also

as corroborative of, the rules of inheritance as found

in the Smritis. To those who believe in the

doctrine of spiritual benefit and hold that the com-

petence to offer oblations determines succession,

these rules, regarding which there is not much differ-

ence of opinion among Hindus of the different

provinces, are the only safe guide. These rules

should therefore be considered before we go to the

rules of succession which the ingenuity of the
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founders of the so called schools of law has made
it difficult to ascertain. The following are the rules

on the subject, laid down in the Smritis.

1. Son, grandson, great-grandson are entitled

to perform the Sraddha before all. The
Putrika, the appointed daughter of the son-

less man, and her son stand in the same
position as the son and the grandson. The
unmarried daughter comes after them. The
son’s and grandson’s daughters made Putrika

would likewise be competent to perform the

Sraddha.

2. Brother’s son is equal to a son for perform-

ing the Sraddha. Subsidiary sons also are

entitled to perform the Sraddha.

.?• Daughter’s sons are entitled to perform the

Sraddha, as well as their sons.

4. The son’s daughter’s son and the grandson’s

daughter’s son are entitled to perform the

Sraddha.

5. Sapindas, i. c., the agnatic relations of the

deceased, and failing them his mother’s

Sapindas are also entitled to perform the

Sraddha. This Sapinda relationship extends

to the seventh degree in the male line. Fail-

ing the Sapindas the agnatic relations of the

same village, so far as they remember the

relationship, perform the Sraddha.

6 . The maternal uncle is entitled to perform the

Sraddha of the sister’s son, and the sister’s

son is entitled to perform the Sraddha of the

maternal uncle. Father’s maternal uncle is

also entitled to perform the Sraddha of the

sister’s grandson and the latter of the former.
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7. According to some authorities, Bandhavas are

entitled to perform the Sraddha.

8. Failing all relations, the pupil, the teacher,

the officiating priest, and the king who take

the inheritance, must perform the Sraddha.

9. The husband was originally not entitled to

perform the Sraddha of the wife, nor the

parents of the son, nor the elder brother

of the younger brother. It was thought at

a time that the right to perform the Sraddha,

and the inheritance could not ascend. But

the rule has been relaxed, and all these in-

dividuals can now perform the Sraddha.

10 Persons falling within the first four categories

alone are entitled to perform the Parvana

Sraddha.

ji. No women, except the unmarried daughter

and the Putrika, were originally competent

to perform the Sraddha, but by later modi-

fications of the law, the widow and the

married daughter are entitled to perform the

Sraddha of the husband and the father

respectively, and the daughter-in-law that

of the father-in-law and the mother-in-law,

before the more distant Sapindas.

The most ancient rule of Sraddha seems to

have been that the son, grandson, great-grandson

and failing them, the daughters, the unmarried one

and the Putrika, who by a fiction of law, was in the

gotra of the sonless father, and her son as

well as the son’s daughter’s son and grandsons

daughters son, were entitled to perform the Sraddha.

The brother’s son and the other subsidiary sons

were afterwards introduced as occupying the place
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of sons. These alone could perform the Sraddha,

and even now no others can perform the Parvana,

i. e., the periodical Sraddhas.

Among the greeks funeral ceremonies were

considered as very sacred and all important. If

they were not duly performed the soul of the

deceased wandered disconsolate, and could not

enter heaven. It was obligatory on the heir to

perform them. Both among the Greeks and the

Romans, as among the Hindus, the lineal descen-

dants were bound to perform the rites in honor of

the deceased ancestor even if he left no wealth.

Among the Romans every member, of the family

was obliged to perform the Sac> a or sacrifices and

ceremonies in honor of the deceased ancestors,

and no adoption could take place in the family

unless arrangements had been made for the cele-

bration of the Sacra of the family from which the

adoptive son was taken.*

Indeed among all Aryan races the failure of

offerings to the dead was considered as a great

calamity. It was felt to be very hard, that the

childless man should have no sort of Sraddha, and

among Hindus it was thorefore ordained that his

Sapindas, i.e., the agnates should perform his Ekod-

dista Sraddhat on his death, and also his Sapindik-

arana, i.e., joining him with his ancestors, so that he

might participate in any offerings that might be

made to them by their descendants periodically. The
Yajurveda makes mention of Sraddhas to three~

paternal ancestors and the Gobhila Grihya Sutra of

Sraddhas to the three maternal ancestors. Manu
laid down that in periodical Sraddhas, Pindas should

* See Smith’s Greek and Roman Antiquities.
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be offered to the three ancestors, and lepas to three

more.

At first no one excepting agnates could per-

form the Sraddha. Manu laid down that the

Pinda followed the gotra and the wealth. The
law was in later times relaxed, and the mother’s

Sapindas came in. Last of all came the wife and

the cognatic relations beginning with the sister’s

son. The later modifications probably followed the

modifications of the early law of inheritance, the

rule being established, that he who should take the

wealth should perform the Sraddha. Raghunandana

the greatest authority after Gimutavahana of the

Bengal School, forgetting his pet theory, says

‘that the blind, the lame, &c., are not entitled

to perform the Sraddha, because they are not

heirs’
;
and Manu says ‘ that the Pinda follows the

gotra and the wealth,’ and on the same ground

several persons are declared by him entitled to per-

form the Sraddha though they are not mentioned in

Sraddha rules. He has gone so far as to settle the

order of persons competent to perform the Sraddha

by the well-known text of Yajnavalkya about

succession.

Obsequial rites are of three kinds. The first

($N i. e., those beginning with cermation and

offering of water on that occasion. The second

is the Ekoddista Sraddha, i.e., rites in honor of,

a “ peculiar to the individual ” to be performed

after the impurity consequent on death, and also

on the anniversay of the day of death. The third

are the Parvana, i.e., periodical Sradbhas to be

performed every month, half-yearly, and yearly,

and in holy places of pilgrimage. By the Sapindi-
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karana ceremony to be performed a year after

death the deceased is joined with his aecestors.

The following persons can perform the Sraddha

on the authority of the texts cited in this section.

1. Eldest son, younger son, grandson, great-

grandson.

2. Daughter, daughter's son, son’s daughter’s

son, grandson’s daughter’s son, daughter’s

son’s son, son’s daughter and grand-

son’s daughter.

3. Wife.

4. Sapindas, i. e., agnatic relations.

5. Mother’s father’s Sapindas.

6. Sister’s son.

7. Cognatic relations.

8. Daughter-in-law.

9. Teacher, pupil, friend.

Yajnavalkya mentions that the offering of the

libation of water is optional on the death of a friend,

married daughter, sister, sister’s son and father-in-

law. It seems that there is no obligation on any-

body, except the agnates and the heir to perform

the Sraddha.

The conclusion at which one would arrive, on

a careful consideration of the matter is that the

rule of Sraddha and the rule of inheritance were

identical in ancient times when the nearest gotraja

or agnate had to perform the Sraddha and took the

wealth. But when the rules of inheritance were

modified, and the old rule of Sraddha was departed

from, the principle established was that of Manu,

that the Pinda followed the inheritance, and the

rules of Sraddha underwent modifications owing

to the changes of the law of inheritance. But in
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later times, it appears, relations and even strangers,

who could not be heirs under the law of inheritance,

were also allowed to perform the Sraddha, in the

absence of the heirs mentioned by the Rishis,

to prevent failure of the funeral obsequies.*

INHERITANCE.

SECTION II.

fiiawi: nfirawiM:

^af^f̂ rr, Xt*-, 1

Food to the fathers, to whom food given in Sraddha goes.

Food to the paternal grandfathers, to whom food given in

Sraddha goes. Food to the paternal great-grandfathers to whom
food given in Sraddha goes.

Yajurveda, Vajasaneya Sanhita, 19 A., 36 K.

* The order of persons competent to perform the Sraddha in Bengal

as laid down by Raghunundun is as follows :

(A) When the deceased was a male :

—

(1) Eldest son, (2) younger son, (3) grandson, (4) great-grandson,

(5) sonless widow, (6) widow having an incompetent son, (7) maiden dau-

ghter, (8) betrothed daughter, (9) married daughter, (10) daughter’s son,

(11) younger brother, (12) elder brother, (13) younger step brother, (14)

elder step-brother, (15) son of the younger brother, (16) son of the elder

brother, (17) son of the younger step-brother, (18) son of the elder step-

brother, (19) father, (20) mother (and daughter-in-law), (22) . son’s

daughter, (23) grandson’s widow, (24) grandson’s daughter, (25) grand-

father, (26) grandmother, (27) sapindas, paternal uncle and the like, (28)

samanodakas, (29) sagotras, (30) maternal grandfather, (31) maternal

uncle, (32) sister’s son, (33) sapindas on the maternal side, (34) samano-

dakas on the maternal side, (35) father-in-law, (36) son-in-law, (37) brother

of the grandmother. After these come strangers like Rvtvik, Acharya &c.

(B) When the deceased was a female :

—

(1) Son, (2) grandson, (3) great-grandson, (4) maiden daughter,

(5) betrothed daughter, (6) married daughter, (7) daughter’s son, (8) son

of the rival wife, (9) husband, (10) daughter-in-law, (11) nearest sapinda,

(12) nearest Samanodaka, (13) sagotra, (14) father, (15) brother, (16)

sister’s son, (17) husband’s sister’s son, (18) brother’s son, (19) son-in-law,

(20) hasband’s maternal uncle, (21) disciple of the husband, (22) father’s

samanodaka, (23) father’s family, (24) mother’s family, (25) excellent

Brahmin.

9
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firaw *tow%*i: iwT?rrw$wft irjwtwwtw^

iftfmu *r&m: s *rt *» i

Say svadha to father, grandfather, greatgrandfather, maternal

grandfather, maternal great-grandfather, and maternal great-great-

grandfather.

Gobhila, Sraddhakalpa, 2 K. 34.

€«?T»r^T^T§ 9Tq?[ II

*rrc*?rr. ^ 1 t® w u 1

All relations (of the deceased) to the seventh or the tenth

degree descend into water ;
if dwelling in the same village all as

far they can trace their relationship (and afterwards offer obla-

tions of water). The fourth person ceases from offering the

Pinda.

Paraskara Grihya Sutra 3, K. 10, K. 16, 51.

stn* TT*ret faftnjsjqi^ |

fa^ tw. wfa I*

« faj ftq?: is ascribed to the Veda and not to Manu, in the

ancient commentary of Karka Upadhyaya on Paraskara Grihya Sutra, 3- 10-51.

The other two commentators of Paraskara, Joyram and Harihara, say that

it is a text of Smriti but do not ascribe it to Manu. It is also surprising that

there is no commentary of Medhatithi or of Govindaraja (the two most

ancient commentators of Manu) on this text. Indeed, the text is rather out

of place where it is. '

Apararka cites the following texts showing that the taking of wealth,

which is characterised as the dirt of a man, is the reason for performing the

Sraddha. Apararka says

—

m*:—’irwnmtHrt g ^sa^TrfruT i

gtfirt<UT«if»pySr ftfwt ssr #

Tifijgrofa 11

NTtvHmrg i fW^fararg

»
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an fim *ifa nn 1

qfrft rnmn^r ^mi fa# 11

qfaftqren^pi: faw. 1

«ir- * ; m* 1 * ; t*q, tw. m »

Having offered those cakes (to the three ancestors) according

to the prescribed rules, being pure, let him wipe the same hand

with the roots of those blades of kusa grass for the sake of the

(three ancestors of great grand-father) who partake of the wipings

(lepa).

To the three (ancestors) water must be offered
; to three the

funeral cake (ptnda)
is given ;

the fourth (descendant is) the

giver of these (oblations), the fifth has no connection (with

them).

Through that son whom (a daughter) either not appointed,

or appointed may bear to a husband of equal caste, his maternal

grand-father has a son’s son
;
he shall present the funeral cake

and take the estate.

The funeral cake follows the family (gotra) and the

inheritance.

Manu, III. 2 16; IX. 186, 136, 142.

H 1 1*. t# i

On failure of sons (the deceased person’s) Sapindas, the

Sapindas of the mother, or a pupil shall offer the (funeral

oblations). On failure of these an officiating priest, or the

teacher.

Gautama, XV. 13, 14.

WBft fa# *T*TT yfangtr. I

fWH faint ^ fimmfafa i

qtann: q q 1 * q 1 n \

The first Pinda should be offered by the Puttrikaputra to his

mother, the second Pinda to her father, and the third to her-

grand-father.

Baudhayana, P.a, A.a, id.
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ftroT faw^ni i

Of the sonless man, the Sraddha byoffering Pinda and

the offering of water should be performed by the widow.

Baudhayana, cited in the Madana Par jata.

STTHTSWmfq I

sj

wrq*r: : if

ii

Up to seventh or the tenth degree all the agnates (of

the deceased) should go to a stream citing the hymn commenc-

ing with apa &c. (take away our sins ), and facing the south

(offer oblation of water).

Similarly water should be offered to the deceased, maternal

grand father and the religious preceptor. To offer water to a

deceased friend, married (daughter or sister), son of a sister,

father-in-law, and a sacrificial priest is optional.

Yajnavalkya, III. 3, 4.

faST *fa 1

TOPWW: u* 1

This Sapindikarana and the Ekoddista should be performed

of a female (t\e. mother). Yagnavalkya, 1 Ch. 253.

fag: ga: wi 1

ft*3 ^ faw^ w <rt qft^ftftrrft 11

1

j

Of the deceased Sraddha should be offered with care by the

sons, by agnates, bandhus, friends, pupils, officiating priest,

servants and family priest.

* This Mantra is from the Vajshaneyi Sanhita, 35-6. Mandlika’s transla-

tion of this text will be found to be incorrect on a comparison with the Sutra

of Pamskara and Karka Upadhyaya’s commentary.
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The grandson and the Putrikaputra both make their

ancestors attain heaven, and they are both equal as to inheritance

and the offering of Pinda. Vrihaspati, cited by Madhava.

mi ^TTcTT iJTTf 1

vfqcrmft 11

A mother tastes with her husband the funeral repast consis-

ting of oblations to the manes, and the paternal grand-mother with

hers.

Vrihaspati cited by Apararka; cited also in the

Dayabhaga as a text of an unknown Smriti.

qrr$ g 1

cffTSj mfWQZm ^ II
*

fqg: yaw I

g 11

arm: *ug: fqwr. *rc*ra)tfq * i

sprqro * f%rwrwhvT»ni^f»rm 11

sprei qrefa: f*: s flrw. i

^fhwraiT: tpir. ?wt gfnfinfesre g i

qrrcmfr: ffotaft q*: q*: 11

1

The brother’s son should perform the Parvana Sraddha like

the son. The Sraddha of the elder brother should be performed

by the .younger, and the elder brother should perform the

Sraddha of the younger. The son should perform the ceremonies

of offering the Pinda and water. On failure of the son, the

daughter
; on her failure the brother should perform them.

The son, begotten by one of equal caste (the illegitimate

son), is the offerer of Pinda of his mother, and is (in every respect)

a son to her
; but he is nothing to the begetter, as he is born of

lust.

The son by a slave of a Sudra is fulfiller of desire and offers

the Pinda. Twelve sons are mentioned by the Rishis.

They are offerers of the Pinda, one after another, in the order

mentioned*
Vrihat-Parasara, Ch. V.
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t urn: ifq?i q^qrq 8 i

^qffifq ^ «TTt^f^ q II

qTiwuHjqvfl-^Tq^qwb ?^*rcro*:, * * i

For those persons, whether men or women, who die without

male issue, shall be performed the funeral rites peculiar to the

individual, but not the periodical obsequies.

Vrihat-Parasara, Ch. V.

Cited in the Parasara-Madhava as a

text of Apastamba. Cited also in the

Dayabhaga without naming the author.

«T *TtaT*lT: qf^sn^TUT ^fq 3ifac[ l

yiwr fam ssnsrirP5^ cTOTOst: y*

* u t

The husband should never offer Pinda to the sonless wife, or

the father to the son, or the elder brother to the younger brother.

Katyayana, XXIV. n.

Chhandoga-Parisista, according

to Raghunandana.

*Jcf<*TafTO«rWT^ I

The Sraddha of the sonless maternal grand father has to be

performed in the same way as that the father.

The Ekoddista Sraddha of the Bandhus should always be

performed. Katyayana, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

iwrfi: Prof fn^qwfaqrigir. i

fircftsRj fqg: h

qnwrra*iftr%ift i

The Putrika’s son should first offer Pinda to the mother

;

next to her father
;
and thirdly to her grand-father.

Katyayana, XVI. 23 ; Likhita, 53;

Manu according to Apararka.

* Apararka cites this as a text of Katyayana but reads the first line thus :

qfiphnwrat i
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*TcT7T TftSm qrq'si fimW. I

viRim:, n * 1

This (Sraddha) should not be performed by the grandson

if there is a son living of the grand-father.

Katyayana, XVI. 17.

q«ft fam 1

wteift ^ wsng fq^^qifirai^ h

Son, disciple, widow, father, brother, daughter-in-law or

teacher, he who takes the wife and also he who inherits the

wealth should offer the Finda and oblation of water.

Karshajini, cited by Apararka.

fqg: qnfen: fwqiqtqqrfqiqT: 1

cT^Tt g *n?q*wt 11

The son should perform the reremonies of giving the

Pinda and water
;

failing him, the wife
;
failing her the brother.

Sankha, cited by Madhava. According to

Apararka, it is a text of Vrihaspati.

gf^cn qqqg q^faTcnfqwte 1

wTojffq^ qftnrsrnR cm ^ 1

^q? ^q qqmq sfTOqr. n«

The married daughter offers Pinda both to her mother

and father like a son.

The wife’s Pinda the husband offers. Similarly the wife

(offers Pinda) to husband
;

the daughter-in-law offers Pinda to

the mother-in-law (father-in-law also according to Raghunandana)

and others ; in her default the Sapinda.

Sankha, cited by Raghunandana.

«^ffq^qf! 1° the last line is the reading prevalent in Mithila.

Raghunandana gives another reading (the best of Brahmanas).
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sft n »n?rc^ faw?i: «j4*rrat«n^ u

« *«ira: i

Son, grand-son, great-grandson, Putrika-putra, daughter,

and brothers are the offerers of Pinda, in the order mentioned.

Vriddha Harita, Ch. IV.

S^fcffiTW * ||

q^qf ^ vwW. ftnp?rcT i

qm^fafn ^qfqqt fiufir. II

The maternal uncle (should offer Pinda) to the nephew
;

the sister's son to the material uncle
;
of the father-in-law,

teacher, friend, maternal grand-father, of their wives, of the

mother’s sister and father’s sister, the offering of Pinda should

be made : this is the decision of those who know the Vedas.

Dharma cited by Apararka.

It is a text of Vriddda-Satatapa

according to Raghunandana.

grotafqwni[ I

fTT^^rf^ «r qr il

Of the childless man Sapindikarana should not be per-

formed on his death
;
the purificatory ceremonies, the offerings

of water and Pinda, and Ekoddista should be performed, but

not the Parvana.

Text of a Smriti, cited by Madhava,

^icnfq^r: ^r: qn*8 fqwqTfq i

qq^ fsnqjcffHlt qqjtflt g T&W II

snqT;, i q* i
*“ *

The son offers the Pinda to the parents
;

the widow

failing the son ; failing the wife, the brother.

Ushana, VIL’ai.
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qrtr«f *fa*sffartqi faror: i

The Sapindikarana ceremony of females should be per-

formed with their husbands.
Yama, cited in the Mitakshara.

fag: fa<rror% sreg ^ ^mx i

^rrg^icTro% <rogqT *fawm 11

As in the case of father’s grand father, by sons, on the ex-

piration of a year, so in the case of mother’s grand-father, the

Sapindikarana ceremony should be performed.

Ushana, cited in the Mitakshara

^^WcgirroTfa rfraftvtf9ft i

qcft qfafa^m^ croiroiN ti

facTT3^<TOT?ncTqq*!*n{ t

One form is obtained by the wife of an ancestor, on the

performance of the Sapindikarana ceremony, with the father,

and other ancestors and she is thus a sharer with them fin the

oblations).

Shatatapa, cited in the Mitakshara.

t sftfa F\tTT *rfaw«TT i

Of those men who are childless, there is no. Sapindikarana

with their ancestors.

Text of an ancient Smriti,

cited in the Mitakshara.

^ *rai: i

ir£r: mr qr&qftq w 11

On failure of all, the widows bv themselves should per-

form the Sapindikarana ceremony and the Parvana Sraddha of

the husband without Mantras.

Laugakshi, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

10
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*it* tiftst hti! *nftf

tra traift Hift#i *it^ nw »

nit «ft*f hhhi Higsira ^ i

fHcITH H qT^Hrf II

If a man dies sonless, and there is no body entitled to per-

form the Sraddha, the widow should perform the Sapindikarana

and the Parvana Sraddha.

To brother, sister, son, husband, mother’s, brother, friend,

and teacher, the Ekoddista Sraddha, but not the Parvana, should

be offered.

Sumantu, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

’ugHTgi qffr: *5psnofffwtn*[ i

nt^reiT: «t?t n

facTmival'iftafHri’g’m i

Of a woman dying sonless the husband performs her

Sapindikarana ceremony. Her Sapindikaiana is made with her

mother-in-law. Paitinasi, cited in the Mitakshara.

nr3«t <j tn ih! n’t ftrww^T «ta i

I*

The daughter of the sonless man becomes the offerer of

Pinda.

Rishyasringa, cited by Raghunandana.

*ng: flra«iiw ntft nwwti: *prr. i

WJTCHTWftVtl HWHUWl I

There are three maternal ancestors beginning with the

* The following text of Rishyasringa is cited by Apararka showing that

the re*married immature girl widow, stands on the same footing as an

unmarried girl and her Sraddha has to be performed in the Gotra of her

second husband, the first marriage being wholly ignored :

—

w<?!‘ ift i

nftsrrratflft: wnfam n

nflH»r tint ii ft# htt «
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mother’s father. Daughter’s sons should perform their Sraddha

like that of the father.

Pulastya, cited in the Parasara Madhava

and Sarasvati V-ilasa.

*-?TcfT fam ^Tftr *1^ * I

f«ro^T itor: qraqi: ii
* qw: i

The son, brother, father, maternal uncle,’ and the Guru :

these are offerers of Pinda, as well as Sagotras and Bandhavas.

Pracheta, cited by Raghnandana.

wt^u^t: Tmr. h

uw: i*

The eldest should perform tho ceremonies of Sraddha

beginning with those to be performed on the eleventh day.

Pracheta, cited in the Apararka

and Nirnaya Sindhu.

iTTm?ref^ fkw. i

vaV ?rir<afara ii *nrar: i

The paternal ancestors and maternal ancestors shonld be

satisfied wirh Sraddha. The debt to the ancestors is thus paid,

eand one goes to the region of Brahma.

Vyasa, cited by some of the commentators.

efiT?o fasrr: i

mm m wmt qr sfqw: fasr qarq w

Of a female, the Sapindikarana can only be performed by

the son
;
of a male, it can be performed by others, such as the

nephew and the like, or by the brother, brother’s son, Sapinda

or disciple.

Laghuharita, cited by Raghunandana.

* Compare—

5*H *T fW#»T II

qrfiwnm nAPw'wn i
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qfttwftw qtvf«r fierar: i

«i qm f« tjSqnq ^r>Hi?iT5j«r fqffq; 11

r^»p^rs!un’q«m>Hi i

The Sapindikarana ceremony of a woman should be made

with that of the husband alone, for she when dead becomes one

with the husband after the Pindas to the fathers had been

sepaiated by the kusa grass.

Gargya, cited by Raghunardana

fqttfr trq xfKpfr trq *nm*rcrfRi i

*fq$qqr qnfci fqstqmtqi tf^ff i

Where the paternal ancestors are worshipped, the maternal

ancestors should be worshipped without any distinction being

made between them. If any distinction is made, it leads to hell.

Vriddha Yajnavalkya, cited by Raghunandana

qftma fqflsntu: fsntT »nf« «fqw»m i

There is no Sapindikarana ceremony of a female having no

husband or son.* Text of an ancient Smriti.

qr*r: qq“Ht ?nr?T wriwrafa: i

nfq"?«*rifcptffq fcRtnql ^q 5ntJft II

qra?3 jfq ’ftars qn^ii fqrai nq n

fq<?»ira«fqw HtnvrefaraqitrT i

tttt tpiqTftqiT

u

q«ii: fifiqi pw *ftw. i

qn^revfvra^im k+

q * i t* v i *., s*, w, i

# Compare the following text cited by Raghunandana :

—

*§*i ^qT«T: sfq^tqmi %ut: i

+ The reading adopted is the reading of Madhava. The Bombay edition

of the Vishnu Purana reads for 'n the first line, and makes the

verse meaningless. The sixth line reads in tfyat edition as ^£jy;

qnNrt qqraftq ^pt: i
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Son, grand-son, and great-grandson, like them the descen-

dants of the brother, or the descendants of the Sapindas deserve

to perform the Sraddha, O king. When both (the father’s

and mother’s families) are extinct, widows should perform the

obsequial ceremonies. (Sraddha should be performed by) the

father’s and mother’s Sapindas or by Samanodakas, or by mem-

bers of the same class, or by the king who takes the inheritance

(for failure of heirs). The first (part) and the middle (part) as

well as the last, should be performed by those beginning with the

son, (son, grandson and great-grandson) or by the daughter’s

sons, as well as by their sons.

Vishnu-Purana, P. 3* A. 13, S. 30, 32, 37, 38

* sifted wi : 1

1

Persons not of the sarre.^Z/Yj should never be made to

perform the Sraddha.#

Brahma Purana, cited by Raghunandana.

iUrf. HfiTOT H 3T wif 3T RTfj: I

sftrawrawit 1

fare: i

^ 11

^^rmrr: fern: 1

mmfto in: r

I U—** I

On failure of son, Sapindas, on their failure Samanodakas

the mother’s Sapindas, and mother’s Samanodakas, perform the

Sraddha
;
the Putrikaputra performs the Sraddha of the materna,

father. On failure of all, the widows perform the Sraddha of

their husband without mantras. On their failure the king causes

to be performed, from the wealth left by the deceased, by men of

* This is said to refer to # «**«» Sraddha with prepared food.

There is another kind of Sraddna, namely, Sraddha with

uncooked food.
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his caste, all ceremonies beginning with cremation, for the king is

the Bandhava of all castes.

Markandeya Purana, Ch. 30, v. 19—23 *

SECTION III.

Son, Grandson, Greatgrandson.

The subject of inheritance we find divided by the

Rishis into two divisions ; first, the succession of

the lineal descendants, son, grandson, great-grand-

son, daughter, and daughter’s son, &c., and the

second, succession to the estate of a childless man.

This grand division of the law of inheritance is to

be found among all Aryan nations.

Among Hindus, as among Romans and other

The position Aryan nations, the direct lineal descendants were

descendants in the power of the Paterfamilias and were sui

Aryans*”'

161" heredes. The term “sui heredes” in Roman Law

means persons “who took an inheritance that

was their own, who were heirs not of the Pater-

familias, but of themselves, and being, as Cujacius

expresses it hy a Greek equivalent «1tokAwW/im,

took what thus belonged to them already, and

only received possession of that over which they

had even in the life-time of the parent, a kind of

* The following texts also are cited in the connection.

stung: srotm shrt sift »wit:

Text cited in the Nirnaya Sindhu.

ggntf sromt $«tftai 1

Text cited in the Nirnaya Sindhu.

g sfron wrftft 11

Text of Vriddha Manu cited in the Prithvi Chandmdaya

and from it in the Nirnaya Sindhu.
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ownership.”^ Indeed, the principle which governed

succession among ancient Aryans, as we have seen

before, was that the property belonged to the

family and the interest of a deceased member only

vested in the survivors. The worship of and the

giving of food to the Manes, like the giving of food

to the living members, was a duty which attached

to the family property. It is also clear from the

ancient Smritis that the direct male descendants

took what was their own and not because they had

to perform the Sraddha. The great distinction

between male descendants and the remoter heirs

was that the former were under the liability to per-

form the Sraddha, whether they took the inheritance

or not, while the latter had to perform the Sraddha

because they took the inheritance which was

burdened with that duty.

The inheritance according to the twelve tables

belonged to the sui heredes . who were as Justinian

puts it, “such as a son or a daughter, a grandson

or grand-daughter by a son, a great-grandson or

great-grand-daughter by a grandson born of a son
;

nor does it make any difference whether these

children are natural or adopted. The law of the

ancient Aryans seems, therefore, to have been, as

evidenced by the law prevailing among ancient Hin-

dus, Persians, Greeks and Romans, that the direct

male descendants up to the great-grandson and the

daughter, son’s daughter and grandson’s daughter

(who were in the gotra as Putrika) and their sons,

took the inheritance. This was the ancient law of

* Sandars’ Justinian, p. 21b.

I* Sandars’ Justinian, p. 266.
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the Hindus as we find in the Smritis. We are next

confronted with the difficulty of reconciling this

principle with the superior rights of the eldest son

established in the more ancient Smritis.

It appears that in ancient Aryan society the

Paterfamilias represented the family in all matters

religious, social or political. He alone was clothed

with legal rights, and burdened with legal liabilities.

On the death of the Paterfamilias the law had to

determine on whom his persona, i. c. , the aggregate

of his political and social rights and duties should

devolve. Latin persona means the same thing as

Sanskrit Atman. We have seen how the ancient

Hindu thought that the son was one’s ownself only

renewed. On the eldest son naturally, and by the

said fiction, the duties of a man and also his rights

devolved. He represented the family. He was

under the liability, in consequence, to give food to

the Manes and also to support the living members.

This was the origin of the Law of primogeniture as

found in the old Smritis. It had nothing to do with

Sraddha, and it was rather late in the day for a

writer in an English Law Review in 1903, to

assert the contrary with the confidence which always

goes with imperfect knowledge. In later times,

when the position of the Paterfamilias, which was

like that of a feudal lord, became less important in

the body politic, with the growth of the power of

the king, the rule of primogeniture fell into disuse,

except in the case of principalities and feudal chiefs,

and persons holding hereditary offices.

The history of the rights of the son in Hindu
Law is rather curious. The most ancient custom

of which we have any record, as the Sutra o
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the Rig Veda cited in this section, evidences, was

that the father when old, divided his wealth among
his sons. It is said by some eminent European
scholars that in ancient times, the custom among
Teutons and some other Aryan races was that,

the father when very old was “cast out or

put to death ” by the sons. # Those writers also

say that the custom prevailed among Hindus
and cite Rig Veda i M. 70 S. (see p. 86) in

support of their position. They have given an

unjustifiably incorrect meaning to the Sutra, as

the reader will find. Among Hindus, there is no

trace anywhere to be found of such a custom and it

is a calumny on the most filial race on earth. Equal

partition was the original rule, as the Veda says,

and as is probablp, having regard to the instincts

of man. But in later times, when we come to the

older Smritis, we find the rule established that the

eldest son alone was entitled to the inheritance,

subject to the duty of maintaining his brothers.

It was probably established at the time when
the clan system came into existence, which

originated in the exigencies of the migration of

the races and settlement in conquered countries.

And it also appears that there was a very

ancient idea prevalent among Aryan nations

that the son was liable for the worldly debts of

the father to his creditor. The sui heredes under

the old Roman Law had to satisfy the creditors of

the deceased whether the inheritance sufficed or

* See note on this matter in Chapter IV, Sec. I.

It might he said that the division hy the aged father was a later modifica-

tion and a consequence of the older custom. One should require muc

stronger authority than that of the above-mentioned scholar, for this unnatura

theory about the origin of the law of inheritance.

II
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not. The payment of debts somehow or other, was

considered an urgent duty, and the ancients had

an idea that debts followed a man after death, and

probably dragged him to hell. By the birth of a

son alone could a man be free from the danger,

for he left substitute, and the debt then fastened

upon him. The idea never lost its hold over

the Hindu mind, and hence we find that according

to the Rishis it is an obligation, legal and not

moral, of the son to pay the father’s debt. This

liability of the son to pay the father’s debts was

amplified into the spiritual obligations of the

Brahmin, namely, the debt to the ancestors to pro-

duce a son, the debt to the Rishis to study the

Vedas, and the debt of sacrifice to the gods, and

the worldly obligation to pay the father’s debts.

“ The son is made a substitute for the father for

meritorious works,” say the Vedas. The Sraddha

is a debt of the father devolving on the son, and

also a debt of the son himself. The idea that the

son was under a liability to pay the worldly debts,

must have preceded the idea of his obligation to

perform the Sraddha, for the latter, wherever it is

mentioned in the most ancient records we have, is

called a debt, by analogy to the former. The son,

grandson and great-grandson, daughter's son, son’s

daughter’s son, and grandson’s daughter’s sons were

the only persons who were under an obligation to

perform the Sraddha under the Hindu law, whether

they received any property or not, as under the old

Roman and Greek Law, the direct descendants were

bound to perform the funeral ceremonies and to

make offerings to the ancestors, and to pay their

debts, whether they received any property from
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them or not. # By the birth of the first son, it was

supposed by the Hindus, a man was freed from all

the three debts mentioned before. Therefore he

alone, according to the older Smritis, was entitled

to the inheritance, the others being entitled to be

maintained. Probably it was a remnant of some
custom of primogeniture prevailing among the

original Aryan settlers. The injustice of the rule

became very soon apparent to the reasonable mind

and the just instincts of the Hindu race, and the

law was slowly changed. At one place both Manu
and Gautama give to the eldest the entire inheri-

tance. In other texts, Manu gives to the eldest

an extra share of one-twentieth. Gautama gave

either two shares or one-twentieth more. Vasista

gave the eldest tyvo shares. Baudhayana gave one-

tenth more or the horse or the cow. Apastamba

abolished the custom of the eldest son's extra share

altogether, and ordained that he should be given

some particular article as a mark of honour.

We find texts in the Rig Veda and the Aitereya

Brahmana showing that the right of all sons

to share on partition was well-established in those

early times. + Here again the existence of

texts in the Manu and the Gautama, to the

contrary, is evidence that they recorded custom

more ancient than the Rig Veda. In Buddhistic

times, the eldest son’s extra share was recog-

nized, as will appear from the Burmese Manu,

and was put down at one-tenth. The custom of

giving an extra share to the eldest son prevailed, it

* Smith’s Greek and Roman Antiquities. Sandars’ Justinian, p. 217.

t See Chap. IV Sec. 3.
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seems, among all the Aryan nations. It existed

among the old Persians. In ancient Germany and

France also, this custom of giving a preferential

birth-right to the eldest son was recognized and in

the latter country, it was called “le preciput.” The
eldest son, the eldest child got the house and a piece

of furniture and a piece of land “as far as a

chicken could fly ” as being traditionally exempt

from partition. Under the Athenian law, as

Demonsthenes tells us, the house went to the eldest

son. In India, the custom was reprobated by

Apastamba and prohibited in rather modern times

by the Aditya Purana.

The idea of the son’s capacity to take upon

himself the father’s debts and to free him from great

horrors after death was also the origin of the

adoption of the twelve kinds of sons. Sonless-

riess was a great curse. Therefore men would

get sons of any possible kind, legitimate or illegiti-

mate, bought or adopted. All these sons were

entitled to offer the pinda and to take the inherit-

ance. The practice was so gross that it became

soon repugnant to the Hindu mind. First there

was an attempt to distinguish between the different

kinds of sons, and to declare some of them not

heirs at all. Finally the pure Rishi Apastamba

declared all sons other than the legitimate as not

fit to be recognized. Vrihaspati also declared them

to be not allowable. It thus appears that from

very ancient times the practice has been forbidden.

Apastamba and Vrihaspati would not have even

the adopted son ;
but later custom allowed the

adopted and kritrima sons but only as very

inferior kinds of sons.
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We have already seen that the son was con-

sidered as the father’s body, and that it was an
. r t • 1 . t 1 1 1

Grandson

ancient Hindu idea that up to the great-grandson take per

the body remained the same. After that, there was
st,rpes#

a different person. It followed from this, that the

son, grandson, and great-grandson were all equal,

the only distinction inconsistent with the fiction

being that the grandsons took their fathers’ share,

and were entitled to the inheritance with the sons

per stirpes, and not per capita. The reason of

this distinction is given in the Roman Law, accord-

ing to which, grandsons, if their father was living

and “had not ceased to be under the power of the

grandfather either by death or some other means/’

could not be sui heredes

.

Grandsons could only

take the place of their deceased father. It followed,

that they took according to the stock or per stirpes

and not per capita (1).

In a recent case, it was seriously contended

that the son of a divided son has no representa- „ , ,

. 1 1 at -
. 1 1

1

1
Grandsons

tive right as the Mitakshara says that only of right of re-

unseparated brothers but the Madras High Court
p^11^100,

have rightly held that, even in such a case, the

son of a predeceased son does not lose his right

as the Mitakshara gives him an unobstructed

right by birth even to separate property of the

grandfather and separation does not convert it into

an obstructed right. (2).

According to the Rishis, a son born after

partition with the sons, takes all the wealth of the

father. Under the Mitakshara Law, the separated

(1) Sandars’ Justinian, p. 217.

(2) Marudayi v. Doraisami 30 Mad. 348. Apaji v. Ramchandra

16 Bom. 56.
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son is postponed to the associated son (i) in respect

of ancestral as well as of self-acquired property and

it has been held in Bombay, that the separated

grandson is so postponed not only in respect of

ancestral property but also in respect of the self-

acquired property of the father. It has also been

held that though the sons living jointly with the

father may be presumed to be reunited with him(2),

the separated son succeeds in preference to the

widow (3).

SECTION III.

ft*it *r;: wt facbr 1

(O Fire,) men worship you in many places of sacrifice for

the gods in various ways and obtain wealth from you as sons

obtain from their old father.

Rig Veda, 1 M. 70 S. 5.

imm x* ^ trowiirilfir 1

Manu divided his wealth among his sons.

Therefore they distinguish the eldest by (an additional share

of the property).

Taittriya Sanhita, III. 1, 9, 4 & II, 5, 2, 7.

*3:—

sn? star ^ 1

to* fs afhnfl: 11 < 1

(1) NanaTawker v. Ram Chandra Tawker, 32 Mad. 377.

(2) Fakerappa v. Yellappa, 22 Bom. 101 ; Nawal v, Bhagban,

4 All. 427.

(3)

Pitamber v. Harish, 15 W. R.

2 Mad. 182.

200 ; Ramappa v. Sithammal,
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sire Wi i

jreragn^l3p'«re n < i to*.

fan S’SrsfajTO i

jnftjf «rarew iri'few: u < i m
HTI^f »I ?msf% SBT*qWT*lt I

*rfs»if%^ ta«i sumt ii <i tu
^s? is: wtisat: i

^assi jj’ftate ffa M<t aisfes: n 4 i u«
T?^ ^«Tsi; sraft ’fi^re=3JS’a^ i

*re irsnanflfa firei?^ o * 4 1 t*«

Manu, Ch. IX.—

After the death of the father and of the mother, the

brothers, being assembled, may divide among themselves in

equal shares the paternal (and the maternal) estate
;

for, they

have no power over it while the parents live. 104.

Or the eldest alone may take the who’e paternal estate,

the others shall live under him just as they lived under their

father. 105.

The additional share (deducted) for the eldest shall be

one-twentieth (of the estate) and the best of all chattels, for

the middlemost half of that, but for the youngest one-fourth.

112.

But among (brothers) equally skilled in their occupations,

there is no additional share, (consisting of the best animal)

among ten
;
some trifle only shall be given to the eldest as a

token of respect. 115.

Let the eldest son take one share in excess, the (brother)

born next after him one (share) and a half, the younger ones

one share each
;
thus the law is settled. 117.

Through a son he conquers the worlds, through a son's

son he obtains immortality, but through his son's grandson he

gains the world of the sun. 137.

* Identical with Vasista, XVII, 55. Vishnu XV. 46, and also attri

buted to Sankba, JJkhita, Harita in the Dayabluga and the Kalpataru,
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sn? otk i

ftuftwTJfr sq'sw * # *t ^ro: i

i t, *, *, ^
After the fathers death let the sons divide the wealth#

Or the whole (estate may go) to the firstborn. (The additional

share) of the eldest (son consists of) a twentieth part (of the

estate). Or let the eldest have two shares.

The heritage of reunited (brothers), deceased without

male issue, goes to the eldest brother.

Gautama, XXVIII. i, 3, 5, 27.

I *fqs:; I 8*

The eldest takes a double share.

Vasistha, XVII. 42.

TOijitaun*: 1

wNt assta: 1

n * m* mm n, *

A father may, therefore, divide his property equally among

all, without (making any) difference. Or the eldest may

receive the most excellent cattle. Or the eldest may receive

in excess one part of the ten. The additional share of the

eldest is, according to the order of the caste*, a cow, a horse,

a goat, and a sheep.

Baudhayana, P. 2, A. 2, K. 3, S. 3, 4, 6, 9.

1

^rmf'T ^ i jtotPj

w TO»it w% ^‘ffn i
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ffWRT Tcrarsi Qig
I cfWtiqrq ^ftfaq^ qffam?! ifTfaftl I

T *Tfir*T: I 5*fTfa qfaqiqqfa ^Tftjfq

inwrt f*Sfa 1

^TTO^’.q q I q < l *1 ** ;

q * 1 q * 1 nr t» 1 *u, $, \o—

1

After having gladdened the eldest son by some choice

portion (of his) wealth. * *

He should during his life-time divide his wealth equally

amongst his sons. Some declare that the eldest son alone

inherits. That (preference of the eldest son) is forbidden by

the Shastras. For it is declared in the Veda without (making)

a difference (in the treatment of the sons)
; Manu divided his

wealth amongst his sons. Now the Veda declares also in

conformity with the rule in favour of the eldest son alone.

They distinguish the eldest by (a large share of ) the heritage.

(But to this plea in favour of the eldest I answer.) Now those

. who are acquainted with the interpretation of the law declare

a statement of facts not to be a rule, as for instance (the

following). Therefore amongst cattle, goats and sheep walk

together, or the- following. “ Therefore the face of a learned

Brahmana (a Snataka) is as it were resplendent
;
or a Brahmana

who has studied the Vedas (a Srotriya) and a he-goat evince the

strongest texual desire." Therefore all (sons) who are virtuous

inherit. But him who expends money unrighteously he shall

disinherit, though he be the eldest son.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 13, S. 12 ;

P. 2, P. 6, K. 14, S. 1, 6, 10-15.

-

^ fqm favrSto 1

*T li: ^RTftpr. 11 * 1

^^TfqqffqvrqrRt fq^gm: wn: ii * 1

^ qf fqfTT^tqrm WT I

fqg . vim 11 * 1 m
fw§N*X 11 * 1 uo

^tqrnra* fqq: qifa: qwq^qqq^q^: Ui^

12

^tarfq<?q?TqrT^ fq^t «fWHBPir 11 r i
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A father, when making partition (of property) can divide

it among his sons as he pleases, either giving to the eldest the

best share or in suchwise that all share equally.

A distribution by father in smaller or larger shares (if made

by the father is considered lawful).*

The ownership of the father and son is equal in the

acquisitions of the grandfather whether land, any settled

income, or moveables.

After the death of the parents the sons make equal

division of the property and of the debts.

The worlds, eternity, heaven are attained by son, grandson,

and great-grandson respectively.

The division among coparceners born of different fathers, is

according to their fathers.

Yajnavalkya, Ch. II. V. ri4, n6, 121, 117 ;

Ch. I. V. 78 ; Ch. II. V. 120.

facTT

W I ST* 1

fw. V© I R*

If a father makes division among his sons, he may make

such division as he likes in respect to self-acquired property.

In respect to wealth inherited from the grandfather, the

ownership of father and son is equal. (Coparceners) descended

from different fathers must adjust their shares according to the

fathers.

Vishnu, XVII. 1, 2, 23.

fq^r 3T 1

* According to the Mitakshara the meaning of the word will be

“ if ” i.e., “in accordance with the Shastras.” Such interpretation is

opposed to the clear meaning of the words, to Narada, Ch. 13, V. 15, which
is in fact the same text with only a variation of language, and to Vrihaspatj,

Ch. 25, V. 4. The commentators of the Mitakshara school give this forced

meaning to support their pet doctrines. The Mayukha goes so far as to say,

that the text of Narada applied in past Yugas. The matter is discussed in

the chapter on Partition where all the texts are collected.
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w. vfirvmpRc: 3T?r. i

fa3^&3^ w*n fm§h?[33 ?&*it3 h

•rw. u i », U» 3

Or let a father distribute his property among his sons

himself, when he is stricken in years, either allotting a larger

share to the eldest or (distributing the property in any other

way) following his own inclinations.

To the eldest a larger share shall be allotted and a less

share to the youngest. The father being dead, the sons shall

divide the estate.

Narada, XIII. 4, 13, 2.

33T W. II

3*3 ten fitprarar: swttoj wt: 110
<£.

1

They (the sons) shall take equal shares after giving a

preferential share to the eldest.

He who is the first by birth, sacred knowledge or good

qualities, shall take a couple of shares out of the partible

wealth, and the rest shall take equal shares
;
but he stands to

them in the relation of a father, as it weie.

Their sons, whether unequal or equal (in number), are

declared (to be) heirs of the shares of their (respective)

fathers. Vrihaspati, XXV. 8, 9, 14.

Twft iirorwrti: ftcrt m: 1

3^3 C II

Because by the sight of his face the son delivers the father

from the hell called Put
y

therefore the father tries to beget a

son. Text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Kalpataru.

33 1R33 3T3?t 7TO faflT ¥331

fa 3TW3T 3Tf3 fq3<3T 3 I

When the (self as) new soul is born of one, by that (son)
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the father rejoices, and is freed from debts by (him) the

offerer of Pinda to the ancestors.

Text of Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Kalpataru.

After delivering what was gift promised by the father out

of affection, let the remainder be divided among the heirs ; it

shall be received in order by sons or other descendants of the

last owner as far as the fourh degree.

Katyayana, cited in the Ratnakara.

* to* i

3psffa «TM fqmtrvPi n

sWAT* * fTOig fq^o^TTf^r 3T ^cfTrf I

* ssfqt HT^t I

imjS\ qTfq fsreftr: q^cft vi^ 11

*TTOfwa-*rafTWTOff i

When a son dies undivided, his son shall be made sharer

of the heritage, if he has not received maintenance from the

grandfather. He shall get his paternal share either from the

paternal uncle or his son. But the very same share should

equitably belong to all the brothers, or his son shall be entitled.

After this is a cessation of right.

Katyayana, cited in the Apararka Ratnakara,

Mayukha, Madhava.

tot. tfmf*$?ra*3^qfcT \

fn * 3WTtiwr[^ xfa h

to W*'. xpr* *nfw, i

firo^T ^rmrfrqr^t TOwfir 11

The hell called Put where the childless go, he who delivers

from that is called Putra.

* 5^ (on the death of the younger brother) is the reading

of Madhava.
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Whose son pure and active, virtuous in youth, and regulator

of his own faults, benefits his ancestors.

Texts of Harita, cited in the Kalpataru.

fnctfl f%VTRTI

After the death of the father, the division of the wealth is

equal (among sons).

Harita, cited in the Mayukha.

fwrw i \o

Partition among sons of the same class is regulated by the

rule of equal shares.

Usana, cited in the Ratnakara.

^T^rrycT
i

Up to the (third degree) the members of the family are of

the same body.

Devala, cited in the Ratnakara.

The eldest if virtuous should be given one-tenth more.

Devala.

^3Prr: wn i

^ wg ^ iisffa 11

Second marriage of woman; the eldest son’s special share,

the killing of cows, Niyoga, the carrying of Kamancalu, these

five should not be done in Kali-Yuga.

Adi-Purana, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.
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SECTION VI

Daughter, son’s daughter, grandson’s daughter,

and their male children.

I have already indicated in Section I, how the

daughter of the sonless man was considered equal

to the son in all respects.

Among all Aryan nations, females had no rights

in their father's femilies. They passed by marriage

Rights 0f
toanother family, and could not inherit the father’s

ancienfTimes"
wea^h. But it appears that even in times of re-

mote antiquity, natural affection prevailed over the

customs of the people. When there was no son, by

some fiction, the father kept the daughter in his

own family. We find traces of this ancient custom

in Roman Law. In the earliest record of the Aryan

people, i. e., the Rig-Veda, we find the custom of

regarding the daughter as a son, and the daugh-

ter’s son as a son’s son, prevailing. The Lawgivers

all unanimously gave the father a right to bestow

upon the daughter the rights of a son. According

to some, this could be done by a ceremony

at marriage before the fire
;
according to others, by

mere intention. The custom that by mere inten-

tion a daughter could be made Putrika seems to

have prevailed in ancient times. There is no men-

tion of any ceremony in the Rig-Veda, and we

find Yajnavalkya and the other Lawgivers laying

down, that a brotherless damsel should not be

married because she might have been made Putrika

by unexpressed intention, and her sons would be

son’s son of their mother’s father.

The Putrika, like the daughter among the Ro-

mans married without passing into the manus of her
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husband, remained in the gotret of her father, and

took, like the son, the inheritance. In fact, so high

was her status, that if a son were born afterwards,

it was doubted whether she was not entitled to the

eldest son’s preferential share, and the Lawgivers

laid down, that being a female she was not so

entitled, but was an equal sharer with the son. It

would follow from the position mentioned above,

that the brotherless daughter’s son and grandson

are entiled to the inheritance like the grandson

and great-grandson.

Under the ancient Roman and Persian laws,

the daughter of the son and the daughter of the

grandson, when they clid not pass to another family,

were equal to a son. That seems to have been

also the law of the ancient Hindus, for they were

all Putrikas. The Burmese Manu expressly declares

them to be so. Under the rule of Sraddha, the

son, the grandson, the great-grandson, the daughter’s

son. the son’s daughter's son, and the grandson’s

daughter’s son are the only persons who are com-

petent to perform the Parvana Sraddha. P rom this

it may be inferred, that the law of ancient

Aryans was, that up to the grandson’s daughter’s son

the lineal descendants were preferred before others.

By the rule of Putrika, and according to the

rule of Sraddha, all these heirs are to be placed

before the more distant heirs. According to the

text of Vishnu Purana, daughter’s son’s son is enti-

tled to perform the Sraddha. It has already been

stated that if the Putrika is a son in all respects

in the eye of Hindu Law, her grandson would

be entitled to succeed. Lukshmidhara says : “The

conclusion of the ancients versed in the three Vedas
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is that the property goes to the daughters son, and

if the daughter’s son is not alive, to his son.”#

The daughter of a pre-deceased son should take

the inheritance of a sonless man. It would also

follow that in an undivided family the daughter of a

sonless man should take her father’s share, at least,

if his brothers are also sonless. The Lawgivers,

however, have not laid down any express rules on

these matters, except in the case of the Putrika.

It appears that under the ancient Hindu Law,

the daughter not made Putrika did not inherit at

all. Yaska in his Nirukta says : ctwr

fatucn :
“ Some hold that

daughters do not inherit. Therefore the Vedas

say that a male is the taker of wealth and that a

female is not a taker of wealth.” Under the rule

of Yajnavalkya, the daughter took after the widow.

According to Viswarupa, the rule referred to the

Putrika. The same Rishi Yajnavalkya, in another

text, has declared the Putrika’s son equal in all

respects to the son. The daughter, who took after

the widow, was thus a daughter who either was son-

less or had a brother at her marriage, or expressly

declared at marriage to be not made Putrika-

That is the opinion accepted by the more modern

Commentators and has been the law of India ex-

cepting Bengal, since the time of Vijnaneswara.

As it now stands, owing probably to the prohi-

bition to marry a brotherless damsel, fathers were

probably obliged to declare that their daughters were

not Putrika, and the practice of Putrika-Putra con-

sequently fell into disuse. There is however no

Lukshmidhara cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa,
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Smriti or Purana prohibiting a Putrika-Putra.

All the subsidiary sons were prohibited by

Apastamba and Vrihaspati, but not the

Putrika-Putra. He was not one of the eleven

subsidiary sons mentioned in Manu, Ch. IX.,

197-180, who came to be prohibited afterwards.

None of the Commentators have dared to

ignore the rights of the Putrika. The Mitak-

shara and the Dayabhaga both say that the

Putrika is equal to a son. The daughter of a

sonless man is entitled to his property, even

in a joint Hindu family where all the brothers

are sonless, on the ground that she is Putrika

by intention.

Let us go to the law established by the

decisions of our Courts. The Putrika and

the Putrika-Putra are not recognized. The

daughter takes after the greatgrandson and the

widow according to the text of Yajnavalkya,

but she is given a life-interest against the

Smrities and for reasons invented by the

Bengal Lawyers. Even Jagannath considers

that the opinion based on inference only of

Gimutavahana is clearly unfounded and says

that it is unquestionable that a daughter has

absolute power of disposal (1). Sir Raymond

West (1 1 Bomb. 304), has clearly shown how

this wrong opinion of Gimutavahana has by a

course of decisions become the law for all India

except Bombay.

According to the Rishis the unmarried

daughter takes first. As regards the married

daughter, it appears from the text of Katyayana

that, unless she was a Putrika, she did not take

(1) Colebrooke’s Digest Book V. Pt. 399 Comn.

13
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at all. That was certainly the law of ancient

times as indicated by Yaska. Katyayana says

that the maiden daughter takes, and he stops

there. According to Gautama’s text about

succession to Stridhana, the only text on the

subject, the unmarried daughter takes first,

after her, the unprovided daughter, and last of

all the provided daughter. The Mitakshara

says that, though the text only mentions mater-

nal wealth, it is also applicable to paternal

wealth. This is consistent with reason and

natural affection.

In all the provinces the maiden daughter

takes first. After her under all the Schools,

except Bengal, the unprovided daughter and

after her, the provided daughter takes (1).

An unmarried daughter or Kanya has -‘the

preferential right in Bombay. It has been there

held that a girl above the age of ten may be

regarded as Kanya or maiden, but! not one,

such as a Murli, who had been approached by

a man, in which case she can only succeed in

default of married and unmarried daughters,

because unchastity is no bar to succession.^)

The Vivada Chintamani and the Vivada

Ratnakara while agreeing with the Mitakshara

make no reference to the distinction between

provided and unprovided daughters. The
opinion has been expressed that under the

Mithila Law there is no such distinction (3).

The Courts will not go minutely into

questions of comparative property, but when

(1) Srimati Uma Deyi v. Gokoolanund 5 I. A. 40.

(2) Tara v. Krishna 31 Bom. 495, Sivasangu v. Menal, 12 Mad. 277
• See the texts of Medatithi and Madhaba on the subject cited in 31

Bom. 593. (3) 23 Bomb. 233.
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one daughter is in indigent circumstances and Comparative

the other is rich, the first is entitled to succeed
po,,etty'

(i). The provided daughter, it has been held,

does not mean one who received some property

from the father (2). It should be observed

that this rule, intended for maternal wealth

primarily, has been applied to paternal heritage

because of its equitableness. When the

paternal wealth is great, it would be inequit-

able to deprive a daughter, who though not

poor is far from wealthy of it, because she is

comparatively better off than her sister. The
rule was apparently intended to apply when

the property was not sufficiently large and when

one daughter was in indigent circumstances.

The founders of the Bengal School by

mixing up the old opinion about Putrikas and

the newer opinion about daughters other than
t

L
h

a

e

w
B
“"^

Putrikas, ignorant of the history of the S'*

001

-

law on the subject, and regardless of every

consideration of reason and natural affec-

tion have excluded the barren and the sonless

widowed daughter altogether and have also

rejected the distinction between indigent and

well-provided daughters. Gimutavahana in

support of his position, cites a text of

Parasara, which is not found in the Parasara

Smriti and is not cited by Madhava or any

other Commentator. But the text, which

only says that after the maiden daughters,

married daughters take, does not support him,

(1) Bakubai v. Manchabai, 2 Bomb. H. C. 5 (A. C. ].) Poli v*

Narotum, 6 Bomb. H. C. 183. (A. C. J.)
Audh Kumary v. Chandra

Dai, 2 All. 561. Totawa v. Basawa, 23 Bomb. 229. Srimati Uma Deyi

v. Gokulanund, 3 Cal. 587 P. C.

(2) Danno v. Darbo, 4 All. 243.
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widowed
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Sonless

widowed
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in Madras.

and he is obliged to declare on his own autho-

rity that the maiden daughter takes first,

after her, the married daughter having or

likely to have a son. The sonless widowed

daughters and daughters, who are barren or

not likely to have sons, though indigent, do not

take at all. Accordingly it has been held that

under the Bengal School the maiden daughter

takes first and after tier, the daughter, who has

or is likely to have a son. It has been held

that though a daughter might have had a son

born to her but if at the time of the death of

her mother, she has been childless for 43
years, she could not take as a person likely

to have a son (1). A recent Full Bench of

the Calcutta High Court have held that a

daughter with an adopted son has the status

of a daughter with a son under the Hindu

Law (2j. Logically from this it would

follow that a daughter having an authority

to adopt, should be regarded as having the

status of a daughter likely to have a son.

The Smriti Chandrika in Ch. XI Section

2 Para 7 lays down that the sonless or barren

daughter is incompetent to inherit. The rule

was given effect to by the Sudder Court of

Madras in 1852. But in 1882 Sir Mathusawmy

Aiyyar
J.

upon a review of all the authorities

refused to follow the Smriti Chandrika in pre-

ference to the Smritis and laid down that a

barren and sonless widowed daughter is en-

titled to succeed and has the same advantageous

(1) Icchamoyi v. Nilmoni 15 I. C. 169.

(2) Radha Prasad Mullick v. Ram Mani, 33 Cal. 947 F. B. Affd. 35
Cal. 896 P. C.
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position in Madras as she has under the

Mitakshara in the other provinces of India (1).

This decision was approved in a recent case (2),

and the law has been finally settled in Madras.

This result has been achieved because Madras

possessed Judges whose familiarity with the

original Smritis and commentaries enabled

them to lay down just and reasonable law.

It has been held that in Bengal (under the

Dayabhaga as well as under the Mitakshara),

Behar, Mithila, Northern India, Oude, Punjab

and Madras, daughters take by survivorship

among themselves thus when a maiden succeeds

and afterwards dies leaving sons, her married

sisters take before her sons and the share of a

married daughter on her death is taken by her

surviving sister. After all the daughters are dead,

the surviving daughters’ sons take per capita (3).

In the Bombay Presidency, Berar and

Sind, daughters, it has been held, take absolute

estates in severalty and not only limited

estates as joint tenants, as in the other pro-

vinces. Thus there is no right of survivorship

among them and daughter’s sons take the

shares of their respective mothers immediately

on their death. (4) The Bombay rule is the rule

of the Smrities and the commentaries according

to which daughter’s sons, take per stirpes (see

p. 197).

(1) Simmani Ammal v. Muthammal, 3 Mad. 265.

(2) Vedammal v. Vedanayaga, 31 Mad. 100 at p. 108.

(3) Aumrito v. Rajani 2 I. A. 133, Mutta Vaduganadha v. Dorasinga

Tevor, 8 I. A. 99) Laloo v. Laloo 10 I. C. 418 (All) Birj Bhukun v,

Sheoraj, 10 Oude Cas. 159, Tinumony v. Nibaran 9 Cal. 154 F. B.

(4) Bhagirathi v. Kahnujerav 11 Bomb. 285 F. B. Vinayek. v.

Lakshmi,9 Moore 528 Haribhat v. Damodarbhat 3 Bomb. 171. bee 31
Bomb. 453

1
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rights of
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son^and
The son’s daughter and the grandson’s

grandson’s daughter are entitled to perform the Sraddha,
u*hter

' and their sons stand in the same position as

daughter’s sons. They could be considered

as Putrikas of the son. This was the law of

the ancient Aryan races, which the Rishis do

not seem to have altered. They are Sapindas

according to the definition of the Mitakshara.

But they are no heirs according to modern

Hindu lawyers. They have, however, been placed

by the Judges of Madras, and Bombay in the

line of distant heirs or Bandhus after the

agnates up to the fourteenth degree are ex-

hausted (i). In Bengal, Behar and Northern

India, they have been held to be no heirs at

all, not even as Bandhus. (2)

Son’s daughter’s son, graudson’s daughter’s

The rights of
son

»
and great-grandson’s daughter’s son are

so^and declared, except in Bengal, to be heirs, who

laughter’s

8

take, after the remotest agnates to the fourteenth
sons-

degree have been exhausted. In Bengal, they

take after all the Sapinda heirs mentioned by

Gimutavahana and Srikrishna.

According to the Lawgivers, these last

persons are in the same position as regards the

performance of the Parvana Sraddha as the

son, and occupy the same position as the

daughter’s son. Here, if at all, the Sraddha rules

should have been taken into consideration in

the determination of the question of inheritance

and they should have come in after the male

(1) Nallana v. Ponual, 14 Mad. 149. Vencata Subramanya v.

Thayramul, 21 Mad. 263. Ramaffa v. Arumagath, 17 Mad. 132. Venial

v. Parjaram, 20 Bom. 173, W. & B. 137, 496.

(2) Nanhi v. Gauri 28 All 187. Koomad Chandra Roy v. Seeta

Kant W» R. Sp. No. F. B 75, Giridhari Lall v. The Bengal Government

12 Moore, 445.
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descendants, who are entitled to perform the

Parvana Sraddha. But by a reasoning at which

the Lawgivers would have wondered, under the

Mitakshara school, they are declared Bandhavas,

who take after the mother’s sister’s son and

others, and by a strange calculation and com-

parison of the Pindas offered to the ancestors

by the agnatic Sapindas and the son’s and the

grandson’s daughter’s sons respectively, the

latter have been placed in Bengal after the

former, it being quite forgotten that they alone

are entitled to perform the Sraddhas properly so

called, and are under the obligation of per-

forming the Parvana Sraddha by which the

ancestors are gratified every month directly,

while the agnatic Sapindas excepting the lineal

discendants cannot perform the Parvana

Sraddhas at all.

The late Professor Sarvadhicary, with-

out giving any reason, placed the son’s

daughter’s son and the grandson’s daughter’s

son before the parents. There are no cases

directly deciding the question. The law on

the theory of spiritual benefit should be

that after the great-grandson, the daughter,

the daughter’s son, the son’s daughter’s son,

and the grandson’s daughter’s son take the

inheritance. The matter is further considered

and the case law discussed at pp. 135-136.

As regards the daughter’s grandson, all

the texts-writers lay down that there is no Sfght^*

express text in his favour. The text of the r*nd»°»-

Vishnu Purana cited at page 76, is an express

text declaring his right to perform the

Sraddha. Commenting on this text the

Nimaya Sindhu, a commentary of recognized
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authority, says that it refers to the daughter’s

son and daughter’s grandson, who succeed to

the estate as heirs (

If the daughter was a Putrika, her grandson

would take as a great-grandson, as I have

already shown. He would, therefore, take in

the absence of son, grandson, great-grandson,

daughter, daughter’s son, son’s daughter’s

son and grandson’s daughter’s son. Ac-

cording to Bengal lawyers, he is no heir,

but he has been declared to be a Bandhu in

the other provinces, (i)

Act I of 1869, regulating the succession

to the estates of Oude Taluqdars, lays down
in Section 21, clause 4, that the daughter’s son

and his male lineal descendants, may succeed to

such estates. This was enacted in accordance

with the wishes of the Taluqdars who represent-

ed that the law of Putrika-P utra was still

prevalent in their country.

INHERITANCE.
SECTION IV.

wri'ffM fWr q«fHT5T 1

1ew *.«n hi »

1

(O Indra) as the daughter being with her parents, asks for

share of wealth from the father’s family.

Rig-Veda, 2 M. 17, S. 7.

«iy«r*3T^H-i *rrftrr i

*r mi’ i

The sonless man, who has daughter fit to be a Putrika,

having observed the Putrika rite, gets the son of that daughter
as his son’s son, knowing that this daughter’s son will perform
his Sraddha, having honoured with ornaments, etc,, the son-in

law fit to produce a son.

(1) Krishnaya v. Pichama, 11 Mad. 287. Sheo Barat v. Bhagawat
17 All 523. See Babu Lai v . Nankuram, 22 Cal. 339.
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The legitimate son of the body does not give the inheritance

to the sister. He gets her married only and makes her bear

children to the brother-in-law. If the parents produce children,

the son is the performer of the good deeds i.e. Sraddha etc., and
the daughter is decorated with clothes and ornaments.

Rig-Veda, M. 3, S. 31, S. i, 2.

vjwfo qfa rnfl
5#! 1

qnqq:, \ n 1 *r 1

As the brotherless female comes back to his father’s family.

Rig-Veda, M. i, A. 18, 124.

wrat qq qtaifqnsPq wq^'

1

t: i

1 1 U • t

As brotherless female remains wayless.

Atharva-Veda, Saunaka-Sakha Sanhita, 1,17, 1.

TeramT * qtaT qVqqqn: *rm 1

A daughter is like a son, daughter’s son is son’s son.

Thus it has been remembered.

Text of the Veda, cited by Lukshmidahra.

^TrT II

q^rnnffrfq ftre^qf qrsmsqt *r*r 11#

qtfaq qq ^ 1

w fq$qtsfe qqre: 11

q’faquqt 1

fq*nq: ^rrajwrrr qifa f% ftrer: n

^tt qrqimqTfqsr fq^^sun 1

qt^t *TTm*qqN qqn*[ 11 t

m> 1 1 m, t*°, m> tqq. w, tu
He who has no son may make his daughter in the following

* Attributed to Narada by Gimutavahana, and Apararka but not found
n the printed Narada Smriti. The verse is quoted in the Mahabharata*
Anushashanika, Ch. 45, V. 11.

t The last verse is attributed to Devala in the Vivada Ratnakara.

14
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manner an appointed daughter (Putrika, saying to her husband).

‘ The (male) child, born of her, shall perform my funeral.
*

A son is even as one’s self, a daughter is equal to a son ;

how can another (heir) take the estate, while (such daughter*

who is) one’s self, lives.

The daughter’s son shall take the whole estate of his

maternal grandfather who leaves no male issue.

Between a son’s son and the son of a daughter there is no

difference according to law.t

But if, after a daughter has been appointed, a son be born

(to her father) the division (of the inheritance) must in that

(case), be equal : for there is no right of primogeniture for a

woman.

Through that son whom (a daughter), either not appointed

or appointed, may bear to a husband of equal caste, his maternal

grandfather has a son’s son ;
he shall present the funeral cake

and take the estate.

Manu, IX. 127, 130, 131, 133, 134, 136.

WRjfafa it

*ftcrar:, 1 x*> u
A father who has no (male) issue may appoint his daughter,

(to raise up a son for him) presenting burnt offerings to Agni

(fire) and to Prajapati, (the lord of creatures), and addressing

(the bridegroom with these words), 1 For me be (thy male),

offspring.’ Some declare, that (a daughter becomes) an appoint-

ed daughter solely by the intention (of the father).

Gautama, XXVIII. 18. 19.

mr iftm: 1

ssrarfa jwrowrararn 1

wf $1 3 11

X% 1

* I have altered the translation as given in the S. B. E. Series which
has ‘appointed daughter* for daughter. The text speaks of daughters only.

+ See Vishnu. Daughter here is not appointed daughter, as the transla-

tion in S. B.E. Series says. There has been left untranslated. I

have translated it “according to the law*”

X The Madana-Parijata reads I
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It is declared in the Veda— * A maiden who has no brothers

comes back to the male ancestors (of her own family), returning

she becomes their son.* With reference to this (matter, there

is) a verse (to be spoken by the father when appointing his

daughter)— * I shall give thee a brotherless damsel decked with

ornaments, the son whom she may bear shall be my son/

Vasista, XVII. 16, 17.

ami 1

The (male child) born of a daughter after an agreement has

been made (one must know to be) the son of an appointed

daughter, (Putrika-putra.)

Baudhayana, P. 2, A. 2, K. 3, S. 15.

HWTTt * * ^f%cn I

The daughter may take the inheritance of a sonless man.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 14, S. 2-4.

HfaqfTS^nftaT: I mw. ¥3: S 3 *tt5ftT ST fqST <*VTT

1

- gw qVqqr wwTfrftr fq^m 11

qlw n

fm:> it, «-<> »<*

The third is the son of an appointed daughter. She is

called an appointed daughter, who is given away by her father

with the words
; The son whom she bears is mine.

A damsel who has no brothers is also (in every case con-

sidered) an appointed daughter, though she has not been given

away according to the rule for making an appointed daughter.

Through a son he conquers the words, through a son’s son

he obtains immortality, but through his son’s grandson he

gains the world, of the sqn ,
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No difference is made made in this world, between the son

of a son and the son of a daughter, for even a daughter's son

works the salvation of a childless man, just like a son's son.*

Vishnu, XV. 4-6, 46, 47.

tor: 1 1

The son of Putrika is equal to him (the son).#

Yajnavalkya,

TO:, t* 1 *0

On failure of a son the daughter succeeds, because she

continues the lineage just like a son.

Narada, XIII. 50.

iftmT 1

froT tot to sf*: w. 1

*

qq? tpita: fqai Tctr^ qqftf&t: i

gfaairr ftwt wfowro: gm:

«

q5Iiqf7l#¥T 1

mf fafam ifa^fT vtg 11

'qi-rwwmfir wig 1

nwg fcrs^r^ «r*r: qrq *im: at

?WT fontf Wt: 375/q W? I

7m 7iajtfrjifT§ *iain7imt 11

imufa: 1

* The last verse is identical with Manu 9 V 137.

t After this text Apararka places the following, the translation of which

appears in see 8.

q?sfl 1

«7ti atm tt fqgwtft g st 11

q*7n ttt ffTtr mfa fwg gTig i

*rmmgqr»i wig fatf *^r»ig 11
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Of the thirteen sons mentioned in succession by Manu, the

legitimate son of the body (Aurasa) and the appointed daughter

(Putrika) continue the family.

As in default of ghee, oil is admitted by the virtuous as a

substitute (at sacrifices), so are the eleven sons (admitted as

substitutes), in default of a legitimate son of the body and of an

appointed daughter.

No one but a legitimate son of the body is declared to be

heir of his fathers wealth. An appointed daughter is said

to be equal to him. All the others are stated to have a claim to

maintenance only.

Gautama has declared that a daughter is appointed after

performing a sacrifice to Agni and Prajapati, others have said

that she is an appointed daughter (Putrika) merely by the

intention of the sonless father.*

A daughter like a son springs from each member of a

man. How then should any other person inherit her father’s

property while she lives.

Through that son whom (a daughter), eighter not ap; ointed

or appointed, may bear to a husband of equal caste, his maternal

grandfather has a son’s son
;
he shall present the funeral cake and

take the estate.t

As her father’s wealth becomes her property, though kinsmen

(Sapindas)J be in existence, even so her son becomes the owner

of his mother's and maternal grandfather’s wealth.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 33, 34, 35, 38, 56, 57, 58.

!3T II

The widow, if chaste, takes the wealth of the husband ; fail-

ing her the daughter, if she is unmarried.

Text of Katyayan, cited in the

Madana-Parijata.

* The translation of text in the S. B. E. Series is incorrect,

has been translated as follows

“

Who are merely supposed to be one

(before her birth).” See Gautama, xxviii. 19.

t Indentical with Manu, IX. 136.

£ ;
.means Sapinda, See Vishnu, Ratnakara, Viramitrodaya.
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vftm: 1

nffirfirtl
1

i

Putrika is like the son, says Pracheta.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in Ratnakara.

xrfaqrr^ *TTm*ffacTmff1 i

<rerm wwnn i

: i cf^q^^r ’q ww i
*

The Putrika is like the son commendable. She is certainly

a child. The Putrika-putra is the giver of the Pinda to the

ancestors of the father and mother. There is no difference as

between son and daughter’s son in regard to the spiritual benefit

they confer. Therefore for doubt, the brotherless damsel should

not be married. Stridhana belongs to the daughter. The pro-

perty of the child of the mother of the Putrika is the share of

the daughter.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Kalpataru.

S 3* fqW'Tl f<F? TOirraTO ^ II

farcqwsr II

Equal to the son, the son of Putrika becomes the heir and

participator of share. He offers Pinda to his own father, as well

as, to his sonless maternal grandfather, like a son.

Devala, cited in Kalpataru.

f<respsa?4 qqrfeqr qi i

qp*TT si *pjr3TT giraitu u tw. i

To unmarried daughters a nuptial portion must be given out

*
gfrT^iTRT7i: crciirf:

—

wofa*: i

t The Ratnakara reads
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of the estate of the father. The lawfully begotten daughter of

the sonless man takes (his share) like the son.

Devala, cited in Jagannatha’s Vivada-Bhangarnava.

Ttstiqfh: II

w. i

The Putrika-putra should perform his mother’s (obsequial)

ceremonies, of (the giving of) Pinda (and) oblations of water, by

the gotra of his mother’s father. It is so ordained by Prajapati.

Laugakshi, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

gs: gfa^igcr ^ i

^ wiroN ii

iTOfta: i » *r i

Son, grandson, great-grandson, Putrika-putra, daughter and

brothers are givers of Pinda in the order (mentioned).

Vridha Harita, Ch. IV.

*g^T rj 3T 3T*TT F«T«ST I

*T5TTfaw%«ra qnfai i'

<^T 2JT I

nH si ^ttt Pitst ^ gfa^rr i

fruntawf hht crnnft h

That damsel is known as an appointed daughter, who is

made like a son by her sonless father, either in his mind, or in

the presence of the king, fire and relations, or anywhere else,

before conception, or who is given to the bridegroom without

taking the bride’s price, or married after her father’s death. She

is known as Putrika
; such a daughter receives an equal share

from the paternal share.

Brahma Purana, cited in the Vivada Ratnakara.

srotft fwrcr i
,fl«r i

Let a maiden daughter take the heritage of one who dies
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leaving no male issue, or if there be no such daughter, a married

one shall inherit.

Parasara, cited in the Dayabhaga.*

SECTION V.

Succession to the Estate of the Childless man.

In ancient times after the greatgrandson and

the daughter (Putrika) and her son (and probably

her grandson) and the son’s daughter’s and the

grandson’s daughter’s sons, the inheritance went

to the agnates according to their nearness of

relationship with the deceased. Women, except

daughters, were no heirs. That was the ancient

Aryan rule. But in India, widows were allowed

a certain portion of the moveable wealth. In

the Rig-Veda, we find mention of widows going

to the judgment seat to claim this wealth. Vyasa

lays down that this portion should never exceed

2000 panas, and Haradatta in the Ujjvala says, that

the texts of Yajnavalkya and others about widow’s

rights of inheritance refer to cases where the wealth

does not exceed that amount. This probably is the

explanation of the rule of Vrihaspati by which

widows could not inherit immoveable property left

by their husbands, which is us conflict with another

rule about her right of inheritance.

Again, the rule against female succession was

relaxed in favour of childless women in a very

peculiar way. The childless widow was allowed to

get a son by her husband’s younger brother, by way

* Not cited by Madhava or any ancient commentator, nor found in

Parasarat Smriti. Probably, it is spurious.
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of what was called Niyoga* and failing him by the

nearest agnate. The custom is as old as the Rig-

Veda, where allusion is made to it. As long as

she did not get a son, the widow was allowed to

enjoy the usufruct of her husband’s property. .If

she got no son, the property remained with the

husband’s younger brother or the nearest Sapinda

who was her guardian. Beyond getting one son,

she was not allowed to live with her male relation.

Among those ancient people, this was the custom.

In course of time, the custom fell into disuse for a

very strange reason. It was found that the widow
in order to obtain the property, got children by

Niyoga, in ways not sanctioned by the Shastras, and

by persons of the same gotra, but not the husband’s

younger brother. The temptation was very great,

and the rule, found in Vasista Ch. XVII. 65 was

laid down, that no appointment should be made
through a desire to obtain the wealth. So Niyoga

fell into disuse, not because it was immoral, but

because it interfered with the rights of brothers

and their sons. Apastamba the pure legislator of

India, prohibits it on moral grounds, but it had

* This Niyoga seems to have its origin in a custom prevalent among
all ancient Aryan races, by which a widow was obliged to marry or to get a son

by her husband’s nearest kinsman. We find one of Solon’s laws to that effect.

It must have had its origin in custom more ancient than Solon’s laws.

Plutarch speaking of it says,

—

“ It seems an absurd and foolish law which permits an heiress, if her

lawful husband fail her, to take his nearest kinsman ; yet some say, this law

was well contrived against those who, conscious of their own unfitness, yet for

the sake of the portion, would match with heiresses, and make use of law to

put a violence upon nature ; for now, since she can quit him for whom she

pleases, they would either abstain from such marriages, or continue them with

disgrace, and suffer for their covetousness and designed affront ; it is well

done, moreover, to confine her to her husband’s nearest kinsman, that the

children may be of the same family.”

*5
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fallen into disuse long before the Christian era, for

temporal quite as much as for moral reasons.

When the Niyoga came to be prohibited, the

hardship of the widow’s case again attracted the

attention of the lawgivers. They gave her the

right to enjoy her husband’s property during her

lifetime. The old Rishis made no distinction

between joint and separate property, and even in

joint family, the widow was entitled to the unsufruct

of her husband’s share during her lifetime. This

seems clear from the texts in this Section.

In short, the course of legislation was as

follows :—Manu and the more ancient among the

Lawgivers ordained that the property of an un-

divided childless brother should vest in the father

or the brother, the normal condition of the family

then being jointness. Manu, Gautama, Vasista and

Baudhyana, all gave the widow only the option

to raise issue by Niyoga, but no rights of inherit-

ance. Among women, the daughter as Putrika

had the same rights as the son. Apastamba prohi-

bitted Niyoga, and gave the widow no rights of

inheritance at all. But the daughter’s right was left

untouched.

When the Niyoga was prohibited, and when
daughters could not be made Putrika, because of

the difficulty of getting them married, as they re-

mained in the gotra ,
of the father, for a time there

was a great confusion in the law.

Slowly the right of the widow to inherit her

husband’s property was established and as daughters

at marrige had to be declared as not made Putrikas

by intention, their superior rights also became

inoperative. It was thought improper not to allow
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the daughter to inherit her father’s property, but it

was considered at the same time not proper that

she should take before the widow. To Yajnavalkya

and Vishnu we owe this innovation. Narada re-

cognizes the daughter’s right but not the widow’s.

Vrihaspati, though there are conflicting texts, follow-

ed Yajnavalkya. Here as usual in such cases, we
find very conveniently a text of Vriddha-Manu

declaring the widow’s right. The text of Vishnu

is described by Vijnaneswara as the text of Vriddha

Vishnu. But nobody describes the text of Yajna-

vaikya as that of Vrihat or Vriddha Yajnavalkya.

It is difificut to believe that Vishnu and Yajna-

valkya and Vrihaspati could have deliberately set

aside the law of Manu. It is equally difficult to

believe that the ancient law was not as we find now
in Manu. Gautama, Vasista, Baudhayana and

Apastamba. We find the mention of a great and

good king, Janaka of Mithila, repeatedly in Vedic

literature. We find Manu, Vasista, Baudhayana and

Apastamba mentioning him in connection with the

prohibition of Niyoga. While prohibiting Niyoga

he might have, as a natural consequence of it, or-

dained that the widow should enjoy the property of

her deceased husband, not until she should get a son,

but until her death leading a life of chastity. This

will explain the rule of chastity and enjoyment for

life. He also might have ordained, that the daughter

not made Putrika should take after the widow.

Yajnavalkya, the Seer of the White Yajurveda, was

the Rishi always associated with Janaka, and it is

not unlikely that the innovation should have been

made by him to suit the changed circumstances.

The famous dialogue in the Vrihadaranyaka Upa-
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nishada between Yajnavalkya and Maitreyi points

to a division by the former of his property between

his two wives when he was himself retiring from the

world
;
and Katyayana's Srauta Sutra,- the only one

on the White Yajur Veda allows to women, though

not to cripples, the right of sacrifice as sanctioned

by the Vedas.* Vishnu and the compilers of the

existing version of Vrihaspati,—the latter with

some hesitation,—were all obliged to lay down the

law as they found prevailing in their time. This

is the only suggestion that I can offer of this want

of harmony among the lawgivers in this matter.

It should, however, be remembered that an-

cient commentators like Medhatithi, Viswarupa and

Haradatta declared that the widow was no heir, and

notwithstanding the texts in her favour, her right

was not fully recognized till the publication of the

Mitakshara of Vijnaneswara.

It is remarkable that Vishnu expressly says,

that a brotherless damsel, even if not made so, is

still a Putrika. That also seems to have been the

opinion of Yajnavalkya. The daughter of a son-

less man, as Putrika, according to these lawgivers

takes before the widow. When, therefore, they

speak of daughters talking after the widow, of a cer-

tainty, they did not mean the Putrikas. Probably

daughters who had brothers living at their marriage,

sonless widowed daughters, and married barren

daughters were meant. It is very difficult to ascer-

tain the true meaning of these texts. It might be

said that they purported to make only an enumera-

tion of possible heirs, but most of the commenta-

f
Muller U, Sanskrit Literature 199, 349,
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tors are of opinion that they lay down an inflexible

order of succession. The position of the daughter

in Vishnu’s and Yajnavalkya’s texts about inheri-

tance, is one of the puzzles of Hindu Law.

In this section will be found certain texts which

are anomalous, inasmuch as they give the brother

preference over the father and thus do not agree

with the other texts. Most of the commentators not

being able to explain them, have in a very fantastic

manner, tried to reconcile them with other texts,

and some have tried to apply them to peculiar states

of things such as the reunited families. The great

ambition of commentators was to reconcile all con-

flicting texts by their ingenuity without any regard

to history, and consequently, though very learned

and subtle, they are very far from being true guides

on such matters. Haradatta does not refer these

texts to reunited brothers, and after mentioning,

that according to some, the brother takes before the

father, says 'that the words ‘brothers’ after ‘father’

in the text of Yajnavalkya refers to half-brothers.

He himself, however, gives the preference to the

father on the ground of ‘extreme nearness.’ These

texts have a very interesting history. We know of

a principle of law prevailing among some Euro-

pean Aryan races that inheritance does not ascend.

In Hindu Law that seems to have been also an

established principle.* We find in the ancient rule

of Sraddha that parents and elder brothers could

not perform the Sraddha. The rule of inheritance

must have corresponded with that rule, and

brothers took before the father, and the younger

* The Ratnakara and the Vivada Chintamani say that the brother takes

before the father property other than ancestral.
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brother before the elder. That this was the law

indicated by the Burmese Manu, which was

no doubt based on Manu’s law as it existed in

Buddhistic times.* It expressly lays down the rule

that inheritance does not ascend.

The rule in Buddha’s time seems to have been

that son, daughter, brother, father, mother and

sagotras took the inheritance in the order mention-

ed. This rule was afterwards modified when the

Smritis were written, there being little doubt that

most of them were composed from older materials

after Asoka’s time It would follow that the present

version of Manu and the fragments of Sankha-

Likhita and Devala were anterior to Buddha’s

time. Vishnu and Yajnavalkya and the other

metrical Smritis, except Narada, were composed

when Buddhism lost its hold of India.

The law laid down by Yajnavalkya should be

read in the light of the law as found in Vishnu.

Pitarau in Yajnavalkya means parents. The com-

mentators of the Mitakshara school say, that as the

mother is superior to the father, she should take

first. The Pundits of the Dayabhaga school say,

that the father is superior to the mother. Srikrishna

and Varadraja say, that they both inherit together.

But there is no divergence between Vishnu and

Yajnavalkya, and, therefore, Vishnu’s text should be

considered as laying down the same law as Yajna-

valkya ’s. The order of succession according to the

later lawgivers, all of whom should be considered

as laying down the same rule, is as follows :

—

(i) Son, grandson, great-grandson. (2) Pu-

trika, Putrika-putra (Putrika’s grandson also, accord-

* See Burmese Manu, 2nd Ed., p. 277,
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ing to the principle which gives the Putrika the

rights of a son). (3 )Subsidiary sons. (4) Widow.
0rder of

(5) Unmarried daughter. (6) Married daughter.

(7) Daughter’s son. (8) Father. (9) Mother. (10) Rishis.

Brother. (11) Brother’s son. (12) Brother’s grandson.

So on, to the great-grandfather’s great-grandson.

(13) Sapindas of the same gotra to the seventh

degree, the nearer taking before the more remote.

(14) Members of the same family called Sakulyas

or Sagotras. (15) Relations of different families,

—

Bandhus or Sambandhi-Bandhavas, the nearer

taking before the more remote. (16) Disciple,

teacher, (ellow-student, king, etc.

This is the law laid down by Yajnavalkya,

Vishnu, Vrihaspati, Vriddha-Harita, and the other

modern Rishis, cited in this chapter.

According to one of these texts of Vrihat-

Manu, always very conveniently found when* a

variation of the law of Manu has to be established,

it has been held by some of the commentators, that

for the purposes of the law of inheritance, agnatic

relationship ceases with the ' fourteenth person.’

Now let us see what is the law according to the

commentators.

According to Medhatithi the widow is no heir

and is only entitled to maintenance, and he further
laJ

h

^
u!e

says, that the daughter's son in Manu’s text about ferei’t
,

0

inheritance refers to the Putrika-putra.

According to Viswarupa, the widow in Yajna-

valkya’s text means a pregnant widow and

daughters means putrikas *

0 Riftsra irftomlfwrm jtfinrcg gfim 1

viswarupa is the

earlist commentator of Yajnavalkya whom Vijnanesware professes to follow,

lie
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According to Haradatta the order of succession*

after the lineal descendants, is as follows : father,

uterine brother, his son, half-brother, his son,

paternal uncle. The females, widow, &c. receive

only maintenance is the opinion of the Acharyas,

says he, and adds that the text of Yajnavalkya

about the widow should be read, in the light of

the text of Vyasa, i. e., she takes when the estate

of the husband does not exceed 2000 panas. Later

on, he says that the widow takes equally with the

Sapindas. He makes no distinction between joint

and separate property.

According to the Mitakshara, the order of suc-

cession is as follows :

—

(1) Son, Grandson, Putrika-putra, secondary

sons. (2) Widow. (3) Unmarried daughter. (4)

Unprovided daughter, i. e. childless or indigent

daughter. (5) Provided daughter. (6) Daughter’s

son. (7) Mother. (8) Father. (9) Uterine

brothers. (10) Step-brothers. (11) Brother’s

sons. (12) Grandmother. (13) Grandfather. (14)

Paternal uncle. (15) Paternal uncle’s sons. (16)

Great-grandmother. (17) Great-grandfather. (18)

Great-grandfather’s sons. (19) Great-grandfather’s

grandsons: so on, up to the seventh degree
;
and

after these Sapindas of the same Gotra, i.e., agnates

up to the fourteenth degree, or so far as name
and relationship are known

;
and after them Ban-

dhus, i.e., father’s sister’s son, &c. Bandhus come
in as Sapindas of different gotras.

*

Bandhus are

then defined to be of three kinds, i.e., father’s

sister’s son, mother’s sister’s son and mother’s

• fwhfawit sftwrt *r fwiroir 1
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brother’s son (i) of one’s own-self, (2) of the father

and (3) of the mother. Vijnaneswara, however, has

fallen into the strange error of considering that the

text of Yajnavalkya lays down an inflexible order,

and, therefore, after the brother’s son comes the

grand-father, and he cannot find a place for the

brother’s grandson.

The commentary of Vijnaneswara on the word

Gotraja in Yajnavalkya’s text runs as follows • succession

fiasn: *nfrr%qrrq m / e
accordinR t0

s ’ *’ the Mitaksh-

within the term Gotraja come paternal grand- arc-

mother, Sapindas and Samanodakas and among

them, the paternal grandmother comes first. He
then says that the paternal grandmother comes in

because specifically mentioned byManu. Further he

says— sfq*?T: fqrrro^qt

ie., in the absence of the paternal grandmother,

Sapindas of the same Gotra, the paternal grand-

father and the like are takers of the inheritance.

From this it is clear that the paternal grandmother

is not like the paternal grandfather, one of the

Sapindas of the same Gotra who are meant by the

words Gotraja and that she comes in only because

of a special text. However it is upon the words

ftmnnff etc. mentioned above, that the fabric of

the rights of widows of collaterals have been based in

Bombay. Visveswara, the author of the Subodhini

Tika of the Mitakshara, says the word Gotraja may

mean both males and females. Balambhatta takes

the same view and places the son’s widow next

after the paternal grandmother.

The Mitakshara in trying to reconcile the con-

flicting texts about the widow’s rights, says that the

texts excluding her apply to joint families. The

16
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distinction between joint and separate property for

the purposes of inheritance is thus the result of the

anxiety of commentators to reconcile conflicting

texts without any regard to the history of the

law.

The Parasara Madhava and the Saraswati

Vilasa follow the Mitakshara. The Apararka agrees

with the Mitakshara, excepting that it gives pre-

•Madhava, ference to the father before the mother, places the

vttaTand uterine brother and his son and grandson before

Apararka.
step-brother and allows great grandsons of

father, etc. to succeed after the grandsons of the

three ancestors on the theory of spiritual benefit, like

the Dayabhaga.

The Smriti Chandrika lays down the following

order :

—

(i) Son, grandson, great-grandson. (2) Adop-

ted son. (3) Chaste widow, married in an approved

TjjWMrfform, having a daughter, (if without daughter she

drifca. takes only the moveable property). (4) U nmarried

daughter. (5) Married but unprovided daughter. (6)

Provided daughter. (7) Father. (8) Mother. (9)

Grandmother. (10) Uterine brother, (u) Half-

‘ brother. (12) Full-brother’s son. (13) Half-brother’s

son. (14) Son of the grandfather, (15) Grandson

of the grandfather. (16) Son and (17) Grandson

of the great-grandfather. (18) Son and (19)

Grandson of the great-great-grandfather. (20) Son

and (21) Grandson of the great-great-great-grand-

father. (22) Son and (23) Grandson of the last

Sapinda. (24) Sons, and after them (2 5) Grandsons of

the Samanodakas. (26) Bandhavas, i. e., father’s

sister’s son, mother’s sister’s son, mother’s brother’s

son, of self, of the father and then of the mother.
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(27) One who may be somehow considered equal to

the above. (28) Preceptor, &c.

There is no place for the grandfather and

great-grandfather, &c., in the above table, except as

sons of their fathers, nor for the great-grandsons of

the Sapindas. Females except those that are men-

tioned, are expressly excluded.

The Vivada-Chintamani follows the Mitakshara.

According to it, however, the daughter’s son takes

after the father, and in property other than ances- The rule of

tral, the brother takes before the father, according
ChlD '

to the text of Paithinasi. It mkes specific men-

tion of great-grandsons as heirs, from which it

follows that the father’s great-grandson comes after

the father’s grandson. It further mentions the

maternal uncle as an heir, but makes no mention

of the Bhinna-gotra Sapindas, and gives the wealth,

except that of a Brahmana, on failure of Bandhus,

to the king.

The most remarkable among these books, is the

Nibandha called the Mayukha. According to it, the The rule 0

order of succession is as follows :
— Mayukha.

(1) Son, grandson, great-grandson. (2) Put-

rika-putra. (3) Adopted son. (4) Widow, if chaste.

But she takes immoveable property, only when she

has got a daughter, as in the Sniriti-Chandrika.

(5) Daughter, (unmarried, unprovided and

then the provided one). (6) Daughter’s son. (7)

Father. (8) Mother.

(9) Uterine brother. (10) His son.

(11) Gotraja Sapindas, among whom, the grand-

mother, is the first, being mentioned by Manu. After

her comes the sister, for being born in the gotra she

is gotraja, and because Vrihaspati has laid down,
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Kamalakara,

Balamhhatta

and Nanda

Pindita.

Kullukab-

hatta.

that among Sakulyas and Bandhavas whoever is

nearest takes the inheritance. After her, come the

paternal grandfather and the half-brother who take

equally, their propinquity being equal.' In their de-

fault, the paternal great-grandfather, the father’s

brother and the sons of the half-brother take equally.

Thus “all the Sapindas and Samanodakas take in

the order of propinquity .” Samanodaka relation-

ship ceases when the agnatic relationship is for-

gotten, and not with the fourteenth person.

(12) Bandhus, father’s sister’s son, ^.enu-

merated above.

Kamalakara in the Vivada Tandava lays down

the same rule as the Mitakshara and says that those

who would bring in sisters within the term Dhralara

(i.e., Nanda Pandita and his followers) are ignorant

1

Some commentators, such as Balambhatta and

Nanda- Pindita, would include the sister and the

daughter-in-law among heirs. Nanda-Pandita gives

the inheritance to the daughter’s daughters, in de-

fault of daughter’s . sons, and to the sister after the

brother. Kamalakara in the Nirnaya Sindhu says

that the sister and the daughter-in-law are entitled

to perform the Sraddha but in his Vivadatandava

he emphatically repudiates the rights of all females,

except the widow, the daughter and paternal

grand-mother.

Among the Bengal lawyers, Kullukabhatta

ranks first. According to him the order of succes-

sion is as follows : son, grandson, great-grandson,

the Putrika, the Putrikaputra, secondary sons,

widow, daughter not Putrika, parents, uterine bro-

ther, brother’s son, paternal grandmother, after her
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the nearest Sapinda i.e., on failure of the descen-

dants of the grandfather, the descendants of the

great-grandfather take. After the Sapindas come

the Samanodakas.

According to the Dayabhaga the following is

the order of succession :

—

(1) Son, grandson,, great-grandson.(2)Putrika- ^ ^ f

putra (who takes equally even with an after-born the Dayabha-

son). (3) Subsidiary sons.
ga<

(4) Widow. (5) Maiden daughter, betrothed

daughter, daughter having or likely to have a son,

(because according to the Dayabhaga ‘‘Vrihaspati-

says, that the appointed or not appointed daughter,

to continue the male line, takes the property”).

A barren daughter or a sonless widowed

daughter can not, according to the Bengal lawyers,

inherit at all. This is against all the Smritis and

all the commentators, and is a glaring instance of

the bigotry and ignorance of the Pundits of Bengal.

(6) Daughter’s son. (7) Father, mother (not

the step-mother), full-brother, half-brother, full-bro-

ther’s son, half-brother’s son, brother’s son’s son,

father’s daughter’s son, in the order mentioned*

(8) Grandfather, grandmother grandfather’s

son, grandson, great grandson, and daughter’s son,

in the order mentioned.

(9) Great-grandfather, great, grandmother,

*A joint full-brother takes before a separated full-brother but a

separated full-brother takes equally with a joint half-brother. Srikrishna in

his synopsis at the end of his commentary on the Dayabhaga gives the

preference to full-sister’s son over half-sister’s son, but in his Dayakrama-

Sangraha he does not make the distinction. It is mentioned to be the opinion

of Acharyya-Churamani. In the synopsis, it is possible, that the opinion of

Acharyya-Churamani, an earlier commentator of the Dayabhaga, might have

crept in,
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great grandfather’s son, grandson, great grandson,

and daughter’s son in the order mentioned.

(io) Maternal uncle, and the like, who offer

Pinda to the maternal grandfather and who are

included in the term Bandhu. The maternal grand-

father is not mentioned. 6'imutavahana found it

difficult to give him a place, upon the theory pro-

pounded by him.

(n) Sakulyas, Samanodakas. (12) Disciple,

teacher, &c. But the king never takes, except in

the case of the want of a good Brahmana in the

village. The king should in no case take the pro-

perty of a Brahmana.

Raghunandana and Srikrishna have amplified

Raghunan- the rule of Dayabhaga by putting in the maternal

krishna
.*

5 S
" grandfather before the maternal uncle.

Raghunandana says further, that the Bandhus,

i.e., father’s sister’s son, mother’s sister’s son, &c.

enumerated by commentators of the Mitakshara

school also take. Most of them, it should be re-

membered, do not confer any spiritual benefit.

According to Srikrishna, the full-brother’s

grandson takes before the half-brother’s grandson.

He also lays down that the maternal grandfather,

maternal great-grandfather, and their sons, grand-

sons, great grandsons, and daughter’s sons take in

the same way as do the paternal Sapindas,

It will be seen that the law as laid down by the

commentators, is of a contradictory and uncertain

character, and has not always been followed even in

the provinces where their authority is said to be

supreme. The Courts have not followed them im-

plicity, and it is a great error to give effect to their

interpretation of the law as customary law,
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Having regard to the texts and also the law

enunciated by the commentators, the reasons given

for their decison by the judges in settling the law

of inheritance in India, as it now stands, may appear

to the reader to be very ingenious but very often

based on imperfect information.

I proceed to record the law as laid down by

our Courts. In 1863 the Privy Council in the case

of Katama Natchear v. The Raja of Shivagunga Cesion°
fS

ac'

(9 Moore 610) enunciated the principle of the L
t0 the

Hindu Law of Inheritance in the following words :

“There are in the Hindu Law two leading rules

of inheritance,—that founded on the religious duty

and superior efficacy of oblation and sacrifice
;
and

that of survivorship. Where the latter rule can

not apply the former must be restored to.” It is

now admitted on all hands that these propositions

cannot be supported. The principles supposed to

underlie the law of inheritance of the Hindus,

so far as Bengal is concerned, were firmly estab-

lished by the Full Bench of the Calcutta High

Court in 1870 in the case of Guru Gobinda Shaha

v. Anand Lai Ghose, (13 W, R. F. B. p. 50.) The

late Justice Dwarka Nath Mitter, undoubtedly a

very ingenious and eloquent judge, in delivering

the judgment of the Full Bench, laid down the

guiding principle in the following terms :
“ That the

Hindu Law of Inheritance, in the widest accepta-

tion of the term, is essentially based upon consider-

ations relating to the spiritual welfare of the

deceased proprietor, is a proposition beyond all

dispute. All the ancient Rishis or Hindu sages

whose texts are regarded as the fundamental source

of that law, and all the commentaries on it whose
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opinions are recognized as authorities in the differ-

ent schools current in the country, are unanimously

agreed in accepting these considertions as their

chief, if not as their exclusive guide. The author

of the Dayabhaga is no exception to the rule. On
the contrary, he is clearly and expressly of opinion

as we will presently show, that the whole theory

of inheritance is founded upon the principle of

spiritual benefit, and that it is by that principle,

and that principle alone, that every principle relat-

ing to it must be determined.” Babu Gopal

Chunder Sarcar and the late Dr. Jogendra Nath

Siromoni have attributed the errors of the great

judge to his ignorance of Sanskrit. Indeed the

imperfect knowledge of Sanskrit and Hindu Law,

of our lawyers justified the judgment, and without

its emphatic assurance, it would never have been

accepted by European judges. Since then, all the

High Courts have agreed in regarding the prin-

ciples enunciated above as unfounded, except under

the Dayabhaga School. The Judges of the Madras

Court in a recent case say :
“ Though the doctrine

of religious benefit has exercised very much influ-

ence upon many of the great writers on Hindu

Law, yet it is now rightly recognized, that Vijna-

neswara, as well as most of his followers, put their

system on a radically different basis.”* It has also

been practically decided by two Full Benches of

the Calcutta and Allahabad High Courts that the

rules of inheritance under the Mitakshara are appli-

cable only to the separate property of a deceased

person, where there is no scope for the rule of

* Balusami v. Narayan, 20 Mad. 347. See Sp 1

„ Sing v. Sarfaraz,

19 All. 215,
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survivorship.
5* It still remains one of the curiosi-

ties of legal literature how, it could be gravely

asserted, that all the Rishis and the Commentators
of the different schools “are unanimously agreed

in accepting these principles
(
7. e.

y
of spiritual

benefit) as their chief, if not as their exclusive,

guide, *’ or that “there are in the Hindu Law two

leading rules of inheritance,—that founded on the

religious duty and superior efficacy of oblation and

sacrifice
;

and that of survivorship. Where the

latter rule cannot apply the former must be re-

sorted to.”f

The principles laid down by the late Justice

Mitter, are still good law under the Dayabhaga

School as administered in Bengal. In the judg-

ment of the above-mentioned Full Bench, that

learned judge, after laying down that among females

none but the widow, the daughters, (except those

that are barren and sonless), the mother and grand-

mother are heirs, proceeds to say :
“ As to the

male heirs we may divide them in the following

classes :
—

1. Sapindas, strictly so called, or in other

words, relatives connected through the medium of

undivided oblations.

2. Sakoolas or relatives connected through

the medium of divided oblations.

* Devi Prosad v. Thakur Dayal, i All. 105. Bhimul Das v. Choonee

Lai, 2 Cal. 379.

f It should here be observed that the principle of survivorship was un-

known to Hindu Lawgivers. The matter is fully dealt with in the Chapter on

“ Joint Family.” The theory of spiritual benefit is also now thoroughly dis-

credited as the guiding principle of the law of inheritance. See the observa-

tions of Mr. Justice Sale in 4 C. W, N., p. 746.

1 7
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3. Samanodakas or relatives connected through

libations of water.

4. Certain specified strangers commenting

with the spiritual preceptor and ending with the

learned Brahmin.”

Sapindaship is next defined. The whole

doctrine of Sapinda is contained in the following

passage of the Dayabhaga.
‘ Since the father and certain other ancestors

partake of three oblations as participating in the

offering at obsequies, and since the son and other

descendants to the number three, present oblations

to the deceased (or to be shared by his manes) and

he who while living presents an oblation to an an-

cestor, partakes when deceased of oblations pre-

sented to the same person
;

therefore, such being

the case, the middlemost of seven who, while living

offered food to the manes of ancestors, and when

dead, partook of offerings made to them, became the

object to which the oblations of his descendants

were addressed in their lifetime, and shares with

them, when they are deceased, the food which must

be offered by the daughter’s son (and other descend-

ants beyond the third degree). Hence, those an-

cestors to whom he presented oblations, and those

descendants who present oblations to him, partake

of an undivided offering in the form of (Pinda) food

at obsequies. Persons who partake of such offerings

are Sapindas.’ Colebrooke’s Dayabhaga, Ch. XI.,

Sec. I., 38. It is clear from the above passage that

if two Hindus are bound, during the respective

terms of their natural life, to offer funeral oblations

to a common ancestor or ancestors, eit
1 er of them

would be entitled after his death to participate in
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the oblations offered by the survivor to that ances-

tor or ancestors, and hence it is that the person who
offers these oblations, and the person to whom they

are offered, and the person who participates in them

are recognized as Sapindas of each other.”

The judgment then mentions that these

remarks should be read in connection with the

Parvana Sraddha. It also deals with the question

of the relative position of Sapindas, and lays down
the following principle :

“ Thus among the Sapindas those who are

competent to offer funeral cakes to the paternal

ancestors of the deceased proprietor are invariably

preferred to those who are competent to offer such

sakes to his maternal ancestors only. Similarly,

those who offer a larger number of cakes of a

particular description are invariably preferred to

those who offer a less number of cakes of the same

description ;
and where the number of such cakes is

equal, those that are offered to nearer ancestors are

always preferred to those offered to more distant

ones. The same remarks are equally applicable to

Sakoolas and Samanodakas.”

The judgment also deals with the rights of

female heirs, and after laying down that on spiritual

grounds the widow, the mother, the grandmother

the great-grandmother, and the daughter (maiden

or having or likely to have a son), alone are

heirs, says : “and hence it is that those

daughters who are barren or childless widows are

carefully excluded from the line of inheritance.”

The sweet reasonableness of the law is next asserted

in the following words :

“ ‘Decision must not be made

says Vrihaspati, ‘ solely by having recourse to the
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letter of the written codes
;
since if no decision were

made according to the reason of the law there might

be a failure of justice.* That this rule of construc-

tion is perfectly consistent with the dictates of good

sense and natural justice is beyond all question.”

It should be observed, that the passage from

the Dayabhaga quoted by Mr. Justice Mitter

is only the commentary of (Jimutavahana on the

well-known text of Baudhayana cited in this

section, on the wrong assumption that Daya means

Pinda and Pinda means Sraddha offerings in

that text. It is not of much moment whether the

meaning of Daya given by Crimutavahana is right

or not, for it will not alter in any way the rule of

Sapinda relationship among male ascendants and

male descendants to the third degree spoken of

there. How G-'imutavahana makes use of it, is

that he makes all the seven agnates mentioned

there participate in the oblations offered by the

daughter’s son of any one of them, and thus

makes the latter an heir to all of them, as spiritual

benefit is derived from him by them. But

even frimutavahana would have stood aghast,

if told that “it is clear from the above passage

(cited from the Dayabhaga) that if two Hindus

are bound to offer funeral oblations to a common
ancestor, either of them would be entitled after

his death to participate in the oblations offered

by the survivor to that ancestor.” According to

this rule the daughter’s son, if dead, would be

entitled to participate in the oblations offered to

his maternal grandfather by the son of the latter, as

both the son and the daughter’s son are under the ob-

ligation to offer oblations to the said ' -icestor. The
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absurdity of the proposition will be apparent to any-

body knowing anything of the rule of Sraddha.

Evei^the Dayabhaga seems to be little read by our

Lawyers, for the position taken by Cimutavahana

is made clear in Ch. XL, Sec. VI., 12-14, where

the reason of the succession of the maternal uncle

and the like, is said to be, that they offer Pindas

to the maternal grandfather to whom the propo-

situs was bound to offer oblations. The difficulty

which 6rimutavahana felt was to place these heirs

in the category of Sapindas. It is not to be won-

dered at, that our Lawyers are not aware of

this difficulty, for the particular passage dealing

with the matter was only partially and very

imperfectly translated by Colebrooke in Ch. XL,
Sec. VI., Para. 19. The passage runs thus :

—which means : “Therefore those that having

sprung from the same family are of different gotra,

such as, his own daughter's son, or his father’s

daughters ’s son, and the like, or those sprung from a

different family as the maternal uncle and the like, are

Sapindas, because having to offer the Traipurushic

Pinda appertaining to the father’s or the mother’s

family of the deceased owner, they are connected by

the relationship of offering Pinda to one and the

same person.” Even the ingenuity of Gimutavahana

could not invent a better reason than that. Accord-

ing to him, the maternal relations are Sapindas,

because they offer Pindas to a person to whom the

deceased also was under an obligation to offer a

Pinda. (rimutavahana, probably anxious to advance

the interests of the sister’s son, wrote his famous
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treatise making spiritual benefit the basis of the

Law of Inheritance, and brought in the daughter’s

sons of father, grandfather and great-grandfather,

and also the maternal uncle and his son and grand-

son in the category of Sapinda heirs. The niceties

of modern Courts were not recognized by him. His

rule was a simple one as we have already seen. We
need not discuss the matter further. Let us proceed

to discuss the relative rights of the heirs accord-

ing to the Bengal School as decided by the Courts.

After the daughter’s son, the father takes, and

sucKT then the mother (0- But a step-mother is no heir,

cording to the on the doubtful ground that she does not partici-

pate in the oblations offered by the step-son (2).

After the mother, comes the whole brother,

who is preferred to the half-brother, even in respect

of undivided immoveable property (3). The half-

brother takes along with the full-brother, when the

latter is divided and the former undivided. An

undivided full-brother takes before a divided full-

brother (4). The son of the full-brother takes before

the son of the half-brother (5).

Mr. Justice Saroda Charan Mitter expressed

an opinion in a recent case that a nephew who was

joint should be preferred to one who was separate

under the Dayabhaga (6).

The order of succession after the brother as

(1) Hemlatu v, Goluck, 7 S. D. 127.

(2) Lakhi v. Bhdirab, 5 S. D. 315. Lai Joti v. Massumat Durane,

B. L. R. Spl. Vol. 67 F. B.

(3) Rajkishor v. Gobind, I Cal. 27 F. B. Sheosundary v. Pirthee,

4 I. A. 147.

(4) Kesabram v. Nundkishor, 11 W. R. 308.

(5) Kylash v. Guru, 3 W. R. 43. See 6 W. R. 93

(6) Akhoy v. Hari Das, 35 Cal. 721.
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recognized by our Courts, according to the Daya-

bhaga School, is as follows :

brother’s son, brother’s grandson, sister’s son
;

grandfather, grandmother, grandfather’s son,

grandson, great grandson, and daughter’s son, in

the order mentioned
;

great grandfather, great grandmother, great grand-

father’s son, grandson, great grandson, and

daughter’s son, in the order mentioned.

After the above heirs, come the eight

daughter’s sons, viz., (1) son’s daughter’s son, (2)

grandson’s daughter’s son, (3) father’s son’s

daughter’s son, (4) father’s grandson’s daughter’s

son, (5) grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son, (6)

grandfather’s grandson’s daughter’s son, (7) great-

grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son, (8) great-grand-

father’s grandson’s daughter’s son (a). As regards

the first two, there is no case actually deciding

their position. But from the opinions expressed and

on the principle established by the decided cases,

they would rank with the rest, among distant heirs.

As regards the other six, there are very few cases

deciding their relative positions. It has, however,

been decided that a grandson’s daughter’s son

of a nearer ancestor, excludes the son’s daughter’s

son of a more distant one (^). If the eight

daughter’s sons mentioned above, are to come

after the heirs mentioned in the Dayabhaga, the

Dayatattwa and the Dayakrama-Sangraha, they

should come after the maternal relations mentioned

() Govind Prosad v. Moheah Chandra, 23 W. R. 117* See also 4 Cal.

4EI ; 15 Cal. 780 ; 18 W. R. 33. Gopal Chunder v. Ilaridas, n Cal. 343.

Dina Nath v. Mothoor, 6 S, D. 27.

( ) Prannath v, Suruth, 8 Cal. 460,
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in them. It has however been held in a recent

case (a), in which a father’s brother’s daughter’s

son was preferred to a mother’s brother’s son, that

they come before the maternal relations. The
theory of spiritual benefit and the principles based

on it, were once again enunciated in that case in

the following words. “The wealth of a deceased

person, who can no longer have temporal enjoy-

ment, should devolve on those who can confer

spiritual benefit on him. Now the Sapindas on

the paternal line offer oblations to the paternal

ancestors which the deceased was bound to offer,

and in which he participates, and the Sapindas in

the maternal line offer oblations to the maternal

ancestors, which the deceased was bound to offer,

but in which he does not participate, so that, while

they both confer spiritual benefit on the deceased,

the former benefit him doubly by enabling him

to participate in the oblations offered by them

and discharging a duty that was incumbent on him

of offering oblations to certain ancestors, and the

latter benefit him only in one way, namely by

offering certain oblations which he was bound to

offer
;
and therefore while both are entitled to

inherit his estate, the latter succeed only on failure

of the former.” Here the acute judge Dr.

Banerjee, while laying down law undoubtedly

correct according to Bengal ideas, has not escaped

the strange but common error of considering that

the maternal relations confer spiritual benefit on

a person by offering oblations to his maternal

ancestors to whom he was bound to offer Pindas.

[a) Braja Lai v Jibon Kristo, 26 Cal. 285,
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If two persons owe two different debts to an-

other, how one of them by discharging his own
debt can benefit the other, is incomprehensible.

The maternal relations, when they perform the

Sraddha of their paternal ancestors, certainly

do not discharge the duty of the deceased

person of performing the Sraddha of his

maternal ancestors. Gimutavahana felt the

difficulty, and we have already seen how he

attempted to solve it. According to the cons-

truction put on the Dayabhaga, these eight

daughter’s sons should come after the series of

Sapindas specifically mentioned in the Daya-

bhaga, the Dayatatwa and the Dayakrama-

Sangraha. But recent cases have established

that a grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son is

preferred to a mother’s brother’s son, and a great-

grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son is preferred

to a maternal uncle. (1) Thus the old position

is no longer tenable. A consistent and reason-

able rule has not yet been laid down. The

position now given to the son’s daughter’s son

and grandson’s daughter’s son is certainly not

in accordance with the theory of spiritual

benefit (see p. 102).

The Sapinda heirs on the mother’s side are

the maternal grandfather, his son, grandson,

great-grandson, and daughter’s son
; the

maternal great-grandfather, his son, grandson,

great-grandson and daughter’s son
;
and the

maternal great-great-grandfather, his son,

grandson, great-grandson and daughter’s son.

There would also be six daughters’ sons, i.e.

(1) Kedar Nath v. Haridas, 43, Cal. 64 ;
Kulada v. Karuna, 18 C.

W. N. 677 ;
Haridas v. Bama Charan, 15 Cal. 780.

18

Sapindas on
the mothers
side.
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Sukulyas and

Samanodakas

and after

them the

Crown take.

Brother’s and

sister’s sons

take equally

per capita.

Full blood

preferred to

half blood

except in case

of sister’s son.
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the maternal grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son,

and grandson’s daughter’s son ; the maternal

great-grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son and

grandson’s daughter’s son
;
and the maternal

great- great- grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son

and grandson’s daughter’s son, as in the

paternal line according to the decisions. (1)

This was never contemplated either by

Gimutavahana, Raghunundan, or Srikrishna.

After all the above Sapinda heirs come the

Sakulvas, or the agnatic relations beyond the

third degree up to the sixth degree. After the

Sakulyas come the Samanodakas or agnates

up to the thirteenth degree. When there are

no Samanodakas, the Crown takes, and not the

strangers mentioned in the text-books as

heirs. (2)

On the principle of spiritual benefit,

brother’s sons take equally, and they take per

capita. (3) and so do sister’s sons. (4)

Under the Dayabhaga School, it has been

held that full brother’s son and other relations

of the full blood are always preferred to half

brother’s sons and other relations, of the half

blood of equal degree, such as the half-brother’s

sons and others (5). Strangely however, in

regard to the sister’s son, Srikrishna says

:

“ According to Acharya Chudamani the son of

the proprietor’s full-sister and the son of his

(1) Digumberv Moti Lai, 9 Cal. 563. Braja Lai v. Jibankrishna,

26 Cal. 285. Kedar Nath Roy v. Amrito, 17 C. W. N 492.

(2) The Collector of Muslipatam v, Cavaly Vencate, 8 Moore 500.

(3) Brojo v, Srinath, 9 W. R. 463.

(4) Bholanath v. Rakhal Das, 11 Cal. 69 ;
Dasarathi v. Bepm, 32,

Cal. 261
;
Sashibhushun v. Rajender, 40, Cal. 82.

(5) Kylash v. Guru, 3, W. R., 33 ;
Rajkrishna Lahoory v. Gobind

Chand Lahoory, 1 Cal. 2;. Ram Money Dassee v. Gobind Chunder
Lahoory, 24 W. R. 234.
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half-sister have equal rights of inheritance,” and

this opinion has been adopted by our Courts, (i)

Excepting those specially mentioned, i.e. t the'

widow, the daughter, the mother, the grandmother Fem,iehein

and the great grandmother, all female relations, ™n«oned
ly

such as the stepmother, the sister, and the sister's
MC,“ded-

daughter, have been held to be no heirs. (2)

The father’s mother’s sister's son, the father’s

mother’s brother’s son, the mother’s mother’s sister’s Bandhus not

11 111 1 ,
recognized,

son and the mothers mother’s son, who are strictly

textual Bandhus, the sister’s daughter’s son, the

maternal grandfather’s great-great-grandson and

other persons, who would be heirs as Bandhus

under the Mitakshara, have been held to be no

heirs under the Dayabhaga as they confer no

spiritual benefit. (3)

Raghunandana cites the text of Baudhayana

enumerating the Bandhus and declares their right

to inheritance. The Dayakrama Sangraha also says

that Bandhus are heirs. No Pundit of Bengal would

venture to question the authority of Yajnavalkya’s

text or Vijnaneswara’s intepretation of the word

Bandhu. The silence of the Dayabhaga is clearly

an omission. Again, the late Justice Dwarka Nath

Mitter, who settled the law of inheritance of Bengal,

rightly observed :
“ The authority of the Mitak-

shara, it should be remembered, was at one time

supreme even in Bengal, and as the authority of

the Dayabhaga did not intend to dispute the cor-

rectness of all the propositions in that treatise we

need not be at all surprised at its silence in regard

(I) 32 Cal. 261 ;40 Cal. 82, (2) Lakbi v. Bhairab, 5S. D. 315

Kalee v. Bhoirabee, 2 W. R. 180. Anand v Teotaram, 5 W. R. 215. Rukkinl

v. l&dar, 5 B. L. R, App. 87. (3) Dinnath ». Chundi Koch, 16 Cal. L
J, 14, Krishnapada v, Secretary of State, 35 Cal. 631*
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to some of them. It is for this reason that the

Mitakshara is still regarded as a very high author-

ity pn all questions in respect of which there is no

conflict between it and other works prevalent in

that School” (19 W. R. 367). The same opinion

has been expressed by the Privy Council and in

recent decisions of the Calcutta High Court. (1)

The Mitakhshara rule of succession on the

ground of propinquity has been recognized in

the case of reunion and in Stridhana (2) and it

is right that the Law of Bengal should be made to

conform to the law of other parts of India in regard

to Bandhus also.

Succession The law of succession under the Schools of

Law other than that of the Dayabhaga, as settled

^herftan the ty the decisions of our Courts, is as follows : After

the widow, the daughter, the daughter’s son, and

the decisions, the parents take in order.

Mother ukes The mother takes before the father in Benares,

fiuhetin* Mithila, Orissa and in parts of Bombay where the

tMM>ris»
Mitakshara system prevails. (3) The adoptive

and pans of mother also takes before the adoptive father. (4)
Bombay. ,

*
:

Father prefer-
But 111 Guzerat and the Islands of Bombay, the

Bombay and*’
ât^r *s preferred, on the authority of the Mayu*

Madras. kha. (5) In Madras also according to the Smriti

Chandrika the father is preferred.

A remarried mother can succeed to her son

by the first husband. (6)

Step-mother. The step-mother has been declared to be no

(l) It Moore 507, 35 Cal. 721, 4 C. W. N. 743. The late

Baba Golap Chunder Sbastri, Mr* Justice Sale and Sir Gooroo Das
Banerjee expressed the same opinion, (2) 4W.C. N. 743, 35 Cal. 721.

(3) Bftlkrishna v. Laksbman, 14 Bom, 605. (4) Anandi v, IlariSuta, 33 Bom.
404. (5) Khodabhai v, Bahdar, 6 Bom. 541. (6) Chamar Ilaru v, Kashi,

20 Bom. 388. Basappa v. Rayava, 29 Bom. 91,
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heir under the Mitakshara. (i) In Bombay, she

takes after the grand-mother, and before the

paternal uncle’s son as a Gotraja Sapinda. (2)

In Madras, the opinion was expressed that she

is postponed to Sagotras. (3) But in a very

recent case it has been held that she is no heir. (4)

After the parents, full-brothers take, and

after them, half-brothers, in Benares, Mithila,

Madras, the Punjab and those parts of the Bom-

bay Presidency which follow the Mitakshara. (5)

But in Guzerat and the Island of Bombay, which

follow the Mayukha, the sons of of the full-

brother take per stirpes and before the half-

brother, (6), who comes in only after the

full-brother, fulhbrother’s son, grandmother and

full-sister. (7)

In default of full and half-brothers, a full-

brother’s son takes, and after him, a half-

brother’s son. (8) Nephews take per capita. (9)

An uncle of the half blood succeeds in prefer-

ence to the son of an uncle of the full blood.

Where there is a difference of degree, the rule

(1)

Lala Joti v. Durani, B. L. Sup. Vol. pt. I. 67. Ramanund v.

Surgiani, 16 All. 221. Tahaldai Kumri v. Gaya Pershad 37 Cal. 214,

Sundar Moni v. Bangshidhar 16 I. C. 900. Collector of Madura v.

Moottoo Ramahngai 12 Moore 397. Bisscndas v. Mansa Devi.

(2) Kessarbai v. Valai, 4 Bom. 188. Russoobi v. Zooleka, 19 Bom.

707, See 33 Bom. 462. Lullubhai v. Cassibai, 5 Bom. 1 to.

(3) Kumaravehela v . Viran, 5 Mad. 29. Mari v. Chinnamal, 8 Mad.

107. F. B. See 5 Mad. 32

(4) Sethai v. Nachar, 37 Mad. 286.

(5) Prithee Sing v. The Court of Wards, 23 W. R. 272. Nilkristo v.

Beer Chunder, 12 Moore 523. Thakur Anant v. Thakur Durga, 14 Cal.

W. N. 770 P. C. 37 I. A. 191.

(6) Krishnaji v, Pandurang, 12 Bom H. C. 65. Kesserbai v, Valab,

4 Bom. 188. Lakshmibai v. Ganpat, 5 Bom. H. C. 828. See 29 I. A. 70.

(7) Vithalrao v. Ramrao, 24 Bom. 338.

(8) 23 W. R. 272, 37 I. A. 191.

(9) Brojo v. Gouree, 15 W. R. 70. Gooroo v. Kylash, 6 W. R. 93.

Tameyatram v, Bai jamna. 2 Bom. H, C. u. Santkumar v, Deosaran, 8

All. 365.

Brothers and
half-brothers.

Rights of

nephews who
take per

capita.
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Relative
rights of heirs

of full and half

blood.

Great-grand-

sons of ances-

tors included.

Ip

of the preference of the full blood does not

apply, (i)

The rule of law, that relations of whole

blood should always be preferred to relations

of half blood, does not hold good, according

to -the Bombay High Court, in the cases of

agnates more distant than the nephew, both

under the Mitakshara and the Mayukha. (2)

The Allahabad, Calcutta and Madras

Courts have laid down that full blood should

always be preferred to half blood. (3)

The Privy Council in the latest case on the

question have approved of the above rule and

held that it applied to all Sapindas of the same

degree of descent from the common ancestor,

but one of a higher degree, even if half-blood,

excluded one of a remoter and lower

degree. (4)

There is no mention of great-grandsons

of the father and other ascendants as heirs

in the Mitakshara. In Madras it was held on

the authority of the Mitakshara, the Smriti

Chandrika, the Madhaviya, the Saraswati

Vilasha and the Madana Parijata that the

father’s great-grandson can not come before

the grandfather, his son and his grandson (5).

The Allahabad, the Calcutta and the Bombay
Courts however, held that the words ‘father’s

Santana’ or descendants in the text of the

Mitakshara included the great-grandson, on the

(1) Gunga Sahai v. Kesri, 37 All. 545. See 32 All. 305 F. B.

(2) Samat v. Amra, 6 Bom. 394. Vithalrao v Ramrao, 24 Bom 338.

(3) Suba Sing v. Sarfraz Kunwar, 19 All. 215. Sham Sing, v,

Kishun Sing, 6 Cal. L.
J. 190 F. B. Nachiappa v, Ramgasami, 28 Mad.

L. J.
1 F. B. Chandrika v Mana Kuar, 29 I. A. 70.

(4) Ganga Sahai v. Kesri, 37 All. 545 P. C.

(5) Suraya Bhukta, v. Laksbminarayan, 5 Mad. 291 Chinnaswami, v,

Kunju, 35 Mad 152.
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authority of the Apararka, the Varadraja and

the Vaijayanti. (i) The Privy Council have

recently settled the question by holding that the

brother’s grandson comes immediately after the

brqther’s son and the word Santana includes the

great-grandson in all the lines. Their Lordships

have further held that “ now it is absolutely clear

that under the Mitakshara whilst the right of

inheritance arises from Sapinda relationship or

community of blood in judging of the nearness of

blood relationship or propinquity among the

Gotraja, the test to be applied to discover the pre-

ferential heir is the capacity to offer oblations.”(2)

After the heirs mentioned above, Sagotra

Sapindas, who are six descendants of the pro-

positus and the six ascendants and their six

descendants succeed “ according to their near-

ness.” (3) Opinion has been expressed in a

recent Allahabad decision (34 All. 663) that

after the great-grandson of the great-grand-

father, the three remote ascendants and their

three immediate desendants, and after them,

the three remote descendants of the first three

ascendants the three remote descendants of the

first three descendants take. The Privy Council

also was inclined to that view but declined to

decide the question. All these Sapindas can

not perform the Parvana Sraddha or the

Sapindikaran ceremony and can only perform the

Ekoddista Sraddha and as far as spiritual benefit

is considered, except the lineal descendants,

there is no difference between them. Beyond the

great-grandson of the great-grandfather, there-

(1) Kallian Rai v. Ramchandra, 24 All 128. Kureem v. Dodung, 6
W. R. 158, Orhya Kooer v. Raj 00, 14 W. R. 231, Kashibai v. Sitabai,

35 Bomb. 389. Sumbhoo Dutt v. Jhotee, S. D. (1865) p. 382.

(2) Buddhu Sing, v, Laltu Sing, 37 All. 604 P. C.

(3) 13 Moore, 373.

After that

Sapindas

take.
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Samanodakas

fore, the rule laid down by the late Mr. Haring-

ton, which was approved by the Privy Council,

(i) is more consistent and equitable and in

accordance with the Mitakshara theory of

Sapinda as meaning community of the bodily

particles. That rule is that among these

Sapindas, the six descendants of each ascendant

take before the next ascendant. The late

Mr. Justice Telang also was of opinion th,at

in regard to all Gotrajas “the piopinquity of

a Gotraja is to be determined by lines of

descent ” and that the Santanas or descendants

of an ancestor must be exhausted before the

next ascendant can take. (2) This opinion was

approved in a recent case in Bombay. (3)

After the Sapindas the Samanodakas, or

agnates up to the thirteenth descendant of the

thirteen ascendants, take. (4) In a Bombay case

it was held that Samanodakas are all agnates,

whose common origin and common Gotra name

are known, and these take before Bandhus. (5)

But the rule, which was adopted very early by

the Privy Council and which must be consi-

dered as settled law, is that the inheritance

devolves “ in default of the Sapindas to the

Samanodakas or those connected by a common
libation of water, viz., the more distant paternal

kindred extending to the fourteenth degree

and in failure of Samanodakas to those termed

Bundhoos or cognates.” (6)

(1) Ratcheputty, v. Rajender, 2 Moore 132, Bhya. Ram Sing v,

Bhya Ugur Sing, 13 Moore 373.

(2) Rachava, v. Kalingaha, 16 Bomb. 716. (3) 35 Bomb 389.

(4) Kalka Pershad v. Mathura, 35 LA. 166.

(5) BaiDevkorev Amritram, 10 Bom 363. See also Rambarane.
Kamla Prosad, 39 All. 594.

(6) Gungadutt Jha v, Sreenarain Rai, 2 S. D. A. 1 1 approved in

Rucheputty Dutt Jha *. Rajendur, 2 Moore 133, 13 Moore 394, 35
I. A. 166.
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After the Samanodakas, come the Bandhus.

The technical Bandhus in order are : the three

Atma Bandhus, father’s sister’s son, mother’s

sister’s son and mother’s brother’s son ; the

three Pitri Bandhus, father’s father’s sister’s

son, father’s mother’s sister’s son and father’s

mother’s brother’s son ;
and the Matri Bandhus

mother’s father’s sister’s son, mother’s mother’s

sister’s son and mother’s mother’s brother’s son.

In 1867 the Privy Council held that a

current of decisions of the Courts of Calcutta,

Agra and Madras since 1801 had established

the rule that none, but the nine technical

Bandhus were heirs and thus the sister’s son

was no heir. (1) In the next year however,

the Privy Council held that the enumeration

of Bandhus in the Mitakshara was not exhaus-

tive and that the maternal uncle and the

father’s maternal uncle were heirs (2), observing

that their former position “ has been shaken, if

not over-ruled by the decision (of Mr. Justice

Dwarka Nath Mitter) recently passed by the

High Court of Bengal in the case of Amrita-

kumari v. Lukhynarayan Chuckerbutty.”

The sister’s son (3), sister’s grandson (4),

daughter’s son’s son (5), daughter’s daughter’s

son (6), father’s maternal grandfather’s great-

grandson (7), father’s mother’s sister’s son (8),

mother’s maternal uncle’s grandson (9), grand-

father’s sister’s grandson (10), mother’s sister’s

(1) Thakurani Saheba v. Mohun Lai, u Moore. 386. (2) Giridhary

Lai v. Bengal Government, 12 Moore. 448. (3) Amrita Kumary Debit/.

Lakhi Narayan, 2 B. L. R., F. B. 28. Chelikani, v . Raja Suranene,

6 Mad., H. C., 278. Raghunath v. Munan, 20 All. 191. (4) Umaid
Bahadoor v. Udoichand, 6 Cal. 1 19 F. B. (5) Krishnayya v, Pichamma,
11 Mad. 287. (6) Ajudhia v. Ram Sumar Miser, 31 All. 454, see 32 All.

640. (7) Ananda Bibi v. Nownit Lai, 9 Cal., 315. (8) Ram Sarup v .

Naidar, 14 I. C. 55. (9) Ratnasubba v. P onuppachetty, 5 Mad. 69.

(10) Sethurama v. Punnamub, 12 Mad. 155.

19
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son (1), maternal grandfather (2), mother’s

brother’s son (3), father’s sister’s son’s daughter’s

son (4), and stepsister’s son (5) and others

mentioned later on have also been held to be

Bandhus and heirs.

In the case of Umaid Bahadur v. Udai Chand

(6 Cal. 119F. B.), it was held that two persons

tobe Bandhus “ must be related to each other as

Bandhus directly or through their father and

mother.” It was held that the father’s daughter’s

daughter’s grandson was not aBandhu, it being

considered necessary that Bandhus- should be

“ descendants of the line of the maternal grand-

father of one’s self or of the father or the

mother." The rule has not been followed.

In a later case, the Calcutta Court held that

the mother’s grandfather’s son’s daughter’s son

was a Bandhu. (6) In Madras, it has been held

that the son of the daughter’s daughter of the

grandfather is a Bandhu. (7) In Allahabad it

has been held that the daughter’s daughter’s

son is a Bandhu (8). In the Patna Higli Court,

it has been decided that the father’s sister’s

son’s son is a Bandhu (9).

In the latest case on the question before it,

the Privy Council has settled the law and laid

down the following principles : “ (a) The

Sapinda relationship on which the heritable

right of collaterals is founded ceases in the case

Bhinnagotra Sapindas with the fifth degree

from the propositus
;

(b) in order to entitle

a man to succeed to the inheritance of

(1) Mohan Das v. Krishnabai, 5 Bom. 297. (2) Chinnamul v, Venkata-

chilla, 15 Mad. 421. (3) Mohun Das v. Krishnabai, 5 Bom. 297. (4) Parot

v. Mehta, 19 Bom. 631. (5) Subbaraga v. Kylasa, 15 Mad. 300. (6) Babu
Lall v. Nanku Ram, Chandra, v, 22 Cal. 339. Umaid Bahadur v. Udai
Chand, 6 Cal. 119. (7) Vencatagiri 23 Mad. 123. Mukha v. Qabza, 31

I. C. 553. (8) Ajuadhia v. Ram Sunder, 31 All. 54. Ramphul «. Pasi

Mati, 32 All. 640. (9) Harihar Charan v. Jang Bahadoor, 34 I. C. 183.
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another he must be so related to the latter that

they are Sapindas of each other which is only

a paraphrase of Manu’s rule.” (1) It was held

that Bandhus mean Bhinnagotra Sapindas

and that the limit laid down in the case of

eligibility for marriage applied also to the

right of inheritance, that limit being regu-

lated by the rule enunciated in the Acharakanda

of the Mitakshara relative to Sapinda relation-

ship and’ the prohibited degrees in respect of

marriage. It was held in the case that a

grandfather’s grandson’s daughter’s daughter’s

son was not a Bandhu. The Privy Council

approved of the mode of calculation of degrees

adopted in Babu Lai’s case (22 Cal. 339),

according to which the five degrees are to be

calculated from and including the common
ancestor.

The Allahabad High Court has in a recent

case followed the Privy Council decision but

has adopted the mode of calculation advo-

cated by Professor Rajcoomar Sarvadhikary

and has held that the computation should be

made from the propositus up to the common
ancestor and then down to the claimant. (2)

This mode of calculation is opposed to all the

Hindu lawyers and to the express words of

the Mitakshara, where it is laid down that the

computation is to be made from the common
ancestor from which there was separation of

the lines
( )• Shastri Golap Chunder

Sircar and Dr. Siromoni have dissented from

Professor Sarvadhikary. Indeed, if his mode

of computation be applied to the five degrees

rule laid down by the Privy Council, all the

(1) Ramchandra Martand v. Vinayek Vencatesh 42 Cal. 384, 41

1 . A. 290. (2) Shib Sahai v. Saraswati, p. 13 All. L.
J.

A. 716, 30 1 . C. 9034

Mode of com-
putation.
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Pitri Bandhus and the Matri Bandhus expressly

declared as Bandhus would be excluded.

The Full Bench in Amrita Kumari’s case

laid down that the definition of Bandhu may
be extended by the rule of reciprocity, accord-

ing to which if A is admitted to be Bandhu of

B, B must be Bandhu of A. Another rule is

that of mutuality, which means that if A is not

a Bandhu of B, B cannot be a Bandhu of B.

According to it was held in Bombay that the

sister’s grandson was no heir. (1) All the other

Courts have held the contrary. The Law
favours a rule of reasonable extension, to avoid

escheat. The rule of mutuality has been based

on Manu IX, 187. According to all commen-

tators SapindaS there mean Sapindas within

three degrees. The rule of limitation in

respect of ineligibility of Sapindas for marriage

is opposed to all the commentators. The Privy

Council, however, have given effect to it in

holding that even relations on the paternal side

are Bandhus only, when within five degrees.

In the Allahabad case mentioned above

it was held that a grandfather’s great grand-

son’s daughter’s son was not a Bandhu not being

within the seven degrees. The Privy Council

have held that the limit of the relationship of

Bandhu is five degrees from the common
ancestor. The Allahabad Court, while follow-

ing the Privy Council decision, rightly held

that the Sapinda relationship, which entitles

one to be regarded as a Bandhu, extends to

seven degrees on the father’s side and five

decrees on the mother’s side. If the rule of the

Acharakand about eligibility for marriage be

(1) Lowji v. Muthabai, 2 Bom. L. R. 842, Contra. 6 Cal. 119 F. B.

12 Mad. 155, 19 Bom. 631, 23 Mad. 123, 31 All. 54.
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considered as laying down the limit, it is clear

thatthefirst six descendants of the first six male

ascendants on the paternal side and the first

four descendants of the three male ancestors

of the mother are excluded from marriage

and are Bandhus.

As regards the relative position of the Ban-

dhus early decisions favoured the idea that

the text of Shatatapa about Bandhus laid down
the order of succession and if any relations

not mentioned in the text (who were deno-

minated as irregular Bandhus in an Allahabad

case) are admitted as Bandhus they must

come in after those that are mentioned, who
were denominated as regular Bandhus. That

position is no longer tenable. The sister’s son

has been declared to have preference over the

mother’s sister’s son (1) and the mother’s

brother over the mother’s sister’s son and the

mother’s brother’s son (2). The father’s sister’s

grandson has been preferred to the maternal

uncle (3) on the principle laid down in a recent

case that the word son as usually used in the

Mitakshara includes the grandson and the great-

grandson (4). In a very recent case, the Madras

High Court however, adopted the old rule and

held that though there may be a different rule

in regard to heirs not enumerated in the text,

as among the Bandhus enumerated, the order

in which they have been mentioned must

prevail and thus the mother’s sister’s son should

be preferred to the mother’s brother (5). The
other High Courts have held the contrary (6).

(1) Gonesh Chunder Roy v. Nilcomul Roy, 22 W. R. 164. (2) Mohun
Das v. Krishnabai, 5 Bomb. 597. (3) Subramania v. K.J. Ranganathan,
18 I. C. 505, 24 Mad. L.

J. 28. (4) Budha Singh v. Latu Sing, 34 AH. 663
P. C. (5) Appendai v. Bagubali, 33 Mad. 439. (6) Mohandas v. Krishnabai

5 Bom. 597. Ramcharan v. Rahim Baksh 34J, C. 108, 14 All, L. ]. 538.

Relative

position of

Bandhus.
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The following principles concerning pre-

ference are now well-established.

(a) One’s own Bandhus should

be peferred to father’s Bandhus and

father’s Bandhus should be preferred to mother’s

Bandhus (*TO) (
i). Now after the well-

established extension of the meaning of the word

Bandhu, one’s own Bandhus mean relations

directly related to the propositus ; father’s Ban-

dhus are those Bandhus and heirs who are related

through the father
;
and mother’s Bandhus are

those that are related through the mother.

(b) Bandhus exparte paterna, such as the

father’s sister’s son, should be preferred to

Bandhus exparte materna, such as the mother’s

sister’s son (2).

(c) Bandhus of the same class, who are nearer

in degree, such as the mother’s brother, should be

preferred to one more distant, such as the mother’s

brother’s son or the mother’s sister’s son (3).

(d) Bandhus of the whole blood, such as the

mothers full-brother should be preferred to

Bandhus of the half-blood, such as the mother’s

half-brother (4).

(e) Among Bandhus of the same class one

connected through a male should be preferred

to one connected through a female.

(f) A Bandhu connected through a single

female, such as the son of a daughter’s son should

be preferred to a Bandhu connected through

(1) Muthusami v. Muthkumarasami, 16 Mad. 23 approved in

Muthusami v, Simambedu, 19 Mad. 405 P. C. Sandarammal v. Ranga-

sami, 18 Mad. 193. Balusami v. Narayana, 20 Mad. 342, Narasimma v.

Manganmal, 13 Mad. 10, Sagilna v. Sadashiva, 26 Bom. 710. Anandibai

v. Kashibai, 28 Bom. 461 (mother’s sister’s son preferred to grandfather’s

sister's grandson). (2) Sundarammal v. Rangasami 18 Mad. 193 Balusawmi

v. Narayana 20 Mad. 342. Narasimma v. Mangammal, 13 Mad. 10.

Saguna v. Sadashiva, 26 Bom. 710 where a father’s sister was preferred

to a maternal uncle. (3) Mohan Das v. Krishna Rai, 5 Bom. 597. Gunesh
Chunder Roy v. Nilcomol Roy, 22 W. R. 264.

(4) Muthusami Mudalyat;v. Simambedu, 19 Mad. 405 P. C.
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two females, such as the son of a daughter’s

daughter (1).

(g) In Madras and Bombay, where females

are admitted as Bandhus, a male Bandhu is

preferred to a female, though the latter may be

nearer in degree (2).

(h) After adoption nearer relationship in the

natural family is no ground for preference (3).

The next question is whether the doctrine

of spiritual benefit can be invoked in deter- benefit the

mining who are Bandhus and their relative
prefer '

position. The Vivada Chintamani and the

Viramitrodaya admit the applicability of the

doctrine. In the case of Bhya Ram Sing (13

Moor 373), which was a case under the Mitak-

shara School, the Privy Council observed that

“ the question of preference is distinct from that

of entire exclusion. When a question of prefer-

ence arises, as preference is founded on superior

efficacy of oblations, the principle must be

applied to the solution of the difficulty.” Never-

theless our Courts for a long time held that the

doctrine of spiritual benefit was wholly inappli-

cable in matters of succession in the Mitakshara

School (4). The Patna High Court however, has

gone to the other extreme of holding that though

the position of a Bandhu is based on consan-

guinity, it shall be supported by the right to

offer oblations (34 I. C. 183). However that

may be, the Privy Council in the most recent

case on the question, have finally settled that

under the Mitakshara, among heirs of the same

class spiritual benefit affords the test of pre-

(1) Tirumalacharliar v. Anandalammal, 30 Mad. 406. (2) Raja

Kukata v. Raja Surinam, 31 Mad. 321. (3) Rajgopal v, Sundara Nachiar,

12 Mad. L. J. 64. (4) Suba Sing v. Sarfaraz 19 All. 215. Balusami v.

Narayan 20 Mad. 342. Umaid Bahadur, v. Udoy Chand 6 Cal. 119 F. B.
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ference(i). Judged by this test the order of suc-

cession should be as is mentioned below. Among
Atma-Bandhus should come (1) son’s daughter’s

son, (2) grandson’s daughter’s son, (3) daughter’s

son’s son, (4) sisters’ son, (5) brother’s daughter’s

son, (6) father’s sisters’ son, (7) father’s brother’s

daughter’s son, (8) mother’s brother (9) mother’s

brother’s son, (10) mother’s brother’s grandson,

(11) mother’s sister’s son, and (12) mother’s

brother’s daughter’s son. These heirs are the

heirs, who are connected through oblations

offered to one’s self, his father, grandfather and
maternal grandfather. After them ought to

come the father’s Bandhus. Among them should

come first those connected by funeral oblations

to the great-grandfather namely, the father’s

father’s sister’s son, and the father’s father’s

brother’s daughter’s son. Then come the

father’s mother’s brother, father’s mother’s

brother’s son and the father’s mother’s sister’s

son, who are not connected with the porpositus

through funeral oblations. After these, come the

mother’s Bandhus. Among them, the mother’s

grandfather’s son, grandson and greatgrandson

and the mothers great-grandfather’s son,

grandson and greatgrandson0 are connected

through funeral oblations, according to the rule

of spiritual benefit enunciated in the Dayabhaga.

Last of all come the mother’s mother’s

brother’s son and mother’s mother’s sister’s son,

who are not connected through funeral oblations.

After these, come all the other Bhinnagotra

Sapindas, with whom marriage is prohibited,

in regard to whom propinquity is the only test.

(1) Budha Singh Laltu Singh, 34 All. 663 P. C. Ramchandra v.

Vinayak, 42 Cal. 384. Subramania v. K. J. Ramganatham, 18 I. C. 50$.
* Son of a daughter is here included in the term grandson and son

of the daughter of a grandson is included in the term great grandson.
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We have already seen that under the

Dayabhaga and the Mitakshara, as prevailing

in Behar and Northern India, no female heirs

except the widow, the daughter, the mother

and the grandmother are heirs. The daughter-

in-law also is no heir
;
nor does she take by

survivorship, but is only entitled to main-

tenance, notwithstanding passages in her

favour in the Nirnaya-Sindhu, Balambhatta’s

Tika and the Baijayanti. Nor is a brother’s

widow an heir, nor a son’s daughter. (1)

In Madras, it was held that the sister was

no heir, (2) but after nearly a quarter of a

century, the law was changed and she was

declared an heir. She takes after the sister’s

son. (3) It has also been decided that the son’s

daughter (4) father’s sister (5), daughter’s

daughter (6) and husband’s brother’s daughter

(7) are within the line of heirs, like the sister,

as Bandhus, and Bhinna Gotra Sapindas and

as such postponed to male heirs to the

fourteenth degree and they take after all the

male Bandhus. (8)

The Madras High Court has refused to

(1) Tahal Ram v. Gaya Prasad 37 Cal. 214. Ramdyal Deb v.

Magnce, 1 W. R. 227. Julessur v. Uggur Roy, 9 Cal 725. Juggut

Narain v Sheo Das, 5 All. 31 1 F. B. Annud Bibi v. Nownit Lai, 9 Cal.

315. Puddavati v. Doolar Sing, 4 Moore 259. Gouri Shahi v 3
All. 45. Mussumut Soodeso v. Bissessor Sing, S. D. A., N. W. P

,
Vol.

II., 375. Nanhi v. Gauri, 28 All. 187. Jagannath v. Champa, 28 All. 247.

(2) Nagalinga Pillai v. VaideHnga Pillai, Mad. S. D. (1859) p. 247.

(3) Kutte Ammal v. Radha Krishna, 8 Mad H. C. 88.

(4) Nalanna v. Ponnal, 14 Mad. 149.

(5) Narasimma v. Mangammal, 13 Mad. 10.

(6) Vencatasubramanian v. Thayaramma, 21 Mad. 263.

(7) Ramappa Udayan v. Arumugatti, 17 Mad. 182.

(8) Sundermull v. Rungaswami, 18 Mad. 198. Lukshamanammal
v. Tiruvengada, 5 Mad. 241, (sister’s son preferred). Chinnammul v .

Vencata, 15 Mad. 421. K>umarsvelu v, Virana Oundana, 5 Mad. 29. (In

this case it was doubted whether the step-sister is an heir).

No females,

except those

specifically

mentioned,

heirs in Nor-

thern India.

Sister and
other females

who are heirs

in Madras.

20
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Female heirs

in Bombay.

include the stepmother (i), the brother’s widow

(2) and the wives of agnates generally in the

category of heirs as Bandhus. (3)

In Bombay, we find a peculiar Hindu Law
administered by the Courts. The incapacity

of women in ordinary cases for inheritance as

pointed out in the case of Bhau Nanaji v.

Sundrabai (11 Bom. H. C. 249) was there also

at one time a generally received opinion, but

case law has established a course of descent in

that Presidency different from the rest of India,

on the ground that it has become the customary

law there. The sister and the half-sister are

considered heirs by in the Niraaya Sindhu and

Balambhatta as father’s daughter. We have

seen that the Mayukha declared in favour of

the right of the sister, but it went no further

and Mr. Justice West was right when he said

that “ if the foundation of the rights of widows

of Gotrajas was slender, under the Mayukha it

may be called almost shadowy.” (4) However
* that may be, it was decided by the Supreme

Court of Bombay on 28th of March 1861, that

the sister was an heir, not only in provinces

where the Mayukha was of authority, but in

all parts of the Presidency. (5)

It has been held that the Mayukha and the

Mitakshara should be construed harmoniously

as far as possible (6). Nevertheless the rule

(1) Sethai v. Nachiar, 37 Mad. 286. Mori v . Chinnammal, 8 Mad.

107 F. B.

(2) Kankammal v. Authamati, 37 Mad. 295.

(3) Balamma v. Pillaya, 18 Mad. 168. Thayammal v. Annamalai,

19 Mad. 85. Kamala Bai v. Bhagirathi, 16 I. C. 937.

(4) Lullubhai v. Mankuvarbai, 2 Bom. 447.

(5) Vinayeck Anandbai v. Luxmeebai, 1 Bom. H. C. 177, affd. 9
Moore 520.

(6) 32 Bomb. 303.
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under the Mayukha as to the position of the

sister is different to her position under the

Mitakshara. In the Districts where the Mayu-
kha prevails, the full sister comes after the

full brother, his son (1) and probably his

descendants, as the word ‘son’ has been held

to include grandson and greatgrandson (2), and
also after the paternal grandmother (3), but
before the paternal grandfather (4), the step-

grand- mother (5), the half-brother, the widow of

the half-brother and the grand-father’s grand-

sons (6). In Districts where the Mitakshara

prevails, it has been held in Bombay that the

full sister comes immediately after the grand-

mother and is postponed to brother, brother’s

son, half-brother and half-brother’s son (7).

Both under the Mayukha and the Mitak-

shara in Bombay, the half-sister has been

declared to be an heir, who takes after the

half-brother’s son, before the stepmother and
the paternal uncle’s widow (8), and a paternal

uncle as being the daughter of the father in

the nearer line of heirs. (9)

Balambhatta included sisters in the defini-

tion of brothers. This definition though referred

to in earlier cases with approval, has been

( 1) 2 Bomb. 447. (2) 34 All. 663.

(3) Venayck v. Luxmeebai, 9 Moore. 520.

(4) Kessarbai v. Valab, 4 Bomb. 188.

(5) Sakharam v. Sitabai, 3 Bomb. 353, 9 Moore 520, 28 Bom. 82.

(6) Endrappa v. Irawn, 28 Bomb. 82, Lingangowda v. Tulsawa, 17

Bomb. L. R. 315, Contra Mulrao v. Ramrao, 24 Bomb. 317.

(7) Bhugwan Kethoba v. Warnibai, 32 Bomb. 300. Mulgi v.

Carsandas, 24 Bom. 563. Hari Annaji v. Vasudev, 23 1 . C. 9441 38
Bom. 724.

(8) Kessarbai v. Valab, 4 Bomb. 181, Vithalrao v. Ramrao, 24
Bomb. 317, Sakharam v Sitabai, 3 Bomb. 553.

(9) Trikam Purshottam v. Natha Daji, 36 Bomb. 120.
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finally rejected by the later decisions of the

Bombay Court, (i)

Sister’s sons cannot thus have the same
position as brother’s sons. Sister’s sons and
daughters can come in only as Bandhus.

The son’s daughter, (2) the father’s sister

(3), the brother’s daughter (4) and all other

daughters of the family, except the daughter

and the sister, have been denied the right of

Gotraja Sapindas but have been declared heirs

only as Bandhus, who come after all the

Sapindas and Samanodakas and their wives.

It must be said here however, that daughter’s

of the son, father or grandfather are surely

born in the Gotra and must be considered

as Gotraja Sapindas and the reasoning by
which the sister becomes a near heir while the

predeceased son’s daughter is excluded would
have appeared strange to the old lawgivers.

In the Bombay Presidency, Berar and Sind
where the Mitakshara or the Mayukha prevails,

the rule has been established that “ the widows
of Gotraja Sapindas and of Samanodakas are

held to be heirs who take next after their

husbands subject to the right of any person

whose place is specially fixed.” (5) Except the

female heirs mentioned in the Mitakshara, no
other females are admitted as heirs in the Smritis

or the principal commentaries. The Mayukha
makes an exception in favour of the sister.

(1) 32 Bomb. 300, 24 Bomb. 563.

(2) Venilal v. Panjaram, 20 Bomb. 173.

(3) Ganesh v, Waghu, 27 Bom. 610.

(4) Bai Manekbai v. Narainji Dwarkadas, 12 Bomb. L. R. 454.

(5) Roop Chand Taluk Chand v. Phoolchand, 2 Bom. 616,
Lakshmibai v. Joyram Hari, 6 Bomb. H C., A. C. J. 152, Lallubhai
v. Mankuvarbai, 2 Bomb. 388 affd. 7 I. A. 212.
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Balambhatta declares the sister and the son’s

widow to be heirs and no others Thus the

Bombay High Court was right in holding in a
recent case that the widows of agnates were
recognized as heirs “ in spite of the texts,”

and widows of heirs other than agnates, such

as the daughter’s son, should not be admitted

by extending the scope of the rule further. (1)

Even in Lallubhais case which established the

rule, West J. said “ that if the foundation of

the right of widows under the Mitakshara is

slender, under the Mayukha, it may be called

almost shadowy.”

The Bombay rule is supposed to be based on
the following passage in the Acharakanda of

the Mitakshara ;
“ In like manner brother’s

wives also are (Sapinda relations to each
other), because they produce one body (the son),

with those (severally) who have sprung up
from one body i.e. because they bring forth

sons by their union with the offspring of one
person and thus their husband’s father is the

common bond which connects them.” (2) But
females not born in the family cannot be
Gotraja and thus these females are only.

Sagotra Sapindas but can never be Gotraja
Sapindas, as the Mitakshara clearly lays down
while speaking of the paternal grandfather.

The only Commentary which supports the

Bombay rule is the Keshava Baijayanti to

which no reference has been made by the

Judges. The author of the Nirnaya Sindhu,

upon which the Bombay lawyers rely, in his

(1) Vallabha v. Sakarbai, 25 Bomb. 281, (p ) 2 Bomb. 447.

(2) Ram Chandra v. Venayeck, id Bomb. L. R. 863.
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book Vivada Tandava expressly repudiates

the right of these female heirs. The rule is

thus really based upon Bombay custom and
the law made by the judges there. The rule

is subject to the following modifications, which

also are now firmly established.

1. These heirs must come after the so-

called compact series of heirs, specially named
in the Mitakshara and the Mayukha i.e., the

son, grandson, greatgrandson, widow, daughter,

daughter’s son, mother, father, brother, and
brother’s son.

2. Females in each line of Gotraja

Sapindas are excluded by any males existing

in that line within the limits to which Gotraja

Sapinda relationship extends i.e., up to the

sixth degree, but they are to be preferred to

males of a remoter line. (1)

There is some difficulty about the position

of the grandfather and the grandmother. In

the most recent case before the Bombay Court,

it was held that they were included in the

compact series and came before the widows of

the father’s descendants. (2)

A married daughter, though a Bhinnagotra

Sapinda, comes in before a daughter-in-law,

notwithstanding a passage in the Baijayanti

to the conservy. (3)

A son’s widow has been preferred to a
brother’s widow (4) The son of a separated

(1) Rachava v. Kalingapa, 16 Bomb. 716. Pritam Purshottam v.

Natha Daji, 36 Bomb. 120# Basangavda v. Basangavda, 39 Bomb. 87.
As regards the degree, See 2 Bomb. 436.

(2) 39 Bomb. in.

(3) Sitaram v. Chintamonj 24 All. 472.

(4) Roop Chand v. Taluk Chand, 2 Bom. 616
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brother takes in preference to the widow of

the son of an undivided brother, (i)

A grandson’s widow has been postponed

to a daughter’s son. (2) The stepmother as

the widow of the father has been preferred to

the widow of the halfbrother. (3) She comes

after the father (4).

A brothers widow has been preferred to a

paternal uncle’s son. (5) Under the Mitakshara

in Bombay, the fifth male descendant in a

particular line collateral to the propositus has

been preferred to the widow of one in the

third degree in the same collateral line. (6) A
paternal uncle’s grandson has been preferred

to a paternal uncle’s widow (7).

In Berar and Sind, where the Mayukha as

interpreted by the Mitakshara prevails, the

widows of Gotraja Sapindas and Samanodokas

come in as heirs just after their husbands,

subject ro the right of the heirs in the

“ compact series.” (8)

It has been held that widows of collaterals

can come in as reversioners after the death of

a widow of the propositus but they all take a

widow’s estate. (9)

(1) Nihal Chand v. Hem Chand, 9 Bomb. 131.

(2) Bomb. Select Rep. 132 first edition.

(3) Rakhmabai v. Tukaram, (I Bomb. 47.

(4) Russobai v. Zoolekhabai, 19 Bomb. ^o^.

(5) 39 Bomb. 87.

(6) Ambai Das v. Jijibhai, 14 Bomb. L. R. 261 14 C. 979*

(7) Kashibai «. Moreshvar, 35 Cal. 389. Runchod v. Ajoobaig, 9

Bomb. L. R. 1 149*

(8) Mussumat Chandrabhaga v. Viswanath, 20 I. C. 560.

(9) Lallubhai v. Mankuvarbai, 7 I. A. 712.
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Though the widows of collaterals are heirs,

the widows of Bandhus and heirs claiming

through females such as the daughter’s son have
not been considered as such, (i)*

The rule of the Mayukha (Ch. II. sec. 8

Para 20) that the paternal grandfather and
halfbrother take equally and so do the

paternal greatgrandfather, the father’s brother

and the sons of the half brother, and such

schemes of joint inheritance laid down in

some early rulings, have “ never been accep-

ted as part of the prevailing law, probably
because no body could understand what it

would lead to.” (2)

In Berar, it has been recently held that the

sister’s place in the order of succession is based

on the Mayukha and she comes immediately
after the grandmother and before the grand-

father and his descendants among all Hindus
of Berar, not excluding the Mahratta Brahmins.

(3) The sister however, is no heir in the Central

Provinces among Hindus governed by the

Mitakshara. (4)

In Allahabad it was well established that

the sister and other females not specially

mentioned were not heirs. But in May 1900

the said Court decided that the daughter’s

daughter was an heir. (5) The law was thus

without sufficient reason unsettled after more

(1) Ballabhdas v. Sakarbai, 25 Bomb. 281.

(2) Lallubhai v. Mankuvarbai, 2 Bomb. 447. Rachava v. Kalingapa,

16 Bomb, at p. 720. See 4 Bomb. p. 208.

(3) Bhadia v. Mussamat Bhag, 23 I. C. 229.

(4) Girgabai ti.Vijankatesh, 2 Ber. L. ]. 135.

(5) Bunshidhar v Gonesh, 22 All. 338.
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than a century by the judges. After the publica-

tion of the first edition however, two divisional

Benches of the High Court have, following the

earlier Full Bench, overruled the decision that a

daughter’s daughter is an heir and made the law

correspond with that of Calcutta, (i) In Bengal,

the last stronghold of all orthodox Hindu ideas,

the doctrines of Bombay and Madras have never

been recognized. It must be admitted that the

Bengal High Court was right in holding, as it

did in the case of Jagadamba Koer v. the Secre-

tary of State (2), that a brother’s widow and the

other females mentioned above, have no place in

the line of heirs under the H indu Law. The Privy

Council have held that the constructions of Balam-

bhatta • and Nanda Pandit are of no value. (3)

The widows of collaterals may be Sapindas in

a sense, but never Gotraja Sapindas. Married

daughters of the family are Sapindas of their

husbands’ family. All of them, except the daughter,

are expressly excluded by the Rishis. It is said,

that their rights to succession depend on custom. If

so, this custom was never recognized by the leading

Commentators, and there is no evidence that such

a custom was at any time in force in any part of

India.

It will appear from the above that the decisions

of our Courts have been constantly changing, and

the Hindu Law of inheritance cannot be said to

(1) Jagannath v, Champa, 3 All, J. 87. Nanhi v. Gowry, 2 All.

L. J. 654. In Madras also Shepherd J. in Narasimma v. Mangamma,

13 Mad. 10 expressed the opinion that “the enumeration of B&ndhus

although not exhaustive includes no females.”

(2) 16 Cal. 367 (3) 11 Moore 402.

21
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have been quite settled. It is said that the differ-

ences in the law of the different provinces are

owing to different customs prevailing there. If

so, such customs, having been once ascertained,

have been found to be otherwise after a century.

That has been the case in Bengal, in Allahabad, in

Madras, and also in Bombay.

Among Hindus also, the general rule of

inheritance may be varied by custom. In the

Custom vi- Punjab in several Districts, the rule of Pagvand

heritancc°

fl
" and in others, the rule of Chudavand prevail, (i)

It has been held that among certain castes the

custom is that the widow is entitled to succeed

for life to any estate which her husband, if alive

at the time the succession opens out, might have

taken and thus frequently daughter’s-in-law and

brother’s widows take, who would not otherwise

take. (2) But such variations of the general rule

by custom must be proved. (3)

As a matter of fact, the different commentaries,

said to be binding on the different provinces, do

Custom and not purport to be based on custom. The Hindu

commentator. Law of Inheritance of all the provinces is the Law
of the Rishis. Once that is ascertained, it should

be given effect to. Communis error facit jus is

a sound maxim, says the Privy Council. (4) But as

(1) Ranjha v. Buland (Pagvand among Gujjars i Ind Cas 395, 14 Punj.)

R. 1909. Labh Sing v. Narain Sing (Chudavand among Sarai Jats)

I Tnd. Cas. 394, 5 Punj. R, 1909.

(2) Satgan v. Bhagwan Das (Brahmins of Tehsil Shakargarh) 1 Ind.

Cas. 19, 7 Punj. R. 1909. Premi v, Kushal, Singh, 1 Ind. C«s. 608 (Randhava

Tats).

(3) Nidhu v. Ram Singh, 1 Ind Cas. 457, 2 Punj. R. 1909.

(4) Jagadish Bahadoof v. Sheo Protap, 5 Cal. W. N., p. 606.
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we have seen, the maxim has been very often

disregarded—sometimes in favour of more flagrant

errors. When the error is productive of great

injustice and iniquity, Vrihaspati and common sense

say, however ancient it may be, it should be- set

right. Indeed, there is nothing to prevent our

Courts or the legislature, having regard to the

constant changes mentioned above, to rectify gross

errors, such as the exclusion of the barren or the

widowed daughter from the category of heirs, the

inclusion of widows of collaterals and other females

who are not considered heirs in any civilized

country other than India, the postponing of direct

lineal descendants to remote heirs and others men-

tioned before and to make the law conformable with

the law of the Rishis.

INHERITANCE

SECTION V.

»raWfa v*rr*Tt 1

ir 1 ^

As the childless widow goes to the place of judgment for

getting wealth.

Rig-Veda, M. 1, S. 124.

* % w<ni«ig Travt R

fqftpgqr ^ ^ 1*

nfofttrelw, < nnu «

1

* *n this and other texts mentioned below, has been inter-

preted by Madhava as meaning ‘incompetent to partake of the Soma juice

in sacrifice,
1 and as meaning shareless in that.

mm^ *nftr m \

vfM r 41*i'flu: Tfn €t*i 1

Tfn 1
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(The gods) conquered the (several) regions, but they did

not know heaven. They saw this Patnivat Yajna (sacrifice

with wife). They made this Patnivat sacrifice, and after that

knew heaven. For knowing heaven the Soma of the sacrifice

was not manifest being held by women. Then the Soma was

struck with thunderbolt made of clarified butter (Then) (the

Soma) becoming without strength was taken. Therefore are

women without strength, and devoid of a portion. Men who

are patita are worse situated.

Taittiriya Sanhita, K. 6, P. 5, A. 8, 27.

faft: 11 < 1 v

n *rra<t n fvm: yen fag: 1

fan fare vm. ^ u * 1

fa? fas: 1

^g?n nfarcrt ii <s. 1

1

far w 11 1\

g ansrer farovrfa: 1

Ift^TT: *T ffcft II £ I

STSURTaf TTSTT faft: I

*?faT*g II e I

^mfaTg 1

m 11 <t 1 k°

^ ftw^reTgnnsi ftrefa ^ 1

wurere^ 11 1 1 \*i

ipmzm ?w mm wraT^ng; 1

^rm-iifq ^ imnrt fag^faT 11 <t 1

*
“faftfam faft fasifaft faft: l”— *s the reading of

Haradatta in the Ujjvala. It has the meiit of agreeing with the Vedic

text upon which it is based, and is probably correct. But in favour of the

prevailing reading it should be remembered that Vasista’s text very nearly

agrees with it. But it may be that the text of Vasista also is wrongly read.
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Manu :

—

Women who are destitute of strength and destitute of (the

knowledge of) Vedic texts, (are as impure as) falsehood (itself)

;

that is a fixed rule.

IX. 18.

Not brothers, nor fathers, (but) sons take the paternal

estate ; but the father shall take the inheritance of (a son) who

leaves no male issue, and his brothers.

IX. 185.

To the three (ancestors) water (oblation) must be offered ;

to three the funeral cake ( pinda ) is given ; the fourth (des-

cended) is the giver of these (oblations'
; the fifth has no

connection (with them).

IX. 186.

Always to that (relative within three degrees) who is

nearest to the (deceased) Sapinda, the estate shall belong

;

afterwards a Sakulya shall be (the heir, then) the spiritual

teacher or the pupil.

IX. 187.

But on failure of all (heirs) Brahmans (shall) share the

estate, (who are) versed in the three Vedas, pure and self-

controlled ; thus the law is not violated.

IX. 188.

The property of a Brahmana must never be taken by the

king, that is a settled rule
;
but (the property of men) of other

castes the king may take on failure of all (heirs).

IX. 189.

(If the widow) of (a man) who died without leaving issue,

raises up to him a son by a member of the family (Sagotra),

shall deliver to that (son) the whole property which belonged

(to the deceased).

IX. 190.

He who takes care of his deceased brother’s estate and

of his widow, shall, after raising up a son for his brother,

give that property even to that (son).

IX. 146.

A mother shall obtain the inheritance of a son (who dies)

without leaving issue, and, if the mother be dead, the paternal

grand-mother shall take the estate IX. 227.
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iTOis: i

Samanodaka relationship ceases with the fourteenth person.

Text of Vrihat-Manu, cited by the

Commentators.

^TH^T t tnj: ^ %?fT I

TOFT 'Gift ^ \\

I

A sonless widow who keeps the bed of her lord unsullied,

and who strictly performs the austerities of widowhood, shall

alone offer the cake at his obsequies and succeed to his

entire share.

Vriddha-Manu, cited by all the well-known

Commentators.

fro <t grrerwHKT i#

tftro:, ^ * i

2SH\3Sapindas (blood-relations within six degrees), Sagotras

(relations bearing a common family name), (or) those connected

by descent from the same Rishi (Vaidic gotra) and the wife shall

share (with the Sapindas)(the estate) of a person deceased without

(male) issue (or an appointed daughter). Or (the widow) may

* The reading adopted by Vijnaneswara and Madhava is different from

that found in the published texts, and also from the reading of Haradatta.

The reading of Vijnaneswara, Apararka and Madhava is

?T 1
Simutavahana stops short of

I
According to Dhareswara the text meant that the widow should

take, if she desired to raise offspring by Niyoga. The interpretation given

by Vijnaneswara as well as Madhava, is “or the widow of a childless man ;

and she my either remain chaste or raise offspring ”

|
According to this interpretation the widow is an

heir. The words in italics in the translation are added by me to make it agree

with the commentary of Haradatta who says—

^

.

TO 1
The interpretation of Vijnaneswara does not seem

to be correct, as a comparison with the texts of Manu and the other Rishis
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seek to raise up offspring (to her deceased husband). (A son

begotten on a (widow) whose husband’s brother lives, by another

(relative), is excluded from inheritance,

Gautama, Ch. XXVIII. 21-23.

irer tot *

^mv, HWiftn

1

xmj 1 *1 g stator* tun^ 1

f^i^r Wn*r:

tfsre: * *r
1 t ; *n

A woman is not independent, she is under the tutelage

of the male members of the family. It has been declared

in the Vedas, that she is not fit to perform the sacrifice to

the fire, is unclean and false.

Let the Sapindas (1. e., agnates up to the sixth degree)

or the subsidiary sons divide the heritage of him who has

no heits of the first mentioned six kinds (1. e., the first six

kinds of son). On the failure of them, the spiritual teacher

cited in this Chapter will show. It is one of the many instances of

interpreting the law to suit the Commentator’s purpose by supposing

words to exist which do not really exist. Compare Gautama, XVIII.

4-7, where it is said that the widow with the permission of the

Gurus may get a son by the husband’s younger brothers, a Sapinda

and Sagotra, a Samanapravara or one who belongs to the same caste.

In Sutra 7 we find mention of the controversy that, according to some,

a son could be begotten only by the brother-in-law

*^tf»wraT«T I
Vasista, XVII. 56, says—After

the completion of six-months, she shall bathe, and offer a funeral oblation

to her husband. (Then) her father or her brother shall assemble the Gurus

who would sacrifice (for the deceased) and his relatives, and shall appoint her

to raise issue to her deceased husband.

* The reading adopted in the edition of the Rev. Alois Fuhrer published

in Bombay is srotfisn^ rjTOmm | t

The translation in the Sacred Books of the East series based upon that by
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and the pupil lake. On failure of these, the king takes. But

let not the king take the estate of a Brahmana.

.There should be no Niyoga for the sake of wealth.

Vasista, Ch. V. i
;
XVII. 81-84.

nm: tfN:

1 *rar?r^s* *npn?t surf *raft i sfaswft w i

ftaNwfs^«fswT ff<r 1 Trar iml fforest

I
*13 ^ TTWT 1

w Tfn ^fn: it

4Vwh:, mfiMru i n,<—u ; im * * I* s I *#< I

Dr. BUhler is as follows :

—

c< A woman is not independent, the males

are her masters. It has been declared in the Vedas—A female who neither

goes naked nor is temporarily unclean is paradise.” The reading and the

translation are both incorrect, and indeed very funny. Comparison with

Manu, IX. 18, will show that the right word is and not
1

I

have adopted the reading of the texts of Vasista, published in Calcutta

and Bombay.

* The reading is that of Govinda Swamin adopted by Dr. E. Hultzsch

in his edition of Baudhayana printed at Leipzig, and the translation is that of

Dr. BUhler in the Sacred Books of the East series. The reading as appearing

in the Ratnakara and the Dayabhaga after the word Tpftcfl in the second line,

is as follows
(41*^ STf^T’TT-

srrenrtj tfirnlt vrcft, &c -

The translation by Dr. BUhler is wholly incorrect, as regards the first

portion of the text. I have given another translation in Section VL I have,

however, given the translation here, as it follows Colebrooke and the Daya-

bhaga, and as it appears in the Sacred Book of the East series. But I am

confident, the reasons given by me in Sec. VI., will show that my translation

given there is correct.

As regards the reading it is clearly incorrect.
^

It should

be
1

And the translation will run as follows :
—“ If there are

lineal descendents the inheritance goes to them. On failure of Sapindas

the Sakulays inherit,” &c. This reading will show further, that my inter-

pretation of the first portion of the text is correct.

t The Vivada-Ratnakara and the Dayabhaga read fififggqj

&c. This reading will show that Madhava’s interpretation is'clearly

wrong. the reading of the

Apararka.
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Moreover, the great-grandfather, the grand-father, the

father, oneself, the uterine brothers, the son by a wife of equal

caste, the grandson, (and) the great grandson—these they call

Sapindas, but not the (great-grandson’s son), and amongst these

a son and a son’s son (together with their father are) sharers

of an undivided oblation. The sharers of divided oblations

they call Sakulyas. If no other (relations) are living, the

property (of a deceased made) descends to them (the Sapindas).

On failure of Sapindas, the Sakulyas (inherit). On failure of

them, the teacher who (holds the place of a spiritual) father,

a pupil, or an officiating priest shall take it. On failure of

them, the king. Let him give that property to persons well

versed in the three Vedas. But the king should never take

for himself the property of a Brahmana.

The Veda declares :
1 Therefore women are considered to

be destitute of strength and of a portion.’

Baudhayana, P. x, A. 5, K. 2, S. 9-15. P. 2, A. 2, K. 3, S. 64.

3; irarair: 1 wr
1 *r 1 wtt w 1

iSt 1 * * 1 * 4 1 w i * 1

One failure of sons the nearest Sapinda (takes the in-

heritance). On failure of them the spiritual teacher. On failure

of the spiritual teacher a pupil shall take (the wealth), and

use it for religious works for the (deceased’s) benefit, or (he

may himself enjoy it.) Or the daughter (may take the inheri-

tance). On failure of all (relations) let the king take the in-

heritance. Some declare, that the eldest son alone inherits.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6. K. 14, S. 2-6.

qerrfVRTTfa I cT^TTt I fafiTTfa 1

1 1 ^ 1 1

1* c^vnt 1

CTgrJTrfq i itip wiw«n*r 1
1 fa«fr

1 *-*4 ; <<4 14

* According to Nanda Pandit, Bandhu means Sapinda (agnates and

cognates)
I

Sakulya means distant kinsmen

beginning with the fifth in descent and ascent.

22
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The wealth of a man who dies without male issue goes

to his wife ;
on failure of her, to his daughter

;
on failure of

her, to his father ;
on failure of him, to his mother ;

on failure

of her, to his brother
;

on failure of him, to his brother’s

son ;
on failure of him, to the relations called Bandhu \

*

on failure of them, to the relations called Sakulya ;
on failure

of them, to a fellow student
;
on failure of him, it goes to the

king, with the exception of a Brahmana’s property. The

property of a Brahmana goes to (other) Brahmanas. The

wealth of a (deceased) hermit shall be taken by his spiritual

teacher ;
or his pupil (may take it). The relationship of Sapinda

ceases with the seventh man (in descent or ascent).

Vishnu, XVII. 4-16 ; t XXII. 5.

If a man leaves neither son, nor son’s son, nor issue, the

daughter’s sons shall take his wealth.

Vishnu, according to the Mitakshara, Chandrika, and

Dayabhaga, and the Manu-Tika of Govinda Raj,

but not found in the Institute of Vishnu. It is

found in Vrihat-Parasara, Ch. V.

frofl WROTH 1

w*nqxiftT^: i

OTrtw wrgw fsfa: 11

# According to Nanda Pandit, Bandhu means Sapinda (agnates and

cognates) ware; WfaT OTHTtaRT I
Sakulya means distant kinsmen

beginning with the fifth in descent and ascent.

t Attributed to Vrihat-Vishnu by Vijnaneswara.

t The reading in the Dayabhaga and the Ratnakara is ?yqyjft

but, coming after WWT1 *s certa inty preferable, and then gctraja

would follow. Upon this wrong reading Gimutavahana says, that females

born of the same gotra cannot succeed, inasmuch as the word gotraja is

masculine. Nanda Pundit and Balambhatta, on the other hand, say, gotraja

being in the plural includes males and females, and thus the sister is an

heir, being a gotraja .
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^gwHRi'wPf^rr ^<r. 11

*rrirqw., * 1

1

The lawfully wedded wife and the daughters also, both

parents, brothers likewise, and their sons, gentiles, cognates,

a pupil, and a fellow student, on failure of the first among
them, the next in order is the heir to the estate of one who
departed for heaven, leaving no male issue. This rule extends

to all classes.

The heirs to the property of a hermit, of an ascetic, and

of a student in theology are in order (that is in the inverse

order) the preceptor, a virtuous pupil, and a spiritual

brother and one belonging to the same hermitage.

The wealth of a (trader) dying abroad shall be taken by

his Dayadas (i. e. y
his lineal descendants), Bandhavas

( u e. t relations on the mother’s side beginning with the

maternal uncle), agnates, or his partners who may have

returned
;
and failing these, by the King. *

Yajnavalkya, II. 137— 139, 267.

erst f2RT It

vofa sxsgf ^ II

a 1

fog; 11

wfo g gfosnrt ^ut TOtrorc 1

m: sarcfo: wrft sg h

* The translation is in accordance with the Mitakshara, the words of

which are gflgqqn The defining of Bandhavas as

maternal uncle and the like in this verse by Vijnaneswara, led the Privy

Council, in the case of Gridhary Lai, to hold that the maternal uncle is a

Bandhu and an heir.
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wpftqt sfM ^Tt*r ^ct: a

v*> 1 u>

If among several brothers one childless should die or

become a religious ascetic, the others shall divide his property*

excepting the Stridhana.

They shall make provision for his women till they die, in

case they remain faithful to the bed of their husband. Should

the women not (remain chaste), they must cut off that

allowance.

After their father’s death, these (12 sons) shall succeed

to his wealth in order. Whenever a superior son is wanting,

the one next to him in rank is entitled to succession.

On failure of a son, the daughter (succeeds), because she

continues the lineage just like (a son); both a son and a

daughter continue the lineage of their father.

On failure of daughters, the Sakulyas * (are to succeed)

and (after them) the Bandhavas*; next, a member of the same

caste. In default of all, that (wealth) goes to the king.

Unless it should be the property of Brahmana.

A king devoted to duty must allot a maintenance to his

women. Thus has the law of inheritance been declared.

Narada, XIII. 25, 26, 49-52.

fawr ^TcTvt 3 1

ft 11

* 1 u

If, among such brothers as have come to a division and

are separate in wives, affairs, and wealth, one should die

without leaving issue, his wife inherits his wealth.! Narada,

I 25.

•Sakulyas means agnates
,

Bandhavas means cognates; sajati, which

has been translated by Dr. Jolly as of the same caste, according to the

Commentators means descended from the same Rishi.

! Dr. Jolly says of the verse that it “seems to be a marginal gloss

which has somehow crept into the text by mistake.” It is indeed quite out

of place, being found in the chapter on debts.
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srawsi g qiH OTqqq *1 qiftl 9: I

?RWTtS«t II

qqr g *r qripqn: $ q wfaqraqr: 1

qqr q?rrf?§f«?>i tqq^rw, fqfqq?( 11

qgyw-nwqqqsw '

What is due to a childless Brahmana goes to his Sakulyas.

On failure of them to his Bandhus. When there are no

Sakulyas and related Bandhavas, then it should be given to

Brahmans. When there are no Brahmans, it should be thrown

into water.

A text of Narada, cited in the Vyava-

hara-mayukha, but not found in the

published Narada Smriti. The last

verse is also quoted in the Kalpataru.

iitf 1

qiqiq qjftcm wt ?T 5 *IVlO*at 11

*scn eafirft# *re!fq 1

gflfqftram qrft wr qq qrcraq; 11#

q# fqfftqr-sifq fqfqq *5<w I

trarar wnqt gsr qt*m 11 1

q#t <n ftqr 1

tret ftaq^t ^x«q‘ ?wr. wgqrfq q*ig 1

qq q qraqmw? ^ 11

qqwt qraqig *naTrm: qrcwt: 1

q^rsEn qwqi: ftw. qftfqqrq qqrw: 11

^qtsqqaqTqrqqqTsfqqqTsqfi 1

93? qrfq^qriiq fqwiKg qqfara: 11

*3«raqqr^r qqt ?qqr 1

qrqr-qT’gnftfli qi§ qrfift qT ima: 11

q^t 'amt trcr qii^x qpqqrcraT 1

* It is a text of Prajapati according to the Mayukha.

t iRWTj^TT is the reading of Madhava.
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sts^iqw* 11

^rr ^T^nrfqft'T^T Trqq?? ^r i

iTTcrr qjq^Tqft ^qT WTT qT qq^qT II

9spt ^qftsw. q^t^T?ifW^T:

?iqt vnrtt ^t qr^Tfa qfqf^ c 11

qf*qq ^t^tt q^qnqqr. i

cTrf^W ^Tfq qiqfqfa: II

qrare n^q^mqrm gt^q^i

qqq fqqmsftcT fqqroq; II

qqiqfq qT«ftqt qrfqw fqqqiqqq; u

qqqenqqsrq ?rq q ^r i

qtf ^qtlT qf^e^ qiqiqHt qqf^q II

sWq: i »s «<£, u> *c— <q, **, **—o» i

Although kinsmen (Sakulyas), although his father and

mother, although uterine brothers be living, the wife of him

who
4
dies w thout leaving male issue shall succeed to his share.

A wife deceased before (her husband) takes away his

consecrated fire (Agnihotra)
;
but if the husband dies before

the wife, she takes his property, if she has been faithful to

him. This is an eternal law.

The husband being separated (in interests from his former

coparceners), his wife shall take after his death a pledge and

whatever else is recognised as property, excepting the immov-

eable wealth.

The wife is declared to succeed to her husband’s property,

and in her default, the daughter.

As her father’s wealth becomes her property, though

kinsmen be in existence, even so her son becomes the owner

of his mother’s and maternal grandfather’s wealth.

In default of them, uterine brother as or brother’s sons,

agnates (Sakulyas) and cognates (Bandhavas), pupils, or learned

Brahmanas are entitled to the inheritance.

* The Mayukha and the Chandrika say, the meaning of this text is

that if the widow has a daughter, she takes immoveable property also, but

not otherwise*
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When a man dies, leaving no issue, nor wife, nor brother,

nor father, nor mother, all his Sapindas shall divide his property

in due shares.

Half the entire wealth, however, shall first be set apart

for the benefit of the deceased (owner), and carefully assigned

for his monthly, six-monthly, and annual Sraddhas.

When there are several relatives agnates (Sakulyas), and

cognates (Bandhavas), whosoever of them is the nearest shall

take the wealth of him who died leaving no issue.

When a man dies without leving either wife or male issue,

the mother has to be considered as her son's heiress, or a

brother (may succeed) if she consents to it.

Should a Kshatriya, Vaisya, or Sudra die without leaving

male issue, or wife, or brother, their property shall be taking

(as escheat) by the king, for he is the lord of all.

Except in the case of a Brahmana
;
but a king bent on the

practice of virtue must allot a maintenance to his woman.

Thus has the law of inheritance been declared.

For her food (he must assign) a prastha of rice every

afternoon, together with fuel, and one dress purchased for

three panas must be given to her every three months.

This much has been called the ‘widow s wealth' of chaste

women.*

What is left after setting apart property, sufficient for the

expense of her dress, food, and for the washerman, shall be

made over to the co heirs.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 48, 49, 53,

55> 58— ^3» 67—70.

facrft I

3T off*! 1

The property of a sonless deceased person goes to the

* This paragraph is my translation of the text &c*»

the translation of this passage has been omitted by Dr. Jolly. This line

appears in the place I have put it in, in II iradatta’s Ujjvala and other

commentaries.
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brother, failing him the parents take, or the eldest wife,*

sagotra, pupil, or fellow student.

Sankha, Likhita, Paithinasi and Yama, according to

Gimutavahana, Paithinashi, according to Ratnakara,

Sankha according to Vijnaneswara, Madhava and

Haradutta,

trfuwfa ^ v?' ttstt

if stwwTci; »f i *r

tt^tt «nm ^ 1

The property of a Srotriya Brahmana is taken by the society

of Brahmanas and not by the King. The King should not take

the property dedicated to the gods nor a thing kept in deposit,

nor a pledge nor the property of minors and women. Thus it is

said, the King should not take the property of minors and women.

The property of women is sixfold, The property of minors is

the paternal. Text cited by Aparaska.

fwft Trn I

*rcm 3T TOT iTTcTT II

wi<qph: 1

If a man dies separate from his co-heirs, let his father

take the property on failure of male issue
;
or successively the

brother, or the mother, or the father’s mother.

Katyayana, cited by Vijnaneswara,

Madhava, and others.

vm: f%r?n 1

*rfhfm<<$ «rWmvjg: 11

Let the sonless widow preserving unsullied the bed of her

lord, and steadfast in her continence, enjoy with moderation the

property until her death. After her let the heirs take it.

Katyayana, according to the majority of the commentators,

but Harita, according to Lakshmidhara.

* Madhava says—59^ ^€f?n if g i.e. 3T means not eldest

but chaste. *
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fMNiT ^r$*nfirarT i

aqftwwu m ^ m ^ i

?TWT% <T II

Wl^f M I ftSIWOT-qTTaiTWWIl I

The wife, if not unchaste, takes the wealth of the husband.

If guilty of improper actions, shameless, extravagant, or unchaste,

she does not deserve stridhana . Failing her, daughter, if un-

married, takes.

Katyayana, cited in the Madana-Parijata.

^rfwif ^ftsi rj irrflft ii

On the husband dying, the wife is entitled to maintenance.

But she gets the share of the undivided wealth till her death.

Katyayana, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

v>

II

*ry*«iTO ff^TT q«ft ^f%fTctsfq t

cKHl3 ftcTT HTO HTctT y^ II

Let the widow succeed to her husband's wealth provided

she be chaste
;
and in default of her the daughter inherits, if

unmarried.

The widow, being a woman of honest family, or the

daughters, or, on failure of them, the father, or the brother, or

his sons are pronounced to be heirs of one who leaves no

male issue.

Katyayana, cited by Vijnaneswara.

fwwsira TTO ifVKWI I

fqaft i

*^***T*rer9* fwwTf^r: H

ruTtfta:, * * i ut, u* i

23
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Of the separated sonless man, the widow, daughters, parents,

brothers, sons of brothers, Sapindas, related Bandhavas take the

property in the order mentioned.

Vriddha-Harita, Ch. IV., 254, 255.

W I

Wealth is common to the married pair.

Datta, cited by Bhavadeva.

w* 1

finf iroiraranT: II

fag: farro fagflfa^g: vrc 1

fag^tf’pnnur fa^sti: fer^^T: 11

irrg: 1

fW?rr ^tott^t: 11

The sons of his own father's sister, the sons of his own

mother's sisters, and the sons of his own maternal uncle are

known as his own Bandhavas
;

the sons of his father's father's

sister, the sons of his father's mother's sister, and the sons of his

faher’s maternal uncle are known as his father’s Bandhavas, the

sons of the mother’s father’s sister, the sons of the mother’s

mother's sister and the sons of the mother's maternal uncle

are the mother’s Bandhavas.

Vriddha Satatapa, according to the Parijata, out Baudhayana

according to Madhava. Other commentators only cite

the text without naming the author*

*nft rang’dw wten: 1

<P*?t Trfa firawtw: famfa 11

?rrm *t$t 1

TOtrftra: 11 tw 1

Then the uterine brothers shall divide the heritage of a

sonless person, or the daughters of same caste,* or the sur-

# Colebrooke translates “ or daughters who have an

equal claim to it.” Ratnakara interprets as i,e. t uterine or

full sisters.
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viving father, half-brothers of the same caste, the mother, and

the widow, according to the order mentioned
;

failing them

those belonging to the same family, living together.

Devala, cited in the Vivada-Ratnakara, Kalpataru, Daya-

bhaga and Ujjvala.

wsf tjsi 11 aira: 1

Of the inheritance two thousand panas should be given to

the widow. Whatever wealth had been given to her by the

husband she gets according to her pleasure.

Vyasa, cited by Haradatta,

and other Commentators.

SECTION VI.

Certain definitions—Sapindas, Sakuiyas,

Samanodakas, Dayadas, Bandhus and Bandhavas.

Sapinda relationship, according to most of the

Rishis, ‘ceases at the seventh person.’ According

to Parasara it ‘ceases at the fifth person.’ Now,
according to the original and most ancient rule

of Sraddha, Pinda, as meaning funeral oblations,

could be offered only to three ancestors. When
most of the Risshis speak of Sapinda relationship

extending to the sixth ancestor, it is clear, Sapinda

could never have meant as connected through

funeral oblations. It meant ‘of equal body,

or ‘of the same body’ 1 It was a prevailing

idea among ancient writers, that the particles of

body of a person and his lineal descendants are

the same in the sense that the son’s body is

formed out of the father’s body. Probably in very

ancient times it was thought, that up to the seventh

descendant the identity of bodily particles conti-

nued. Latterly it became the prevailing opinion
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that the body became different after the third

descendent. The three ancestors and one’s self

became one person after death, for the purposes

of Sraddha, when a ceremony called the Sapindi-

karana had been performed.* Gimutavahana and

his followers from this, erroneously thought, that

Sapinda, means persons who are thus connected for

the purposes of Sraddha. The texts of Gautama,

Parasara, and Devala, cited in this section, and' the

interpretations of the Mitakshara, the Parijata, and

the other commentaries, except the Dayabhaga,

leave no room for doubt that Sapinda meant con-

nected through bodily particles. Madhava in his

famous commentary on Parasara’s text (Ch. V., 8,9)

says, Daya means Pinda and Pinda means body.

The text means, that the difference of bodily

particles commences with the fourth descendant.

Gautama, when he speaks of the cessation of Pinda

at the seventh or the fifth person, could not have

meant funeral oblations as shown above, and could

only have meant the cessation of the physical

affinity.

When learned European writers say, that

originally Sapinda meant those ‘ having food in

common,’ and Samanodakas those ‘having water

in common/ they say so, misled by pre-conceived

ideas without reference to facts. The text of the

ancient Rishi, Satatapa, cited in this section, speaks

of separated brothers of one Pinda. By Pinda,

therefore, body, not food, was meant. Then the

old distinction in Sapinda relationship in the case

of descendants through mothers of different castes,

* 9 frfWtiwi: finiW sinx 1
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spoken of by all the Rishis, leaves no room for

doubt that in ancient times Pinda meant body, and

not food. These writers were misled by the word

Samanodaka, ‘of equal water,’ coming after the

word Sapinda, and so was Cimutavahana who

thought Sapinda must mean ‘connected through

funeral oblations,’ as it preceded the word Samano-

daka, which meant connected through offering of

water. This offering of water to remote ancestors

and their male descendants, is an ancient custom

of all the Aryan races, and had more to do with

spirit-worship than with the enjoyment of a com-

mon reservoir of water.

The circumscribing of the relationship of

Sapinda to the third descendant owed its origin,

as is very often the case in such matters, to

temporal, quite as much as to philosophical or

spiritual reasons. Jointness was the normal

condition of the Hindu family. But living together

for seven generations became in time very in-

convenient, if not impossible. Having regard to

the fact that the ancient Hindus were a long-

lived race, it was not unusual for a man to ‘ see the

face’ of son, grandson, and great-grandson. Four

generations would thus live together, and very

naturally consider themselves of one body and one

person, for the purposes of sacrifice as well as in

dealings with other men. They were in the eye of

law one person, in society as well as in the body

politic.

It appears, however, that for the purposes

of purification and marriage, the old idea about

Sapinda relationship of seven degrees continued as

no inconvenience resulted therefrom. For the
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purposes of the law of inheritance also the old

definition held good. In a solitary text of Manu*

the rule of Sraddha is applied to the law of inherit-

ance, and the distinction made between Sapindas

as meaning agnatic relations of three degrees, and

Sakulyas, i. e., more distant agnates, for the pur-

poses of inheritance. After the Sapindas he placed

the Sakulyas. By Sakulyas are primarily meant

agnatic members of the same Kula or family.

Cimutavahana defined Sakulyas to mean agnatic

relations after the third to the sixth degree. Sagotra

means ‘of the same gotra or gens. ’ Samanodakas are

members of the same family for whom water obla-

tions have to be offered, and they are the agnatic

relations so far as relationship is remembered. But

according to the well-known text of Brihat Manu,

it ceases at the fourteenth degree, after which

agnates are only called Sagotras.

Sapindas are., as we have seen, defined by the

Rishis to be agnates within seven degrees. Wives

of agnates and their unmarried daughters are also

Sapindas and Sagotras. There is no warrant in

the Smritis for holding, that persons of different

gotras are Sapindas. In all the Smritis, in the

chapters on purification, we find, in the case of

Brahmanas, the observance of impurity for ten

days is prescribed on the death of Sapindas, but on

the death of the maternal grandfather for three

nights, and on the death of the maternal uncle and

those related through females and Bandhavas,

impurity for only two days and one night is

* It is surprising that the commentary ot Medhatithi on this text is

wanting. Was it unknown to him ?
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prescribed.* Yajnavalkya in the Chapter on
purification uses the word Wfra: i. e., agnates in

the place of Sapindas. There is no doubt, there-

fore, that Sapindas are agnates, and the maternal

uncle and other Bandhavas are not Sapindas. In

the well-known text ‘ Sapindas separated or un-

separated are equal in respect of immoveables.’

Sapindas could only mean agnates.! Then, Manu
and Gautama have made a distinction between

one’s own Sapindas and mother’s Sapindas. It

is difficult to see, how Vijnaneswara, Nanda Pandita

and Mitra-Misra could call the maternal relations

and other Bandhavas Bhinnagotra-Sapindas.

Gautama very clearly says, they are not Sapindas.

There are no Bhinnagotra-Sapindas according to

the Rishis. The above-named commentators

apparently thought, that the identity of the particles

of body continued to descend through females.

But the ancient idea was that this identity continued

vfspft a ^ i

i i t, Vs

,

»n^T5i ^ i

1 fw, ^ V | 8*|88

jmrfsm 1 1<

$ ?ren: qfojfew: i

t There is a text of Brahma Purana cited in the Nirnaya Sindhn which

goes to the length of saying that only undivided members of a family are

Sapindas
I
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only in the male line, the bodily particles of the

male always prevailing over those of the female, in

the constitution of the body of the issue.

We next come to the term Dayada. It origin-

ally meant direct lineal descendants—son, grandson,

and great-grandson. Sometimes it meant heirs.

But it is difficult to say, whether it ever meant any

but agnatic heirs. The text of Yajnavalkya (Ch.

II., 267) makes a distinction between Dayadas,

Giiatis (agnates) and Bandhavas. There is some
difficulty in the interpretation of the words

and in the text of the Rishis about the

status of the adopted son, which is dealt with

in Ch. V.

The term Bandhu is used in the sense of

agnates in Gautama, Ch.IV., v. r, Vasjsta, Ch.VIII.

v. 2-3, Vishnu, Ch. XXIV., v. 10.* Bandhu in

Yajnavalkya’s text on the rule of inheritance is in-

terpreted to mean the technical Bandhus by the

Commentators. But Yajnavalkya’s text is very

nearly identical in its tenor with Vishnu’s text on the

same subject, and therefore, it would not be un-

reasonable to suppose that by Bandhu, Yajnavalkya

also understood agnates, and the reading iforeft*3*:

as prevalent in Bengal is correct, and the word

Gotraja there qualifies the word Bandhu. In Ch.

II., v. 149, Yajnavalkya uses Bandhu in the sense

of father’s and mother’s Sapindas, and Bandhava

* In the text Bandhu is erroneously interpreted by

some Bengal commentators as meaning the technical Bandhus. In

had been used after and a ^ used after it, the interpretation

might be intelligible.
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as meaning relations beginning with the husband. *

It should be remembered, that in other places

he uses the words Bandava and Sambandhi-Ban'
dhava to signify the same relations. Again, in the

text cited by the commentators as defining the

technical Bandhus, they are called Bandhavas, and
not Bandhus. Even Bandhavas sometimes mean
agnates, f

The well-known text about Bandhavas defines

them to be one’s three first cousins, father’s sister’s

son, mother’s sister’s son and mother’s brother’s

son. These are one’s nearest friends and relations,

outside his own family. To say that the word
Bandhava includes a very distant relation, e.g., a

mother’s mother’s sister's daughter’s son, is to do
violence to the accepted sense of the word as

signifying a near and dear relation. In the text

about Bandhavas, six of the technical Bandhus are

father’s and mother’s Bandhavas. All the commen-
tators, however, with what reason it is difficult to

see, consider them to be one’s own Bandhavas.

The said text of Baudhayana or Satatapa probably,

did not define Bandhavas for the purposes of the

law of inheritance. Narada and Vrihaspati in the

Chapter on Inheritance make use of the word
Sambandhi-Bandhava as signifying heirs outside

one’s own family. The same term is used by Manu

*The Mitakshara on this verse says :

which has been wrongly translated by Colebrooke as ‘her kindred.’

Ch. II, Sec. XI., v. 6.

hth' n

In this text of Katyayana, Bandhu and Bandhava have been interpreted

both by iviitra-Misra and Gimutavahana as meaning agnates.

24
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in Ch. 5, v. 74, Yajnavalkya in Ch. I., v. 220, and

also by Katyayana in the text cited at page 70.

Now we find Asapinda-Yoni-Sambandhe in Gau-

tama, Yoni-Sambandhe Bandhava in Ushana,

and Bandhava in Sankha and other lawgivers

in the texts cited at page 183, as denoting the same

relations. Yoni-Sambandhis are defined by Hara-

datta to mean relations beginning with the maternal

uncle. The Mitakshara expressly says that “ Ban-

dhus are relations on the mother’s side beginning

with the maternal uncle.” (See p. 1 7 1). Kulluka

and Raghavananda interpret Bandhavas as maternal

relations watrer: in their gloss on Manu, Ch. 3, v.

264. If however, we consider the texts on Sraddha

and Marriage, we can with tolerable certainty

ascertain the meaning of these terms. In the texts

or Sraddha cited in Section II., we find, that after

relations of one’s own gotra, according to Gautama,

the Vishnu-Purana, and the Markandeya-Purana, the

Sapindas of the mother, (see pp. 67, 76, 77) accord-

ing to Katyayana, Sambandhi-Bandhavas (p. 70),

and according to Pracheta (p. 75) Bandhavas are

entitled to perform the Sraddha. It is reasonable

to suppose that the same relations were meant

by the lawgivers in these texts, and that Bandhu,

Bandhava and Sambandhi-Bandhava meant maro:,

i. e., Sapindas of the mother. Again, if we
consider the texts on marriage, we find Manu
prohibiting marriage only with Sagotras and

mother’s Sapindas. Apastamba prohibits marriage

with Sagotras and Yoni-Sambandhi relations. All

the commentators agree in holding that the Sapin-

das of the mother are relations within the fifth

degree in the mother’s family. It is reasonable to
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suppose, that the lawgivers laid down one identical

rule, and that mother’s Sapindas, Yoni-Sambandhis,

and relations within the fifth degree in the mother’s

family meant the same thing. Vasista lays down,

that for married females, Sapin^a relationship in

regard to their father’s family, is restricted to three

degrees, i. e., to the descendants of their great-

grandfather.* The Mitakshara also says, that

‘within the fifth degree on the mother’s side,’

means, that up to that the Sapinda relationship

continues. We thus find from a consideration of

all the texts, that Bandhavas or Sambandhi-Bandha-

vas meant the agnates of the mother’s father up to

‘the fifth person.’ There is a great divergence of

opinion among the commentators as to how the

five degrees are to be counted on the mother’s side.

The opinion of the Mitakshara and the Parijata is,

that the five degrees on the mother’s side, like the

seven degrees on the father’s side, are to be counted,

beginning with self, so that the ascending line will

end with the third maternal grandfather, and thus

correspond with the ancient rule of Sraddha,

This is also in accordance with the text of Vasista

mentioned above. We thus find ourselves restrict-

ed to the three maternal grand-father’s

and their children in the fourth degree. These

relations are undoubtedly Sambandhi-Bandhavas or

Bandhavas. Again, this relationship by its very

nature is mutual, i. e., if A is Bandhava of B, B is

also Bandhava of A. If A is not a Bandhu of

B
, B cannot be a Bandhu of A. We find in-

* According to some commentators Vasista’s rule applies to husband’s

family. Rughunandana reads ^or See p. 163.
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dications of this in the rules of Sraddha and the

principle has been to some extent recognized by

our Courts (p. 151). Applying this rule of reci-

procity we find, that the following relations are

Bandhavas or Bandhus.

1. Maternal grand-father and (daughter’s son).

Maternal grand-father’s son and sister’s son (by

the rule of reciprocity). Maternal grand-father’s

grandson, great-grandson, and great-great-grand-

son ;
and consequently, the daughter’s sons of the

paternal grandfather, great-grandfather, and great-

great-grandfather.

2. Maternal great-grandfather and (son’s

daughter’s son). Maternal great-grandfather’s son,

grandson, great grandson, and great-great-grandson,

and, therefore, also the daughter’s sons of the

brother, grandfather’s son, great-grandfather’s son,

and great-great-grandfather’s son.

3. Maternal great-great-grandfather, and

(grandson’s daughter’s son). Maternal great-great-

grandfather’s son, grandson, great-grandson, and

great-great-grandson, and thus, by the rule of

reciprocity, also the grandson’s daughter’s son of

the father, grandfather, great-grandfather, and

great-great-grandfather.

Of these, the daughter’s son, the son’s daughter’s

son, and the grandson, daughter’s son are not

Bandhus, because they are heirs otherwise. It is

also not quite free from doubt, whether the maternal

grand-fathers themselves are Bandhus
; but as their

children are heirs, it would be unreasonable to hold

that they are excluded.

Now, the above rule about Bandhus corres-

ponds with the old rule of Sraddha, and is not a
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fanciful invention of modern ingenuity. It would

be unreasonable to hold, that those who cannot

perform the Sraddha are heirs. The question of

priority as among themselves, is also, therefore,

determined by a well-established doctrine, namely

the doctrine of spiritual benefit, and we arrive at

firm ground, escaping the quicksands and shifting

banks of the opinions of modern lawyers. Besides

these heirs, we have the mother’s sister’s son called

a Bandhava by Baudhayana or Satatapa. Then
the father’s and mother’s Bandhavas are also con-

sidered Bandhavas by the commentators. Thus we

get, besides the mother’s sister’s son, father’s

mother’s (father, brother, and) brother’s son, and

also daughter’s son’s son, sister’s son’s son and

father’s sister’s son’s son, by the rule of reciprocity;

father’s mother’s sister’s son
;
and thus also mother’s

sister’s son’s son. Similarly, we have mothers

father’s sister’s son, and thus also the mother’s

brother’s daughter’s son
;
and also mother’s mother’s

(father, brother, and) brother’s son
;
and thus also

the daughter’s daughter’s son, and the father’s and

grandfather’s daughter’s daughter’s sons.

Mother’s Sapindas extend to seven degrees

according to some. In that view the number of

relations will be also increased in the manner

indicated above.

The relations placed within brackets are con-

sidered by the Commentators to be Bandhavas,

because their sons and grandsons are considered to

be such. The Commentators do not go any

further, and there is thus no authority for doing so.

Vijnaneswara, though he says that Bhinnagotra-

Sapindas are Bandhus, does not put any, except
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the technical Bandhus and the maternal uncle, in

his list of heirs. Some Commentators would put

in the maternal grandfather, but further nobody

has gone. The practically inexhaustible number of

relations put into the category of heirs by the

decisions of our Courts, if they were heirs at all,

could not have escaped the eyes of our subtle

Commentators. However that may be, our Courts

have interpreted the Commentators to say, that

persons, male and female, related either through

males or females up to the seventh degree on the

paternal side and up to the fifth degree on the

maternal line, are Bandhus. The Calcutta High

Court have put certain limitations to this rule which

have been fully described in the last section. How
far the decisions of our Courts are in accordance

with Hindu Law. the reader of these pages will

judge.

Inheritance.

section VI.

’qffercrT^ssmr: watt: 1

wfqfsm 1

The body is made of six materials
;
three derived from the

father, three from the mother
;
bone, sinew, and marrow from the

father and skin, flesh, and blood from the mother.

Garvopanishada, cited in the Mitakshara

and Parasara-Madhava.

wi' fast vs 11

; <0
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* Afterwards (/. e., after relatives within three degrees) a

Sakulya shall be the heir, &c.

But the Srpinda relationship ceases with the seventh person

(in the ascending and descending lines), the Samanodaka rela-

tionship, when the (common) origin and the (existence of a com-

mon family) name are no(longer) known.

Manu, IX 187 ;
V. 60.

g 1

fo*w*g? sag 11

*rg 11

1

Sapinda relationship ceases with the seventh male
;
and the

Samanodaka ceases with the fourteenth
;
some say with the

remembrance of birth and name. Beyond that, it is called

Gotra. *

Vrihat-Manu, cited by all the text-writers,

some of whom attribute it to Manu.

fwftsfn: 3T 1

1

Sapinda relationship ceases with the fifth or the seventh

person. Gautama IV, 13.

1

ifr.Tirt t ^ 11

^ \ \*>

It has been declared in the Veda that Sapinda relationship

extends to the seventh person (in the ascending or descending

line). It has been declared in the Veda that for married females

it extends to the third person.
Vasistha, IV. 17, 18.

* I have adopted the translation of the Kev. T. Foulkes in the Saraswati*

Vilasa. The translation of Colebrooke and Babu Golap Chandra Sircar of

the last line :
“ This is signified by gotta 01 the relationship of family name ’

is clear '.y wrong. The genuineness of this text is very doubtful. It is

clearly opposed to Manu and Ushana.

\ is another reading.
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fag: *

The relationship ceases with the seventh man (in descent or

ascent).

Vishnu, XXII. 5.

ifwr i&faSg 1

*rfa ^ Tifcram: farmf : fan ^ukr: 3^: tfhr:

KtfN^pr ftat ^ *rfa§T ^tht^ i farawr-ffa

^ 1 * ^1 u ^ 1 *> t #

But amongst Sapindas, Sapinda relationship (extends) to

the seventh person.

Moreover, the great grandfather, the grandfather, the father,

oneself, the uterine brothers, the son by a wife of equal caste,

the grandson, and the great-grandson, excluding his son, and

their son and grandson of unseparated Daya (body) are called

Sapindas. Persons of separated Daya (body) are also called

Sakulyas.*
Baudhayana, P. 1, A. 5, K. ir, S. 2, 9, 10.

^TW^:, H X?
1

On account of the blood relationship of his mother and

(on account of those) of his father within six degrees, or as far

as the relationship is traceable. He shall bathe, if they die.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 2, K 15, P. 2, 4.

* I have given the translation of Dr. Biihlcr at the page 137. It is

incorrect according to Madhava’s interpretation of Daya, meaning body.

See Parasara-Madhava, pp. 587* 589. I have followed M.idhava in prefer-

ence. That I am correct will appear from other texts cited here. The
Sapinda has no reference to the Sapinda relationship stated in the Sutra 2,

a little before this Sutra. It has reference to the separation of body. The
old writers thought, that up to the fourth generation there is affinity of body.

There is very little justification for interpreting the word Daya asjneaning

Sraddha oblations,
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grot ^ft^nffni; n

R?tat sfp*iwrf*r ?nf% *ftarfti ?ro?r i

TOft TT^fT^^T ^ i

^?iTO^t jrtct ii

*WT ^ I

cTTO ^THRifacem^ II

Yamadagni, Bharadwaja, Viswamitra, Atri, Gautama,

Vasista, Kasyapa, Agastya— these Rishis are the makers of the

gotras. Their descendants have founded gotras. There are

thousands and hundred millions. Among them forty-nine are

pravara or excellent, from having attained to the wisdom of

Rishis and they are founders of Pravaras. As long as there is

one Rishi common to several pravara r, so long there is relation-

ship of the same gotra
,

excepting the children of Bhrigu and

Angira.*

Baudhayana, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.f

tosfc:, * i
c

Or the separation of body (Daya or Pinda)J accrues to

the fifth person bom of one’s family.

Parasara, III., 8.

*rfwcTT g 3^ faforo't i

ii

F^TOSTC I

Sapinda relationship ceases with the seventh person, among

* A Rishi may have two or three descendants who are Rishis. All these

together form Pravaras. Pravaras are named after two or three Rishis or

more. As long as there is a Rishi common to several such combined

Pravaras, they must be of the same Gotra.

t Cited in the Parijata, p. 137, also by Haradatta in the Ujjvala*

$ Madhava says in his commentary on this text, ^RJ: (Daya) means

Pinda in the sense of body. See Parasara-Madhava.

25
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descendants (by mothers) of the same caste, but with the fourth

person (among descendants by mothers) of different caste.

Vriddha-Parasara, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

93TTOT<TT TOT. STOTOT: WTOT*. I

Pwt: ft? «

srrairo: i

If there are persons descended from the same person, with

separate fields and separate wealth, though they are of the same

body, but differently purified, among them the Sapinda relation-

ship ceases with the three persons.

Satatapa, cited in the Mitakshara and Parasara-Madhava

(Sankha according to Medhathithi.)

*tftvraift*rarr*rt tort! to i

i^it: qfro: ^r. fireSroiTOTOl i

i

Of the members of the same family divided or undivided

living together, there should be partition of the heritage among

the desendants of the fourth degree : this is the law. Up to

that degree : the members of the family are of the same body.

After that there is difference of body.

Devala, cited in the Ratnakara and Parasara-Madhava.

*fTO*TT T ftftroTt |

ii*

fw fwroro nftcirro: i

SWT *TfTOJ II

s^TTsft: 11

§ TOSt SS T I

wfw* ft^ffts^ ii

tost:, < i v*r-Vk i

The Sapinda relationship ceases with the seventh person

* Identical with Manu, v. 60, and Kurma*Purana, Ch. 23, 52.
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the Samanodaka relationship when (the common) origin and (the

existence of a common family) name are no longer known

Father, grandfather, the great-grandfather, and self, these are

participators of the lepa%
the Sapinda relationship is of seven

persons. The god Prajapati said, this was the Sapindaship

of the dead. Those that are born of the same mother by

different fathers, or of the same father by different mothers,

if of different caste, of them the Sapinda reationship is of

three persons.

Ushana, VI., 52, 55.

1

She (the wife) is one with her husband in Pinda,

and impurity.

Likhita, v. 26 #

(Harita according to the Ratnakara).

qrwmqqqfciT: fWqi: fq^nfipr: 1

qt qwftqqq lit

1

Those beginning with the fourth are participators of lepa

offerings, those beginning with the father are participators of

the Pinda. The seventh offers the Pinda. Sapinda relationship

is of seven persons.

Text of Matsya-Purana.

wt €i1wj i

i?: fwre: 11

l+qquRO % tx 1

Of the unmarried girls the Sapinda relationship is of seven

persons. Of the married women the Sapindaship is that of the

husband. So said the god Pitamaha.

Kurma-Purana, Ch. 23, V. 55.

* Cited by all the text-writers. It is to be found in the Likhita Smriti.

It is attributed to Manu in the Parijata, and to Laghu-Harita in the

Parasara-Madhava.

t HWI is the reading of Iiaradatta.
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f«mr ftwmiN i

'st far ?n ipwtw. ii

fq7THT^rnmT«T; i

m^Rreror ^t n

W ^ nlRI II

^ R I
*— », |

The father, grandfather, and great-grandfather—these three

persons are known as connected by Pinda. The other three

persons beginning with the grandfather’s grandfather, mentioned

before, are connected by lepa oblations ; self is the seventy

This is the relationship of seven persons spoken of by the

sages.

Markandeya-Purana, Ch. 31 ; 3—5.

SECTION VII.

Certain Special Rules.

1. The first rule laid down by the lawgivers

is, that grandsons and brother’s sons take per

stirpes. The text of Yajnavalkya II. 123 (p. 202)

is considered by the commentators of the Mitak-

shara school as applicable to divided as well as

undivided brothers. The Dayabhaga applies it

to the case of undivided brothers (see II. 23) and

in as much as there is no difference in the rule of

succession under that school between divided and

undivided families, the rule also applies to divided

nephews. Our Courts, however, have held, that

brother’s sons take per capita
, except in the case of

partition of joint property in a Mitakshara family.

In a joint family, it may be reasonable to hold, that

all the surviving members take equally. But to

hold, that if joint, they take according to the stock,
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and if separate, according to their number, does not

seem to be reasonable. The Mithila and Bengal

commentators by adopting a variation of the reading

of the text of Gautama, cited in this Section, have

indicated their opinion, that division is to be per

stirpes. There is indeed no authority for the deci-

sions of our Courts except the principle mentioned

in the Dayabhaga, in a different connection, that

“equality is the rule where no distinction is ex-

pressed.”

2. We find next, that according to the law-

givers and the commentators, daughter’s sons take

per stirpes. The Mitakshara, the Smriti Chandrika,

the Parasara Madhava, the Madana Parijata and

the Mayukha* citing the rule of Gautama (which

is a general rule and not applicable to Stridhana

only) says, that daughter’s sons take per stirpes

the Stridhana of their grandmother. There is no

commentator, not even Gimutavahana, who has

laid down a different rule.

It should be remembered, that daughters are

like sons, and daughter’s sons are equal to son’s

sons, to a sonless man, according to the Smritis, and

they consequently take, like grandsons, per stirpes.

Under the Bengal school it has been thought

by modern lawyers (but not by Cimutavahana or

Raghunandana), that nephews and daughter’s sons

take per capita
,
because of the doctrine of spiritual

**rret liwwemil

Mitakshara, Ch. II., Sec. XI. 13.

Mayukha, Ch. IV., Sec. X. 20-23.

t The reading adopted by these writers is—flj<iWT(Mwir
|
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benefit. But that doctrine is used in the Dayabhaga

in determining who are heirs, and has no application

in the determination of the question whether the

above-named heirs take per stirpes or not. U nder

the Bengal and Mithila schools, according to the

reading of the text of Gautama adopted by some

of the Bengal and Mithila writers, as well as by

Madhava, indicating their own view on the matter,

division is to be made according to father, mother,

and sister, i. e .
,
grandsons, nephews, daughters’ sons

and sisters’ sons take per stirpes and not per capita.

The Hindu lawgivers favoured the rule of near

heirs taking per stirpes as natural and reasonable,

except where the property is small ,* and it is diffi-

cult to see how the contrary has been established

by our Courts.

3. Step-mothers are equal to mothers, and

step-sons offer Pindas to them as mothers, and are

their heirs.

4. The Smritis say, that full-brothers are to be

preferred to half-brothers. But in respect of im-

moveable property in a joint family, brothers of half

and full blood take equally. How it can be other-

wise, it is difficult to see. But on the strength of a

text of Vrihat-Manu (these texts are always open

to doubt) and on the ground of spiritual benefit, it

has been held, that under the Bengal school, full

blood is to be preferred to half blood in respect of

inheritance to immoveable property in a joint family

(see p. 1 34). This is opposed to the Dayabhaga,

* The e is a solitary text which says, that partition should be made
according to stock or equally. To make all the lawgivers agree it should

be interpreted to mean, that the heirs take equally when the property is small

in accordance with the text W I
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and is incorrect as has been clearly shown by the

late Dr. Siromani in his valuable work on Hindu

Law (p. 505).

5 When a woman remarries, the sons should

take the property of their respective fathers, and not

of their step-fathers. The rule is applicable to

lower classes of Hindus among whom divorce and

remarriage are allowable.

6. ‘An estate once vested cannot be divested’

is considered by our Courts to be a well-established

principle of Hindu Law. The lawgivers and the

commentators, however, make no mention of it.

All that we find is a rule, that partition among
brothers should be delayed, if the widow of a

deceased brother is likely to get a son, till she gets

a son. From this it may be held, that if a woman,

whose son is an heir, but who herself is not an heir,

be without a son when the succession opens out but

gets a son afterwards, such son will be entitled to

recover the estate from one who may have suc-

ceeded to the estate before his birth. The rule, that

an estate once vested cannot be divested, is appli-

cable only in cases of those unfortunate persons who
are disqualified by reason of some physical defor-

mity, and females, who are themselves not heirs,

but whose sons are heirs. It is unreasonable, in-

equitable, and cruel. A person dies leaving a mar-

ried but sonless blind son who afterwards gets a

son
;
or a young man dies leaving an unmarried

sister, who is afterwards married and gets a son.

These afterborn sons will get nothing. The pro-

perty will pass to a very distant relation, or escheat

to the crown. This may be a well-recognized

principle of law, but the Rishis did not countenance
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any unjust law, and, therefore, it finds no place in

the Smritis or the Commentaries. Our Courts have

laid down, that a child who is in the mothers womb
at the time the succession opens out, will on his

birth divest the estate of an inferior heir, who
might have taken in the meantime.* An adopted

son may also likewise take, but in no other case will

an estate once vested be divested by the birth of a

superior heir.f The matter is more fully dealt with

in the chapters on Exclusion from inheritance and

Adoption.

Inheritance.

SECTION VIII.

lit

A g tT«it WTcft ^ i

ntftfsw firtr ^Trr n§

If, among all the wives of one husband, one have a son,

Manu declares them all to be mothers of male children

through that son*

But if two (sons) begotten by two (different men) contend

* In an old case Biraja v, Nabakrishna (Sev. Rep. 238), it was held

that a sister’s son in embryo at the time of the death of the maternal uncle

would divest a more distant heir, who might have taken before his birth.

t Tagore v. Tagore, 18 W. R. 25. Lukhi v. Bhairab, 5 S. D. 369.

Bamasundary v. Anund, 1 W. R. 353. Kalidas v. Krishna, 2 B. L. R.,

103 F. B. Krishna v. Sami, 9 Mad. 64

t Step-sons and step-mothers are sons and mothers in the eye of law,

i.e. t for the purposes of Adoption, Sraddha, &c.

§ Erroneously ascribed to Narada by Cimutav&hna and Raghunandana.

The passage is very incorrectly translated in the translation of the Dayatattwa,

by Babu Golap Chunder Sircar, p. 109.
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1

for the property (in the hands) of their mother, each shall

take, to the exclusion of the other, what belonged to his father.

Manu, IX. 183, 191.

^Jr[ cT^T^ WW * ||

w»»3:

1

If a uterine brother be living, a step-brother does not obtain

the heritage. That applies even in respect of immoveable

property. Failing a full-brother, the step-brother takes.

Vrihat-Manu, cited in the Dayabhaga.

ufoura *t wrfwr: i

Or let the special shares (be adjusted) in each class (of

sons) according to their mothers. Gautama, XXVIII. 17.*

qpSf ^fir: 11

qftts:, 1

If, amongst many brothers who are begotten by one father,

one have a son, they all have offspring through that son
;
thus

says the Veda.

(And let the partition be delayed) until those widows,

who have no offspring (but are supposed to be pregnant),

bear sons. Vasista, XVII. 10, 40.

fq<?cfr vnwsq^n I

srrsrawr:, m 1

* UHlfaJto; is the reading of Ratnakara,

uf'SdRI is the reading of the Parasara Madhava, the Madana

Parijata and Jagannath. Vijnaneswara’s reading is qfiwnrft 3T

and he says on the strength of this that daughter’s daughters take

ter stirpes.

t Visvesvara Bhatta in his Commentary Subodhini on the Mitakshara

mentions a variation of the reading of this text according to his

should be Mntfl I

26
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Among coparceners, descended from different fathers,

the allotment of shares is according to the fathers, (/. e. per

stirpes).

Yajnavalkya. II. 123.

t; pr: ^rrat ^ 1

[ HRIWT I

m * rr^iftir Star. w

Pro* u, *•, 1

Amongst wives of one husband also, the son of one is

the son of all (and must present funeral oblations to them

after their death).

(Coparceners), descended from different fathers, must

adjust their shares according to the fathers. Let each take

the wealth due to his father
;
no other (has right to it).

Vishnu, XV. 40, 41 i
XVII. 23.

wr *TTrfT Pratt ft ^ ^raPra 1

grafrfagr Prai *sra tr Star: 11 1

If there are two sons begotten by two fathers, but born

of the same mother, let each of them take that which was the

father’s property, and not the other.

Vishnu.*

fwrara: trwraw. 11

gsraraiun traraT i

fwnFnpT $ 11

ui W, \i 1

Their sons, whether unequal or equal (in number), are de-

clared (to be) heirs of the shares of their (respective) fathers.

When there are many sons sprung from one father, equal in

caste and number, but born of different mothers, a legal division

(of the property) may be effected by adjusting the shares accor-

* Cited by Guimutavahana and Raghunandana and Srikrishna, but not to

be found in the Vishnu Smriti.
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ding to the mothers. (When there are several brothers) equal in

caste, but varying in number (of sons begotten with each wife) a

division according to males is ordained.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 14, 15, 16.

% sftpir: ^n: 11

^ ftrf%r: «[*t: 1

wr *: 11

If there are many uterine brothers, born of the same father,

on the birth of a son to one of them, they are aP said to have a

son. Of women having one husband, the rule is that if one of

them gets a son, he is the giver of the Pinda to all of them.

Vrihaspati, cited in the Kalpataru.

fara ^ircsf 11

Undivided immoveable property belongs to all but the divi-

ded immoveable property is not taken by brothers by different

mothers.

Yama, cited in the Dayabhaga.

f*n^ut toiKit m h

mifta:, « 1 w, 1

Among persons, whose fathers were undivided, the division

of shares is from paternal uncles. Among persons descended

from two mothers, the division is according to the mothers or

equal.

Vriddha Harita, Ch. IV. 253, 254.
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If there be many sons of one man by different wives, but

equal in number and alike by caste, a distribution according to

mothers is commended.

Text of Vyasa, cited in the Dayabhaga.

SECTION IX.

Exclusion from Inheritance.

In ancient times, it appears, that the physi-

cally incapable members of a family were excluded

from independent ownership of any part of the

family property; but their sons, if any, were entitled

to their share, and they themselves with their fami-

lies were entitled to maintenance. The rule probab-

ly owed its origin to the difficulty of keeping the

property from the attacks of the strong, in those

troublous times, when might was right. But in

the civilized and peaceful times, when Gautama
and Vasishtha and Apastamba wrote their Sutras,

exclusion from inheritance was the punishment

for unrighteous life, for those Rishis thought that

property should be spent only for virtuous works.

But the old rule of exclusion on the ground of

physical deformity was limited by these three

ancient lawgivers to the case of the insane,

and of the Kliba or one of a neuter gender,

according to the interpretation of Vijnaneswara.

These persons were placed in the category of

minors, and others incapable of transacting legal

business. They and their wives were entitled to

maintenance. Their sons, even sons by Niyoga,

were given the shares of their fathers, and their

daughters were entitled to get their marriage ex-

penses from the family property. This was a merci-
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ful rule. In later times, however, a very peculiar

rule came to be in force. The rule, older than

Gautama’s, of exclusion on the ground of physical

deformity had been embodied in Manu. In the

times, when the Hindu mind was wholly engrossed

in the performance of Yajnas, it was thought that all

property was intended for that purpose only. The
ignorant women and men incapable of performing

Yajnas were debarred from inheritance. The insane,

the idiot, the impotent, the blind, the deaf, the

dumb, a man devoid of an organ of sense, one

afflicted with painful or long-standing diseases, and

the Patita or an outcast for having committed a

heinous offence, were incapable of performing the

Yajnas, and were in consequence excluded. The
Mimansa lays down, that the deformity of the organ

of sense or the disease must be of an incurable

character to disqualify one from performing the

Yajnas. There was also a peculiar idea, which had

got hold of the Hindu mind, that all deformities

and diseases of an incurable character, like leprosy,

consumption, and such as ended in the loss of

an organ of sense, were the direct consequence

of heinous crimes,* and such persons were in the

category of outcasts, whose grave sins, committed

either in this life or in a past existence, required

expiation. Now, it is quite possible, that during

the long centuries when Buddha’s rational and

merciful religion prevailed in India, all these

theories fell into disrepute except the doctrine

that natural deformities were the consequence of

grave sins in past existences. We find that during

See Manu, Ch, XI. v. 48-53 ;
Gautama, Ch. XXII. v. I.
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these times and in times following them, the rule

was, as is laid down by Gautama, Vasista, and

Apastamba, that only the insane, the Kliba, and

the Patita or outcast for grave sins only, were

excluded.* But the Puranas and the later Smritis,

and the commentators in their zeal for old ideas soon

established the old rule, and amplified it. We find

Manu’s rule amplified by Yajnavalkya and other

lawgivers, and made stricter by the commentators.

Manu’s rule is, that the Kliba (of neuter gender),

the outcast for a heinous sin, one born blind or

deaf, the insane, the idiot, the dumb, and those

devoid of an organ of sense were excluded. To
these, Yajnavalkya added those afflicted with in-

curable diseases, and Narada, one hostile to his

father, and those afflicted with chronic and acute

diseases. Sankhita Likhita, and Narada excluded

those who had been driven away from society on

account of grave offences. Devala excluded only

the Kliba, the insane, the idiot, the blind, the Patita

and his son, and the ascetic. The commentators have

strangely agreed in including everyone of these

unfortunate persons, and have amplified the rules

of the lawgivers. According to them, the impotent,

the insane, the idiot, the person born blind or deaf,

the dumb, the leper, the consumptive, one devoid of

an arm or leg or the power of smelling, the out-

* According to the Burmese Manu not every impotent person, but only

an hermaphrodite is excluded from inheritance. That is the correct meaning

of Kliba. The Burmese Manu also lays down, that if one “shall have severe

disease, shall be unable to walk, shall stutter or be dumb, let the share such

child is entitled to, beset aside, and let its relations support it.—If he be

blind, 01 deaf, but perfect in his intellect, let him have his proper share. But

as mad, dumb, and lame people, and those who have disease of the eyes, may
be relieved by medicine, let their portion be regularly set aside for them.”

Burmese Manu, pp. 285 286
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cast for a heinous offence, such as the murder of a

Brahmana or of the king, are excluded from inherit-

ance. Except blindness and deafness, the other

infirmities need not be congenital, but they must be

incurable before there can be exclusion. A passage

in the Mitakshara, allowing a disqualified heir to

resume his patrimony on being cured of his physical

defect, has been interpreted to mean by some that

curable defects are grounds of disqualification. The
Smriti Chandrika says, “ persons afflicted with

impotence, loss of limb, &c., that are of a curable

character, are also disqualified for inheritance.

Hence it must be understood, that such as appear

at the time of division to have been afflicted with

impotence, &c., are excluded.” This, however, is

not in accordance with the rules of the Smritis,

and of the Miniansa or with reason. One devoid

of an organ of sense has been interpreted to mean

one who has lost an organ on account of disease.

The loss of an organ by an accident, or in battle for

one’s country, would thus not disentitle one from

inheriting, as a learned text-writer thought. One
devoid of an organ of sense from birth was excluded.

But the loss of the organ must be total and incur-

able before there can be exclusion. According to

the Dayakrama-Sangraha, only congenital diseases

and defects cause exclusion.

Viswarupa the earliest commentator of Yajna-

valkya, whom Vijnaneswara professes to follow,

says in this connection : “According to some the

words lame &c., indicate all those incompetent to

perform the Agnihotra but that is not a proper

construction for wealth is an object of human

endeavour, when especially we find that the un-
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learned who are so incompetent are still entitled

to shares.” He further says that in grand-paternal

property, except in the case ofpatitya ,
there can be

no disinherision according to custom,

According to the lawgivers, these unfortunate

persons do not cease to be members of the family,

and are entitled with their wives and children to be

maintained out of the family property. Except in

the case of the son of the outcast, born during the

continuance of his Patita condition, the son of these

disqualified persons, if free from any deformity

entailing exclusion, are entitled to take that share of

the family property, which their fathers would have

taken, if not disqualified. Even their Kshetraja

sons by Niyoga are entitled to take their share.

From this and from the very nature of the rights of

these persons, it would follow, that those heirs who

take the inheritance of these qualified persons, take

a qualified interest in it, and are under the obligation

to make it over to them, if their defects are subse-

quently removed, or to their sons, if any are subse-

quently born to them. This is clear from what

has been stated above, and from Manu, Ch. IX. v.

190, and the Mitakshara and other commentaries.

The Burmese Manu says, that the shares of the

disqualified heirs should be set apart for their

support, and if the insane, the dumb and the

diseased be cured, they are entitled to resume their

shares.* Our Courts, wrongly advised by lawyers

of imperfect information, have applied to these cases

the rule, that a person cannot be divested of the

See Burmese Manu, pp. 285-286,
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inheritance, which has once vested in him. If there

are daughters, the heirs are under an obligation

to defray their marriage expenses upon a proper

scale, such expenses including the giving of a mar-

riage portion (see Chapter on marriage). Several

commentators, such as Medhatithi and Vachaspati-

Misra, have laid down, that persons excluded from

inheritance are those who are excluded from Vedic

as well as Smarta ceremonies, and are thus incap-

able of marrying. The Saraswati-Vilasa says in this

connection, “the inner meaning is, that deformed

persons, if they are eligible for marriage, are share-

takers.”! This appears to be inconsistent with Manu,

Ch. IX. n 203. But the reasonable construction of

that verse seems to be, that if a person becomes

impotent after marriage, or marries in ignorance of

his infirmity, his sons, natural born or Kshetraja,

are entitled to his share. This is how some of the

commentators have explained that difficult passage.

It would be very unreasonable to allow a person to

marry, and to exclude him from inheritance. The
Rishis, I am reluctant to believe, were guilty of

such absurdity. In fact, the true meaning must

have been as the Saraswati-Vilasa indicates it to

have been. Therefore, the proper way to deter-

mine, whether a person is excluded from inheri-

ance, is to ascertain whether he is debarred from

marrying. The matter is fully dealt with in the

chapter on marriage. It would indeed be very

reasonable, and conducive to the good of man, to

lay down, that persons, incurably insane and im-

Saraswt -Vilasa, p. 32,

27
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potent, born blind or deaf-mute, idiots and those

bom with such deformities or afflicted with such

incurable diseases as may be transmitted to their

children, are debarred from marriage. To enforce

that rule, it is indispensable to lay down that such

persons are also excluded from inheritance. This

seems to have been the intention of the Rishis, and

our Courts' would be justified in giving effect to it.

. Our Courts have held, that before a person can

or^dumb be excluded on the ground that he is blind, deaf or

fecuongenitai
dumb, it must be shown that his defect is incurable

and incurable. an(J congenital (i).

Insanity, it has been held by the Calcutta and

Allahabad High Courts, need not be congenital,

, . . and that it was sufficient to disqualify a person, if
Insanity how

t t

l J r >

far a disquaii- he was insane at the time the inheritance opened
ficalion.

out. Such a person, if afterwards cured, cannot

resume his patrimony, for it is argued that if a

person was insane at the time the inheritance opened

out, he could not offer the funeral oblations (2).

This is another instance, how the doctrine of spiri-

tual benefit has made the law cruel and unreason-

able, in a manner never contemplated by the

Rishis.

The High Court of Bombay seems to be of

opinion, that insanity must be shown to have existed

from birth (3). In two cases before the Privy

(1)

Moheshfl. Chunder, 23 W. R. 78. Umabaiz\ Bhavu, 1 Bom. 557.

Hira Sing v, Ganga, 6 All. 322. P. C. Charu Chunder v. Nobo Sundarj

18 Cal. 327 Vallabhram v, Bai Harigunga, 4 1 Bom. II. C. 135. A. C. J.

Murarjiz'. Pavatibai, 1 Bom. 177.

(2) Brija Bhukhun v. Bichan, 14 W. R. 329. Dwarka Nath v, Mohendra

>ath, 9 B. L. R. 198. Woma Porsadz\ Grish Chunder, 10 Cal. 639. Deo

Kissen v. Budh Perkash, 5 All, 509. F. B. Puma Chandra v. Gopal Lai, 8

Cal, L. J. 369. (3) Murraji v. Parvatibai, 1 Bom 177,
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Council, however, it seems to have been assumed,

that insanity need not be congenital (i).

It was for sometime considered that a coparce- a ^cfpwceDer

ner in a joint Mitakshara family loses his right, and^ dls‘

the property vests in the other coparceners on his

becoming insane, but in the latest case on the point

it has been decided that subsequent insanity does not

entail forfeiture (2). It has also been recently held

that if a person after succeeding to an estate be-

comes afflicted with an incurable disease, he does

not thereby become devested (3).

With respect to idiocy it has been held, that

only absolute imbecility and not mere want of fa/di^ualifies!

sound or even ordinary intelligence can be a bar (4).

The Privy Council have held, in a case of

alleged insanity, that weakness of intellect and

incapacity for speech were no grounds for ex-

clusion (5).

There have been few cases about exclusion on

the ground of the loss of an organ of sense. The
. . r ,

&
/r \ T

Loss of or-

question is referred to in some cases (6). 1 am gan of sense

inclined to think, that the word Nirindriya in Manu qualifies.

*S"

means that class of men, who are called Pangus by

Narada and Yajnavalkya. Therefore, it is reason-

able to suppose, that only helpless cripples or mon-

strosities without nose and tongue, were meant.

That is the opinion expressed in a Calcutta case (7)

(1) Bodhnarain v. Omrao, 13 Moore, 519. Kooer Goolab v. Rao

Kurun, 14 Moore 176.

(2) Tribeni Saha v. Muhammad, 28 All 247. Abilakh v. Dekhi, 22

Cal. 864 Contra. Ram Sahye v. LallaLaljee, 8 Cal. 149.

(3) Murli Singh v. Jai Sing 5, All L. J. 115.

(4) Surd v. Narain Das, 12 All. 530. Tirumamagal v. Ramasvami,

1 Mad. II. C. 214.

(5) Ranbijai v. Jagut Pal, 18 Cal. 1 11.

(6) Muraji v. Parvatibai, 1 Bom. 177. Dadji v. Witul, Bom. Sel.

Reports, 151. (7) Futtik v. Juggut, 22 W. R. 348,
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and approved in a recent case in Madras, where it

was further held that lameness, unless it is congenital

is no bar to inheritance (i). But from what has

been stated above, it appears that one born lame

is not excluded, unless he is a helpless cripple.

Leprosy, only when it is of a type that is viru-

lent and incurable, is a ground for exclusion (2).

whe/doeTk The Bombay High Court have held that leprosy

disqualify.
t0 disqualify must be of of such a character that the

society of his fellowmen is refused to him and an

aesthetic or nerve type of leprosy is not of such a

character (3).

About incurables diseases, Mr. Mayne very

disei^when Pr0Perly says :
“ It is probable, however, that the

qualify.*^

d ’s Courts would be slow to disinherit a man merely

because he was suffering from cancer or consump-

tion, and in any case the strictest proof would be

required, that the disease was in fact incurable” (4).

As regards the grounds of exclusion; namely,

Hostility to hostility to father or unrighteous conduct, they are

righteouscon-
understood by our Courts to have become obsolete

duct, are tiiqrM But there are some old cases in which it was
disqualifica- w/
ions. held that hostility to father was a ground for exclu-

sion (6). And in a recent case, the Calcutta High

Court cited the rule of the Smriti on the subject

with approval (7). It has been held that a murderer

is not entitled to succeed to the estate of the

(1) Vencat v. Purushottum, 26 Mad. 133.

(2) Bhagaban v. Rampraparna, 22 Cal. 843 P. C. Janardhan v. Gopal,

5 Bom. H. C. A. C. 145. Ananta v. Rama, 1 Bom 554. Muttuvilaya v.

Parasakti, Mad. 1 S. D. A. Rep. 239. Murli v. Jai Singh, 5 All. L, J. 115.

(3) Ranchod v, Ajoobai, 9 Bom. L. R. 1149.

(4) Issur Ch mder v. Ranee Dossee, 2 W, R. 125,

(5) Kalka v. Budree, 3. N. W. P. 267.

(6) Jye Koonwar v. Bhikari, S. D. of 1848, p. 320. Bholanath v.

Sabitra, 6 S. D. 62.

(7) Dharma Das Kundu v. Amulya 33 Cal, 1131.
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murdered (
i
). But his wife however, may succeed

in Bombay (2).

We have already seen that Patita meant one

guilty of a heinous offence. Heinous offences have How fv a

been defined to be murder of a Brahmana, theft,
Pa 'ita or ‘m

J‘
east is exclud-

drinking of wine and incest. Perjury and murder of«d -

women and friends are equally heinous(3). Expiation,

short of death, is prescribed for all these offences,

except the murder of a Brahmana and incest. Those

offences that are expiable cannot strictly be said

to entail exclusion, and that is the view of the

Courts. The Penal Code has prescribed forfeiture

in cases of murder and rebellion. But there has

been no cases in which the question came for deci-

sion, whether the murder of Brahmanas and women

and grave incest exclude a man from inheritance.

Under the Hindu Law they do. It has however,

been recently held that illicit intercourse of a

woman with a man of an inferior caste and aggra-

vated unchastity which may entail degradation, does

not affect her right to inheritance, since the passing

of the Act 21 of 1 8 50 (4).

Change of religion is not a heinous offence.

There is a solitary text which prescribes the exclusion ™ ,

of Pas/umdas /.<?., atheists and irreligious persons, religion how

An atheist is a Patita according to Gautama also, of disinhcri-

There is very satisfactory evidence from the Buddh-
slon-

istic records of ancient times, that change of religion,

say to Buddhism, never, as a matter of fact, ex-

cluded a man from inheritance. I11 Muhammadan

(1) Vedammalz;. Vcdanfcyaga 31 Mad. 100.

12) 32 Bomb 275.

(3) See Manu, Ch. XL 55, 59, 89.

(4) Vedawwal v. Vedanayaga 31 Mad. 100.
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times, the antagonism of races was very bitter, and

conversion to Muhammadanism was considered as

a ground for exclusion. There is a text which lays

down, that a person who follows professions not

prescribed for his caste, say service by a Brahmana,

is excluded from inheritance. This rule must be

considered as obsolete. Similarly atheism, irreligion

and the like should not be considered as grounds of

exclusion, in these days. Change of religion is not

mentioned in the Smritis as a ground of exclusion*

Nevertheless on account of prevailing ideas on the

matter, the Government thought it advisable to pass

Act 2i of 1850 to safeguard the rights of converts.

It has been held, that by virtue of Act 21 of

1850, degradation or exlusion from caste, from what-

ever cause it may arise, will not exclude a man

from inheritance. (1) Before the passing of the

The right of Act, the Madras Sudder Court held, that conversion
the sin of a 7

convert to to Muhammadanism excluded a man from inheri-

danism. tance. (2) After the passing of the Act, the Allahabad

High Court has gone to the length of holding, that

the Muhammadan son of a convert to Muhamma-

danism is entitled to succeed to the estate of his

Hindu uncle after the death of his widow.(3) Not-

withstanding the adverse criticism of Mr. Mayne

and Babu Golap Chander Sircar, this decision does

not seem to be based on any erroneous principle

of law.

(1) The words of the Act are : “So much of any law or usage now

in force within the territories subject to the Government of E. I. Co.,

as inflxts on any person forfeiture of rights or property or may be held in

any way to impair or affect any right of inheritance, by reason of his or her

renouncing, or having been excluded, from the communion of any religion

or being deprived of caste shall cease to be enforced as law,
”

(2» Naugamah v, Kareebbasappa, Mad. Dec. of 1858, p. 250.

(3) Bhagwant v, Kallu, 11 All. 100.
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It has been laid down by commentators,
as well as by our Courts, that the rules of

exclusion applied to males and females alike.

In the case of a widow, unchastity before

the death of the husband disqualifies but not
when it was condoned by him. (1) Subsequent
unchastity, however, it has been held, cannot
divest her of property once vested in her. (2)

The latter rule is clearly against the express pro-

visions of the Smritis. It has been held that re-

marriage of a widow in the Brahmo form divests

her of her husband’s property. (3) As in the case

of the son, the wife is disqualified by malignant
hostility and not by merely living separate. (4)

It has also been held by the Calcutta High
Court, that unchastity of daughters and mothers

excludes them from inheritance. (5) Incest of

an inexpiable kind may be a ground for ex-

clusion in the case of males, as well as of

females, but not expiable unchastity except

in the case of widows. The High Courts

of Allahabad, Bombay and Madras have
rightly held that unchastity in the case of

daughters and mothers and other female heirs,

excepting widows, even before the death of their

husbands, is no ground for exclusion. (6) An
erroneous reading adopted in the Dayabhaga,
against all the other commentators, (see pp.

225, 226), of a solitary text is relied upon by
the Calcutta High Court. In the case of

mothers even such a doubtful text is wanting.

(1) Gangadhar v. Yellu Veraswami, 13 Bomb. L. R. 1038. 12 I. C.
714. (2) Moniram v. Kerry Kolitany, 7 I. A. 115. (3) Matangini Gupta
9. Ram Rattun Roy, 19 Cal. 289. (4) Khettirmoni v. Kadambini, 17 I.

C. 8a. (5) Ram Nath v. Durga, 4 Cal. 550 ;
Ramananda v. Raikishore,

22 Cal. 347. Sundari Letani v. Pitambare Letani, 32 Cal. 871.

(6) Dalsing v. Musammut Dun, 32 All. 155; Baldeo Sing it, Mathura
Koeri, 33 All. 783. Advyapa 9. Rudrava, 4 Bom. 104; Kojiyadu*.
Lakshmi, 5 Mad/149, See Mussmut Ganga v. Ghasita, 6 All. 46. Vedaro-
tnal Vedanayaga, 31 Mad. too.

Unchastity 01
widows.

Unchastity o!

mothers and
daughters.
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Effect of

embracing

Islam and

marrying.

?

Remarried

mother

succeeds.

Right of a

prostitute

daughter.

Subsequent

disability

does not

divest.

Rights of

heirs of

disqualified

persons.

It has been held in Calcutta that when a

Hindu woman during the lifetime of her husband

embraced Muhammadanism and married a

Muhammadan, her Muhammadan sons were

illegitimate according to Hindu Law and could

not succeed to her Hindu father. (1)

A remarried mother has been held entitled

to succeed to her son by her first husband. (2)

The Bombay High Court has held that a

prostitute daughter is not a kanya and must be

postponed to maiden and married daughters. (3)

If the disability arises after the property

had vested exclusively in a person, male or

female, by inheritance or partition, it cannot

have the effect of divesting. (4)

The son, grandson or great-grandson of a

disqualified heir, if free from defect, has the in-

terest by birth under the Mitakshara and he also

takes the share or the inheritance, which the said

heir might have taken, if not disqualified, both

under the Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga, but

his female heirs or persons claiming through

them cannot succeed. (5) Mothers, wives and

daughters of such disqualified heirs are, like

those heirs themselves, entitled to maintenance

(6), and the daughters are entitled to get the

expenses of their marriage from the ancestral

estate. In Bombay it has been held that

their widows may succeed. (7) The Smritis

say that they are only entitled to main-

(1) 32 Cal. 871. (2) Akora v. Boreanee, 2 B. L. R. 199, Lakshman
v. Sadasiva, 28 Mad. 925, Kashirao v . Ukarda, 31 I. C 290 (Nagpore).

Somar v. Bago, 5 C. P. L. R. 85, Chamar v. Kashi, 26 Bomb. 388,
Basappa v. Rayava, 29 Bomb 91. (3) Tara Hari Shinde v. Krishna
Bondu, 31 Bomb. 495. (4) Deokissen v. Budh Prakash, 5 All. 509;
Moniram v. Kerry Kolitany, 7 I. A. 15. Abilakh Bhagat v. Bhikh
Mahto, 22 Cal. 864. Murli Sing v. Jai Sing, 5 All. L. J. 115. (5) Ram
Sing *, Musmut Bhani, 14 All. L. J. n, 32 I. C. 127. (6) Nilmadhub
Jotindra, 18 1 . C. 764. (7) Ganga % Chandrabhaga Bai, 32 Bomb. 275.
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tenance. The decision of the Bombay Court may
be supported on the ground that in Bombay the

wife may succeed in her own right as Gotraja

Sapinda. That reasoning cannot apply to other

• Provinces.

Mr. Mayne is of opinion, that "where the

defect which produces exclusion is subsequently

removed, the right to inheritance revives in the
,'J

Vh
1?
ther the

same manner as, or upon the analogy of a son born

after partition.” (Mitakshara, Ch. II., Sec. X. 7; excluded.

Mayukha, Ch. IV., Sec. XI. 2). This would be quite

correct. But Mr. Mayne immediately after nullifies

his opinion by laying down “but the revival of

this right will not necessarily place the previously

disqualified heir in the same position as if the

incapacity never existed. The Hindu Law never

allows the inheritance to be in abeyance.” &c.

The second position is bad according to Hindu

Law as shown above, but the question does not

arise in the view that a curable infirmity is no

ground for exclusion. A Full Bench of the

Allahabad High Court held, that according to the

Mitakshara and the Vira-Mitrodaya* if the defect

be removed after partition, the right to participation

revives, but on the principle of H indu Law that

property once vested cannot be divested, an insane

person cured of his malady after partition cannot

get back his share, t

* The Mitakshara, Ch. II., Sec. X. lays down *• if the defect be re*

moved by medicaments and other means (as penance and atonement) at a

period subsequent to partition, the right of participation ta\es effect.” The

Vira-Mitrodays, Ch. VIII. v. 4. says, “If subsequently (to partition or succes-

sion) their defects are cured by medication or the 1 ke, they become entitled

to obtain their shares, and this is reasonable, because it is by reason of the

defects that they become disqualified to share.
”

t 5 All. 509.

28
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A Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court have

held, that the son of a blind son, born after the

death of the original owner, his grandfather, will

not divest the nephew to whom the estate had

passed in the meantime, as the latter was a male

and a full owner, who could not be divested under

the Hindu Law. (1) The Allahabad High Court

has followed this ruling in a Mitakshara case. (2)

In Bombay, the High Court has gone further,

and held, that even in a joint Mistakshara family

consisting of two brothers, if one of the brothers

died, leaving a deaf and dumb son, who after the

death of his father got a son, while living joint

with his uncle’s son, such after-born son was not

entitled to a share of the family property on the

ground that by survivorship the entire property had

vested in a male, and it could not be divested. (3)

The Madras High Court, however, has refused

to follow the Bombay Cou 1 1 and has held on facts

identical with those of the Bombay case, that the

after-born son of a deaf and dumb person is

entitled to take his proper share of the family pro-

perty. (4)

The Mitakshara (Ch. 2. Sec. 10) directs divest-

ing of heirs and allows a disqualified heir cured

of his disqualification after the estate had

vested in other heirs, to take his share of which

he had been deprived, on the analogy of the

(1) Kalidas v. Krishna, a B. L. R. (F. B.) 103. See Pareshmani

v, Dinanath, I B. L. R. 177.

(2) Deo Kishen v. Budh Prokash, 5 All. 509 F. B.

(3) Bapuji v. Pandurang, 6 Bom. 616. Pawadewa V Venkatish 32

Bomb. 455.

(4) Krishna v, Sami, 9 Mad. 64.
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after-born son. The same analogy was clearly

intended to apply to the case of the after-born

son of a disqualified heir. The Bombay High
Court did not consider the passage of the

Mitakshara, when they held that the after-born son

having been in the womb should be considered

as already in existence and the analogy therefore

did not apply.

Recent Privy Council decisions have estab-

lished the rule that in a joint Mitakshara family of

two members, if one of them dies leaving a power

to his widow to adopt, a son adopted after his death

will divest the surviving member in whom the pro-

perty had vested by survivorship. (1) It is difficult

to see why the principle of these cases should not

be applied to after-born sons of disqualified members

and a distinction made between them and adopted

sons. It is hoped that the rule of the Madras

High Court will find favour with the other Courts

as more consonant with humanity and with the

Smritis.

There can be no doubt upon the Smrities and

the commentaries, that the Madras High Court was

right. The so-called principle, that property once

vested cannot be divested, has prevented modern

lawyers from a right apprehension of the

nature of the rights of excluded persons and

their sons, as well as the interest taken by those

members of the family, who take the property

because of such exlusion.

According to the Smritis, a person, who has

(1) Bachoo v. Moukoerbai 31 Bom. 673 P. C.

Sri Viradap. Sri Brozokishoro 1. Mad. 69. F, B,
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How
Sanyasis

excluded,

fM
entered a religious order is debarred from inherit-

are ance, even if he returns to the world again.

On renouncing the world all property then vested

in a man passes to his heirs. But if the renun-

ciation is not of a quite complete character,

he will not be divested of his property or be

excluded from inheritance. It has been held, that

the ‘ mere fact that a person calls himself a

Byragi or religious mendicant, or even if he is

such, does not exclude him from inheritance, (i)

It has also been held, that a Sudra connot enter the

order of Yati or Sanyasi, and, therefore, he cannot

be excluded.(2) But it probably escaped the notice

of the Judges, that a lingee, or a hypocrite, who

has assumed the characteristic garb or sign of a

religious order, is debarred from inheritance. (See

the texts cited in this Section).

INHERITANCE.

SECTION VIII.

g sqTO TTfl, JBBT I

jprffcti >j i

StaigjiniipoTm'w n

»rafl i

< i *>t— w* i

(l) Khoodeeram v. Rookhine, I5,W. R. J97 -

Teeluck Cbunder Shama Cham, I W. R. 209.

(3) Dharmapuran>>. Virapandiyam, 22 Mad. 302.
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Eunuchs and outcastes (because of grave sins) born blind or

deaf, the insane, idiots, and the dumb as well as those deficient

in any organ of (action or sensation) receive no share.*

But it is just that (a man) who knows (the law) should

give even to all of them food and raiment according to

ability, without stint (for life) ; f he who does not give it becomes

an outcast.

If the eunuch and the rest should somehow or other desire

to (take) wives, the offspring of such among them as have

children is worthy of a share.

means according to Kulluka* ; according to the Mitakshara

it means aqfrn *•*•> a hermaphrodite; according to Sarvajna-

Narayana it means sffa;, i-e., incurable impotent ; according to

Katyayana a is one—

^ W ftfTwrfd |

means i.e., idiot, according to Vachaspati-Misra, and

* *•» one having no control over his senses, according

to Sarvajna-Narayana.

According to the latter Commentator,

i.e., outcast means one guilty of a graven before atonement, and

means
I

i

According to the Vivada-Ratnakara, by the word nirindria are meant

cripples and the like who are incompetent to perform the Srauta and Smatra

ceremonies.

Vachaspati-Misra says—“Nirindriya signifies those who have been

deprived of a hand, a leg, or any other member of the body
; such persons

are not competent to perform ceremonies enjoined by the Vedas and the

Smritis.”

The Parasara-Madhava says, means o^nf^TT
,

i.e., deprived of an organ of sense by disease.

t Madhava and Kulluka say means Tor life*
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All brothers who habitually commit forbidden acts, are

unworthy of the share of the property.*

Manu, IX. 201—203, 214*

srsit’ft g wfomsi ajfa wui'fy i

gfcm:, i i ;
> »*> »»

i

The murderer of a Brahmana, he who drinks spirituous

liquor, the violator of a Guru’s bed, he who has connection

with the female relatives of his mother and of his father (within

six degrees), he who steals (the gold of a Brahmana), an atheist,

he who constantly repeats blamable acts, he who does not cast

off persons guilty of a crime causing loss of caste, and he who

forsakes blameless (relatives), become outcasts.

According to some the son of a woman of equal caste

even does not inherit, if he be living unrighteously.

An idiot a eunuch must be supported. The (male) off-

spring of an idiot receives his father’s share.

Gautama, XXI. 1 ; XXVIII. 43, 44

** 1 1

But those who have entered a different order receive no

share
;
nor (those who are) eunuchs, madmen, or outcasts.

Eunuchs and madmen (have a claim to) maintenance.

The issue of an outcast are also outcast, except a female,

for she goes to another family.

Vasista, XVII. 52-54.

fam:, n h 1 * * 1 ^ 1 1 ^- 8 ©

1

* In the Mahabharata Anushashanika Prava, Ch. 105 v. 10 we find the

following text fapjrctJT WPT gifiSfa ^TT: 1
Probably that was

the reading of Manu IX. 214 at the time the Mahabharata was composed.
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Granting food, clothes, (and shelter), they shall support

those who are incapable of transacting legal business,

the blind, idiots, eunuchs,* those immersed in vice, the incurably

diseased, and so forth, and those who neglect their duties and

occupations
\
but not the outcast, nor his offspring.

Baudhayana, P. 2, A 2, K. 3, S. 37-40.

*4rg?n HTfrg: 1 wsifa ufcroi^fa

^ fwtq; ** nft^S^Tf qfacT^ qftfFRJ T

’row:, * *m 1 * *8 i * t«, in, 1 1

Therefore all (sons) who are virtuous inherit. But him

who expends money unrighteously, he shall disinherit, though

he be the eldest son.

He should, during his lifetime, divide his wealth equally

amongst his sons, excepting the eunuch, the madman, and the

outcast.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 14, 15, 1.

Ttqt
54Wt: OTTfift*: 1 g qfacrai 1 sfct

I I cT^I qcTOiS*W I

wffcu: 1

fw> u * 1 qv—u 1

Outcasts, eunuchs, persons incurably diseased, or deficient

(in organs of sense or actions, such as blind, deaf, dumb, or

insane persons, or lepers) do not receive a share. They should

be maintained by those who take the inheritance. And their

legitimate sons receive a share. But not the children of an

outcast
;

provided they were born after (the commission of) the

act on account of which the parents were outcasted.

Neither do children begotten (by husbands of an inferior

caste) on women of a higher caste receive a share. Their sons

# Eunuchs have been left out apparently by an oversight in the trans*

lation in the Sacred Books of the East series.
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do not even receive a share of the wealth of their paternal

grandfathers. They should be supported by the heirs.

Vishnu, XV. 32-39.

*fkei: f*rsfaT wnrift^r: i

• *t^it vnfen: 1

ftstfoT ^ 11

qhdTOT:, * 1

*

8®—m 1

An impotent person, an outcast, (because of a grave sin

like the murder of a Brahmana, &c.) and his issue, one lame, a

madman, an idiot, a blind man, and a person afflicted with an

incurable disease, as well as others (similarly disqualified) must

be maintained, being excluded from participation. But their

sons, legitimate or Kshetraja, are entitled to allotments, if free

from similar defects. Their daughters must be maintained

likewise, until they are made over to husbands. And their son-

less wives conducting themselves aright, must be supported

;

but such as are unchaste should be expelled, and so indeed those

who are perverse.* Yajnavalkya, II. 140 142.

wfa 11

arJfarcrwnF*: 1

m^ 11

•to:, h 1 ^ 1

* According to the Mitakshara, Kliba means a hermaphrodite—

|
Nirindria, according to the Mitakahaia, means one who has

lost an organ of sense on account of disease, &c. ftjftpgq;

jHHJimufiW 1 qffoft *s commentary of the Mitakshara, *>.,

Patita means murderers of Brahmanas and the like ; Colebrooke’s translation

of it is ‘one guilty of sacrilege or other heinous crime’

The translation by Colebrooke of the Mitakshara on these texts is very

defective, as a cursory reading of the original and the translation will show.
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One hostile to his father, or expelled from caste, or impotent,

or excommunicated for grave offence, shall not even take a

share (of the inheritance), if he is a legitimate son
;
much less

so, if he is a (Kshetraja) son of the wife (bnly). Persons

afflicted with a chronic or acute disease, or idiotic, or mad, or

blind, or lame, (are also incapable of inheriting). They shall

be maintained by the family
;
but their sons shall receive their

respective shares (of the inheritance). *

Naradar XIII. 21, 22.

m ?j €t 11

iwfa:, ** ^ i a*, **> 1

Though born of a wife of the same caste, a son destitute

of good qualities is unworthy to obtain the paternal wealth
;

* vnttftcT: Is *he reading of the Kalpataru, the Ratnakara, and the

I’arijata. It means excommunicated because of a grave offence like the

murder of the King.

Is lhe reading of Saraswati-Vilasa. It is interpreted as

meaning guilty of a grave offence, and driven away by kinsmen in conse-

quence.

The reading adopted by Dr. Jolly, following the Dayabhaga, is aftqqifqqt

for which has been translated ‘as guilty of a minor offence.’ It is

against the weight of authority, and also against reason. One guilty of a

minor offence certainly does not deserve to be excluded from inheritance.

The Ratnakara says, ‘hostile to his father’ means one who attempts the

life of his father, or commits other hostile acts against him, and who does not

offer funeral oblations to him after death. According to the Saraswati-Vilasa

it means one who says ‘he is not my father.’ The Dayakrama-Sangraha

says, ‘it means one who beats his father.’ The exclusion of the hostile

son from the family property shows, that against the father’s wish a son

could never obtain partition.

The Ratnakara says, *•*•> ‘chronic’ means

consumption and the like ; ‘acute’ leprosy, and the like.

Jogannath includes atrophy among chronic disease.

$9^9^ (in the last line) is the reading in the Ratnakara,

29
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it shall go to those learned (kinsmen) who offer the funeral ball

of meal ifiinda) for the father.

Equal in caste (to her father) and married to a man of the

same caste as her own, virtuous, habitually submissive, she shall

inherit her fathers property, whether she may have been

(expressly) appointed or not.*

Vrihaspati, XXV. 42, 57.

I t

Of one who is excommunicated, the heritage, the oblation

of food and libations of water cease.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Ratnakara

and Parijata.

Mfdd! II

cpq^T: ftrarraro u 1

When the father is dead, an impotent person, a leper, a

madman, an idiot, a blind man, an outcast, the offspring of an

outcast and a hypocrite wearing the token of a religious

mendicant are not entitled to a share of the heritage. Food

and raiment should be given to them excepting the outcast.

The sons of such persons being free from similar defect shall

obtain their father’s share of the heritage.

Devala, cited in the Ratnakara, Sarasw&ti

Vilasa, Madhava, and other books.

*The Dayabhaga reads f°r
I

^ut it 1S opposed to Apararka

and all the other Commentators. That being so, the position of the Calcutta

High Court, basing its decision on the incorrect reading of ^ for

that an unchaste daughter cannot succeed, is wholly untenable*

t vphIot:—

i

wsiu: 1

One excommunicated for offences like killing the king.—Asahaya.
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*r ^ nrfilfaj n

Thus also the son of a woman married in an irregular

order, and one born of a wife of the same gotra as well

as an apostate from a religious order are unworthy of the

inheritance.

Katyayana, cited in the Kalpataru,

the Ratnakara and the Dayabhaga.

crsnis:^ 1

*r *<ft it

Wealth is made for sacrifice. Therefore it should be

appropriated to fit and virtuous persons, and not to women,

ignorant and irreligious men, or infidels.

Katyayana, cited by Ratnakara and Apararka.

VTT*T 'aRszrrat srsi^lR^nff I

inrsiftar,, 8 ^nmi

There is no share for the hermit, the ascetic, the life-long

student in theology, the heretic, the outcast, and one who does

not perform the Vedic ceremonies.

Vriddha-Harita, IV. 152.

*Nl*T5*W*fr ^ < 1 \\ %\\

Those destitute of limb are like persons without wealth

necessary for sacrifices, (that is, as the destitute person after

getting wealth becomes entitled to perform sacrifices, so the

person whose limbs are unfit for action, becomes entitled to
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perform the kamya sacrifices after getting his infirmity cured

by medicine, &c.)*

Mimansa Darshana, A. 6, P. x, S. 41.

N

^5 ^^5 if II

Wealth is made for sacrifices. Those shat are incompetent

to perform them are not entitled to inherit property. They are

only entitled to maintenance. Wealth is for sacrifice. There-

fore it should go to a proper person and virtuous, and not to a

woman, ignorant man, or an apostate.

A text of some Smriti, cited by Vijnaneswara

and Madhavacharya without naming the

author. Apararka cites it with texts of

Katyayana.

* The translation is according to the Bhasya of Shabara-Swami and the

Nyayamala of Madhava. Both of them say, that the meaning is, that a

person incurably and permanently deprived of the use of an organ of action

isincompeten to perform sacrifices which are kamya> i.e.
t which are performed

out of a desire for reward, but he is competent to perform the nitya sacrifices,

i. e. y sacrifices like Agnistoma and the five great yajnas for which there is no

reward (except the desireless condition of salvation), but the nonperform-

ance of which is sinful and injurious.

t According to Madhava, it refers only to property appointed for sacrifices.



CHAPTER III.

The Rights of Females*

SECTION I.

Rights of Widows and other Female Heirs.*

In the Smritis and the commentaries the rights

of widows and daughters are dealt with in greater

detail than those of other heirs. The commen- widow’s right

taries are full of lengthy and learned discussion on j'“
otdl

g|iril
t

î

this, what seemed to these writers the only difficult and ,he Com"

J
%

mentaries.

part of the law of inheritance. Mr. Mayne is not

therefore, right when he says, that ‘it is singular

how little is to be found on the subject in the

Hindu writings. So late as last year, Babu Golap

Chunder Sicar, a very learned and acute Hindu

lawyer, wrote, that the text of Katyayana, “is

the only authority for curtailing womens rights

in property inherited by them,” and that text also

only refers to Stridhana. The late Dr. Siromani

also relied only on that text for the position that

women’s rights were limited. The texts cited in

this and the last chapters were apparently not

considered by these eminent lawyers. Imperfect

knowledge of the history of this branch of Hindu

law has been a fruitful source of errors.

The commentators of the Mitakshara school

unable to reconcile the conflicting texts about the

rights of widows, invented the doctrine of survivor-

ship, and laid down, that the texts allowing the

widow to inherit, applied to separated members of a

* The right of inheritance is fully dealt with in the Aast chapter. In this

chapter, other rights and the character of those rights are described,
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family, and the texts denying her rights were

appplicable to a joint family. As a matter of fact, as

we have already seen, originally, the widow had

no heritable rights, being entitled to a certain

portion of the movable wealth of her husband

which was not to exceed two thousand panas and

which was called Bhzrtridaya. This was the widow’s

portion, even so late as the time of theMahabharata.

But if the widow desired to get a son by N iyoga, she

was entitled toenjoy her husband’s share of thefamily

whether he was joint or separate, till she could get

a son. The Niyoga being prohibited, later law-

givers laid down, that she was entitled to enjoy

the usufruct of that share, if she was chaste, and

as long as she remained chaste. But she was

under an obligation to remain with the husband’s

family and to spend it for the purpose of the

family, as her husband would have done, as well as

for the purposes of Sraddhas and other pious works.

She had no right to make any waste or any diminu-

tion of the property. There are two contradictory

texts, both ascribed to Vrihaspati, one laying down,

that the widow could not take immovable property,

and the other allowing her to take immovables as

well as movables. The first was probably more

ancient than the second, and it is very difficult to

say whether both are authentic. Medhatithi, Vis-

warupa and Haradatta# could not find any authority

for holding, that beyond the 2000 panas which was

the husband’s daya, the widow took anything. It

was the authority of Vijnaneswara which finally

* For the opirilon of these commentators on the subject the reader is

referred to pp. 112*127.
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established the widow’s right to inherit her husband’s

property, but unfortunately he made a distinction

between joint and separate property—a distinction

unfounded in the Smritis, as was afterwards abund-

antly proved dy (Pimutavahana. The texts cited in

this section leave no room for doubt, that the widow

was entitled to enjoy the usufruct of her husband’s

share in joint family property, subject to the limita-

tions mentioned above. #

The widow is not entitled to sell, mortgage or

make a gift of immovable property inherited from

her husband, or received from him by gift. The
lawgivers mention how he should spend the income.

She is entitled to sell, mortgage, or make a gift for

reasons for which her husband would have been

entitled to make such alienations, if he were a

member of a joint Hindu family, /. e., for the main-

tenance of herself and the family of her husband,

for marriage expenses (including the marriage

portion) of the daughters of the family, and for the

purposes of the Sraddha. It is expressly laid down

in the Smritis, and in fact it follows from the very

nature of the right given to the widow, that after

her death the husband’s family or heirs should

resume the inheritance. It appears that since the

Rishis gave the widow the right only ‘to enjoy till

her death,’ such heirs of her husband, as but for her

* I may mention that my position giving the right to the widow to the

usufruct of her husband’s share in joint family, while under the rulings, she is

only entitled to maintenance in such case in all parts of India, except Bengal

has been pointed out by some critics as proving how reactionary is the character

of my book, I wish Hindu females had all the rights given to them which I

contend they are entitled to under the Smritis and of which they have been

deprived in recent times on account of the imperfect knowledge of gentlemen

like my critics.
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would be heirs at his death, would take the in-

heritance after her. She was not a mere life-tenant,

as she had the right to alienate in case of necessity.

She held the property as a trustee and manager for

the family, who could not be removed except for

unchastity and imbecility, and for committing waste,

and who, though enjoined to spend the income for

the family, had full right to spend it in a legitimate

manner according to her pleasure. As regards the

movables up to 2000 punas, that she had the absolute

right of disposal of them at her pleasure, is undoubted.

Further than this, the Smritis make no mention of

any absolute right of the widow over movables.

,
This was the position of the widow according to

the lawgivers.

The peculiar circumstances under which the

widow’s right came to be recognised and limited

right. did not exist in the case of the daughter and the

mother. The daughter as Putrika was recognised

as heir of the sonless man from the time of the

Vedas. She was like a son, when she took her

father’s inheritance, and there is no justification

for limiting her rights in any way, or holding that

in her case, but not in the case of the son, virtuous

life was a condition precedent to her taking. Virtu-

ous life was a condition precedent to inheriting

paternal property according to the lawgivers in

the case of both the son and the daughter. If in

the case of the former the rule is considered obsolete,

it is not reasonable to hold, that it still applies in

the case of the daughter.* In the case of the

* Indeed the position taken by the Calcutta High Court is based on a

doubtful reading of the text of Vrihaspati. See p. 231,
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mother, there is no text laying down chastity as a

condition precedent to her taking, or any text in

any way limiting her interest.

Gimutavahana laid down, that all females,

who take as heirs to males, take only a limited

estate, and on their death the property passes

to the heirs of the last male holder. Some of

the commentators of the Dayabhaga were of

opinion that a maiden daughter, who after

inheriting had a son, took an absolute estate.

This opinion was controverted by later com-

mentators and is mentioned here as showing

that even in Bengal the rule that the daughter

took only a life-estate was not generally

accepted at one time.

The Mitakshara includes property inherited

by females within the definition of Stridhana.

Originallv, as Sankha-Likhita laid down, the

modes of acquiring property by females were

sixfold, i.e., by way of Stridhana strictly so

called. Vijnaneswara, when he established

the rule of widows taking their husband’s

estate by way of inheritance, included such

property within Stridhana. But he never

contemplated, that the widow should have

absolute interest, as was contended in some

cases before the Privy Council, (1) and as the

High Court of Calcutta thought in the case of

Jullessur Koer. (2)

Under the Dayabhaga School, it was very

early established by decisions that the widow

succeeded both to the undivided and divided

(1) Thakoor v. Rai Balukram, 11 Moore 139. Bhugwandeen v.

Myna Baee, 11 Moore 487. Collector of Muslipatam v. Cavaly Vencata,

8 Moore 529. Keeiut v. Koolahul, 2 Moore 331.

(2) 9 Cal. 729.

39

Under the

Dayabhaga
widow takes

both divided

and joint?

property.
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Under the

Mitakshara

widow takes

only separate

property and

takes limited

estate.

Widow
entitled only

to mainten-

ance when
there is only

joint-estate.

property of her sonless husband, and took

only a limited estate, (i)

Under the Mitakshara School, it was held

by the Privy Council, as early as 1839 in

two cases about separate Rajes, that the widow
succeeded to the whole of her deceased sonless

husband’s estate but she took only a limited

estate. (2) But as late as i860, the rule does

not seem to have been accepted by the Pundits,

as appears from the Vyavastha of the Shastris

of Madras in the Shivagunga case. The Privy

Council, however, in that case in 1863, refused

to follow the opinion of the Pundits and finally

established the rule that a widow succeeds not

only to the whole property of her husband

when he was separate from the rest of his

agnates but also to his separate property when
he was an undivided member of a joint-family.

The Privy Council in that case, considered the

question whether the widow was not entitled

to succeed to undivided property and held that

though she was so entitled according to the

doctrine of spiritual benefit and also under the

rule of survivorship of some ancient Smritis,

especially that of Vrihaspati, she could not

take undivided property only because of the

rule of survivorship as understood in the Mitak-

shara School. (3) It is now well-established

that when the husband dies leaving only

undivided property the widow is only entitled

(1) Mohun Lai Khan v. Rani Sirnomunnee, 2 Beng. S. D. R. 32;
Cossinath Bysack v. Harrosundery Morton, 86.

(2) Rajender v. Bejai, 2 Moore 191 ;
Keerut v. Koolahul, 2 Moore

33 *.

(3) Katama Natchiar v, The Raja of Shivagunga, 9 Moore 61 1.
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to maintenance in all arts of India, except

Bengal.

According to Hindu Law as administered

in the French territories in Madras, a widow
succeeding to the property of her husband takes

an absolute estate, (i)

According to the custom of the Jaina

community of Mangrole and Uplata in Bombay,

it has been held that the widow takes an

absolute estate to the estate of her deceased

husband, but it has not been decided whether

after her death, the heirs of her Stridhana or

the heirs of her husband take. (2)

The widow’s interest by the customary law

of the Punjab is similar to that of the widow

in other parts of Northern India.
(3) It is there

considered to be a life-interest being a con-

tinuation of her husband’s estate.

The daughter, the mother and the grand-

mother take a limited estate like that of the

widow, (4) with a right of survivorship when

more than one, (5) and the person that would

be the heir of the person whom they succeeded,

at the time of their death inherit after them.

This is the law established (6) under the

(1) Milathai Amir v. Subbaraya, 24 Mad. 460.

(2) Madanji Deochand v. Tribhawan, 13 Bom. L. R. 1121.

(3) Musmut Bhambal Devi v. Norava Sing, 29 I. C 572, 39 Punj.

R. 572.

(4) Hemlata v. Goluk, 7 S. D. 108. Punchanund v. Lalshun, 3 W. R.

140 Deo Pershad v. Lujoory, 20 W. R. 102. Jtban Krishna v. Brojo,

30 1 . A. 81. Roy Radha Kissen v. Nauratan, 6 Cal. L. J. 490. Nitasappa

v. Sakharam, 2 Bom. H. C., A. C.
J. 215 (mother’s interest), Vira

Sangappa v. Rudrappa, 19 Mad. 109, Jana Kisetti 1 Meriyala, 32 Mad.

529 (betting aside an earlier decision Vencatarama v. Bhujanga, 19 Mad.

109, m which it was held that a maiden daughter took an absolute

estate.)

(5) Raja Chelikani v. Raja Chelikani, 29 I. A 150.

(6) Chotay v. Chunnu, 23 W. R. 406 Affd. 6 I. A., 15, Muthervadu-

ganadha v. Dora Sing, 8 I. A. 99. Amrito v, Rajani, 2 i. A, 133. See

30 I. A, 81, 6 Cal. L.
J. 490.

Widow takes

absolute

estate in
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Widow takes
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Dayabhaga, the Mitakshara, the Vivada

Chintamani and the Srnriti Chandrika in all

the Provinces, except Bombay. Under the

Dayabhaga, it has been held that a daughter

can take by survivorship even if she be a child-

less widow at the death of the co-tenant her

sister (1).

In Bombay, Berar and Sind, it has been

l»w in Bom- held that both under the Mitakshara and the

and sind” Mayukha, the widow, the mother, the grand-

mother and other widows of agnates, who
succeed, take only a limited estate (2). But the

daughter the sister and other female heirs born

in the family take the estate absolutely and in

severalty and their own heirs take it, after their

death. (3)

In a recent case in Madras, (4) Sadasiva

Aiyyar, J., in a very learned judgment, has

shown how the power of disposal over property

inherited by widows and daughters have been

curtailed without sufficient authority and

expressed his concurrence with the opinion

expressed in this book that in the case of the

daughter such curtailment is opposed to the

true law of the Sinritis. It is too late now to

give to the daughter the rights given to her in

the Smritis, but surely it is not too late to

(1) Amrito v. Rajani, 2 I. A. 1 13. Kedar Gai v. Ramani, 7 I. C. 884.

(2) Harilal v. Pravalut Dass, 16 Bomb. 229, Vrijbhukhun v. Bai

Parvati, 32 Bomb 26, Madanji v Tnbhubun, 13 Bomb. L. R. 1121

Dhondi v. Radhabai 36 Bomb. 546 Lullubhai v. Mankuvurbhai 2 Bomb.

388 off. 7 I. A. 222. See 21 Bomb. 730, 30 Bomb. 229.

(3) Vithapa v. Savitri, 12 Bomb. L R. 487, Rainda v. Anacharya

15 Bom. 206, Haribhat v. Damodar 13 Bomb. 671, Gulappa v. Tayawa

31 Bomb. 453, Mussumut Chandrabhaga v. Biswanath, 20 I. C. 56,

Dawlut Rao v. Govind 5 Nag. L. R. 13, 1 1 . C. 243. See 2 Sind

L. R. 59.

(4) Gudemetla v. Bolluzu, 23 Mad, L. ]. 2331 16 I. C. 139.
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recognize that the requirements of a married

daughter with children are greater than those of

a widow and the daughter should certainly have

greater powers of disposal than the widow. (1)

When females take an absolute interest,

whether the property inherited by them be-

comes their Stridhana strictly so-called, is a

question which has much exercised the Bombay
lawyers. In some of the earlier Bombay deci-

sions, it was held that the property taken by

such females passes on their death to the heirs

of their Stridhanas. (2) But in a later case, it

was held that such property did not become

their Stridhana, and such heirs took, as would

inherit the property if the female heir were a

male. Thus in the absence of children, the

property would go to their parents, &c., as laid

down by Yajnavalkya. (3) In a recent case,

the late Mr. Justice Telang reviewed the law

on the subject, and rejected the view of Mr.

Justice West in the case mentioned above, and

held that the words ‘as if she was a male’ were

interpolated into the Mayukha, and the view

of Nilkantha was that the female owner was

considered as a fresh stock of descent, and that

in respect of property not strictly Stridhana,

‘ the son and the rest’ took precedence over

(1) The daughter, is excluded by custom among agricultural Jats of

the Punjab (Bara Mai v. Narain Das 107 Punj. R. 1907), in the N. W.
Provinces, in Oude and the Punjab among certain tribes of Chhatris,

and among certain Girasea and Utpal families in the Bombay, Presidency

and in certain villages in Broach called the Bhagdari villages. The

Khattris of Rawlpindi and Aroras of Amritsar have, however, adopted

the ordinary rule of law It has been held that the burden of proving a

custom excluding the widow is on the agnate setting it up (Radha v.

Harnamun 99 Punj. R. 1907. Bara Mai v. Narain Das, 107 Punj. R. 1907.

(2) Nevalram v. Nankishore, 1 Bom. H. C. 229.

(3) Vijiarangam v, Lakshman, 8 Bom. H. C. 224.

Whether
inherited

property is

Stridhana in

Bombay.
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the daughters and the rest. (1) It should be

remembered, that the daughter originally took

as Putrika, and therefore, her son, and not her

daughter, is her heir, and there is also a special

rule of inheritance in Manu about the Putrika

dying without a son, according to which it

goes to her husband, but according to the texts

of Paitinashi and Sankha-Likhita cited in the

Dayabhaga, it goes to her sisters. The Daya-

bhaga, says, that the text of Manu applies only

when she had a son who had predeceased her.

But the interpretation of Madhava seems to be

the correct one. Madhava says that the text of

Manu refers to the case where there is no after-

born brother and the text of Paithinasi refers

to the case where there is an afterbom brother.

The text of Manu, Ch. IX v. 191, seems to

indicate that by remarriage, where it is allowed,

a widow is not divested of property inherited

Rights on
by her from her husband. By Act 15 of 1856

remarriage, it has, however, been enacted that a widow by

remarriage is so divested. The Allahabad

High Court has, however, held that where
' remarriage of widows is allowed by the custom

of caste, irrespective of the Widow Marriage

Act, a widow by marrying again does not lose

her first husband’s property or her maintenance

charged on her first husband’s property during

his lifetime. (3) The Calcutta, Bombay and

Madras High Courts have, however, held that a

widow or a mother loses her interest and is

(1) Mani Lai Rewadat v. Bai Rcwa, 17 Bom. 758.

(2) Cossynath Bysock v . Horrosunderi, Clarke’s Rules 91 (P. C.)

Bhugwandeen v. Myna Baee, 11 Moore 487. Narasimma© Vencatadri,

8 Mad. 290. Gadadhar v. Chandra, 17 Bom. 690.

(3) Harsaran Das v. Nandi, 11 All. 330. Kausella v, Gajadhar, 31

All. 161. Mula v, Partab, 32 All. 489.
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divested of property inherited from her husband

or son, on remarriage, even where remarriage

is allowed by custom. (1) In Bengal, in an

early case, it was held that when a widow
after becoming a Muhammadan remarried.

She did not lose the property. But it has been

recently held, that a widow remarrying after

becoming a Brahmo, was divested by virtue of

the Act. (2) This question and the question

how far unchastity affects the rights of female

heirs are fully dealt with in Ch. II, Sec. 8.

A question which once troubled the Bengal

lawyers, and is still considered doubtful by

learned text-writers, is whether the widow
forfeits her right, if she does not reside in her

husband’s family. Here again the difficulty is

a creation of ignorance. A text of Katvayana

cited in this section is assumed by modern

writers to lay down that rule. But the correct

reading of that text according to the majority

of ancient commentators is not, i-e.,

residing with her father-in-law, but staferaT,

i.e., leading a chaste life. The Privy Council

in the case of Kasi Nath Bysak v. Harosun-

darv (3) laid down the correct law, by

holding that “ if a widow from any other

cause than for unchaste purposes, ceased to

reside in her husband’s family, her right would

not be forfeited thereby.”

It is now settled that by non-residence in

(1) Morugao v. Viramakali, 1 Mad. 226 In Re Doraisawmy
Thevan, 15 I C. 602 Rasul Jehan Begum v. Ram Sarun Sing, 22 Cal.

589. Vittin v. Govinda, 22 Bomb. 321, F. B. Panchappa v. Sangan-
baswa, 24 Bomb. 89.

(2) Matangini v. Ram Ruttun, 19 Cal. 289.

(3) Morley’s Dig., p. 198.

Residence

husband’s

family house

necessary or

not.
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the husband’s family a widow does not forfeit

her right. (1)

Waste—does The widow’s interest has been held not to
not forfeit by. be a life-estate (2), and is called a widow’s

estate, defined not by the texts, but by the

decisions of Courts. As a natural consequence,

it has been held that by committing waste the

widow does not forfeit her interest. (3) It was

held in some old cases that where the acts of

the widow were utterly subversive of the rights

of the heirs, and would lead to loss of the

property, she might be deprived of its manage*

ment which should be placed in the hands of

the reversioners as receivers with direction to

pay to her the whole of the net profits. (4) In

a recent case the Madras High Court appointed

a receiver because the widow appointed two

persons to supervise the family business with

full powers and thus proved her incapacity

and because the accounts were not properly

kept. (5) The Calcutta High Court has in a

later case held that an alienation by a

widow of her life interest or an ekrarnama to

that effect by her is not waste. (6) The rever-

sionary heir is entitled to an injunction restrain-

ing the widow from working destruction of the

(1) Cosynath v. Hara Sundary, Clarke's Rules 91 (P. C.). Hari Das

Putt v. Srimati Uparna, 9 Moore 433 Biswanath v. Khantomony, 6
B. L. R. 747. Muteeram v. Gopal, 20 W. R. 187.

(2) Golukmony Davee v . Digamber, 2 Boul. [93. Jugal Kisore v.

Jotindra, 10 Cal. 958. Kattama Natcheer v. Raja of Shivagunga, 9
Moore 593.

(3) Prag Das v. Harikissen. 1 All. 503.

(4) Nunda Lai v. Bolakee Bibi, S. D. for 1854, p. 351. Golukmony
v. Krishna Prosad, S. D. for 1859, p. 210. Pranputti v. Fateh Bahadur,

2 Hay 608. Doorga Dayee v. Poran Dayee, 5 W. R. 141. Shama
Sundary v . Jamoona, 24 W. R. 86. Bindu Basinee v. Boly, 6 W. R. 115.

Haridas Dutt v. Upendra, 6 Moore 433. Gross v. Amritomoyi, 12 W.R.,

13. A. C. J.

(5) Vainkachala Madaliar v. Alamelu Amuel 25 I. C. 153.

(6) Sarabjit Protap Sahi v. Bhagwat 30 I. C. 577 See Debi Prosad

9. Golap Bhaguti 40 Cal. 721.
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property but it has been held that the English

cases about trustees and life-tenants are not

applicable to widows and that the English

cases “ most nearly in point are those in which

a Court of Equity has restrained tenants not

impeachable for waste from doing acts which

amount to a spoliation or destruction of the

estate.” (x)

Recently the Privy Council thus defined

a Hindu widow’s interest : it “ is of the nature

of a right of property
;

her position is that

of owner
;

her powers in that character are

however limited, but as long as she is alive

no one has any vested interest in the succes-

sion.” (2) Sir R. C. Mitter, J. defined it in

greater detail. (3)
‘ The estate of a Hindu

widow is very different from a mere life-estate,’

(4) and is something higher than it, (5) that

‘ it is not an absolute estate for all purposes,

and is not merely an estate for life,’ (6) that

‘the whole estate would for the time vest in

her absolutely for some purposes, though in

some respects for a qualified interest’ and

until her death it could not be ascertained

who would be entitled to succeed,’ that the
1 same principle which has prevailed’ in the

Courts of England as to tenants- in- tail

representing the inheritance would seem to

apply to the case of the Hindu widow, and

it is obvious that there would be the greatest

(1) Subbareddi v. Chengalamma, 22 Mad. 126. Hurrydass v. Runga*

money, Sev. 657. Gobmdmany v. Shamlal, B L. R. P, B. 53. See

Notes to Garth v. Cotton Tudor's L. C. on Real property, p. 115.

(2) Janaki Ammal v. Narayan Sami, 39 Mad. 634. P. C.

(3) Mohadeay Kooerv. Haruk Naraio, 9 Cal 244. (4) Jadomoney

« Saroda Prosono, Boulnois 120. (5) Coshinath v, Huro Sundary,

Clarker’s Rules and Orders, Ap. 91. (6) Phoolchand v Raghubuns, 0

W. R. 108.
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Widow not

liable to

account.

Interest in

moveables.

2\2

inconvenience in holding that the succeeding

heirs were not bound by a decree fairly and

properly obtained against the widow,’ (1) and

that ‘she completely represented the estate but

whatever she purchased out of the profits would

be an increment to her husband’s estate, but

on the other hand she would have certain

rights as a Hindu widow, for example, she

would have the right under certain circums-

tances if the estate were insufficient to defray

the funeral expenses or her maintenance, to

alienate it altogether,’ and would ‘certainly

have the power of selling her own estate.’ (2)

A Hindu widow is not liable to account

and is at liberty to do what she pleases with the

property during her life-time, provided only

that she does not injure the reversion (Benka v.

Bholanath, 37 All. 177).

It has been held, that both under the

Bengal and the Benares schools, as well as

under the Madras school, the widow’s interest

in movables is limited as in immovables.
(3)

But under the Mithila law and the law in

Western India and Sind, under the Mayukha,

the widow has absolute power over movables.

(4) It has been recently held that a mortgage

may be considered as movable property and

a widow under the Mithila Law has an absolute

(1) Kattama Natchair *. The Raja of Shivaganga, 9 Moore 539.
(2) Musmut Bhagbutti v, Chowdhury Bholanath, 2 I. A. 256.

(3) Thakur Deyee v. Rai Balukram, 11 Moore 175 Bhagwande
Dobey v. Myna Baee, 11 Moore 497. Narasinha v. Venkatadri, 8 Mad.
290 Durga Nath v.Chinamoni 31 Cal. 214. Durga v. Ram 12 I. C.
591. (4) Vivada-Chintamoney, pp. 261*263. Doorga Dye Poorun* 5
W. R. 141. Birajan v. Lukshinarain, 10 Cal. 392 Damodar v.

Parmanund, 7 Bomb. 155. Pranjivandas v. Dewkoe Bai, 1 Bom. H. C.
150. Mussumat Thakoor Deghee v. Balakram, 11 Moore 175, Motilai
v. Ratilal, 21 Bom. 170. Sakrabi v. Maganlal, 26 Bom. 220 F. B.
Haiima v, Asibai, 8 I. C. an, Ratanu v. Umerbai 9 I. C. 997, (sind)
fandharenath v, Govind 32 Bom. 59. Sec. 10 Bom. L. R. 210.
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estate in it. (1) But in Bombay, the movables,

like the immovables, pass to the next heirs of

the husband on her death, both under the

Mayukha and the Mitakshara, and cannot be

seized by her creditors. (2) In a recent case in

Bombay, it has been held that as regards

movables (the property in that case being life

insurance money) bequeathed by the husband

without express words making them over to

her absolutely, it is to be presumed, as in the

case of other property, that his intention was to

give to her merely a widow’s estate and that

thus the husband’s heirs take at her death. (3)

It has also been held that, under the Mayukha,

as well as under the Mitakshara that the widow

has no testamentary power of disposition over

movables. (4) In Bombay, in districts where

the Mitakshara prevails, it has been held that

the widow has only a limited interest in

movables. (5)

From the nature of the peculiar estate

called the widow’s estate created by the

decisions of our Courts, it follows and it has

been held that those persons, who would be

heirs of her husband at her death, inherit both

the moveable and the immovable property

after her, under all the Schools of law. (6) These

persons are called reversioners.

(1) Suressur Misser v. Mohesh Ram, 31 I A. 983 20 C. W. N. 142.

(2) Harilal v. Pranvalavdas, 16 Bom. 229, Bai Jamna v. Bhai

Sankara, 16 Bom. 233. Gadhadar Nath v. Chandra Bhagabai, 17 Bom.

690 F. B.

(3) Bhikaji Suryaji v. Dattatraya, 2 Bom L. R. 888

(4) Chaman Lai v. Gonesh, 28 Bomb. 457.

(5) Paddhwanath v. Govind 32 Bomb. 59.

(6) Bhugwandeen v. Myna Baee, if Moore 487, Qadadharth

Chandrabhaga, 17 Bom. 690.

Who take the

estate at the

widow’s death
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It has also been held, that when there are

(^widows, several widows or daughters, they inherit

jointly, with a right of survivorship among

themselves, and though a partition as among

themselves does not affect their right of sur-

vivorship,® (i) they can make a partition

among themselves, subject to that limitation.

(2) One of two widows, it has been held, can

alienate her own share and the purchaser can

enforce partition against the other widow, but

such alienation cannot bind the surviving

widow, and the partition should be effected

in such a way as would not be detrimental to

the future interests of the reversioner. (3) It

has been held in Madras that by an agreement

co-widows may put an end to their rights of

survivorship, so that a surviving widow may

have no right to recover property alienated by

her deceased co-widow. (4) It is difficult

however, to reconcile this decision with the

* In this connection should be considered the following passage of

the Mitakshara which was not translated by Colebrooke,

siTwfuTu^ wnnwir wnffoT fwrafaw mri» fwai

The passage has been translated by Babu Golap Chandra Sircar thus •

The singular number (or the true lawfully wedded wife) has been used to

imply the class, hence if there be more wives than one whether of the

same caste or different castes, they shall take the property dividing the

same according to their shares. 1 have translated the passage slight

differently. See Vol. 2, p. 148.

(1) Kattama Natchiar v. The Raja of Shivagunga, 9 Moore 539.
Horinarayan Jog v. Viiai Naru Bhosle, 31 Bom. 560. Bhugwandeen
Dabey v. Myna Baee, 11 Moore 487. Amrito Lai Bose v. Rajani Kant,
2 I. A. 113. Contra Kathaparumal v. Venkabai, 2 Mad 194

(2) Durga Dat v. Gita, 33 All. 443. See 31 Bomb 560, 2 I. A. 113,

9 Mon. 539, Subbammal, v Krishna 22 I. C. 399.

(3) Janaki Nath v. Mathura, 9 Cal. 580 F. B Dalkoer v Pambaskoe,
8 C. W N. Gajapati Nilrnoni v Gajpati, 4 I. A. 212. Ram Piyari Villal-

chand 7 All. 114.- See 12 All. 51 P C., 16 Mad. 1 I'. C. Kola Naikeni
• Muthyammal, 11 I. C. 76. Muthu Pillay v. Chakrapani, 16 I. C. 205.

(4) Ramakkal v, Ramasami, 9 Mad. L.
J,

101*
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rule that rights to property cannot be in

abeyance. The question remains to whom
does the inheritance go on the death of the

widow who has not got more than a life-

interest. In a recent case the Calcutta High

Court sustained a mortgage of her share for

necessity by a widow, who had partitioned

with her co-widow, as against the reversioners

and expressed their approval of a decision of

the Madras High Court (1) that there may be a

valid partition not only of the right to posses-

sion but also of title. (2)

The Privy Council held that a mortgage
Mortgage or

by one of two co-widows without the consent wiebyone

of the other, though the debt was contracted

for the benefit of the estate, could not bind the

other widow after the death of the mortgagor.

(3) It has been held in Madras that a widow

can dispose of her own life interest in the share

of her husband’s property without the consent of

her co-widow. (4)

It has been held in some cases that daughters partition

may by agreement sever their joint interest j”°n
jfters

and alienate and may partition their interest

like widows andalso avoid the right of survivor-

ship inter se. (5) But a mere definition of shares

(1) Thakurmani Sing v. Dai Rani Koeri, 33 Cal. 1079. See

Ramakkal v. Ramasami, 22 Mad 522. See however, Sree Goj.ipathi v.

Maharani, 16 Mad 1. P. C.

(2) Kalleyan b undram Pellai*. Subba Moopanar, 14 Mad. I.
J. 139.

See Snndar v. Parbati, 12 All. 51 P. C.

(3) See Gajapati Radhamani v. Maharam, 16 Mad. 1.

(4) Vadali Mamedigadu v Kotepalle, 26 Mad. 334.

(5) Rammakkal v . Rama Sami, 22 Mad, 522. Gomathi t>.

Kupputhayi, 14 Mad. L. J.175. Kailash Thunder Chuckerberty v.

Kashi Chunder, 24 Cal. 330. Sudalai Ammal v. Gomati, 16 I. C., 428 23

Mad. L. J. 355 Subbammal v Krishna Aiyar, 22 1 . C. 399, Bali) Bai v,

Tanu Bai, 24 1 . C. 809 (Nagpore).
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obviously cannot have such effect and an express

agreement between the sisters renouncing the

right of survivorship can alone avoid the effect of

the law. (1) In the latest case on the question

the Allahabad High Court has held that when

three sisters made an arrangement by which their

sons, instead of themselves, were recorded as

owners of their respective shares and the share

of one of them was sold up, the surviving sisters

or their sons who were parties to the arrange-

ment could not set aside the sale though

possibly other reversioners might. (2)

There may be oral partition between

widows but when it is intended to operate as

a release of the life- interest of each there must

be a registered deed. (3)

The widow has full power of dealing with

property as a prudent manager and further

has absolute right of disposing of the income.
(4)

She has the right of incurring expenses for

repairs of buildings (5) and effectual cultivation

of lands, (6) of giving ordinary leases to tenants,

of entering into contracts (7) and of doing other

things necessary for the management and pre-

servation of the property. (8) It has been held

that she can give a quarrying lease and that

there is no authority for holding that “she cannot

open new mines or cut down timber or that if she

(1) Kedar Nath v. Ramani Dasi, 7 I, C. 884.

(2) Baldeo Prasad v. Bhajwanti, 33 I. C. 259.

(3) Lachummal v. Gengammal, 7 I. C. 858.

(4) Govind Moni v. Sham Lai Basak Suth, F. B. Rep. 164.

(5) Hurry Mohun v. Gonesh, 10 Cal. 823 F. B.

(£) Koer Oodey Sing v. Phool Chand, 5 N. W. R. 179.

*

(7) Hurry Mohun v. Gonesh, 10 Cal. 823 F. B.

(8) Sankar Nath, v, Bijoy Gopal, 13 C. W. N. joi,
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does s6, she must account for the proceeds.” (1)

It has also been held that she can grant a per-

manent lease, if it is for the benefit of the

estate. (2) But the decision is open to doubt

having regard to a recent Privy Council

decision. (3)

The doctrine of necessity has been held in

some cases to be merged in that of benefit. (4)

But it has been held that a limited owner is not

entitled to incur debts for an object, such as

the building of a house, which may be bene-

ficial but which in its character is risky or

speculative. (5)

A widow can carry on an ancestral busi-

ness and reversioners are liable for debts

properly incurred by her in connection with the

business and an alienation made by her for the

purpose, if dictated bv necessity, is binding on
the reversioners as her position is analogous to

that of the manager of a joint family. (6)

A widow can recover debts due to the

estate of her husband and can redeem a mort-

gage, without the consent of the next rever-

sioner. (7)

(1) Subbareddi v. Chengalamma, 22 Mad. 126.

(2) Dayamani v. Srinibash, 33 Cal. 842

(3) Abhiram v. Shyama, 39 Cal 100. Harikissen Bhagut v. Bajrang
Sahai, 13 C. W. N. 544. Kribta Chandra v. Katin, 20 L.. W. N., 645

(4! South Indian Export Co. v . V. G. Subbeer 29 I. C. 457, Vemba
v. Srinibash, 17 I. C. 60.

(5) Bhojaraja v. Adatalli, 10 Mad. L. T. 179 12 I. C. 123. Sec. 20,

C. W. N.

(6) Sakrabai v. Magan Lai, 26 Bomb. 206. H E. Stevens v. Janki
Balhab, 22 I. C. 304, Brojonath v Jm’ge'.war, 9 Cal. L. J 353 Theciouth
Indian Export to v. T N. Viswina, 15 Mad L. J. 323 24 I. C. 39s,
Radhakissen v. Janki. All. W. N. (19071 155.

(7) Dalsing v. Bakshesh, 19 I. C. 8.
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Payment of

decrees &c*

how far valid

necessity.

Expenses for

litigation.

The payment of a rent decree is a valid

necessity, when it will affect the interest of the

reversioners (1), but not when co-sharers are

suing the tenant-for-life. (2) It has been held

that even where a Hindu widow failed to

pay her share of the Government revenue,

the reversionary heirs could not be made
liable after her death in a contribution suit. (3)

It has been recently held that the expenses

of a suit for recovering property, sold for arrears

of Roadcess are not legal necessity though

it was observed, it would be otherwise if the

money was used for stopping the sale (4).

It is difficult to appreciate the difference.

Money spent for defending the widow’s title or

recovering property lost, even on account of

negligence, is money spent for legal necessity. (5)

Expenses incurred in litigation for protect-

ing the estate or for defending the widow’s

own life-estate in her husband’s property or

for defending herself against a criminal charge

may constitute a valid charge on it. (6) But a

widow or a daughter has the power of

borrowing only a moderate sum necessary for

such litigation. (7) A decree for costs in a

suit brought for recovering property belonging

(1) Srimohan Jha v. Brij Behary, 36 Cal. 753,

(2) Broja Lai v. Jiban Krishna, 26 Cal 285.

(3) Upendra Lai Mukerjee v. Girindra Nath Mukerjee, 25 Cal. 565.

(4) Srimohun v Brij Behary, 36 Cal. 753. Shekait Hossin v Masi
Koer, 19 Cal. 788, Mahanund v. Bani, 24 Cal. 27. Rupram v. Iswar 6
C.W. N.302.

(5 ) 26 Bom 206 F. B., 10 Cal. 830 F. B., 31 All. 497 P. C.

(6) Karimuddin v. Gobind, 31 All. 497 P. C. Amjad Ali v.

Moniram, 12 Cal. 52. Grose v Amritamoyee Dasi, 12 W. R., A. 0 . 1 . 13!
Nobin v. Khirode, 6 C. W. N\ 648. Debi Dayal v. Bhai Pertab. 31
Cal. 441.

(7) 6 Cal. L.
J. 490,
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to her husband’s estate could be executed after

her death against the reversioners. (1) The
Allahabad High Court has held, that “it does
not lie within her province to enter upon
speculative litigation, however much the

motive may be to benefit the estate.” (2) A
widow cannot also give her husband’s property

as security for the costs of an appeal to the

Privy Council in a suit brought by her

husband. (3)

The widow can pay barred debts of her

husband and even make an alienation for the

purpose but she cannot pay debts repudiated

by him in his lifetime. (4) She can even sell

property to pay the debts of her husband and
an actual demand by the creditor is not

necessary to
j
ustify her action. (5) But she can do

so only in the bond fide discharge of her duty
of paying her husband’s debts and not by
making such payment an excuse for getting

money. (6)

It has been held in Allahabad that an
acknowledgment of a debt by a widow does not

save limitation as against the reversioners. (7)

It is however, difficult to see why an acknow-
ledgment of a valid debt by the widow, who
represents the estate and who can renew it,

will not be good against the reversioners.

(1) Ram Kishore v. Kalikant, 6 Cal. 479.

(2) Indar Kur v. Lalta Prosad, 4 All. 542

(3) Phoolkoer v. Dabee Prosad, 12 W. R. 187

(4) Bhagabat v. Nevratty, 39 Bomb. 113. Chimanji Govind v.

Dinkar, 1 1 Bomb. 320.

(5) Kondappa v. Subba, 13 Mad. 189, Muthukrishna v. Amma 9
I. C. 803, 9 Mad. L. J. 313.

(6) Muddusami v. Bhaskara,30 I. C. 353, 29 Mad. L. ]. 357.

(7) Shib Shankar v, Somi Rao, 31 All. 33.

32
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Widow’s

powers of

alienation.

What is

legal

necessity.

Valid neces-

sity.

Now let us proceed to the law about the

powers of the widow and other female owners

having limited interest to alienate the estate.

She is entitled to do so for legal necessity.

Let us proceed to consider what has been

considered legal necessity. She is entitled to sell

or mortgage the property for her own main-

tenance, even if she be a married daughter,

except where the next reversioner is willing to

maintain her. (i) The debts of the husband

or of the father or the son, as it may be, from

whom she inherited, even if they be time-

barred may constitute valid legal necessity. (2)

She can make alienations for defraying the

funeral ceremonies of her husband (3) and for

the marriage of her daughter and grand-

daughter and other “ girls who are members

of the family” (4) and for giving a marriage

portion to them and also for expenses of

betrothal. (5) The Patna High Court has

held that the expenses of the marriage of a

daughter’s daughter are not legal necessity. (6)

The High Court of Calcutta have gone the

length of holding that where an unchaste

widow lives under the protection of another

(1) Gudimetta v. Bollozu, 16 I. C. 139. Sadashiv v. Dhakubai, 8

Bomb. 450. Bawa Tekchand v. Musmut Gopal Devi, 13 I. C. 482 (future,

maintenance is good necessity).

(2) Bhagwant Sing v. Daulat Sing, 21 I.C. 757. See u Bomb. 320

13 Mad. 189.

(3) Bbugwandeen Dobey v. Myna Baee, 11 Moore 487. The
Collector of Masulipatam v. Cavely Vencata, 1 P. C. R. 476. Narasinha

v. Vencatadri, 8 Mad. 290.

(4) Chumun Lai v. Lalla Gunput, 16W. R.52. Muteeramv.
Gopal, 20 W. R. 187.

(5) Preagnarain v. Ajudhia, 7 Sel. Rep. 602. Ram Coomar v.

Ichamoyee, 6 Cal. 36. Debidyal v. Bhanpertap, 31 Cal. 442. See 22

Mad. 1 13. Ganpati v. Tulsiram, 36 Bom. 88. Bawa Tekchand v.

Musmut Gopal Devi, 13 I. C. 482 (Punj.).

(6) Musammut Narambati v. Ratpdhari, 34 I. C. 27. See 28 Ca). 288,
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man, she is still entitled to alienate her hus-

band’s estate for her own maintenance. (1)

There is no case whether the maintenance of

the husband’s family is a legal necessity. It

would be so under the law of the Rishis. The
Vivada Tandava says it is.

As regards Sraddha, it has been held that

an alienation by a widow for defraying the

expense of the husband’s mother’s Sraddha

was good. (2) The expenses of the Sraddha of

the mother by a daughter, who takes after her

death, is a valid necessity. (3)

The expenses of a pilgrimage to Gya
for Gya-Sraddha constitute a valid neces-

sity (4), but not those of a pilgrimage to

Benares (5), or other place, unless it is in-

dispensable for the spiritual benefit of the

husband, such as carrying his ashes to the

Ganges, (b) In Bombay and Madras, it has

been held that the expenses of pilgrimage to

places like Pandharpore may constitute legal

necessity as oblations to the deceased husband

are offered in those sacred places. (7) But

expenses of feasting Brahmins on returing

from pilgrimage, except from Gya, are not legal

necessity. (8)

(1) Amjad Ali v. Moniram, 12 Cal. 52.

(2) Chowdhury Junmejoy v. Rasmoyee, 10 W. R. 309.

(3) Srimohun v. Brij Behary, 36 Cal. 753. Contra 7. W. R. 146.

(4) Muteeram v. Gopal, 20 W. R. 189. Muhamad Ashruffu.

Brijessary, 19 W. R. 426. The Collector of Masulipatam v, Cavaly

Vencata, 8 Moore 529. Denonath Ghosh v. Hreshikesh, 24 I. C. 670.

Rukhma v. Kumanrao, (1889) 3 C. P. L. R. 74.

(5) Haro Mohun v. Sreemutty Alokmony, 1 W, R. 252. Rama v.

Ranga, 8 Mad. 552. Shambu v. Shankar Das, 76 Punj. R. 1885, Deno
v, Hrishekesh, 24 1 . C. 670.

(6) Nanak Sing v. Sant Sing, 19 Punjab W. R. 1907.

(7) Ganpat v. Tulsiram, 36 Bomb. 88. See 34 Mad. 288.

(8) Makhal Lai v. Gayan Sing, 33 All. 255, Deno Nath tr.

Hrlshikesh, 24 1 . C., 670.

Sraddha.

Pilgrimages.
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It has been held that a widow or a

makinggifts
daughter can make an alienation of a

and aiieaa- small portion of the property for the spiritual
tlon:>

' welfare of her husband or father, (i) But she

has no power to make any alienation for

religious or charitable acts, such as building of

temples or digging of tanks, for her own

spiritual benefit. (2)

The Smriti Chandrika, on the authority of

Vrihaspati, says that the wife has a right

to the husband’s property of a dependent

character, which becomes independent owner-

ship on his death and she can therefore perform

religious and charitable works, like digg-

ing of tanks, not only for the spiritual benefit

of her husband but also of her own self. This

view has recently found favour in the Bombay
High Court as being consistent with the

observations of the Privy Council that a widow
has to lead the life of ascetic privation and

hence the law gives her a power of disposition

for religious or charitable purposes, which is

denied to her for other purposes. (3) It is to

be hoped that this reasonable rule will be

adopted in the other provinces. In the most

recent cases on the question in Calcutta, it

has been held that the widow’s powers of

disposition for religious and charitable pur-

poses are greater than those for temporal pur-

poses, as such acts benefit the deceased husband

(1) Lakshminarayan v, Dasu, 11 Mad. 238, Ram Kawal Sing v.

Ram Kishore, 22 Cal. 506. Collector of Muslipatam v. Cavaly Vencata,

8 Moore 550. See 34 Mad. 288 7. W. R. 146.

(2) Rama v. Ranga, 8 Mad. 552, Ranjit v. Mahomed, 21 W. R. 49.
Puran Bai v. Jainarayan, 4 All. 482. See 34 Mad. 288, 34 I. C. 277.

(3) Ganpat v. Tulsi, 36 Bomb. 88. Collector of Muslipatam v,

C«vaty, 8 Moore $29,
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also, and small alienations in gifts to Brahmins
or gods and for digging of tanks and building

temples have been upheld, (i)

It has been held that a widow can make a
valid gift of immovable property, not unreason-

able in extent, to a daughter or son-in-law on
the occasion of marriage, (2) but not after

the consumnation ceremony. (3) A widow
can also make a valid gift of a reasonable

portion of the immovable property of her

husband to the daughter on the occasion of

her Gowna or Dwiragamun ceremony. Such a

gift may be regarded as dowry deferred and
its extent should be determined with reference

to what would be the unmarried daughter’s

share under Mitakshara, Ch. I, sec. 7. (4)

A daughter’s position is different

from that of a widow, inasmuch as she is not

bound to lead an ascetic life and to use the

profits for the benefit of the family of her

father. Her children are entitled to the benefit

of the estate. (5) It has been held that she can

make an alienation for her own maintenance (6)

and also to meet the expenses of the marriage

of her own daughter. (7)

The Allahabad Court (8) differing from the

Calcutta High Court (9) and agreeing with the

(1) Lachmi v. Jugmohun, 18 Cal. L. J. 6321 Khub Lai v. Ajodhya,
22 Cal. L J. 433, 31 1. C. 433, Ram Chandra v Gunga Govind, 4 Moore.
See Select Rep. 147 (1816), 1 Borr. 394 (1812), 405, 559.

(2) Ramasami e. Vengidusami, 22 Mad. 113.

(3 ) Kalavagunta v. Sreeman Gudimalla, 29 I. C. 269.

(4) Churamun Sahu v. Gopi Sahu, 37 Cal. 1.

(5) Gudimetla v. Bollaza, 23 Mad. L. J. 233

(6) Sadasiva v. Dhakubai, 5 Bomb. 450.

(7) Rustom v. Moti, 18 All. 474.

(8) Dhiraj Singh v. Mangaram, 19. All. 300. See 18 All* 471,

(9) Ram Coomar v, Ichamoyee, 6 Cal. 36,
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Simple debts

by the widow
whether a

charge.

Power over

income, accu-

mulations and

in increments.

Madras Court has held that a creditor cannot

follow the property after the death of the

widow, where there is no charge, even when

the debt was incurred for legal necessity, (i)

It has also been held that a simple debt by a

widow for legal necessity can only bind her

life-interest. (2) It is necessary that all the

High Courts should come to an agreement on

this matter. A debt for legal necessity is

certainly binding on the reversioner and a sale

in execution of a decree for such debt should

have the same effect as a sale in execution of a

decree for a simple debt for necessity against

the manager of a joint family. The Privy

Council have held that in such matters the

position of the widow and the manager of the

joint family are analogous. (3)

In an early case the Privy Council held that

all accumulations were the absolute property of

the widow. (4) Later cases of the same tribunal

have however, modified the rule and it has

been held that accumulations, if the widow

does not dispose of them during her lifetime,

cannot be considerd as her Stridhana, and must

follow the parent state, and any gift or disposi-

tion of them by will, is not good, nor any

alienation, except for the need or the personal

benefit of the widow. (5)

(1) Ramasami v. Selattammal, 4 Mad. 375.

(2) Kullu v. Faiaz Ali, 30 All. 394. Giribala v, Srinath, 12 Cal.

W. N. 769. (3) 6 Cal. 843, P. C.

(4) Soorjeemony v. Denobundho, 9 Moore 123.

(5) Mitta Kanth 0. Neerunjun, 22 W. R. 437 P. C. Bagbutti 0.

Bholanath, 2 I. A 256. Isridutt Koer 0. Hansbutti, 10 Cal. 324, P. C.

Anunda Chundra 0. Nilmony, 9 Cal 758 Chandrabali 0. Brodie, 9
W. R. 584. Grose 0. Amritomoyee, 4 B. L. R. i. Musmut Gonda Koer
0. Kooer Oodey Sing, 14 B. L. R. 159. Nihal Khan 0. Hurcharan Lai,

1 Agra H. C. 219. Poddomony 0. Dwarka Nath, 25 W. R. 335. Bhagabati

Koer 0, Sohodra Koer, 13 1 . C. 691, Kulachandra 0. Bama Sundari,

4! Cll.870,
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In a recent case, (1) the Privy Council

made the following observations: “ prima

-

facie, it is the intention of the widow to

keep the estate of the husband as an entire

estate, and that property purchased would,

prima-facie, be intended to be accretions to

that estate. There may be, no doubt,

circumstances which would show that the

widow had no such intention, and she intended

to appropriate the savings in another way.”
But they affirmed the principles laid down in

the case of Isri Dutt, which are certainly in

accordance with the Smritis, but are incon-

sistent with the position given to the widow
by the decisions of our Courts. It does seem
strange that, though the widow’s interest is

greater than a life-interest, and though she has

absolute right of disposal of income, if she

purchases any property with the savings and
makes a gift of it or disposes of it by will, such

disposition may be bad.

In a recent case, Sir Comer Petheram, C.J.,

held, that the case of Sheolochun Sing v Saheb
Sing would indicate, that if there is no pre-

sumption of the savings having been accumu-
lated by the widow for the benefit of the next

heirs, “ then you must look to the facts of the

case to ascertain what the intention of the

parties was, with regard to the fund.” (2) In

another case the Calcutta High Court has held

that a purchaser from a widow must show that

the property was acquired from savings and the

(0
Cal. 433.

(a)

Sheolochun Sing v. Saheb Sing, 14 Cal. 387.

Sovydaminy Dassi v. Broughton, 16 Cal. 574,

P. C. See 20
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widow intended to treat it separately and

distinctly from inherited property, the presump-

tion being that all lands so acquired are accre-

tions. (1) But when a widow leaves debts,

it has been held by the Bombay High Court,

that the creditors can seize the unexpended

balance of the income and her unrealized out-

standings, as there is “ an entire absence of any

outward sign of an intention, and points to the

conclusion that the balace was held in suspense

by the widow at the time of her death.” (2)

In Madras, Allahabad and Oude, it has

been recently held that in the “ absence of an

indication of her intention to the contrary, the

widow must be presumed to retain ” absolute

control over the investment of the income

of her deceased husband’s property and the

burden of disproving the contrary cannot be

placed on a purchaser from her. (3) Acquisi-

tions from savings of maintenance have been

held to be the widow’s Stridhana. (4) An
assignment of a decree for mesne profits by the

widow has been upheld on the ground that

there was nothing to show that it was regarded

as an accretion to the husband’s estate. (5)

Arrears of rent have however been held to be

not her Stridhan. (6)

87O.

(1)

Ramanund v, Ramsaran, 7 1. C. 27. See 20 Cal. 433, 41 Cal.

(2) Rivet Carnac v. Jivi Bibi, 10 Bom. 478.

(3) Akanna v. Vinkayya, 25 Mad. 351. App. 28 Mad. See 31 Mad.
34 15 1 . C. 22 Kasinath v. Uthumana, 12 Mad. L. J. I. Jokha Sing
v. Musammat Dulari, 11 Oude C. 310. K. S. Wahib Abkhar v. Tori
Ram, 35 All. 551. Lai Bahadur v. Sheo Narain, 22 I. C. 702.

(4) Pethasari v, Sendamarai, 8 I. C. 385.

(5) Saminatha v. Manikkasami, 22 Mad* 356.

(6) Hurry Mohan v, Gonesh, 10 Cal. 830, See 13 I C. 691, 41
Cal. 870,
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What is legal necessity has already been

discussed. Now the question is when does a

charge or a conveyance by a widow bind the

reversion. The Privy Council in the latest

case on the matter says :
“ One who claims

under a conveyance from a woman with the

usual limited interest which a woman takes

and who seeks to enforce that title against

reversioners, is always subject to the burden of

proving not only the genuineness of his convey-

ance' but the full comprehension by the limited

owner of the nature of the alienation she was

making, and also that the alienation was justi-

fied by necessity, or at least that the alienee

did all that was reasonable to satisfy himself

of the existence of such necessity.” (1) In case

of a Purdanashin lady the strongest proof will

be required that she fully understood the nature

of the transaction and that no advantage was

taken of her. (2) The same rule applies when

the estate consists of a business. ( 3)

The position of the widow in respect to

creditors is similar to that of the manager of a

joint Mitakshara family and the guardian of a

minor (4), and “ the lender is bound to inquire

into the necessities for the loan, and to satisfy

himself, as well as he can, with reference to the

Alienations

when binding

and burden of

proof.

Position of

the creditor

and his duty.

(!) Bhagwat Dayai Singh v. Debi Dayal Sahu, 34 Cal. 428. Lala

Amarnath v. Ram Achan Kuer, 19 I. A. 196. Srimohun v. Brij Behary,

36 Cal. 753.

(2) Grose v. Amritomoyee, 12 W. R. 0 . 13 192, Sudisht Lall v.

Musmut Sheobarat, 7 Cal. 245 P. C Sadasu v. Dhaku Bai, 5 Bom. 470.

Tikaram v. The Deputy Commissioner of Barabankai, 26 Cal 707 P, C.

(3) Sham Sunder v. Achan Kumar, 21 All. 72 P. C.

(4)
Kameswar v. Run Bahadur, 6 Cal. 843, P. C. Sankar Nath v.

Bejoy Gopal, 13 C. W. N. 2ot. In a recent case however, the Privy

Council made a distinction and held that the position of a wife or widow

is not quite analogous to that of a manager of a joint family (21 All. 72.)

33
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parties with whom he is dealing, that she is

acting in the particular instance for the benefit

of the estate
;
but if he does so inquire and acts

honestly, the real existence of an alleged and
reasonably credited necessity is not a condition

precedent to the validity of his charge, and
under such circumstances he is not bound to

see to the application of the money.” (1)

These principles have been held applicable

to the case of widows and modified to the

extent that only when the creditor had the

control and application of the money, he was
bound to see that it was properly applied. (2)

There has however, been no case in which it

has been held that where as a matter of fact

there was no necessity and the lender was
misled, he could bind the reversion, because

he made proper inquiries. Such a case can

hardly arise. In case of proper inquiry, there

will be a strong presumption in favour of

the existence of necessity, which it would be

for the reversioner conclusively to disprove. (3)

Indeed, it has been held that when the rever-

sioner brought a suit to set aside a sale 50
years after the conveyance and 9 years after

the death of the widow, considering the

unreasonableness of expecting direct evidence

of legal necessity after so great a lapse of time,

the adequacy of the consideration given by the

purchasers, the due registration and publication

of deeds containing a recital of legal necessity,

(1) Hanooman Prosad Pandey v. Babooe Munraj Kumaree, 6
Moore, 393, 18 W. R. 81.

(2) Hurro Nath Rai Chowdhury and Randher Sing, 18 Cal. 311

P. C. Amarnath v, Achan Kuar, 14 All. 420.

(3) Chowdhury Herasutollah v. Brojo Soondur Roy, 18 W, R 77.
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the proved knowledge of the alienations at the

time by the reversioner at the time and his

conduct and silence for so long a period,

entitled the purchaser to a strong presumption

in his favour that he purchased the estate after

due inquiry and after satisfying himself in good

faith of the existence of legal necessity and in

such a case the recitals in the deed as to

necessity might be acted upon. (1).

But mere lapse of time or the death of the

original mortgage which may in some cases

prove acquiescence and thus the validity of the

transaction does not always relieve the succes-

sor of the mortgagee of the burden of proving

that the money was advanced for legal neces-

sity. Mere general proof that the husband

died deeply indebted, without precise evidence

connecting the mortgage with any one of them

is not sufficient and the court cannot infer from

such facts that the money was borrowed for a

legitimate purpose and there can be no pre-

sumption against the reversioner, if he does not

prove that the income was sufficient to meet

the liabilities on it, for he is not bound to

do so. (2)

It has also been held that, even if there be

necessity for a loan, the creditor must prove the

necessity for interest at an unusual rate or for

compound interest and when the rate is uncon-

scionable, it will always be reduced. (3)

(1) 18 W. R. 177. Ram Chad v. Ali Akbar, 35 I. C. 534, 90 Punj.

W. R. 1916. P. Kanthu v. Dasa Upadhaya, 26 I. C. 376.

(2) Maheshar Baksh Singh v. Ratan Sing, 23 Cal. 766. P. C.

Maharaja Sir Raveneswar Prosad Singh v. Tekait Chundi Prosad, 38

Cal. 721. Manokarani Debi v. Haripado Mitter, 18 C. W. N. 780 P. C.

(3) Hurro Nath Rai v< Randhir Sing, 18 Cal. 311 P, C. Sec 35 Cal*

428, 6 C. L.
J. 490.

Necessity for

unusual

interest to be

proved.
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Fair price.

Sale of larger

portion than

necessary.

Mere recital of the existence of nocessity

in a mortgage bond is not sufficient and is not

evidence by itself of the fact and in order to

substantiate the allegation there must some

evidence aliunde, (i) The burden of proof to

show necessity is on the alienee (2), but the

amount of proof varies according to the circums-

tances of cases. The existence of a debt

justifying an alienation once proved will be

presumed to continue until it is shown to have

been satisfied. (3)

When the income is large and the widow
unnecessarily incurs a debt or when it is proved

that the widow had sufficient funds to pay the

debts and to meet all necessary expenses, the

reversioner cannot be bound. (4)

In the case of a purchaser, he is bound to

show, that he paid a fair price for the

property. (5)

When the sale is of a larger portion of the

property than is necessary, the transaction is

not necessarily void, and the amount that was
necessary would be charged on the estate. (6)

Where a sale is partially void on account of

want of legal necessity, the whole sale has been

set aside, the purchaser accounting for the

(!) Ajudhia v. Ram Sumer, 31 All. 454. Amar Nath v. Achan, 14-

All 482. Lala Brij v Musmut, Indra Kunwar, 18 C. W. N. 694 P. C.

(2) Srimohun Jha v. Brj Behary Misser, 36 Cal. 753, see 23 I. C.

715 p.c.

(3) Lala Amar Nath v. Achan Kunwar, 14 All. 420 P. C. Sham
Sunder v. Achan Kunwar, 21 All. 71 P. C.

(4) Lai Byjnath v. Bishun, 19 W. R. 80. Srinivasha v, Pancha*
natha, 3 Mad. L. J. 323. Roy Makhun Lai v. Stewart, 18 W R. 121.

See 6 Cal. L. ]. 490, 3 Mad. L. J. 323.

(5) Jadu Nath Sircar v. Sonamony Dossi, Wyman's Rep. 70.

(6) Tekait Doorga Prosad v. Tekaitin Doorga Koonwar, 4 Cal. 190
P. C. Maulavi Mahomed Shumsool v. Sewukram, 2 I. A. 7. Phoolchand

V, Raghubans, 9 W. R. 105. Moteeram v, Gopal Sahu, 11B, L, R, 416,
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mesne profits and the sums expended for legal

necessity being set off against them. (1) It has

been held in certain cases, that the reversioner

can recover the property by paying to the

purchaser with interest the amount that was

actually necessary. (2) Indeed where a person

seeks to avoid an alienation by a qualified

owner, he can only do so on reimbursement of

any advantage of which he had the benefit. (3)

When the purchaser paid off a prior valid

mortgage, the reversioner can get possession

only on reimbursement of the amount. (4) In

recent cases it has been held that when the

purchaser acted honestly and paid a fair price

and that the major portion of the considera-

tion was for legal necessity and it was not

shown that it was feasible to meet the necessity

by selling a smaller portion of the property,

the sale must stand good. (5)

There is a difference of opinion whether

a declaratory can be made at the instance of a

reversioner that an alienation is partly for

necessity and partly without necessity (6). Such

(1) Harikissen Bhagat v. Bajrang Sahu, 13 Cal. W. N. 549. Affd.

42 Cal. 876. Nalasawmy v. Ramaswami, 13 I. C. 450.

(2) Subramanya v. Pounn Sami, 8 Mad. 92 Baldeo Sing v. Janki,

W. N. All. 1903, p. 57. Roy Radha Kissen v. Nauratan, 6 Cal. L.
J. 490.

Nathasawmi v. Ramaswami, 13 I. C. 450. Gayadin v. Triloke Nath
22 1 . C. 261 (Oude).

(3) Roy Radhakissen v. Nauratan, 6 Cal. L.
J. 490. See also 6 Cal.

L.
J. 462.

(4) Mahomed Shamsool v, Sewakram, 22 W. R. 409 P. C. See
however, Ghansami v. Teg Bahadur, 13 I. C. 19'.

(5) Avasarala v. Ravu 33 I. C. 833, (1916), Mad. W. N. 163,

Kalagoira Ramanna v. Kalagora, 23 I. C. 776. Felaram Roy v. Bagal*

lanund, 14 C. W. N. 895, Kannu Chetty «. Amirthammal, 26 I. C.

418, 1 . Mad. L. W. 877.

(6) Phoolchand v. Raghubans, 9 W. R. 107, Muttaram v. Gopaul,

20 W. R. 187, Gobind v, Baldeo, 25 All. 630. Sangam v. Draupadi, 31

Mad. 158 (suit dismissed) Contra Garekepati v Garekepati, 24 Mad. L,
J,

6a, 17 I. C. 508. Vettin v, Mendu, 4 I. C. 792.

Reimburse-

ment.
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Extent of the

interest sold

in sales

against the

widow.

a declaration is discretionary and should not

be ordinarily made, (i) especially when the

plaint makes no offer of reimbursement.

A very difficult case often arises as to the

nature of the interest sold by the widow by

private conveyance or sold in execution of

decree against her. In regard to private alie-

nations, when there is no mention of legal

necessity, the proper construction of the con-

veyance would be that the life-interest of the

widow was sold. But when the widow sells

for legal necessity even though she purports to

convey her own existing right the absolute

interest may pass (2). In regard to sales in

execution, it has sometimes been held that

when the sale proclamation specially mentions

that only the interest of the widow is to be

sold and that ‘ besides the right and interest

of the judgment-debtor, the right and interest

of no other person will be sold, nothing more

than the widow’s interest passes by the sale. (3)

It has been pointed out that under the Civil

Procedure Code the sale proclamation and

the sale certificate must be in respect of

the interest of the debtor only. The proper

test therefore is that the character of the

debt determines the character of the interest

sold. {4) If the debt is binding on the rever-

sion, the sale also would be binding on it.

But even when the debt is for legal necessity,

(1) Denonath v. Hrishikesh, 24 I. C. 67.

(2) Thakur Vajanji v. Chandra Bibi, 19 C. W. N. 893 P. C.

(3) Baijun Dobey v. Brij Bhukhun Avasti, 2 I. A. 275 1, Cal. 134.

(4) Roy Radhakissen v. Nawratan, 6 Cal. L. ]. 510.

Harikrissen Bhagut v. Bajrang Sahai, 13 C. W. N. 545. Maharaja
Sir Ravaneswar v> Tekait Chandi, 38 Cal, 721. Khogendra v, Santi,

82 1. C 669,
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the nature of the suit and the sale proclamation

may be such as to exclude the reversionary

interest from sale. It is therefore necessary to

consider the plaint (1) and the sale proclama-

tion, as well as the bond, to determine what

was intended to be sold. If the bond and the

plaint mention legal necessity for the debt, the

extent of the interest sold will depend on the

character of the necessity and its sufficiency.^)

In a recent case, the Calcutta High Court

laid down that when it is intended to bind

the estate the plaint should clearly indicate it

and the reversioners may be made parties,

though that is not essential. (3) It has also

been laid down that it is the duty of a judge

in passing a decree against a widow to state

specially whether it is against her personally

or as representing the estate. (4)

When the decree is against the widow in

her representive character, the entire property

will pass. (5) In regard to debts of her

husband, she must be regarded as “ a subs-

tantial representative of the inheritance by

analogy to the position of the tenant-in-tail

under the English System.” In respect of debts

incurred by her, it must be shown that they were

for necessity and “ that the estate was affected

(1) Jotindra Mohun Tagore v. Jugul Kishore, 7 Cal. 357.

(2) General Manager of the Raj Durbhanga v . Ramaput Sing, 14

Moore 605. Baijun Dobey v. Brij Bhukhun, 2 I. A. 275 Nogendra

Chunder Ghose v. Kaminee Dassee, 11 Moore 240. Partab Narayan v.

Triloke, 11 I. A. 197. Abdul Aziz v Appayasami, 31 I. A. 1. Ishan

Chunder v. Buksh Ali Marshall, 614 Bisto Behary v. Byjnath, 16 W. R.

49. Aukhoy Kumar v. Bejoy Chand, 29 Cal. n8.

(3) Punit Narayun v. Raj Kumari, 22 Cal. L.
J. 400,

(4) Kiranbala v. Kalicharan, 32 I. C. 587. Ram Kishore Chucker*

butty v. Rally Kant, 6 Cal. 479.

15) Jotindra Mohun Tagore v. Jugol Kishore, 10 Cal. 985.

Plaint and
decree, what

should they

contain.
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When does

personal

decree

against widow

bind the

estate.

Decrees for

rent main-

tenance and

mesne

profits.

by the decree and what in reality was sold was

the entire inheritance.” (1)

It was broadly held in certain cases that

a personal decree against the widow can

never bind the reversioner, even though the

transaction be for legal necessity. (2) But

more recent cases have established that the

rule is not always good. It has been held that

even when a decree for mesne profits is passed

personally against a widow, it might bind

the reversioner, if the widow acted in good

faith and for the benefit of the estate in the

belief that the property in dispute belonged to

the estate. (3) But when her action was not

such as a prudent manager would be justified

in taking, the reversioner cannot be bound. (4)

The rule enunciated in the decisions mentioned

in the preceding paragraph is clear and a

reasonable one and should be applied in such

cases. (5)

It has been held that a sale in execution of

a decree for arrears of maintenance payable

after the husband’s death cannot bind the

reversioner. (6)

The sale even of a part of the estate for

arrears of revenue, or of a tenure in execution

(1) Srinath Das v. Haripado Mitter, 3 C. W. N. 637. Nogendra
Chandra v. Sreemutty Kamini, 11 Moore 267. Roy Radhakissen v.

Nawratan, 6 Cal. L
J. 490.

(21 Giribala v. Srinath, 12 C. W. N. 769. Kallu v. Paigaz All,

30 All. 394-

(3) Lalji Sahu v. Kurki Jha, 35 Cal. 691. Kiran Bala v. Kali

Charan, 32 I. C. 5*8. Ram Kishore v. Kali Kant, 6 Cal. 479. Premo-
moye v, Preonath, 23 Cal. 636. Marudaga v. Savadi, 21 Mad. L. J. 320.

(4) Harmanoji v. Ram Prosad,6. Cal. L. ]. 462. Broio Nath tr.

Jogeswar, 6 Cal. L. J. 346. Sadasiva v. Ram Gobind, 11 1 . C. 90.

(5)

Trilochun Hazra v. Bakkeswar, 15 Cal. L. ]. 423, distinguishing

Prosonno Kumar Nundi v. Umddar Raja, 13 C. W. N. 353.

(6)

Mohima v. Ram Kishore, 23 W. R. 474. Baijan Dobey v.

Brij Bhookhun, 1 Cal. 133. Jiban Krishna v, Brojo Lai Sen, 30 I. A. 81.
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of a decree for its own rent against the widow
will bind the reversion. (1) It has been held

that sales in execution of decrees for rent not
under Sec. 165 of the Tenancy Act (2) or for

contribution (3) pass only the life-estate, but it

is difficult to see why if the debt is binding on
the estate, the reversion would not be bound.

An alienation without necessity passes the

life-interest of the widow and ceases to be Alienation

binding on the reversioner on her death or on necessity-it»

her re-marriage. (4) A subsequent surrender
con!,esui:nc's -

however by her of her interest in favour of

the reversioners will not affect the alienation

previously made. (5) Even a subsequent adop-

tion it has been held in Madras will not defeat

the rights of such alienee. (6) In Bombay
it has been held that an adopted son can

during the life time of the widow recover

property alienated by her even though she did

so 12 years before adoption. {7) The Madras

rule seems more consistent with equity and

justice. When a widow made a gift in favour

of her daughter, who predeceased her mother,

her heir was entitled to hold the property

during the life-time of the widow. (8)

(1) Sreenath Roy v. Rutun MaU, S. D A (1859), p 421. Gopal v.

Gour, 6 W. R 52. Anundmoyee v. Mohendra, 15 W. R. 264. Teluck

v. Muddan, i^B. L. R. 143 (Note). Jiban Krishna v. Brojo Lai, 30 Cal.

550 P; C. Ashutosh v. Aukhoy, 34 I. C. 581 Sakrabhai v. Madan Lai,

26 Bomb. 206. Contra Bireswar v. Kamal, 17 C. W N. 337.

(2) Mohima Chandra v. Ramkisore, 23 W. R. 174. Krishna

Govind v. Hem Chandra, 16 Cal. 51 1. Anundmoyee v. Mohendra, 15

W. R. 264. (3) Mahomed Sadut Ali v. Hara Sundari, 16 C. W. N. 1070.

(4) Mussumut Govinda v. Sham Lai Suth, F B. R. 165. Muttu

Naiken v. Srinivasha, 8 I. C. 269. Netai v. Srinath, 8 Cal. L.
J. 542.

Rama Tripura, 33 Bomb. 6S8.

(5) Kottapalle v. Jatavallabhulla, 32 I. C. 813 30 Mad. L.
J.

260.

Segu v. Sareddi, I. C. tor. Surgaram v Kalyanasundaram, 26 I. C. 130

(6) Sreeramulu v, Kristamma, 26 Mad. 143. App. 32 I. C. 813.

Narayun v. Bajee, 19 Bomb. 889.

(7) Ramkrishna v. Tripurabai, 33 Bomb 88. Lakshman v«

Radhabai, 1 1 Bomb. 609. Moro 9. Baloji, 19 Bomb. 809.

(8) Rupram v. Rewati, 3a All. 582. See 25 I. C.
k
$oa.

34
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Compensa-
tion for

improvement

whether

allowable.

Alienation

without

necessity

voidable.

Acceptance

Of rent.

Limitation.

As a rule an alienee or mortgagee without

necessity from the widow cannot claim com-

pensation for improvements or repair, or remove

buildings erected by him against the rever-

sioner. (i) In a recent case, the Privy Council

while affirming the general rule allowed some

compensation on the ground that the improve-

ments had raised the value of the properties. (2)

But to such compensation, the alienee cannot

be entitled to, when he did not act bond

fide within the meaning of Section 51 of the

Transfer of Property Act. (3)

An alienation without necessity is not

void but only voidable at the instance of the

next reversioner, and the Crown can be such

next reversioner. (4) A lease without necessity

is also only voidable and acceptance by the

reversioner of rent deposited by the holder

of a permanent lease by the widow has been

held by the Privy Council to be confirmation

by him of the permanent lease. (5) A suit to

set aside a lease granted by a widow is barred

unless brought within 3 years of her death. (6)

But a suit for the recovery of immovable
property sold or made a gift of without justi-

fying cause may be brought within 12 years

after the death of the widow. (7)

(1) Vybhukbun v. Dayaram, 9 Bomb, L. R. 1181. Nangappa
Gounden v. Perama, 32 Mad. 330.

(2) Kedar Nath v. Mathumal, 40 Cal 555 P, C.

(3) Muddusami v. Bhaskara, 30 I. C. 853, 29 Mad. L.
J. 357.1

(4) Durga Kunwar v. Matrumal, 11 All. L.
J. 317, F. B. Vushun

v. Shekh, 3 I. C. 78. Bejay Gopal v. Krishna, 34 Cal. 320 P. C Deo
v. Udit, 23 I. C. 298.

(5) Madhuscdun Sing v. Rooke, 24 I. A. 164, 25 Cal. !. Sadai
Naik v. Serai Naik, 28 Cal. 532.

(6) Bejoy Gopal Mukerji tr. Nilratan Mukerji, 30 Cal. 990.

(7 ) Harihar v. Dasrathi, 33 Cal. 257. Rukmabai v. Keshab, 11
Bomb, i,

* 1 0
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Early in the last century the Supreme
Court of Calcutta and the Sudder Dewany
Adalut decided that a widow can relinquish

her interest and accelerate the interest of the

next reversioner. (1) The logical consequence
of this position that a widow with the

consent of the next reversioner can convey an
absolute title to a stranger has since then been
accepted as good law in India, (2) and so
considered by the Privy Council. (3) In con-

sequence of a doubt cast on this rule, (4) the

matter was considered by a Full Bench of the

Calcutta High Court in 1886 and on the ground
that “it would be unjust to disturb a rule of

law settled by a long course of decisions” it was
held that an alienation by a widow with or

without necessity, with the consent of the next

reversioners at the time will pass an absolute

estate as against those who may be, the rever-

sionary heirs at the widow’s death. (5) It was
also held in later cases that the rule would

apply to gifts, mortgages and other partial

alienations. (6)

However, recently a Full Bench of the

Calcutta High Court reviewed the matter, and

laid down the following principles : An aliena-

tion by a widow is binding on the reversioners

in the following cases
: (1) when it is shown

(1) Jadomoney Dabee v Saroda Prosonno Mookerji, i Bout,

120. Beer Inder Narain Chowdree v. Sutbhoma Debbea 6 Set. Rep. 36.

(2) Mohunt Kissen Geer v. Busgeet Roy, 14 W. R. 399. Rajbullubh

Sen v. Oomesh, 5 Cal 44. Trelochun v. Umesh, 7 Cal L, R 571.

(3) Srimati Rani Debea v. Gokul, 13 Moore. 228. Kooer Golab

Sing v. Rao Kurun, 10 B. L. R. 1.

4) Ram C bunder Poddar i>. Hari Das Sen, 9 Cal. 463.

(5) Nobokishore Sarma v. Hari Nath Sarma, 10 Cat. itoa.

(6) Pulin v. Bolai, 35 Cal. 938. Hem Chunder v. Surnomoyeei 22

Cal. 354* SeeiaC.W. N. 9.

Alienation

with consent

of reversion-

ers—decisions
of the High
Courts.

Calcutta

decisions*
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that “there was legal necessity” ; (2) when it

is show’n that “ the alienee, after reasonable

enquiry as to the necessity, acted honestly in

the belief that it existed.” (3) “Where there is

such consent of the next heirs as would raise

a presumption, either of the existence of

necessity, or reasonable enquiry and honest

belief as to its existence,” which may be

rebutted by more cogent proof. (4) These prin-

ciples would apply to partial alienations and
mortgages. (5) But in case of the alienation of

the entire estate, the consent of the entire body
of reversioners would make it valid without

proof of any of the circumstances mentioned

above on the ground of relinquishment. (1)

In Calcutta there has been great reluctance

in giving full effect to the decision. A Divisional

Bench of that Court has interpreted the Full

Bench decision and held that a mortgage of the

entire estate with the consent of all the next

reversioners was binding as raising a presump-

tion of legal necessity which could only be

rebutted by good proof. (2) Another Divisional

Bench has held that an alienation of the entire

estate with the consent of the next reversioner

was good and a relinquishment by a widow of

her estate to the next reversioner by an agree-

ment by which she received some lands for life,

the remainder vesting partly in the reversioner

and partly in her daughters absolutely was a
valid transaction. (3) It has also been held that

(1) Debi Prosad Chowdhury v. Golap Bhagat, 40 Cal. 721. Gopes-
war v. Gopini, 21 I. C. 200

(2) Shiba Sundari v . Ram Gobind, 25 1. C. 90, following Pulin v,

Bolai, 35 Cal. 939
(3) Suressur Messer v, Mohesh Ram, 20 C» W. N. 142. Contra

Rajkishore v. Durga, 29 All. 71,
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when a mortgage had been executed by the

widow and the next reversioner and property

sold in execution of the decree obtained on it,

and the consenting reversioner predeceased the

widow, the sale was binding on the next

reversioner irrespective of the question of

necessity. (1)

It has been held in Calcutta that a widow
cannot dispose of the estate by will with the

concurrence of the next reversioner. (21

It is supposed that the consent of the next

reversioner would validate an alienation of the

entire estate on the ground of surrender or

relinquishment of the widow’s interest and
acceleration of the reversioner’s interest. Mr.

Justice Kumara Swami Sastri in his judgment
in the Full Bench case mentioned below,

observes that this principle “finds no express

support from theSmritis,” but has been evolved

by the decisions of the Calcutta High Court.

Another principle relied upon in the recent

Calcutta decision is that the reversioners at the

death of the husband have no vested interest

and their heirs may not be reversioners, if they

die before the widow. This principle also “finds

no support from the Smritis.” The following

passage of the Dayabhaga was cited as sup-

porting it :
“ Therefore those persons who are

exhibited in a passage above cited as the next

heirs on failure of prior claimants, shall, in like

manner as they would have succeeded, if the

widow’s right had never taken effect, equally

(1) Ganga Narayun Dutt v. Indra Narayun Saha, 35 I. C. 48.

Bhagirathi v. Baleswar, 4t Cal. 69, Rameswar Mandal v . Probhabati 19
Cal. L J. 313. Contra Mohima Chunder v. Gouri Nath, 2 C. W N. 162.

(2) Durga v. Ram, 21 I. C. 591, Chaman Lai v, Gonesh, 28 Bom.
457. See 31 1 . C. 714.
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Madras

decisions.

succeed to the residue of the estate remaining

after her use of it upon the death of the widow”

(Ch. XI, Sec x, p. 59). This passage of the

Dayabhaga is clear authority for the proposi-

tion that those persons would succeed, who
would have been heirs at the husband’s death,

if there were no widow. The law on the subject

is thus entirely based on the decisions of our

courts, and long established clear definite rules

should not be disturbed or made uncertain on

the strength of supposed principles of Hindu

Law not to be found in the Smritis or the

commentaries.

A Full Bench of the Madras High Court

reviewed the question in 1914 f 1) The Chief

Justice Sir Edward Wallis agreeing with the

judgment of Sadasiva Aiyar
J.,

which was,

under appeal, held that even in case of a gift

or of partial alienation, the effect of the consent

of the next reversioner was conclusive and not

merely evidence of propriety. Tue other two

Judges however, agreed with the principles laid

down in the recent Calcutta Full Bench, but

agreed with the Chief Justice in the result, on

the ground that the reversioners were estopped.

It is immaterial whether an alienation is up-

held on the broader ground or on the ground

of estoppel.

In Madras, a transfer by a widow of her

estate to the next reversioner subject to his

maintaining her has been held to be ineffectual

as being onerous. (2) In a later case it was
— r~ * • -*

(1) Nacheappa Gounden v. Rangasami Gounden, a6 I. C. 757, a8

Mad. L.
J.

i. See Malla Suriyah v Suran Naidu, 32 1 C. 993. Maruda-

mathu v. Srinivasha, 21 Mad. 128. Rangappa v, Kamti, 31 Mad. 366

f\ B. Muthu Vera v, Vethelunga, 32 Mad. 206.

(3) Seeramalu v. Andalammal, 30 Mad. 145. -
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held that when the widow conveyed the whole
of the estate to the next reversioner on
condition that the latter would transfer a large

portion to her own brother, the transaction

was good. (1) All these decisions were consi-

dered by the recent Full Bench in 1914. In a later

case on the question, the Full Bench decision

was construed and it was held that a partial

alienation, if assented to by the next reversioner,

was valid, the latter being estopped. (2)

In Allahabad, a Full Bench laid down that

a gift by a widow with the consent of the next

reversioner did not pass an absolute estate. (3)

The decision was expressly overruled by the

Privy Council. (4) Since then the Allahabad

High Court has followed the old Calcutta rule.

It has been held that a sale to three out of four

reversioners assented to by the fourth passed

the entire estate. (5) In a later case, it has

been held that a gift concurred in by the next

reversioners passed an absolute estate. (6)

In Bombay a consistent rule has always

been followed. It is well-established there that

an alienation even of a portion of the estate

with the concurrence of the next male rever-

sioner passes an absolute estate. (7) In the

latest case on the questions there, it has been

(1) Challa Subbiah v. Palure, 31 Mad. 446. Karetti v. Kareti, 24

Mad. L. ]. 533, 17 I. C. 487

(2) Vencatasubber v, Muttusami 31 I. C. 487, 18 Mad. L. J. 521.

Vencatanarayun v. Subbamnmal, 38 Mad. 406. Krishna Ayyar v. Samba

Siva, 24 I. C. 477*

(3) Ram Phul t>. Tulakumary, 6 All. 1 16 F. B. Duli Sing 9 . Sunder

Sing, 14 All. 377. (4) Bajrangi Sing v. Munokarnika, 30 All I P. C.

(5) Surajbale Sing v $irthu, 24 I. C. 482.

(6) Jamna Kunwari v Ramhit Sing, 28 I. C. 496. Contra

Bakhtwar ». Bhagwana, 32 All. 176. Umrao v. Sheo, 24 I. C. 435.

(7) Venayek Vithal v. Goyind, 25 Bom. 129, Pelu Appa 9. Babaji,

34 Bomb. 105.

Allahabad

decisions.

Bombay
decisions.
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held that a subsequent ratification by the next

reversion would have the same effect, (i)

In the Punjab, the rule was well established

that an alienation with the consent of the next

reversioner was valid. (2) Recently however,

the courts of the Punjab, Oude and Sind

have followed the recent Calcutta Full Bench

decision. (3)

Much ingenuity has been displayed in nu-

merous decisions. In some, it has been held that

in a partial alienation, including a mortgage

and a gift, the consent of the next reversioner is

not enough. (4) Again in some cases it has been

held that alienations for consideration are good,

but alienations conditional upon maintenance

and the like are invalid against the reversioners,

though made with their consent. (5) We have

also seen that in a larger number of cases such

distinctions have not been made and they are

not supported by the consistent rule laid down
by the Privy Council in rases mentioned below.

In 1847 the Privy Council laid down the

rule that a gift by a widow with the concur-

rence of the next reversioner passed the entire

estate. (6) In a later case it was held that

“according to Hindu Law the widow can

accelerate the estate of the law by conveying

absolutely and destroying her life-interest." (7)

In a more recent case, it was held by the same
tribunal that an alienation without necessity by

(1) Mallik Sahib v. Mallikarjunappa, 38 Bomb, 228.

(2) Tekchand v. Mussumut Gopai Devi, 46 Punj. R. 1912, 13 I.

C. 482 (3) Devidas v Raja Khan, 9 Punj R 1914. 24 I. r. 417. Raja
Indta v. Babu Chandrika, 11 I. C. 676. Jiwat Mai v. Musummat Jianbai,

35 I C. 681, 10 Sind., L. R. 49. (4) 31 Mad. 366,32 All. 176, 16 I. C. 493

(5) 30 Mad, 145, 29 All. 71.

(6) Sremati Rani Debea v. Rani Koodlata
( 4 Moore. 292.

(;) Behary Lall v. Madho Lall, 19 Cal., 236 P. C,
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the widow passed the entire estate, even if the

next reversioner consent to it subsequently, (i)

It was a case of partial alienation, as pointed

out by C. J. Wallis in the Full Bench decision

mentioned before. It further expressly overruled

the Full Bench decision of the Allahabad Court,

in which it was held that the consent of the

next reversioner would be ineffectual in case of

a gift. (2) In the most recent cases before it,

subsequent to the Calcutta and Madras Full

Bench decisions, the Privy Council have again

laid down the law in unmistakable terms.

Their Lordships have made no distinction be-

tween partial and complete alienations, between

mortgages and sales, and observed that the

law was well-settled that “ to be valid as

against the reversioners, a charge created by a

Hindu widow or an alienation effected by her

can be supported by proof that such debt was

contracted or such alienation was made for

valid and legal necessity,” and went on further

to lay down that “ the requirements of the

law however, may be fulfilled by proving the

consent or concurrence of the reversioners to

or in the transaction.” (3) The law is thus

well-settled and it is hoped that it will not

again be made uncertain by nice distinctions.

We have already seen that the consent of

one of several reversioners cannot have the

effect of conferring an absolute estate. (4)

But he himself may be estopped from question-

ing the alienation, especially if he relinquished

(1) Bajrangi Sing «. Manokarnika Baksh Sing, 30 All. I, 35 I. A. 1.

(2) Ram Phul v. Tulakumary, 6 All., 116 F. B.

(3) Harekissen Bhagat e. Kashi Parshad, 42 Cal. 876.

(4) Radna Syam v. Joyram, 17 Cal. 899. Rajlakhee Gokul, 13

Moore 228 .

Law well-

settled.

Consent of

some rever-

sioners.

35
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his interest in favour of the widow, (i) When

some of the reversioners consent, it is strong

evidence of the existence of necessity and if

bond fide and given for just reasons may have

the same effect as the consent of all. (2)

The consent of the next reversioner, if she

is a female with a limited interest, cannot

have the effect of conveying an absolute

interest. (3) But it may pass the joint-interest

of the widow and of such female reversioner. (4)

It has been held that when the next

reversioner consents, not only he but his son

also is estopped. (5) But it has also been held

that when the son claims under a title different

from that of the father, he is not estopped. (6)

Attestation by the next reversioner has

been held in some cases to raise a strong pre-

sumption of consent, which unless rebutted may

have the effect of passing the entire estate. (7)

But it is not always sufficient to raise

such a presumption, (8) the question of assent

being a question of fact to be determined with

reference to the circumstances of each case. (9)

Even acting as Ammoktear for the widow in

(1) Kalikisore v. Abdul Karim, 2 Cal. W.N. 132. Kuttamoody 1,

Kuttamoody, 16 J. C. 710. Harikissen v. Bajrung, 13 C. W. N. 544.

(2) Bajrangi Sing v. Manokarnika, 30 All. 35 Gengappa Naidu v.

Subba, 6 Mad. L.
J.

260.

(3) Bepin Behary v. Durga, 35 Cal. 1086. Varjiram v. Ghelji,

5 Bom. 563. (4) Ramdhun v. Mathura, 10 All. 407. Bhupal v. Luchman,
11 All. 253. (5) Venayek Vithal v. Govind, 25 Bomb 129.

(6) Lala Rup Narain v. Gopal Devi, 36 Cal. 780 P. C. Bahadur
1. Mohim, 24 All. 94. Mussumut Gowri v. Gopal, 25 I. C. 503,

(7) Ismail Jolaha v. Jagannath, 19 I. C. 255. Mohur Misser v.

Bishumbhar, All. W. N. (1888) 294.

(8) Chunder *. Bhagwat, 3 C. W. N. 207. Ram Chunder v. Hari
Das, 9 Cal. 463. Harkissen v. Brijrung, 42 Cal. 876 P. C. Ram
Chunder v. Ataronani, 13 C. W. N 931.

(9; Laxtipati v. Rambodhi, 13 All. L.
J. 681. Deno Nath v.

JCoteawar, 21 I, c. 267. Mewa v Bhogobutty, 5 1 . C,
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executing a sale has not been held in one case

to be sufficient, (i)

The widow as we have seen before can

surrender her interest in favour of the next

male reversioners. The interest of a reversioner

however cannot be alienated under section 6

of the Transfer of Property Act nor can it be

attached in execution, (2) and by conveying his

own interest to the widow, it has been held, the

reversioner cannot confer upon her an absolute

estate. (3)

A decree fairly obtained against a widow

binds the reversioners. (4) But such a decree

operates as res judicata only in respect of

questions tried in the suit. (5)

It has been held that a decree against a

widow to bind the reversioner must have been

passed after full contest and a compromise

decree or a decree upon an arbitration award

can have no higher footing than an aliena-

tion by a widow, (6) or a contract by her. (7)

Indeed it has been broadly laid down that

a compromise decree or a consent decree is

never binding on the reversioner. (8) It is

(1) Jewan Sing v, Misri Lai, 18 All. 146 P. C.

(2) Sham Sunder v, Achan Koer, 25 I. A. 183. Nundkishore

Kaneeram, 29 Cal 355. Kakarlapudi v. Raja, 28 Mad. L.J. 650.

(3) Narasama v. Madhava, 13 Mad. L.
J. 323. Meenatchee v.

Rajam, it Mad. L.J. 335.

(4) Shivagunga Case, 9 Moore. 608. Parbat v. Triloki, 11 I.

A. 207. Hari Nath v. Mathura, 21 Cal. 8 P. C. Govind v. Mohiney, 23

I. C. 931. Shyam Lai <r. Rameswari, 23 Cal. L.
J.

62.

(5) Roy Radha Kissen v. Nauratan, 6 Cal. L. J. 462, Banseram

Secretary, 20 C. W. N. 338.

(6) Jeeram v. Veerbai, 5 Bomb. L. R. 885. Brammoyee v. Kristo

Mohun, 2 Cal. 224. Nagendra v. Sreemutty, n Moore. 267. Ram

Sarup *. Ram Deo, 29 All. 239. Mahadeo v. Baldeo, 30 All. 75. Imrit

v. Roop, 6 Cal L. R. 76 P. C.

(7) Bhogoraju v. Adappalli, 35. Mad. 560. Kambinayani v, Kara*

binayani, 35 Mad. 473.

(8) Rajlakshmi v, Katyayani 38 Cal, 639.

Reversionary

interest

inalienable.

Whether
reversioner
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widow
absolute
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Decree
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difficult to see why a widow should not be

competent to enter into a compromise or to

refer a dispute to arbitration. In the case of

the manager of a joint family, it has been

held that he has such right and there is no

reason why the widow who represents the estate

fully should not have such right, as it is

settled that she has all the powers of a prudent

manager. (1) The Madras and Allahabad High

Courts have held that a decree against the

widow without fraud or collusion, but without

contest or exparte may be binding on the

reversioners. (2) There is no reason why a

widow should be under an obligation to contest

a just claim. But in case of an uncontested

decree the reversioners should have the right to

avoid liability by proving that it was fraudu-

lently obtained and the claim was such as would

not be binding against them. The Allahabad

Court has held that an arbitration award is

binding on the reversioners. (3) It is difficult to

appreciate the decisions to the contrary.

In the most recent case on the question

the Madras High Court has held that a compro-

mise does not stand on the same footing as an

alienation and it is a bond fide transaction, no

one can re-open it and necessity need not be

proved for it. A reversioner can re-open it

only by proving that it was not arrived at

with due care and caution and was such as

showed negligence on the part of the widow.
(4)

(1) Oayamani v. Srinibash, 33 Cal, 842,

(2) Subrammal v, Avudaiyammal, 30 Mad. 3. Lakshminarayan v.

Kenkayya, 17 Mad. L.
J.

160. Gur Nanak v. Jar Narayun, 34 All, 385,

Rangaswami v, Vaidylinga, 33 I. C, 446.

(3) Balukdhari v. Ramanund, 14 I. C. 125,

(4) Muthukumarsamy v» Subramanier, 33 I, C. 687,
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The Privy Council have held that a compro-

mise by way of a settlement between the several foment by

members of the family of their disputes is good ‘*?e widow

and the true test to apply to a transaction as to
'n ,n|r‘

an alienation is whether the alienee derives

his title from the holder of the limited estate,

in which case it may or may not be binding,

but it is binding when such “ compromise is

based on the assumption that there was an

antecedent title of some kind in the parties and

the agreement acknowledges and defines what

that title is.” (i) In a recent case the Privy

Council upheld a compromise between the

widow of an adopted son and a daughter of

the adoptive father, who questioned the adop-

tion, by which each party got half the property,

against the daughters of the adopted son, as a

family settlement. (2)

A family arrangement is binding on the

reversioner. (3) A family settlement of existing

dispute is binding and when by a compromise

decree against a widow, her mother-in-law

obtained a portion of the property as mainten-

ance, it was held binding on the reversioners. (4)

A compromise may be binding on the rever-

sioners, when it is a family settlement in

which each party takes a share of the family

property by virtue of independent title which is

to that extent and by way of compromise ad-

mitted by the other parties, even though there

(1) Khunni Lai v. Gobind, 38 I. A. 87, 33 All. 356.

(a) Musammat Hiran Bibi 0. Mussamat Sahal Bibi, 24 I. C. 309 18

C. W. N., 939. (3) Sankar Nath v, Bejoy Gopal, 13 C. W. N. 207.

(4) Anandi v, Mahadei, 35 All. 240. See 28 All. 241. Mohendra v,

Shumsunnisa, 19 C. W. N. 1280 P. C. Contra Rangappa v. Kamti, 31

Mad. 166. Sambasiva v, Viswam 30 Mad. 33d.
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were no rights in dispute, (i) When however a

party knowing that he had not the right set

up by him gets a benefit fraudulently under a

family settlement putting an end to disputes, the

reversioners it has been held, are not bound. (2)

A decree against a widow may be executed

against the reversioners who may be brought

on the record after her death in the execution

proceedings and the question whether the

decree is binding on them may be tried in those

proceedings. (3)

A suit brought by a widow may be conti-

nued and a decree obtained by her may be

executed, after her death, by the reversioner. (4)

A Hindu widow to whom Letters of Ad-

ministration are granted by the District Court

has still only the powers of a Hindu widow or

of the manager of a joint family. (5)

When a widow obtains a decree declaring

her right, the Court has no power to annex to it

conditions, such as, that she should not spend the

money otherwise than for her maintenance. (6)

Now we go to suits by reversioners. The

next reversioner can bring a suit for a decla-

ration that an adoption by the widow is

invalid or that an alienation made by her

is not binding on him. (7) But he has no

cause of action when it is a mere testamentary

disposition or when it conveys only the widow’s

(1) Upendra Nath v. Bindeshri, 22 Cal. L.
J. 452. Behari Lai t\

Dud Husaid, 35 All. 240. Subbamal v. Avadiyammal, 30 Mad. 3. Govind
v. Mohim, 23 1 . C. 931. (2) Asharam v. Chandicharan, 13 C. W. N. 147.

(3) Lachmi Narayan 0. Ram Chandra, 4 All. L.
J. 117.

(4) Jadubansi Koer v. Mahapal, 32 I. C. 104, (distiguishing Balak
v. Durga, 3 All. 49). Mahadeo v. Sheo Karan, 35 All. 481. Rekhai v.

Sheo, 33 All. 15. (5) Vinayekrao v, Vedyashamkar,9 Bomb. L. R. 407.

(6) Muli v. Nanigram, 4 All. L.
J. 186.

(7) Isridutt v. Hansbattl, 10 Cal. 324 P. C. Prog Dass v. Har
kissen, 1 All. 503. Lala Rup Narain v, Gopal Devi, 36 Cal. 780 P. C,

Ihandu r, Tarif, 37 All. 45 P, C.
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life- interest. (1) A suit merely for a declara-

tion of reversionary right or that a power of

adoption is not genuine is not maintainable. (2)

But a reversioner has the right to contest the

genuineness of a will. (3)

A remote reversioner has no right to bring

a declaratory suit, except when the nearer rever-

sioners are in collusion with the widow or

by their acts have precluded themselves from
interfering. (4) But he may join in the action

brought by the next presumptive reversioner. (5)

But when the next heir is a female, the near-

est presumptive male heir but for her may
bring such a suit without proof of collusion. (6)

It has been held that a suit to declare an
alienation or an adoption void is not always

maintainable, and the granting of the relief

being discretionary with the Court, it will not

be afforded, unless it appears that lapse of time

will render it difficult for the next heir to estab-

lish his right. (7) It has also been held that "it

is no sufficient ground for refusing a declaration

that the plaintiff may not succeed for many
years or that the property is of a perishable

nature. (8)

The question of want of necessity, can only

(1) Thakurani Jaipal v. Bhanga, 8 C. W. N. 465 P. C. Panda
Vencamma v. Panda 8 ]. C. 298.

(2) Sreepada v. Sreepado, 2 Mad. W. N. 149, 12 I. C- 176.

(3) Brindabun v* Sureswar, 10 Cal. L. 1 ,
203.

(4) ]handa v. Tarif, 37 All. 45 P. C. Rani Anund Kunwar v % The
Court of Wards, 6 Cal 764 P. C. Bhikaji v. Jagannath 10 Bomb. H. C.

35 I. A. 1. Meghram v. Rani Khelwan, 33 All. 326.

(5) Venkatanarayun v, Subbammal, 38 Mad. 412 P. C.

(6) Balgobind v Ramkumar, 6 All 431. Raghupati v. Terumalai,

15 Mad. 422. Chedambaram v. Nalammal, 33 Mad 410. Lakhipati v.

Rambodh, 13 All. L. J 816 Tekchand v. Goman Sing, 34 I. C. 831 F. B.

(Punjab). (7) Srinarayan Mitter v . Sreemottee Krishna Sundari, ti B. L,

R. 171 P. C. Tekait Durga Prosad v Tekaitni Doorga Kumari, 4 Cal.

190 P. C. Behary I.al v. Madho Lai, 21 W. R. 430.

(8) Upendra Narayan v. Gopinath, 9 Cal. 817.
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be raised by a reversioner and not by a creditor

or a superior landlord, (i)

A declaratory suit may be brought within

six years from the date of alienation (2) or

from the time of collusion. (3)

When the next reversioner after bringing

a declaratory suit dies, the reversioner next

to him may continue the suit as the suit

was brought by the deceased plantiff as re-

presenting in his reversionary right the estate

of the last male owner. (4) It would follow

that a judgment fairly arrived at between the

next reversioner and the widow should bind

the more remote reversioner. (5)

When a suit for declaring an alienation

by a widow as invalid is withdrawn, a sub-

sequent suit for possession is maintainable. (6)

It has been held that if one of several

joint reversioners is barred, the rest are also

barred. (7) The Calcutta and Allahabad

Courts have held the contrary, it seems with

greater reason. (8) It has been held in Calcutta,

Madras and Allahabad that if the next rever-

sioner be barred under Art. 125 from bringing

a declaratory suit, his son can bring such a suit

after his death. (9) The Bombay High Court

however has held that the remoter reversioner

(1) Lala Rup Narain v Gopal, 36 Cal. 780 P. C. Krishna v.

Lakhan, 18 Mad. L. ] 275. A t „ ^ „
(2) Guntupalli v. Guntupalli, 18 I. C. 710. Ram Chunder v. Kullu,

30 All. 407. Cherivelu v. Cherivelu, 29 Mad. 389.

(3) Rani Anund v. Court of Wards, 6 Cal. 764 P. C.

(4) Vencatanarayana v Sibbammal, 38 Mad. 4°^ P* C. See 29

Mad. 305, 30 All. 491, 33 Mad 342 .

(5) Arunachelam v. Vellaya, 15 I. C. 461. (6) Pandillapalli v.

Yeddula, 31 Mad. L. J. 35 1 C. 185. (7) Krishna tr. Lakshan, 18

Mad. L. J. 275. It cannot be reconciled with 36 Cal. 780 P. C.

(8) Abinash v. Harinath, 32 Cal. 71. Bhagwanta 9. Sukhi, 22 All.

33 F. B. (0) Gazzala v, Gazzala, 16 I. C. 839. Govind v, Thayamal, 28

Mad 57. Chiruvolu v. Chiruvolu, 29 Mad. 309. Abinash 9, Harinath,

32 Cal 62 Bhagwanta v, Suki, 22 All. 33.
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must be taken to claim through the immediate

reversioner and must be barred in such a case. (1)

The reversioner may sue the widow and a

third party, who has dispossessed her for restora-

tion of the property to the widow. (2)

In case of dispossession of the widow, formerly

it was held that that which bars the widow bars Li
.

l"i?tion in

suits by rever-

the reversioner, but under the present law that sioner.

rule is nbt applicable. A daughter’s son or other

male reversioner has 1 2 years from the death of

the last of all the female heirs with limited interests,

who might have intervened, to sue for possession

against an alienee from any of them or against a

trespasser. (3) An adopted son has 1 2 years from

the date of his adoption. (4) But the rule will not

apply when the dispossession commenced in the

lifetime of the last male owner. (5) A reversioner

has, under Art. 125, 12 years bring a suit to declare

an alienation by a widow invalid but a remote

reversioner has only 6 years. (6)

The reversioner has 6 years time under Art.

120 from the death of the widow to recover

moveable property. (7)

When a widow sets up a title hostile or

adverse to and independent of her right as widow,

(z) Chhaganarain t, Bai Motigair, 14 Bom. 514. See 38 Mad. 412 P. C.

(2) Radha Mohun v. Ram Dass, 24 W. R. 86.

(3) Srinath v. Prosonno, 9 Cal. 934 F. B. Neelkanta v, Narayun, 37
1 . C. 733, 31 Mad. L. J. 847. Mohima v . Gourinath, 2 C. W. N. 162.

Amritdhar 0. Bindesri, 23 All. 448. Runchordas v. Parbati, 23 Bom. 251.

Teka v Shama, 20 All. 42, Bejoy Gopal v. Krishna, 24 Cal. 322. Roy
Radha Kissen v. Nauratan, 6 Cal. L. J. 490. Ramsing v, Bhani, 32 I. C.

126. (4) Kancharia 0, Koganti, 25 I. C. 692, 27 Mad. L. J. 569.

(5) Kumar v>. Deo, 8 All. 365. Mussumut Indro v. Shaikh, 14 W. R.

146. Radha Mohun 0. Ramdas, 3 B. L. R. 362. Adedeo 9. Dakharam,

5 All. 532. See 29 All. 239, 5 Bom. L. R. 885, 6 C. L. R. 490, (6) Vencata

v. Puljaram, 38 I. C. 27a See 38 Mad. 396.

(7) Runchordas v. Paibatibai, 3 C. W. N. 621, 23 Bom. 725 P. C.

Syed Nuruddin 0. Syed, 34 Mad. 74.
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limitation will run from the time she sets up such

title (1) or when she remarries. (2) A mother and

a daughter-in-law have been held to be capable of

acquiring an absolute title by adverse possession

for 1 2 years (3), but not when they held the

property in lieu of maintenance. (4)

The Rights of Female Heirs.

SECTION I.

vt snarStn 1

She (the wife) is born as half of the self.

A text of Veda cited in the Smriti Chandrika.

argur *rn: %?x 1

win 11 mg: 1

A widow who has no male issue, who keeps the bed of her

lord unsullied, and who strictly performs the duties of widow-
hood,* shall alone offer the cake at his obsequies, and succeed
to his entire share. Vriddha-Manu.

[ fawwT 1

wiwqt 11 ]

wnT??4tJr?? ht jrj: 11

«ww? inrniiifn wrt 1

gw: qfhg^rah «

ifltn turf ftit tr^ 1

m wrqrwnftawn ^n?us7t n

(1) Kedarnath v. Jatindra Nath, 9 Cal. L. J. 236. See 33 All. 312 ; 24
I. C. 888, 9 Mad. L. J. 233. (2) Nathu v. Mussumut Nani, 29 I. C. 612.
See 11 Cal. 1108, 22 Cal. 361, 8 I. A 210.

(3) Lucchun Kunwar v. Manorath, 22 Cal, 445 P. C. Sham Koer v.

Dalkoeer, 29 I. A. 132, Gajadhur v. Parbati, 9 I. A. 450.
(4) Buratnal v. Narain Das, 102 Punj. R. 1907.
* These duties are thus specified

WfllWSlfVcm 1

ft* n iwft: i

Performing religious ceremonies and observing fasts, chaste, virtuous
and always making gifts, even a childless widow goes to heaven. Vrihasoati
cited in the Smriti Chandrika.

r
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IWt Iw 3?^cra*r: h

sannfa ft* *rr«5 fa?j: i

^ ii

* 13**^

If (i) among such brothers as have come to a division, and

are separate in wives, affairs and wealth, one should die without

leaving a son, (2) his wife enjoys (3) his wealth.

The sages declare that the transactions of a wife have no

validity, especially the gift, hypothecation, or sale of a house or

field.

Women (4) are not entitled to bestow gifts or to sell

property. It is only while she is living together with her

husband’s family, that a woman may enjoy (the family property).

Such transactions are valid when they are sanctioned by

the husband
;
or on failure of husband and son, by the king.

What has been given to a wife by her loving husband,

that she may spend or give away as she likes after his death,

excepting immovables.

In the same way the transactions of a slave are declared

invalid unless they have been sanctioned by his master. A
slave is not his own master.

(1) This verse is not to be found in the Narada Smriti, as published by

Dr. Jolly. It does seem out of place where it is, and may be spurious. I

have, however, not rejected it as spurious, but placed it where it is placed in

the Minor Narada, 1 e. t after verse 26 (see Narada Smriti, p. 56 and Sacred

Books of the East, vol. 33, p. 264). Dr. Jolly says, it is a marginal gloss.

(2) Dr. Jolly has got ‘without issue.’ It should be ‘without son.
5

(3) Dr. Jolly has translated as ‘inherits.’ It should be ‘enjoys.’

She is allowed to enjoy the property till her death, but the property is in

the family. See the next text.

t4) I^r» Jolly, following the commentators including Gimutavahana, has

translated as meaning * of females generally ’ including daughters.

It is upon this interpretation that the entire law curtailing the rights of

females is based. I have printed the verses following and preceding it to

show that it cannot mean females generally. The next verse will show that

it cannot refer to childless widowed daughters. It refers to wives and widows.

It clearly refers to verse 41 Ch. 5, WTC»?r9 WTHIT
t,et> ‘the wife, slave and son can have no property ; and thus are not

independent.’
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If a son has transactioned any business without authoriza-

tion from his father, it is also declared an invalid transaction.

A slave and a son are equal in that respect.

Narada, I. 25 to 30.

scfhcri wn ausT w 11

sst -fttKiu 1

sinyrra 11

fxra*n3*pnfii6r. 1^ 11

%n?ft I

f^TT ^rfrotTT •TT^t^ ^ TOT*T II

3flp*T ^TRT 1

»TTW^TftRnf^r^ \\

vro; i

n«TTOT «n?rt ?3[Wt JRW^I II

iwsnfa assists st *Ct 1

IWWTW»t fas %^tsi *T II

1 «<-stst

In the revealed texts (of the Veda) by the traditional law

(of the Smritis) and on popular usage, the wife is declared to be

half the body (of her husband), equally sharing the outcome of

good and evil acts.

Of him whose wife is not dead, half his body survives.

How should any one else take the property, while half (his)

body lives ?

* is the reading in the Ratnakara. It seems to be the

correct reading. This is a text of Prajapati, according to the Saraswati-

Vilasa.
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Although kinsmen (Sakulyas), although his father and

mother, although uterine brothers be living, the wife of him

who dies without leaving male issue shall succeed to his share.

A wife deceased before (her husband) takes away his

consecrated fire (Agnihotra ;)
but if the husband dies before the

wife, she takes his property, if she is faithful to him. This is

an eternal law.

After having received all the movable and immovable

property, the gold, base metals and grain, liquids and wearing

apparel, she shall cause his monthly, six monthly and annual

Sraddhas to be performed.

Let her propitiate with funeral oblations and pious

liberality, her husband’s paternal uncles, gurus
,
* daughter’s

sons, sister’s sons, and maternal uncles
;
also aged or helpless

persons, guests and women (belonging to the family).

The husband being separated (in interests from his former

coparceners) his wife shall take after his death a pledge and

whatever else is recognised as property, excepting the immovable

wealth.!

A wife though preserving her character and though partition

have been made, is unworthy to obtain immovable property.

Food or a portion of the arable land shall be given to her at

will (for her support).

Vrihaspati, XXV. 46-55,

wfcnv *i

%

to
4

! TOen: i

fasraiSt <5 11

vm hw: mm*ft fwrt i

The husband’s daya (heritage or gift), on the husband’s

death, the wife may dispose of, according to her pleasure, but

* Guru probably means father-in-law and persons standing in the
position of parents to the husband. See the interpretation of the Dayabhaga
of the word Guru.

t The Mayukha and the Chandrika say that this applies when she
has got no daughters. If she has got any daughter, she takes the immo-
veable property also.
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when he is living, she shall preserve it. When there is no wealth

derived from the husband, she should pass her time in her

husband’s family.

Let the sonless widow preserving unsullied the bed of her

lord, and steadfast in her continence * enjoy with moderation

the property until her death. After her let the heirs take it.

Katyayana, cited by Madhava and other commen-

tators, but Lukshmidhara attributes the text to

Harita.

‘qfwm n

<*i ia i** cf i

On the husband dying the wife is entitled to food and

raiment. But + she gets (enjoys) the share of the undivided

wealth till her death. J

Text of Katyayana, cited in the Smriti-Chandrika

and the Saraswati-Vilasa.

Txtf |

* °\

* ^fq*$ It

qnausRq^rcr i

She who is delighted in the service of her lather-in-law and

the like, is entitled to enjoy her appointed share
;

if she will

not do them service, raiment and food only shall be appointed.

Katyana, cited in the Saraswati Vilasa.

wSft i

wrqftt i

* The Dayabhaga reads which means according to it

“abiding with her father-in-law and others of the husband’s family.” Cole-

brooke translates it as “abiding with her venerable protectors.” See the

analogous text of Vriddha-Manu, p. 282.

t According to the Smriti-Chandrika, ‘but’ should be ‘or,’ and says

that the first hemistich refers to those who are not Patnis but purchased wives.

X The Rev. Mr. Foulkes translates it as follows : ‘But when her lord has

gone to heaven a woman is partaker of food and raiments ; but she receives

the undivided man’s share of the property up to the time of her death.’
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When her husband is dead, she, who maintains the family,*

shall receive her husband’s share
;
her proprietorship is for her

lifetime, in gift, mortgage, and sale, t

Prajapati, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa, but according

to the Vira-Mitrodaya, it is a text of Katyayana.

The widow, if chaste, takes the wealth of the husband.

Katyayana, cited in the Madana-Parijata.

Scrrat it vmt 1

vyrni iwtsit m 11

1

On the death of an appointed daughter, her husband does

not inherit her property. If she leaves no issue, it shall be

taken by an unmarried sister (or by another).:*:

Paithinasi, cited in the Dayabhaga.

v*m\: i

ITWl *{ |

On the Putrika dying sonless, her husband does not

succeed to her wealth.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Dayabhaga)

fircnw. trffcra: fora w* q 1

vrfif Tsrt ^ m 11

1

Of the inheritance, up to two thousand panas (of gold

should be given to the widow. Whatever wealth had been

* According to some authorities ^cnftf^TT means chaste.

+ According to the Saraswati-Vilasa this refers to a widow without a

daughter.

% There are various readings of this text. The Vivada-Katnakara reads

aftei 3T and interprets it to mean that “ failing the

maiden daughter it is taken by the sister.” There is also a variation of

this reading too, which runs tpntSn;
^c * ^his text *nd

following text are probably one text,
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given to her by the husband that also she gets according to her

pleasure.

Vyasa, cited by Haradatta and

other Commentators.

•j

The woman always leading a virtuous life, saves both

herself and her deceased husband, O, beautiful lady.

Vyasa, cited by Raghunandana.

faq

^ <r*r wre

*rrorc fax ^wi ii

^r*ysrref*rfi 8^ % i

Of the wealth up to 2000panas of gold should be given to

the wife. That is given by the husband and she is entitled to

enjoy it.

For women the heritage of their husbands is pronounced

applicable to use. Let not women on any account make waste

of their husband’s wealth.

Mahabharata Anushashnika 47 Ch. 23, 24.

Whatever is most desired by men, whatever was desired

by the husband, should be given to qualified persons, with the

object of pleasing the husband.

A text cited in the Parijata.

* sresfcsflw Ufa

»romnSc iRpreftt *0 1

*The text cited in the Pariata is probably based ( n the above,



SEOTION II

Rights of Sisters, Mothers, Step-mothers and

Grandmothers.

A married daughter had no rights to property,

except when she was a Putrika, in her fathers

family. A daughter on marriage was entitled to

receive ornaments and other Stridhana, as well Sister
’
s share-

as some property as her portion, according to

the means of the members of the family. If,

however, there was a partition before her mar-

riage, the lawgivers enacted that a share should

be set apart for her. In more ancient times,

among Aryan races, the unmarried daughter was

considered in every respect equal to a son and

hence we find that she was entitled to a share

equal to that of a son. In later times, it was laid

down that “ she was entitled to one-fourth share

but when the estate was inconsiderable, she was

entitled to share equally with the son.” The

Smriti Chandrika, the Dayabhaga, the Mithila

writers and most of the modern Nibandhas, which

have attained an authority superior to the Rishis

and to the more ancient and learned commentators,

have, ignorant of the history of the law and of the

text mentioned above, laid down that an unmarried

sister is to be given only so much as is sufficient

for her marriage, and the full fourth is to be given

‘only when the estate is inconsiderable.’ This

view has found favour with our Courts.* But it is

* Damoodar v. Senabati, 8 Cal. 537. The decision was under the

Mithila Law. It was admitted that the law under the Mitakshara was

different.

37
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Step-sister's

share.

clearly wrong. It is opposed to all the lawgivers,

to Vijnaneswara, Medhatithi and other ancient

commentators, and all Hindus should remember

the injunction of Manu that if they do not give a

fourth share to their unmarried sisters, they become

patita or outcast. It has been clearly forgotten

that not only should a daughter’s marriage expenses

be paid but she should be provided with a portion

which is to be her Stridhana. It is indeed very

strange that the law laid down by Vijnaneswara

should be set aside, on account of the opinion of

less-informed writers. It is to be hoped, that the

Courts of India will yet declare the law to be, as

is laid down in the Smritis.

A step-sister is also entitled to a fourth share

according to Medhatithi and Kulluka. But where

there are uterine brothers, a sister should take a

fourth share from them only.

The Smritis are clear that the sister is to get

one share and the brother three shares, i. e., the

sons are to get each, thrice as much, as a daughter.

This is also the view of Medhatithi.* But modern

commentators have put palpably erroneous and

unreasonable interpretations on the text of Manu,

quietly ignoring the text of Katyayana cited in this

Section. Depriving females of their just rights,

has been the guiding principle of modern writers.

Vijnaneswara says, that when there are two

sons and one daughter, the property is to be divided

into 3 shares, and the daughter is to got a fourth

of one such share, i. e., one-twelfth. But according

to the clear meaning of the Smritis, a daughter
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should get one-third of the share of a son.

The Dayabhaga says so. The Vivada Tandava
says that one fourth means one fourth of the

share of each son ( 9[rTfcf ?T

I )• The Apararka, the Vivada

Chintamani, the Vivada Ratnakara and the

Viramitrodaya are of the same opinion. Their

opinion is more reasonable and, as it is a ques-

tion of calculation, it should have been adopted
in preference to the erroneous method of Vij-

naneswara, which has been adopted in several

cases. But it should be mentioned here that

the Bombay, Madras and Allahabad Courts

have refused to follow this method of Vijnanes-

wara in the case of the share of the illegiti-

mate son (18 Bom. L. R. 70, 34 Mad. 277, 5
N. W. P. H. C. R. 94).

Following the erroneous method of calcu-

lation prescribed by Vijnaneswara, in the case

of Damooder v. Senabatty, (8 Cal. 537) where
there were 3 sons, 2 widows and 2 maiden
daughters, it was held by the judges, that

the unmarried daughter’s portion would be, at

the most, one-fourth of a share, dividing the

property into six shares.

According to the Dayabhaga, the unmarri-

ed sister is entitled not to a quarter share, on
partition, but only to maintenance, until her

marriage, and to the expenses of her marriage,

which are not to exceed a quarter share, where

the property is small. That is also the opinion

of the Smriti Chandrika and the Saraswati

Vilasha. This view has been affirmed by the

Courts as good law for Bengal and Madras.

History of the law of the maiden daughter’s
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rights, was not known to these commentators.

She enjoyed in the old Aryan family, as long as

she did not pass into another family, all the

rights of a son of the family. Her rights were

afterwards curtailed as we have seen. Our

Courts would have done well in giving effect

to the true Hindu law on the subject, un-

influenced by the ignorance and the bigotry of

the Pundits, which have deprived females of

the just rights given to them by the Rishis.

It is some satisfaction that the opinion of

Vijnaneswara in regard to the absolute right of

the unmarried sister to a share has been adopted

by the courts of Northern India and Bombay.(i)

As regards the married sister, she belonged

to another family, and had no rights to property

belonging to her father’s family. This was

the law of the Aryans. The unmarried sister

took a share, because she was a member of the

family, as Medhathithi says. The Bombay
School of commentators give the married sister

rights of inheritance after the agnates. Nearness

of relationship is certainly a test of heirship.

The nearest male Bandhu is certainly the sister’s

son. But as he claims through the sister, it

stands to reason that she should take first and

then her son. As it is, except in Bombay,

she is entitled to maintenance, only when her

husband’s family is extinct or incapable of

maintaining her.

Among the Dogars in the Amritsar District

in the Punjab, it has been held that by custom

sisters inherit in preference to collaterals of the

sixth degree. (2)

(1) Damoder v. Senabutty, 8 Cal. 537. Damoder «. Uttam, 17
Pomb. 271. (2) Bholi v. Kahna, 1 Ind. Cas, 695, 35 P, R. 1909,
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When there is male issue, the mother is

entitled to a share equal to that of the son on

partition, and so is the grand-mother. The
step-mother is also entitled to a share, like the

mother in all the provinces, except Bengal and

Madras (x). Gimutavahana says that the

step-mother is not entitled to a share on parti-

tion by step-sons. The Dayabhaga at one

place says that the term mother does not

include step-mother. But later on it says that

the sonless step-mothers are equal sharers with

the sons. Srikrishna and Achyuta interpret

this to mean that sonless step-mothers are not

entitled to shares. Halayudha and Shulapani

allowed the step-mother a share and the Daya-

bhaga allows it when speaking of her speci-

fically. But the opinion of Srikrishna as

interpreting the Dayabhaga has been accepted

as good law in our Courts. In Madras, neither

the mother nor the step-mother is entitled to

a share, notwithstanding the clear rule of the

Madhaviya to the contrary. (2) The Smriti

Chandrika says she is entitled to such portion

of the estate as is sufficient for her maintenance

and religious duties. (3) In a matter like this

at least, the Courts should have ascertained

the true law of the Hindus and prescribed one

rule for all India.

According to Yajnavalkya, on partition

during the lifetime of the father, the mother, as

well as the step-mother, is entitled to a share

equal to that of the sons, minus what she

(1) Hemangini v. Kedar, 16 Cal. 758 P. C.

(2) Vencantamal v. Andyappa, 6 Mad. 130. Mari v. Chinnammal,

8 Mad. 123. It should be observed that the decisions are of an incon-

clusive character. See Dayabhaga, Sec. 22
;
Smriti Chandrika, Ch* II.,

gees. 2-17. (3) See 6 Mad. 130, 8 Mad. 123.

Mother’s

share.

In Madras not

entitled to a

share.

Mother,

step-mother

entitled to

share under

Mitakshara.
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might have received as Stridhana from her

husband or her father-in-law, either by gift or

by devise. The rule has been given effect to

by the Courts, though the Mitakshara would
give only a half share in such a case. (1) The
Calcutta High Court in a Dayabhaga case

have also held that there should be such

deduction even on partition after the death of

the father. (2) In the same case, it has been

held that when the mother inherits the share

of a deceased son that cannot be deducted from

her share on partition.

According to the decisions of our Courts,

on partition, whether during the lifetime of

the father or after his death, a mother and a
step-mother are. each of them entitled to a
share equal to that of a son, in the ancestral

property as well as in accretions, under the

Benares, Bombay and Mithila schools and to

have that share separately allotted and to

enjoy it herself separately even from her

husband. (3) Mothers and step-mothers share

equally with their own sons only, under the

Dayabhaga.
They have however no right to compel a

partition under all the Schools. (4) But when the

share of a son has been sold in execution, it has

been held that that is tantament to a partition

(1)

Jayram v. Nath, 31 Bom. 54. Jodoo v. Brojo, 12 B. L. R. 385.
Kishori v, Moni, 12 Cal. 165 Laljeet Sing v. Raj Coomar, 20 W. R. 337.
(2) Poorendra Nath Sen v, Srimati Hemangni Dasi, 12 C. W. N. 1002.
jadoonath v. Brojonath, 12. B. L. R. 385. Kishon v. Moni, 12 Cal. 168.

(3) Sumrun v. Chunder, 8 Cal. 17. Damoodar v. Senabutti, 8 Cal. 537.
Badri v. Bhugwat, 8 Cal. 649. Dular Koeri v. Dwarka Nath Misser, 32
Cal. 234. Chowdhuri Thakur v. Musst Bhagbati, 1 Cal. L.

J. 142. Damoor
v. Uttamram, 17 Bom. 271 . Haritaram v, Bishambhar, 31 I. C. 807.

13 All. L. J. 1129. Damodarv. Uttamram, 17 Bom. 27. Lakshman i.

Satyabhama, 2 Bom. 504. Damoodur v. Senabatty, 8 Cal. 539. Chow*
dhury Thakur Prosad Sahi v. Musammat Bhagabah Koer, x Cal. L. ]. 142.

(4} Bilasov.Dinnath, 3 All. 88. Isri v, Nasib, loCal. 10x7. See 5 Cal. 845.
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and in such a case the mother can sue for her

share, (i)

It has been held, that if the share of a son is

purchased by a stranger, the mother is not entitled R jghts o{ tfa4i

to a share, if the main estate remains undivided. (2) X'SSof'the

It is difficult to reconcile the decision with the rights son-

of the mother given by the Smirits. The Privy

Council have recently held that though the mother

is not entitled to demand a partition, she is entitled,

if a partition takes place among her sons, whether

at their own instance or at the instance of pur-

chasers of their interest, to receive the share of

a son in property which is ancestral or acquired

by the employment of ancestral wealth. She may

however, acquiesce in the division of the property

between her sons without ' claiming a share for

herself. (3)

It has been held in Allahabad, that the mother

is entitled to a share, not only as against the sons

but also as against an auction-purchaser of the

share of one of the sons. (4) In Bengal, however,

it has been held, that though a purchaser before

•partition will take such share as a son would take

if there was no mother, a purchaser after the insti-

tution of the suit for partition, would only take such

share as his vendor would be entitled to, after

giving the mother a share. (5)

(1) Bilaso v. Dinanath, 3 All. 88.

(2) Barahi Dobi v. Debkamini, 20 Cal. 682. See 31 I. A. 10.

(3) Chowdhury Ganesh v, Mussmut Jewach, 31 I. A. 10. Ararita Lai

v. Manick Lall, 27 Cal. 552. Juggernath v. Odhiranee, 20 W. R. 126.

See 15 Cal. 922.

(4) Bilaso v. Dina Nath, 3 All. 88.

(5) Jogendra v. Fulkumary, 27 Cal. 77, 20 Cal.
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Law under

the Bengal

school.

It has been held in Calcutta that under

the Dyabhaga, the father can defeat the right

of the mother to. a share on partition by will

though he cannot in this way deprive her of her

right of maintenance. (1)

Under the Bengal school, it has been held,

that when there is one son, the mother is not

entitled to a share, nor can a sonless step-mother

demand a share. On partition among sons by

different mothers, each mother is entitled to a

share equal to that of each of her own sons, minus

what she might have received as Stridhana by gift

or devise, and if one of them has got only one

son, she is not entitled to a share.(2) She gets such a

share, even if she had inherited before the share of a

deceased son. (3) The share thus obtained on

partition by a mother is not her Stridhana, and

after her death, it is taken by the heirs of the sons,

by partition among whom she got the property (4),

such share being considered as in lieu of or by

way of providing for the maintenance to which

she is entitled as against them. (5)

mother's share
Under the Mitakshara school also, it has

Stridhana. been held that the shares allotted to widows

(1) Poorendra Nath Sen v, Sreemati Hemangini, 12. C. W. N. 1002.

Debendra Kumar Roy Chowdhu y v. Brojendra Kumar Roy Chowdhury,

17 Cal. 886.

(2) Cally Churn Mullick v. Janova Dassee, 1 Ind. Jur. N. S. 284.

Jodoonath v. Brojonath, 12 B. L. R. 385. Torit v. Taraprosonno, 4 Cal.

756. Kisory v. Moni, 12 Cal. 105 Hemangini v, Kedar, 16 Cal. 758 P. C.

Jeeomony v. Attaram,*Macn. 64.

(3) Jugomohah v, Sarodamoyee, 3 Cal. 149.

(4) Hemangini v. Kedar Nath, 16 Cal. 758 P. C. Barahi Debiz/. Debi

Kamini, 20 Cal. 682. Jodoo a.Bishnath, 9W. R. 61. Beni v. Puran, 22Cal.292.

(5) Sorolah Dassee v. Bhooban Mohon Neoghy, 15 Cd. 292. Hridoy

v. Berary, C. W. N, 239.
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and mothers are allotted to them “ in lieu of

maintenance,” “ the proprietary right” remain-

ing “ vested in the sons, subject to the widows
retaining possession and enjoying the profits

during their respective lives.” (i) The Mitak-

shara calls such share, as also all inherited

property, Stridhana but it did not intend it to

be governed wholly by the law of Stridhana.

In Allahabad a contrary view was taken. (2)

The Privy Council, however, have recently

decided that such share is not Stridhana but is

like property coming to her by way of inheri-

tance and on her death is taken by the heirs of

her husband. (3) The Calcutta High Court has

held that the sons or the representatives of the

sons by partition among whom she got the pro-

perty, would get the property, after her death. (4)

This is a reasonable and equitable rule.

In property acquired from ancestral property

or in property acquired by the grandfather before

the birth of her son, the mother can get a share

on partition. (5) But an observation has been

thrown out in certain judgments and text books
that the mother has no share in property

acquired by her husband or by her sons living

jointly, (6) There is no justification in the

Smritis or the commentaries for the position.

(1) Damoodar v. S. Senabutty, 8 Cal. 137. Tripura Sundari v.

Dakshina Mohon Roy, 11 Cal. W. N. 698. Doubted, 32 Cal. 234.

(2) Chhiddu v. Naubat, 24 All. 67. Sri Pal v. Suraj Bali, 24 All. 82.

See Bhugwandeen v. Myna Baee, 11 Moore 487. Thakoor Deyhee v.

Rai Baluk, 11 Moore 139. Chotay v Chunno, 6

1

. A. 15. Mutto
Vaduganadha v. Dore Singha, 3 Mad. 290. Gambhir Singh v.

Makraddhy, 4 A. L. J. 673.

(3) Debe Mangal v. Mahadeo, 34 All. 234 P. C.

(4) Sarola Dassi v. Bhoobun Mohun, 15 Cal 292.

(5) Sudanund v. Soorjoomoney, 1 1 W. R. 436. Isree Pershad v.

Nasib Kooer, 10 Cal. 1017. Contra, Gunga Pershad v. Sheodyal, 9
C. L. R. 417.

(6) Purno Chunder v. Sorojinee, 8 C. W. N. 765, Mayne’s Hindu
Lawi Sec. 481, Macnaghten’s Considerations on the Hindu Law, p. 51.
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A grandmother is entitled to a share equal

mother's right
that of the grandsons on a partition under

to a share. the Mitakshara and also the Dayabhaga, (i)

even when the father makes the partition of

his own choice. In Allahabad, however, ' the

grandmother has been allowed a share only on

a partition before but not after the death of

the father. (2) There seems to be little justifica-

tion for this divergence of opinion. When
there are sons and grandsons, the grandmother

is entitled to a share equal to the share of a

son. (3) It has been recently held by the

Calcutta and Bombay High Courts that where

there is a grand-mother, a step-grand-mother,

as well as a mother, both are entitled to equal

shares with the grandson. (4) If however, there

are no sons, but only grandsons by different

fathers, the estate will be first divided into as

many shares as there are grandsons and grand-

mothers, and the grandmothers will be entitled

each to one share, the grandsons dividing the

remaining shares according to the stock as

usual and giving their mothers, shares equal to

theirs, as they would have done if there were

no grand -mothers. (5) Great-grand-mothers, as

grand-mothers of the uncle of a person parti-

tioning, would get the share of grandmothers.(6)

(1) Sibbosundray v. Bussomutty, 7 Cal. 191. Budri v. Bhagwat, 8
Cal. 649. Purnachundra v. Sarojini, 8 C. W. N. 763. Sheo Dyal
Tewaree v. Judoonath Tewaree, 9 W. R. 61. (2) Sheo Baran v. Janki,

34 All. 505 F B. Radhakishenman v. Bachaman, 3 All. 118. (3) Prawn
Kissen v. Muttoo Soondory, Fulton 389. (4) 8 C. W. N. 763 Chummun
Prosad v. Pranpat, 29 I. A. 166. Vitbal Ramkrishna ®. Prahlad

Ramkrishna, 39 Bomb. 373. (5) Purna v. Sarojini, 8 C. W. N. 183.

Sreemotee Jeemoney v. Attaram F. Mac. N. 64, Cally Churn v. Jonava,
I. Ind. Jur. N. S. 284. Jugomohun v. Sarodamoyee, 3 Cal. 149, Torit

v. Tara Prosonno, 4 Cal. 756. Kristo Bhabinee v. Ashu Tosh, 13 Cal. 39.

(6) 8 C. W. N. 763.
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SECTION II.

insofar. 1

*n?f qfirm: wjfenm: 11

^ s?N *fw. 1

^RTCt § ^ WST *Tf*T*re TOiq: II

*3: eutc> m 1

But to the maiden (sisters) the brothers shall severally

give (portions) out of their shares, each out of his share one-

fourth part
;
those who refuse to give (it) will become outcasts,

His uterine brothers having assembled together shall equally

divide it, and those brothers who are reunited and the uterine

sisters.

Maun, IX. 118, 212.

nifciwiT 1

<? r 1 * 1 ^ * 1 a* 1

The daughters shall obtain the ornaments of * their mother

(as many as are) presented according to the custom (of the

caste) or any thing else (that may be given according to custom.

Baudhayana, P. 2, A. 2, K, 3, 43.

wftrfyift I

When partition takes place, the unmarried daughter gets

from all the property, mother’s ornaments of maidenhood and

nuptial Stridhana.t

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the

Ratnakara, Madhavya, &c.

* mnrSlf
'm has been interpreted by Govinda Swami to mean what is

given to their mother by the maternal grand ather and grandmother.

t Babu Golap Chundra Sircar translates the latter part of this

passage as follows “ Nuptial Stridhana consisting of the mother’s ornament in

maidenhood.” This is clearly erroneons. He had lost sight of the word ^
which means and.
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fo%: Vs 1 n 1

Mothers shall receive shares proportionate to their son’s

share. And so shall unmarried sisters

Vishnu, XVIII. 35.

«

wrsn vim: »

^srmr:, r 1 1

If partition be made after the fathers’ death, the mother

shall also have an equal share.

Uninitiated brothers should be initiated by those for whom

the ceremonies have already been completed. But sisters

should be disposed of in marriage giving them as an allotment,

the fourth share.

Yajnavalkya, II. 126, 127.

faciT 1

wm vrrfn^t vim 11

in: 1

nnlmw. $«n: «m 11

The shares let the father keep for himself, when he

distributes his property. The mother shall receive the same

share as a son (when the sons divide the property) after her

husband’s death.

To the eldest son a larger share shall be allotted and a

less share is assigned to the youngest son, the rest shall take

equal shares and so shall an unmarried sister.

Narada, XIII. 2, 13.

sSirotsitsftrefl

TOtwra: *norrit mi n

This text is attributed to Vasista in the Viramitrodaya and

the Baijayanti. It is all but identical with Narada, Ch. 13, v.

2, and the meaning is the same.
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g *\*[^\ iprofarOTtfW i#

vtmmt ii

?n ^rr g irftsir i

wsisi Wswn^fqfjw *r ii

i^sfg; n i i

But on his death, the mother shall take a son’s share

The mothers shall share equally with the sons, the maidens

shall take fourth part shares.

If there be a sister she is entitled to a share of his pro-

perty, this is the law regarding (the wealth of) one destitute of

issue and who has no wife or father.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 63, 64.

VTR I

TOt wrr: bt«T ^crg 11 t

But a fourth share is ordained for daughters not given in

marriage, and three shares for sons
;
but when the property is

small, equality (of shares) is ordained.

Katyayana cited in the Ratnakara and other commentaries..

fw 1

*TRtTfq fqgft g«ailWlftl4l 11

A father takes either a double share or a moiety of his

son’s acquisition of wealth
;
and the mother also, if the father

be deceased, is entitled to an equal portion with the son.

Katyayana cited in the Dayabhaga

and the Vivada Tandava.

* ggqT qi iMifMpft *s the reading of Mitra Misra. It means ‘or the

daughter shall take an equal share.’ It corresponds to some extent with

Devala, Narada, and Katyayana.

t Babu Golap Chundra Sircar reads it as and translates it has ‘her

ownership is ordained.’ It is meaningless and therefore incorrect. (Seethe

text of Vasista and Narada). Medhatithi also apparently reads this verse as

I have put it, in his commentary on verse 1 18, Ch. IX of Manu. The
Viramitrodaya reads that when the paternal

wealth is not sufficient for the expenses of marriage, the daughter take

equally with the son.
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qr*nm m 1

^ ww *f 11

q?TOTO STOJ'Wl I

To maiden daughters also should be given property suffi-

cient for marriage out of their paternal estate
;
and the legiti-

mate daughter of a man without male issue, shall take his wealth

like a son.

Devala, cited in the Ratnakara, Madhavya, &c.

t m 1

TOfqfir. 11

1

But amongst them those that are uninitiated should be

initiated by the elder brothers from their paternal wealth ; as

also the unmarried daughters according to law.

Vyasa, cited in the Ratnakara, Parijata, &c.

fqg: to: ^rorsrtsn: victim: 1

famnsra iraqran: 11

qRwiwroTOnnwi i

The sonless wives of the father are declared equal sharers.

Grandmothers are also declared equal to mothers.

Vyasa, cited in the Kalpataru and

other commentaries.

TOt fronrr qfa: 1

Up to her marriage, a daughter (or sister) takes a share

After that the husband supports her.

Text cited by Medhatithi.

appft iwi f*i*n»ts*t w 1

The mother, if without wealth, takes an equal share with

her sons on partiticn.

Text cited in the Mayukba without naming the author.



SeCTION III.

The maintenance of females and their right to

residence in the family dwelling house.

Women are declared in the Smritis as ‘not

deserving of independence.’ “In childhood they

are to live under the guardianship of and are to be

protected by their fathers, after marriage, by their

husbands, in their old age, by their sons
;

in the

absence of them (i. e.
}
father, husband and sons),

by their agnatic kinsmen.” “When the husbands

family is extinct or destitute, they are to live under

the guardianship of their father’s family.” Those an̂

h

t

e

he
ld

pJiiJ!

persons who ‘have dominion over a woman,' ‘have jJP
!

s

e

d̂

hich

dominion over her,’ as Narada puts it, ‘in respect

of her maintenance also.' Indeed the liability to

perpetual pupilage carries with it as a matter of

course, the right to maintenance, from persons who

are declared to be guardians. This is the simple

principle of the law of maintenance, which has

been completely lost sight of, by text-writers and

modern lawyers in the bewildering maze of dis-

cussions about moral and legal liability in our

Courts. There were no poor laws, workhouses

or orphanages in ancient India; There was no

custom of women working for their own bread.

The rule of their guardianship and the obligation

to maintain them, was a legal and binding rule,

upon the peculiar constitution of Hindu society.

As long as a woman is unmarried, the liability to

maintain her, to defray her marriage expenses and

to provide her with a marriage portion, according

to means, is cast first on the father, and failing him

on the nearest agnatic relation.
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After marriage the guardianship of women and

the liability to maintain them rest with the husband

and sons, and failing them, on the nearest agnatic

member of their family. When the husband, the

father or the brother is a disqualified heir, the

liability to maintain the wife of such person and also

to maintain his unmarried sister and daughter, as

well as to provide for their marriage expenses and

marriage portion, devolves on the person, who
takes his share of the property. Even when

there is no ancestral property, the family have

to maintain its women and incapable members. A
woman was under the dominion of the agnates.

It would be absurd to suppose that the agnates

could always exercise dominion over a woman, if

they liked, but were liable to maintain her only

if her husband left property. That was not the

law of the Rishis.

A widow had to live with her husband’s family,

leading a chaste life, in order to be able to claim the

right of maintenance. But if ill, she could go to

her father’s family, if she liked, without losing her

rights. But if she left her husband’s family, without

sufficient reason, or became unchaste, she forfeited

her right to maintenance. But an unchaste woman,
if she did not leave her husband’s house and was

under the control of his family, was still entitled

to a starving maintenance “deprived of all rights.”

In case of wives of disqualified heirs and widows

of deceased coparceners, when there is ancestral

family property, if they are denied proper mainte-

nance, they are entitled to resume the share to

which their husbands were entitled. Therefore

the amount of separate maintenance to which a
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woman is entitled, when she is without proper

reason refused maintenance, can never be less

than the annual income of the share to which her

husband was entitled.

A female is entitled to be maintained by her

father’s family, if her husband’s family is extinct

or incapable on account of extreme poverty, to

support her.

As between the husband and the wife, during

coverture, both are equally entitled to the property

of either. It would therefore follow, that the wife

is entitled to alienate the husband’s property during

his absence, or to pledge his credit, for the neces-

saries of life for herself and the family, if he

refuses to maintain them. If the husband, without

any of the justifying causes mentioned in the

Smritis, marries a second time, the wife is entitled

to receive a third of the entire property of the

husband. If the husband has got no property, he

is still under the obligation to maintain the wife.

This is the simple law of maintenance pres-

cribed by the Rishis for the guidance of the simple

household of ancient Hindus to whom refusing

food to an Atitki even, was a sin, and to whom
accumulation of wealth was not proper. The ances-

tral immoveable property was inalienable, because

the family had to be supported by it. However,

the old state of things has passed away and the

old law is obsolete. Let us see what is the present

law according to the decisions of our Courts.

Under the Hindu Law of the Rishis, a right to

maintenance is founded on relation, and not on the

possession of property. Some of the commenta-

tors and certain decisions of our Courts favour a

39
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Right of

mother and

step-mother

whether a

charge on

property.

Right of the

wife—when
is she entitled

to live apart*

contrary view. The Privy Council, however, in a

recent case held in the case of a step-mother that

“ the right of a widow to maintenance is founded

on relationship, and differs from debts ” and there-

fore it was not ‘ a charge on the estate ’ and need

not “be provided for previous to partition.” (i) A
mother is entitled to maintenance, even if the son

is not in possession of the paternal property. (2)

A step-mother is also entitled to be supported by

the step-son (3), but it has been held, that a step-

mother has no legal right to maintenance indepen-

dently of the existence of family-property. (4) Nor

is she entitled to maintenance (unlike the mother)

if she is unchaste. (5)
“ Where there are several

groups of sons, the maintenance of their mothers

must, so long as the estate remains joint, be a

charge upon the whole estate
;
but when a partition

is made, the law appears to be that their mainte-

nance is distributed according to relationship, the

sons of each mother being bound to maintain her.”(6)

A wife is always entitled to be maintained by

the husband and her right is not dependent on the

possession of property, as in the case of the widow

and other females.(7) When she is immature she

may claim maintenance, even though living with her

parents. (8) Otherwise, she cannot demand separate

(1) Hemangini Dasi v, Kedamath Kundu, 16 Cal. 758, P. C.

(2) Subbarayana v. Subbakka, 8 Mad. 236.

(3) Nariyan Rao v. Ramabai, 9 Bom, 415. Raja Pirthee Sing v. Rani

Raj Kower, 20 W. R. 21.

(4) Baidya Nath 0. Govind Lai, 9 Bom. 279*

(5) Rani Basant Kumari 9. Rani Kamal Kumary, 7 Sel. Rep. 144.

(6) Hemangini 9, Kedar Nath, 16 Cal. 758, P. C.

(7) SurampalH 9. Surampalli, 31 Mad. 338.

(8) Ramien v».Condamaml, S. D, Mad, Dec. t36j, p. 134.
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maintenance, while refusing to live with her husband,

except for a justifying cause, (i) She is justified

in leaving her husband’s protection and is entided

to separate maintenance from his income, when he

habitually treats her with cruelty and such violence

as to create the most serious apprehension for

her personal safety (2), or when he changes his

religion (3), or when he keeps a Muhammadan

concubine or mistresses in his own house (4), but

not if he takes a second wife.
(5) It is not necessary

under the Hindu Law to entitle a wife to separate

maintenance to prove cruelty, if there has been

abandonment of the wife. (6)

A wife, who without sufficient cause but

without corrupt motive, lives, apart from her hus-

band, it has been held, does not forfeit her right of

maintenance after his death, though it may be open

to the Court to have regard to her conduct in fixing

the amount of maintenance. (7)

it is not settled whether an unchaste wife

can be turned out without any maintenance
; but if

she leaves the husband’s protection for immoral wife.

*

purposes, she is not entitled to be supported by

him or to be taken back. (8) But if a chaste wife,

after leaving her husband’s house desires afterwards

to return, she is entitled to maintenance. (9)

(1) Sidlingapa v, Sidava, 2 Bom, 634. Kullyanessuri *>. Dwarka

Nath, 6 W. R. 115.

(2) Matangini v. Jogcndra, 19 Cal. 84.

(3) Mansba Jiwan, 6 AIL 617.

(4) Lalla Govind p, Dowlutbutee, 14 VV. R. 451.

(5) Reg v. Mannatha, 17 Mad, 260.

(6) Sitabait*. Ramchandnurao, la Bom. L, R. 373.

(7) Surampalti v. Surarapalli, 31 Mad. 338.

(8) Illata v. Narayan, 1 Mad. H. G 372.

(9) Nityae Laha v, Soondaree, 9 W, U, 475.
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An unmarried daughter is entitled to main-

Rjghtofthe tenance, and also to have her marriage expenses

daughter? paid and to get suitable ornaments and marriage

portioa The decree in such a case should contain

a declaration that the allowance should cease upon

marriage, (i) The widow of a deceased coparcener

can recover from the family property money expend-

ed by her on the celebration of her daughter’s

marriage. (2)

It is a difficult question whether married

daughters can ever claim to be maintained by

Right of the
father’s family. The law of Narada is clear,

daughter
^at w^en husband's family is in destitute

circumstances, the father’s family has to maintain

a female. It is difficult to see, how it is only a

moral duty on the part of the father’s family,

when the legal right to keep a woman in subjec-

tion under such circumstances vests in them by

law. It should be observed that according to

the texts of Vrihaspati cited at this section, the king

should provide maintenance to the females of the

family of a deceased person, and make over the

remainder to the heirs. It should also be remem-

bered, that according to the law of the Rishis, a

girl on marriage had to be given Stridhana, be-

sides ornaments, by the father’s family, which was

considered as given for her maintenance. When

the father’s family fail in their clear duty in this

respect and marry a girl to a poor man—say to

a Koolin Brahmana, who looks upon the father-in-

law as liable to maintain his wife by custom—how

(1) Tulsa v. Gopal Rai, 6 AIL 632*

(2) Vaikuntam v, Kallapiram, 23 Mad* $13*
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can it be said, that when she becomes helpless

on account of poverty, the father’s family can
turn her out without a maintenance ? It has
been held that a son-in-law, who had been
kept in the house and supported by the father-

in-law, can after his death obtain by a suit a
decree for maintenace against his heir. (1) The
son-in-law’s right is doubtful but the daughter
is clearly entitled to maintenance under such

circumstances. Mr. Mayne, Mr. Macnaghten and
Babu Gopal Chunder Sircar are of opinion that

indigent married daughters are entitled to

maintenance. Our Courts have held, that

no person, who has not taken her husband’s

wealth, is liable to maintain a married woman,
and it has also been very definitely laid down
in Bombay, that the father’s family are not

liable, under any circumstances, to maintain a
married woman. (2) In Madras, this decision has

been expressly dissented from and Mr. Justice

Sadasiva Aiyar in a very learned judgment has

shown how the rights of females have been

curtailed on account of ignorance of the law and
its history and expressed his concurrence with

the opinion expressed in this book. (3) The Cal-

cutta High Court has in a recent case declined

to go further than that a daughter “ cannot be

regarded as entitled to demand successfully

maintenance from her father’s heir, who has

succeeded to his estate, unless and until it can

be satisfactorily shown, that she is unable to

obtain maintenance from the family into which
she has married.” (4) Under the Dayabhaga,

(1) Govind Rani Dasi v. Radha Ballabh Das, 15 C. W. N. 205.

(2) Bai Manga 1 v. Bai Rukhmini, 23 Bom. 291.

(3) Gudimetta v. Bellozu, 16 I. C. 139, 23 Mad. L. J, 233.

(4) Mokhada Dassee v. Nundo Lai Haider, 28 Cal. 278.
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the sonless widowed daughter is no heir to her

father, and it would be cruel to deprive her

of maintenance also. The sonless widowed

daughter and grand-daughter and sister come

back to the family of the father according to

Medhatithi. The Vivada Tandava and the

Keshava Vaijayanti clearly lay down that all

these females are entitled to be maintained.

Under the Mitakshara law the widowed

daughter-in-law and the widow of a deceased

co-parcener are entitled to maintenance, if

there is ancestral property, (1) or where the

self-acquired prooerty has been treated as joint-

family property. (2) When there is no such pro-

perty, there is a moralandnot a legal obligation

to support her, (3) but this moral obligation

becomes a legal obligation of the heirs of the

father, when they get this self-acquired property

by inheritance. (4) Under special circumstances,

such as when the son was a minor and made to

marry by the father, the latter is in equity liable

to maintain the widowed daughter-in-law,

even when there is no ancestral property. (5)

There is a divergence of opinion whether a

devisee is under the legal obligation mentioned

above. The Bombay High Court held that he

is not. (61 The Madras and Calcutta High

Courts, it seems to me more correctly, have

held the contrary. (7) In a recent case, the

(1) Devi Prosad v. Gunwanti, 22 Cal. 410. Parvati v. Chatru, 36
Bomb. 131. Massmut Hema Kooereee. Ajoodkya Pershad, 24 W. R. 474.
Kastu Bai v. Shivjiram, 3 Bom. 372. Gokibai v. Lakhmidas. 14 Bom.
490. Visalachi v. Annasami v. 5 Mad. (I. C. 150. Surampalli v.

Surampalli, 31 Mad. 338. (2) Appathusai v. Nanu Pattar, 32 I. C. 955.

(3) Savitribai y. Lukmibai, 2 Bom. 573 F. B. (4) Janki v. Nandram, 11

All. 194. Adhi Bai v. Curson Das, 11 Bom. 199. Yamunabai v. Monubai,

23 Bom. 508. Rangammal tr. Gchammal 22 Mad. 305. This case over-

ruled Ammakana v. Appu, 1 1 Mad. 91. (3) Meenakshi v. Rama Ayyar,

37 Mad. 396. (6) Bai Parvati v, Tarwadi, 25 Bom. 263. (7) Rangammal
if. Ecbammal, 22 Mad. 305, Induoala v, Panchanani, 21 Cal, L.

J.
29a,
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Allahabad Court have held that ancestral property

can never be alienated so as to defeat a widow’s

right to maintenance. (1)

Under the Bengal school, it has been held, in a

case where there was no allegation of the existence

of ancestral property, that " the widow of a son

who has died leaving nothing, cannot compel her

deceased husband’s father to make a pecuniary

allowance by way of maintenance, if she refuses

to live with him as a member of his family.” (2)

In a recent case, it has been held that under the

Bengal law also, the moral obligation of a person

became the legal obligation of his heir, who took

his property " not for his own benefit, but for the

benefit of the late proprietor,” and who “ ought to

perform the obligation of maintaining the widow"

and that there was no difference between the Bengal

and Mitakshara schools on this point and further

that non-residence with the family of the deceased

husband, except for unchaste or immoral purposes,

did not disentitle the daughter-in-law to mainten-

ance. ( 1)

Wives of disqualified members of a family and

the widows of deceased coparceners when chaste are of disquaTS

always entitled to maintenance from persons, male

or female, in possession of the family property. (4)

In the Punjab among Randhava Jats in the

Amritsar District, it has been held that there is a

(1) Becha v, Mothena, 23 All. 86.

(2) Khetramani v, Kashinath, 10 W. R, F. B. 89.

(3) Kamini 0. Chandra Pode, 17 Cal. 373. Siddesary Dassce*.

Janardan Sarkar, 29 Cal 557,

(4) Savitri Bai v. Lukrai Bai, 2 Bom. 573 * Kalu f>. Kasbi Bai, 2 Bom.

127* Cai Kanku v. Bai Jadav, 8 Bom. 15.
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custom by which the widow of a predeceased son

is entitled to inherit in preference to his brother,

Snjabaliow! There is also a custom among Brahmans of Tehsil

Shakargarh in Gurdaspore District by which the

to succeed, widow (i) is entitled to succeed as a life-tenant to

any property which her husband might have taken,

if alive. (2)

It has been held, that by subsequent unchastitya

widow forfeits her right to maintenance. (3) While

laying down the above rule, the High Court of

Calcutta made the following observations :
“ If the

unchastityand
widow had taken one false step during her widow-

forfeiture of h00(J and had been leading a chaste life at the date

of suit, we should have felt inclined to take the view

that the Bombay High Court took in the earlier

case, (4) and declared her entitled to bare food and

maintenance." An agreement to allow mainten-

ance may be avoided on account of subsequent

unchastity. (5) But in a recent case, it has been

held in Allahabad that when the agreement fixes

the amount and security and states that the

maintenance was to be payable to the widow

during her lifetime, unchastity is no defence to

her claim. (6) But it must be mentioned here that

according to the Smritis and the Commentators,

even an unchaste woman is not deprived of bare

maintenance on account of unchastity. Even a

(1) Premi v. Kushal Sing, I Ind. Case 6o8, 30 Punj, R, 1909,

(2) Satgun v. Bhagwan Das, 1 Ind. Case 91, 7 Punj, R. 1909.

(3) Romanath v, Rajoni Moni, 17 Cal, 674* Valu v, Ganga, 7 Bom. 8.

Daulta v. Maghu, 15 All. 382. Vishnu Shambhog v, Manjamma, 9 Bom. (08,

(4) Honama v. Timanabhat, 1 Bom. 559.

(5) Nagamma v, Virabhadra, 17 Mad. 392.

(6) Lachman v. Bhup Sing, N.*W.P, Weekly Notes for 1903, p. aa6,
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decree for maintenance may be set aside, or its

execution resisted by proof of subsequent unchastity,

(i) It has been held in the Punjab, where by an

agreement a widow is entitled to maintenance ‘as

long as she continues as the widow of her late

husband’, by subsequent unchastity she forfeits her

right. (2)

The ordinary rule is that a widow forfeits her

right to maintenance by unchastity, but it has been

held in Allahabad that she does not do so by re-

marriage. (3) A contrary view has been taken by

the Calcutta High Court. (4) A distinction has

been made between cases where the remarriage is

allowed by custom and where it takes place under

the Act. 1 1 is difficult to appreciate the distinction.

The right to maintenance out of the husband’s es-

tate depends on the continuance of the relationship.

When a woman remarries, she can have no claim

to maintenance from her husband's relations and

as that is the real test under the Hindu Law, she

cannot claim it from her husband’s estate.

“The case of the widow is very different

from the case of the wife” as regards her

obligation to reside in her husband's house. “All

that is required of her is that she is not to leave

her husband’s house for improper or unchaste pur-

poses, and she is entitled to retain her maintenance,

(1) Shaubhog® Manjamma, 6 Bom. 108. Nubogopal v, Sreemutty

Amritomoyee, 24 W. R. 428.

(2) Tika Ram v. Wasandi Bai, 9 1. C. 926.

(3) Gajadhar v. Kaunsilla, 31 All. 164. See n All. 330, 20 All. 476,

(4) Matungini v. Ram, 19 Cal. 289. Rasul Jehal v. Ramsarun, 22 Cal.

389 Vitten v. Govinda, 22 Bom. 321. Binchappa v. Sangarbaswa, 24 Bom.

87. Marugayi v. Veramakali, 1. Mad. 22.

Whether

remarriage

Causes for

future.

Maintenance

and residence

in husband’s

house.

40
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unless she is guilty of unchastity or other disreput-

able practices after she leaves that residence.” (i)

But where, by the will of the husband, she is en-

joined to reside in the family dwelling house, non-

compliance with such direction may disentitle her

to maintenance, except when there is just and

sufficient cause for her conduct. (2) It has been

held that a condition in the will of the father-in-

law providing for maintenance, that such mainte-

nance should not be enjoyed by the widowed

daughter-in-law in her father’s or brother’s house

is not unreasonable. (3) But here also the limi-

tation of the Bombay rule should apply and if the

widowed girl has just and sufficient cause for non-

compliance, she should not be deprived of her

maintenance. Conditions about residence and the

like should always be considered as subject to the

aforesaid limitation.

A concubine is not entitled to maintenance

Right of the
under the Hindu Law. (4) In Bombay and Madras,

concubine.
js considered that a concubine continuously kept

till death is entitled to maintenance from the

estate. (5)

A right to maintenance cannot be relin-

m^ptVnancc qu *shed, alienated in any way, or attached or

inalienable. sold in execution of a decree. (6) But arrears

of maintenance are saleable. (7)

(1) Raja Pirthee Sing v. Rani Rajkower, 20 W. R. 2; P. C.

(2) Girianna v. Honama, 15 Bom. 236.

(3) Bidhnmukhi v. Satish, 9 I.C. 534.

(4) Ramanarasu v. Buchamma, 23 Mad. 282.

(5) Ningareddi v. Lakshmowa, 26 Horn. 163. Ramanarasa v. Bucham*

ma, 23 Mad. 282. Contra, Rahi v. Govinda, 3 All. 787.

(6) Narbada Bai v. Mahadev, 5 Bom. 99. Haridas Acharya v,

Baroda Kishore, 27 Cal. 39.

(7) Hoymobuttee v. Koroona, 8 W. R. 41. A. B. Rajia Rao v. Nana

Rav, n Bom. 528.
t
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Property granted to a widow in lieu of . .

fnaintenance as a general rule reverts after her maintenance

death to the grantor (r) but there is nothing to
grant

'

.

preclude one to make an absolute grant. (2)

A widow has absolute interest in property

purchased with money given to her in lieu of

maintenance. (3)

A decree for maintenance may and should

contain an order directing payment of future maintenance,

maintenance, (4) and future maintenance can

be realized by execution of such decree. (5)

The Madras High Court has laid down .

, ... . r 1
Amount of

that the wives ot male coparceners are not maintenance,

entitled to equal shares with the males in the

family estate nor do they take their husband’s

shares on their death but in place thereof they

are entitled to a portion of their estate for

their enjoyment during their life-time sufficient

to maintain them in comfort according to the

means of the family.’’ (6)

The amount of maintenance to be allowed

to a widow depends on the income of the

family property at the time when it is claimed

and “ the position and status of the deceased

husband and of the widow,” and should include

“ not only the ordinary expenses of living, but

that which she might reasonably expend for

religious or other duties incident to the station

of life she might occupy.” (7)

(1) Ganpat Rao v. Ram Chandra, 11 AH. 296. Nunnmea v.

Krishnasami, 14 Mad. 274. (2) Raja Nursing Deb v. Roy Kaiiash, 9
Moore 55 (3) 1 Mad 166, 6 B. L. R. 303 P. C. (4) Vishnu Shambhog

v. Manjamma, 9 Bom. 108. (5) Ashutosh v. Lukhimoney, 19 Cal. 139.

F. B. Sinthayee v. Thanakepudigur, 4 Mad. H C. 183. But see 9 Bom.

108. (6) Darbha Lingayya v Darbha Kanakamina, 38 Mad. 153. (7) Nitto

Kissoreev. Jogendra Nath, 5 I A. 55. Baisni v Rup Sing, 12 All.

558. Sukim Sahee v. Mussamat Gangajali 13 I, C, 136. Devi Prosad

v. Gunwanti, 22 Cal. 410. 1 1 Bom. 199, 2 All. 407. In 13 Cal. 336,,

Rs, 150 a month was allowed when the income was Rs. 23,000 a jut.
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Reduction of

maintenance.

Effect of

possession of

Stridhana or

other pro-

perty on

widow's

right to

maintenance

A man forsaking his wife without fault is

bound to give her at least one-third of his

property, (i) according to the law of Yajna-

valkya. A widow is in no case entitled to

more than the income of the share of her

husband in the property. (2)

The amount of maintenance may be reduced

on a change of circumstances, such as a per-

manent deterioration of the family property not

due to the negligence of the male members (3).

It was held in Calcutta that the gift of

sufficient Stridhana did not take away the

right to maintenance (4). In a later case it

was held that if a widow has independent

means of her own, she is not entitled to main-

tenance. (5) In Bombay it has been held that

the widow has the right “to be maintained and
so far as she is already maintained out of her

own property that right is satisfied.” (6) The
Privy Council has held that under the Buddhist

law a wife who has sufficient means of her own
cannot demand maintenance. (7) In the latest

case on the question the Madras High Court

has expressly dissented from the decison in the

case of Ramawati Koer and held that the posses-

sion of independent means does not take away
the widow’s right to maintenance out of her

husband’s family property but that fact should

be taken into consideration in determining the

amount. (8) This appears to be reasonable.

(t) Ramabai v, Trimbuk, 9 Bom. H. C. 283. (2) Madhar&vt>.
Gangabai, 2 Bom. 639. See if Bom. 199. (3) Gopikabai v. Dattarftya,

24 Bom. 386. See 18 W. R. 474 ,
* All. 594. (4) Joytara v. Ramhari, to

Cal. 636. (5) Ramawati Koer v. Manjhari Koer, 61. Cal. L.
J. 74.

(6) Savitribai t>. Luiabai, 2 Bom. 573 F. B. Gokibai v. Lakhrr.idas, 14
Bomb 490. (7) Moung H. Moon 9. Male, 10 Cal 1077 P* C Rangubai
9, Seebaji, 14 I. C. 221. (8) Durbha Linguyya v Durbha. 138 Mad. 152.
Utharakanal 9. Utherakanal, 30 I. C. 897,
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An unchaste widow is entitled only to a

starving allowance, if she leads a reformed life.(i)

A formal demand by a widow of main-

tenance is not necessary (2) and the defendant

in a suit by her has to show that she led him
to believe as a reasonable man that she would

not claim arrears of maintenance before such

arrears can be refused. (3) But the Court may
not allow arrears as the same rate as future

maintenance. (4)

Suits for maintenance may be brought

within 12 years, from the time when the right

is denied. Arrears of maintenance are recover-

able with in 12 years from the time when they

become payable, i.e., when they are withheld,

under circumstances which amount to refusal,

and not from the date of demand and refusal,^)

Under Sec. 488 of the C. P. C. the Magis-

trate also lias power to grant maintenance to a

wife and a child on proof of neglect or refusal

to maintain them. (6)

The right to maintenance of a female

against persons other than her husband or son

rests upon their possessions of the family pro-

perty in which her husband had a share. (7)

The Mitakshara and some other commentaries

have laid down that the wufe is co-owner of the

husband’s property. The nature of the widow’s

interest in her husband’s property is very

(1) Sathyabhama v. Vesavacharya, 29 I. C 397. Parumai v,

Maliadei, 34. Bom 278, Ramanath v Rajonemoyee, 17 Cal. 678.

(<) Siddheswari v Janardun, 29 Cal. 557. Rangubai v. Subaje, 14

I. C. 21. (3) Subramonia v. Muthammal, 9 I C. 614. Raja Yorlagadda

v. Raja Yarlagadda, 2 Mad. 147, Rangubai v. Snbaji, 14 I. C. 821.

(4) Kaghubun v. Bhagwar.t, 21 All. 183 (5) Narayan Rao v. Ram
Chandra, 3 Bom. 415. P. C. Jivi v Ramji, 3 Bom. 207. Boinda v.

Kausilla, 13 All. 126. Siddessury v. Janardun, 29 Cal. 557. (6) Gonda
Pyari, 13 W. R. 19. See 22 W. R. 30, 24 W. R. 72, 20 W. R. 58, 10

Mad. 13, (9 Mad. 461, 18 Mad. 17, 19 Cal. 535, 16 Bom. 269, 14 Mad.

398, 7 Mad. 187. (7) Mongala v. Dinanath 12 W. R. 0 . C. 35 Mama v.

Bacchi, 28 All. 655. Gokuldas v, Puranand, 13 Cal. 1035 P. C. Kulada a.

Jogeshtr, 27 Cal. 194. Krichna 9, Ramaaami, 25 I, C. 759. .

Right of the

unchaste

widow.

Whether
demand
necessary.

Limitation.

Remedy
under the

Criminal law

Maintenance

how far a

charge.
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carefully considered in a judgment of Mr. Justice

West (5 Bom. 99). The Privy Council in one

case expressed the opinion that there was no

charge. (1) In Calcutta it has been held that

Sec. 39 of the Transfer of Property Act has no

application and a mortgagee without notice,

is bound by a decree charging maintenance

on the property after the mortgage. (2) The

Allahabad, Bombay and Madras Courts have

held that the maintenance of a Hindu widow is

not a charge upon the estate of her deceased

husband, until it is fixed and charged upon it

by a decree or by agreement, and a transferee

without notice is not bound unless the transfer

is gratuitous and Sec. 39, is applicable. (3)

Where property was attached before but actual-

ly sold after the maintenance decree, the widow’s

right was not defeated, (4) the property being

liable for a widow’s maintenance. (5)

By a. will or by a disposition intervivos a

wife cannot be deprived of her right to main-

tenance, which remains as a charge on the

ancestral as well as separate poperty, both

under the Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga. (6)

A Full Bench of the Madras High Court held

that when the widow of an undivided family

obtained a decree for maintenance against her

(1) 16 Cal. 731. See Lakshman v, Satyabhama, 2 Bom. 494,

Adhiranee Narayun Kumari v. Shonamalee, I Cal. 365. Barahi Debi v.

Debkaminy, 20 Cal. 682. Belash v. Dina Nath, 3 All. 88. Sheodyal v.

Jadoo Nath, 9 W. R. 61. Jogendra v. Fulkumary 27 Cal. 77.

(2) Kuiada Prosad v Jogeswar, 27 Cal. 194

(3) Ram Kunwar v . Ram Lai, 22 All 326 Bhurtpore State v,

Gopal Dei, 24 All. 160. Sham Lai. v Banna, 4 All. 296, F. B. Bihari

Lalji v. Bai Raj Bai, 23 Bom 312. Joganti v Villangamm 1 12 Mad. L.
J.

270 Punna Bibi v. Radhakissen, 31 Cal, 478.

(4) S. Krishna Paths v Ramasami, 25 I C. 759. Soobul Chandra
Law v. Russick Lai Mitter, 13 Cal. 202. Monlal v Kurrabulden 23. Cal.

179 P. C. (5) Subrayalu v. Kamalavalli, 35 Mad. 147

(6) Ramanandam v. Rangamla, 12 Mad. 260. Bhikum v. Pisru, 2

All. 141. Nihal Devi v. Shib Dial, 3d Punj. R. 1907. Becha 0, Mothena.

AH, 8$,
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husband’s brother but not as representing the

family, the family estate was not liable and the

son of the said brother was only liable as the legal Decree for

representative of his father. (1) The rule was

further considered in a later case where the judges onth*

held that where the managing members are sued for

maintenance, though not in such capacity, and a

charge is created by the decree, the family property,

is liable even though a minor member had not been

made a party. (2) In the most recent case on the

question, the judges observe that a decree for main-

tenance obtained against a member of an undivided

family may be executed against joint property in

the hands of other members, if he had been sued as

representing the family or when a charge is created

by the decree, and they further say that when the

managing member is sued, he must be considered as

being sued in his representative capacity. (3) This

seems a consistent and equitable rule. The family

is certainly bound by a maintenance decree against

one of its undivided members sued as representing

the family, whatever may be the rights of third

parties without notice.

A Hindu widow is entitled to live in her hus-

band's dwelling house, and neither the male heir Widow’s right

nor any purchaser from him can turn her out. The

family dwelling house can never be alienated, accord-

ing to the text of Katyayana cited in the chapter

on joint family. (4) Sir Barnes Peacock, C. J„ held,

(1) Mutia v Viramma, lo.Mad. 283.

(2) Minakshi v. Chinappa, 24 Mad. 689.

(3) Subranna. v. Subranna, 30 Mad. 324*

(4) The text of Kalyayana usually cited in this connection is ^5313

tjmvg fjwiwfw 1 tin 1
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that the rule was legally binding and expressed his

opinion that “ a son adopted or natural-born is

not entitled to turn his father’s widow and the other

females of the family, who are entitled to main-

tenance, out of the dwelling selected by the

father for his own residence, and in which he left

the females of his family at his death,’’ “at least

until some other proper place has been provided

for them", (i) This decision has since been follow-

ed in several cases, and the Bombay High Court

have held, that the widow of a deceased coparcener

cannot be made to quit the family dwelling house,

even by offering her suitable accommodation else-

where. (2) It has, however, been held that where

the debt is binding on the female as a member of

the family, the creditor can sell up the house freed

of her right of living in it. (3) The Bombay High

Court have, in a recent case, expressed an opinion

that where the debt of the husband is not for the

benefit of the family or is in fraud of the wife, the

latter’s right of residence is not affected by it. (4)

The Madras High Court have differed from that

view. (5) They have held that the wife has no

such rights during the lifetime of her husband which

may entitle her to prevent on alienation by

him, though she has such a right against the

(1) Mungala Dabee v. Dinanath Bose, 12 W. R., A. O J. 35.

(2) Gouri v. Chundramonce, 1 All. 262. Jogendra v. Fulkumary, 27 Cal.

77. Bai Devokri v, Sanmukhram, 13 Bom. 101. Dalsukhram v. Lulluphan.

7 Bom. 282. Mahalakshamma v, Vencata, 6 Mad. 83. Talemand v
%

Rnkimna, 3 All. 353. Kissendas v. Ramgabai, 9 Bom. L. R 382.

(3) Act 21 of 1870, Sec. 3. Kamalmani 7. Ramnath, 1 Mor Dig. 44.

Jamna v. Machud, 2 All. 315. Krishnarao v. Bhagwantra, 2 1 om.

L. R. 1082.

(4) Mani Lai v. Bai Tara, 17 Bom. 398.

(5) Jayanti v. Mangamma, 12 Mad. L. J, 270.
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coparceners of her deceased husband. (1) The
Madras Court rightly held that the text of Katya-

yana :
“ Except his whole estate and his dwelling

house, what remains after the food and clothing of

his family, a man may give away ”—cannot be in-

voked for the decision of this question, as it is a

general rule applicable to all cases, whether a man
may have a wife or not and as such obsolete now.

But apart from the text of Katyayana, the wife

has some rights. It is clear that when the house

is ancestral, under the Mitakshara, the right of the

wife, who as a daughter-in-law of the father had an

absolute right at his death, cannot be defeated at

the pleasure of the husband. In self-acquired

property, it may be otherwise.

SECTION III.

The Maintenances of Females, &c.

fairest ftro 1

un ja: qvstfg nw*rt 11

fofw grafaflfarffi qfafliyfq 1

wnrort rrsrfafi

»

tt 1 *«*• tc«i

An exceedingly corrupt wife let her husband confine to one

apartment, and compel her to perform the penance which is

prescribed for males in cases of adultery.

Let him follow the same rule in the case of female outcasts,

but clothes, food, and drink shall be given to them, and they

shall live close to the family house. Manu, XI. 177,189.

(1) Olagayee v. Pichammal, 9 I. C. $34. Ramanandan *, Rangammal,

la Mad. a60.

4 »
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* TOTPrerft to: i

wsnato wt wto ii

A mother and a father in their old age, a

virtuous wife, and an infant son must be maintained

even though doing a hundred times that which ought not to

be done.

A text cited in the Mitakshara, Parasara

Madhava &c., as Manu’s, but not found

in Manu’s Smriti, probably it is a text

of Narada or Vrihaspati.

ton tot infer, i

w? ^tci«u *r ton:

»

vntoKl i

into: ^T^rfin: i

toto ^ ii

*rsrawj: 1 1

c
*» *><, «», * i m

The father is to protect the maiden (before her marriage),

the married woman is to be protected by the husband, and in

old age (in his absence) by sons, or in their absence by kinsmen ;

because women are never to have independence.

He who abandons an obedient, attentive, son-bearing, and

sweet-speaking wife, should be compelled (by the king) to

give her a third of his property. If poor, he should (be ordered

to) maintain her.

An adulteress is to be allowed to live, deprived of her

rights, poorly dressed, fed with a view to sustain life only,

dishonoured, sleeping on the ground.

And their (t. ;., of the disqualified heirs) sonless wives

conducting themselves aright, must be supported, but such
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as are unchaste should be expelled
; and so indeed should

those who are perverse.

Yajnavalkya, I. 85, 76, 70 ;
II. 142.

tort to rtM-

w. tos tfir 1

Year by year 40 Panas and 24 Adhakas, or else a hundred

Karsapanas as long as she lives, or one-half of this, shall be

allowed to a widow.
Vishnu, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

^ ui|: farcn: 1

fffitffrirowrg ^ 11

I

TOsf<T*d3 fro<re: r*j: f*iRT: u

*torttto5tt: itwr Rff^'irT rt i

TO ?T«T fTOT II

T^rf% spst ^ 11

ir 1 Rc, v, U, *<£

After the death of her lord, the relations of her husband

shall be the guardians of a woman who has no son. They

shall have full authority to control her, to regulate her mode

of life, and to maintain her.

When the husband’s family is extinct, or contains no

male, or when it is reduced to poverty, or when no one related

to it within the degree of a Sapinda is left, the father’s relations

shall be the guardians of a woman.

Among brothers, if one die without issue, or enter a

religious order, let the rest of the brethren divide his

wealth except the wife's separate property.

They shall make provision for his women till they die,

in case they remain faithful to the bed of their husband.

Should the women not (remain chaste), they must cut off

that allowance.

Narada, XIII. 28, 29, 25, 26.
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m vfi ftwwr ^rvft wj«»r i

jftoStorfa* wr*m »nf*iT g tyimfr n

^fawfo;TTC?lWTT?1*W»I*I I

Whichever wife (Patni) becomes a widow, and continues

virtuous, she is entitled to! be !
provided with food and raiment

by the elder brother of the deceased, or by her father-in-law

or by another Gotraja.

Narada, cited in the Smriti-Chandrika, XI. 34.

Bret sms bbwwbt 11

A virtuous woman whose husband has died, receives

every year a maintenance of 24 Adhakas and 40 Panas.t

Start wsd rwi *: 11

irsjvnff^^ twt 1

rrg^Ttwt rftarc siyfafa: ©pt: 11

*nataf d^<sm««4*imjis g 1

wr finrofta ft«ii€iv: 11

_____ & %
gsn T3TCTO w 1

w grorgTwt rrarsrftg it

wrf*:, 1
1©—«o

Should a Kshatriya, Vaisya, or Sudra die without leaving

male issue, or wife, or brother, their property shall be taken

(as escheat) by the king, for he is the lord of all

for ijfaain is another reading of the text. In the translation

of the Smriti-Chandrika the reading Gotraja has been adopted by Mr. Iyer,

gplltj} fiOCTT &c., is the reading of the Viramitrodaya.

f 192 measures (Prastha) of grain make an Adhaka. Pana is a coin.

In some countries a Pana is considered as forming the eightieth part of a

Nishka. See Saraswati-Vilasa.
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Except in the case of a Brahmana
;
but a king, bent on the

practice of virtue, must allot a maintenance to his women.

Thus has the law of inheritance been declared.

For her food (the must assign) a prastha of rice every

afternoon, together with fuel, and one dress purchased for

three panas must be given to her every three months.

This much has been called the ‘widow’s wealth’ of chaste

women.

What is left after setting apart property, sufficient for the

expense of her dress, food, and for the washerman, shall be

made over to the co-heirs.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 67— 70.

t fro *rr 11

She should be given sufficient wealth, or part of the land

if she desires. She should be given food during the year, or

part of the land at will (for support).

Text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

yg mfii toih 1

Immoveable property granted to women for their mainte-

nance by their father-in-law, the other coparceners are not

entitled to resume, on the death of the father-in-law.

Vrihaspati cited in the Smriti-Chandrika.

w fiswfc: «it3* rrt wadi yi:

'Stmt nfircra w h

m: wiwT^flw wft ftwww^ftmrin u

ftrfanwt w ww w^^rS Mh i

wnfwnr Swwt# m: 11
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fn^«rr io

m ^ *r ^ ’frffn 11

*reu«i fWN9?[ i

^n$g 5 «t ii

wt irfipjet tfhri $5: i

fas vf^i mg*TST ftre$% ii

*RSTfa* KT^iTf^ *WrroflY$fw*[ i

WSf II

^T^m: i

If the husband has two wives and does not love (one of

them)* he should be compelled to return to her whatever she

might have given to him, even out of love.

If food, raiment, and residence be withheld from women,

they may exact their own (Stridhanas), and may likewise take

a share from the heirs. This is the law laid down by Likhita.

When she has got them, she shall live in the husband’s family.

But if she be afflicted with disease, and in danger of life, she

may remove to her father’s family.

If a woman is addicted to evil works and wastes money

and is unchaste, she does not deserve Stridhana. Property is

for sacrifice, therefore it should be given to deserving virtuous

persons and not to women, ignorant persons and irreligious

men.

The Stridhana promised by the husband (to the wife)

should be paid by the sons as a debt (of his), if she lives with

the family of her husband, and not, if she lives in the family

of her father.

Heirless property goes to the king, deducting, however, a

subsistence for the females as well as the funeral charges.

But the goods belonging to a venerable priest, let him bestow

on venerable priests.

Katyayana, cited in the Ratnakara and other

commentaries.
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farai thrift mfh Win 1

sproro g sraW crit 11*

^T^ET! |

A widow who is youthful, if she becomes untraclable

(unchaste, according to the commentators) she should be given

maintenance (enough) for preserving her life.

Harita, cited by the commentators.

*rRpr 'ft^TTO 1 nsnqfa: 1

To the (incontinent) widow should be given Adhaka as

maintenance till death.!

Prajapati, cited by the commentators.

The sonless virtuous brother’s widows and son’s widows,

the Guru (father-in-law) should give only food, and old but

untorn clothes. J

Sankha, according to Jagannatha.

* Cited in the Mitakshara, Ch. II., Sec. I., p. 27.

f This text, the preceding text, and Vrihaspati, XXV. 69, (p. 324) refer

according to Madhava, to an unchaste woman. If the next text, i.e., of Sankha

be genuine, that also refers to unchaste women.

X This is a text of doubtful authenticity as it is not cited by any of the

ancient commentators.



SECTION IV.

Slridhana.

The original law among all Aryan nations was

that the wife could hold no separate property. On
mariiage, all that belonged to her, became the hus-

band’s. Among European nations the old law has

only in recent years been relaxed to a certain extent

in favour of women. The Hindus, among all the

nations of the earth, first came to recognize, that

women were not mere chattels or objects of sport

of man, and gave them an honourable position in

the family and rights not enjoyed by them else-

where. The charge of cruelty towards women,

levelled against them by foreign nations, owes its

origin to the extraordinary value attached in India

to chastity, and the very hard rules for preserving

it, incomprehensible to foreigners. Otherwise no

nation was or is more kind and considerate towards

its women, as an impartial consideration of the laws

of the Hindus will show. The recognition of the

rights of women in I ndia, however, owes its origin

quite as much to the anxiety of men to protect

their own interests, as to the high ideal of the wife

being a necessary helpmate of the husband for the

performance of the duties of life. In India, where

the joint family system prevailed, and property

inherited or obtained by the wife from her relations

was originally liable to partition among the coparcen-

ers, the hardship of the old law was very keenly

felt, not only by the wife, but also by the husband
;

and the reform of the law became easy. We thus

find, that it was in connection with partition that

the law of Stridhana or the peculiar property of
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wdmen developed. Such property could not be

shared by the coparceners. This was the original

law. Once the right of women to certain descrip-

tions of property was established, the Rishis also

found it necessary to establish the rule not only

against the coparceners, but also against the hus-

band, especially when he took another wife.

There is a great divergence, among commen-

tators and text- writers, as to what constitutes, ornaments

Stridhana, and as to the rules of succession to it,
wom-

on account of imperfect knowledge of the history

of this branch of the law, which modern investi-

gation also, has left as dark as it was before. Now
originally all property belonged to the family, and

the wife and the daughter had no separate property.

Ornaments worn by a woman were the first des-

cription of property, which it was thought very

unjust that the coparceners should take away from

a widow and divide, and the very severe punishment

of Patitya was prescribed for this gross act of

robbery. This was the beginning of the law of

Stridhana. It is surprising to find, that the text

of Vishnu on this matter, which is identical with the

text of Manu, and probably copied from it, should

have been considered as slightly different from it

by Mr. Mayne, and that the interpretation of it by

Messrs. West and Buhler following Nanda-Pandita to

the effect that “The ornaments should not be divided

while the husbands are alive, but might be divided

when they are dead,” should have passed current,

and been accepted by learned Hindu authors, who

have since written books on Hindu law. All the

ancient commentators like Medhatithi and the author

of the Prakasha, as well as more modern writers

42
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Stridhana in
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Rig Veda.

The sixfold

Stridhana.

like the author of the Ratnakara, have held, that

the texts of Vishnu and Manu are identical, and

mean, that if , a female is allowed to put on any

ornaments during the lifetime of her husband,

though they might not have been given to her

absolutely, after the husband’s death, the copar-

ceners should not deprive her of them. It is a

great pity, that the travesty of this humane rule,

mentioned above, should have been accepted by

modern Hindu writers.

When the practice of purchase of wives became

obsolete, on account of the development of the

idea of the spiritual character of marriage, it

became the custom enforced by the injunction of

the Rishis, that the daughter should be given orna-

ments and some property as marriage portion by

her father's family. These two descriptions of

property, as well as property given out of loveby the

husband or his parents, were considered Stridhana

very early by the Hindu Lawgivers.* In the

Rig Veda, we find the gift before the nuptial fire and

what was given while the bride was carried to her

husband’s home, as was then usual, in a car, mention-

ed Like all branches of law, the law of Stridhana

can be traced to times as ancient as the Rig Veda.

The lawgivers divided Stridhana into six sub-

divisions, and Sankha-Likhita laid down that it

was only in these six ways that a woman could

acquire property.
-

These six descriptions of pro-

perty were received at or in connection with

marriage. They were: (i) what was given before

* According to a text of Vyasa, what is given to the bridegroom during

marriage also belongs to the bride.
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the nuptial fire, (2) what was given .when, the bride

was carried to her husband’s house, (3) what was

given by the husband or the father-in-law or the

mother-in-law out of love at the time of the first

obeisance, &c., (4) what was given by the brother,

(5) what was given by the mother, and (6) what

was given by the father. These only were originally

Stridhana. It appears, however, that afterwards the
^

law was still further relaxed, and property received

family after marriage from the husband’s or father’s

called the Anvadheya was considered Stridhana,

as also the property received from the husband on

supersession.

In ancient times, there was a custom of giving

some property to a woman by her husband’s and

father’s families, on marriage, either at the time or Saudayika.

afterwards, for her support, and it was enforced

by declaring it to be sinful not to do so. This

kind of Stridhana was called Saudayika. The

custom has fallen into disease, but orthodox Hindus

should revive it in order ' to avoid sin ’ as the text

on the subject says.

Sulka was originally the price of the bride,

which used to be received by the father among

Hindus as among all other Aryan nations. It was

taken by the father, and Manu therefore, does
Sulka ‘

not include it within Stridhana. When the Rishis

prohibited the receiving of a price by the father,

the father very often insisted, as Haradatta has

shown, upon receiving the price that he might

give it to the daughter. This was allowable, and

this properly “went back to the daughter” and

became also her Stridhana. Property acquired by

the wife by mechanical arts, or received from
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strangers to the family belonged to the husband,

and was not considered to be Stridhana.

There is a well-known description of Stridhana

called Bhartridaya. It originally meant the portion

of his property, which the husband could give to

the wife, and afterwards it was also understood

to mean the property of the deceased husband taken

by way of inheritance. Vijnaneswara, anxious as

he always was to advance the interests of females,

in his commentary on Yajnavalkya, Ch. II., p. 148,

upon the word (2. e., and the rest), built the

theory that property received by a woman by in-

heritance, purchase, partition, acceptance or find-

ing was Stridhana. The text in question only

mentions five kinds of Stridhana, and by the words

‘‘and the rest” are meant the other kinds of Stri-

dhana mentioned by Manu and other Rishis, but

not mentioned there. The commentators and text-

writers have waged a furious battle on the interpre-

tation of this word. But it has been forgotten that

in ancient times women never took anything by

way of inheritance. Commentators before Vijna-

neswara had not given women any rights of in-

heritance. Even the daughter took only as a

Putrika, and as she had the rights of a son,

the law of Stridhana was not applicable to her.

Vijnaneswara had to make his interpretation of the

law consistent, and he was obliged to say that

property obtained by inheritance was included in

Stridhana, by virtue of the words “ and the rest.”

The commentators, whether of the Bengal or the

Madras school, who denied the correctness of his

interpretation, did not see that such denial was

also a denial of the widow’s rights of inheritance,
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having regard to the definition of Stridhana and

the text of Sankha-Likhita. A wife according to

the Smritis can have no wealth, excepther Stridhana.

Gimutavahana, when he defined Stridhana as pro-

perty “ which a woman has power to give, sell,

or use independently of her husband,” did not

consider well the nature of Stridhana, its history or

the object of the law. Vijnaneswara had much

greater information at his command, and a more

comprehensive mind. He knew that Stridhana was

every kind of property owned by a female which the

coparceners could not touch on partition. Property

taken by way of inheritance by women, whether

widows or daughters who were not Putrika, he

placed in the cotegory of Stridhana. But he did not

thereby say that they had absolute power over

inherited property. The power of women over the

kinds of Stridhana is defined by the texts on the

subject. We have already considered the

texts and the law about the power of females over

inherited property, and we have also seen, how the

impression that all kinds of Stridhana are at the

absolute disposal of women has led judges and text-

writers to hold that according to Vijnaneswara, in

property inherited by females, they have an absolute

interest.

In the Smritis, we find the nature of Stridhana

clearly defined. It is not divisible by coparceners.

Neither the husband nor the son, nor the father

nor brothers have power to take it or spend it.

But the husband can take it "for the performance

of religious duties, during illness, or while under

restraint.’’ A woman ‘‘can enjoy property given for

her maintenance, ornaments, the bride-price, and

Incidents of

Stridhana.
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wealth gained from kinsmen.” In Saudayika pro-

perty, i.e., “ property received from the husband’s or

father’s house ” a woman has independent power,

“ for it is given for her maintenance ”
;

'* she has

power either to sell or make a gift of it even if it

be land.” But in respect of property received from

the husband’s estate as Bhartridaya, the movable

property, she can dispose of, as she likes, and can

enjoy till her death, when the undisposed of balance

is taken by the husband's family. The immovable pro-

perty given by the husband or out of his estate for

her maintenance by his family, she cannot sell without

necessity, or dispose of by way of gift. “ After her

death, it is taken by the husband’s family.” Thus

have the lawgivers defined the powers of women

over the different kinds of Stridhana. It is not

correct to say, that a woman had absolute power

over every kind of Stridhana. Vijnaneswara was

aware that designating property inherited by a widow

from her husband as Stridhana, was not tanta-

mount to giving her full power over it. The Vira-

mitrodaya makes it quite clear. The nature of

such property is defined by special texts. Modern
lawyers and text-writers have given themselves a

great deal of unnecessary trouble in lengthy discus-

sions of this simple position of Vijnaneswara.*

* The Mayukha agrees with the Mitaksbara in thinking, that Manu’s
enumeration of six kinds of Stridhana means on T

y a denial of a smaller num-
ber, and like the Viramitrodaya, it holds that every kind of property owned
by a woman is her Stridhana. But it makes a distinction between Paribha -

shika and Aparibhashika Stridhana, *>.,Stridhana, strictly so called, and other

kinds of Stridhana, and says, that in respect of the latter, male children take

before female children.

The Smriti-Chandrika and the Madhaviya do not agree with the Mita*

kshara in its Interpretation of the word Adya as including every kind of
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We have next to see what are the rules of

succession to Stridhana according to the Rishis.
. . n* i

• • Succession

The texts of the various Rishis are in apparent according to

conflict with one another, and the commentators
,he Smn,“’

having failed to reconcile them, have laid down

arbitrary rules. We have seen that what was given

at marriage was originally considered Stridhana, and

that consisted chiefly of ornaments. As daughters

took nothing when there were sons, it was thought

equitable, that the property given by the father at

marriage should be taken by the daughters and

their children, and among daughters, by the maiden

daughters before married daughters and among the

latter by indigent daughters before others. Manu

says all the separate property of a woman is the

share of the maiden daughter, and that referred

probably to the six-fold Stridhana. Gautama, Vasista,

Vishnu, Yajnavalkya, Narada and Katyayana all

agree in giving this property to the maiden daughter,

and failing her, to other daughters, and failing

them, according to Narada, it goes to their children.

Vijnaneswara understood by 'duhitrinam daughters

and daughter’s daughters, and gave daughter’s

daughters preference over daughter’s sons. The

difficulty is to reconcile with the above texts the

texts of Sankha-Likhita, Vrihaspati, Paraskara,

Devala, Vriddha-Harita, and Manu, IX. 193.

property. The Mad aviya says, that by virtue of it, only such property as is

purchased with Stridhana proper is inc'uded in Stridhana. The Smriti*

Chandrika excludes gains by mechanical arts, and does not include inherited

property in the enumeration of Stridhana. in Krishnaswami Iyer’s translation

we find a passage to the effect, that whatever the mother takes, she takes for

herself like the Stridhana called Adhayagni and the like. This passage is

wanting in Bharata Siromani’s e lition of the book, as is pointed by Mr,

Justice Banerjea,
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Sankha-Likhita, Vrihaspati and Devala agree in

holding that the unmarried daughter and the sons

take together. Paraskara says, the son does not

take when there is a maiden daughter but he takes

equally with a married daughter. Vriddha-Harita

says, that property received from the husband goes

to sons and daughters, but other property only

daughters take and failing them, their sons. Accord-

ing to Vrihaspati the married daughter takes only

a trifle as a token of respect. Manu in verse 193.

says sons and daughters take equally. This text

refers to Anvadheya according to the Smriti-Chan-

drika and the Mayukha. But Vijnaneswara says,

that the true meaning of the verse is that all sons

take equally and all daughters take equally.

Katyayana lays down the special rule, that in

property given by the father’s family, the latter

took before the husband, and married sisters share

with them. Madhava says it refers to a female,

married in a disapproved form, and he gives the

very satisfactory reason that another text of Katya-

yana specifically mentions that rule. As to im-

movable property granted by the father to the

daughter for her maintenance, according to Vriddha

Katyayana, on the death of the daughter without

issue it reverted to the father’s family and was
taken by her brother. But this text is not cited

by any commentator other than trimutavahana, and

its authenticity is therefore doubtful.

It is difficult to reconcile all these texts. As
regards Stridhana proper, the law seems to have

been that the maiden daughter took first
; failing

her, the married daughter
;
and that daughter’s sons

took before the sons. Probably daughter’s daughters
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.and daughter’s sons took equally. After the daughter’s

soli, the son, grandson, the husband, and failing

them, mother, brother, and father took. We find, that

Manu speaks of the gifts subsequent and of the gifts

by the husband as distinct from Stridhana proper.

It is about this property probably, which subsequent-

ly was considered Stridhana, that we find great

divergence among the Rishis. The majority of law-

givers say, that it belonged to sons and unmarried

daughters equally. Therefore it is probable, that the

Anvadheya or gifts subsequent were taken by sons

with unmarried daughters, and failing them, by

the married daughters. As regards property given by

the husband called the Bhartridaya, the rule of Katya-

yana, is that the widow has got only a life-interest,

and it is taken after her death, by the husband’s heirs.

This rule, there is reason to believe, was accepted

as good law. Again, as to gifts subsequent by

the father's family and the Sulka, on the woman

dying childless, it was considered proper by some,

that they belonged to the father’s family. That

was laid down by Yajnavalkya and Katyayana.

In the result, it seems that we would be justified

in accepting the rule laid down by Katyayana, who

is regarded as one of the latest of the Lawgivers

and who speaks more fully of Stridhana than any of the texts,

of the other Lawgivers, as the law which finally

prevailed. The rule is that all Stridhana proper

belonged to unmarried daughters first, and then to

married daughters, and lastly to sons. Failing

children, it passed to the husband. As to subse-

quent gifts by the husband, they were taken by the

husband’s heirs, unmarried daughters being allowed

equal shares with sons in the first instance, and

43 «
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not a quarter share only. Gifts subsequent by the

father’s family, as well as Sulka, were taken by

daughters first, and then by sons, failing whom, they

went to brother, mother and father in succession.

Sisters were allowed to share with brothers. Failing

all these heirs, the property went to the husband.

We have next to consider the text of Vri-

haspati which speaks of certain females' who are

considered equal to mothers. Vijnaneswara does

Vrihaspati’s not refer to it. The Smriti-Chandrika first cited it

slster’sson&c
an<* interpreted it as meaning that relations to

whom the woman would be in the position of a

mother, according to the above rule, are heirs
; and

they are the sister’s son, the husband’s sister’s son,

the husband’s brother’s son, the son-in-law, and the

husband’s younger brother. This is very ingenious,

and on account of its ingenuity, it was accepted as

correct by the subtle minds of Gimutavahana and

other modern commentators. If this is correct,

then after the husband, it is not the husband's family

but these relations who will take, and no others.

But the correct interpretation seems to be, that that

text only indicates certain heirs and not the order in

which they take. It is noteworthy that there is no

text laying down, that Stridhana ever goes to the

husband’s or father’s agnates, except such as are

specially mentioned.

It remains to notice the mistake into which

Gimutavahana and some other commentators have

Jb™t”
isWke

*n considering, that Yautaka in Manu, Ch. XI.

Yiutkka. meant a description of Stridhana, namely the nup-

tial presents. This interpretation is opposed to

Medhatithi, Kulluka, and Narayana, and is clearly

incorrect, having regard to Manu, Ch. IX., v. 314,
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where the same word is used in the sense of

separate property. Nuptial presents became the

separate property of a girl and hence Yautaka

came to mean nuptial presents in Bengal and some

other provinces. In dividing Stridhana into two

divisions of Yautaka and Ayautaka, and settling

the law of succession accordingly, Gimutavahana,

as usual, showed more ingenuity than knowledge.

The law laid down by the leading commentators,

however, is considered now to be the only law

binding on the Hindus, and we have, therefore,

next to see what is the law of succession as laid

down by them.

According to the Mitakshara, all property ob-

tained by a woman is her Stridhana. Vijnaneswara,

in citing, in other places, with approval, the text of

Katyayana about immovable property inherited or The rule

obtained by gift from the husband by a woman Mitakshara.

seems to be of opinion, that such property will be

governed by the rule of Katyayana. As regards

property obtained by way of inheritance from the

lather according to the Mitakshara, it is Stridhana.

. There is, however, no reason to suppose, that the

Mitakshara set aside the law of Manu on the devo-

lution of the property of the Putrika. The property

obtained on partition by a mother is considered by

Vijnaneswara as Stridhana governed by the general

rule, to which the only exception is the case of

Sulka, which is taken by brothers of the whole blood.

The order of succession to Stridhana in general

according to Vijnaneswara is as follows :

—

(i) Unmarried daughter, (2) Married daughter,

unprovided, indigent, or without issue, (3) Daughter

not falling within the above category, (^Daughter’s
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daughter, (5) Daughter’s son. (6) Son, (7) Son’s son,

(8) Unmarried daughter of a co-wife, (9) Husband

and his Sapindas, if married in one of the approved

forms of marriage
;

if married in other forms, the

parents and their Sapindas. Daughter’s sons and

daughters take per stirpes , and not per capita.

The share obtained on partition is taken by the

daughter first, then by the son born after partition

and lastly by separated sons.

The Smriti-Chandrika divides Stridhana into

theVmriti°

f ^autaka, Anvadheya and the affectionate gifts of

Chandrika. the husband, Sulka, and Stridhana other than those

mentioned before.

To the Yautaka, the maiden daughter first

succeeds ; failing her, sons.

To the Anvadheya and the affectionate gifts of

the husband (pritidatta) daughters succeed simultane-

ously with sons. If there be no unmarried daughters,

the married daughters take equally with the sons,

but the widowed daughters do not share with the

sons.

It should be observed, that the rule, that

married daughters, though they take with the sons,

are disqualified when there are maiden daughters,

with whom, however, sons share all the same, is

rather inconsistent. Again the rule, that widowed

daughters do not take, is based on a misapprehen-

sion of the text of Katyayana cited in this section.

As regards other kinds of Stridhana, disagreeing

with the Mitakshara, it says, that the maiden and

unprovided daughters take equally. After them, the

provided daughter, the daughter’s daughter, the

daughter’s son, the son’s son and the husband take,

in the order mentioned. In case of marriage in one
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of the reprehensible forms, the husband takes only

if there be no kinsmen of the father. After the

heirs mentioned above, the following persons take :

(i) sister’s son, (2) husband’s sister’s son, (3)

husband's brother's son, (4) brother’s son, (5) son-

in-law, (6) husband’s younger brother. Step-sons

also are heirs.

“ The Sulka of a married woman is taken by

her brother and mother in succession,’’ but that of

“an unmarried damsel is taken by the giver.” “The

property other than the Sulka belonging to an un-

married damsel is taken by the brother, mother,

and lather in succession.”

The general rule applies to all Stridhana. that

the husband takes the property of a woman, if

married in one of the approved forms, otherwise,

the father.

The Parasara-Madhava agrees with the Mita-

kshara in the main. It, however, defines Yautaka

as what is received from the lather’s family, and The^ of

further is inclined to the opinion, that property

received from the husband's family, the maiden

daughter and son take equally. The sonless indigent

daughter also may take a share. As regards

Bandhudatta, it says that only in case of marriage

in a disapproved form, it goes to the father’s family

and not otherwise. The property of the Putrika is

taken by her husband, if there is no afterborn son

of her father. Ornaments given by the bridegroom

would be taken back by him, if the bride dies

before marriage ; but those given by other relations

would be taken by the brother. According to

Varadaja, the rival wife’s daughter is no heir.

Haradatta lays down the rule, that property
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The rule of

the Saraswati

Vilasha.

The rule of

the Vivada

Chintamani.

The rule of

the Ratna-

kara.

derived from the husband’s family or self-acquired,

the son and the unmarried daughter take equally.

Property derived from the father’s family the maiden

daughter alone takes. Failing her, sons and

married daughters take equally.

The Saraswati -Vilasa, and Bharuchi, like

the Chandrika, disagree with the Mitakshara,

and interpret the text of Gautama on the subject to

mean, that the maiden daughter and the unprovided

married daughter take together all kinds of Stri-

dhana, excepting nuptial presents, which are taken

by the maiden daughter alone.

According to the Vivada-Chintamani, the nup-

tial gifts, furniture and the like, go to the unmarried

daughter, and then to the unprovided daughter, and

failing her, to the provided daughter, and failing

daughters, to sons. In every other kind of Stri-

dhana the rule of V rihaspati applies, /. t\, sons and

unmarried daughters take together, married daugh-

ters getting something, only a; a matter of favour.

Then come the married daughter and the daughter’s

son. After the daughter's son, Stridhana goes to

the husband, in case the woman is married in one

of the approved forms.

The Ratnakara says, that all kinds of Stridhana,

excepting Yautaka, are taken by sons and maiden

daughters equally. The Yautaka which is defined

as property given at the time of marriage by the

father and the like, as -well as property given at

any other time by the father, is taken by the maiden

daughter and the unprovided daughter equally,

before the sons.* It also cites the text of Vrihas-

* This opinion of the Ratnakara is based on the authority of Haiti-

yudha, who was the chief judicial officer of Lakshana Sena, the last indepcnt
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pati, and puts the heirs beginning with the sister’s
,

son in the line of heirs. It also declares that

every kind of Stridhana of a woman, married in

one of the approved forms, having no issue, goes

to the husband.

The Madana-Parijata lays down one uniform

rule for all kinds of Stridhana. It says, that the

maiden daughter takes first of all
;
after her, married the Madana-

daughters (among them the comparatively poorer
p^ata'

one before the richer). The daughter’s daughter

comes next. After her, the daughter’s son. Then

come son, grandson, step-son, step-daughter, hus-

band, husband’s agnates, and father’s agnates, in

the order mentioned.

The Mayukha divides Stridhana into Pari-

bhashika, or those which have technical names, or

as Mr. Telang put it, ‘Stridhana, properly so called,

and Aparibhashika,’ e., other descriptions of Stri-

dhana having no technical names, or Stridhana not

properly so called. As regards the second, all that

the Mayukha says is, that “the son and the rest

take even when there are daughters.” The exact

meaning of the rule has been discussed by several

learned judges, notably by the late Mr. Justice

Telang in a recent case. (See p. 238.)

As to the devolution of all kinds of Stridhana

proper, the Mayukha agrees in the main, with the

Smriti-Chandrika, and adopts its reasons.

Kamalakara, another Bombay authority, makes

dent king of Bengal. Halayudha, ho\, ever, defined Yautaka as “what is

given to a woman for purchasing articles of her food, and increased by her

own skill,” and says, “that therein the brothers (*.*., her sons) and married

daughters have no shares
; but married daughters, who are childless, or

sliked by their husbands have equal shares with the maiden daughters,
’’
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The rule of

Kamalakar.

The rule of

the Daya-

bhaga.

a slight variation in the ordinary rule of the Mita-

kshara school, and says ‘‘in default of the husband,

the daughter’s sons and daughter’s sons of the

rival wife
;
and in their default the molher-in-law

;

the father-in-law
;
the husband’s brother, his sons,

and other next of kin of the husband (succeed),

according to the text

:

‘the wife and daughter

also, &c.’ This is the opinion of Vijnaneswara

and Apararka.”*

The Dayabhaga after defining Stridhana to be

that over which a woman has absolute control,

divides it into (i) Maiden’s property
; (2) Yautaka

;

(3) Ayautaka or gifts after marriage from the family

of the father or of the mother or of the husband
;

and Sulka, &c. Yautaka is property given at the

time of marriage
;
Ayautaka is what is given at

any other time ; Pitridatta is the gift of. the father.

The maiden’s property is taken by brother,

mother, and father in succession.

When dealing of the Yautaka, the Dayabhaga

says, that it is taken by (1) unmarried daughter,

(2) betrothed daughter, (3) married daughter having

or likely to have a son, (4) barren or widowed and

sonless daughter, (5) son
;
and that failing issue, it

is taken by husband and father in succession. In

another place, it says that the grandson, the

daughter’s son, the step-son, and the step-son’s son

are heirs, and that the grandson is preferable to the

daughter’s son. The Dayakrama-Sangraha has

placed daughter’s son, son’s son, son’s grandson,

’ See Siromoni’s Hindu Law, p. 580,
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steps-011, step son’s son and step-son’s grandson after

the son, and before the husband.*

The Ayautaka is taken by (i) son and maiden
daughter, (2) married daughter having or likely to

have sons, (3) grandson, (4) daughter’s sont, (5)

greatgrandson, (6) sonless daughter, (7) brother,

(8) mother, (9) father, (10) husband. The Daya-
bhaga says that the stepson and his son are heirs.

The Dayakrama-Sangraha places the stepson,

the stepson’s son, and the step-son’s grandson

before the widowed and sonless daughter. But from

what th'- Dayabhaga says throughout the Chapter

on Stridhana, and in as much as it says, that as

long as there is any issue of the body, no other can

take, and as it further says that the sonless daughter

takes because she is a child of the body tot, it is

clear that the sonless daughter should take before

the stepson.

* According to the Dayakrama-Sangraha the daughter’s son is to be

preferred to the son’s son, as the daughter is to be preferred to the son. The

conflict between Gimutavahana and his commentator shows that the Bengal

Pundits were' unwise in departing from the rule of Vijnaneswara. Great

is the confusion on this point in the writings of the Bengal commentat rs,

for their rule is neither founded on reason nor authority. Colebrooke has

the following note in this connection. “This passage (Dayabhaga, Ch IV. III.

33) is censured by Srikrishna, who shows by very satisfactory reasoning that

the daughter's son ought to inherit before the son of a contemporary wife.

Achyuta considers the reading of the text to be questionable, and Maheswara

pronounces it to be spurious. He also rejects the words “nor a grandson

as unnecessary and improperly introduced in this place. Raghunandana

in the Dayatattwa copying Gimutavahana’s argument omits the passage alto-

gether ; and the author of the Viramitrodaya has substituted one of a quite

different import.”

t In Ch. IV. II. n-12 of the Dayabhaga, the daughter’s son is placed im-

mediately after the son’s son and before the widowed daughter, but in Ch .IV.

III. 33» be is placed after the stepson. Srikrishna notices this conflict and

lays down this rule which is approved by Dr. Siromani and Dr. Banerjee.

If the latter passage is genuine, it was intended by it, only to prove that the

stepson was an heir, and not to lay down the order of succession.
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The Dayakrama-Sangraha following the clear

meaning of the text of Devala from which Cimuta-

vahana deduces his rule, says, that in Ayautaka
property also, the husband takes before the father.

The author of the Dayabhaga, however, says,

that according to the text of Yajnavalkya, in pro-

perty received from the father’s, mother’s and the

husband’s family after marriage (t.e., Anvadheya,)
as well as in property received before marriage from
parents, and in Sulka, the brother, mother and father

take before the husband. Gimutavahana had no idea

that the text of Vishnu is very similar in its word-
ing to the text of Yajnavalkya and that both the

texts laid down the same rule. It is clear, if the
texts of Vishnu and Yajnavalkya are compared,
that the husband is preferred by those Rishis to the
father, in all kinds of property, (rimutavahana was
indeed very rash in differing from all other com-
mentators, ancient and modern, in this matter. It

is a matter of regret that this rule of the Daya-
bhaga, which is based on a misinterpretation of the
text of Yajnavalkya and which is against all the

Rishis and the spirit of Hindu law, has been prefer-

red by the Calcutta High Court to the more correct

rule of the Dayakrama-Sangraha and the Dayattatwa.
The Dayabhaga says that Bandhudatta means

property given by the parents before marriage. It

is Ayautaka, but on account of the next of Manu,
it is taken in the first instance by the maiden
daughters. All other descriptions of Pitridatta are
Anvadheya Ayautaka.

The Dayakrama-Sangraha however, lays down
the following rule of succession :—(i) Maiden
daughter, (2) Married daughter, having or likely
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to have a son, (3) Barren or widowed daughter

(4) Son, &c.

Dr. Siromani was of opinion, that “ it is evid-

ent that in the absence of the unmarried daughter

the general rules as to Stridhana succession prevail

i.e., Yautaka property given by father is inherited

as Yautaka, and Ayautaka is inherited as Ayautaka.”

The High Court have however, held, that in respect

ofPitridatta property given before or after marriage,

the mother is to be preferred to the husband.

After the heirs mentioned above, in all the

classes of Stridhana, after the husband, the follow-

ing heirs take in the order mentioned :—(1) Hus-Sbf
8'4"1

band’s younger brother, (2) Husband's brother’s

son, (3) Sister’s son, (4) Husband’s sister’s son,

(5) Brother’s son, (6) Son-in-law. After these,

husband’s Sapindas take according to their nearness

determined by the theory of spiritual benefit. In

default of Sapindas. Sakulyas and Samanodakas

succeed.* Let us go to the decisions of our Courts.

It has been held that there is no presumption

of law that property acquired by a Hindu widow

after her husband’s death or found in her posses- Pt«i>nation

sion forms part of her husband’s estate (1), or
’

that property standing in the name of a female

member is joint property (2) and is not Stridhana,

and that in such cases ‘‘there is no justification of

law in throwing the onus upon the widow.”

* Dayakrama-Sangraha, II. 610.
1

(1) Dakhina Kali Debi v. Jagadishwar Bhuttacharjee, 2 C. W. N. 197.

Jadunath, v. Raranarain ill. G 434. Dewan Ranbijai v. Indar Pal, 26

Cal. 871 P. C.

(2) Narfyana v, Krishna, 8 Mad. 214. See however, Chandramoni

Passi v. Joykissen Sircar, j W, R. 107.
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What is

Stridhana.

Properly purchased byawidow is her Stridhana,

if it is purchased with the income of her Stridhana

;

(i) or by borrowing money, or by her financial

skill, which is not the same as skill in mechanical

arts, or with movable property given by the

husband (2), or with the money given to a widow

in lieu of maintenance, (3) or with the savings of

her maintenance. (4)

Arrears of maintenance have been held to be

Sridhana, and they are so, according to the text of

Devala cited in this section. (5) Property received

by way of gift (6), or as a legacy from a relative (7)

is Stridhana. Property acquired by adverse posses-

sion is Sridhana. (8) And when the widow or the

son’s widow of a member of a joint Mitakshara

family takes possession of any property, unless as

the result of an agreement, her possession becomes

adverse to the reversionary heirs, (9) and property

thus acquired becomes hes Stridhana. It has

been held that the undisposed of profits of the pro-

perty of the husband inherited by a widow, whether

they have reached her hands or not, are not her

(1) Luchman v. Kalicharan, 19 W. R. 291 P. C.

(2) Vencata Rama v. Verratta Suriya, 2 Mad. 333 P. C.

(3) Nellai Kumara v . Markathammal, 1 Mad. 166.

(4) Pethasari v. Sendamari 8 I. C. 385, 8 Mad. L. T. 284. Subramanian

v. Arunachelam 28 Mad. I.

(5) Courts of Wards v. Mohessur, 16 W. R. 76,

(6) Mussum at Radhaz>. Bisheshur, 6 N.-W. P, 279. See Tukaram

v. Gunaji, 8 Bom. 129*

(7) Judoonath v. Bussant, 18 W. R. 264. Rudn v. Rupkuar, 1 All,

734*

(8) ivfohim Chunder Sannayal v, Kassikanth Sanyal, 2 C. W. N. 161.

Vencata Rayudu v. Subbammo 13 Mad. L. J. 302. Keanhai Ram v*

Musammat Amri, 32 All. 189.

(9 Sham Koer v, Dab. Koer, 29 I.A. 132.
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Stridhana (i) The law of increment to a woman’s

property is similar to the law of increment to her

husband’s estate discussed in Ch. 111 . Sec. i.

Immovable property obtained by a wife from

her husband by way of gift or by devise, is her

Stridhana, but she has ordinarily only what is called immovable

,
property

a widow’s estate in it, even though the gift is to obtained from

her and her heirs ; but the gift or devise may be

made in such terms as to give her an absolute

interest with powers of alienation. (2) In Bombay,

there are conflicting decisions on the point. In one

of the cases, it has been held that a widow can

alienate without express authority (3) . The High

Court of Madras in a later case dissented from it

pointing out that the decision was opposed to

earlier decisions of the Bombay Court (4), and to

the text of Narada, as well as to the Saraswati-

Vilasha (pp. 257, 258 and the Madhaviya.
§ 51). It

was held in that case, that a grant of 'Putra Poutra

Paryyantain of immovable property to a wife and

her heirs could not give any power of alienation,

though it was her Stridhana, and the heirs of her

Stridhana took the property in preference to the

(1) Sridhar v. Kalipada, n I. C. 871. LriDuttw. Hansbatti, 10 Cal.

324 P. C. See howev r, Sonrjemoney v. Denohundhoo, 9 Moore 123.

Rivit Camac v, Jivibai, 10 Bn.n. 478. Poddomonee v. Dwarkanath, 25

w. R. 335.

(2) Kunjo Bihary v. Prem Chand, 5 Cal. 684. Kollany v. Luchmee

24 W. R. 395. Mathura v. Bhikhan, 19 All. 16. Proson o Comar v,

Tarruknath, 10 B. L. R. 267. See 9 Cal 830. Janki v. Bhairon, 19 All. 133.

Kanhia 7*. Mahin Lai, 10 All. 495. Rebut ti v. Sib Chunder, 6 Moore 18.

Moulvi v. Shewakrani, 2 I. A. 7. Lalloo v Jagmohan, 22 Bom. 409.

Bhoba Tarinee v. Peary Lai, 24 Cal. 646. Tikaram v. Deputy Commis-

sioner, 26 Cal. 707. (PC.) Sree Braja Kisora v. Srinindan

1

, 26 I. A. 66.

See 21 Bom. 376, 27 Cal. 44.

(3) Seth Mulchand 7-. Bai Mancha, 7 Bom. 491.

(4) Cotarhasapa 7*. Chanverova, 10 Bom, H. C. 403.
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heirs of the husband, to whom the widow had

devised the property by will, (i) It should be ob-

served, however, that this is clearly opposed to the

rule of Katyayana by which the husband’s heirs

take such property.

Property in the possession of a widow, confis-

cated and again granted to her by a Sunnud

conferring full proprietory right, has been held to

be her Stridhana. (•2)

Immovable property given by the father to a

immovable daughter after her marriage is her Ayautaka
obtained from . „ _ . ,, , ,

the father. Anvadhfeya Stridhana. (3)

Property received from a stranger or acquired

by mechanical arts belongs to the husband, accord-

ing to the Dayabhaga, Smriti-Chandrika, and the

Property Mayukha. There is only one old case on the point

strangers and (4), but having regard to modern ideas, it is doubt-
bymechameai ŷ whether it will be followed. In a recent

unreported case in the Calcutta High Court the

rule has not been followed. The Madras High

Court have held that the rule that everything ac-

quired by the wife during coverture belongs to the

husband has no foundation in Hindu Law and that

the contrary is unquestionably true. (5) The Judges

in making these observations, had not apparently

considered the texts of Manu and the other Law-

givers, cited in this Section.

(1) Bhujanga v, Ramayamma, 7 Mad. 387.

(2) Brij Indar Bahadur v. Ranee Janki, 5 I. A. I. In this case the

nature of Stridhana according to the Dayahhaga as well as theMitakshara

was considered by the Privy Council.

(3) Ram Gopal Bhattacharjee v. Narain Chunder 3 Cal. L. J. 1$

(4) Ramdnlal Sirkar v. Jaimoni, 2 Mori. Dig. 56. See 12 Bom. 505.

(5) Ramsami v, Virasami, 3 Mad, li C. 272. Vancata v, Suriya,

Mad. 333 P.C.
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The nature of property inherited by a female

from a male has been fully discussed in Section

I. As regards property inherited from females,

even if it is Stridhana of the deceased, under the pt petty

Bengal school of law, as well as under the Mita- l

n
f.

”t

v
from

kshara School, it has been held that it is not

Stridhana, is not alienable and does not pass to

the heirs of the female who inherited it but passes

on her death, to the heirs of the female from whom

she inherited it, on the ground that in property in-

herited both from males and females the doctrine of

revertor applies and that a female always takes a

qualified estate in such property, (i) This view

of the law is in accordance with the opinion of the

Dayabhaga, (2) and the H igh Court of Madras have

held that the law is the same in Madras and even the

maiden daughter succeeding to her father takes only

a limited estate. The Judges refused to follow the

earlier cases on the point and held that the position

of the Mitakshara cannot be supported having,

regard to the opinions of other Commentators (3)

The Privy Council have held that the opinion

of the Mitakshara that inherited Stridhana is

Stridhana is incorrect. Their Lordships said:

“ they examined the primitive texts upon which

the Mitakshara purports to be based
; they

considered the fundamental principles of the

(1) Sheo Shankar Lai v. Debi Sahai 25 All. 468, 30 1 . A. 202. Lala

Sheo Pertab Bahadoor v The Allahabad Bank, 25 All. 476. 30 1 . A. 209.

(2) Bhoobun Mohun v. Muddon Mohun, 1 Shome’s Rep. 3. Hurrydyal

v. Grish Chunder, 17 Cal. 911. Prankissen v. Noyanraoni, 5 Cal 222.

(3) Sengamulthammal v. Valyanda, 3 Mad. H. C. 312. Virasangappa

v. Rudrappa, 19 Mad. no. Janaki«etty v, Miriyala 32 Mad. 521. Contra

Veoctarama v. Bhujanga, 19 Mad. 107. Narasayya v> Vencayya 2 Mad.

L J, 149.
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Hindu Law ; they reviewed the judicial decisions

bearing upon the questions before them
;
they gave

such weight as could properly be given to the very

conflicting opinions of numerous pundits and they

arrived at their conclusion without hesitation” (i)

and they held that “ there has been a remarkable

concurrence in India among judges, text-writers

and pure scholars to the effect that no distinction

can be drawn consistently with the text of the

Mitakshara between what has been inherited from

a male and what has been inherited from a female.”

It is a matter of satisfaction to find that the Privy

Council have upheld the true position of Hindu

Law that the opinion of the Mitakshara, and thus

of the other commentaries also, may be set aside

on an examination of the original texts. But un-

fortunately in the present instance, there is great

difficulty in going against Vijnaneswara. The Privy

Council have held that the descent to such property

is not governed by the rules of succession to Stridh-

ana but goes to the heirs of her other property. The
Smritis, as well as the commentaries, except the

Mayukha,contain no provisions, regarding succession

to a female’s property other than her Stridhana and

the family property inherited from the husband and

son. We are thus placed in a very difficult position

and when a female leaves no son but a daughter’s

daughter, who would be the heir of her- Stridhana,

such daughter will not take
;
and indeed any special

rules of succession to such propery that may be laid

down will have no texts or commentaries to support

them. Indeed there is no authority in the Smritis

(i) 25 All. 474.
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for this position, (i)

The Bombay High Court have however,

held that the above ruling does not apply to

Bombay, both where the Mitakshara prevails

and where the Mayukha is in force and that on

the principle of Stare decisis, property inherited

by a daughter from her father must be consider-

ed her Stridhana, even for the purposes of

succession. (2)

In Bombay, it has been held that a female

takes an absolute estate in property inherited

from a female, as well as when she takes as a

daughter of the house, such as daughter, sister,

niece, &c., and not as widow of a male copar-

cener, and that in such a case, the property

devolves as Stridhana on her daughter in

preference to the son. (3)

A mother’s or step-mother’s share on parti-

tion has been held by the Privy Council not to

be Stridhana (see p. 297). Property obtained

by a widow on partition on her death reverts

to' the heirs of her husband. (4)

Property acquired by adverse possession

for 12 years by a female becomes her Stri-

dhana. (5)

All Stridhana. except as above stated, is

at the absolute disposal of the holder thereof

and is alienable by her by way of sale, gift or

will. (6) The Bombay High Court has held

(1) Jagannath says, that such property is absolutely at a woman's

disposal, 3 Dig 629. (2) Gulappa v. Tayawa, 31 Bom. 453. Bhau v.

Raghunath, 30 Bom. 229. (3) Tulja Rand v. Mathuradas, 5 Bom. 66a.

Bai Narmada v. Bhagwantrai, 12 Bom. 505. Mani Lai v. Bai Rewa, 17

Bom. 758. (4) Durga Prosad *. Braja Mohun Bose, 39 I. A. 121.

(5) Kashiram v. Musmut Amre, 32 All. 189. Moghli v. Ladh, I. C.

644. (6) Tincowri v. Dinanath, 3 W. R. 49. Vencata v. Sunya, 2

Mad. 333. P. C, Mqnia v. Puran, 5 All. 310.

Mother’s

and widow's

share on
partition.
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Succession

Decisions

under the

Mitakshara-

Daughters.

Right of the

adopted son.

in Saudayika, which is defined as property

obtained by a woman in the house of her

husband or of her father from her brother or

parents, she has absolute power of disposal,

but in all other kinds of Stridhana her power of

disposal intervivos or by will is subject to her

husband’s consent, (i)

•As to the rules of succession to Stridhana

under the Mitakshara school, the rule laid

down by Vijnaneswara has been affirmed, and

it has been held, that the maiden daughter

takes first, failing her, the married but

unprovided or indigent daughter, and in her

default, other daughters. (2) Comparative

poverty is the only criterion for settling the

claims of daughters. (3) No preference is given

to a daughter, who is barren or childless. (4)

In a recent case the Privy Council declined

to decide the question whether a son and the

son of a predeceased son are equally entitled

to inherit Stridhana.(5) In reference to property

of males the Privy Council have held that the

word son includes son, grandson and great

grandson. The question is not free from doubt.

There were conflicting decisions in the

Bombay Sudder Court about the right of the

adopted son. In Bengal and Allahabad it has

been held that theadoptedson like an Aurasa son

succeeds to Stridhana. (6) The daughter’s

(1) Bhau v. Raghunath, 30 Bomb. 229.

(2) Wooma Dai v. Gokoolanund, 5 I. A. 40, 3 Cal. 587.

(3) Audh Kumari v. Chundra Dai, 2 All. 561

(4) Baku Bai v. Mancha Bai, 2 Bom. H. C. 5. Binode Kumaree v.

Purdhan Gopal Shahel, 2 VT. R 176.

(5) Debi v. Mahadeo 34 All 234 P. C.

(6) Tincowree v. Dina Nath, 3 W. R. 49. Ganga v. Budh, 11

I. C. 27 Puddokumary v. Court of Wards, 8 Cal. 302. Kali Kamal

f. Umasankar, 10 Cal. 232. See 33 Cal. 947 F. B. aflfd. 35 Cal. 896 P. C.
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adopted son in like manner should be considered

as having the same rights as the daughter’s son.

In Bombay and Nagpore the order of

succession to Stridhana, according to the suasion

decisions, is that after the direct issue comes

the husband. After him come (i) stepson, (i)

(2) stepgrandsou, (2) (3) co-widow, (3) (4)

stepdaughter, (5) stepdaughter’s son, (4) (6)

husband’s mother, (7) husband’s father, (8)

husband’s brother, the full brother being

preferred to the half brother, 15) (9) husband’s

brother’s son. (6) A predeceased son’s widow

is also entitled to succeed. (7)

The husband’s Sapindas take before the Right 0fthe

father’s Sapindas and other relations on the husband and

paternal and maternal side according to the

rule of the Mitaksliara and also under the Mayu-

kha which should be made to harmonize, with

the former, where the latter prevails. (8)

The adoptive mother has also been prefer-

red to the adoptive father. (9)

The rule has been broadly laid down that

whenever the husband’s or father’s Sapindas

are declared heirs, they include the females,

wives and daughters of such Sapindas, who
would be heirs if the owner was a male. (10)

In Madras, it has also been held that the

(1) Bhimacharya v. Ramacharya, 33 Bom. 452 See 20 1 . C. 56r.

(2) Gozabai v Srimant, 17 Bom. 114.

(3) Bai Kasserbai v. Hansraj, 33 I. A. 176. Paramappa v Shed-

appa, 30 Bomb. 607.

(4) Motiram Mayaram, Bombay Printed Judgments for 1880, p. 1 19

(5) Parmappa v. Shedappa, 30 Bomb. 607.

(6) Musammut Chandrabhaga v. Viswanath, 20 1 C. 561, 9 Nag
L. R. 102. (7) Narmada Bai v. Bhagwantrai, 12 Bom 505.

(8) Gozabai v. Srimant, 17 Bomb 114. Mussammat Thakoor Deyee

v. Rai Baluk Ram, 11 Moore 139 Champat v , Sheba, 8 All. 993. peet

Koomar v. Chatterdharee, 13 W. R. 396.

(9) Ananda Ram v. Hari, 1 1 Bomb L R. 641 (to) Takaram v.

Narayun, 36 Bomb. 339. Junglibai v. Jetha, 32 Bomb. 407.
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Succession

in Madras.

Mitakshara prevails over the Smriti Chandrika

in respect of Stridhana and the threefold

division of Stridhana made by the latter should

be disregarded. To land given by the father

the daughter succeeds in preference to the son

and daughters do not take together, as laid

down in the Smriti Chandrika. (i)

It has been held that the stepson takes after

the husband and before the sister’s son. (2)

The stepdaughter has also been preferred to

husband’s collateral Sapindas. (3)

It has also been held that after the

husband his Sapindas in the order laid down

in the Mitakshara in the rule of succession to

males, take and on failure of husband’s

Sapindas, blood relations of the female herself

take before the crown. (4)

In early cases it was held that the daughter-

in-law (5) and the brother’s widow (6) were

not heirs. But recently, the Madras Court

following Tukaramu. Narayun, has practically ,

adopted the Bombay rule and held that wives

of Sapindas, though they are not heirs as such

of males, are still entitled to inherit Stridhana

and take their rank in the list of heirs as

Sapindas. (7) A stepmother has been preferred

to a maternal uncle. (8) The husband’s brother

daughter has been declared an heir as a Bandhu

and preferred to the maternal uncle’s adopted

son. (9)

(1) Muthappudyam v, Ammant 21 Mad. 62, disapproving Sengama*
lathammal v. Valayada, 3 Mad. H. C. 312, and Magne, sec. 567.

(2) Brahamappa v Papanna, 13 Mad 138

(3) Nanga Pilla t/. Shivabagvathac, 36 Mad 116

(4) Kankamal v Auttamala, 37 Mad 291,

(5) Bandam Setta v Bandam, 4 Mad. H C 180.

(6) Thayammal v. Annamala, 19 Mad 35

(7) 36 Mad 116. (8) Kama! Bat v. Bhagirathi, 16 I. C 939.

(9) Vencata Sqbramamam v. Thararammab, 21 Mad. 263,
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Now we come to the six relations mentioned

in the text of Vrihaspati. It has been held

that the husband’s sister's son takes before

the sister’s son. (1) The sister's adopted son

takes in the absence of the husband and his

agnatic Sapindas (2), according to the text of

Vrihaspati. The six relations, mentioned in

that text, take as among themselves, in the

following order :—(a) Husband’s youngest

brother, (6) husband’s brother’s son, (c) husband’s

sister’s son,
(
d

)
brother’s son, (e) sister’s son,

(/)

son-in-law. (3) Under the Mithila school, it has

been held that the husband’s sister’s great-

grand-son is entitled to succeed in preference

to the husband’s great- grand- father’s son. (4)

This ruling is however inconsistent with the

recent ruling of the Privy Council on the appli-

cability of the rule of Vrihaspati. (5)

In the last case on this matter, which was

one under the Mitakshara school, before the

Calcutta High Court, it has been definitely

laid down, that the Vira-Mitrodaya cannot be

preferred to the Mitakshara, and that the

husband’s Sapindas take before father’s

Sapindas and before the heirs enumerated in

Vrihaspati’s text, who are not husband’s

Sapindas. (6) The husband’s agnatic Sapindas

again, take in the absence of nearer heirs, (7)

the nearer taking before the more remote, (8)

and before the sister’s son. (9)

These decisions cannot be reconciled with

(1) Ganeshlal v Ajudha, 28 All 345

(2) Run jit v. Jagannath, 12 Cal. 375.

(3) Baccha v. Jugmohun, 12 Cal 348.

(4) Mohun Persad v. Kissen Kishore, 2t Cal. 344.

(5) Bai Kesserbai v, Hunsraj Morarji, 30 Bom. 431. P. C.

(6) Jagannath v . Ranjit, 25 Cal. 354 (7) Peet Koomar v.

Chatterdharee, 13 W. R. 396. (8) 8 All. 393 (9) 12 Cal. 348,

Heirs under

the text of

Vrihaspati.
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one other. But inasmuch as the Mitakshara

ignores the text of Vrihaspati, it is reasonable

to suppose that if it was authentic, Vijnane-

swara refused to follow it.

The rule of Vrihaspati has recently been

considered by the Privy Council and the law

and the principles about it settled. Their

Lordships observe : “You have the following

list of relations to the childless widow and

deceased proprietors of the Stridhana, who are

said to be like her sons, and have been called by

some text-writers secondary sons :

—

(a) Sister’s

son, ^6) husband’s sister’s son, (c) husband’s

brother’s son, (d) brother’s son, (e) son-in-law

or daughter’s husband, (/) husband’s younger

brother. The chief difficulty about the text of

Vrihaspati is that we do not know the context

in which it occurs. It appears to give promis-

cuously to the Sapindas of the husband and

those of the father without noticing the distinc-

tion in the devolution of the property depending

upon the form of marriage of the deceased

widow. No intelligible principle has been dis-

covered for the order in which they are enu-

merated. It is at variance with the settled and

universally recognised principles of the Hindu

Law of Inheritance and the enumeration is

obviously not exhaustive.” Their Lordships held

that “ the order of succession is not indicated”

by the text but is only an enumeration 5f heirs

and that in the list, the blood relation of the

husband, the husband’s sister’s son, the

husband’s brother’s son and the husband

succeeded to the estate of a woman, married in

an approved form
;
and the father’s relation, i.e.,

the sister’s son, &c., succeeded in other cases.
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Their Lordships held that the list is not

exhaustive and neither the co-widow or any other

Sapinda of the husband is excluded. The words

“and the rest” therefore must mean or include “the

other relatives of the husband or father. ” The
rule laid down is that the husband’s nearest Sapinda

takes in the case of approved marriage and the

father’s nearest Sapinda in other cases, (i)

The ingenuity displayed by pundits and

lawyers in construing this text of Vrihaspati

has been considerable. The Privy Council in

the case mentioned above made the following

observations on this matter :
“ Three well-known

constructions have been put on it. “ First,

that the words “on failure of the husband of

the deceased woman ” should be read as mean-

ing “ on failure of the husband and his line of

Sapindas.” Secondly, that Brihaspati’s series of

secondary sons comes in between the husband and

his nearest Sapindas and in the order in which they

are mentioned. Thirdly, that a distributive cons-

truction should be given to Vrihaspati’s text

applying the husband’s relatives named to the case

of a woman married in one of the approved forms

and the father’s relative to the other case only, and

the text should be read as illustrative only and

neither exhaustive nor intended to prescribe the

order in which the enumerated heirs take. Their

Lordships of the Judicial Committee have rejected

the first two and adopted the third as correct.” The
first two interpretations have been conclusively

shown to be inadmissible. The third is, it is appre-

(l) Bai Kessarlwu v. Ilunsraj Moraji, 30 Bom. 431.
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hended not quite satisfactory. The question will

still remain whether the husband’s sister’s son will

take before the husband’s brother’s son. Again, in

the text, only two blood relation of the father, namely,

the sister’s son and the brother’s son, are mentioned.

The Hindu law-givers are very precise and consis-

tent and delight in enumerating categories if they

meant to lay down two different rules, they would

have mentioned the younger brother before the

husband’s younger brother. Again this construc-

tion would exclude the sister’s son and the brother’s

son in case of approved marriage. The son-

in-law could not have come in, if this was the

construction intended. This was certainly not

intended. Ingenuity often leads to strange results.

The truth seems to be that in Hindu society the

six persons mentioned are regarded as sons by

courtesy. They have therefore been given rights

of heirship. Their order is not indicated. By
applying the rule that the husband’s relations take

before the father’s relations in approved marriage,

the husband’s brother’s son may be preferred to

the brother’s son. But it would not be reasonable

to practically exclude the sister’s son and the

brother's son from the list of heirs, in as much as

there can be, as a general rule, no marriage in a

disapproved form now.

The Madras High Court in a recent case, has

held that the Smriti Chandrika cannot override the

Mitakshara and as the Mitakshara does not mention

the rule of Vrihaspati, the former is not binding,

when it goes against the rules of the Mitakshara. (1)

(1) Raju v. Ammani, 29 Mad. 358. Muthappadyam v. Amman i, 2

1

Mad. 103 Salemma v. Lutchmana, 21 Mad. 103.
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By the law of the Mayukha, property given

to a married woman by a stranger, and her

own earnings are Aparibhasika, or non-

technical Stridhana, and it has been held that

all Aparibhasika Stridhana devolves in the

same manner as if the holder were a male, and

widows of Gotraja Sapindas may therefore

inherit such Stridhana, just after their husbands,

the daughter-in-law being thus preferred to the

daughter’s daughter. (1) In a recent case Mr.

JusticeTelang pointed out the mistakes of earlier

decisions, and showed that the law of Mayukha

was that in Aparibhasika or non-technical

Stridhana ‘the sons, and the rest’ son, grand-

son and greatgrandson, take precedence over

* daughters, and the rest, i.e., daughters and their

issue and failing both, the rule of succession was

identical with that of technical Stridhan. (2)

In a later case, from Mahad in District Kolaba,

which was held to be governed by the Mayukha,

it was held that when a sister inherits property,

she takes an absolute estate and her heir is her

son under the Mayukha and not the daughter

as under the Mitakshara (3).

As regards Pritidatta and Anvadheya or

gift subsequent, such as a devise by father, the

rule has been laid that under the Mayukha, they

are taken equally by the son and -the unmarried

daughter and in default of an unmarried

daughter, by the son and the married daughter.

(4) Nothing is said about the unprovided

(t) Lakshmi Bai v Jairam Hari, 6 Bom. u C, A., C.
J. 152. Bai

Narmada v Bhagwant Rai, 12 Bom 505. See 9 Bom. 301, 8 Bom.

H. C. 261, 0 , C. J. (2) Moni Lai Rewadat v Bai Rewa, 17 Bom. 758.

The same view has been taken by the Mysore Chief Court, 5 My. L. T.

169. (3) Dayaldas v. Sambubai, 34 Bom. 385 Narahar *. Bhan

Moreshwar, 40 Bom. £21. (4) Sitabai v, Wasantrao 3 Bom. L. R, 201.

Asbabai t, Hagi, 9 Bomb. tad.

Succession to

Aparibhasika

Stridhana.

Succession to

Pritidatta and
Anvadheya in

Bombay.
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daughter. The rule is far from a clear one and

is based upon a doubtful construction 'of a

passage of ttie Mayukha different from that of

Borradaile which had been accepted before. (1)

According to the Privy Council, it should be

remembered, a construction which harmonizes

the Mayukha with the Mitakshara is preferable.

In Bombay, it has held that a maiden

should be considered as a female married in a

disapproved form and the father’s sister should

be preferred to a male Gotraja of the father

five degrees removed. (2) In Calcutta it has

been held that the Mitakshara should be pre-

ferred to the Viramitrodoya and to a maiden’s

estate, the sister and the sister’s son succeed

before the father’s brother’s son. (3) A father’s

mother’s sister has been preferred in Bombay

to the maternal grandmother, in respect of

succession to a maiden’s estate (4).

It has been held in Bombay and in Madras

that sons and daughters inheriting Stridhana

take as tenants-in-comrnon.*(5)

When a childless woman lias been married

in an approved form, her estate goes to the hus-

band and his Sapindas. (6) But when she has

been married in a disapproved form, like the

Asura, it goes to her father and mother and

failing them to the father’s Sapindas in prefer-

ence to the husband’s Sapindas.
(7)

It has been held by the Madras Court

that the rule about wealth gained by mecha-

(1) Vasodeo v. Vencatesh, 10 Bom. H. C. 139. Krishnaji v.

Pandurang, 12 Bom. H. C. 65 (2) Tukaram v, Narayun, 36 Bom 339,

(3) Dwarkanath v. Sarat Chunder, 39 Cal. 319 (4) Junglibai vt

I

eha, 32 Bomb. 409- (5 ^ Bai Parsu v. Bai Somlu, 36 Bom. 494,
[uruppan v. Sankaranarayana, 27 Mad. 300 F B. (6) Man! Lai *.

Bai Rewa, 17 Bom. 758. (7) Vejirangam t. Lokhuman, 8 Bomb. H. C.,

Q. C. J. 244. Chuni Lai v, Surajram, 33 Bom. 431.
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tiical arts and from strangers belonging to

the husband cited in the Smriti Chandrika should wealth gained

not be enforced, as it is not found in the Mitakshara Jyomstrang-

and the ordinary rule of succession to Stridhana ers'

applied to such property. (1)

In Bengal, the peculiar divisions of Stridhana

and rules of succession of the Dayabhaga have

been recognized and affirmed by the High Court,
LawmBen8,L

and it has been further held, that the Dayabhaga

should be preferred to the Dayakrama-Sangraha,

where they disagree. (2)

It has been held, with what reason it is

difficult to see, that a daughter betrothed at the
. ,

time of her mother’s death, cannot inherit Ayautaka Ayautaka.

property simultaneously with her brothers. (3)

Property, given to a woman by her father before her

marriage, the mother takes in preference to the hus-

band. (4) In Pitridatta Ayautaka, sons succeed in

preference to married daughters. (5)

In respect of Ayautaka, which is Anvadheyaka

or gift subsequent, whether by the father or any
Succes,ion l0

other person, such as the husband's father’s sister’s Anvadheya
1 Ayautaka.

son, the brother, the mother and the father take

before the husband. (6) In the last case on the point,

it has been held in Bengal, that the husband is to

be preferred to the brother in respect of movable

property given by the father at the time of marriage

(1) Salemm&v. Luchmana, 21 Mad. 103.

(2) Hurry Mohan v. Sonatun, 1 Cal. 275.

(3) Sreenath v. Sorboraongo'a, 10 W. R. 488.

(4) Judoo Nath vt Bussunt Coomar, 19 W. R. 264.

{$) Prosonno Kumar Bose,i>. Sarat Shoshi Ghosh, 12 C. W. N. 924.

(6) Ram Gopal v, Narain, 33 Cal. 315. Hurry Mohun p, Sonatun, 1

Cal, 275.
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but the brother is to be preferred to the husband

in respect of such property given by the father

after marriage and also to subsequent additions to

the ornaments, which must be considered as gifts

subsequent. (1) In respect of a leasehold property

granted by the father after marriage, the mother

has been preferred to the husband, it being held to

be Anvadheya Ayautaka. (2) It has also been held

that the younger brother of the husband of a

childless widow is entitled to succeed to her

Ayautaka Stridhana in preference to her step-

brother. (3)

Under the Bengal school, it has been held

that a widowed daughter having a son, dumb

Widowed
but not s^own t0 be incurably so, is entitled to in-

daughter hav. herit before the daughter’s son. (4) The discussion

son. whether the widow’s son was incurably dumb or

not, could only be interesting to the ingenious

Bengal exponents of the Smritis. .

It has also been held that the son of a rival

Verses 3* and wife cannot be preferred as an heir to the daughter's

otyabhlgt son, verses 32 and 33 of the Dayabhaga saying
spurious.

tj,e contrary being spurious. (5)

The question how far the doctrine of spiritual

benefit governs succession to Stridhana requires

benefit!^how
some consideration. According to the texts (see

fer a ground Ch. II, Sec. II) the male descendants, the daughter,
of succession, / .

°

the daughters son, husband, father, brother,

(1) Gopal Chunder Pal v. Ram Chandra Paramanik, 28 Cal. 311.

(2) Ram Gopal, v. Narain, 33 Cal. 315. In case of land devised

by the husband, it has been held that an unchaste mother succeeds in

preference to the husband’s eldest brother. Nogendra Nandini v. Raja Benoy»

7 C. W. N. hi.

(3) Debiprosonno v. Harendra, 37 Cal. 863.

(4) Charu Chunder v. Nobo Sundari, 18 Cal, 337.

(5) Puma Chandra v . Gopal Lai Set, 8. Cal. L,
J. 369.
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daughter-in-law, brother’s son and sister’s son
are entitled to perform the Sraddha of a female.

The commentators have laid down the rule of

succession to Stridhana in accordance with
texts on the subject. The Dayabhaga alone
makes use of the doctrine of spiritual benefit in

determining succession to Stridhana. In a
recent case (1), Mr. Justice Sale, while holding
that the son of the full brother of a deceased

female should be preferred to the brother of the
half-blood of her husband, in regard to mov-
able property obtained by devise from the hus-

band made the following undoubtedly correct

observations : It has been authoritatively

pointed out more than once that the doctrine

of spiritual benefit does not exclusively govern
the right of succession, especially where
succession to stridhana property is concerned,

even in the Bengal school of law. Golap
Chandra Sarkar’s also says,” “ Doctrine of

spiritual benefit—no test of heirship.” At one
time it was supposed that the doctrine of

spiritual benefit is the key to the Hindu Law
of Inheritance. It is however now admitted on
all hands that the doctrine is not recognised

by the Mitakshara School, that is to say, by
the majority of Hindus. In the Bengal school

also, the doctrine was for the first time intro-

duced and relied on by Gimutavahana as a
correlative argument in support of the texts of

law relating to the order of succession.” Sir

G. D. Banerjee in his book on Stridhana says :

“ Even in the Bengal school, where the doctrine

of spiritual benefit is carried to its utmost extent,

(1) Toolsee Das Seal v. Sreemutty Lukhimoney, 4 C. W. N. 743,
See also 7 C. W. N. 135,
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Jagannath in one place observes that the advan-

tages afforded are not principally considered in

treating of separate property held by women.”

It has been held that under the Dayabhaga

a daughter’s daughter is no heir of Stridhana. (1)

The decision seems to be against the interpre-

tation of all the other commentators of the text

of Yajnavalkya on the subject.

Under the Bengal school, the sister is no

heir in respect of Stridhana, and a degraded

sister is no heir to another degraded sister. (2)

A sister's son takes before the husband’s elder

brother, and before the daughter’s son of the

great-grandson of the great-great-grandfather of

the deceased and before the daughter’s son of the

great-grandson of the great-great-grandfather.

(3) The opinion has also been expressed that the

half-sister’s son, takes equally with a full-sister’s

son (4), but it is against the rule laid down
by the Privy Council in the case of agnates.

Disqualifications, which exclude an heir

to the estate of a male, also exclude an heir to

Stridhana. (5)

Unchastity does not disqualify a daughter

from inheriting Stridhana.(6) It would be other-

wise if she became a prostitute and Patita. (7)

In Madras, it has been held in a recent case,

that degradation on account of incontinence

does not put an end to the right of a daughter

to inherit the Stridhana of her mother. (8).

(1) Madhumala v, Lakshman, 22 I. C. 518.

(?) Sornomoyee v. Secretary of State, 25 Cal 254.

{3) Dasharathi *. Bipin, 32 Cal 261 approved, 7 Bom. L. R. 622
Shashi Bhushan Lahiri v. Rajendra Nath, 40 Cal. 82.

„ U) 32 Cal. 261, (5) Vallabh Ram * Bai Hari Ganga, 4 Bom.
H. C. 135, A.

J. (6) Ganga v. Ghasita, 1 All. 46.

(7) Taramani v, Motee, 7 Sel. Rep. 273. In the goods of Kamini
Many Bewa, 21 Cal. 697. See 25 Cal. 254.

|8) Angamraal v. Vencata Reddy* 26 Mad. 509.
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As regards succession to the property of prosti-

tutes, there is no mention of it in the Smritis. The „
1 . . 1

Succession to

Commentators divide women into three classes, the estate of

Maiden (Kanya), married (Kulastri or Bharya)
* prostuute'

and prostitutes (Sadharan Stri). The last are out-

caste. But exclusion on the ground of being an

outcaste has been abolished by Act 21 of 1850. (1)

The text of Vrihat Parasara (p. 69) like many others,

seems never to have been placed before the Courts,

or referred to in any of the text-books. The first

reported case on the point is that of Taramonee

v. Mottee (2), in which it was held, that the prosti-

tute daughters of a prostitute were her heirs, but not

the legitimate daughters, in as much as the degrada-

tion of the mother severed all ties with her natural

family. The principle by which these cases is to be

governed is supposed to be that the degradation

of a woman severs the connection between her

and the undegraded members of the family but

not between her and the other degraded members

of her family. (3) But how prostitute daughters

can have what other daughters cannot is very

difficult to conceive. The Madras High Court

has laid down the same rule, which has also been

recently approved in Bengal, where it has been

held that the husband’s kinsmen are no heirs of a

prostitute (4). But the soundness of the rule has

been doubted in several cases in Calcutta.

In recent cases, it has been held that

(1) Tata v. Krishna, 31 Horn. 511,

(2) 7 Sel. Rep. 325.

(3) Tripura v>, Harimati, 9 I. C. 68.

(4) Mynabibi v. Uttaram, 2 Mad. II. C. 196. In the goods of Kamini

Mony, 21 Cal. 697. Bhutnath Mondol v. Secretary of State, 10 C.W.N. 1085*
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the rule applies to relations existing at the time

of degradation only. In the latest case on the

question jn Calcutta, it has been held that the

property of a prostitute does not strictly come

within the definition of Stridhana, which is the

property of a married woman or of a maiden, still

for the purposes of succession, the rules of Stridhana

may be regarded as applicable, with the modification

that relations existing at the time of degradation

cannot take. In that particular case a son and a

chaste maiden daughter born after degradation were

held entitled to succeed, the court holding that

though the texts of Hindu Law do not provide for

such cases, decisions of Courts and considerations

of equity and good conscience might govern them.

The real decision was that the property should be

regarded as Stridhana and children born after

degradation should take, (i) There is good reason

for the rule that a prostitute cannot inherit from her

relations but little or none whatsoever for the rule

that her undegraded relations are not her heirs

and that her degraded relations alone are her

heirs.

In an early case, in Madras, it was held, that

among dancing women the ordinary Hindu Law
applied with the modification that daughters take

before sons. (2) The rule that only degraded

children can succeed, has been extended so far in

Madras, that it has been held, that among illegiti-

mate children, the children that lead immoral lives

should be preferred to children that lead moral.

(1) Tripura v Sreematty Harimutty, 15 C. W. N. 807.

(2) Kamakshi v, Nagarathnam, 5 Mad. II. C. 16.
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lives. (1) .The Madras High Court however, in

a recent case on the matter, have dissented from
the decisions in Siva Sanga v. Mtnal ,

Narasana
v. Gangu and in the goods of Kamini Mony, and
held, that prostitution does not sever the legal

relation, and that a legitimate son succeeds in

preference to an illegitimate son and the

stepson is an heir to a degraded woman. (2)

It has also been lately held that the daughter
of the legitimate daughter is to be preferred to

a son born after the woman became a prosti-

tute, though such son is also an heir. (3)

A full Bench of the Calcutta High Court

have recently held that prostitution does not

sever the tie of relation of a woman with her

kindred and a brother’s son can be her heir, but

the question whether husband’s relations can

take was considered but not derided.(4.) The same
principle has been followed in Allahabad. (5)

The decisions against the rights of the chil-

dren of unchaste females are not based on any
rule of the Smritis. We have already seen that

according to the rule of Vrihat Parasara, (see

p. 69) illegitimate as well as legitimate children

inherit the estate of a woman, and if it is

Stridhana, there is no reason to suppose that

the ordinary rule of Hindu Law will not apply.

The Vivada Tandava lays down, on the express

authority of Devala** that an illegitimate son

(1) Siva Sanga v. Minal, 12 Mad 277. Narasanna v. Gangu, 13,

Mad. 133. In the goods of Kamini Mony Bewa, 21 Cal. 697. See 25
Cal. 254. (2} Menakshi v. Muniandi, 38 Mad. 1 144. Subbaraya v. Rama-
sami, 23 Mad. 164, approved in Angammal v. Vencata, 26 Mad. 512.

(3) Mandaram «. Mandaram, 24 Mad. L. J. 273, 18 I. C. 601.

(4) Harilal v. Tripura Charan, 40 Cal 650.

(5) Narain Das Trilok Tewari, 29 All. 4.

* utflmiwntftl 1
Text of Devala cited in

th$ Vivada Tantava,
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takes the estate o! her mother. But he can never

be an heir of her maternal grandfather, according

to the Vivada Ratnakara. Since above was

written, both the Allahabad and Calcutta High

Courts have held that succession to the property

of a degraded woman is governed by the

ordinary rules of Hindu Law and even the

husband may succeed, (i) The husband’s right

to succeed in such a case however, is denied, as

the relationship of marriage is dissolved, by

the Berar Court, and the sister’s daughter has

been preferred to the husband’s brother’s son

there. (2) In Madras, it has been denied that

the legitimate, far less an illegitimate, daughter

of the sister can be an heir to Stridhana and a

custom, by which such a girl adopted by a

prostitute may succeed has been held to be

invalid, when it is for the purposes of prostitu-

tion. (3) In Oude, it has been held on the

strength of the authorities cited in this book, (4)

that property acquired by a woman from the

brother of her paramour is not Stridhana and
it goes to her illegitimate children.

Debts of

When a married woman having Stridhana,

married enters into a contract, jointly with her husband,

orforceabie
th<? liability incurred by her, will be presumed

Sndhana
to ^ave keen ‘nter)ded to be satisfied out of her

only. Stridhana, and she will not be personally

liable. (5) A Hindu widow who has remarried,

when she contracts debts, will however, be
personally liable even after her marriage. (6)

(1) Narain Das v. Trilok Tewari, 29 All. 4. Sundari Dassee t
Nemye Charan Dass, 6 C. L.

J. 372. Chhatu Kurmi v. Rajaram, 3 I.‘

C. 374 F. B. Cal. (2) Ramaprosad v Musmut Suba Bai, 4 Nag. L. R. 31.
13) The Secretary of State #. Musmut Shaman, 6 I. C. 210.

(4) Maharana • Thakur, 12 I. C. 778, 14 0. C. 234,
(5) Govindji 9. Lakmidas, 4 Bom. 318. Norotam *. Nanka, 6

Bom. 473. (6) Naha! Chand v, Bai Shiva, 6 Bom. 470.
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SECTION IV.

«rrat toutoi to 1

^irsft % TO*ufaw:

TOg: irurrg; sfwr totttot^ 1

to* ** ^ *<, *e, M t

O Fire, the sister of Surya is first taken with presents before

you. You then give the wife with children to be born to the

husband. Two oxen by name Rik and Shama bore her carriage

from the place. When the sister of Surya was carried to her

husband's home, the presents which Surya had given her were

carried before the car.

Rigveda 10 M. 85 Su. 56 ; 38, ii, 13.

The wife is mistress of the wealth obtained by her at

marriage.

Text of Veda cited by Medhatithe.

TO:—

HT^f gro <*tto to wit: ^n: 1

to TOfaroftr to % to 11

w jffiropirfw 1

tototo sro TOT to TO 1

TOft totto tototto1! ntg II

to* 1

TOsrowftfliq! to??* 11

tow: ^tto to 1

wroiqwfltTOl TOTfrotarfro** 11*

TOUt TO TO TOtro: I

* The Apanurka reads TO^T^Tt for VjTOt I
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v$wnr* far* wffara vmwr:

«

Jirot trorti: i

iramwr wn farfqg iftfa^iqrg ii

irgtg qfafr qg mg firftwrn qq g: i

faqig qs^fW fqaT qvi qrqqg i

mi'fft q?tg qr*iT qqqaiw it wtg lit

qgqiqt qqiqrg aft^wl *r*req i

qq qgHfamwnf q^qmfqqTrqg ii

i fqqft ftra: grgr. ^gmqfmqqm i

fjNfllfa ftqmqm >5^<n'1!5TI II

afafg q: gflfwisrsTtt tmt «3g i

q ?f «SbPH qwrqr vrswurr; qqfat tl n

#q=qWf g qret 3 qqtg: wm: i

rtf f*fc«utjV<{»§q qrf^rqt: qfqftqfq; ii

q*n«i#u ; < 1 t« i<tf. w, m> k*c, t*s, i« f««i c
i

Manu :

—

A wife, a son, and a slave, these three are declared to have

no property ;
the wealth which they earn is (acquired) for him

to whom they belong.

What (was given) before the (nuptial) fire, what (was given)

on the bridal procession, what was given in token of love, and

what was received from her brother, mother or father, that is

called the six-fold property of a woman.

(Such property) as well as a gift subsequent, and what was

given (to her) by her affectionate husband, shall go to her

offspring, (even) if she dies in the lifetime of her husband.

t We find a variation of this t:xt in the Mahabhtrata, Anushashan,
Ch. 47. ©. 25-26.

ffaqrqj q*SfW fqqr qq gfafst

tnsraTirstgqpqT qqr gqqrorfq m 11

it fr <pwiTmg fqfiwr swqi 1

If this reading is correct, the rule deduced by the commentators, espe-

cially the Dayabhaga, from this text in favour of the maiden daughter would
be unsustainable*
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It is ordained that the property (of a woman married)

according to the Brahma, the Daiva, the Arsha, the Gandharva,

or the Prajapatya rite (shall belong) to her husband alone, if

she dies without issue.

But i^ is prescribed that the property which may have been

given to a (wife) in an Asura marriage or (one of the) other

(blamable marriages, shall go) to her mother and to her father,

if she dies without issue.

But when the mother has died, all the uterine brothers and

the uterine sisters* shall equally divide the mother’s estate.

Even to the daughters of those (daughters) something

should be given, as is seemly, out of the estate of their maternal

and mother, on the score of affection.

But whatever may be the (Yautaka) separate! property of

the mother, that is the share of the unmarried daughter alone.

Whatever property may have been given by her father to a

woman (who has co-wives of different castes) that the daughter

(of the) Brahmani co-wife shall take, or that (daughter’s) issue.

But if an appointed daughter by accident dies without

leaving a son, the husband of the appointed daughter may,

without hesitation, take that estate.

A woman should never make expenditure from the wealth

of the family common to many or from the separate property,

without the permission of her husband.

The ornaments which may have been worn by women

during their husbands’ life-time, his heirs shall not divide* Those

who divide them, become outcasts.

A just king should punish with the punishment of theft

* Kulluka, says, that only unmarried daughters are meant by Manu as

taking equally with sons.

t Yautaka h^s been interpreted by Medhatithi, Kulluka, and Narayana as

meaning all the separate property, having regard to the sense in which it is

used in Ch. IX 214. This is in accordance with Gautama, and makes the

law consistent. The interpretations, given by other commentators and the text-

writers, that it means property given by the father and others at the time of

marriage, should be rejected. Madhava says, Yautaka means “ received from

the father’s family ” at any time.
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those kinsmen who deprive a woman of her Stridhana during

her life-time.

Manu, VIII. 416; IX.

194*

197, 192, 193, 131, 198,

i 35 »
I99 » 200, VIII. 29.

rfbro: ^ 1 1

A woman’s, separate property (goes) to her unmarried

daughters, and (on failure of such) to poor (unprovided married

daughtersf). The sister’s fee belongs to her uterine brothers,

if her mother be dead. Some (declare, that it belongs to them),

even while the mother lives. } The Sulka given by the bride-

groom is taken by himself.

Gautama, XXVIII. 24*26.

wig: 1

Let the daughters divide the nuptial present of their

mother.

Vasista, XVII. 46.

wurew £ 1

* ('tjfiflNt) &c - “ the readi°g of Medhatithi.

t ‘Unprovided’ according to the Apararka and Kalpataru means widowed

also.

t The fee, the money which at an Asura or an Arsha wedding the

father has taken for giving the sister in marriage, that goes after his (the

father’s) death to the uterine brothers of that sister, and that happens after

the mother’s death, but if the mother is alive, (it goes) to her. 'Haradakta.

Sacred Books of the East Series, Vol. II , p. 303.

§ The Apararka reads qftinWH and explains as meaning ornaments.

The Ratnakar and the Kalpataru read mg; tnftqrnff’, and explain qrftwril *

as meaning dress, mirror, comb, and the like. The reading adopted here

is as appears in the Rev. A. Fuhrer’s edition, and the translation is that

of Dr.Buhler in the Sacred Books of the East Series.

Vasista also makes mention of Anvadheya in Ch. 16, p, 16.
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According to some, the share of the wife consists of her

ornaments, and the wealth (which she may have received) from

her relations.*

Apastamba, P. II. 6, 14, 9.

h 8 ^ \

The daughters shall obtain the ornaments of their mother

(as many as are) presented according to custom (of the caste) or

anything else (that might be given according to custom).

Baudhayana, II 2, 3-43.

The heritage of a deceased maiden (given by her maternal

grandfather and other relations) her uterine brothers equally

shall take
;
failing them ^it belongs to the mother

;
failing her to

the father,* Baudhayana, cited in the Mitakshara,

Apararka, Smriti Chandrika, &c. This

text is also attributed to Narada.

A woman enjoys the Saudayika property according to her

pleasure.

Stridhana (of the Sulka kind) goes to the mother, failing her,

to the brother. Vishnu, cited in the Saraswati Vilasa.

1 wrwtfas a**: i ^ fant

^ I U^IOl ST* fi^fainnfa 1

* The translation of Colebrooke, adopted by Dr. Banerjea, of this text

which makes property, received from friends, Stridhana is clearly incorrect.

t Another reading of it is »imOT: TWITS! TpfcTOlWfa

*Trgfrc«fa fag: 1
Mit 11. 146.
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n «StT*j,^-rar^! *wflTm: Jrafa % n

f5ro: ^ 1

What has been to a woman by her father, mother, sons,

or brothers, what she has received before the sacrificial fire

(at the marriage ceremony), what she receives on supersession,

what has been given to her by her relatives, her fee (sulka) and a

gift subsequent are called woman’s property (Stridhana) If a

woman, married according to (one of the first) four rites begin-

ning with the Brahma rite, dies without issue, that (Stridhana)

belongs to her husband. (If she has been married) according to

(one of) the other (four reprehensible rites), her father shall take

it. If she dies leaving children, her wealth goes in every case to

her daughter. Ornaments worn by women when their hus-

bands were alive, the heirs shall not divide them. If they

divide, they become outcasts. Vishnu, XVII. 18-22.

**§TO TOT TORWSTOTOfrf *T I

’roWrorofij 11

wroeTtro 1

^ faroTfor ^ 11

TOPlt TO^ITTOT^ II

to! * 11

W to TO ||

staTOmw wtoro: 11

tjttotoj: 1

•The Apararka reads 33 or son for qfif or husband,

t (Timutavahana reads for WTTO I
This will make a great difference

in the meaning as will restrict Stridhana to the particular descriptions of

property mentioned in the text.
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What was given to a woman by the father, mother, husbany

or a brother, or received by her at the nuptial fire, or presented

to her on her husband's marriage to another wife, as also and

other separate acquisition, is denominated a “woman’s property.”

That which has been given to her by her kindred to as well

as her fee or gratuity or any thing bestowed after marriage, her

kinsmen* take it, if she die without issue. The property of a

childless woman married in the form denominated Brahma or

in any of the four (unblamed modes of marriage) goes to her

husband
; but if she leave progeny, it will go to her daughters,!

and in other forms of marriage (as the Asura, &c.) it goes to her

father and mother, on failure of her own issue.

If after having affianced to one, the father should marry

the daughter to another, he should pay the amount with

interest spent by the first. If she die (after being affianced)

he (/. e.
y
the bridegroom) shall receive back what he has given,

deduction being made for the expenditure on both sides.

A husband is not liable to make good the property of his

wife taken by him in a famine, for the performance of religious

duties, during illness, or .while under restraint.

To a woman whose husband marries a second wife, let him

given an equal sum, (as compensation) for the supersession,

provided no separate property have been bestowed on her
;
but

if any have been assigned, let him allot half.

The daughters shall take the residue of their mother’s

property after payment of her debts. In their default the (male)

issue.

Yajnavalkya, II. 143-148, 117.

• Bandhava is interpreted by Ratnakara and Cimutavahana as meaning
uterine brothers. Indeed, Bandhu as regards females, means parents and
the father’s family.

t Vijnaneswara interprets as daughters and daughter’s daugh-

ters, Colebrooke translates it as (daughter’s) daughters.

48
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w'tgg uggsugf g i

wroTfgg gg*n?: faCTtftetg g n

i idifggftswft gfggnrt gg*w: * n

*m Ht»r ggg f«rt gfagrjtsfg gg i

gr ggmwifUiigflirr 11

gwg: ws «> * ; mc

What (was given) before the (nuptial) fire, what (was given)

during the bridal procession, the husband’s donation, and what

was received from her brother, mother, father, that is called the

six-fold property of a woman (Stridhana).

Property of a woman (Stridhana) shall go to her offspring

;

if she have no offspring, it is declared to go to her husband (if

she was married to him) according to one of the four (praise-

worthy) marriage forms, beginning with the Brahma form
;

(if

she was married) according to one of the other forms, it shall

go to her parents.

(And so shall) daughters (divide the property) of their

mother (when she dies) or failing daughters, their issue.

What has been given to a wife by her loving husband, that

she may spend or give away, as she likes, after his death even,

excepting immovables.

Narada, XIII. 8, 9, 2 ; I. 28.

w«urfNif g 1

w 11

wrewnt ^ 1

wm t ^ g surct nmnrar?* u

* ^ is the reading of the Smrid Chan,

drika. Probably it is right. The first hemistich is wanting. The full text

is lost.

t *nnn $g VJJT g g gwwregf g*~is *e reading of Glmuta-

vahana. It means that the unmarried daughter, but not the married one, gets

maternal wealth. has been interpreted in Bengal to mean unaffianced.
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finish 1%^ i

^ v *rcg$iT: n^tfijcTT: 11

<wwnfl<4t *r^ 3*rt ^ ^t i

?r<r^t *rr «pr ?rat ti

mfti: n i
c«*—*<*

i

Such property, whether immovable or other, as has been

given to women by their father-in-law, can never be taken away

from them by the co-heirs. The separate property of various

kinds like a pledge which is Stridhana goes to the children, and

the daughter, if not betrothed, has a share in it. If she is

married, she shall receive an honorary trifle only.

The mother's sister, the wife of a maternal uncle, a paternal

uncle’s wife, a father’s sister, a mother-in-law, and an elder

brother’s wife are declared to be equal to a mother. If they

have no legitimate son of the body, nor (other) son, nor

daughter’s son, nor their son, their sister’s son, and the rest

shall inherit their property.#

Vrihaspati, XXV. 86—89.

qqTam fiFTW
1

3TB*T II

#pT II

*fk: 11

WTft ^tWPTT Pf 5 fcT«tiTft I

wwfti’ nm affair 11

* This text is cited in the Apararka,Kalpataru,Smriti-Chandrika,Mayukha,

Vivada-Ratnakara, but not in the Mitakshara. The term (sister’s

son, &c.) has been interpreted by the commentators to mean such relations to

whom the woman would be considered equal to a mother, and they are the

sister’s son, the husband’s sister’s son, the husband’s brother’s son, the

husband’s younger brother, and the son-in-law.
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ifNT ^ tt 1

II

*

fqwr?!; qrtft sn 515?* flfl'prn f^raT 1

toi*5 ^ qtw irara' ^sraiw 11

ga? 5g mi ftrfan iqnm^ iftftra: fts«n 1

faff: m*nrr?Twm=3 nwj: 11

^t^nx <<o *fff+ii <ur^ 1

sjqq* qprg Jffrf^rpg^ws' 11

UTR fWig Jlfgtf #tsn %q mpmi: 1

»r§: 59trt' mu mr qfW wt?[ 11

wfs*i«n rnfa w: fqantmr 1

»3Tg: fl^rrsnff fq#t qf qi*t' qft^Tfaqirigw 11

^terftref mi twh »#hit *rrfwfa«i*t 1

qwra^igw«ira ci^wtqsnu 11

mterfaqi mu qftat ^ra<ni
-

qftqftfrin^ 1

falR? 4|q *q wnqtwfq ||

*n|m® m* qsft fqsg^ qft q%mi: 1

fqqwpt ?j mcmr ^jq^qicT^q|s;q^n 11

qigqT mui w??: qraqqft^ f*?rai 1

’j^HwqqrRj wu <sinnj: 11

*r wnt qq ^ g<ft q fw *n?rct *r ^ 1

wist qi famt qr *ftmt wfiropt: h

iri% Taqrar qrqf qftmi qqn?[ 1

m?ftr ufamw : mnsjnq; 11

Trfq qugw wtn i

sjqtwq q^qt; wimwtfl mm»i 11

sqrfww sre»rer' mifsra^ifq nir?d«^ 1

toi fire* rnfftaiT gurewiwi n’t: 11

* is the reading for WPlWrfq^Tr^ in the Mitakshara the Smriti-

Chandrika and
t
the Viro-Mi’rodaya. The Ratnakara ] the Vivada

Chintamani and the Vivada Chandra prefer the latter reading.
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qftnrsrqj t*nn Prawn: i#

<nr #tqrfa ufii skwt 1

ftm q«?T *T 11

wit ufti3^ 1

3T g *! 3T ftr^[i% q§<T II

q?qf ^frre^prq ^t inf fimwig; 1

ficr?rr 1

ir^urt iimrfq^rfe^ 11

^f%^nvwT^ g ^5 <rctg 1

*nJ *nfa sg

«

ww$: *Ti‘ fwtg; srerf^ 1

wxfra fwur«g qqrf%m: w

qrT*THW<M»iiPi 1

Two women should be given Stridhana, according to their

power, by father, mother, husband, brother and kinsmen up to

two thousand Karshapanas
,
excepting immovables.

What is given before the nuptial fire, what is given during

the bridal procession, what is given for love and what is received

from mother, brother or father :—these are the sixfold property

of a woman.

Whatever is given to women at the time of their marriage,

before the sacred fire, which is the witness of nuptials, is

denominated by sages the property given before the nuptial fire.

What a woman receives while she is led from her parental

abode to the house of her husband is called the property of a

woman given at the bridal procession.

Whatever is given through affection by the mother-in-law or

by the father-in-law, on the occasion of her salutation by touching

the feet is called ‘gains of amiability.’

* These texts are placed here by Apararka, They do not appear in other

books.
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Whatever is received by a woman after marriage from her

husband’s family or from her own family is called 'gift

subsequent.’ Whatever is received by a woman through

affection from the husband or the parents is gift subsequent

according to Bhrigu.

Whatever is received as price (or bribe) by women, (for

sending their husbands to work; on houses, on furniture, on

carriages, on milking utensils, and on ornaments, is called

Sulka. •

Whatever wealth is gained by the practice of mechanical

arts, and what is received through affection from a stranger,

therein the ownership of the husband always exists ;
but the

rest is woman’s property.

By a married woman or by a maiden whatever is received

from the husband’s father’s family, from the brothers, or from

the parents is called Saudayika.

The independence of women who have received Saudayika

gifts is recognized in that property
;

for it is given by their

kindred for their maintenance, so that they may live pleased.

The power of women over gifts of their affectionate kindred is

declared both in respect to sale and gift, according to their

pleasure, even in the case of immovables.

The husband’s Daya (/. c ., heritage or gift!) a woman may

deal with, according to her pleasure when the husband is dead ;

but when he is alive, she shall carefully preserve it
;
or if she is

unable to do the same, she shall commit it to the care of his

kindred.

A sonless widow keeping unsullied the bed of her lord, and

living with her father-in-law and others of the husband’s family,

shall, being moderate, enjoy until her death
;
afterwards the

heirs shall take.

* The Smriti Chandrikaand the Saraswati-Vilasa interpret this text to mean

that*
1 whatever is received form the bridegroom, etc., as the price of household

utensils, vehicles, cattle, personal ornaments, and her labour is Sulka.”

+ is defined in the Dayabhaga and some other commentaries as

meaning gift of the husband. It seems also to have meant that portion of

the inheritance of the husband (to the extent of 2,000 panas according to

Vyasa) which the widow was entitled to,
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Neither the husband nor the son nor the father nor the

brothers can assume power over a woman's property to take it or

bestow it.

If any of these persons by force consume the woman's

property, he shall be compelled to make it good with interest,

and shall be punished.

If he spends it with her consent out of affection, he should

return the principal, if he is rich. If the woman willingly gave

up the property knowing him to be diseased, in distress or

oppressed by creditors, the latter should repay at his pleasure.

When a woman is living, her husband, sons, husband’s

younger brothers and father’s kinsmen have no power over her

Stridhana. If they deprive her of it, they should be punished.

What is given to a woman with a fraudulent intent, or for

a particular object by her father, brothers or husband, is not

Stridhana.

Stridhana promised by the husband to a wife should be

paid by the son as a debt of his, if she lives with the family of

her husband, and not, if she lives in the family of her father.

After having paid the debts and the affectionate gifts, the

remainder should be partitioned (by the sons) Whatever is

received from the father as Stridhana by a woman married in

the (reprehensible) forms beginning with the Asura, on failure

of children, belongs to mother and father.

In default of daughters, that heritage (Stridhana) belongs

to sons : but what is given by Bandhus (parents) belongs to

Bandhus (/. c\, parents or brothers or their children)
;
in their

default it goes to the husband.* Sisters having husbands shall

share with Bandhavas (i. <?., brothers). This is the settled lawful

partition of woman’s property.

Katyayana, cited by the Commentators, f

* The Smriti Chandrika, the Parasara-Madhava and the Mayukha say,

that the rule about Bandhudatta refers only to a woman married in a dis-

approved form.

t The second verse is cited in the Ratnakara, the 1st, 18th and 19th in

the Parasara-Madhava, the rest are cited in the Ratnakara, Kalpataru,

Mitakshara, etc.
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fwaroft f 5TSt I

On partition of heritage, the daughter takes the ornaments.

Sankha cited by Madhava.

ii*?T*it ’r *r*rf 1

< I <4^ HI3TO£faf<sld «< -4 I

Of the sonless appointed daughter, when dead, the husband

is not entitled to the wealth.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Dayabhaga and Aparaka *

*tt<N farorffa $nn5rcr 1

All the brothers equally are enttiled to Stridhana and

unmarried sisters, t

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Parasara-Madhava and also in

Dayabhaga with a variation.

Wl *T I

^ 1 t

If an appointed daughter dies without bearing a son, her

husband is not entitled to her effects
;

it is to be taken by the

brother. § What is given by the bridegroom as sulka is taken

by him.

Paithinasi, cited in the Kalpataru

and Parasara-Madhava.

* Apararka says it refers to the case where the daughter herself is made
the son.

t The Dayabhaga reads €l^?T
I The

reading of Madhava has the merit of agreeing with Manu. Madhava says

this text may refer to property obtained from the husband’s family,

t The reading of Apararka is *np?T3T *TR?T I

§ The reading of the Kalpataru of the last line is ^TT qr ^ TTIlf, i, c.

“ or, by the sister.” Madhava says that the text refers to the case where there
is an afterbom son of the father, when only, the husband does not take.
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^ftvr qf<«firw^ i

ntnuT’g w*rt»wi*; ii

*mw9?raiT^K*M*ra i

It is declared that Stridhana belongs to the unmarried

daughter, and the son does not take it. But if the daughter

be married (the son) gets equal share with her.*

Paraskara, cited in the Parasara-Madhava.

^errer w* i

Immoveable property of the daughter received from parents

always goes to the brother on her dying childless.

Vriddha-Katyayana, cited in the Dayabhaga, but not by

any other commentator.

3’rHfsq'Rn fWfPPPTtg iPT I

ft

3

tth* »

HctT *PT <*Tf *T II

filWlilG SPT fafferT WqlfW I

Wlf ?T?T Mftqftftl'lfH Ilf

i

That property which is received by a maiden at her

marriage, or afterwards from her father’s or brother’s house is

termed Saudayika.

Property to the extent of two thousand Panas should be

* Madhava says that daughter here means sonless daughter,

t Apararka attributes the texts to Vriddha Vyasa and reads ini for

**fif in the second line.

49
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given to the wife.* Such property also, as is given by her

husband, she may enjoy according to her pleasure.

Whatever is given to the bridgeroom at the time of marriage

that property belongs to the bride, t and should not be divided

at partition by the kinsmen.

That which is given to bring the bride to the family of her

husband is her perquisite. J

Vyasa, cited in the Dayabhaga, and other digests.

ifiiTTO snw i

am^ ^ ^ fora i

*nfir *fh^T n

i

TOTfiT ^TcTT ^Tm fwfa *T II

Property given for her maintenance, ornaments, property

given to the bride by the husband for mariage, and' wealth

gained from kinsmen are declared Stridhana. She herself

exclusively enjoys it, her husband has no right to use it, except

in distress.

Where Stridhana is needlessly wasted, or enjoyed by the hus-

band, it is returnable with interest. The appropriation of

Stridhana for the relief of a child (and other dependants) is

proper.

The property of a woman on her death is taken in common

by her sons and maiden daughters
;

in default of issue, the

husband, the mother, the brother, or the father shall take.

* The first two verses are cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa, and the rest

in *he Dayabhaga. Colebrooke translated in the digest as meaning

as two in the thousan i. That translation has been inadvertently copied by

Dr. Banerjea. It is incorrect according to all the commentaries.—See Daya-

bhaga, Ujjvala, Ratnakara, Saraswati-Vilasa, Apararka &c.

t The Keshava Vaijayanti cites in the connection the following text :

Wy asuajijiy farar u

+ has l>een interpreted by Bissesvara as meaning property given

to the bride by the husband w ilh a view to marriage.
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Devala cited in the Dayabhaga, the Ratnakara and the

Dayatattwa. *

font* i

ft** *irn 11

*rf**fo*\re****^rc?j; 1

Wealth which is given at the marriages called Asura and

the like, is taken by the father alone, where the woman dies

without issue, t

Vama cited in the Smriti-Chandrika.

*3*P3 *if T*T fwft: I

g ***[*t: 11

*fo** Tt^fon: *ft*TT*T*t**T* 1

* *T*T*T 11

fta*T(2^cWT(iMf* I

^** qfoiftf**^ 11

awfo: a 1 \t* 1

Paternal property the sons divide : this is well settled.

Maternal property, the daughters (take) ; failing them, their

son.

Sisters delighted participate in the paternal wealth.

Stridhana should not be divided by the heirs, except in danger.

Wealth received from the father, mother, daughter, brother,

children, and also what is received from the husband when he

marries again are called Stridhana.

Vridha-Harita, IV. 148-150.}

* The first and the third verses are cited in the Ratnakara, and the

translation follows the interpretation of Bissessvara. The second is cited in

the Dayatattwa, and the translation is that of Babu Gopal Chandra Sircar.

t The Smriti-Chandrika says, that rot only the father takes what is

given at the Asura marriage, but that property given by the Bandhavas,

the paternal uncle, brother, maternal uncle, &c., reverts to such relations on

the girl dying issueless, and failing them, it goes to the husband.

+ The reading of the first two verses is what appears both in the Bengal

and the Bombay Editions of the collected Smritis. The reading seems to be

incorrect, and the meaning is hardly intelligible. I think the correct reading is

5^*re*^ &c. , and the meaning is that the personal property is divide^

by the sons.



CHAPTER IV.

The Joint Hindu Family.

section i.

The Joint Family.

There is no more fascinating subject of study

The constitu- for the scholar, than the ancient institutions of the

ancient Aryan original Aryan people. For the lawyer also, an
fam,ly

‘ investigation of the constitution of the ancient

Aryan family and its customs, and their develop-

ment in India is necessary, having regard to the

conflicting interpretations of the law by the leading

commentators and modern text-writers.

Dr. Schrader in his
4i
Prehistoric Antiquities of

the Aryan Peoples,’* which contains the result of the

latest investigation into the subject says : “The

Indo-European family is best conceived as resembl-

ing the Roman familia
,

i. e.
}
as consisting of the

women, children, and slaves under the potestas of

a single housemaster. The wife came into the

“hand” of the housemaster by capture or purchase,

in manus venil, as it is put in the Roman phrase,

which is perhaps, connected in fact and in etymo-

logy with the Teut mundium (from 0. H. G. muni

“protection,” “hand” muni boro), which again

expresses the same idea. The agnatic exclusive-

ness of the Indo-European family, as regards those
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outside it, and the despotic power exercised within

its limits by the man over his wives and children

has already been described.” He then says, that

among Indo-Europeans originally the descendants

of a common ancestor lived togother after the

fashion of the house-communities of the South

Slavonic races which are described as follows :

“ Such a house-community consists, according

to Krauss’ description, of a body of sixty or seventy

members, who are blood relation to the second or

third degree “of course only on the male side.”

At their head is a house-administrator who is in-

deed paid the greatest respect, but who is not to

be regarded as the master and owner of the family

property, like the Roman pater familias. The
family property is rather the joint property of all

the male adult members of the household.”

“The house-community dwells together indeed ;

but the real house
(
ognistiie

,

“the place of fire) is

occupied solely by the house-administrator and his

family, while round it, in a horse-shoe crescent, are

grouped the apartments, which are only bed-rooms

of the other members. Meals, which it is the

business of the domac'ica to provide, are taken

in common. The men eat first, then the women
consume what is left.”

“ That we are, however, justified in regarding

this arrangement as the original Indo-European

practice follows from the fact that traces of it have

been preserved more or less clearly in Greek and

Roman antiquities also. ” “It is amongst the Dorians

that the original state of things is reflected with

especial distinctness. In Sparta the indivisibility

of the tempos, which is not to be regarded as a new
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arrangement, but as the primeval form of property

in land, compelled brothers to live together on

the undivided heritage. The eldest was indeed

the real heir, isnud/w, and the others married

or unmarried, partakers and sharers in the use of

the family property.”

“When the house-father died, all his rights

went to the eldest son ;
especially were the women

of the family, the mother and the sisters, under

his guardianship. This seems to have been the

ancient Indo-Germanic system.’’*

It was for sometime a matter of controversy

Maternal and whether the primitive Aryan family, centred round
paternal right.

the mother or the father. A well-known German

writer Von Ihering sums up the conclusion

of latest scholarship on the matter in the following

words. “Now there cannot be the slightest doubt

that maternal right, although very probably once in

vogue among the Aryans, must have given place to

paternal right long before the Indo-Europeans sepa-

rated from them. According to Fustel-de-Coulanges

the Aryans did not acknowledge any relationship

with the mother or her relatives. We must con-

clude that the maternal right was quite foreign to

the Aryan people at the time of the separation

of the daughter nations. Later on paternal right

was raised into parental right, the reconciliation

of paternal and maternal right. Mother, father,

parents—herein are the gradual stages of the his-

tory of domestic developments made known. ”t It

* Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan peoples by Dr. 0 . Schrade

translated by Professor Jevons, pp. 393*5.

t The Evolution of the Aryan by Rudolph Von Ihering, translated by

H. Drucker, M,, pp. 40-41.
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is noteworthy that though the mother is considered

to be under the tutelage of the son according to

some Rishis, according to Sankha-Likhita and

Narada as long as she is alive, she is the mistress •

of the household, and the sons are dependent on

her. This however, shows only the development

of the parental right in India.*

As to ideas of property, the above-named

learned writer is of opinion that the ‘notion of
Ancienl jdea

private property in land and soil was quite un- of property,

known to the Aryan : he recognized only common

property’, (p. 47.)

The above description of the Indo-European

family will help the reader in understanding the law

and customs of the Hindus on the subjectf which

I now proceed to describe.

Jointness was the normal condition of the

Hindu family in ancient times. The original idea

* This* shows that Von Ihering is wrong when h* says, that “filial alloc-

lion is not one of the characteristics of the Aryans.'' The said writer may he

right when he says, that the “deposition of the pirents in favour of the

eldest son is found among the Teutons, where it assumed the character of

a legal institution established thousands of years ago'’; hut he is certainly

wrong when he asys that it is an original Aryan custom, fie may also be

right when he says, “of two of the Indo-Kuropean nations the Teutons and

the Slaves, and also the Iranians, we know, that children cast out their

parents or even put them to death.” But he is certainly wrong when he

says, that though no mention is made among the Aryans of the putting to

death of old people in general, “their casting out is mentioned.” There

is no ment’on of it in old Hindu books, nor any tradition thereof. The

Teutons, after having separated from the Indo-Aryans and settled in

countries where the rigors of the climate and the poverty of the soil made

the maintenance of the aged an unbearable burden, must have lapsed

into absolute barbarism when they adopted the customs mentioned above.

The charge against Hindus brought by Von Ihering and other European

savants is based upon a mistranslation of the first Vebic text cited in Sec. II

of this chapter.

I* “The oldest Hindu law-givers lay down the iuIc that members of a

united family have a joint community of worldly and spiritual interests.
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was that property, especially immoveable property,

belonged to the family, and was intended for its

Ancient
support ; no member of the family had any right to

Hindu family, dispose of it as he liked, except for family and

religious purposes. That seems to have been the

law of the ancient Aryan races.* The law laid down

by the Rishis was that immoveable property could

not be disposed of, except with the consent of all

the members of the family, undivided and divided.

Division was for the purposes of enjoyment, and

not for alienation. This idea was the governing

idea among the lawgivers. The priests, however,

substituted for it another namely, that wealth was

for sacrifices. Manu had placed the high ideal of a

noble life of poverty for Brahmins, and ordained

that a “ Brahmana must not be accumulate poverty

except for bare subsistence.” “He may either

possess enough to fill a granary, or a store filling a

grain jar ;
or he may collect what suffices for three

days, or make no provision for the morrow. Among

those four (kinds of) Brahmana householders, each

later-named must be considered more distinguished,

and through his virtue to have conquered the world

more completely.”! It was this high ideal which

priests perverted, and upon it based their doctrine,

that wealth was for sacrifices, and for sacifices, even

Hence according to them their income and expenditure is conjoint, they

cannot individually act or bestow gifts or make loans, nor q*n they receipro-

callybear testimony or become sureties for one another; moreover certain

of their religious duties being undivided, one member of the family only is

entitled and obliged to perform them for the rest. Accordingly in doubtful

cases, it was held, that partition of a family was proved it it could be shown

that all or any of these criteria of union were wanting. ’’--Goldsluker’s

Literary Remains, p. 184, Appendix.

* See in this connection Mallet’s Northern Antiquities, p. 277.

! Manu, IV* 3, 7>
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the family property could be alienated, and the old

idea that all property, especially immoveable pro-

perty, belonged to the whole family, undivided and

divided, became in course of time obsolete.

The original Hindu law was that members of

the same family up to the third degree should be Origmai^

considered as joint, and after that they should be of jointness,

considered as separate. Sapinda meant ‘ of the

same body’ and probably also, ‘joint in food,’ and we

find, that the ancestor, as well as the descendants

up to the third degree, have to be made joint in

food, given in Sraddha, after death, as they were

here on earth. In course of time, as the idea of

individual property became more general, earlier

division was commended, and we find it stated, that

there should be division among brothers on the

death of the father, as separate living means

separate sacrifices, and consequently increased merit.

Notwithstanding this development of the idea of

property, partition of property, till after the third

generation, was very rare.

Now, according to the ancient lawgivers, as

long as the father lived, the sons had no right to

property. After the death of the father, it will sur-

prise many to learn that under the law the mother

was the head of the family, and the sons were

not independent, though they had grown old.

After the parents, the eldest brother was the

head and the only person who could deal with

the family property. The others were dependent

members, and all acts by them were of no effect.

The right of primogeniture regarding land, primogeniture

prevailing among the Aryan races of Europe, had
mem™?"

8*"8

probably its origin in its idea of joint family.

50
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Among Aryans originally every joint family was

a kingdom in itself, and the law of primogeniture

in principalities also, had its origin in the idea

that there cannot be divided rule. The ancient

Hindu law was that whatever was indivisible

should be under the charge of the eldest son.

Principalities and religious endowments came under

that category. The managing member was bound

to maintain the family, and to defray the marriage

expenses of the daughters, and to provide portions

for them, without making any distinction as between

his own children and the children of another copar-

cener. He had “to protect the shares of minors

as well as the increments thereon,” to maintain the

incapable and infirm members and their childen and

even those who were of improper habits, excepting

the patita and the children born of members while

patila. He wasSwami or Prabhu,* because on him

were the burden and the responsibiliy of preserving

the property, of performing the duties of the family,

sacrifices and cremonies, and of representing the

family in its worldly dealings with other people.

PI very member was entitled to enjoy the profits of

the family property equally. The managing member
could not reap any personal advantage for his

labour. He could not accumulate separate property

for himself, out of the profits. His duty was to

protect the family, to maintain them and to advance

their happiness. He was either the father or the

senior brother, and it was the duty of the junior

members to honor him and obey him. If he acted

* The usml legal term Karta is not to be found in Ityc Smrilis or the

commentaries. The frequent use of it by learned lawyers of our Courts has

substituted it for the proper word Swam,
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in a way as not to deserve honor or obedience, there

was a disruption of the family. Joint members have

one mess and one fire and worship, the managing

member performing the Yajnas for the whole family.

Those that are separate have separate fire, and must

perform the five Yajnas separately. It is possible

to have the same mess and still be separate, and

also to be joint and still have separate mess. This

was the old rule.

The idea of joint family, as found among the

Lawgivers, was, as 1 have stated. But in actual

every-day life the state of things was often very

different. The law of succession is defined as the

law which regulates the disputes of brothers after

the father’s death. Partition among brothers was

as frequent as their living together. "As long as

the brothers are joint in the performance of reli-

gious duties, in food, houses, cattle, fields, servants,

giving and receiving, income and expenditure,” they

are joint. Members of joint family could not give

evidence, or become sureties for each other, or

give or receive from each other any property.

When we find them acting separately in all the above

matters, when they “keep their income, expenditure

and mortgages distinct, and engage in mutual

transactions in money-lending or engage in trading

separatly, they are undoubtedly separate,” though

there has been no deed of partition.

The idea, that until there has been an actual

division of property, the family should be considered

joint and should have the right of survivorship as

among themselves, is not to be found in the Smritis.

Indeed the principle of survivorship is a principle

enunciated by acute commentators like Vachaspati-

Ru'e of

survivorship
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Misra and others, who improved upon the theory

propounded by Vijnaneswara, in order to reconcile

the conflicting rules about the inheritance of widows

and daughters. They say the rule ofinheritance about

widows succeeding applies only when one has any

properly of his own. But when he is a member of

a joint family, it cannot be predicated what part

of the property is his, and the property on his

death remains with the family. The idea that pro-

perty belonged to the family is as ancient as the

Vedas and probably older than they. But the in-

troduction of the principle of survivorship to make

the conflicting rules of the Smritis appear to agree

is owing to want of knowledge of the history of the

law. (Vide the chapter on inheritance).

We find no indication in the Smritis of one rule

of succession for joint property and another for

female heirs
seParate property, except in the case of reunited

brothers. We have seen that the daughter of

the sonless man took his share of the property,

as a son, being of the same Gotra with him.

We have seen how the widow came to be

allowed the enjoyment of the share of the husband’s

undivided property. We have also seen how and why

the law of succession was changed by Yajnavalkya

and Vishnu. These lawgivers did not contemplate

two different rules of succession. But it appears

that their attempt to modify the law ended not in

giving greater rights to the widow and the daughter

but in wholly taking away their rights. Their rule

does not seem to have been popular, and the com-

mentators before Vijnaneswara nearly ignored it.

Vijnaneswara and his followers applied it to divided

members of the family. Jointness was the normal
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condition of the Hindu family and separation was

the exception. The widow and the daughter could

therefore succeed, only in the not very common case

of division among brothers. Thanks to the ingenuity

of the Naiyaika Gimutavahana, Bengal got the

wrong law of the Commentators of the north-west

amended by subtlety as great, if not greater, than

theirs. Indeed the law of Yajnavalkya and Vishnu

was in reality established by Gimutavahana by a

process which would have seemed quite strange

to those old lawgivers. Gimutavahana succeeded

where they failed. But he succeeded, it should be

remembered, only because his law was accepted by

the English judges. Otherwise he too might have

failed like the great lawgivers whom he followed.

Sale and mortgage of joint property could only

be made by the managing member of the family for

the purposes of the family only. Sale of immovable ,he

property could never be made except for the support memhet -

of the family. Any member other than the head of

the family could not either sell or mortgage the

joint property, or even his own share. In cases of

extreme urgency only, he could deal with joint

property. Sale or mortage of one share or separate

dealing with property meant separation. Therefore,

if one made a sale or mortgage of his share,

it only meant that there was separation. We
find in Narada that dealings by dependent persons

are void. Dependent persons are there defined

as sons, as long as both parents are alive, and

also younger brothers living with their eldest

brother as Swami or Prabhu, When the members of

a joint family are considered independent, dealing

with their own shares would, under the law of
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Narada and Vrihaspati. constitute partition. In fact,

as will be apparent from the texts cited in this

chapter there is no indication in the Smritis of the

idea that the members of a joint family had no

definite interest in property, before partition. Indeed

it is an idea of the commentators, invented for a

very different purpose. The courts of the country

have fallen into a great error in applying this idea

to alienation of property.

We have seen what the law according to the

Rishis is. We have now to consider the law as in-

terpreted by the commentators and the judges.

Let us first consider the law under Schools other

than the Dayabhaga.

The Mitakshara citing a text of Gautama, con-

sidered by some to be spurious, to the effect that

Daya- ownership is by birth, lays down, that the son,

unobstructed, on birth, acquires equal rights with the father in

sMp.

SUmVOr
ancestral property. It also defines Daya or

heritage to be property to which one’s right

accrues by reason only of relationship with the

last owner. Daya is next divided into Sapra-

tibandha or obstructed and Apratibavdha or

unobstructed. Obstructed heritage is so called,

because the accrual to the right to it is obstructed by

the existence of the former owner. It is property

which is inherited on the death of the last owner.

Unobstructed heritage is that in which the existence

of the former owner is no obstruction to the accrual

of the right, i.e., where by birth right is acquired.

Vijnaneswara does not discuss the matter further.

He only says further on that the rule of succession

beginning with the wife applies only to the separated

man. There is no indication of the rule of survivor-
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ship in it. But from what is stated above, subtle

commentators like VachaspatiMisra, who followed

him, deduced the principle, that in joint ancestral

property the interest of the coparceners could not

be predicated till partition and that till then, they

had no alienable interest as a consequence. These

principles have been recognized by our courts as

the guiding principles of the law of joint family

property, how far correctly, the reader of these

pages will judge.

The privy Council have defined the charac-

ter of a Mitakshra joint family and joint property

in the following words: “According to the true

notion of an undivided family in Hindu law, nodding to.

' ... .
Privy Counci

individual member of that family, whilst it

remains undivided, can predi cate of the joint

and undivided property, that he, that particular

member, has a certain definite share. No indivi-

dual member of an undivided family could go

to the place of receipt of rent, and claim to take

from the collector or receiver of the rents a certain

definite share. The proceeds of undivided property

must be brought, according to the theory of an un-

divided family, to the common chest or purse, and

then dealt with according to the modes of enjoy-

ment by the members of an undividtd family” (i).

It would follow from the above, that the individual

interest of a coparcener is not alienable. The prin-

ciple was recognized in all the Courts of India as

good law for many years, but in recent years it has

been greatly modified by the decisions, as we shall

presently see.

(I) Approvier v, Kama Snbbaryau, u Moore 75, al pp. 89, 90.
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Right by

birth and

survivorship.

Time of birth

of son affects

his right.

Right of

survivorship

in joint But

not ancestral

property.

We have already seen, that the son on birth

acquires an equal interest with the father in the

entire ancestral property, and it has been held,

that an adopted son also acquires such right from

the date of adoption, (i) The grandson and the

greatgrandson also acquire the same interest as the

son, by birth. (2)

Brothers and their sons may be joint but

nephews have no right of ownership on birth with

their uncles.

The time of the birth of the son is immaterial

when the father inherits property from the grand-

father, or when he gets ancestral property by

partition, or makes additions to ancestral property

from its income, as regards the interest taken by

the son as against the father
; but it is very material

when there is an alienation by the father, because

the father has full right to dispose of the entire

estate before the birth of the son. (3)

The Allahabad High Court have held that

property may be joint with rights of survivorship

without being ancestral and that is also the view

of the Bombay High Court (4). It is however

difficult to see how there can be any right of

survivorship when there is no ancestral property.

The reasons given for the existence of such right

would be wholly wanting in such a case. But

when there was some ancestral property subse-

quent acquisitions should be considered as accre-

(1) Rangama v. Atchama, 4 Moore 1. Ram Narain v. Bisheshar, 10 All.

4U*

(2) Babu Ram v. Chote Lall, 11 I. C. 291.

(3) Bholanalh Khettry^. Kartic, 34 Cal. 372.

(4) Jaman v. Ram Protap, 29 All. 667. Chatourbhooj ©. Dbaramsi, 9

Bomb. 438.
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tions to it and the rule of survivorship would be

applicable.

The Privy Council overruling previous divisions Wh»ti«

has recently held that in property inherited from a “ntmo^ny?

maternal grandfather and also in self-acquired

property of the father inherited by sons living as

members of a joint family, the rule of survivorship

applies. (1) The Madras High Court has gone

further and held that sons of daughter’s sons ‘take

an interest by birth in inherited maternal grand-

father’s estate, enabling them to prevent alienation

by their fathers. (2) According to the Smritis and

the Commentaries however, it is only in property

derived from the paternal grandfather, that sons

have equal rights with the father, and to such

property the rule of survivorship strictly applies.

Colebrooke’s translation of the passage of the

Mitakshara dealing with this subject runs as

follows Property in the paternal or ancestral

estate is by birth.” The correct translation should

be property in the paternal or grand-paternal estate

is by birth.” ^ I ) It

is this erroneous translation that has been the cause

of the difficulty which has arisen about the true

nature of ancestral property. A Full Bench of the

Madras High Court have, in a recent case, tried

(1) Raja Chelikani v. Raja Chelikani, 29 I. A. 156. (Vencayyaa

Garu v, Vencata Ramanya, 25 Mad. 678. See Raja Ramnarain v. Fertum

Sing, 20 W. R. 189. Rampersad Tewary v. Sheo Charan Das, 10 Moore

420.) Jasoda Koer v. Sheo Pershad Sing, 17 Cal. 33. Saminadha t».

Thangathanner, 9 Mad. 70.

See Nunda Coomar v. Moulvi Ruziooden, 18 W. R, 477. LochanSing

v, Nemdhary, 20 W. R. 170. Picara v. Ujagar, 1 All. 651. Rayadur v.

Mukunda, 3 Mad. H. C. 455. Karam [Chand v, Jairam, 24 I. C. 728
(Punjab).

(2) Sudarsanam v. Narasinhalu, 27 Mad, 682. Kurri Ramayya c.

Villoore, 30 I. C. 889, 18 Mad. L. J. 360.

Ci
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Grandfather’s

separate

property and

partitioned

property.

to distinguish and explain the Privy Council ruling

and have held that sons inheriting Stridhana

property of the mother do not take as jdint tenants

with rights of survivorship, (i) The same view

has been taken in Bombay. (2)

The Allahabad High Court have referred to

the mistranslation as pointed out in this book and

have held that in property inherited from the

maternal grandfather there can be no interest by

birth of the son equal to that of the father prevent-

ing alienation by the father. (3)

The Privy Council, it should be mentioned

here, in 1896 approved of the decision of

Muthusami Aiyar J. in which he held that “co-

parcenary presupposes a common descent from the

same paternal ancestor ” and that “ daughters and

daughter’s sons cannot be said to be coparceners

so as to form a joint Hindu family. ”
(4) In the

latest case before it, the Privy Council held that

unless lands came to a person by descent from a

lineal male ancestor, it is not deemed ancestral in

Hindu Law.
. (5) In this conflict of opinion it will

probably be safe to hold that the incident of

survivorship applies to property inherited from the

maternal grandfather but not the other incidents

of joint grandpaternal property such as interest

by birth.

Self-acquired or separate property of the

grandfather is ancestral when it is inherited

by the father. (6) Ancestral property in the hands

(!) Kuruppai Nachair v. Sankaranarayanam, 27 Mad. 300 F. B. See

!o I, C. 567. Sudarsanam v. Nara Sinhalu, 27 Mad. 682.

(2) Bai Parsoa v, Bai Sorab, 36 Bom. 424.

(3) Jamna Prosad v. Ram Protap, 29 All. 667.

(4) Muthudavganadha v* Parisami, 23 I. A. 132, 137.

(5 ) Atar Sing v. Thakur Sing, 35 Cal. 1039.

(6) Raja Ram Narayan v Pcrtum Singh, 20 W. R. 189. See 29 1 .

A. 156.
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of divided coparceners after partition continues to

be ancestral, (i)

Property may be obstructed heritage and still Obstructed

ancestral. Somehow a meaning has been given to Sot'be

' m*y

the word ‘obstructed’ which was never contempla-
pt
^‘

ty.

ted by Vijnaneswara. The Privy Council have

corrected the prevailing error of considering all

“obstructed heritage” to be that which is taken by

the heirs as tenants-in-common and not as joint .

tenants (25 All. 687), though, as we have seen

above they have gone to the other extreme of

holding that all inherited property is ancestral to

which the rule of survivorship applies.

Property obtained by gift cr by will, even when Property

it is for maintenance, irom the grandfather by the gt/t^TdevL.

father has been held in Bengal and Madras to be

ancestral. (2) But when an illegitimate son was

given property for maintenance, the Madras High

Court has held that it was not ancestral property.

(3) In Bombay it has been held that property

acquired by the grandfather with very remote aid

from ancestral funds is self-acquired, and, if left

by him by will to his son, on terms showing that

the latter should take an absolute estate, loses its

character of ancestral property in the hands of the

son. (4) The same rule has been laid down in a re-

cent case in Allahabad. (5) In Oude, it has been

(1) Adur Money v. Chowdry Shibnarayan, 3 Cal. 1. Chatoorbhooj

Dharamsi, 9 Bom. 438, 29 All. 244 P. C.

(2) Mudun 9. Ram Bakas, 6 W. R. 71. Tara v. Reebram, 3 Mad.

H. C. 50. See Nanomi Babuasin v. Madan, 13 Cal. 5. Nagalingam 9.

Kamchander, 24 Mad. 429. Hazarimul v. Abane, 17 Cal. L. J. 38.

(3) Krishna Swami v. Seetha Lakshun, 31 I. C. 803, 18 Mad. L.T. 542.

(4) Jugmohun Das 9. Mangal Das, 10 Bom. 285. Timmanacharya 9.

Balacharya, 4 Bom. L. R. 250. Ilirabai 9. Lakshmibai, 11 Bom. 573.

Bai Diwali 9. Patil Bechardas, 26 Bom. 445. Rameshar 9, Rukini, 14 Oudt
C. 244, « I. C. 77o*

($) Parsotum 9. Janki Bai, 29 All. 354.
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held that property bequeathed by a father and

accepted by the sons is self-acquired property, there

being no presumption that property in the hands

of a person is ancestral, (i) But in Madras, it has

been held that in respect of self-acquired property

of the grandfather in case of a bequest, it is a

question of intention whether it was to preserve

its character as ancestral property or was to be

considered as self-acquired, though the presumption

is that it was intended to descend as ancestral pro-

perty. (2) In a later case, the same court has

inclined to the Bombay view and has held that

when the bequest is to persons constituting a joint

family, prlma-facie the donees take in severalty. (3)

Having regard to the observations of the Privy

Council in the case of Jogeswar Narain v.

Ramchand (23 I. A. 37) and having regard to

the fact that it is consonant to modern ideas,

the Bombay rule will probably be given effect to

in other Courts.

obtained by
Property obtained by a widow for maintenance

widow as or on partition retains its character of being ances-
mamtenance

, , , , . , ,
°

, .

or on paid- tral, when it reverts to the heirs on her death. (4)

, .
Property purchase^ with the income of the pro-

accretions

and cee<^s ^e sa^e ancestral property (5), or with

ancestral moveables (6), or with money borrowed

on the security of ancestral property (7), as well

as any accretions to or improvements of ancestral

property by the efforts of one member, have all the

(1) Jadunath v. Bhabuti, 33 I. C. 785. Rameshar v. Rukmini, 14

OudeC. 246.

(2) Nagalingam v, Ram Chandra, 24 Mad. 429.

(3) Yethirajulu v. Mukunthu, 28 Mad. 563.

(4) Beni Parshad v. Puran Chand, 23 Cal. 262. See Nanabhi v,

Achratbai, 12 Bom. 122. (5) Shudanund Mahapatter v. Bonomalee, 6

W. R. 256. Ramanna © Vencata, II Mad. 246. (6) Shamnarain v.

{Ugboobor, 3 Cal 508. (7 ) Shib Persad; Kullunder, 1 Sel. Rep. 76.
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incidents of ancestral property attached to it. (1)

Property acquired by the father from the income

of the ancestral property before the birth of the

son is ancestral property, in which the afterborn

son has equal interest with the father. (2)

A mere grant by the Government after confis- Confiscated

cation, when it is in recognition of old title, does re-grante?,

not change the character of the property (3), nor
"

when title is acquired by one member of the family ty
disPosses

'

1
#

' ' sion.

by forcible dispossession of another. (4) Property

granted to a person as reward by the Government

is self-acquired property. (5)

Whether savings and accumulations are an- Saving and

cestral or self-acquired property is a question of^iher^T

some difficulty. That all savings after the birth of
aoqui,ed*

the son belong to him equally with the father seems

clear. But as regards savings and accumulations

before the birth of the son, they should follow the

rules about them in the case of the widow. Until

otherwise disposed of before the birth of the son,

they become joint property.

The office of a hereditary priest and emolu-

v

»tti

ments attached to it, known as Yajman Vritti,

have been held to be Nibandha and as being

among hereditary rights in respect ot immovable

property (6), which come within the purview of

Yajnavalkya II, 12 1.

When the members of a family had but one Mixed nP

stock into which each voluntarily threw their self- j£°n
l

J

e'ty “

(1) Sheodyal v. Jadunath, 9 W. R. 61. Meduttia 0. M. Perumal, 7 I.

G 862. (2) Jugomohun Das vt Sir Mangal Das, 10 Bom. 528. 4

(3) Narayana v , Chengalamma, 10 Mad. 1. Kedar Nath v. Ratan,

3» All. 415*

(4) Yanumula 0. Yanumula Boochia, 13 Moore 333.

(5) Munshi Judar Sahai 0, Kunooar Sham Bahadoor, 17 I. G 760.

(6) Ghelabhai v, Hurgoval, 13 Bom. L. R. 1171.
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aquisitions and the income of the whole is devoted

to the expenditure of the family and one account

is kept of such property and of the ancestral pro-

perty, they should be considered as joint, (i)

Coparcener It has been held by the Privy Council that a

andseparate*

1

* Person may have joint as well as separate property

property. and the rule of survivorship applies to the former

and the ordinary rule of inheritance to the latter. (2)

In a recent case in the Punjab, in such a case, it

has been held that in a separated family, the

ordinary law of inheritance applied to the joint

property and also (3), when a family has separated

in residence, food and worship and its members

begin to hold separate property of their own, in

respect of any property which they may choose to

keep joint, they should be considered as tenants-

in-common as in the case of a joint family under the

Dayabhaga School. But this is not consistent with

the rule that one may be joint in estate though

separate in food and worship.

Rule of But the rule of survivorship applies according

should only t0 strict Hindu Law only to a family that keeps

famtyHving j
0‘nt - ^ ‘s an incident arising out of the jointness

jointly. 0f the family and not out of the character of the

ownership as in a joint tenancy. The rule of the

Privy Council mentioned above was laid down in

a case where the joint property was an impartible

family estate in respect of which the family was

considered to be joint.

It was broadly laid down in a Bengal case

(1) Lai Bahadoor ®. Kanbya Lai, 29 All. 249 P. C. Munshi Indar

Sahai v. Kunwor Sham Bahadoor, 17 I. C. 760. Medeittea v, Perumal, 7

I. C. 862.

(2) Katama Natchear v, Raja of Shivagunga, 9 Moore 539.

(3) Kolia Ram v, Malwa Ram, 12 I, C 308.
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that every Hindu family was presumably joint and Presumption

. r , r , , . , of joint family
if one member was found to be in possession of property,

property, the presumption would be not that he

was in possession of it as separate property acquired

by him but as a member of a joint family, (t) The

Privy Council held in an early case that when

the family lived in commensality and possessing

joint property, the presumption of law is that all

the property they were in possession of was joint

property. (2) The rule applied both to Mitakshara

and Dayabhaga families.

The Privy Council however very early modi- Rule of

fied the above strict rule and held that before
nucleus‘

any presumption of jointness could arise it must be

shown that there was a nucleus of joint pro-

perty.
(3) The rule has been followed in all the

Courts. A further relaxation of the old rule

was made in certain recent cases, in which it

was held that though there was a presumption in

favour of jointness, there could be no presumption in

favour of a family having joint property nor could it

be presumed that property found in the possession

of a member was joint property, unless it was shown

that the family was possessed of some property by

means of which the property in dispute might have

been acquired and when that was shown it was for the

party alleging self acquisition to prove that it was

acquired without any aid from the family property.

(4) When also it is proved that all the members

(1) Taruck Joodhesteer, 19 W. R. 178. Gobind v% Doorga, 22

W. R. 248. (2) Dharam Das v, Shama Sundari, 3 Moore 229. Neelkristo

v . Beer Chander, 12 Moore 513.

(3) Lakhmun Row v, Mullar Row, 2 Knapp. 60,

(4) Ramkishan Das v. Tunda Mai, 33 All. 677.

Dwarka Das v. Jamna Das, 1 Bom. L. R. 133.

Gurumutter v. Gurammal, 32 Mad. 88.

Sheo Golam Sing v. Barra Sing, 10 W. R. 198.
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Presumption

u*ider the

Dayabhaga.

threw their earnings into the joint stock, all

property standing in the name of one must be

presumed to be joint property, (i) A recent Full

Bench of the Madras High Court have laid down

that when there is no nucleus of joint property,

property acquired by one member should be

presumed to be his separate property and the burden

of proving that he threw it into the common stock

was upon those that asserted it. (2) This is a

clear and reasonable rule. But unfortunately it

has not always been given effect to. (3)
U nder the

Mitakshara, property purchased or standing in the

name of one member of a family holding some

ancestral property, is presumed to belong to the

family. (4)

Under the Dayabhaga however, such a pre-

sumption is of a weak character and it has been

held in some cases that it does not arise at all. It

has even been held that when property was purchas-

ed in the name of a son during his father's life time,

the burden of proving that it belonged to the father

was on the party asserting it. (5)

It has been recently held in Calcutta that the

presumptions are identical under both the systems

(6), when the family is joint and there is a nucleus

of joint property. (7)
The Privy Council in a Bengal

case held that the presumption of jointness cannot

(1) Adai Kulam z\ Subban Chetty, 26 I. C. 33, 27 Mad. L. J. 621.

(2) Etharajalu v> Govindarajulu, 32 1. C. 12.

(3) Kundan Lai v. Shunker La!, 35 All. 564.

(4) Vedavelu v, Narayana, 2 Mad. 19. Adaikulam v. Sabban, 26

I. C. 13. Kundan v. Shunker, 35 All. 564.

(5) Saroda Prosad Roy v, Villahanund Roy, 31 Cal. 448.

(6) Rama Nath Chatterji v. Kusam Kameni, 4 Cal. L. J. 56.

(7) Govind v. Radhakristo, 31 All. 477. Kunj Benary Roy v, Nemai
Chand Pal, 2 I. C. 526.
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safely be relied on in a case where the disputed

property was in the possession of the person under

whom the defendant claimed and was ostensibly that

person’s own property at his death (i), especially

when the coparceners were separate in mess. (2)

Following the above ruling, it has been held that

the decision depends on the particular facts of a case

and it has been doubted whether the presumption

of joint property is of general application in regard

to particular pieces of property acquired by a mem-

ber. (3) In a recent case in respect of a Dayabhaga

family, the Privy Council have held that when

a property stands in the name of a junior member

in the absence of evidence that he had separate

funds, the presumption was clear and decisive that

it was acquired by the head of the family. (4)

There is a very great difference in the legal Difference

positions of members of the Mitakshara and Mitakshua

Dayabhaga joint families. The right of a Mitaks-*”^^*
hara coparcener is like that of a joint-tenant whose

interest until partition is undefined and*passes by

survivorship to the other coparcener, except when

he leaves male issue. The right of a Dayabhaga

coparcener is that of a tenant-in-common.

The H indus of Bengal now, generally, even

when they live in joint mess, keep their own

earnings and their shares of incomes of the family

separate and it is fully understood among them

that property purchased solely in the name of

one member is his own property, except under

(1) Bannoo v. Kasheeram, 3 Cal. 315 p, C.

(2) Obhoy Churn Ghose v. Gobind Chunder Dey, 9 Cal. 237.

(3) Protap Chunder Chakravarty v, Sarat Kaminy, 24 1. C. 90.

(4) Parbati Dasi v, Raja Baikunt Nath Dc, 19 Cal. L. J. 129 P. C*

52
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taBenga?
0" excePt'ona^ circumstances. The constitution of

Hindu families has undergone a very great change

under the influence of modern western ideas and

the courts should administer the law as applicable

to the present circumstances. In a Dayabhaga

family, separation in mess constitutes complete

separation, because in respect of the ancestral

property the shares of the coparceners are defined

and their status is that of tenants-in-common. Such

a status is separation in law in a Mitakshara family.

Thus under the Dayabhaga after separation in

mess, all properties acquired by a coparcener in his

own name should be presumed to be his separate

property.

Presumption In Bombay, it has been held that, from the

general presumption it does not follow that every

member of a joint family, who is found to be ip

possession' of property at his death, has necessarily

acquired that property as a member of the joint

family. Before that presumption can arise, it must

be proved that there was at least a nucleus of a joint

family property out of which the property acquired

by an individual member might fairly be said to

have grown, and what constitutes a nucleus depends

on the circumstances of each case, (i) The doctrine

of nucleus should surely be reasonably applied.

Presumption It has been held in Madras that when the
in Madras. .... . , , .

nucleus of joint property is meagre and the income

. insufficient, if a member had a trade of his own

and there was no ancestral property in his posses-

sion out of the income of which a property acquired

by him could be acquired, it must be held to be his

(i) Dwarkaprasad Raghubur v. Jamnadu, 13 Bom. L. K. 138.
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self-acquisition, (i) In the Punjab, it has been held

that notwithstanding the presumption of jointness,

it does not follow that “ all the property owned and

shops started by individual members are joint of all

the members.” (2) In Oude, it has been held also in

a recent case, following two decisions of Bombay
and Allahabad, that there was no presumption when
different members of a family earned their living

separately that they intended to throw their earn-

ings into a common stock or to abandon their sepa-

rate rights. (3) In the most recent case on the ques-

tion, it has been held in Madras that there is no

presumption that the earnings of one member of a

family belong to the family without evidence that they

were thrown into the common stock. (4) Life insur-

ance policies have been held to be separate property

unaffected by the presumption mentioned above. (5)

The presumption is of a rather weak character,

when the parties are not nearly related to each

other, and when one member has been dealing with

property in possession as his own and incurring

liabilities in respect of it on his own account. (6)

When it is found that the parties were living sepa-

rately, messing separately and worshipping sepa-

rately, the ordinary presumption, of jointness, it has

been held, falls to the ground. (7)

(1) Garuswami Aiyar v. Mari Chetty, 22 I. C, 852. Veelel Chatta

v, Mari Velil, 33 Mad. 250.

(2) Hari Shunkerz\ Babaram, 18 I. C, 746.

(3) Lachmi Narain v. Ram Dyal, 22 I. C. 886. Jangi Nath v. Jank
Nath, 2 All. L. J. 225. Dwarka Prosad v. Janfnadas, 13 Bom. L. R. 138.

(4) Yeechuri v. Yeechuri, 30 Mad, L. J. 120, 33 I. C. 861.

(5) Haridas v. Narotam, 14 I. C. 769.

(6) Murari v. Mukund, 15 Bom. 201. Bodh Singz/. Gunesh, 19W.R.336.

(7) Sham Lai v. Chhaggi, 19. I. C 51. Gannu Singh v. Bhagwati Koer,

3 Ind. Cas. 234. See 17 Cal. 933, 9 Cal. 817, 30 Cal. 231, 4 Moore 168,

n Moore 75.
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Recapitula-

tion of the

Whatever may be the presumptions, a copar-

cener, under the law, can have separate property.

According to the Rishis, separation in estate is

constituted by separation in food and worship and

the difficulty has arisen from the fact, that it has

been held by our Courts that a family may be joint

in estate while separate in food and worship. (i)

Let us recapitulate the principles laid down

by our Courts. “ The presumption of law is that

all the property they were possessed of was joint

property, until it was shown by evidence that one

member was possessed of separate property.” (2)

If a member “ was found to be in possession of any

property the family being presumed to be joint, the

presumption would be, not that he was in posses-

sion of it as separate property acquired by him,

but as a member of the joint family. ’’(3)
“ The

presumption is in favour of union, as the Hindu

Law presumes joint tenancy as the primary state

of every family.” (4) But it must be shown that

the family *' was at some antecedent period, not

unreasonably great, living in .joint estate,” (5) and

that there was a nucleus of ancestral property from

which the property might have been acquired. (6)

qaire?jointly
Property acquired by the members of a joint

il^» thrown™
w^en there *s a nucleus of joint property with

into common the aid of such property or by their joint labourM
•took.

(1) Neelkristo Deb v. Beerchunder, 12 Moore 544. Nargunti v. Vengama,

9 Moore 92. See 6 Moore 53. (2) Dharamdas v. Shamsundari, 3 Moore 129.

(3) Taruck Chuder v. Mahadeo, 21 I. H. 134. Pritkoer. v. Mahadeo,

21 1. A. 134. (4) 3 Moore 229

(5) Seogolam v. Burra, 10 W. R. 198.

(6) Prank risto v. Bhagirathi, 20 W. R, 158, Moolgi v. Gokuldas, 8 Bom.

154. Chutoorbhooj v. Dharamsi, 9 Bom. 428.

(7) Rampershad v. Sheo Charan, 10 Moore 490. Radhabai v. Nanaram,

3 Bom. 15 1. Prankrishto v, Bhagiratbee, 20 W. R. 158. Lakshman v,

Jamnabai, 6 Bom, 225.
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or when they throw their earnings into the common
stock (1) is joint property in whose name soever

it may stand, even when \he form of the conveyance

makes them tenants-in-common, (2) and the onus

is on the coparcener setting up self-acquisition to

prove it. (3) In all such property there are the

incidents of survivorship and inalienability. (4)

It has been held in Calcutta that when the

widow of a brother makes an application for letters

of administration, which is opposed by the surviving

brother on the ground of jointness, the question of

joint or separate, need not be gone into, and the

widow is entitled to the certificate which can affect

only separate property.(5) This decision has made
the question of onus more difficult than it was

before. It has been held in Madras that a suit

for a bare declaration by a coparcener that he is

entitled to collect the debts standing in the name of

another deceased coparcener is maintainable, al-

though a certificate has been already granted to the

widow under Act 1 of 1889.(6)

The difference between a partnership and a

joint family was concidered in several cases. (7)

(1) B. Madhavacharya v. B. Damodaram, 12 Mad. L. J. 240 17 I. C.

347. Karsandas v. Gangabai, 32 Bom. 479. Munisam v. Maruthammal,

34 Mad. 21 1. Lai Bahadoor v. Kanhaya Lai, 29 All, 244 P. C.

(2) [awala Buksh v. Dharam Sing, 10 Moore 530. MusmutCheeta
v, Babu Miheen Lai, n Moore 369. Toondun Sing v. Poknarayan, 22 W.
R. 199. Prankristo v. Bhageerutee, 20 W. R. 158. Dhurrumdas v, Sham
Sandary, 3 Moore 22Q. Umrithnath v. Gourinath, 13 Moore 542. Poker

Mull’s goods, 23 Cal. 980.

(3) Lai Bahadoor v. Kanhya Lai, 29 All. 244 P. C. Anandrav v.

Vasantrav, 9 Bom. L. R. 595.
H

(4) Haridas v. Narotum 14 I. C. 769 14 Bom L. R. 237 Karsandas,
v, Gangabai, 32 Bom. 479. Gobardhun Saha v Bulkhan, I Pat. L. J 195.

5. Raghubur Hazra v . Bahadoor Hazra, 3 C. W. N. CCLXXVII.
Raghunath Misser v* Pato Koer, 6 C. W. N.

, p. 345.

(6) Chinnappa Chettiar v . Tulsi Ammal, 15 Mad. L. J. 339.

(7) Rungomonee v. Kashinath, 13 W. R. 75 * Abhoy Chunder v. Peary

Mohon, 5 B. L. R. 347. Chaturbhuj v. Dharamsi, 9 Bom 438.
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Difference A partnership is dissolved by the death of one of
between a

* * *

partnership its members, but a joint family can be broken

family!

01

"' up only by partition. In a partnership, there is no

right of survivorship. A joint family differs from a

partnership, as well as a strict joint estate in which

the joint tenants only and not their heirs take by

survivorship, inasmuch as the members of a joint

family not only enjoy the right of survivorship but

their interest is taken by their male descendants-

The points of difference are numerous, and will

appear clear to the reader on a consideration of the

true nature of joint family property,

incidents of A trading business may be joint family property

business*^

1"*’ whh *ts incidents, the managers possessing some-

times greater powers than the ordinary Kurta, be-

cause of the exigencies of trading, (i) It has been

held (2) that ‘‘a trade like other personal property is

.

descendible amongst Hindus, but it does not follow

that a Hindu infant, who by birth or inheritance

becomes entitled to an interest in a joint family

business, becomes at the same time a member

of the trading partnership which carries on the

business. He can only become a partner by a con-

sentient act on the part of himself and his partners,”

and it was on this ground held by the late Supreme

Court of Calcutta that “an infant of tender years,

whose name was used in a partnership business,

need not be joined, as a co-plaintiff in a suit by the

father to recover a trade debt. ”(3) A minor cosharer

is not personally liable for the debts incurred

(1) Daulatram v, Meherchand, 15 Cal. 70 P. C. Bemola Dassee v,

Mohuu Dassee, 5 Cal. 772 F. B. (2) Lutchmanen Chetty v. Siva Prokasa,

26 Cal. 349.

(3) Petrnn Doss v. Ramdhon, Taylor 279.
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in carrying on the trade but his own share is

liable, (i)

We have next to deal with the rights of indi- Rishts of
& coparceners.

vidual coparceners. The difference between the

Mitakshara school and the Bengal school, as to

the rights of individual members is of a radical

character. The commentators of the Mitakshara

school are and the commentators

of the Dayabhaga school are i.e., a

Mitakshara coparcener has indivisible right to the

entirety with its incidents of survivorship and

inalienability, whereas a Bengal coparcener is an

ordinary tenant-in-common having the right to a

definite alienable share.

Under the Dayabhaga, sons have no right to of ,he

ancestral property during the lifetime of the father,

except a right to maintenance. Early in the last

century it was doubtful whether the father could

make an unequal division among sons. But it was

finally decided in 1831 that the father had absolute

power of disposal and alienation. (2) Under the

Mitakshara, father and son are equal sharers in

ancestral property. But the father is the kurta and

cannot be removed from the management, except by

partition, and has full right to dispose of the income

as he likes but not to make alienations, except

for family necessity, and his debts, if not contracted

for immoral purposes, are binding on the sons.

It would follow from the very nature of a joint ,

R«hts of «•
' J joyment and to

Hindu family, that under the Bengal school, as necessary ex-

well as under the Mitakshara school, as long as the
penses'

(1) Joykisto Cowar 0. Nittyanand, 3 Cal. 738. Samalbai v. Someshaia,

5 Bom. 40. Anath Bandhu v. Bepin Behary, 19 I. C. 6.

(t) Juggo Mobon 0. Nemoo. Morton 90. Motec Lai. 0. Mitterjeet, 6

6 D. 73.
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family was joint, “ no individual member of the

family could go to the place of receipt of rent, and

claim to take from the collector or receiver of the

rents a certain definite share. The proceeds of

undivided property must be brought, according to

the theory of an undivided family, to the common
chest or purse and there dealt with according to

the modes of enjoyment by the members of an

undivided family.” (i)

All members of a joint family have equal rights

of enjoyment, a brother and his many sons being

each entitled to equal enjoyment with a sonless

brother. The marriage expenses of brothers, sisters,

sons and daughters of coparceners are to be borne

by all the brothers, without regard to the number

of daughters each brother has got, and a debt

contracted for these purposes is binding on the

family.(2) The managing member or a surviving

coparcener is under the obligation to perform the

marriage ceremony of the daughter of an undivided

coparcener, dead or living, and it has been held that

in case of refusal or neglect the mother of the

daughter may give her in marriage and sue the

manager for the money expended for the purpose. (3)
Marriage expenses of daughters are a charge on the

family funds. (4) It would be misfeasance if the

manager spends more upon himself and his children

than upon his brothers and their children and he

should be made to account for such conduct. But

(1) Appovier v. Kama Subba, n Moore 89; 8. W. R. 1 P. C. Chuckan
v. Porun, 9 W. R. 483.

(2) D. Srinivasa v. Theruvengadathaiyangar, 23 I. C. 261.

(3) Abhay Chandra v . Pyari, 5 6. L. R. 347. Damodar Das v. Uttamram,
Bom. 271. Surendrabai v. Shewnarayun, 9 Bom. L. R. 1366.

(4) Vaikuntam v. Kallapiran, 23 Mad. 5x2. Tulsa v. Gopal Rai, 6.

AIL 32.
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the Courts will probably in such a case leave the

parties to their remedy by partition.
,

It has been held that the manager of a jqffit

family cannot eject one of the members of the

family in possession of a portion of the family pro-

perty, but the question whether he can obtain joint

possession has not been decided though a strong

opinion has been expressed that he cannot. (1)

In Bombay, it has been held that joint posses-

sion could be obtained. (2) It is submitted that

joint possession is not the proper remedy in a

Mitakshara family. Under the Hindu Law,

a joint coparcener, cannot sue another coparcener,

as lqng as they are joint. Every coparcener, who is

in possession of any property must be considered

to be so on behalf of the family, otherwise there

would be limitation. There thus cannot be a suit

for possession. If the members do not agree,

partition is the only remedy. When there is

partition and they become tenants in common there

may be a decree for joint possession. Thus in a

Bengal family there may be a decree for joint

possession. (3)

A junior member, it has been held, cannot make

the managing member liable merely on the ground

that he could have realised arrears of rent, if he had

minded to do so, but did not, though he might be Liability of

liable for loss incurred for his negligence or miscon-
lhe manil6ei''

duct. (4) It is difficult to distinguish between negli-

(1) Raghoba®. Ziboo, n I.C. 687. 7 Nag. L.K. 82. See Lachmeswar

v. Mamswar, 19 Cal. 253 P.C. Watson v, Ramchand, 18 Cal. 10 P.C.

(2) Ramchandra v. Damodar, 20 Bom. 467. See Phane Sing v. Nawab

Sing, 28 All. 161.

( 3 )
26 Cal. 555, 9 C. L. R. 70, 20 W. R. 126, 168.

(4) Raya v. Gopal Mallau, 11 1.C. 666.
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gence and failure to realise arrears not being minded

to do so. It seems that a manager of a family, who
isf^ot paid for his services and is a bare trustee,

should be liable only for wilful or gross negligence.

In one case a distinction was made between

the position of the kurta in respect of coparceners

who are minors and of those who are adults.

As regards the adults, he was merely the

chairman of a committee which “ manage the

property together and the kurta is but the

mouth-piece of the body, chosen and capable of

being changed by themselves.” But in respect of

minors he was strictly a trustee, (i) This posi-

tion of trustee in respect of the minors is imposed

by the Rishis, not only on the manager, but on all

the members of the family. But by that is meant,

that the adult members are not to waste or mis-

appropriate the shares of the minors. In a very re-

cent case, the Privy Council have thus defined the

position of the manager of a joint family :
“ Such

a person is not the agent of the members of the

family, so as to make them liable to be sued as

if they were the principals of the manager. The
relation of such persons is not that of principal or

agent or of partners
;

it is much like that of trustee

and cestui que trust.” (2) In this view there can be

no distinction between adult and minor members as

to their rights against the manager, excepting that

in the case of the latter he is certainly under an

obligation to economise and save and in a suit

for partition by minors, when they attain majority,

(1) Chuckun v. Poran, 9 W.R.483.

(2) Annamalai Chetty v. Murugasa Chetty, 30 I. A, 220.
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the court should make him accountable when

waste or extravagance is proved.

In a recent case, the Madras High Court has

held that the rule laid down in the case of Abhaya- Position of

chandra v. Pyari Mohun is not applicable in the
the manaRer*

case of a Mitakshara joint family, (i) But in this

matter no reasonable distinction can be made

between the position of the manager of a Bengal

family and that of a Mitakshara family. In Bengal

in a later Mitakshara case the position of the

manager has thus been defined. He is not an

agent or a trustee and is not under no obligation

to economise or save and when accounts are taken

at partition the enquiry should be directed to the

assets then existing in the hands of the family

and the head of the family cannot be called upon

to justify the past transactions of the family. (2)

It has been held, that members who were

minors during the management cannot be taken

to have consented to the management, and are
p°sitl0n of

entitled, when they attain their majority, to hold the

manager liable, not only for acts amounting to

fraud, but also where the management has been

grossly negligent and prejudicial to theirinterests. (3)

The position of the minors cannot be better

than that of the adults, if the manager does his

duty, and there is no reason for holding, that their

shares are free from the burdens of legitimate

family expenses. Vijnaneswara expressly lays down,

that minor coparceners may be' bound by the acts

(1) Balakrishna v

.

Muthusami, 32 Mad. 271. See 22 Mad. 470, 26

Mad. 544. 28 Bom. 201, 7 Mad. 564.

(2) Bhowani Prosad Saha v. Juggernath Saha, 13 Cal. W. N. 309,

(3) Damodardas v. Uttamram, 17 Bom. 271.
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Liability of

the manager

to account.

of the manager. It should be observed that there

cannot be a suit to remove a manager, the only

remedy of the coparceners being partition.

It was for some time doubted whether the

manager of a joint family was under any liability to

account. It has, however, been finally decided,

that he is under such liability, under the Bengal

school to adult as well as minor members. In the

case of Abhoy Chunder (i), the late Justice Dwarka

Nath Mitter, speaking of the liability of the

manager, laid down, that “he is certainly liable

to make good to them (the coparceners) their

shares of all sums which he has misappropriated,

or which he has spent for purposes other than

those in which the joint family was interested and

that no member of a joint Hindu family is liable

to his coparceners for anything which might have

been actually consumed by him in consequence of

his having a larger family to support or of his

being subject to greater expenses than the others,

because all such expenses are justly considered

to be the legitimate expenses of the whole family.

Thus for instance, one member of a joint Hindu

family may have a larger number of daughters to

marry than the others. The marriage of each

of these daughters to a suitable bridegroom is an

obligation incumbent upon the whole family, so

long as they continue to be joint, and the expenses

incurred on account of such marriages must be

necessarily borne by all the members without any

reference whatever to their respective interests in

the family estate." Though the manager is liable

(1) 13 W. R,, 75 F. B.
, 19 Mad. L. J. 62, 13 N. 309.
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to account, the account from him must be taken

on the footing of what has been spent, and what

remains, and not upon the footing of what ought

to have been spent with proper economy or care

as in the case of a trustee. (1) A brother’s wife

was held by the Privy Council to be entitled to

.

account even for the time when her husband was

alive but not for the purpose of enquring into the

different payments made by the manager but to

ascertain to what portion of the savings or accu-

mulations she was entitled to. (2)

Under the Mitakshara it has been held that

the managing members cannot be called upon to

account and to justify past transactions in a suit

for partition (3), excepting probably in cases of

fraud and misappropriation Or of gross reckless

waste. (4)

It has been held, that in a Mitakshara family the

minor member’s interest was of the same undefined

character as of adult members, and not capable of^^
of

being taken charge of and separately managed 8?
aifianshiP

and no certificate of guardianship can therefore be

granted in respect of such interest under Act 40 of

1858, or Act 8 of 1892. (5) The rule applies also

to an Aliyasantan family. (6) But the rule does

not apply when all the members of a joint family are

(1) Chuckun v. Poran, 9 W. R. 483. Taracha d v. Reeb Ram, 3

Mad. H. C. 177. Jugmohan Das v. Mungal Das, 10 Bom. 528. Bhowani

v. Jaggernath 13 C. W. N, 309.

(2) Sookhmoy, v. Srimati Monohurry.^12 I. A. ill.

(3) Balakrishna v. Muttusami, 32 Mail. 271. Narayan v, Nathage 28

Bom. 201 Contra. Krishna v, Subbanna, 7 Mad. 564.

(4) Bhawani Prosad Saba v, Juggernath Shah, 13 C. W. N. 315.

(5) Sheonundan Singh v Miis>amut Ghunsam Kooeree, 21 W.R. 143.

Narsing Ray v. Venckji, 8 Bom. 595. Shamkuar v. Muhananda Sahoy,

19 Cal. 301 Gharibulla v. Khalak Sing, 25 All. 407 P.C.

(6) Kaykar v. Maru 4 Mad. L T. 462
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certificate.

Letters of
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Mortgages in

the name of
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ceners.

Right of

coparceners

to sue and to

be sued.

minors and a guardian may be appointed for them

till such time as one of them attains majority, (i)

In a joint Mitakshara family no certificate

under the Succession Certificate Act is necessary

in order to enable the surviving member to realize

a debt due to the family. (2) The rule has been

extended to impartible estate. (3)

It has also been held that the provisions of Act

19 of 1841 are not applicable to Mitakshara joint

family property. (4)

But the Madras High Court has in a recent

case held that Letters of Administration can be

granted to a coparcener succeeding to the deceased

by survivorship and full duty should be paid on

the value of the property of the deceased. (5)

In Calcutta and Bombay however, the whole

property has been considered as exempt from

duty. (6)

It has been held that a mortgage in the name

of a minor member of a joint family is not void and

the rule in the case of Mohori Bibi, which makes

mortgages to minors void, does not apply. (7)

According to the Rishis joint brothers are one

person in the eye of law. This position is appli-

cable only to a Mitakshara family, but not to a

Bengal family. A Dayabhaga coparcener can

(1) Ram Chandra Krishnarao, 32 Bom, 259. Bindajee v. Matharabai,

7 Bom. L. R. 809

(2) Jagmohan Das v. Allu, 19 Bom. 338. Beejraj v. Bhyrn, 23 Cal.

912. Bissen Chand v. Chatrapat, I. C. W. N. 32, 1862.

(3) Guru Pershad v. Dhani 38 Cal. 183.

(4) Sato Koer v. Gopal Sahu, 34 Cal. 929.

(5) In the matter of Desa Manavola, 33 Mad. 93.

(6) 23 Cal. 980, 29 Bom. 16 1.

(7) Meghan v. Pran Sing, 30 All. 62 Mohuri Bibi v. Dharmdas, 30

Cal. 539.
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sue or be sued alone in respect of his share' of the

property. In regard to the position of a Mita-

kshara coparcener there are conflicting decisions.

It has been held that unlike a Bengal coparcener, a

Mitakshara coparcener cannot sue or be sued

alone in any litigation in respect even of his own
share of the joint estate. (1) But the manager,

who has let a tenant into possession, can sue him

alone. (2) The manager can always sue as such, but

the defendants have a right to insist on the other

co-owners being made parties. (3) A suit against

a third party will not lie at the instance of one

member, even if that party were in possession of

joint property by the act of another member or of

the manager. (4) It has been held, that the manager

of the family, or the registered coparcener or a

single coparcener may bring a suit for possession

against a trespasser for the benefit of the family. (5)

He may also sue alone, if there has been any

special loss to himself, not affecting the others. (6)

But if the suit is not brought on behalf of the family,

a coparcener can only recover his share of the

property. (7) A member of a joint family, in whose

(1) Uokool Persad v. Elwaree Malilo, 20 W. R. 138. Hari Copal v.

Gokal Das, 12 Bom. 158. Balkrishna v. The Municipality of Mahad, 10

Bom. 32. Banarsi Das v . Maharani Kuar, 5 All. 27. Balkrishna v. Moro*

krishna, 21 Bom. 154. Parameswaran v. Shangaran, 14 Mad. 89.

(2) Kutusheri v. Uallotil, 3 Mad. 234.

(3) Balkrishna v. The Municipality of Mahad, 10 Bom. 32.

(4) Shoo Churn v. Chukraree, 15 W. R. 436. Alagappa v Vellian, 18

Mad. 33.

(5) Radlmprosh id v. Esuf, 7 Cal. 414 Kamayya ?•. Venlialaratnam,

17 Mad 1 22. Arunachala v. Vythilinga, 6 Mad 27. Ayappa v. Venkata

Krishnama, 17 Mad. 122.

(6) Gopee v. Ryland, 9 W.R. 279. Chundee v. Macnaghlen, 23 W.R.

186.

(7) Dursum Sing v. Durbijoy Sing, 9 Cal. L. J. 629, Kala v. Muthvam-

mul, 12 I. C. 76. Contra Barbar vs Kamanna, 20 Mad. 461.
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name a bond stands or an agreement has been enter-

ed into, may alone sue on it and payment by the debt-

or to another member is not a good payment (1).

especially when the payment is made out of

fraudulent motives (2). It has been held that when

a contract stands in the name of a member, he

can sue on such contract alone and that in a suit

for taking partnership account only the persons

whose names appear as partners of the firm are

necessary parties. (3) In Bombay, it has been held

that a member of a joint family has no right to

sue in his own individual capacity to recover a debt

due to the family. (4)

It was held in Madras and Bombay that

as a rule the manager is not entitled to sue

or be sued alone on behalf of the family. (5)

In Allahabad it was held that the managing

members cannot bring a suit to recover a debt

due to a family without making the other members

parties as plaintiffs or defendants. (6) But in an

earlier case it had been held that if the objection

was not taken in time the suit was not bad. (7)

In recent cases it has been held that the managing

(!) Adaihalam v, Murimuther, 9 Mad. L. R. 31, Durga v, Damodar

32. All. 183.

(2) P, A. M. Shak v, K. R. Rama 10 I. C. 874. llossainara Regum

v Rahinunnissa, 13 Cal. L. J. 3.

(3) Damodhardas v. Vishendas, 7 I. C. 584 (Sind).

(4) Shibjiram v Vishnu, 2 Bom. L. R. 121.

(5) Angamuthu v, Kolanda Velu, 23 Mad. 190, following v. Alagappa

v, Vcllian, 18 Mad. 33, and distinguishing Arunachalam \v. Vythialinga,

6 Mad. 27 and Mahavala v Kunhn.n na, 21 Mad. 373. Shesatn Patter

Kera Raghava, 32 Mad. 284. I’alraakar v. Mohadeo, 10 Bom. 21. Kashinath

v. Chimnaji, 30 Bom. 477.

(6) Samralhi Singh v. Krishna, Prosad, 29 All 311. See 6 Cal. 815,3

Mid. 234,10 Bom. 82, 7 Bom. 217, 14 All. 524, 190 All. W. N. 282.

(7) Pateshri Protap Narain, 26 All: 528.
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can be sued alone (i)

The question has been finally set at rest by the

Privy Council, in a later case. (2) Their Lordship

say :
“ The Indian decisions as to powers of

managing members of an undivided Hindu joint

family are somewhat conflicting. It is however

clear that where a business like money-lending

has to be carried on in the interests of the family

as a whole, the managing members may properly

be entrusted with the power of making contracts,

giving receipts and compromising or discharging

claims ordinarily incidental to the business. With-

out a general power of that sort, it would be

impossible for the business to be carried on.’’ They
further held that not only are the managers entitled

to make contracts in their own names but to sue

and to be sued on such contracts. They also

approved of the rule in Arunachala Pillai’s case (3)
“ that the managing member of an undivided

Hiqdu family suing as such, is entitled to bring a

suit to establish a right belonging to the family

without making the other members of the family

parties to the suit.”

It was also held in the above case that where

coparceners other than the managing members

were brought on the record as plaintiffs after

the period of limitation the suit was not barred

under Sec. 22 of the Limitation Act, though the

contrary had been in some earlier cases. (4)

(1) Jaddo v. Narayan Sheoshanker, 7 I C. 902. Rama Krishna v.

Vinayak, 34 Bnn. 355. Gana Savant v. Narayan, 7 Bom. 467. P. A. M.

Sheikh v. K. R. Ram, 10 I. C. 874.

(2) Kishen Parshad v . Har Narain, 15 C. W. N. 321, 33 All, 272.

(3) 6 Mad. 27.

(4) Ramsebak v. Ram Lai, 6 Cal. 815. Kali Das v, Nath, 7 Bom. 217.

Krishna v. Lakshan, 18 Mad. L. J. 275,
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In a recent case the Calcutta High Court

has held that the Kurta of a joint Mitakshara

family can not sue alone upon a mortgage executed

in his favour without making the other coparceners

parties as such a suit offended against Order 34 R. 7

of the Civil Procedure Code.(i) The decision of

the Privy Council however was not before the

Judges nor considered by them.

In the latest case on the question, the Privy

Council have again decided that the managing

member can sue and he sued alone and a decree in

such a suit would be binding. (2) Section 85 of the

Transfer of Property Act or Order 34 Rule 7 have

been held in such a case to be substantially

complied with and it has also been held that it is

not necessary that in the pleadings the managing

member should be described as such. (3)

There are conflicting decisions on the question

Decree for or whether a judgment in a suit by or against the

S^member'
8
Kurta binds the other coparceners, the true principle

ingon others, is thus enunciated by Sir Raymond West. “ It was a

generally received doctrine that the acts of a

manager bound a Hindu family, so long as they

were honestly intended for its benefit, or were such

as might reasonably be deemed to have that

character. The name of a single member of a

Hindu family in the land register of the Govern-

ment might stand for all—Jowla Buksh v. Dharum

Sing (10 Moore, 530)—without affecting their rights

interse Mussumut Cheetta v, Miheen Lai (11

(1) Sidheshur Pershad v, Dharamjit, 22 I. C. 570.

(2) Sheo Shankar Koer v. Musmut Juddo Koer, 36 All. 383 P. C. Sheo

Dubare v Brij, 25 I. C. 849 (Oude).

(3) Madan Lai 9 Kissan Sing. 9 All. L. J. 844^. tf. HoriLalv,

tfuimut Kanwar, 34 All. 549.
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Moore, 369) ;
Umrithnath Chowdhury v. Gouri

Nath Chowdhury (13 Moore, 542). A lessee from

a managing member was obliged to account to him

for the rent—Dada Valad v. Bhan Valad (Printed

Judgments for 1876, p. 1 1)—and conversely must

be maintained in possession against other individual

members. A purchase made under Act I of 1845

by a manager in his own name enabled the other

members to sue to enforce their rights, notwithstand-

ing the provision in Section 2 1 that no purchaser

shall be ousted on the ground that the purchase

was made on behalf of another—Toondun Sing v.

Pokhnarain (22 W. R., 199). The* Hindu family

was in fact considered as a corporation whose

interests were necessarily centred in the manager

;

while the manager as the chief member of the

family was understood to represent the common
interests whenever these were subject to be affected

by transactions in which he was engaged even in

his ovVn sole name. Union and undivided interests

being the rule, the presumption was that a manager

was acting for the family, unless it were made out

that he acted, and professed to act, for himself

alone. This wTas the case equally with regard to

litigation as to other transactions. In a suit filed

by or against a Hindu as manager, it was seldom

or never, according to the former practice, set forth

specifically, that he sued or was sued, both on his

own behalf and on behalf of the family. The

intimacy of union was such that this was taken for

granted. The practice is recognized and not con-

demned, in Jogendra Deb Roy s case (14 Moore,

376) and many decisions, like those in Mayaram
Sivaram v. Jayvantrav Panduravg (Printed Judg-
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.ments for 1874, p. 41) and Naraytm v, Pandurang

(5 Bom. 585) have proceeded on an identification

of the other members of a Hindu family with the

one who has conducted a suit on their behalf.

“ Where the other members are infants at the

time of the suit, that, no doubt, is a reason for

scrutinizing the matter with more than usual care

in order to protect them against fraud, but here

fraud is not suggested
; the suit for redemption was,

no doubt, brought by Visram in perfectly good

faith, his own interests being concerned equally

with . that of his infant brother. His capacity to

represent the family was not impaired by any

collusive artifice to its prejudice, and the practice

having been such as it was in 1856, the mere

omission to specify the present plaintiff as a party

did not prevent his being bound by the suit in

which he was effectively represented by Visram.

At present Visram would have to set forth the

minor brother’s name, but the law of 1856 was

less exacting in particulars.’’ (1)

The correctness of this decision though doubted

in a later case (2) seems beyond dispute according

to Hindu Law as laid down by the Rishis. It was

at one time thought, that a decree against the

manager could not bind the other members, (3) but

in the case of a trading business, it has been held by

the Privy Council that it is binding on the

family. (4) The Madras High Court in the latest

(1) Gansaant v. Narayan Dhond, 7 Bom. 467.

(2) Padmakar v. Mahadeva, 10 Bom. 21.

(3) Subramaniyayyan v . Subramaniyam, 5 Mad. 125, F. B. Abilak

Roy v. Rudbi Roy, 11 Cal. 293. Maruti v. Li'a, 6 Bom. 564. Ram Narain

v. Bisheehur, 10 All. 411, Sunder Lai v. Chhitar Mat, 29 All. 1.

(4) Daulat Ram v, Neher Chand, 15 Cal. 70.
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case on the question, after reviewing all the

earlier cases, has held that a decision against the

father was binding on the sons, when the father on

the facts of a particular case was held to have

represented tbe sons in the previous proceedings.

(

1

) The recent Privy Council ruling mentioned

above have finally decided that the managing

members when they sue or are sued as such re-

present the family in a litigation and thus a judg-

ment fairly obtained against them as such should

bind the family.

In some cases, the Courts went to the

length of holding that in all cases a decree

against the father will not bind the sons. (2) But

later cases, which seem to be more consonant

with the law of the Rishis, have established that the

sons are so bound, if it can be shown that on the

facts of a particular case the father was held to

have represented the sons. (3) The exception is

difficult to appreciate. Any judgment obtained

fairly against the father ought to bind the sons.

It has been held in Allahabad however, that

a judgment against the father cannot operate

as Res Judicata against a son who was no party

to the suit affecting the ancestral property as he

does not claim under the father. (4) It has even

been held that when a father had obtained a decree

(1) Poduri Basava v. Podura Bhoga, 7 I. C. 896. Subanna Bhatta v.

Subanna, 30 Mad, 324. Kunjan v Siddapillai, 22 Mad. 461.

(2) Ram Narain v. Bisheshar Prasad, ro .A)]. 411. Sundar Lai v.

Chhetar Mai, 29 All. 1 Contra. Jaddo v. Sbeo Sankar, 7 I. C. 27 All.

L. J. 945 *

(3) Podara Basava v. Podura Bhoga, 7 I. C. 896. Subbana Bhatta v.

Subbana, 30 Mad. 324. Kunjan Chetty v. Siddapellai, 27 Mad. 46J.

(4) Ramnarain v. Bisheshar, 10 All. £13. Uamanund tt. Koleshar,

A. W. N. (1878) 217.
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for redemption within a specified time, the son can

disregard it and bring another suit for redemption,

(i) In Oude, it has been held that even a great-

grand-son can bring a fresh suit for cancellation of

an alienation, when his father had already obtained

a decree for cancellation on refund of the purchase

money. (2) These judgments seem to go too far

and calculated to prevent even proper alienation

of property by the father. I f they are correct there

can be no finality of decisions affecting ancestral

property.

The binding character of a decree against

the Kurta both under the Mitakshara and the

Dayabhaga Schools, as regards the interests of

coparceners not made parties, depends not upon

the other members having or not having been made

parties but on the character of the debt being or not

being for the necessities of the family. (3) It has

also been held that a sale in execution of a decree

against the managing member passes the interest

of the rest, if the suit was brought against him

in his representative character for debts incurred

for the family. (4) In the nature of the position of

the Prabku or Swami, which is the word used by the

Rishis to indicate the manager (and not Kurta), a

decree fairly obtained against him ought to bind

the family. A mortgage decree against the manager,

in whose name the property stood, has been held

(r) Sunder Lai v. Chutar Mai, 29 All. I.

(2) Babu Ram v, Choti Lai, 11 I. C. 2916

(3) Kunj Behary v. Kandh Prasad, 6 Cal. L. J. 362. Hari, v. Jairam,

14 Bom. 597. Sakharain v. Deoji, 23 Bom. 572. Dwraka v. Rungshi, 9

C. W. N. 879. Baldes v. Mobarek, 29 Cal. 583,

(4) |Iari Vithol v. Jairam, 14 Bom. 597, overruling 6 Bom. 564

and 11 Bdm. 700. Dwark.i v. Bunghshi, 9 C. W. N. 879.
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to bind another adult member and his sons, who

were not parties to the suit but who were held

to have consented expressly or impliedly to the

conduct of the suit by the managing member, (i)

A manager, even though he be not the father,

can bind the family by a reference of a dispute Right °fth«
* 4

1
,*

r manager to

with an outsider regarding any family property compromise

to arbitration, provided such reference be for the arbitration.

benefit of the family. Minors of the family are

also bound by such reference and award upon

it (2) A bonafidee compromise by the manager

is binding on the family. (3)

A manager has the same power to acknowledge

a debt as to create one. (4) The Madras High Rishtof **
' ' ° manager to

Court have held that such an acknowledgment was acknowledge

valid only for extending the period of limitation (5),

but the manager has no power to revive a barred

claim, without special authority, so as to bind his

coparceners other than his sons.

A manager can also give a discharge within

the meaning of Sec. 7 of the Limitation Act
^

i

e

8C^"Re
er

t0

binding all the minor members and limitation will andHnrfmtkm.

run against all, even when the claim is one for

mesne profits. (6)

(l) Jaddo Knar ». Sheo Sankar, 7 I. C, $02. Offd. 36 All. 383. Ram-
krishna v. Vinayek, 34 Bom. 354,

() Balaji v, Nana, 27 Bom. 287, Jagannath 9. Mannulal, 16 All. 131.

Chinna v. Ganga, 9 Mad. L. J. 34.

(3) T. R. Ganesh v. Tuljaram, 1 1 . C. 380. Sheo'Dular v. Bir Bhosan,

35 I. C. 849.

(4) Ram Charan 9. Gaya, 30 All. 422. Saroda v. Durga, 14 Cal. LJ. 484.

Bhabker Tatya Shet v. Vijalal, 17 Bom. 512 F. B.

(5) Chinnaya v. Gurunatham, 5 Mad. 169 F. B. Kondappa v. Subba,

13 Mad. 189, Gopal 9. Madhumatty, 14 B. L. R. 21. Harihar v. Bhara,

20 1. C. 590.

() Bunwari Lai 9. Daya Sanker, 13 Cal W. N. 81 J*
Harihar ».

Bharat, 6 CL J. 392. Surja 9, Kh'tdahish, 4 All. 312. Vigneswar v, Bapavyat

l6 Mad. 436, Sadulla 9. Bhtnamal, (1882) Pnnj. Rept. 58, 25 Mad. 26, 34
alt * ?
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It has been held in a case under the Daya-

bhaga school, that a discharge by the Kurta will not

have the same effect as a discharge by a manager

under the Mitakshara school, (i) A distinction

was made between the remedies under a joint

contract, in which a discharge by one of the joint

creditors would be sufficient, and the remedies

against wrongdoers, against whom a minor would

not lose his rights, because the adult members did

not sue in time. It is difficult to make a distinction

between a discharge by a Kurta under the Mitak-

shara and of one under the Dayabhaga.

It has been held that an acknowledgment or

Acknowledge- payment of interest by . one coparcener in respect

eopttceder. of a joint debt may extend the period of limitation

against all coparceners both under the Mitakshara

and the Dayabhaga.(2)

Where money is borrowed by a manager on

his personal security for purposes of necessity, it

has been held that his right to contribution arises

when he expends the money and limitation runs

against his claim from that date and not from the

date on which he repays the loan and releases

the security. *(3) The rule is opposed to the deci-

sion in case of Bimola v. Tara Sundaree (14

W. R. 480). It is difficult to see how limitation

can run against the managing member of a joint

family until there is partition and until he is made

to pay more than his share.

(1) Anando Kishore Das v, Anando Kishorc Bose, 14 Cal. 50. *

(a) Savoda v. Durga, 14 Cal. L, J. 484. Krishna v. Bhairab, 32 Cal.

1077. Domilal Sahu v% Rashan Dobey, 33 Cal 1278. See 12 Mad. L. J. 6io,

22 l C. $10. „

(3) AgHore 0. Grish, 20 Cal. 18. Sunkcr Pejrshad v. Gory, 5 Cal.

321. Ratn v. Mndnan, 12 W, F, 194. |
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Under the Dayabhaga school, the powers of

the manager and the position of the coparceners Right* of

. , . r <

r manager and
inter se as to enjoyment of the joint property are copaicenen

not different from what they are under the Mita- ffabh^a

kshara school as long as they are joint, except as

has been mentioned before, (i) But a Bengal

coparcener can consider himself separate any

moment he likes, and can thus sue or be sued by

the other coparceners, without a previous partition.

All Bengal coparceners arc tenants-in-common, and

the ordinary law of co-sharers applies to them in

all matters, and the subject need not be treated in

detail here. (2) A Bengal coparcener, can sell,

mortgage or lease out his share according to his

pleasure, and he can sue or be sued by strangers

in respect of his individual share. (3) But it has

been held, that the debt incurred by a manager for

the purpose of a family trading business under the

B.engal school bound the other members of the

family. (4) Under the Bengal school it has how-

ever been held in a recent case that “ the Kurta

of a joint family has no presumable authority from

the other members of the family to contract a debt

nor is the debt contracted by him presumably for

the benefit of the other members of the family and

that “ the proposition may be true as regards the

sons in a Mitakshara family as to debts contracted

(1) Abhoy Charan v• Peary, 13 W. R, 75 B. Eshanv. Nand

Coomar, 8 W. R 239.

(2) Chukun v. Poran, 9 W. R. 438. Nobin Chunder i>. Mohesh Gran-

der, 12 W. R. 69. Gopeekissen v. Hem Chunder, 13 W. R. 322. Watson v.

RamChand, 17 I. A. no.

(3) Eshan vt Nund Coomar, 8 W. R. 239. Gopeekissen v. Hem

Chunder, 13 W. R, 322. Nundun Coomar v% Lloyd, 22 W. R. 74. Sfalkart

v, Gopal, 20 W. R. 168. Ram Debal v. Mitterjit, 17 W. R. 4*>.

(4) Bemola Dassee v, Mohun Dfcssee, 5 Cal. 792.
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It has been held in a case under the Daya-

bhaga school, that a discharge by the Kurta will not

have the same effect as a discharge by a manager

under the Mitakshara school, (i) A distinction

was made between the remedies under a joint

contract, in which a discharge by one of the joint

creditors would be sufficient, and the remedies

against wrongdoers, against whom a minor would

not lose his rights, because the adult members did

not sue in time. It is difficult to make a distinction

between a discharge by a Kurta under the Mitak-

shara and of one under the Dayabhaga.

It has been held that an acknowledgment or

Acknowledge- payment of interest by . one coparcener in respect

copucener. of a joint debt may extend the period of limitation

against all coparceners both under the Mitakshara

and the Dayabhaga.(2)

Where money is borrowed by a manager on

his personal security for purposes of necessity, it

has been held that his right to contribution arises

when he expends the money and limitation runs

against his claim from that date and not from the

date on which he repays the loan and releases

the security. f
(3) The rule is opposed to the deci-

sion in case of Bimola v. Tara Sundaree (14

W. R. 480). It is difficult to see how limitation

can run against the managing member of a joint

family until there is partition and until he is made

to pay more than his share.

(1) Anando Kishore Das r, Anando Kishore Bose, 14 Cal, 50, ?

(a) Saroda v. Durga, 14 Cal. L.J. 484. Krishna v. Bhairab, 3a Cal.

1077. Domilal Sahu Rashan Dobey, 33 CaL 1278. See 12 Mad. L. J. 6x0,

22 I C. 510.

(3 ) Aghore t\ Grish, 20 Cal, 18. Sunker Pershad v, Corny, 5 Cal.

321, Ram i\ Mudnan, 12 W. K# 194, /
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Under the Dayabhaga school, the powers of

the manager and the position of the coparceners Right* of

. r . . .

r manager and
inter se as to enjoyment of the joint property are coparcener*

not different from what they are under the Mita- Daytbh^

kshara school as long as they are joint, except as

has been mentioned before, (i) But a Bengal

coparcener can consider himself separate any

moment he likes, and can thus sue or be sued by

the other coparceners, without a previous partition.

All Bengal coparceners arc tenants-in-common, and

the ordinary law of co-sharers applies to them in

all matters, and the subject need not be treated in

detail here. (2) A Bengal coparcener, can sell,

mortgage or lease out his share according to his

pleasure, and he can sue or be sued by strangers

in respect of his individual share. (3) But it has

been held, that the debt incurred by a manager for

the purpose of a family trading business under the

Bengal school bound the other members of the

family. (4) Under the Bengal school it has how-

ever been held in a recent case that “ the Kurta

of a joint family has no presumable authority from

the other members of the family to contract a debt

nor is the debt contracted by him presumably for

the benefit of the other members of the family and

that " the proposition may be true as regards the

sons in a Mitakshara family as to debts contracted

(1) Abhoy Charan v. Peary, 13 W. R, 75 F. B. Eshan®. Nand

Coomar, 8W. R 239.

(2) Chukun ®. Poran, 9 W. R. 438. Nobin Chunder ®. Mohesh Chan*

der, 12 W. R. 69. Gopeekissen v. IlemChunder, 13 W. R. 322. Watson v.

RamChand, 17 I. A. 1 10.

(3) Eshan ®, Nund Coomar, 8 W. R. 239. Gopeekissen ®. Hem

Chunder, 13 W. R. 322. Nundon Coomar ®, Lloyd, 22 W. R. 74. Sfalkart

®. Gopal, 20 W. R. 168. Ram Debal v. Mitterjit, 17 W, R. 426.

(4) Bemola Dassee ®. Mohun Dnssee, 5 Cal. 792.
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by the father but not as regards the members of a

family other than the sons.” (i) The question that

seems to have been decided is one of burden of

proof. But when the debt is proved to have been

incurred for the purposes of the joint family, there

is no reason why all the members will not be bound.

A discharge by one coparcener of a debt due

Ditchuge by to the joint family may sometimes bind all. In a
or payment to

•' J *

one coper- recent case in Bombay, it has been held, that even

nouhe
° " where a debt due to one member of a joint family

when^lnding. has been paid by the debtor to another member, the

question whether such payment operates as a

discharge depends on the circumstances under which

it was made, and that when two members managed

the family property for the common benefit and

the bond was given in consideration for a previous

bond in the name of one, the other was bound

by the discharge of the first bond. (2)

In the Punjab it has been held that a payment

to a son would bind a joint family consisting of father

and son. (3) It would appear that in that case it was

found that debts used to be paid sometimes to the

father and sometimes to the son. It is submitted

that to hold that a discharge by a son is good is

opposed to the Smritis, which say that the son has

no independent power while the father is living.

Indeed, if a discharge by a coparcener without the

knowledge and consent of the manager be

considered binding on the family, it would mean

confusion and disruption of the joint family. It

was never intended by the Hindu Lawgivers

(1) Nogendra Chunder Dey v. Amar Chand Kundu, 7 C. W. N. 725.

(2) Gurushantippa 0. Chanmallapt, 24 Bom. 123.

(3) Jahangir v, Ganda Shah, 10 X. G. 838, 69 P. L. R. 1911.
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and is not consistent with the constitution of a

Hindu joint family.

It has been held in Madras that the maker

of a promissory note being a member of an

undivided family, even though he is not the

manager, when he had borrowed for the benefit

of the family, and the transaction had been

assented to by his uncle, the uncle as well as his

sons were liable and could be sued on the note, (i)

It has been recently held in the Punjab thit

when a bond is executed in the name of some

members of the family, they can sue alone. In case

of a contract by the managing member, he alone

can grant receipts but when a bond is in the name

of some members only and the debtor is under

the impression that the contract is with all the

members and has no reason to believe otherwise and

thus bonajidce makes a payment to other members,

such payment may bind the family. (2) (See pp.

423-
4 )

A divided member of a joint family has no

right to recover a debt due to the family on behalf

of the others and if he does so recover, a suit by

another member to recover his share from him is

governed by Art. 62 and not by Art. 127 of the

Limitation Act, except when such member was a

minor under the guardianship of the other. (3)

In the case of a joint Hindu family firm, the

rights and liabilities of the partners cannot

decided by exclusive reference to the Indian

(1) Krishna Ayyar v, Krishnasami Ayyar, 23 Mad. 597.

(2) Kirpal Sing v. Sant Sing, 13 I. C. 305, 71 Punj, Rep. 1911.

(3) Vaidyanatha v. Anjasami, 32 Mad. 191. Arunachalam v. Rama*

samya, 6 Mad. 402.
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Right of suit

of one copar-

cener against

another.

Contract Act but must be considered also with

reference to the general rules of Hindu Law, which

regulate the transaction of united families, (i) In

a joint family partnership the interest of the partners

may be acquired by birth and some of them may

be minors and any one member cannot take part

in the management so as to bind the firm. The

power of representing the firm is limited to the

managing member and sometimes to all the adult

members managing jointly. (2)

It has been held that the managing member

can endorse a Hundi. (3)

Strictly speaking, a Mitakshara coparcener can

never sue another coparcener, his only remedy being

a suit for partition.^) He cannot sue for his share of

the profits.(5) But a suit will lie for an injunction

to restrain waste and improper dealing with joint

property, and it has also been held, that “ the rule

of Hindu Law does not prevent an injunction being

granted in cases of ouster of one member of the

family from an item of family property, even if it be

partnership business.’’ (6) If a co-sharer advances

money on mortgage of the shares of other members,

a suit for redemption will not lie except at the

instance of all. (7) A mortgage of individual

(1) Samalbhai vt Someshar, 5 Bom, 38.

(2) Ram Lai v. Lakhmichand, 1 Bom. H. C. R, App. 51. Sakorbai v,

Maganlal, 25 Bom. 206,
'1 opan Mai v. Menghomal, 10 I. C. 978.

(3) S. N. S. Narayanan v. Kidambara Chidambaram, 12 I. C. 410.

(4) Gobind Chunder v. Ram Coomar, 24 W. R. 393. Ramanuja v,

Virappa, 6 Mad. 90. Phoolbash Koomar v. Lalla Jogeswar, 1 Cal. 226.

( 5 ) Ajodhya v. Mahadeo, 3 Ind. Cas. 9.

(6) Anant Ramrav v, Gopal Balwant, 19 Bom. 269. Ganpat v. Annaji,

23 Bom. 144.

(7) Thillai Chetty v. Ramanatha, 20 Mad. 295.
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interests of some coparceners to another is conclu-

sive evidence of partition according to the Smritis.

But if it be allowed without partition, it is difficult

to see why the mortgagor will not be allowed to

redeem.

There is some conflict of decisions in regard

to the question whether in regard to causes of
,1

. ? . .
When one

action accruing to the entire joint family, if one coparcener

of them is barred all are barred. In regard to a whether the

joint contract on a bond in favour of two brothers bfrreT

governed by the Mitakshara School, the Calcutta

High Court dissenting from an earlier decision held

that in a suit brought by one of the brothers in

time when the other brother is brought in after

the expiry of the period of limitation the entire suit

was barred.(i) The earlier decision mentioned above

was one under the Dayabhaga School in which

it was held that the original plaintiffs were entitled

to a decree, though their co-contractors were bar-

red. (2) The rule laid down in the case of Ram

Sebak was affirmed in a subsequent decision by

three judges. (3) The rule has also been affirmed

by the other High Courts. (4)

The rule in the case of Ramsebuk was held in

later cases inapplicable to a claim for compensation

for distraint on the ground that it was an action for

tort (5) and also to suits against joint mortgages. (6)

(1) Rani Sebak v. Ramlal, 6 Cal. 815.

(2) Baydonath Bag v. Girish Chuuder Roy, 3 Cal. 26.

(3) Ram Dayal v. Junnienjoy, 14 Cal, 791.

(4) Kalidas v. Nathu, 7 Bom. 217. Imamuddin v. Liladhur, 14 All.

524. Ahinsa v. Abdul, 25 Mad. 35. See 69 Punjab R. 1906.

(5 ) Jagdeo &ng v, Padarath Ahir, 25 Cal. 285.

(6) Imam Ali v . Baijnath, 33 Cal, 613. Ram Kinkar v. Akhil, 5 Cal.

L.J. 242 F. B.
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when one

member i* a

minor.
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In a recent case the Calcutta High Court following

certain decisions of other Courts, has held that even

if the managing members brought a suit for rent

without making the other members parties, who

are subsequently added after the expiry of the

period of limitation, the entire suit must be dis-

missed as barred, (1) This decision must now be

considered as overruled by the recent Privy Coun-

cil decision mentioned before. (2)

The correct law according to the Hindu Law-

givers and as recently affirmed by the Privy Coun-

cil, is that the manager alone can sue or be sued

and if the suit by or against him is in time, it is

maintainable though the other coparcr tiers may be

added as parties after the period of limitation. A
suit by or against a coparcener who is not the

managing member cannot be maintainable as a

suit by or against the family and is liable to

dismissal on that ground alone. If the managing

member refuses to enforce the just rights of the

family, ttie only remedy left to the other copar-

ceners is separation and in case of gross and

wilful neglect, they can make the managing mem-

ber liable for his action.

In the above view of the matter, the deter-

mination of the question whether if one of the

coparceners be a minor, limitation under Sec. 7

will not run against the family until he attains

majority because no valid discharge can be given

(1) Mir Sapurah, v Gopi, 7 Cal. L. J. 251. Sec 15 Mad. Ill, 10

Bom. 32, 29 All. 31 1, 28 Bom. 11.

(2) Kissen v. Har, 33 All. 272.
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by one member without the concurrence of the

others becomes immaterial in as much as the manag-
ing member can give a discharge which will bind

the entire family, (i) All the High Courts, except

the Madras, held that where one of the coparceners

is a minor, the entire decree can be executed on

his attaining majority, though the other coparceners

may have been barred. (2) In Madras very

recently, there was a difference of opinion but

it has been held that if the managing member
attained majority three years before suit, the whole

family including the minor members would be

barred. (3) The Calcutta rule is probably still

applicable to divided members of a Hindu family,

who are joint decree-holders. There is also some
difficulty in the case of joint members of a

Dayabhaga family, who are only tenants-in-

common having specific shares in the family

property. Any one of them can sue or be sued

in respect of his share of the property. But as

long as they are joint, it is the Kurta, who alone

can sue or be sued or can give a valid discharge,

even under the Dayabhaga. But the decisions

of our courts have tended to place all Dayabhaga

coparceners in the position of ordinary tenants-in-

common and thus the rulings of the Calcutta High

Court may still apply to a Dayabhaga family.

In a recent case, the Privy Council have held

that a coparcener who was a minor at the time of

(t) 6 Cal. L.
J. 383, l! All. 512, 16 Mad. 436. 34 All. 565, 25 Mad 26.

(a) Surja Kumar Dutt v. Arun, 28 Cal. 465. Sheikh Jamir v.

Srimati, 7 Cal. L. J. 308. Zamir Hassan v. Sundar, 22 All. 199, Bhug-

wanta v. Sukhe. 22 All. 33 Govindaram v, Tatia, 20 Bom. 383, Contra.

Ahinsa r. Abdul, 25 Mad. 26. Seshan v. Rajagopala, 13 Mad. 236. See 28

Mad. 479 (3) Ramnadhan p. Udatta, 18 I. C. 723. Doraisan* *,

Nandisami, 38 Mad* 118.
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Limitation in

cast of dis-

possession.

Suits by

coparceners.

Modern idea

of the rights

of Dayabhaga

coparcener.

Joint family

of dancing

girls and

illegitimate

brothers

dispossession can bring a suit for the recovery of the

entire family property against a trespasser though

the father might be barred and the oth$" brother

was born after the adverse possession had begun.(i)

A family arrangement properly arrived at is

binding on all the members. (2)

We have already seen that a Mitakshara

coparcener can not in strict law sue another

coparcener or even a third party in case of disposses-

sion. It has however, been held in some recent

cases that a copercener can sue to recover possession

against a trespasser let into possession by the

manager. (3) It would however, be necessary to

sue for the entire property and to make all the

coparceners parties.

The Hindus of Bengal, governed by the

Dayabhaga, have practically discarded the old idea

and when joint they are only tenants-in-common who

in all contracts and suits should all be made parties.

A female member cannot take by survivor-

ship. (4) In Madras, however, it was held, that

there could be a joint family consisting of a dancing

girl, her sister and her adopted daughter. (5) In

later cases on the question however, the same

Court has held that there is no justification for

such a position. (6)

It has also been held that among Sudras an

illegitimate son can be a coparcener with his legiti-

mate brothers and can take by survivorship. (7)

(1) Ramkishore v. Jan Narayan, 40 Cal. 966 P, C. (2) Ram Naresh

v, Sadhasaran, 28 I. C. 585. (3) Naranbhai v. Ram Choi, 26 Bom.

141. Ramkishore v. Jainaram, 40 Cal. 966 P. C. (4) Anando. Nownit, 9.

Cal. 315. (5) Chalukonda v. Ratnachalam, 2 Mad. H. C. 56. (6) Visalakshi

v. Dorasungo, 29 I. C. 974. Guddati Reddi v, Ganapati, 71 1. C. 422, 23

Mad. L. J. 493. (7) Jogendra Bhupati v. Nityanand, j8 Cal. 151. Thangum
p. Suppa, 12. Mad. 401,
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1

The Joint Hindu Family.

SECTION I.

sSb g fs4j usHfrra: i

fqnr^i » «

fags hsts ^sst ssfaw: i

ssssufa ss i wrafa s«ira: it

ug fa<f%g fasfa n% ss sq ^tsfas^fa i

waft mfhret ss sfa fasngsifas: n

w®r fssuiwrT srifaT wratt ssrf i t

s ^lg^ri gffa§«i) w «: «gs?fa gfasrjj n

sfasnsrig sra suffara^s wtg i

wrros faws: wnsfassfa shstt 11

q? h? qfopn ?qr<n TjjJranwsn i

wfiss'S?! srens«OT: swsi fa^n: i

wg;, <> x«i, t°s g°s, st«> g°*, m i

(Or) the eldest alone may take the whole paternal estate,

the other shall live under him just as (they lived) under their

father.

As a father (supports) his sons, so let the eldest support

his younger brothers, and let them also in accordance with the

law behave towards their eldest brother as sons.

Whatever property the eldest (son) acquires (by his own

exertion) after the father’s death, a share of that (shall belong)

* Comp, sq %) viTOT fa^qtft Wt fasfa WHS »

ww «rt wittj w ssrg sfasrefag 11

Mahabharata Anushashana, 105 Cb. 16,

t Comp. 'qtfa WUi STSfal WlTU: I

Mahabharata Anusbashana, 105 Ch. 10.

56
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to his younger (brothers), provided they have made a due

progress in learning.

All brothers who habitually commit forbiddiln acts, are

unworthy of (a share of) the property
;
and the eldest shall not

make (anything his) separate property without giving (an equiva-

lent) to his younger brothers.

If all of them, being unlearned, acquire property by their

labour, the division of that shall be equal, (as it is) not property

acquired by the father
; that is a settled rule.

Either let them thus live together, or apart, if (each) desires

(to gain) spiritual merit. Spiritual merit increases when good

works are done separately
;

therefore good works should be

done separately.

Manu, IX. 105, 108, 204, 214, 205, in.

Or the whole (estate may go) to the first-born, (and) he

shall support (the rest) as a father.

Unlearned (coparceners) shall divide (their acquisitions)

equally.

Gautama, XXVIII. 3, 31.

1 1

4

Let them carefully protect the shares of those who are

minors, as well as the increments (thereon).

Granting food, clothes, (and shelter), they shall support

those who are incapable of transacting legal business, (viz.) the

blind, idiots, those immersed in vice, the incurably diseased,
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and so forth
;
those who neglect their duties and occupations

;

but not the outcast, nor his offspring.

Baudhayana, P. II. A. 2, K. 3, S 36-40.

' In grand-paternal property the ownership of the father and

the son is equal.

Vishnu 17-2.

The father is master of the gems, pearls, and corals, and

of all (other movable property)
;
but neither the father nor the

grandfather is so of the immovable property.*

Vishnu cited in the Vivadatandava.

* fqsroftqnu m i

fqg: qw 11

*N*fteiftqr4rq ^ iratir h

fqg: sro ft 1

*r 11

fwmTqqi ip ?it sfara-; ll

»n*i5 qftpj^ 1

qrsrwrj: q i uc
< m,

•This text is cited in the Mitakshara without naming the author. In the

Dayabhaga it is cited as that of Yajnavaikya apparently by mistake, because

it appeared in the Mitakshara. It shows, that the author of the Dayabhaga

had the Mitakshara before him while writing it. As regards Raghunundana

and Srikrishna, who both quote it as of Yajnavaikya, they simply copied

from the Dayabhaga. Apararka attributes the text to Narada,
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The ownership of both father and son is the same in land,

a corody or wealth received from the grand-father.

Whatever else is self-acquired, apart from \nd without

detriment to the parental estate, as a friendly or a nuptial present,

does not belong to the co-heirs.

It is ordained that among brethren, between husband and

wife, between father and son, there cannot be suretyship, the

relationship of debtor and creditor and the giving of evidence

(mutually).

When partition is denied, the fact of it may be ascertained

by the evidence of kinsmen, relatives and witnesses, and by

written proof
;

or by separate possession of house or

field.

Without causing detriment to the family property (everything)

may be given except a wife and son. When a man has

descendants he should not give away the whole of his property

;

nor (should he give away) a thing to one different from him to

whom the promise was made.

Yajnavalkya, II. i2r, 118, 52, 149, 175.

from? 5*f fqm i

*n<rr srw: qrfasft ^ t: ft fas: 11

f f^ ^ q:

fwTfl- vrt?r wm sw* 11

' V V

fwarrwt qsraf f *n: it

HTfiWlW ^ ^ |

fiwwn im*: f 1

11

ftrar tit ret*? 1

ftwwTwqrog 11
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*§§* **ns?Tf»r wnnfcr: w^farar: i

firawT *mregf g* from *fii fn^ar: n

girgrangr m: wHnrfcr: gggrfsR?n: i

ws’fa’fftfm * % ?wf snrgrt it

*n*ti*rf? f^Wt^a^nPi *t i

?tirfov ?rn qsufam nwm g 11

g^«Brfq firt tffrST urg H^rg^pga: fag: i

’WITSatITIW ’SmnJtsfa fa *TWra I

fa »g?r mv airej ii

am: ^ffn rgfasfan liin i^afa ^ i

4

viftmr ^ *»nfat # »z% *r#t ii

*nga*n: fara: g^r gretfas gfare: i

g nft *m sg «ng gwrowj ii

=sTg: ’d?*n?g€KTf^: i

*rra ^t gfamnsgig gtw *fa sjcra li

gwt fag^ fa*u i

^tank^rw ^rr^TOifa ggfag: ii

g4kfa fam ^fangragwgm i

gtfstft Him g?wit g gprai: ii

*3*1*11: tron*?

3

gssgr i

*Hgfa?ft fW*r ^ fats?} #’5tt *rar: ii

?i?t«: $*r?t gn«SnH<w*rcrag ^ i

^sg <fri%fn at? iHraierfagt ggr: ii

^gnftsfa fa gg grfai' grajiguafg *ra: i

^isitf ggfa uTTc^rm^jHi %gg; n

*tg«hfarfa>igig^gmggftfiraT: i

Tmfggftm 1? g gmgni^fa *rar: ii

* qfaftq^ is the reading of Apararka who ascribed the text to Katyayana.

t *fag *11^3 is the reading of Apararka.
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grsNisw f s: Hafirs ft i

g 9RT mf*?tera*WT II

qTfa*ramrftr: irg i

gq^mq qfn n

*WT«ft f? $falT I

^SHW^RTS-T 5sriT5qw qfa jym II

q^w»ll«r ^piftfreffifroH i

w&ft ^taunriim 11

<qni» i uv-**, *»-a* ; *'*> *, *

Or the senior brother shall maintain all (the junior brothers)

like a father, if they wish it, or even the youngest brother, if

able
;
the well-being of a family depends on the ability (of its

head).

One who, being authorized to look after the affairs of the

family, charges himself with the management (of the family

property) shall be supported by his brothers with food, clothing,

and vehicles.

When the fact of a legal partition should be called into

question, the decision of the dispute (which has arisen) among

the sharers shall be founded on (the testimony of) kinsmen, the

written deed recording the division of the estate, and the

separate transaction of business.

Among unseparated brothers, the performance of religious

duties is single. When they have come to a partition, they

have to perform their religious duties each for himself.

Giving, receiving, cattle, food
;

houses, fields, and servants

are separate among divided brothers, and so are cooking, religious

duties, income, and expenditure *

(The acts of) giving evidence, of becoming a surety, of

giving and of taking, may be mutually performed by divided

brothers, but not by unseparated ones.

* I have slightly altered the wording of th tr nsl tion to make the

meaning more clear and correct,
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Those who transact such matters as these publicly with

their co-heirs, should be considered to be separate in affairs, even

though there be no written deed (of the partition).

Those brothers who for ten years continue to live separate

in point of religious duties and business transactions, should

be regarded as separate ;
that is a settled rule.*

When a number of persons, the descendants of one man,

are separate in point of (the performance of) religious duties,

business transactions and working utensils! and do not consult

each other about their dealings.

They are quite at liberty to perform, according to pleasure,

all (such transactions as) gift or sale of their own shares. They

are (in fact) masters of their own wealth.

If a son has transacted any business without authorization

from his father, it is also declared an invalid transaction. A
slave and a son are equal in that respect.

A youth who, though independent, has not yet arrived at

•years of discretion, is not capable of contracting valid debts.

(Real) independence belongs to the eldest son (only)
;

the

(right of) seniority is based on both capacity and age.

Three persons are independent in this world : a king, a

spiritual teacher, and in all castes, a householder in his own

household.

Wives, sons, slaves, and other attendants are dependent.

The head of the famil y who has got property descended from

ancestors, is independent in regard to it.

A child is comparable to an embryo up to his eighth year.

A youth, who has not yet reached the age of sixteen, is called

Poganda (minor).

Afterwards he is no longer a minor, and is independent in

* “ The term * brothers ’ is here used to denote coparceners generally.

Smriti-Chandrika XVI., 14. The Saraswati-Vilasa (§ 812, Foulkes) contests

the correctness of this interpretation. The Nepalese MS. does not give the

paragraph, and it is elsewhere attributed to Vrihaspati.”

S. B. E. Vol. 33, p. 199.

t According to Apararka it means ‘make separate gain or incur separate

loss’. It seems to be the correct meaning.
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case his parents are dead. While they are alive he can never

acquire independence, even though he may have become

old.
'

Of the two (parents), the father has the greater authority,

because the seed is superior (to the womb)
;
on failure of the

begetter, the mother; on failure of the mother, the eldest

son.

All these persons are independent at all times of those who

depend on others. They have authority in regard to punish-

ment, the relinquishment and the sale (of property).

If a boy, or one who is wanting in independence, transacts

any thing, it is declared an invalid transaction by persons

acquainted with the law.

That also which an independent person does, who has lost

control over his actions, is declared an invalid transaction, on

account of his wanting in independence.

Those who are declared to have lost the control over their

actions, who are actuated by love or anger, or tormented (by an

illness) or oppressed by fear or misfortune, or biassed by affec-

tion or hatred.

That is declared a valid transaction which is done by the

senior, or head of a family, if he has not lost the control over

his actions (as mentioned above). That is not valid which has

been transacted by one wanting in independence.

And Anvahita deposit, a Yachita,* a pledge, joint property,

a deposit, a son, a wife, the whole property of one who has

offspring

;

And what has been promised to another man ; these have

been declared by the teachers inalienable by one in the worst

plight even.

What is left (of the property) after the expense of maintain*

* “ Anvahita is a deposit which has been delivered by the depositor to

a third person on condition of its being returned (afterwards to the owner).

Yachita is what has been borrowed for use, especially clothes and ornaments,

which have been borrowed on the occasion of a wedding or other

festival.”
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ing the family has been defrayed, may be given, But by giving

away anything besides, a householder will incur censure.

Narada, XIII. 5, 35-43 ;
I. 30, 32, 34-42

IV. 4, 5 >
6.*

qqrqT^q qrot 1

qqr q|q n

T^HTTSTo^qW. q I

qfqqnrq q $ gr$T, $TOiqT *1 qfTO: t II

fqroq qfqroiT qT qrfq^T: qsrrat tot:

q^rq qiqTqrofqqt^ 11

fTOfTOTOTpl I

The worship of the Manes, Gods, and Brahmans by those

residing (together) and cooking their food (in one house) is

single. But when they divide the property (the worship) takes

place separately in each house.

Those who keep their income, and expenditure and property

distinct, and mutually lend money on interest, and those who

take to trading (separately) are undoubtedly separate.

Co-heirs whether divided in interest or not, have an equal

claim to the immoveable property (of the family) ; a single

parcener has no power to give, mortgage, or sell.-f

Vrihaspati, XXV. 6,91-92.

Iflft q qifroi topt: i

TOPS qiTOqrosqqlqroi 1

^3$ *T fq$$ qf to froq^q 11

* The reading of the first line of Narada v. 13 Ch. 42 ,
in the Vira-

Mitrodaya is ^WPTpqrfq qsjqf fqshWt^qrfq qT I

lt seems to he a more

correct reading than the one appearing in Dr. Jolly’s edition, which I have

been obliged to adopt.

t This text is attributed to Narada in the Deepakalika.

t This text is ascribed to Vyasa in the Dayabhaga and to Narada

in the Vivada Tandava, and to Katyayana in the Apararka. The

reading adopted in the Kalpataru, Dayabhaga, &c., is for 41413?! as

read by other Commentators. Sapinda of course means agnates and it

seems to me that here also means agnates.

57
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m 3T ?RT *T f^m^r II

Whatever is done by a member of the family to whom

wealth is entrusted for lending at interest, agriculture or trade,

whether it be an act of profit, or of loss, of expenditure or of

increase, is valid
;

the Swami or head of the family, should not

question it in his own country, or in a foreign country. Should

even a dependent member enter into a transaction for the

need of the family, the head of the family should not set

it aside. Vrihaspati, cited in the Vira-Mitrodaya.

Even a single individual may conclude a donation,

mortgagee, or sale of immovable property, during a season of

distress, for the sake of the family, and especially for pious

purposes.

A text, cited in Mitakshara without naming the author.

The Vivada Ratnakara cites it as a text of Vrihaspati

and the Vivada Tandava says that it is a text of

Narada.

g i

sf&j’ sg t siTTigtsw n

grog *t gg' M^^T^oTfT i

gg-rti g g«g«gg<figi«wsra: n

qggmqt gfttaggnwft i

fos?} gr^ g gfagg gft fag: 11

fw fragrg gramas gg g i

grfgvl gisfgwmgft gw: gr^ggim u

g gg^jggwwt gigtgggfgfipn: i

ggggsgr: fafg iiT3,ggtggf»§gT:
i

iwT’fi wt 'TOwt ggftgft i
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Stitts? i

*mW' i

frosri^ * sfa* *ffom s: i

?raraf eraatf in^^T «

The- entire property in excess of what is required for the

support of the family, and with the exception of the dwelling

house may be given.

Whether by one in health or diseased, any gift is made

(without delivering) or promised for religious purposes, and if

he dies without giving, that should be given by his son without

doubt.

The dominion over son’s sons and wives is for their

guidance, but the father has no dominion over the son as

regards sale or gift.

The father having his father living is not independent, and

so is younger brother and a brother’s son, who are joint in

property, and likewise a slave and a workman.

The gift, mortgage, and sale of fields, house or slaves, if

made by persons not independent, are invalid, if not approved

(by the father or other head of the family who is indepen-

dent).

These acts are valid in the case of sale or purchase of goods,

if they (the dependent persons) deal with the assent (of the

head of the family).

In the case fields &c. the like result will follow. Brother,

brothers son, or son who has been entrusted with wealth (with

power to deal with it in trade, &c.) is master of such property,

and wh£t is done by him (in respect of it) the head of the

family cannot question.

Katyayana, cited in the Vira-Mitrodaya.*

* The Apararka ascribes the following texts to Katyayana.

wnnin **rarfwn: i

fw«T huiw nf>nF*n: u

fwm JifwniT it wi: i
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^ c «i fsm^Tr i

^^rf^rfwrt th‘ Mra htjj: 8,

When the Swami does not prevent the gift of his own

property by a co-sharer or even a stranger, then the gift is in

effect made by himself. This is ordained by Bhrigu.

Katyayana, cited by Raghunandana.

fore: i

Sacrificial gains, land, written documents, food, water, and

women are indivisible among kinsmen even to the thousand

degree.

Ushana, cited in the Smriti-Chandrika.

SfrfofocT repft sifTg i

frro^iTfre ^ ?r sreratsfo n h

iren^t SPrer: i

wret q foq?r i

Whatever act is done in respect of immovable property

without the consent of the co-heirs, every such act is to be

considered as not done, where even one of the co-heirs does

not consent to it.

Partition does not take place of house, lands, sacrificial

gains, and also of what has been given by a father or a mother

through affection.

Prajapati, cited in the Smriti-Chandrika.

faifat qqmrronfo * i

wnwfa w faffor qfo% sfa i!
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TO*nftPtTcT |

v& gW ^ ^ fora: ii

By the affectionate gift of the father, the clothes and

ornaments are gained ;
immovable property is not gained even

with the father’s indulgence.

No one is master of the inheritance descended from

ancestors, even when there is partition of wealth. It is simply

to be enjoyed
;
there can be no gift or sale of the same.

Vriddha-Yajnavalka, cited

in the Smriti-Chandrika.

Narada according to Apararka.

*1 ^ ^ i

$w. srir faw 11

A single coparcener may not, without the consent of the rest,

make a sale or gift of the whole immovable estate, nor of what

is common to the family

Vyasa, cited in the Dayabhaga, Ch. 1 1 v. 27

^ fora: 1

St wm SIctwrit* t ^ to 1

5f fora*f 11*

Though immovables aud bipeds have been acquiied by a

man himself, a gift or sale of them should not be made, without

convening all the sons. They who are born and they

The Dayabhaga reads 3fojftq; forfign: for if H * fa?ra*f I
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who are yet unbegotten, and they who are still in the womb,

require tho means of support ;
no gift or ^le should, therefore,

be made*

A text cited in the Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga without

naming the author. According to Vira*Mitrodaya it

is a text of Vyasa.

tft

i

* srarTH fiml

X

w fii<wwW inqttfcfcrt

ft? i*

(Or) if they choose let them live together (because) being

united they may become more prosperous.

If the father be incapable, let the eldest manage the affairs

of the family
;
or with his consent, a younger brother conversant

with business. But partition does not take place if the father

be not desirous of it. When he is old, or his mental faculties

are impaired, or he is afflicted with a lasting disease, let the

eldest, like a father, protect the goods of the rest
;

for (the

support of) the family depends on the heritage. They are not

independent, while they have their father living, or while the

mother is with them.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Ratnakara.

f
• wW ftwramt II

Those that live in the same mess, have one worship, and

one fire likewise in their home. Separated (coparceners) have

got (separate worship and fire) in each house.

A text of Shakala, cited in the Mayukha

* The last portion is attributed to Sankha in the Apararka.
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wnfm wrt %mT«TTirfti to

*rsn»f II

^ftvran fwmrs witwr fesrrcra: i

to* w* wta*n<T ht* f^| H

mftan'wf ^n^rsrnspra^RTj i

Even of the separated coparceners living in the same mess,

the managing member should perform the four Yajnas, begin-

ning with the reciting of the Vedas. When twice born persons

have separate mess, whether they are unseparated or separate

they should perform the Yajnas separately every day before

breakfast.

Aswalayana, cited in the Madana Parijata.

i*

Land passes by six formalities
; by consent of one’s co-

villagers, of kinsmen, of neighbours, and of heirs and by gift of

gold and water.

A text cited in the Mitakshara without naming the

author. It is a text of Vyasa, according to

Jagannath.

* says the Vivada Tandava.



SECTION II.

Alienation of joint family property and debts

of the family.

Ancient law

on the

subject.

The question of the alienability of joint family

property has been, to some extent, discussed in the

last section. This question and the question of

the liability of the family for debts contracted by

its members are of great difficulty, and require fuller

treatment. The most important question on the

matter of debts that requires determination is the

liability of sons and other members of a joint family

to pay the debts of the father or of other co-

parceners. A cursory reading of the texts will

show that there is no ambiguity in the Smritis on

the matter and that their rules are clear. The great

conflict of decisions of the Indian Courts and the

Privy Cpuncil is owing to the want of information

and of proper apprehension of the Hindu Law on

the subject. Most of the texts on alienation are col-

lected in the last section. The rest and the texts

on debts are to be found in this section. The law

as found in the Smritis seems to be as folbws.

No mortgage, sale or gift of immovable

ancestral property can be made by any single

member of a family, whether joint or separate

without the assent of the rest. This was a custom

common to all the ancient Aryan nations. This was

the good old rule when people were simple in their

habits, and by law immovable property was made

inalienable, because members of the family “born as

well as those yet unborn required maintenance/’But
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that rule was found inapplicable in modern com-

mercial times. It does not apply according to the

commentators to the case of separated members of

a family. In the case of a joint family, a text

supposed by some to be of Vrihaspati, is cited by

the commentators to the effect that the managing

member or any member of a family can make a

mortgage, sale, or gift of joint immovable property
)

during a time of distress, for the support of the

family (which would include the preservation of the

family property) and for religious purposes. The

Mitakshara has interpreted religious purposes men-

tioned in the text, to mean indispensable duties like

the Sraddha of the father. According to all the

lawgivers a sale, gift or mortgage of joint immov-

able property is bad, except with the assent of the

family, but even a dependent member may incur

debts binding on the family for certain purposes

of urgent necessity. It follows, therefere, that for

purposes (which are enumerated below) for which

debts by one member, without the assent of the

others, are binding on the family, a sale or mort-

gage of land may be made. As regards gifts, the

text mentioned above is the only authority for the

position, that a gift for religious purposes, by one

member, of joint family lands is good. We do

not find in the Manu and the other Smritis any

such rule.

The son, grandson and great-grandson by their

birth take upon themselves the worldly and spiritual ™*on

debts of their three ancestors. They are all injj”J~"
n

reality the same person in different bodies according the death of

to Hindu ideas. This liability was afterwards
th*

*

ncest0,,•

limited by a special rule of limitation that the

58
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habitity could not extend beyond tjie grandson.

This liability of sons to pay the debts of the father

was a legal liability according to the ancient laws

of all the Aryan nations. In India, the old law

found expression in the very peculiar way men-

tioned in the Chapter on the Principles of In-

heritance. This liability existed, even if the son

did not inherit any property at all.

When there is ancestral joint property, the

lability liability of the sons is a legal one, and not only
[hethermOTai

moraj (jebt of the father is a charge on the

property. “Before division, the debts of the father

must be paid” is the clear and unambiguous rule of

law. The.rule is subject to the exception that the

debts incurred ‘‘for suretyship, for spirituous liquor,

for the gratification of lust, or in gambling, for idle

gifts, for promises made under the influence of love

or wrath, for a fine or toll” need not and should not

be paid by the sons. The exemption applies only

in the case of a surety for appearance. The son

of a man who stood surety for the payment of a

debt was liable to pay it.

The debt contracted by the paternal uncle,

Zo-patcener.a eldest brother, or mother, (i.e., the managing mem-

bers of the family) for the benefit of the household

must be paid by all.

Debts not contracted by the managing

members need not be paid, but debts contracted

by the wife, son, younger brother, or any other

dependent member of the family, for the support

of the family in times of distress, or for the marri--

age of daughters, or funeral or Sraddha expenses,

is binding on the family, and should be paid by

its managing member.
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A debt contracted by one of the copar-

ceners carrying on money-lending, agricultural

or commercial business for and with the assent of

the family, is binding on it.

The father or the eldest brother who is Swami Kurta alone

of the family is alone independent, who has the
or he

right to sue and to be sued, the others being only

dependent members having no such rights.

Now let us go to the Commentators. The

Mitakshara makes a distinction between movable Miiakshara

and immovable property, and says on the matter 0f onlhe5ubicc1,

alienation :
—

“ Therefore it is a settled point that

property in the paternal or grand-paternal estate is

by birth (although) the father has independent

power in the disposal of effects, other than immov-

ables, for indispensable acts of duty, and for pur-

poses prescribed by texts of law, as gifts through

affection, support of the family relief from distress,

and so forth, but he is subject to the control of

his sons and the rest, in regard to the immovable

estate, whether acquired by himself or inherited from

his father or other predecessor. An exception to it

follows :
“ Even a single individual may conclude a

donation, mortgage, or sale of immovable property

during a season of distress, for the sake of the

family, and specially for pious purposes.” The

meaning of that text is this : while the sons and

grandsons are minors, and incapable of giving their

consent to a gift and the like
; or while brothers

are so, and continue unseparted
;
even one person

who is capable may conclude a gift, hypothecation,

or sale of immovable property, if a calamity affect-

ing the whole family require it, or the support of

the family render it necessary, or indispensable
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duties, such as the obsequies of the father or the

like, make it unavoidable.” It then goes on to say,

that separated coparceners may alienate immovable

property, the consent of kinsmen spoken by Vrihas-

pati being necessary for avoiding disputes. On the

question of debts the Mitakshara lays down, that

whoever inherits tlie property of a man is liable for

his debts in the first instances, but “a son and a

grandson should be made to pay the debts of the

father even when they take no property,” but not

when the property is taken by another. “The
great-grandson of a man, without a son or a

grandson, can be made liable only when he takes

ancestral property.” As regards father’s debts

they should be paid with interest, but the grand-

father’s debts need not be paid with interest.”

But during minority nobody can be made to pay

debts, even if they be, of the father. Nor should

debts incurred for spirituous liquor, lust of women,

in gambling, or a fine be paid by the son.*

The Vira-Mitrodaya and the Mayukha agree

with the Mitakshara. The Mayukha has clearly

* n*t*T**t *f* far* **fa 5*t *r* i

*t**t *?w s**t*t * fat****WT5isf* ^rwrfaiwn i

si* 5*1 fair **Tf5 5*5 51* f* 4t** 55*4

*15*5 * ?f*ftf5 ftWt 5*aj:
I

*5i*ii* *n *5** *wai5 *4 *5i**f*»* **-

**»4faf**^ 3*T*T*'f5*f*5*Tf*Wt Hffl*l5«i I

S* I** f*5i *3 I *5*15*41^5 ** *fa5 fas*

f*f5 *15*51 *58* fait *4 3*Tf*: *tf*F*Tfa5t * **T* I tf*
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laid down, that the father has the power of use,

but no power of alienation in ancestral movables.

The Smiriti-Chandrika says, that alienation of

ancestral immovable property, except for the

support of the family and indispensable duties Chandriiu on

is invalid, and further says, that the ownership of
he SMb̂ ‘

the son is co-equal with that of the father in

ancestral movables. As to the liability of debts

while laying down the same .rules as the Mita-

kshara, it adopts the modern view, that sons are

not liable if they do not take the father’s property,

and hence sons joint with the father may be

liable, but if they are separate they are not liable

for debts incurred by the father after separation.*

We next come to the Dayabhaga. It has

laid down, that every member of a joint family

has the right to dispose of his share of even immov-

able property. It says, that the prohibition of the

Smritis is only a moral obligation, a fair., but if the

sale is completed, it is not invalid, for a fact cannot

be altered1 by a hundred texts,

1 The late Dr. Siromani impugned the doctrine

of Factum Valet as not justified by what Gimuta-

vahana had said. According to him the correct

meaning of the passage is, that the character of

a thing cannot be altered by a hundred texts.

That is no doubt the correct meaning. But upon

that patent fact Gimutavahana based his argu-

ment that an alienation when actually made,

* fw s* 3m: a* <wf fawner ftrai

apt fri irftf fwarat ftwra: fire?snia«i-

fonnwi nfl firaft 3^
$ret: 1 tfii 'qftraf’swrat i
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Law accord-

ing to the

decisions.

though it is immoral, cannot be invalidated. The

doctrine of Factum Valet
,

as pointed out by Dr.

Siromani has undoubtedly no place in Hindu

law ; but Cimutavahana’s position can only be

explained by it. The Smritis say that the alienation

of immovable property by a joint coparcener is

not only morally wrong but is wholly invalid and

“is as if not done.” The texts were overlooked by

Cimutavahana and his method of interpretation

calling the obligation as only moral, or a bidhi, is,

unknown to other commentators and is only the

refinement of a Naiyayika. Raghunandana while

following Gimutavahana further cites a text of

Katyayana and says that when there is no objection

by the co-heirs, “ a gift becomes valid by reason of

the absence of dissent.” We next go to the present

law of the country as settled by the decisions of

our courts.

The question of the validity of an alienation

by a member of a Joint Mitakshara family has been

found to be one of great difficulty by our courts.

Upon the ideas of ownership and survivorship as

recognised by our courts, strictly speaking, there

can be no valid alienation by a member of a joint

family according to his own pleasure. A Full

Bench of the Calcutta High Court, in the case

of Sadabart Prosad Sahoo, made the following

observations : “According to the law of England,

if there be two joint tenants, a severance is effected

by one of them conveying his share to a stranger,

as well as by partition, but joint tenants under

the English law are in a very different position

from members of a joint Hindu family under

the Mitakshara law. The shares to which the
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members of a joint family would be entitled on

partition are constantly varying by births, deaths, ^enS
marriages, etc., and the principle of the Mitakshara ^consent

law seems to be, that no sharer, before partition, can,
“f t

n

h

e

e

c3y

without the assent of all the co-sharers, determine

the joint character of the property by conveying

away his share." The alienation of the immovable

property of a family is indeed prohibited by the

Shastras, but not on the ground mentioned above.

However that may be, the High Courts of Calcutta

and Allahabad and the Chief Court of Lahore

have, in strict accordance with the above principles,

laid down, that voluntary alienations by sale, mort-

gage, or gift or devise by way to testamentary

disposition, of joint property by a member of a

joint family, except with the consent of all the

coparceners, in Behar, Orissa, Mithila, the N. W.

Provinces, Oude and the Punjab are wholly invalid,

except when they are made by the father or the

manager, under circumstances mentioned below. (1)

The Privy Council have held that a father

joint with his sons cannot devise by will ancestral

property with accretions by subsequent acquisitions

(2). But it cannot be doubted that a father or any

other has absolute right of disposal in selfacquired

property when he does not mix it with the family

(1) Januk Kishore v. Roghu, S. D. A. of 1861, p. 213. Sadabart

Prosad Sahoo v. Foolbash Koer, 12 W. R. F. R. 1. Hanuman v. Baboo

Kishen, 1 5 W. R. 6 F. B. Mahabir Prosad v. Ramayud, 20 W. R. 192.

Chamach v. Ramprosad, 2 All. 267. Rarnanund v. Govind, 5 All. 384.

Modhu v. Meharban, 18 Cal. 157. P. C. 17. I. A. 194. Balgobind Das v.

Narain Lai, 20 1 . A. 116. 15 All. 339. Peari Lai v, Ram Chind, 11 I. C.

443 (Punjab). Kali Sunker v. Nawab, 30 All. 507. Lai Bahadoor v.

Kanhya, 29 All. 244 P. C.

(2) Lai Bahadoor v. Kanhya Lai, 29 All. 244. P, C,
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property. (1) It has been hdid that a devise by

will, when the father was joint, though bad at the

time, may be effectual, if before his death there is

partition. (2)

In Madras and Bombay, it has been held that

an alienation for a consideration by an undivided

coparcener is valid, but a gift inter-vivos or by a

testamentary disposition is invalid and cannot

defeat the rights of the other coparceners. (3) In

a recent case, the Madras High Court have held

that a gift ®r testamentary devise is wholly void

and a suit for its cancellation is not necessary

and if a suit were brought for possession it would

not be governed by Art. 91 of the Limitation

Act (4).

It has also been held in Madras that a

gift of ancestral property to an indigent married

daughter or a son-in-law is void as against an

undivided son. (5) A Hindu certainly can make

gifts as are usual and in accordance with Hindu

custom, such as gifts of ornaments to daughters

at the time of marriage, but it has been held that

a deathbed gift to benefit any body, even a

daughter, in anticipation of marriage is bad. (6)

(1) Sohan Lai v. Labhuram, 150 Punj, R. 1907.

(2) Sohan Lai. Labhuram 150 Punj R. 1907.

(3) Gurulingapa v. Nandapa, 21 Bomb. 802. Rangasami v. Krish-

nayyar, 14 Mad. 418, F. B. Viraswamy v. Ayaswamy, 1. Mad. H. C. 471.

Baba v. Timma, 7 Mad. 357, F. B. Paunswami v, Thatta, 9 Mad. 273.

Rama v. Venkata, 11 Mad. 246. Lakshman v. Ram Chandra, 5 Bom. 61,

P. C. Viraya v. Hanumanta, 14 Mad. 457. Vasudeva v. Vencatish, 10

Bom. II. C. 139. In the matter of Desu Manavula 33 Mad. 93.

(4) Kumarsami v. Nanjappa, 13 Mad. L. J. 21.

(5) Nataraja v, Vencatachella 12 Mad. L. J. 23

(6) Bachoo v. Kushal Das, 4 Bom. L. R. 883.

See 18 Bom. 177, 2 All. 635, 3 Bom. II. C. 66, 12 Bom. II, C. 22$.
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But there is no reason why a gift in anticipation

of marriage cannot be made. It has been held

in a recent case in Madras that the father can
make a gift for the marriage portion of his

daughter and after his death, his son also can
make good any deficiency in respect of the

marriage portion of a sister married before, out

of the family property. (1) A gift by the father of

a small portion of the joint ancestral immovable
or movable property to his wife and daughter
was in some cases held to be wholly void. (2) But
in recent cases it has been held in Madras that

there is a moral obligation on a Hindu father to

make a gift to a daughter on her marriage for her

maintenance and a gift to a daughter or to the

daughter of a coparcener or to a son-in-law or

to a sister (3) of immovable property of a

reasonable amount is valid, (4) even if made
after their marriage. (5) The reason given is

unanswerable. It is, that the gift, it empeached
in his life-time, could have been made good by
a coparcener by enforcing a partition (39 Mad.

587). An alienation of a small portion of

ancestral lands to provide for the maintenance
of a mother and the marriage expenses of step-

sister are valid. (6) Among Kalon Jats in the

Punjab, a gift by a sonless man to a sonless

widowed daughter was held to be good. (7)

In Calcutta, it has been held that a brother

can make a gift on the occasion of the

(1) Kudutamma v. Narasinha, 17 Mad. L. J. 528.

(2) Rayakkal v. Sufcibana, 16 Mad 84. Baba v. Timma, 7 Mad.
857. Chinuaya v. Collector, 8 I. C. 391. Kamakali v Chakrapani, 30
Mad. 452. (31 Kudutamma v. Narasinha, 17 Mad L. J. 528.

(4) Narayana v. Annavi, 39 Mad. 587. Pugala v. Vittorj 11 Mad.
L. J. 103, 13 I. C. 475. In re Subba Naicker, 30 I. C. 781. Ramasami
v. Vengudisami, 22 Mad. 113. T. R Sundaram v. Krishnasami, 28
I. C. 992. (5) Annavilla Sundaramayya v. Cherlu Sitamwa, 35 Mad. 628.

(6) Seeni Ammal v. Angamuthy, 13 I. C. 802.

(7) Hamam Sing v. Luchman Sing, 10 Pun. R. 1911, 10 I. C. 857.
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\

Dwiragaman of his sister, (i) In Bombay a

very rational rule has been adopted. It was

held by the late Mr. Justice Ranade, that the

gift of Rs. 2,000 out of an estate consisting of

ancestral movable property worth Rs. 23,000,

out of affection to a widowed daughter-in-law

was good. (2) The Privy Council have recent-

ly held that a gift of Rs. 20,000 to a daughter

by the head of a Mitakshara family when it is

out of income is good. (3) It seems therefore

clear that the head of a joint famity can, out

of the income of the property and if that

is insufficient, by alienating a small portion

of the property, provide for the marriage

expenses or customary expenses incidental to

marriage and reasonable dowries, without

partiality, to all the daughters of the family.

The manager or even a junior coparcener

can make a gift of a reasonable portion of the

ancestral movable or immovable property to a
daughter absolutely for her maintenance. He
can also make a gift of a small portion of the

ancestral property to any widow of a deceased

coparcener or to a widowed daughter-in-law

for her maintenance.

In certain cases it has been held that an
alienation by the father of a small portion of

the ancestral immovable property, such as

provision of a permanent shrine for a
family idol, “ pious and reverential gifts to

Brahmanas as Brahmuttra Krishnarpana ”

and “ gifts from affection towards Vishnu
and other divinities is valid.” (4) These

(1) Charaman v. Gopi, 37 Cal, 1. (2) Hanmantapa v. Jevabai,
34 Bom. S47 (3) Bechoo v. Mankorebai, 31 Bom. 373 P. C.

(4) Raghunath Prasad v. Gobind Prasad, 8 All. 76. Gopal Chand
Pande v. Babu Kunwar Sing, S. D. A. L. P. 1843. Vol, 5. p. 24. See
Muddun Gopal v. Rambqksh, 6 W. R. 71.

r 1
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decisions were cited with approval by the late

Mr. Justice Ranade in Bombay, (i) The
Madras High Court has held that a gift

for a temple was wholly void, though a gift

to the family idol might be supported on the

ground that it might be considered as made
for family purposes. (2) A father’s power

to dispose of the income is unlimited, especially

for charitable and religious, purposes, and he

can also make gifts of small pieces of land,

when they are customary as on occasions of

Sraddhas or for the maintenance of daughters,

daughters-in-law, wife, mother or step-mother

or of the family idols or family priests.

A coparcener may make a gift intervivos for

justifiable cause, but he cannot do so by will. (3)

• A gift by a father on his own behalf and on

behalf of his minor son is not void but only

voidable, as the Kurta of a family can make a

gift with the consent of other coparceners and

strangers cannot question such a transaction. (4)

Any coparcener, who was born or adopted

in the family at the time of the completion of

an unjustified alienation by another coparcener,

may bring a suit to set aside the alienation

which is invalid within 12 years from the

time when the alienee took possession but not

one born or adopted subsequently. (5) A
coparcener born subsequent to the alienation

(1) Hanmantapa v. Jevabai, 24 Bom. 547. (2) 11 Mad. L. ). 310.

(3) Parvatibai v. Bhagwant, 39 Bom. 593.

(4) Sheo Ghulam v. Badri Narayun, 19 1 . C 560. See however

Mr. Sarwarjan v. Fakhuruddin, 39 Cal. 232 P. C Mohon Bibee v.

Dharmodas, 30 Cal. 539 P. C.

(5) Rajaram Tewary Luchmuni 8 W. R. 15. Bunwari Lai f.

Daya Sunker, 13 C. W. N. 822. Girdhareelal v. Kantolal, 1 1 . A. 321.

Bhola v. Kartic, 34 Cal. 872. Kumarsami v, Nangappa, 13 Mad. L,
J.

ai«

Narain Das v, Hardyal, 35 All. 571.

Who can set

aside an un-

justified alie-

nation and

limitation for

such action.
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has been held entitled to s'st it aside, if made

without the consent of other coparceners

existing at the time, (1) even if they all

subsequently assent after his birth. (2) The

Allahabad High Court however have laid down

a consistent rule that a subsequently born son

or other coparcener can in no case question

an alienation made before his birth. (3) When
a son did not contest an alienation by the father

within time and was barred, his son subse-

quently born has been held to be barred. 14)

Even a purchaser, whose purchase, though

subsequent, is valid, can question a previous

invalid alienation. (5)

Under the Benares School, an unjustifiable

sale can be set aside only in its entirety and

the alienee can get only a personal decree for

money against the coparceners who made it.

When it was found that the proceeds of the sale

or part of them went to the common fund, a

coparcener could set aside the alienation only on

payment of the whole of the consideration of

which the family had the benefit. (6)

In Bombay and Madras, the shares of the

coparceners, who made an unjustifiable

alienation for consideration, have been held to

be bound by it. When part of the considera-

tion was for necessary purposes, a son or other

coparcener can recover his share on payment

(1) Hurodat v. Beer Narain, n W. R. 480. See 13 C. W. N. 822.

(2) Hazarimul v. Abani, 17 C. W, N. 280. Ponnambala v.

Sundarappayar, 20 Mad. 354.

(3) Chatto Lai v. Kattu, 33 All. 283. Soundarajan v. Saravana,

30 Mad. L
J. 592, 34 I. C. 799. See however Tulsi Ram v Babu Lai,

33 All. 654 (4) Luchmi Narain v. Kishen Kishore, 38 All. 126.

(5) Brijbashi v . Gopal, 2 All. W. N. 11908; 200. Muhammad
Muthammel v. Methu Lai, 33 All. 783 F. B.

(6) Himmat v. Bhawani, 30 All. 352. Sudarsana v. Narasimhalu,
Mad. 147. Husmut Rai v, Sundar, 11 Cal. 396.
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of the part of the consideration proportionate

to his share, (i) though the purchaser can

recover the balance by another suit against the

sons, if the consideration was not for immoral

or illegal purposes. (2)

In the Courts have recently introduced a
Equitab|eru)e

rule of equity which will go a great way in that alienee is

shaking the old rigid rule of absolute inalien- money intro-

ability of Mitakshara joint family property,

In suits for setting aside alienations the

Courts have on principles of equity made a

decree for partition declaring the share of

the alienor as separated and ordered the

recovery of such share conditional on the

payment of the purchase money to the alienee

as the only person who would otherwise benefit

by it would be the alienor who has no rights

whatsoever against the alienee. (3) The Privy

Council recently held that a gift by a father

to an absolute stranger may be set aside but

the ‘ person claiming under the gift may insist

in such suit that he stands on the shoes of

the father and may claim the share which would

come to him on partition,’ (4) The equitable

claim of the alienee would be extinguished by

the death of the alienor before suit (5) but not

when he died after the decree even when there

is an appeal. It has been held that such a suit

by a son abated on his death before decree as his

interest passed by survivorship to his father. (6)

The Oude Chief Court has held that where

(1) Vadiavalam x>. Natasam, 37 Mad. 435. Contra Marappa v.

Rangasami, 23 Mad. 87. (2) Raman v Satha, 31 Mad L
J. 502.

(3) Bunwarilal v. Sunker Misser, 13 C W. N. 815. Mahabir Pershad

©. Ramyad Sing, 20 W R. 192. Jamuna v. Ganga, 19 Cal. 401. Madho
Parshad v. Meherban, 18 Cal. 157 C.

(4) Ramkishore v, Kedar Nath v. Jainarayan, 40 Cal 966.

(5) 13 C. W. N. 824. Iswardhari v. Narat>ing, 1 I. C. 899,

(fi)
Padar Nath Sing v. Raja Ram, 4. All 235.
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the father sells ancestral property partly for

an antecedent debt, the sons can only recover

their own shares on payment of the proportion-

ate share of the entire purchase money, (x)

The equities arising when there is partial

necessity and as to rights to mesne profits

or to be disimbursed for improvements are

dealt with at pp. 260-261 in case of alienations

by the widow.

A Hindu under the Mitakshara has full

power of disposition over his self-acquired or

separate improvable and movable property. (2)

It is settled law in all the Presidencies

that an attachment in execution of a decree

has the effect of the separation of shares,

and a sale in execution passes the interests of

an undivided coparcener under all the Schools,

just as if it were his separate property, and his

death subsequent to the attachment does not

affect the right of the creditor. (3) In Alla-

habad (4) it has been doubted whether after the

passing of the Transfer of Property Act, this

well established rule, which had been given

effect to even by that Court for 30 years after

the passing of that Act (5), was still applicable.

In Calcutta an attachment before judg-

ment has been held to have the same effect as

one after judgment. (6) But in Bombay the

contrary has been held, when the defendant

died before decree (7)

(1) Sheopal Sing 9. Basant Singh, 12 Oud. C. 248. (2)Rao Bulwant

v, Rani Kishori, 25 I A, 54. Babu Beer Pertap v. Moharaja, 12 Moor 1.

(3) Mudun Thakoor 9. Kanto Lai, 1 1 . A. 321. Dindyal v. Jugdip Narayan,

3 Cal. 198 P. C. Hurdeo Narayun v. Ruder Perkash, 10 Cal. 626 P. C.

Suraj Bunsi v. Sheo Prosad, 5 Cal 148 P. C. Thadi Ramarmerthi 9.

Moola Kamea, 24 I. C. 667, Bailur Krishna 9. Lakshmana, 4 Mad. 302.

(4) Ali Ahmod 9. Sohan Lai, 12 All. L. J 613, 24 I. C. 6. (5) Bakhtawor

Sing 9. Brij Mohan Lai, 3 All. L. J. 127. (6) Ganu Sing 9. Jangila), 26

Cal. 534 (7) Subrao 9. .Mahadeve, 15 Bom, L. R.848 31

1

. C. 33

<

5,

m 17 Mad. 1441 30 Mad. 413. 3a Mad, 429.
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111 Bombay it has been held that the son’s interest in

ancestral property may be attached in execution of a

personal decree against him and after such attach-

ment an alienation by the father for his own debt

is invalid, (i) It is however difficult to reconcile this

extension of the son's rights with the rule of Manu

that
‘‘
a wife, a son, and a slave, these three are

declared to have no property.
’’

Under the Bengal school, as we have already^g
r̂ nerhas

seen in the last Section, he has full power over full power of

, i i r disposal.

both ancestral and self-acquired property.

As regards moveables, it has been held in

Bombay, that in ancestral moveables sons have

equal ownership with the father, and that under the

Mayukha law, the father has not the power of

giving or otherwise alienating them.” (2) But in

an earlier case it was held, that under the Mitak-

shara, the father had absolute power over move- r°wcr "ver

ables. (3) This last case was, however, dissented under Mita-

. . , . . / \ 1 • ,
lesharaand

from in a subsequent decision, (4) which was Mayuksha.

confirmed by the Privy Council without any dis-

cussion of the particular question. In a later case

the Bombay High Court has held that the father’s

power over moveables was greater than over

immoveable property as he had power of alienation

over the former for “ indispensable acts of duty

and for purposes prescribed by law, such as gifts

through affection, support of the family, release

(1) Subraya v. Nagappa, 33 Bom. 264. Contra Bhagirathi v, Sheobhik,

20 All. 325.

(2) Jugmohan Dis v. Sir Mangal Das, 10 Bom. at p. 548.

(3) Ram Chandra Dada Naik v, Dada Mahades Naik, 1 Bom. H. C.

App. 76.

(4) Lakshman Dada Naik v. Ram Chandra Dada Naik, 1 Bom. 561,

aff. 7 I. A. 181.
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from distress and so forth.” (i) In Allahabad, the

question was raised, but the judges refused to

decide it. (2) In the latest case on the question

the Allahabad High Court has held that there is

no distinction between moveables and immoveables

excepting that in respect of the former the father

has the power to make a gift out of affection or

to alienate for the purposes of the family but when

the gift is to one son out of vindictive motives

in order to disinherit another, such a gift is not

binding on the latter. (3) In Bengal, in an early

case, it was expressly decided that the father has

absolute power over moveables under the Mitak-

shara, (4) but it was explained, and to some extent

dissented from in subsequent cases. (5) Sir Barnes

Peacock after discussing in full, the question of

son’s right in ancestral property said, there was no

distinction between moveables and immoveables

except under certain circumstances, and that was

the view adopted in other cases also. (6)

We have already seen that according to Vishnu

and Vriddha Yajnaval ka, the father has absolute

power over moveables. The distinction between

a gift out of affection for one and out of dislike for

another is too nice to be given affect to as a legal

principle. The old Lawgivers made no such

distinction. It is practically impossible to curtail

the power of the father over the income of the

(1) Hanumantapa v. Jivabai, 24 Bom. 554.

(2) Kali Prashad v. Ram Charan, 1 All. 159 F. B.

(3) Nandram v, Mangal Sen, 31 All. 357.

(4) Sudanunda v. Bonomali, I Marsh 320.

(5) Sadanund v. Soorjoo Monee, 1 1 W. R. 436*

(6) Raja Ram v. Luchman Prosad, 8 W. R. 15 F. B. Laljit v. Raj

Coomar, 12 B. L. ft. 373.
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property and money and other moveable property,

except by making him liable to an account to the

sons, for the only other alternative is prevention

by the actual application of force. Now it will be

a travesty of Hindu Law to make the father

accountable to the s ons. Though some of the

commentators have laid down that there can be

partition of ancestral propert y at the instance of

the son, none of them have gone so far as to

question his power over the income as long as the

family is joint or to make him accountable to the

sons. To hold that would be to strike at the root

of filial obedience which is the guiding principle

of the domestic life not only of Hindus but of all

Asiatic races. As I have shown before the principle

of right by birth is the logical outcome of the old

custom among all Aryan nations according to which

land was inalienable and belonged to the family.

That has been forgotten and the result has been

one that would have seemed very strange to the

old Hindu Lawgivers.

The above observations apply only to aliena-

tions without necessity. Alienations for necessity Alienations for

or for the purposes of the family by the managing “Sibling,

member or any other member of the family are

governed by different considerations, (i) For

urgent necessity of the family and sometimes when

it is clearly for the benefit of the faimly, the mana-

ging member can alienate family property. Even

a junior member of the family is justified in doing

so when the necessity is very great and pressing.

The contingency can only arise when the managing

(i) Chandra Deo v. Harpal, 9 I. C. 293.

60
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member is absent, or incapable, or fraudulently

inclined. In all these cases, an alienation by a

junior member is valid according to the texts and

the spirit of Hindu law.

The word legal necessity has been variously
What isneces- defined by text-writers and judges. Support of the

family, Sraddha of coparceners and their wives,

marriage of sons and daughters of coparceners,

protection of the family property, alleviation of

the distress of coparceners from sickness or from

creditors for proper debts or on account of prosec-

tions are necessary objects for which the Kurta may
dispose of the income of the family property, (i)

But legal necessity entitling the manager to create

a charge upon or to alienate the family property

is a different thing. An alienation can be justified

only on the ground that some of the necessities

of the family mentioned above cannot otherwise

be met.

A mortgage for raising money to defend a

Mortgage for
member a joint family against a criminal charge

^”^6* has been held to be binding on the family.
(
2
)

It has been held in recent cases that a

Hindu father or manager is competent to sell

Powe of

°r m0rt^e j°'nt fam'ly lands for the pur-

suing for ac. pose of purchasing other lands, if the sale does

^’not injuriously affect the interests of the other

members and is a proper and reasonable act in the

interests of the family though there may be no

(1) Devulapalli v. Polavarapa, 8. I. C. 195,

(2) Beniram v. Man Sing, 11 I. C. 663. See Luchman Kooar v.

Mudaree Lall, 5 S. D. A. N. W. P. Dalip Sing v, Sree Kishoon, 4 N. W*
P. H. G83.
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necessity, (i) There seems to be no reason for

curtailing the ordinary power of the father or the

managing member of dealing with the family

property in any manner which is beneficial to the

family. But when there is no actual urgent neces-

sity, the burden should be cast on the alienee to

show that the transaction was clearly for the benefit

of the family.

In a recent case, it has been held that when

money is borrowed for acquiring property for the

family by a pre-emption suit, the loan may be

considered as for necessity and the borrower after

having satisfied himself by enquiry that there was

such necessity need not go further and see to the

actual application of the money. (2)

In a recent case the Privy Council have held

that the “ Kurta of an undivided Mitakshara family

with the concurrence of the adult members of the

family can mortgage the family property for family

purposes in case of necessity,” so as to bind even

minor members in respect of whose property certi-

ficates under Act 40 had been granted as such

certificates could not be granted under Hindu

Law. (3)

The natural guardian of an infant and the

Kurta of a joint family, it has been held, can minors'fender

mortgage his interest in case of absolute neces- XoiutTne-

sity and not for speculation. The lender in such c
f
ssitr and

,

111 1
also necessity

a case should not only prove the necessity for the to borrow at

loan but also the necessity of borrowing at more at compound
interest.

(1) In re Krishnasawmi Doss, 13 I. C. 648. Bohra Jeth Mai v.

Dharam Sing, 14 I. C. 745.

(2) Nuthu v. Kundun Lai, 8 I. 0 . 836, 7 All. L. J.
1182.

(3) Gharibulla v, Kharak, 25 AH., 407 P. C.
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than the ordinary rate of interest and compound

interest, and on his failing to do so, the interest,

must be reduced to the ordinary rates of interest

so far as the minor is concerned but there should

be a decree at the full rate of the contract as

against the adult members, (i)

We have seen that in case of urgent necessity

.or for the performance of indispensable duties
Power ofjum-

, . .

r
. . .

or members oi the family, even a junior member of the

debubhiding family can borrow so as to bind the family,

on (he family.

(Mitakshara) q, j Sec x
)

It has been held

that a debt contracted by a coparcener for the

marriage of his own daughter is binding on the

whole family. (2) As long as the family is joint

and the managing member does not defray the

expenses of such indispensable duties as Sradha

and marriages or does not provide for the mainte-

nance of a coparcener, any debt contracted by him

for his own necessities must be binding on the

family.

It has been held, that a loan contracted by

sons for the purposes of the family trade is

binding on the father and other members of the

family. (3)

The question whether there is any presumption

that a loan contracted by a manager of a joint

of necessity. Hindu family has been contracted for the family

purposes is not free from doubt having regard to

the decisions of the various Courts. In Bombay it

(1) Abhiram Pal. v, Mukunda, 5 Cal. L. J. 542. See 35 Cal. 428.

(2) Malayandi v. Subharasa, 8 I. C. 854.

(3) Krishnasami v, Rangasami, 7 Mad. 112,
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was held that there was no such presumption, (i)

In Allahabad in a recent case it has been held that

there was no presumption that a debt contracted

by the manager of a firm or family is for its

benefit and the person who seeks to bind the other

members must ‘‘prove that the debt was contracted

for their .benefit or with their consent or that there

was an urgent family necessity therefor.” (2)

In the case of a trading business in a recent case

the Calcutta High Court laid down that in order to

make a brother of the manager liable it was necessary

to find—(1) whether the trading business was a joint

family business, (2) whether the note given was for

the purposes of the trading business and (3) whether

the amount covered by the note was appropriated

to the purposes of such business. (3) Mr. Mayne in

paragraph 308 of his Hindu Law says that the

manager “ is ex-officio the accredited agent of the

family and authorized to bind them for all proper

and necessary purposes within the scope of his

agency.” These observations were approved by

Mr. Justice Pigot. (4) Mr. Justice Pontifex in

Johurra Bibi v. Sreegopal (5) pointed out that “all

persons carrying on a family business in the profits

of which all the members would participate, must

have authority to pledge the joint family property

(1)

. Soiree Padmanabh v. Narayan, 18 Bom. 520. Krishna Ramay

v. Vasudev, 21 Bom. 815.

(2) Lala Ganpat v. Munni Lai, 13 Ind. C. 34.

(3) Nagendra Chandra v. Amarchand, 7 C. W. N. 725. Sunkur

Pershad v' Goury Pershad, 5 Cal. 321.

(4) Sheo Pershad v. Saheb, 20 Cal. 46 r. Dis 3 Bom. L. R. 668.

See 9 C. W.N. 879*

(5) 1 Cal. 470. See 22 Mad. 166, 26 Bom. 206 F. B. 29 All. 176,

11 Bom. L. R. 255.
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and credit for the ordinary purposes of the business,

and therefore debts honestly incurred in carrying

on such business must override the rights of all

members of the joint family in property acquired

with funds derived from the joint business.”

There is thus some conflict of opinion. But

the difficulty has been to a great extent removed by

the recent Privy Council ruling on the subject cited

in the previous section, (i) It seems clear that the

manager presumably has power to borrow for the

ordinary business of the family or firm, which is

within the scope of his agency according to law,

and the family are bound by his acts, except when

they are dishonest and fraudulent to the knowledge

of the creditor. But the creditor must prove

that he made fair enquiries which satisfied him

that there was a reasonably credited necessity and

that the manager was honestly acting within the

scope of his authority. (2)

There is one exception, to the general rule

that debts contracted by the managing member
are binding only when they are for the purposes

E*“pti°n

of

in of the family. When there is a family trading

family firm, firm, the ordinary rules of partnership would

apply to it and a debt contracted in the name of

the firm by the manager, though for his own
individual purposes, binds all the other members
including even the minor members, the apparent

authority of the manager being sufficient. (3)

255 '

(1) Kissen Parshad v. Har Narayun, 15 C. W. N. 32

(2) Gaya Prasad v. Raghunath, 8 All. L.
J. 1022, 12 I. C. 178.

(3) Raghunathji Tarachand v . The Bank of Bombay, n Bom. L. R.
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A Hindu acquires by birth or inheritance

an interest in a family trading business and
his interest in the family property, even when
he is a minor, may be pledged by the managing
members. But his separate property is not

liable, as in an ordinary partnership, without a
consentient act on his part, (i)

The rule laid down in the case of Goode v.

Harrison (2) that a minor on attaining majority

must promptly notify his disaffirmance of a

partnership, if he is to avoid future liability,

does not apply to a Hindu family business. (3)

In a Hindu family the presumption is in favour

of affirmance. A Hindu succeeding his father

in a family&usiness must be presumed to accept

liability for the past debts of the firm. (4)

In case of ancestral business, liability for its

debts is not confined to the assets of the business

but extends to the shares of all the coparceners

adult or minor in the family property. (5)

All negotiable instruments, securities, bills

of exchange or promissory notes executed by
the manager are binding on the family to the

extent of the partnership property.(6) The credi-

tor is not bound to enquire into the finances

of the family when the loan is for the family

business. (7) Even when the manager executes

(1) Lutchmanen v. Siva Prokas 26 Cal. 349. Johura Bibi v.

Sreegopal, 1 Cal. 470. Bemola v. Mohiny, 5 Cal. 792. Joykisto Cowar
v. Nityanunda Nundy, 3 Cal. 738. Ramlal «. Luchmuhafy, 1 Bom. H. C.

App. 1 Sukarbaiv. Majan, 25 Bom 206. Samalbhai v. Someswar, 5 Bom.
28. Chalamayya v. Varudayya, 23 Mad 167.

(2) (1821) 24 R. R. 307. (3) 29 All. 184.

(4) Subramania Chetty v. Ram, 24 1. C. 86. • (5) Muthaya v.

Tinnevelly South India Bank, 37 I. C. 200. See 34 Bomb. 72, 1 Bom.
H. C. App. 5. 35 Mad. 692.

(6) Ayyasami e. Gurisami, 34 Mad. L. ]. 463, 33 I. C. 691. Sanka
«. Bank of Bengal, 35 Mad. 692 Krishna v. Krishnasami, 23 Mad. 597.

Contra Setharama v. Seshia 1912, Mad. W. N
;
loti.

(7) Raghunathji Bank, 34 Bom. 72. Baba Dui v, BansraJ,

27 I. C. 567. Ghancshyami Das «. Hardeo, 52 I. C. 380, 200 L. ]. 569*
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a note for bis own advantage, it is binding on

the family. (1) The ordinary rule is that an

undisclosed principal cannot be sued on a nego-

tiable instrument (2) and the family cannot be

bound,- unless it is executed by the managing

member as such. (3) But if the creditor proves

that the debt was for the purposes of the family

business or for family necessity, a promissory

note executed by any one coparcener binds the

other members, who can be sued on it, though

it is a negotiable instrument. (4)

Where a coparcener separates but the family

tiading business is carried on jointly, his interest

in the family property and not his separate pro-

perty is liable for the debts of the business. (5)

When a coparcener on attaining majority severs

his connection with the firm, the family property

may be liable for debts contracted in his

minority. (6)

Duties of
The principles laid down in the case of

manager and Hanooman Prosad Pandey (p. 251) apply to the
creditor.

case Gf f]ie manager of a Hindu family. If the

alienation or “charge is one that aprudentowner
would make, in order to benefit the estate,” it is

binding on the family. “The actual pressure

on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the

benefit to be conferred upon it, in the particular

instance is the thing to be regarded.” “The
lender is bound to enquire into the necessities of

the loan, and to satisfy himself as well as he
can, with reference to the parties with whom

J ~ ~ “

(1) Raghuriathji Parachand v. The Bank of Bombay, 34 Bom. 72.
(2) Subba Narayun v. Ramaswam 30 Mad. 88 F. B. Miles v.

Claim, L. R. (1885) 12 Q. B. 97.

(3) Govindan v. Nanee, 27 Mad. L.
J. 595, 26 1 . C. 750.

(4) Krishna f. Krishnasami, 23 Mad. 597 F. B. Chitta Chetty v
Tekkani, 31 I. C. 317. (5) Bishambhar v. Fateh Lai, 29 All. 176.

(6) Bishambhar v. Sheonarain, 29 All. i$6.
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he is dealing, that the manager is acting in the parti-

cular instance for the benefit of the estate.” The

law on the subject has been attempted to be codified

by Sec. 38 of the Transfer of Property Act. As

regards sale of joint property, it can only be justi-

fied by pressing necessity. When there are debts

binding on the family, and they cannot be paid

off except by a sale, (1) or when there is a binding

decree which may at any time be executed, and

property is attached and advertised for sale, (2)

or when Government Revenue or rent is due for

which the family property may be sold and there

is no other way of paying it except by the sale of

a portion, a sale by a manager is valid. The cases

cited in pages 250-255, and the considerations

mentioned there apply to the case of a manager.

We have seen before that the Privy Council

have held that the position of the manager

of a joint family is analogous to that of the

widow. (3) The considerations about the evidence

of necessity mentioned at p. 259-262 apply to the

case of a debt or alienation by the manager. The

burden of proving necessity and that he made

proper enquiries is on the creditor or the alienee

and mere recital of necessity in the deed is not

sufficient. He must also prove the necessity for

borrowing at an unusual rate. (4) But every

case depends on its own circumstances. In a

recent case, one of the judges of the Madras High

(1) Purmessur Ojha v. Musmut Goolbee, n W. R. 446.

(2) Sheoraj Kooer v. Nukchedi, 14 W. R. 72.

(3) 6 Cal. 843 P. C.

(4) Hurro Nath Rai v. Rundhir Sing, 18 Cat. 31 1 P. C. See 35 Cal,

428. 6 Cal. L. J. 490.

61

Burden of

proving

necessity.
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Necessity for

excessive

p£rest must

be proved.

Alienation

without con-

sent of adult

members.

Court, expressed the’ opinion that though the

burden of proving necessity was on the alienee,

the recitals in the deed were good evidence and

sometimes by themselves shift the onus and even

when there was no necessity, if the creditor made

fait enquiries and was satisfied of its existence, the

alienation would be binding and when it was

proved that a large portion of the debt was

borrowed for necessity, it might be presumed that

(he balance also was borrowed for necessity. (1)

It has been

1

held that when the rate of interest

is exceptionally high, the creditor should prove

not only the necessity for the loan but the necessity

for borrowing at such a high rate especially if it is

accompanied with a condition of compound interest,

and on his failing to do so, interest should be

decreed at a reasonable rate only against the

coparceners who were not parties to the deed. (2)

It has been held that the questions whether

necessity had been established is a mixed question

of fact and law on which there may be a Second

appeal. (3)

• In a recent case in Allahabad there was a

difference of opinion between two judges on the

question whether an alienation by the manager

without the consent of the adult members is

binding on the family. One of the judges held

that, the lender is bound to enquire into the

Hfccespity, but only the actual pressure on the

(1) Sinnach^mi v. Ramasami, 13 I. C. 14. Maharaja of Bobbili v
,

Raja Kaminigaai* 21 Mad. L. J. $93, '

(2) Nandram v. Bhupal, 8 All. L. J. 1294. Nath Mai v Daht, 13

J. CX401. See $5 Cal. 4*8> 5 Cat ^ J* 542, 31 All 17$.

(3) tfog Biiai v, Bhan Partab, 12. 1 , C. 946.
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estate, the danger to be averted and the benefit

to be conferred on it are to be regarded and

a bonaf.de lender is not affected by precedent

mismanagement of the estate. (1)

The Privy Council in the latest case in the

case of an alienation by a widow, the principles

governing which also apply to alienations by a

manager, laid down that “ the actual proof of

the necessity which justified the deed is not

essential to its validity. It is only necessary

that a representation should have been made
to the purchaser that such necessity existed

and that he should have acted honestly and

made proper enquiry to satisfy himself of its

truth.” (2) The credit or of course has to prove

that he acted honestly and made proper and

sufficient enquiries and a mere recital of

necessity is not enough. (3) But after the

lapse of a long time, the recital, the Privy

Council held in the case above mentioned “ is

clear evidence of the representation (of necessity)

and if the circumstances are such as to justify

a reasonable belief that an enquiry would

have confirmed its truth, then when proof

of actual necessity has become impossible, the

recital coupled with such circumstance would

be sufficient evidence to support the deed.”

In Madras it has been recently held that

though the elder brother does not represent

himself as the Kurta if the alienation was for

the purposes of the family it would bind the

younger brother. (4)

(0 13 I. c. 945. 9 All. L. J. 63. (a) See 6 Cal. 843, 13 C. W. N.

901, 34 Cal. 438, 18 dal. 311, 14 All. 430. »8 W. R. 77- <2 ) Nandalal

• jagatkisore 36 I. C. ao, 14 All. L. ], 1103. (3) Mandeldeo «. Rariiu?

narayan. 1 Pat. L. J. 39, Mote; . Ji v. Paluriramamirti, 28 I. C. 693,

Tribeni v* Ram Narayan, ao I. C. 951. (4) Gottukalu v. Gottukalu, 3a

I, C. 8oi#
Daraisam* Nan4lsami» 38 Ma4 118 P.
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What passes

in a sale in

execution.

484

In Bombay, it has been held that where the

manager of a joint Hindu family borrows

money for the needs of the family and a money

decree is passed against the manager for the debt,

the sale in execution of that decree will pass

not only the manager’s interest but also the

interests of the other members of the family. (1)

The Calcutta High Court has also held that

if the debt was contracted for the benefit of the

coparceners, and if the money decree on it was

substantially against the family, though in

form it might be against the head members, in

execution the interests of all the members will

pass, especially when the coparceners were

minors at the time the debt was contracted. (2)

There is no difference between the Mitakshara

and the Dayabhaga in this matter. (3) But

when the manager is sued in his personal

capacity and not in his representative character,

the adult members cannot be bound. In

Madras it has been held in the most recent case

on the question that the mere fact that the

defendant was not described as the managing

member in the suit was immaterial
;

if he was

so in fact and if he was sued to enforce a debt

binding on the family the members who had

not been made parties would be bound. (4)

The late Ms. Justice Ranade made the follow-

ing observations on the question :
“ No doubt

Mayne in his work on Hindu Law, Sec. 324

does lay down the proposition :
“ if the

(1) Gurulingappa v. Nandappa, 21 Bom. 797. Magueram v. Tuka-
ram, 2 Bom. 197. Gonesh a. Gopal, Printed Judgments of Bombay for

1898, p. 323. Sakharam v Dioji, 23 Bom. 372.

(2) Buldeo Mubarek, 29 Cal. 583. Sheopershad v. Saheb, 20 Cal.

461, See Krishnasami v. Rungasami, 7 Mad. 113.

(3) Dwarkanath v. Bungshi, 9 C. W. N. 879 Miller v, Runganath,

12 Cal. 389. (4) H. H. M. Jijimba v. Sagniram, 14 1. C. 374.
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managing member of the family executes a

document whicli would blind the other mem-

bers, the proper course is to sue them all. If

the creditor chooses, he may only sue the

person who executed the document. Rut if he

adopts this course, his execution will only take

effect upon the share of the judgment-debtor.

He cannot enforce it against the other members

(not being sons of the debtor) merely by prov-

ing that the transaction was entered into for

the benefit of the family.” Numerous cases

decided by this Court however, show that the

statement is not now quite accurate and that

there seems to be no difference between the

sons and the other members of the family.” (1)

These observations are correct not only for

Bombay but also for the other provinces, as we

have already seen. It has been recently held that

a mortgage decree against the adult members of

the family bound the rest.(2) The Privy Council

in the latest case on the question has finally laid

down that the manager can be sued alone and

the family will be bound by a decree against

him when the debt is binding on the family. (3)

As regards debts contracted for the purposes

of a family trading business, they are binding on

the family and a sale in execution of a decree

against the manager only for such a debt will

pass the interests of all the members. (4)

In Madras, it was held that a debt in- whether^

curred by the manager as such and spent for by a manager

family purposes bound all the members to the ^ the

extent of the family property but not personally.

(1) 23 Bom. 374. (2) Uamkrishna v. Vinayek, 34 Bom 354.

S
Kissen Prasad v. Har Narayan, 15 C. W. N. 32.

Doulat Koer v. Mihir Chand, 15 Cal. 70, 14 I A 187. Seo
Prasad v. Saheb Lall, 20 Cal. 453. Sakharam «. Dioji, 23 Bom. 372.

Bwldeo 0. Mubarek, 29 Cal. 583. Nogendra v. Amar, 7 C. W. N. 725.
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Sir Subramanya Iyer in that case held that

‘though the commentators agree with Nandana
in his gloss on Manu that “ if a debt was con-

tracted for the benefit of a united family, it must
be repaid by the members of a family though
they may have separated afterwards ” but none
of them say that it means that it should be
paid from property other than what has

vested in them by partition’. It was however
also laid down that “ where it is shown that

the contract relied on, though purporting to

have been entered into by the manager only, is

in reality one to which the other coparceners

are actual contracting parties, either because
they had agreed before the contract was entered

into to be personally bound thereby or because

they being in existence at the date of the

contract and competent to enter into it, have
subsequently duly ratified or aloptel it or

where, though they did not assent to the parti-

cular contract, if there had been such acquies-

cence on their part in the course of dealings in

which the particular contract was entered into

as to warrant their being treated in the matter
as contracting parties,” they would be person-

ally liable. (1) It is difficult to appreciate the

distinction here made. The most recent cases

in Madras go to show that a personal decree

may be obtained against members who had
not joined in a bond or a note for a loan
for the purposes of the family. (2) When
the manager of a joint family incurs a debt
binding on the family, it would be hard
to make him personally liable and to

<t) Chinna v. Ganga, 9 Mad. L. J. 366.

(a) Chimna Chetty *. Tekany 31 I. C. 317. Krishna *. Krishna
Same 23 Mad. 697 B,
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(1) Chinna v. Ganga, 9 Mad. L. J. 366.

(2) Chimna Chetty v. Tekany 31 I. C. 317. Krishna v Krishna
Same 23 Mad. 697 F. B
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exonerate his principals, i.e., the members of the

family from all [xirsonal liability.

We now come to the case, when the father is

Kurla, or more correctly, Swami or Prabhu of the Powet oMhe

family. “There is no question, that considerable

difficulty has been found in giving full effect to eacl^

of two principles of the Mitakshara law, one being

that a son takes a present vested interest jointly,

with his father in ancestral estate, and the other

that he is legally bound to pay his father’s debts,

not incurred for immoral purposes, to the extent

of the property taken by hint through his father.

It >s impossible to say, that the decisions on this

subject are on all points in harmony, either in

India or here.” This is what the Privy Council

observed in the case of Nanomi Ikbuasin. (1)

There is no doubt, that the decisions of our courts

on the subject are far from being in harmony.

The difficulty has arisen on account of importing

Kurnpean ideas of joint property into the Hindu

law about the rights of fathers and sons. The

law of the Rishis is very clear and definite, as we

have already seen. It is difficult to ascertain, not

the law of the Rishis but the law of our Courts.

The principles of Hindu law on the subject

were very clearly and correctly stated by the

Privy Council in the case of Hanooman Prosad f»r dejm

Pandey (2) in the following words: ‘‘Unit*SS the consider

debt w;is of such a nature that it was not the duty

of the son to pay it, the discharge of it, even

(1) Nunnnii Haliunsin v. Mulun Moliun, 13 Cal. p.35.

(2) llannomnn hosail I’.tndfy v. UuIiwm* Mnnraj Koonwarri*, 6

Moore (21.
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though it affected ancestral estate, would still be

an act of pious duty in the son. By the Hindu

law the freedom of the son from the obligation

to discharge the father’s debt, has respect to

the nature of the debt, and not to the nature

of the estate whether ancestral or acquired by the

creator of the debt.” The principles here enunciat-

ed were affirmed by the Privy Council in the case

of Girdharee Lai, but they have since been

departed from to a considerable extent by later

decisions, as we shall presently see.

In the case of Junuk Krishoree Konwar v.

Raghunandun Singh, the Calcutta Sudder Dewany

Adalut (i) decided, that in case of a private aliena-

tion by the father, though it was for paying off

bond-debts and decrees, justifying necessity must

be shown to make it valid, but in the case of

execution sales, the son must show immorality to

invalidate it.

We next come to the case of Girdharee Lai

v. Kantoo Lai. (2) The Privy Council in that case

held, that it was “questionable whether a son can

under the Mitakshara law recover an undivided

share of ancestral property sold by his father,” but

ancestral property might validly be sold for debts

contracted by the father, whether before or after

the sons were born, that “it was necessary for the

son, in order to set aside the sale of property for

the purpose of paying the father’s debts, to show
that the debt was illegal or contracted for an

immoral purpose.” In the analogous case of

(1) S. I). A. of 1861, p. 213,

(2) 1 I. A. 321.
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Muddun Thakoor v. Kantoo Lai, the suit was

upon a mortgage, but in execution, properties,

hypothecated as well as unhypothecated had been

sold as upon an ordinary money decree. The
High Court had held that the purchaser was

entitled to retain only the share of the father, as

the sons were not parties to the suit. But the

Privy Council held, that the entire property passed

for the following reasons :
“ It appears that Muddun

Mohun Thakoor purchased at a sale under an

execution of a decree against the two fathers. He
found that a suit had been brought against the

two fathers
;
that a Court of Justice had given a

decree against them in favour of a creditor
;
that

the Court had given an order for this particular

property to be put up for sale under the execution
;

and, therefore, it appears to their Lordships, that

he was perfectly justified, within the principle of

the case, which has already been referred to, in

6th Moore Indian Appeal Cases, in purchasing the

property.” Their Lordships then quote the prin-

ciples laid down in that case (/. e. %
of Hanooman

Prosad Pandey) as to the rights of a purchaser

from the guardian of a minor, and say : “the same

rule has been applied in the case of a purchaser of

joint ancestral property. A purchaser under an

execution is surely not bound to go back beyond

the decree It has already been shown that

if the decree was a proper one, the interest of the

sons, as well as the interest of the father, in the

property, although it was ancestral, were liable for

the payment of the father s debts. The purchaser

under that execution, it appears to their Lordships,

was not bound to go further back than to see, that

62
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there was a decree against those two gentlemen;

that the property was liable to satisfy the decree, if

the decree had been given properly against them ;

and having inquired into that, and having bonafidc

paid a valuable consideration for the property, the

plaintiffs are not entitled to come in, and to set

aside all that has been done under the decree and

execution, and recover back the estate from the

defendant.” The broad and clear principles laid

down by Sir Barnes Peacock in this case were

very soon modified by the Privy Council in the

case of Deendyal v. Jugdeep Narayan (i) in which

Sir James W. Colville delivering the judgment of

their Lordships held that if the right, title and

interest of the father is sold in execution of a

mortgage decree against him, the sons can recover

the entire joint family property, subject to the right

of the purchaser to have the father’s “share and

interest ascertained by partition.” Their Lordships

observe, ‘‘whatever may have been the nature of

the debt, the appellant cannot be taken to have

acquired by the execution sale more than the right,

title and interest, of the judgment-debtor. If he

had sought to go further, and to enforce his debt

against the whole property and the co-sharers

therein, who were not parties to the bond, he ought

to have framed his suit accordingly, and have

made those co-sharers parties to it.”

The rules laid down in Girdharee Lai’s case

were considered and approved in the later case of

Surja Bunsi Koer. It was decided in that case, that

the sons by proving that the debts were contracted

(i) 3 Cal. 198. 4 I. A. 247.
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1

for immoral purposes could recover the family

property from an auction-purchaser in execution of

a mortgage decree against the father, but as the

property “had been attached and ordered to be sold’’

there was “a valid charge upon the land, to the

extent of Adit Sahai’s (t. e., the father’s) undivided

share and interest therein, which could not be defeat-

ed by his death before the actual sale,” and thus

the purchaser was declared entitled to the father’s

undivided share in the family property, (i)

In the next case, i.e
. ,
of Babu Hurdey Narayan,

the Privy Council made a distinction between a

sale in execution in a mortgage decree, and one in

a simple money decree. It was held, that the

purchaser of the right, title and interest of the

father in an ordinary money decree acquired only

the father’s undivided share. (2)

The decision in the case of Mussamut Nanomi
Babuasin (3) is perhaps the clearest exposition

of the law on the subject. In that case all

the previous decisions were considered, and their

Lordships, taking into consideration the fact that

‘‘the right and interest” of the father had been

sold, made the following observations :

—
‘‘Their

Lordships do not think that the authority of

Deendyal’s case bound the Court to hold, that

nothing but Girdharee’s (the father’s) coparcenery

interest passed by the sale. If his debt was of a

nature to support a sale of the entirety, he might

legally have sold it without suit, or the creditor

(1) Surja Bunsi Koer v. Sheoprasad Sing, 6 I. A. 88.

(2) Babu Hurdey Narayan v. Pundit Babu Rooder Forkash Misser,

II I. A. 26.

(3) Mussamut Nanomi Babuasin ?>. Modun Muhun, 13 I, A. 1.
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might legally procure a sale of it by suit. All the

sons can claim is that, not being parties to the sale

or execution proceeding, they ought not to be

barred from trying the fact or the nature of the

debt in a suit of their own.” They further held

that “ destructive as it may be of the principle of

independent coparcenery rights in the sons, the

decisions have for some time established the

principle, that the sons cannot set up their rights

against his creditor’s remedies for their debts, if

not tainted with immorality,” and observed : ‘‘On

this important question of the liability of the joint

estate, their Lordships think, that there is now no

conflict of authority.” One would have thought

the decision in this case would be followed in all

subsequent cases. But unfortunately the very

next year the Privy Council, upsetting the judgment

of Mr. Justice Mitter in the case of Uporoop

Tewary, (i) decided, that ‘‘each case must depend

on its own circumstances,” and that when by the

sale proclamation only “the rrght and interest” of

the father is sold, nothing but his undivided share

could pass. (2) In the subsequent case of Bhagbat

Persad, (3) the Privy Council approved and gave

effect to therules laid down in the cases of Girdharee

Lai and Nanomi Babuasin mentioned above, and

held, that the entire family property passed in

execution of a decree against the father, though

the “lenders of the money had not made proper

enquiries, whether there was actual necessity for

(1) 6 Cal. 749.

(2) Simbhu Nath Pandey v. Golab Sing, 14 I. A. 77.

(3) Bhagbut Persad v. Musmut Girja Koer, 15 I. A. 99.
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the loans.” The same rule was laid down in the

later case of Meenakshi Naidu, where it was held,

that the entire family property passed in execution

of a mony decree against the father, (i)

In the case of Uporoop Tewari mentioned

above Mr. Justice Mitter made a distinction be-

tween the case of a minor son and that of an adult

son, on the authority of Ch. I., Sec. I.,pp. 28, 29 of

the Mitakshara which is to the following effect

:

‘‘ An exception to it follows. Even a single indi-

vidual may conclude a donation, mortgage or sale

of immoveable property during a season of distress

for the sake of the family, and especially for pious

purposes. The meaning of that text is this

—

while the sons and grandsons are minors and

incapable of giving their consent to a gift and the

like, or while brothers are so, and continue unsepara-

ted even, one person, who is capable, may conclude

a gift, a hypothecation or sale of immoveable pro-

perty, if a calamity affecting the whole family

require it, or the support of the family render it

necessary, or indispensable duties, such as the

obsequies of the father or the like, make it unavoid-

able.” It was held, that though the adult son

might have been no party to the mortgage or the

suit based on it, “if the proceedings were held with

his knowledge” “it would be a fair inference from

the circumstance, that he was a consenting party

to the original transaction.” This latter part of

the judgment was disapproved by the Privy Council,

as we have seen before. Mr, Justice Mitter himself

in a later case distinguished this case, and held, that

(1) Meenakshi l$hw|u v. Inimudi Kanaka, 16 I, A, I.
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there was no distinction as between the liability of

a minor and an adult son. (i) In the same case

it was further held, that there was no distinction

as between the liability of a son under a money

decree and that under a mortgage decree against

the father.

In Bombay, it has been held that it is an

established principal of law that ancestral property

is available for the payment of the debt of the

father, unless the son can prove that the debt was

contracted for an immoral or an illegal purpose and

the fact that the father is alive at the date of suit

does not affect the son’s liability. (2) But the same

Court has also held that in the absence of special

circumstances showing an intention to put up to

sale the entire estate of the family sold in execution

of a money decree against the father, only the

father’s interest would pass to the auction-purchaser.

(3) This is going back to the rule laid down in

Hurdey Narayan’s case.

In Calcutta it has been repeatedly held that

in case of a simple money-decree, ‘a member
of a joint Hindu family may be bound by a

decree and a sale thereunder of the family pro-

perty though he is not a party ’ and ‘that as

regards the sons they are certainly bound unless

the debt be proved by them to have been for

immoral purposes.’ (4)

(1) Baso Koer v. Hurry Das, 9 Cal 495.

(2) Ram Chandra v, Fakirappa, 2 l orn. L. R. 450. Chintammerav v.

Kashinath, 14 Bom. 320. See 20 Cal. 329, 17 All. 542.

(3) Jaheer Mai v. Eknath, 3 Bom. L. R. 322. Manohar v. Balvant, 3
Bom. L.R. 97. Umad v. Gaman, 20 Bom. 687. Bhana v. Chundi, 21 Bom 616

(4) Buldeo v. Mubarek, 29 Cal. 583. Hare Vithal v . Jairam, 14

Bom. 597. Sakhram v, Dihji, 23 Bom. 372. Seoprosad v. Saheb Dali,

20 Cal. 453. Doulat Koer v. Mihir Chand, 15 Cal, yw
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We may, therefore, take it as settled law, that

if the family property be sold in execution ofa simple
as set‘

money decree against the father for a debt which

is not immoral or illegal, and if it appears that the

family property and not merely the father’s interest

was sold, the interest of the sons will pass, whether

they are minor or adult, (i) The same principle, it

was supposed, applied to mortgage decrees and it

was further thought that mortgage-decrees stood

on a far more favourable footing than simple money

decrees.

A Bench of three judges of the Calcutta High

Court, (2) upsetting a careful judgment of Mr.

Justice Chose, held, that after the passing of the eh.ci of not

Transfer of Property Act, the Hindu Law on the parties to

subject lias been changed and unless the sons are
6e

made parties to the suit by the mortgagee, they

cannot be made liable. As it stands, in Calcutta

the holder of a simple money-decree is in a much

better position than the holder of a mortgage-

decree. This is a result which will appear to be

very strange to the ordinary mind, and has followed

from a misapprehension of the position of the father

under the Mitakshara law.

Sir Francis Maclean, C. J ., based his judgment

in the above case on the grounds
: (

1 )
that in suits

against the father on a mortgage he “as Kurta or

manager of the property of the joint family” ‘did

not answer any of the descriptions of representa-

tive persons, mentioned in Sec. 437, C. P. C. suits

against whom would bind others, and consequently

(1) Dallalraya 0. Vishnu, 13 Horn. L. R. 949- Minaks hi Ni')idu a

Immads Kanaka, 16 I. A. I. 12 Mad. 142.

(2) Lai Suraj Prosad v. Galab Chand, 28 Cal. 517.
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a minor son could not be bound by a decree against

the father
; (2) that by enacting in Sec. 85 of the

Transfer of Property Act that all persons having

an iiuerest in the property comprised in the

mortgage should be made parties to a mortgage

suit, the legislature has abrogated the law laid

down by the Privy Council in decisions passed

before the passing of the said Act

;

(3) that ‘‘if the

father absolutely represented the son, it would not

have been open to the son to bring a suit to impeach

the mortgage on the ground that the advance was

for an illegal or immoral purpose, as clearly he could

do.” “The legislature did not think fit to place him

(the father) in the ‘same category as a trustee,

executor or administrator” within the meaning of

Sec. 437, C. P.C., the learned Chief Justice observes

but it is difficult to say, that the father is not a

trustee for the family in whom the family property

is vested until partition, for the purposes of the

family. Again the joint family has been considered

to be a corporation whose interests are necessarily

centred in the manager. This has been the view

held by Mr. Justice West (1) and other eminent

J udges, as we have already seen. The section of the

Civil Procedure Code that lays down how corpora-

tion and companies should sue or be sued are

Sections 435 and 436. Sections 435 and 436
clearly say, that a suit by or against an officer or a

trustee authorised to sue and be sued on behalf of

a corporation or company is a good suit against

the said corporation or company. Now, according

to the provisions of the Hindu law, the father is

the officer who is authorised by law to sue or to

(1) Gan Savant® Narayan Dhond Savant, 7 Bom. 467.
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be sued* on behalf of the family, if it be regarded

as a corporation. As regards the second ground,

according to the previous decisions, the father is

the person authorised to sue or be sued by the

corporation or company, namely, the joint family.

Sec. 85 could not be held to have abrogated the

previous decisions. The third ground is also based

on a misapprehension of Hindu law. According to

strict Hindu law, as we have already seen, the

father, if he is not the full owner of ancestral

property, has yet full power to sell or mortgage it,

for the purposes of the family without reference to

the sons, and further, the interest of the sons is

liable to be sold for the debts, not illegal or immoral

of the father, and indeed the sons cannot take

ancestral property without paying such debts. It

follows from this, that the father represents the

estate and the sons fully and absolutely, when the

debt is not illegal or immoral. The Privy Council

and the High Courts of India have laid down a

rule of procedure, that the son, when not a party,

could bring a suit for a declaration, that the debt

was illegal or immoral. The father could not while

contracting an immoral debt represent the son,

but until that was proved in a suit, the father should

be considered as representing the son absolutely.

Indeed under the Hindu law the father alone is

“independent,” the sons are “dependent” and have

* Sir Barnes Peacock in the case of Kailash v. Ellis, 8 W. R. 45 decline

to decide the question, whether a suit against an officer of an unincorpo-

rated society authorized to be sued by deed, was good. If the father is au-

thorized by Hindu law, which is the substantive law of the land, to sue and

be used, it is difficult to see, why a suit against him will not bind the family,

while a suit against the officer authorised to be sued in the case of other cor-

porations, is good, notwithstanding Sec. 85 of the Transfer of Property Act.

63
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no rights. The father alone has the right to sue

and to be sued, the sons having no such right.

This position which is the true position of the father

under the Hindu law, does not seem to have been

before the judges at all.

Very recently the Privy Council have held that

the position of the Kurta is that of a trustee for the

family, (i) In this view, for the very reasons

given by the learned Chief Justice in the Calcutta

case, a decree against the father ought to bind

the sons. In a later case on the question, the

Calcutta High Court has held that when a mortgage

by conditional sale by the father had been fore-

closed without making the son a party and the

son afterwards sued to redeem and failed to dis-

charge the burden which lay on him of proving

that the mortgagee had notice of his existence, the

suit should fail. The judges in that case made the

following observations :
“ On general principles,

it would seem that if the father of a Hindu family

can sell ancestral property to pay off debts and the

sale cannot be questioned by the son, if the debts

are not immoral, the same result would naturally

follow if the father mortgaged the property by

conditional sale and then suffered the mortgage

to be foreclosed. The father could not afterwards

redeem, and if the son could not impugn the debt

as immoral and was therefore bound by it, it would

seem that he could be fully represented by the

foreclosure proceedings and would have no more

right than his father to redeem subsequently. If

the right to repudiate immoral debts is the sole

(i) Annamalai Chetty Marugasa, 30 I. A. 2QO,
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distinction between a father’s position and that of

a son in attacking an alienation by the father, it

would seem that where this right is not in question

the extinction of the father’s right to redeem must

carry with it the extinction of the son’s right also. ”(l)

The judges also approved of the old Allahabad rule

that a son cannot redeem a mortgage unless he

can prove that the mortgagee had notice of his

interest at the time of the mortgage suit. (2)

Recently a Divisional Bench of the Calcutta

High Court refused to follow the case of Lala

Surja Prosad on the ground that it is inconsistent

with the rule laid down by the Privy Council in the

case of Bhagbut Pershad Sing. (3) But in a still

later case another Divisional Bench of the same

court again affirmed the rule laid down in the case

of Lala Surja Prosad and held that a son not made a

party to a mortgage suit can redeem at any time.(4)

All the other High Courts, notwithstanding much

divergence in their earlier rulings, have, as we

shall see later on, finally held that the rule in the

case of Surja Prosad is erroneous and the matter

must be considered as set at rest by the recent

Privy Council ruling, which lays down that the

managing member of a joint Hindu family can

alone sue or be sued so as to bind the whole

family. (5)

A Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court

(1) Balki Mohapatra v. Brojobashi Panda, 14 I. C. 333. See 14

C. L. J. 530, 11 C. W. N. 1078.

(2) Sheodyal v. Jagarnath, 12 I. C. in. Debi Sing v. Jiaram, 25

All. 214. Kehu Sur v. Chuni, 33 All. 436.

(3) Moheswar Dutt Tewari v. Kissen Sing, 34 Cal. 184. .

(4) Balkissen Lai v. Gopeswar Sing, 14 I. C. 844.

(5) Kissen Parshad v. Har Narain, 15 C. W. N. 321 P. C.
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held (1), that a mortgage decree obtained without

making the sons parties did not bind the sons,

but sons, before they could succeed, must show

that the mortgagee had notice of their existence. (2)

In Allahabad too, the Hindu Judge, Mr. Justice

Banerjee, was overruled by the majority of the

Full Bench, who held that the son was entitled

to a declaration that his interest had not been sold

without proof of any other fact, except that he was

not made a party. In a later Full Bench, it was

held that if the mortgagee with notice of the exist-

ence of the sons did not make them parties, the

sons could bring a regular suit to recover the

property but they could not succeed merely on the

ground that they had not been made parties

without proving that the debt was immoral and

not binding on them. (3) It was also held in

another recent case that a son not made a party in

the mortgage suit, could afterwards bring a suit for

redemption. (4) In a later case, the above ruling

was dissented from and it was held that the Hindu

Law, as interpreted by the Privy Council, has

not been altered by Sec. 85 of the Transfer of

Property Act and a son could not bring a suit to

redeem against a mortgagee purchaser merely be-

cause he had not been made a party in the suit,

though the mortgagee had notice of his existence

and that the sale could only be avoided by showing

that the debt was illegal or immoral. (5) It was

(1) Bhawni Prosad v. Kallu, 17 All. 537.

(2) Ram Nath Rai v. Luchman Rai, 21 All. 193.

(3) Debi Sing v. Jiaram, 25 All. 214.

(4) Ram Prasad v. Mon Mohini, 30 All. 256 Dis. 12 I. C. hi.

(5) Kehri Sing v. Chuni Lall, 33 All. 436. Sheodyal v. Jagannath,

$ Ail. L. J. 982.
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also held in another case that the provisions of

Sec. 85 of the Transfer of Property Act were not

inflexible and a mortgage decree against the

managing member in whose name the property

stood bound another adult member and his sons,

who had not been made parties to the suit, (i)

Section 85 of the Transfer of Property Act

has been repealed by the new Civil Procedure

Code, Order 34 rule 1 of which provides that “ sub-

ject to the provisions of this code all persons

having an interest either in the mortgage security

or in the right of redemption shall be joined as

parties relating to any suit relating to the mort-

gage,” and omits the provision of Section 85

“ provided that the plaintiff has notice of such

interest.” The change has not led to any uni-

formity of rule in Mitakshara cases. The Allahabad

High Court in a recent case ignoring all its

previous decisions to the effect that Sec. 85 did not

alter the rule of Hindu Law on the subject laid

down by the Privy Council held that because

that section was repealed by Order 34 rule 1,

which is practically identical with Sec. 437 of the

old Civil Procedure Code, dismissed a suit

where an infant son was not a party though the

father was. (2)

In the above case, it was also held that because

the infant son of one of the brothers who were all

parties to the mortgage had not been impleaded

as a defendent, within the period of limitation the

whole suit must be dismissed. The decision is

(1) Balwant Sing v. Aman, 33 All. 7.

(2) Gendal Lai v, Baburam, 13 I. C. 197*
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clearly opposed to the rulings of the Calcutta and

Bombay Courts (i) and itself makes the admission

that it will not be conducive to the ends of justice.

Having regard to the recent ruling of the Privy

Council (2) that the managing members have

authority to sue and to be sued alone, there

seems to be no justification for the decision.

In the most recent case on the question, a Full

Bench of the Allahabad High Court overruling

all previous Full Bench rulings and other cases

and dissenting from the case of Lala Suraj Prosad

have unanimously held that the question whether

all the existing members of a joint Hindu family

should not be impleaded as parties in mortgage

suits affecting the joint family is not one of proce-

dure but of substantive law and under the Hindu

Law, the father or manager represents the family

and may sue or be sued as such alone and thus though

it is desirable to have all the coparceners before

the Court yet no suit ought to be dismissed because

some of the sons or other the junior coparceners

have not been impleaded. (3) The law is thus

settled that a mortgage decree against the father

will bind the son though he is not made a party.

In such a case, his only remedy is by a separate

suit in which he can succeed only on proving that

debt was incurred for immoral or illegal purposes.

The Madras High Court disagreeing with

majority of the Judges in the earlier Full Bench

of the Allahabad Court, and agreeing with Mr.

(1) Guruvayya Gonda v. Dattatrya, 28 Bom. 11. Thakurmani Sing

v. Dai Rani, 33 Cal. 1093.

(2) Kissen Parsad v. Har Narain Sing, 38 I. A. 45, 33 All. 272.

(3) Hori Lai v. Munmun Kunwar, 34 All. 549.
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Justice Banerjee, have held, that Sec. 85 of the

Transfer Property Act has not changed the old

law on the subject and all that the sons can claim

is to prove the invalidity of the debt in their suit. (1)

The Hindu Judge of Madras, Sir Subramanya

Ayyar was of the same opinion, and followed that

judgment in a recent case. (2) In the latest case

on the question the same rule has been affirmed. (3)

In Bombay, in two recent cases without refer-

ence to Act 4 of 1882, the old rule, laid down
in the case of Nanomi Babuasin, was affirmed. (4)

It was held, that “ there are only two cases in

which son’s interest would not pass :

” “ first when
they were not sold ” and “ second when the debt

was not binding on the sons by reasons of its having

been contracted for illegal or immoral purposes.’’

In later cases on the question, it has been held

that though a mortgage decree may formally be

against the father, the son’s interest in the family

property will pass in execution and that the remedy

of the son is by a separate suit to prove that the

debt was illegal or immoral. (5) The judges approv-

ed of the Madras rule that “ as between the father

and the son, the father is the representative of his

branch of the family and as against the son he has

(1) Ramasamayyan v. Virasami Ayyer, 21 Mad. 221.

(2) Palani Goundan v. Rangayya Goundan, 22 Mad. 207.

(3) P. A. M. Sheikh v. K. R. Rama, io I. C. 874, 21 Mad. L. J. 508.

(4) Devji v. Sambhu, 24 Bom. 135. Joharmal v. Eknath, 24 Bom.

343. See 8 Bom. 489 ; 15 Bom. 87 ; 14 Bom. 320, P. J. for 1898, p. 124.

In 15 Bom. 87, it was held, that in case of a money decree, in the absence of

special circumstances showing an intention to put up the entire interest of the

family in the property, only the interest of the father passes.

(5) Govind v. Sakharam, 28 Bom. 383. Beari v. Keshava, 11 Mad.

68. Umed IIathesi§g v. Goman, 20, 388. Jagabhai v. Bhukurdas, 11

Bom. 37.
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a disposing power in regard to the share of the

family property belonging to that branch and that

the son can only invalidate the sale in execu-

tion by showing that it was on account of an

obligation to which he was not subject under Hindu

Law.” In the most recent case on the subject, it

has been held that a mortgage decree against the

adult members of the family bound the rest and

that the rule of procedure laid down in section 85

of the Transfer of Property Act did not interfere

with the rule of Hindu Law on the subject. The
Court also disapproved of the decision in Bhowani

v. Kullu. (1)

The Bombay High Court have gone the length

of holding, that after the death of the father, the

judgment-debtor, if only the mother and not the

sons are brought on the record, the sale will pass

the entire estate, unless it is shewn that the decree

is not binding on the estate
; (2) and in another

case, under similar circumstances, gave the plaintiff

only a right to redeem. (3) The correctness of

these decisions is open to doubt, and there is great

force in the judgment of the late Mr. Justice

Ranade who differed from the majority of the

judges in the latter case.

The Nagpore Chief Court has held that the

son can redeem a mortgage after a sale in execution

of a decree against the father in a suit in which he

was no party, on his proving that the creditor had

notice of his existence. (4)

(x) Ramkrishna v. Vinayek, 34 Bom. 354. Vithu v. Babaji, 32 Bom.

375, Chimna v. Sada, 12 Bom, L. R. 219,

(2) Achut v. Maugnnath, 21 Bom. 539.

(3) Erava v. Sedramapya, 21 Bom. 429,

(4) Jian v Gopadga, 3 I. C. 578.
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In a later decision however, the Nagpore

Court has held that the son has no such right. (1)

Recent Privy Council decisions have settled

the law. The law has thus been laid down: “In

cases governed by the Mitakshara law, a father may Council,

sell or mortgage not only his own share but his

Son’s share in family property in order to satisfy

a debt of his own not being of an illegal or immoral

character and such transaction may be enforced

against his sons by a suit or proceedings in

execution to which they were no parties,” (2) and

that the father or manager effectually represented the

family in a suit and a decree against him was

binding on the sons. (3) In the latest case on the

question, the Privy Council have held that a

foreclosure decree against the managing members

of a Hindu joint family bound the other members

as “ there are occasions, including foreclosure

actions, when the managers of a joint family

effectually represent all other members of the family

and the family as a whole is bound” by decrees

against the managers. The sons who had not been

made parties were held to be bound and to be not

entitled to bring a subsequent suit for redemption.^)

It was argued that, under Order 34 Rule 1 C. P. C.

which has been substituted for Sec. 85 of the

Transfer of Property Act, all persons interested

must be made parties. Lord Moulton met the

argument by a reference to 10 Moore 376, relied

upon by the High Court.(5) The Patna High Court

on a construction of the above rulings have held

(1) Gore v. Kashiram, 9 Nag. L. K.T111. C. 848. (21 Durgadut

Sing v. Rameshwar Sing, 36 Cal. 943 P. C. (3) Kishen Parsad v. Har

Narain, 33 All. 272 P, C. (4) Sheo Shankar Ram v, Mussammat Jaddo

Kunwar, 36 All. 383. (5) 33 All. 71 . See Jogendra Deb v. Fanindra Deb,

to Moore 376. Bissessar v. Maharaja Luchmessur, 5 I. A. 1 33 * RarokrLshna

v. Vinayek, 34 Bom. 354.
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Voluntary

alienations l

father when
binding.

Effect of

attachment.

that coparceners not made parties are bound, even if

the mortgagee had notice of their existence, as

the family was effectually represented in the suit by

its managers (i)

Voluntary alienations by the father by way of

sale or mortgage are valid and binding on the sons,

when they are made for legal necessity or for

antecedent debt “of Kis own not being of an illegal

or immoral character,” even when the property is

impartible or a maintenance grant.(2) Otherwise, no

part of the family property would pass. (3)

An attachment in execution of a decree has

the effect of severance of the share of the

judgment-debtor, (4) and precludes the accrual of

the title by survivorship of coparceners on the

death of the judgment-debtor.(5) (See p. 470.)

The share of the father or another coparcener

must pass in execution of a money decree against

him for a debt, moral or immoral, while he is

alive and also after his death when his share

has been attached during his lifetime, In the case

of a mortgage however, unless it was for justifying

necessity or for an antecedent debt, no part of the

family property will pass and it can be enforced

against the sons only as a simple debt, if it was not

illegal or immoral. (6) But there is no reason in

support of this fine distinction, as it is open to a

creditor to take a money decree instead of a mort-

gage decree and attach the property in execution.

(1) Ranjit®. Ramjatan, i Pat. L. W. 197, 37 I. C. 833.

(2) Durgadut v. Rameshwar, 36 Cal. 943. (3) Luchman Das v. Giridhur

Chowdhury, 5 Cal. 855 F. B. Hanuman Kamat v. Dowlut Munder, 10 Cal.

528. Nathaji v. Sitaram, 4 Bom. L. R. 587. Mahabir v. Basant, 11 I. C.

847 (Oudh), Bholai v, Ajudhia Prasad, 3 AH. L. J. 85. Chandra Deo v.

Mata, 31 AIL 176 F. B, Kali Shanka v. Nawab Sing, 31 All. 507. (5) Soraj

Bunsi Koer®. Sheoprasad Sing, 6

1

. A. 88. 1415. Bailur Krishna Rao v. Laksh-

mana, 4 Mad. 307. Mathusami v. Chunammal, 24 1 . C. 320. (6) 5 Ca). 855.
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An attachment in the case of a mortgage decree is

unnecessary. The fact cannot place the mortgagee

in a worse position as regards the son than he

would have, if he preferred to take a simple money

decree. The entire property should pass when the

debt was not proved to be immoral or illegal and

the father’s interest only would pass, even when the

debt was immoral or illegal, if it had been attached

during his lifetime in case of a money decree

or when there has been a mortgage decree. In

the case of Deendyal v. Jugdeep Narayana

(4 I. A. 247) as we have seen before, the Privy

Council held that ‘‘whatever may have been

the nature of the debt,” if the right, title and

interest of the father is sold in execution of a

mortgage decree against him, the son can recover

the entire joint family property, subject to the

right of the purchaser, to have the father’s share

and interest, which must be considered to have

passed by the sale, “ascertained by partition.”

Indeed a mortgage decree followed by an order

for sale should have the same effect as a money

decree in which there has been an attachment and

order for sale and the father’s share should pass to

the purchaser, even when the debt was proved to

be immoral or illegal. The effect of an antecedent

debt will be further considered later on,

When however, the son can prove the debt to

have been of an immoral or illegal character, he is
s°n "ot

.

not bound to pay it nor can his share of the family

property be sold for its recovery. Even the father’s

share cannot be sold in execution of a money

decree, if it be not attached during his life-time.

It has been held, it should be mentioned here,
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that the onus of proving illegality or immorality

of a debt is on the son but a mere general alle-

oving fm- gation of extravagance and immorality against the

oraiity. father, even if proved, is not sufficient to relieve

the son. (i)

The son is liable to pay the debts of the father,

which do not fall within the exceptions mentioned

on^o'ttound

‘

n ^e text of Vasista and Yajnavalkya i.e.
“ debts

°p*y- for suretyship, for spirituous liquor, for lust, in

gambling, for idle gifts, for promises under the

influence of love or wrath, for a fine or toll.” In

the Punjab it has been held that, both under the

Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga, the son is not

liable for debts contracted for liquor supplied to

the father. (2) The extension of the rule to

persons governed by the Dayabhaga will certainly

be strictly in accordance with the rule of that

commentary, but it is inconsistent with the rule of

absolutely unrestricted ownership of the father in

ancestral property as laid down by the decisions

under the Dayabhaga in Bengal, and the limitation

has never been recognized by the Calcutta High

Court.

It has also been held, that the debt of the father

as ‘ surety for payment ’

is binding on the son. (3)

But the grandson is not liable though in possession of

{ 1) Bhagabut Prosad v, Girija Koer, 15 I. A 99. Kishan v. Garuru-

dhwaja, 21 All. 238. Ramchandra v. Fakirappa, 2 Bom. L. R. 450.

Chintamonrao v. Kashinath, 14 Bom. 328, Sitaramayya v. Vencataram, 11

Mad. 83. Babu Sing v. Bihary Lai, 30 All. 156 dissenting from 9 All. 493.

Bhagwati v. Ganga, 11 I. C. 930, 8 All. L. J, 649 Dattatraya v. Kishna.

13 Bom. L. R. n 61.

(2) Khagendra Nath Das v. Nanak Chand, 1. I. C. 13.

(3) Tukaram v. Gangaram, 23 Bom. 455. Raghunath v. Natesa, 17

Mad. L. J. 283. Maharaja of Benares v. Ramkumar, 26 All. 61 1. Rasik

v Singhcswar Roy, 14 I. C. 147, 16 Cal. L.
J. 107.
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ancestral property, to pay a debt which the grand-

father contracted as surety “ unless the latter in
,;

.
Debt as

accepting the liability of a surety received some surety,

consideration for it ”
(1) Katyayana says that the

grandson is not liable to pay the debt of the father

as surety and the son is only liable to pay such a

debt without interest. That is the law of the

Smritis. But when any money has been received

by the grandfather and spend for the family, it may

be reasonable to hold that the grandson is liable.

The son is also not liable to pay any debts con jrjnesand

tracted to pay fines and the like and for criminal ^p^pria_

misappropriations by the father. (2)
tions*

There is some conflict of opinion on the inter-

pretation of the word Vyavaharika in the text of

Ushana cited in this Section which says that debts

which are not Vyavaharika need not be paid by Vyabaharika .

the sons. In the case of Durbar Khachur */.
meani»g

Khachar Harsur, (3) the Bombay High Court held

that the word meant ‘unusual
9

or * not sanctioned

by law or custom ’ and that the son is not liable

to pay the debts which the hither ought not ‘ as a

decent and respectable man .to have incurred/ The

Calcutta High Court has differed from that inter-

pretation. (4) The text of Ushana should be

considered as identical in import with the texts of

Vasista and Yajnavalkya and the word Vyavaharika

should be considered as meaning debts for liquor,

lust, idle gifts and the like not mentioned in detail

by the said Rishi Ushana. Indeed; as the Allahabad

(1) Narayan v. Vencatacharya, 28 Bom. 408.

(2) Mahabir Prosad v. Basdeo Sing, 6 All. 234. Nahnee v. Huraram,

1 Bom. 90. Me. Dowell v. Raghava, 27 Mad 71. Pareman. v. Blntta, 24

Cal. 672.

(3) 32 Bom. 348.

(4) Chakouri Mahton v. Ganga, 16 C. W. N. 519, 2 I. C. 609
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Court has held, there is no justification to exempt

the son from liability, except when the debt comes

strictly within the text of Yajnavalkya as interpreted

in the Mitakshara. (i)

The Madras High Court has approved of the

Calcutta decision and held that the son is liable to pay

Habie

h

for

S°n moneys which the father is made to repay on account

father’s civil 0f h}s misappropriations of a civil nature. (2) The
misappropna-

<

111
#

v '

tion and tort, judges held that Colebrooke’s interpretation of the

word as meaning ‘ incurred for a cause repugnant to

good morals ’ was probably correct and expressed the

opinion that it meant ‘a debt which is not support-

able as valid by legal arguments and on which no

right could be established in the creditor’s favour

in a court of justice.’ In another case however,

the Madras High Court has held that the sons are

not liable to pay the debt of the father incurred

for paying the Government costs in a pauper suit

brought by him knowing it to be false. (3)

The Madras High Court has held that when

the misappropriation by the father is a mere breach

of civil duty and it is not shown that the father

made himself amenable to the criminal law, the

son is liable to discharge the obligation of the

father. (4) The Bombay High Court has held that

a son or grandson cannot be made liable in a decree

for damages against the father for wrongfully erect-

ing a dam. (5) The Allahabad High Court has

(1) 9 I. C. 624, 8 All. L. J 306

(2) V nugopal v. A. Ramanandhum, 14 I. C. 705, 11 Mad. L. J.

427. Natasayya Ponnisami, 16 Mad. 9u.

{3) Aligireswami v. Sundareswara, 20 Mad. L. J. 89, 4 I. C. 105.

(4) Erasala v. Addepally, 31 Mad. 472. Kanemar v. Krishna, 31

Mad. 472. See 17 Mad. L J. 283.

(5) Durbar Khachar v Khachar, 32 Bom. 384
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doubted the correctness of the said decision and

held that the son is liable to pay a debt incurred

by the father for contesting an action for libel

against him. (1) The same Court has rightly

observed that the only limitation to the liability of

the son is contained in the text that the son is not

liable to pay debts for liquor, gambling, lust, unpaid

fines and idle gifts and that only criminal mis-

appropriation would exonerate the son. (2) The

Bombay High Court has recently disapproved of

the rule in Durbar Khachar’s case. (3) In Calcutta,

it has been held that a decree for mesne profits

against the father for profits wrongfully obtained

by him should be paid by the son (4) if it was not

for wanton interference with the rights of the decree-

holder. (5) The Allahabad Court has held that

the son is bound to pay money due under an

indemnity clause in a sale deed executed by the

father which was not tainted with immorality.(6)

The Allahabad High Court has held that a

barred debt of the father cannot be considered as

an antecedent debt. (7) The Madras High Court

and the Punjab and Oude Courts in recent

cases have held that such a debt may be considered

as an antecedent debt for which the son’s interest

may be bound. (8) The Calcutta High Court,

(1) Sumer v. Chaube, 9 I. C. 624, 8 All. L. J. 306*

(2) Niddalal ®. Collector, 14 All L. T 610.

(3) Ram v. Narayan, 17 Bom. L. R. 955.

(4) Peary Lai Sinha v. Chandi, 11 C. W. N. 163. Zenamandit'.

Lanka, 25 I. C. 397. Shiam v* Ganeshi, 28 All. 28S.

(5) Chakouri v. Ganga, 39 Cal. 863.

(6) Raghunundan v. Chain Ram 27 I, C. 895.

(7) Indar Sing v S rju Sing, 11 1 . C. 737 . 8 All. L. J. 1099. Dalip

Sing v. Kundan Lai, 35 All. 564.

(Si Subramaniazr Gopala, 33 Mad. 308. Muthusvvami v, Subramanya,

14 I. G 69 Dewan Sbib Nath v, The Alliance Bank of Simla, 5 I C
480 Harthar v. Bharat, 20 I. C. 590. See I'anlulu v. Vencataramana,

29 Mad. 200. Bhagabnt v, Girlja, 15 Cal. 717 P. C
, 17 Cal. 584,

Barredfdebts

of the father

whether bind*

ing.
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without deciding whether the son was under a

pious obligation to discharge such a debt, held

that it was not binding as an antecedent debt

and at most, it created a personal liability on the son

and a mortgage for it was not binding on him. (i)

There is no limitation to a moral obligation

and the son is bound to pay the father’s debt after

the lapse of any period of time. The grandson is

also liable to pay it, though without interest. The

limit of time according to some commentators is the

death of the grandson but according to others, it is

the death of the great-grandson.

The Allahabad and Patna High Courts, as

dehfwhen not
we^ as Ouc*e Court, in recent cases have

binding. held that if the antecedent debt be proved to have

been immoral, it would not bind the son. (2)

In a recent case in Calcutta, (3) it was held

Mortgage, no “ in the case of a Mitakshara family consisting of a

lmrnor«fity

r

father and minor sons, when the father hypothecated

wbefhw bind-
ancestral property there being no proved necessity,

in& but on the other hand no proof of immoral Or

illegal purposes, and no proof that the lender made

any enquiry as to the purpose, the debt itself was an

antecedent debt,” and though the mortgage cannot

be enforced, there being no ‘debt antecedent to the

transaction’ to sustain it, the creditor is entitled in

a suit against the father and sons, or the sons alone,

after the death of the father, to a decree directing

the debt to be raised out of the whole ancestral

(1) Ilira v. Chandrabali, 13 C. W. N. 9.

(2) Niddha Lai v, Collector, 35 I. C. 209, 14 All. L. J. 629. Bhagat

Mai v1. Abdul, 1 Pat. L. J. 86. Sabhumean v, Narayanun, 23 I. C. 248

Mad. Babu Sing v. Bihary, 30 All. 156. Baktandar 9 . Ram Sing, 35 I. C

.

44 (Oude).

(3) Suraj v, Golab, 28 Cal. 517. Pran Krishna v, Jadu, 2 C. W. N. 603.
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estate inclusive of the mortgaged property, (i)

but any part of the property, which h id passed

into the hands of third parties, could not he sold. (2)

The Calcutta High Court in some recent cases

held that the debt need not be antecedent to the c*lco,ta

mortgage in order to bind the son and the period of

limitation for a suit upon it against the sons was

1 2 years. (3) The matter was recently referred to

a Full Bench and it was held, following Luchmun

v. Giridhur, that a mortgage by the father for a

debt, which was ne'ther antecedent or for family

purposes, could not be enforced against the sons

after the father's death and a suit for the purpose

was barred after six years from the time when the

debt incurred by the father matured. (4)

It should be mentioned here that the Mita-

kshara in its commentary on Yajnavalkya Ch. 2

V. 92 expressly says that a mortgage with posses-

sion by the father is binding on the son and the

grandson. That portion of the Mitakshara was not

translated by Colebrooke and was never placed

before the Judges. The matter is not open to

subtle discussions whether antecedent means as

being not immediately antecedent to the mortgage

or whether it means that it must be one day or

more prior to it. Again having regard to the

(1) Luchmans Das v. Giridhur, 5 Cal. 855 and buraj Piosad v
t

Golab, 28 Cal 517.

(2) Khalilal Rahman Gobi nd Prosad, 20 Cil. 328. Contra Gunga

Ajudhia, 8 Gd, 131.

(3) Moheswar Dutt v. Kiss»n Sine, 3J Cal, 184. Ilicvv^nath v, Jigdeep,

40 Cab 342* Sheo Nanyan v. Mol had 1, j; C W. N. 1024, Maliia v,

Biindesri Prosad, 40 Cal, 34, dssenting from Luchman Das 2. Giridhur,

5 Cal. 855, Suraj Prosad 7\ Golab, 28 Cal. 517, Bbaghat ?. Suta, 7 Cal,

L. J. 95. Contra Krishna Prosad v* Ram Prosad, 20 C. W. N. 508,

KUhun Pcrshad i>. Tipan, 34 Cal, 735, See 16 C. W. K, 38.,,

(4) Brij Nandan v. Bidya Prosad, 42 Cal. 1068.
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fact that the decision of Suraj Prosad v, Golab,

which the recent Calcutta Full Bench follows, has

been practically overruled by the recent Privy

Council decisions.(i) its authority must be consider-

ed to be doubtful.

The recent decisions of the Patna High Court

go to show that that Court is not prepared to follow

Lala Suraj Prosad’s case and the other cases of the

Calcutta High Court based upon that decision.(2)

It has been held there that the liability of the

son is not affected by the fact that there was no

necessity or that there was no consent of the adult

sons, and that the sons can get their shares

exempted front liability only by proving affirmatively

that the debt was contracted for immoral or illegal

purposes (3), and that inadequacy of price can not

invalidate an alienation by the father. (4) It has

also been held that a charge created by the father

is not enforceable after his death. (5)

In Allahabad, the majority of a Full Bench

of five judges have held that the debt must be

antecedent to the transaction or incurred for

the purposes of the family in order to make a

mortgage by the father binding on the son. (6)

Justices Banerji, and Richard dissented from the

view of the majority. The said Court has

since held that even the father’s share cannot

be sold upon a mortgage by the father when

(1) Sheo Shunkar v . Musammut Jaddo, 36 All, 383 P. C. Durgadut v.

Rameshwar, 36 Cal. 943 P. C. Kissen v. Har, 33 All. 272.

(2) fihola Jhah v Karim Bakas, 1 Pat. L. J. 180.

(3) Bhagat Mai Sahu v. Abdul Karim, 1 Pat. L, J. 86.

(4) J«gol Kishore v, Ragbubar, 34 I. C. 89.

(5) Jowula l’ru.ad v. lVota^, 1 Fat. L. J. 163, 37 I. C. 184.

(6) Chandtadeu v, Mata Prasad, 31 All. 176 F. B. Contra Debt Dat

Vs Jadu, 24 All. 459. See Jamna v, Nain Sukh, 9 All. 456,
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the debt is not antecedent to the transaction or for

the purposes of the family. (1) This is clearly

against the rulings of the Privy Council mentioned

before.

In more recent cases, the Allahabad Court

has held that when the son allows a mortgage by

the father to go unchallenged till the suit is brought,

it may be presumed that the son assented to it.

when there is no evidence on either side, and the

mortgage is binding on him (2).

A Full Bench of the Allahabad Court have

also held that in case of a simple money decree

the son’s interest can be sold in execution (3).

In Madras, Sir Bhasyam Ayyangar held that

there was no distinction between an antecedent

debt and a present advance (4). But the decision

was overruled by a Full Bench which held that

the mortgage was not binding on the son, unless

there was a debt antecedent to the transac

tion or justifying necessity (5). The judges how-

ever, said in their judgment that they were unable

to adopt the view taken in Chidambar> Mudaliar’s

case having regard to the word, antecedent, used

in Suraj Bansi Koer’s case,

4

* although on principle

they might be disposed to do so.”

In Bombay, it was held by Sargent C. J. and

Nanabhai Haridas J. in concurrence with West
and Birdwood J. J. that ‘‘ the father’s disposition

of the family estate, is made to affect the son’s as

(1) Kahsunker v. Nawab, 31 All. 507.

(2) Kamta Parshad v. Sidh Narain, 14 I. C 251. Chuttun Lai v

Kullu, 33 All. 283.

(3) Karan Sing v. Bhup Sing, 27 All. 16. F. B.

(4) Chidambara v. Koothaperumal, 27 Mad. 326.

(5) Vencatar.imana v, Vencataramana, 29 Mad 200. F. B,
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well as the father’s interest, except so far as the son

can establish that voluntary disposal was made
under circumstances which deprived the father of

the disposing power.” (i) Mr. Justice Ranade and

Mr. Justice Barnes approved of this decision in

a latter case and held that “ancestral property is

available for the payment of the debt of the father,

unless the son can prove that the debt was

contracted for immoral or illegal purposes ” (2).

The judges held that a mortgage not proved to

have been for family purposes was binding on the

son. In another case however the rule was modi-

fied and it was held that the true rule was codified

in Sec. 38 of the Transfer of Property Act which

provides that “ when any person authorized only

under circumstances in their nature variable to dis-

pose of immoveable property, transfers such property

for considerations alleging the existence of such

circumstances they shall as between the transferee

on the one part and other persons (if any) affected

by the transaction on the other part be deemed to

have existed if the transferee after using reason-

able care to ascertain the existence of such circum-

stances has acted in good faith ” (3). The judges

held that when there was no enquiry by the trans-

feree the son would not be bound.

In a recent case (4) the Bombay High Court

interpreted the cases of Luchman Das and Khalilur

Rahman as laying down the rule that “ a mortgage

(1) Chintamanrao v. Kashinath, 14 Bom. 320.

(2) Ramchandra v. Fakirappa, 2 Bom. L. R. 450. Sec. 24 Bom.

343, 9 Bom. L. R 125.

(3) Jamsetji v. Kashinath, 26 Bom. 326. See 4 Bom. L. R. 587

28 Bom. 461.

(4) Nathajiv Sitaram, 4 Bom. L. R. 587.
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on specific property must in order to bind a son’s-

interest in the property charged be in considera-

tion of a debt antecedent to that mortgage but that

if there was no debt antecedent to the mortgage,

the debt which was contracted at the time of the

mortgage itself will none the less be an obligation

binding the general assets, if it is not immoral, for

every such debt contracted by the father gives rise

to a pious obligation on the part of his son to

discharge it,’’ and they held that “ every non-im-

moral debt of the father binds the general assets

from the first and so may constitute a joint family

necessity which would thereafter justify a specific

charge or alienation.”

The rule that if the debt is antecedent,say by a

day, to the mortgage, it binds the estate, but that it

does not do so, if the consideration for the mortgage

is paid at the time, is certainly based on earlier

rulings of our Courts, but it is difficult to say that it

is based on reason or any principle of law. The
distinction is so fine, that for practical purposes it

might have been disregarded.

The word ‘antecedent’ according to all the

decisions was first used in Suraj Bunsi Koer’s case,

and admittledly there is no principle of Hindu Law
underlying the rule that to support a mortgage the

debt must be antecedent to it.

We have already seen that there is a conflict

of decisions in the High Courts about the matter.

The privy Council very recently noticed this con-

flict and settled it by laying down the following

principles
:
(i) “In all these cases where it can be

established that the estate itself that is under

administration demanded or the family interests
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justified, the expenditure then those entitled to the

estate are bound by the transaction (2) “although

the correct and general principle be that if the

debt was not for the benefit of an estate then the

manager should have no power either of mortgage

or sale of that estate in order to meet such a debt,

yet an exception has been made to cover the case

of mortgage or sale by the father in consideration

of an antecedent debt”
; (3) “to call a borrowing

made on the occasion of the grant of a mortgage an

antecedent debt is to extend unduly and improperly

the whole scope of the exception and that in order to

validate such a transaction of mortgage, there must,

to give true effect to the doctrine of antecedency

in time, be also real dissociation in fact.” (1)

The Smritis and the Commentaries make no

distinction between an unsecured and a secured debt

in regard to the liability of the son The Mitakshara

in its commentary on Yajnavalkya II. 192 makes

the matter clear and says that a debt unsecured and

a debt secured by a pledge have both to be paid

without any distinction by the son and the grandson

•and a pledge by the father may be enjoyed by the

creditor till the debt is paid. This portion of the

Mitakshara, which is to be found at p. 198 of the

second volume, has never been before the judges.

Again the rule of Hindu Law is clear, and it has

been approved by our courts, that the sons cannot

take even ancestral property, without paying the

father’s debts, for on partition the father’s debts,

which are not improper, should be first paid.

The Allahabad High Court in a recent

(Fj Sahn Ram Chandra v . hhup Sing, 21 C. W. N. 691 P . C. The

judgment affirms the principles laid down in Chandradeo Sing v. Mata Prasad

31 All. 176.
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case has also held that when the sons get them-

selves exempted because they had t ot been made

parties to the suit against the father, the mortgagee

can successfully bring a subsequent suit against the

sons to enforce the mortgage and such a suit will

not be barred by six years’ limitation. (1) This is

the result of the extraordinary position created by

the ruling of Bhawani Prosid v. Kallu. But as the

said ruling has since been overruled, sons can

now bring a suit to declare their exemption from

liability, not on the ground of their not having

been made parties, but only on the ground of the

immorality or illegality of the debt and a subsequent

suit either by them or the creditor will not lie.

The Patna High Court in a recent case left

open the question, whether a son deliberately and

with notice omitted from a suit upon a mortgage

can sue to redeem but held that he can not do

so without setting aside the sale in execution within

one year from its date. (2)

A son born or adopted after an alienation by

the father by sale, mortgage or gift or after the

father's share had been attached in execution of a S0M-

money decree, or when he was in the mother’s womb
at the time, can not question such alienation and his

share must pass under it or under the sale in execu-

tion of the decree under which the property had

been attached. (3) The Calcutta High Court has

held that an after-born son has got the equity of

(?) Ram Sing t», Sthharam, 2Q All 544 Matadin Gaviadin, 31 All.

599. See 31 All. 176 F. B (2) Blwln Jha v . Karim, I Pat. L. 7 18a
Ram Tarun v, Rame^har, n C. W. N. 1078. Balwant 7'. Aman, 33 All. 7.

(3) Hardi Naraynn v. Rooder Perka^h, 10 Cal. 626 P. C. Narain Das
v. Hardval, 35 All. 571. Kumarsami r>. Nnngapp*. 13 Mad. L T. 21, Chinna
Pillav v . Kalimathn, 35 Mad. 49 F. B.. Bunwari Lai r. Dava Sunker. n C,
\V. N. 822 Bhola v. Kartic, 34 Cal. 872. Deo Naraynn v, Gunga, 26 I. C.

871, 13 AH. L.
J. 69. Sundarajan v, Saravara, 30 Mad. L. J. $92-
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Effect of

separation

alienation.

redemption, (i) This is not consistent with the

rule mentioned above.

It has been held that when an unjustifiable

alienation is made by a father without the consent

of the sons then living, it is invalid not only

against them but also against any after-born son. (2)

In Madras and Bombay, where a coparcener

can alienate his share for a consideration, an alienee

is entitled to the share of such coparcener undimi-

nished by the birth of an after-born son, who is

however entitled to share equally with his brothers

living at the time. (3)
The death of the alienator

before partition can not also divest the interest of

the alienee because of the rule of survivorship. (4)

A will by the father however, can not defeat

the right of a subsequently born son. (5)

An alienation by the father can not bind the

on
share of a separated son, except when the separation

was fraudulent. (6) Under the Hindu Law the son

ought to be liable for his share of the debt of the

father existing at the time of partition.^)

When there was a partition after a mortgage

but before the sale the Madras High Court held

that the creditor shall have to bring another suit

to enforce his decree against the son’s share. (8)

The Allahabad High Court has recently taken a

different view and held that the son’s share will

pass in the sale against the father. (9)

The inalienability of ancestral land is now

(1) BhoU v. Kartic, 34 Cal. 872. (2) f-Iazarimul v. Abani, 17 Cal.

L. J, 388. Murari Lai v. Jalipa, 30 Oud. L. J. 180, 34 I. C. 44. (3) Ganesh
Row v. Tulja Ram, 26 Mad. L. J. 460. Shivaji Rao v, Vasant Rao, 10

Bom L. R. 778. (4) Aiyagiri v. Aiyagiri, 25 Mad. 196 F. B. (5) Hanmunt
Ram Chandra#. Bhimacnarya, 12 Bom. 105. Minakshi v. Virappa, 8 Mad.
89. (6) Krishnasami v. Ramasami, 22 Mad. 519. Rathna v. AiymacharDr,
18 Mad. L. J. 599 (7) Sec 40 Cal. 407, 24 Mad. 555 (8) Krishmsami v.

Ramasami, 22 Mad. 519. (9) Indar Pal v. Imperial Bank, 28 I. C. 593 -
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part of the ancient history of the law on the subject.

As joint property is now considered alienable,

unless the circumstances under which it is alienable

are definite and easily ascertainable, the family

would suffer most and all persons dealing with it

would also very often suffer. These circumstances

should not therefore be such as would be difficult to

define or ascertain. The Hindu Lawgivers never left

anything uncertain. The father should be consi-

dered as having full power to sell, to enter into an

agreement to sell or to mortgage ancestral property,

so as to bind the interests of the sons, minor or

adult, whether for an antecedent debt or for his

present necessities, unless the debt had been incurred

for immoral or illegal purposes or the present neces-

sities were brought about on account of such purposes.

The sons should have the right to set aside such an

alienation in a suit of their own, on proving that the

father sold for debts or necessities for purposes im-

moral or illegal, ft should be the duty of the alienee

to ask the adult sons, if he has knowledge of them,

to join their father in the transaction. When the

transferee is proved not to have made any attempt to

do so, the circumstances invalidating the sale should

be presumed to have existed. But when the adult

sons refuse to join or when the sons are minors,

it should be the duty of the alienee to make reason-

able enquiry upon which he should be satisfied on

circumstances reasonably credited that the transac-

tion was not in consequence of immoral or illegal

acts of the father. If he satisfies the Court that he

made such enquiry the alienation should be binding

on the sons, even if they prove that in reality the

debt or necessity was for immoral or illegal purposes,

66
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Extent of in-

terest passing

under a sale

by father.

As regards third parties purchasing in execu-

tion sales against the father, unless they are proved

to be in collusion with the creditor or to have

knowledge of the circumstances invalidating a sale,

such sales should bind the sons, unless it is proved

that only the father’s interest was in fact sold.

A question is sometimes raised whether in a

sale by the father, when the deed does not purport

to convey more than his own interest surrounding

circumstances can be looked into whether the

executant purported to convey his own interest or

the interest of the family. It has been held in

Calcutta and Madras that notwithstanding the fact

that on the face of the deed the father conveys his

own interest only the entire family interest may

have been intended to pass and under such circum-

stances the court will hold that that was in reality

conveyed by the deed, (i) But there may be

circumstancss under which it should be held that

only the father’s interest passed. (2) Having regard

to the rulings of the Privy Council on this question

mentioned above, it seems that the burden proving

circumstances justifying the inference that the entire

family property passed is on the purchaser. But as

in the case of sales in execution, the question what

passed in the sale depends on the question whether

the sale was one for, necessity or antecedent and not

immoral debt and when there was necessity or such

debt, it must be considered as a sale of the entire

family property.

(1) Kanti Chunder v. Bisheswar, 25 Cal. 585 F. B. Krishna v.

Thamanna, 17 I. C. 497.

(2) Balwant Singh v. R. Rockwell, 34 All. 296 P. C, Simbhu Nath

Pandc v, Golap Singh, 14 Cal. 572 P. C.
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There was some difference of opinion in

Madras, whether the sons could be made liable Staaa^iSt"

before the death of the father, A recent Full ^"
h

s

er̂ jf®

Bench have settled that a personal debt of the time-

father may be enforced against the sons to the

extent of the ancestral property, whether the father

be dead or living (1).

The Allahabad Court have further held, in a

recent case that both as regards a mortgage and an

unsecured debt, the father and the son may not

only be sued together, but the son may be sued

separately, in respect of the same debt after a

decree had been obtained against the father. (2)

A Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court

have held that in execution of a decree for money cJ Sons can be

against the father, the son might be brought on the brought in as

record as his legal representative and the question Uvesof the .

decided whether the property in his hands was hfedeath'ln

liable to be sold in satisfaction of the decree (3).

The question whether the debt was immoral or 4uesti°" of
1

t
immorality

illegal may also be tried in such proceedings. (4)
can tried

It would follow from the above that when the sons

are brought on the record a separate suit to try

the question of their liability would not lie. (4)

The Madras Court has also, in the most recent

case on the qestion adopted the Calcutta rule

dissenting from its earlier decisions (5).

(1) RamsamyT/. Ullaganatha, 22 Mad. 49.

( 2) Dharam Sing v. Angan Lai, 21 All. 301.

(3) Amar Chandra Kundu, v. Sebak Chand Chowdhury, 34 Cal, 642.

(4) Chander Pershad v. Sham Koer, 33 Cal. 676. Shevram v
t
Sakhe

ram, 33 Bom. 39.

(5) Bhagovatulu v. Yelesvarapu, 9 I. C. 648 2 Mad W. N. 198.

Kurumah v, Mayan, 17 Mad. 255. Contra. Zemindar of Karvetna v.

Trustees, 32 Mad. 429. Karnataka Hanu mavya, 5 Mad. 255, Ariabudra

v, Dorasami, 11 Mad. 43, Luchmi v. Kunji, 13 Mad. 263. Sec. 27 Mad.

106, 29 Mad. 153.
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The Bombay High Court have held that a

simple money decree for the personal debt of the

father may be enforced against the sons, after his

death, in execution. (1)

A Full Bench of the Allahabad Court (2) have,

also following a Calcutta case, (3) held, that the son,

if he was brought on the record as representative of

his father, could, under Sec. 244, C. P. C., raise the

question, that the property, sought to be sold, was

ancestral which he took by survivorship.

In Madras, it has been held that a sale of the

interest of a son during the lifetime of the father

and

e

grand°

nS
'n execut >on °f a decree upon a mortgage not bind-

son’s interest
ina on the family, will pass the interest of the son

will pass m '

1

execution of and of the grandson and when the father had made
decree against ... - . . . . . .

the son during a gut of h is own interest to the grandson.it was
father shfe-

cons icierecj as a partition in the eye of the law. (4)

But under the Hindu Law of the Rishis, a son

is incompetent to execute a bond and a son’s debts

can never bind the family property, except when

for necessity, and gift or no gift, the sale could

pass no part of the family property.

An unsecured creditor of a Hindu, it has been

held, has no charge or lien on the inheritance (5)

debtof'the and if there be no attachment before the death of

Mchargef" father, a debt by him will not be a charge on the

property in the hands of the son.

It is settled now that the son cannot be

liable for the father’s debts when there is no

(1) Umed Hathi Sing v. Goman Bhaji, 20 Bom. 385.

(2) Seth Chand v. Durga Dei, 12 All. 313.

(3) Rajrup v. Ramgolam, 16 Cal. 1.

(4) Kadegan, Peripa, 13 Mad. L. J. 477.

(5) Verankharaja v, Papia, 13 Mad. 258.
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ancestral property. In Bombay, early decisions

made the sons liable, even in such cases ac-
®°
h

"

"°herefe

cording to the strict letter of the Hindu Law,

and it was considered necessary to pass an

Act to declare the son’s liability only to the ex-

tent of the property inherited by him. (Act 7

of 1 866).

There is a solitary case in Bombay decided

in 1865, which gave effect to the rule of Hindu

Law that the grandson is liable to pay the grand grandson

father’s debt without interest (1). A Full Bench ^Mnteresr

of the Allahabad High Court have however,

recently held that the rule cannot apply to the case

where there are assets. (2) Mr. Justice Knox

in deciding the case fell into the error of sup-

posing that Dr. Jolly’s divisions of his collection

of the texts of Vrihaspati were the original divi-

sions of the Smriti and that the non-liability of sons

appears only in the division of debts for surety-

ship. The texts of Katyavana and Vyasa make

it quite clear that in no case is the grandson liable

for interest. The decision of the Allahabad Court

is undoubtedly correct when the debt is incurred

for the purposes of the family. But when it is

not so contracted, the gradson who takes by sur-

vivorship can be made liable only under the rule

of Hindu Law which lays down that, unless a debt

is proved to be illegal or immoral, the son is liable

to pay it with interst. But as I have already

shown there is no foundation for the rule of sur-

vivorship in the Smritis, and it may be equitable to

(1) Nara Sinharav v. Krishnanav, 2 Bom. II. C. 64.

(2) Luchminaran Das v. Khunnualal, 19 All. 26. F. B.
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Limitation.

disegard it in the case of debts and also to apply

the modern doctrine that a debt means principal

with interest to debts by Hindus.

The rule of the Smritis was an equitable

rule of limitation. It extended the period of

limitation for the recovery of debts to the death

of the grandson, when the grandfather and the

father failed to pay it during their lifetime,

but at the same time it laid down that the

creditor who made such delay should not get

interest. The Lawgivers never intended that

when there was no delay, the interest of the grand-

son could not be made liable for the interest during

the lifetime of the father and the grandfather.

A suit for the enforcement of a mortgage

executed by the father is governed by the 12

years’ rule of limitation. If the mortgage be held,

binding on the sons, who have not executed it the

same rule will apply. We have already noticed

the conflict of decisions on the question whether a

mortgage, without necessity and without any

antecedent debt to support it, will bind the son’s

interest and on the question of limitation in respect

of remedies against the son. If there is a mortgage

binding on the son, the limitation is 12 years;

otherwise it is 6 years, when the debt is not

immoral and it is sought to be realized from the

family properly.

The remedies of the creditor against proper-

ties other than those that are mortgaged, as well

as against the person of the executant, are barred

by six years’ limitation when the bond is registered.

It has been held in Allahabad that the liability

of a son to pay his father’s debts under the Mitak-
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shara arises from the moment when the father

fails to discharge his obligation and such claim is

governed by Art. 120 of the Limitation Act (1).

It appears however, that there is nothing in

Hindu Law to justify the position that during the

lifetime of the father, the right to sue the sons arises

on his failure to discharge his obligation. As the

liability of the sons extends only to the extent of the

ancestral property, during the lifetime of the father

when the sons are not separated from him, a decree

against the f ither for a debt not immoral can be

executed against the entire ancestral property by

making or without making the sons parties to the

suit or execution and there is no room for supposing

that there is a separate cause of action or

a different rule of limitation, when the sons’

interests are sought to be sold. Thus the limita-

tion applicable to a suit by a creditor is one and

the same against the father and the son. It would

be different if properties, other than grand paternal or

paternal, in the hands of the son could be followed

in execution of a decree against the father on the

strength of the ancient Aryan rule of the son’s

personal liability to pay the father’s debt. In

that case only, the hability of the sons will arise

on the inability of the father to pay his debts.

But the ancient rule became obsolete even during

the time of the commentators, who laid down the

rule that the liability of the sons extends up to

the ancestral property in their hands after the death

of the father. During the lifetime of the father,

he completely represents his sons in regard to

(1) Champalal v. Sham Sundar, 13 I. C. 530
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transactions regarding ancestral property, as the

Privy Council has held, and thus there is no

justification for extending the time for enforcing the

remedies of the creditor of the father, when he

seeks them against the sons.

There can be no personal decree against the

Son n°t per- sons for a cle bt of the father. The remedies of the
sonally liable.

creditor are confined only to the sale of the ancestral

properties in the hands of the sons, whose self-

acquired properties are not liable.

Whether specific performance of a contract

of sale of ancestral property by the father can be

Specific enforced against the sons is a question of some

whether

4006
difficulty, When the son is a minor, it has been

resfwctof

m
held that, unless it is proved that it is for his bene,

ancestral
j t can not be enforced (1). When the sons are

adult, it is difficult to see why the father should be

able to bind the sons by a completed transfer for

antecedent debts which are not immoral or illegal

but should not be able to enter into a contract of

sale so as to bind them. It has been held that

there is no difference between the rights of minor

and adult sons as regards alienations by the father

and it is difficult to see why there should be any

in respect of a contract of sale by the father. It

is said that the circumstances which would justify

an alienation by the father as codified in Sec. 34

of the Transfer Property Act, which enacts that

there should be an allegation of necessity and

reasonable enquiry by the alienee, would not justify

a contract of sale. But the right of the father to

(1) Jamsetji v. Kashinath, 26 Bom. 326. Jugul Kishore v. Anand-

Lai, 22 Cal. 545, Krishnasami v. Sundrappayyar, 18 Mad. 41 . Khairuna

pesa v, Loke Nath, 27 Cal. 276.
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to sell is a right under the Hindu Law.

Specific performance of a contract to sell

for family necessity may be allowed in respect of Ejfa
j

o/^

joint family property (i), but not of the undivided unfa sub-^

share of a coparcener under the Mitakshara. (2) of the Bombay

Under the Dayabhaga, it is allowable. In Madras
Cottrt ‘

also, it is allowable in respect of the interest of an

undivided coparcener in the entire family property

but not merely in a part of it.(3)

It has been held in Bombay that on account

of Cl. 1 Sub Rule 15 of the Circular of that Court

to the effect that “nc interest of any son, brother

or other coparcener shall pass unless expressly

specified for sale,” the interest of any coparcener

hot advertised for sale can not now pass. (4) A
circular can not abrogate a rule of Hindu Law.

The Privy Council have held that when, pending a

suit for declaration that the father’s debt was

immoral, an order was passed that the right title

and interest of the judgment-debtor should be sold

and it was so sold and the declaratory suit subse-

quently failed, the entire family property passed. (5)

When the son was exonerated because he was

no party to the promissory note in suit, the decree

could be executed against the properties of both

father and son. (6) In Madras, a Full Bench has

held that a decree debt against the father, though

unavailable to attach the family property, can furnish

a fresh cause of action for a suit against the sons.(7)

(1) 38 Mad. 1191. (2) Sheikh Abdul v, Jadunandun, 21 I. C. 528.

Janaki v jamun, 22 I. C. 612. Ramdial 9. Ajudhia, 28 All. 328. See L. K.

19 Q. B. 683, 20 Cal. 508. (3) Subba v. Venkatrama, 38 Mad. 1191, 26

Mad. 74. 3* Mad.
" ' ” " ’ ’

. 320, 33 Mai 359. *3 Mad. L. J. 61a Mir Sarwarjan 9.

Fakariiddfn, 1 , GW.*. 3U B. (4) Timaopa ». « «- C
uaicaruaain, u v,. 34 r, o. \*r j* ; T 1

123. (5) Sripat v. Maharaja Sir Prodvot, 21 * C. W. N. 44*-

W

Gonesh, aSAIi, 288. (7) Periasami * Seetharan* af Ma<h 243 F* &
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It has been held that, as under the Mitakshara

the father’s debts must be paid on partition, sons

could not recover the whole or their share of the

property sold by the father without refunding the

whole of the consideration, without showing that the

•EEmcm
money been obtained for immoral purposes, (l)

•it; <* for The Allahabad Court has held that an alienation

partially for necessity may be set aside in its entirety

on payment of the part of the consideration that

was for necessity or antecedent debt. (2)

When a sale is set aside, the vender, can obtain

a decree against the sons for the consideration

money, as a debt of the father. (3)

taSnodoIi

0,1 Property obtained by sons on partition is not

partition not assets of the father during his life-time and a decree

for father’s for a surety-debt can not be enforced against it. (4)
rarely debt. ^ suit for possession must be brought within

Limitation. l2 years frotn the date when the alienee gets

possession. (5)

The Joint Hindu Family.

SECTION II.

«ifw^w wrafii St«i 1

« trim; y* #»

StfiWwf WTO’lwf'Wf I

ywwmfcra n pt sigirffii n

wwnftmiw 3 ftfr
: wi nWfor. 1

smufituft flk 1

wifi: ftuniwnwn 1

WT3 nflnjft t»l $33T

»

wi3Wi: 1

tiwfimk* tfii 11

srcwwmltgrcyrcUfawfai

(1) Hasmat Rai v, Goptl, 1 1 Cal. 396. (a) Ramdayal v. Suraj, 23 1. C.

toi. MMn Sttlu, 36 I t C. 387. (4) Devaguptapee v, Vaddadi,

M l C. RAmehaftdra r. Kondayya* 24 Mad. $$5. (S) Muhammad
t>, MtifatU, ft AH . £$3; Ste 36 601m 235.
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1

^nftcTT vfc ?re: ^rr?[ 315^ i«I 1

^RT^f *nn Trf^VTWKfq WK «

l^li?S«P?Wtsfa I

31 3T *f «3T3TO I

*TT«}fb 33^TW II

3TO ^ 3T^f «nftiShl«rf?( !P9<n^ tt

*w m**>; «iru-w, t«> k^> w 1

That son alone on whom he throws his debt and through

whom he obtains immortality, is begotten for (the fulfilment of)

the law.

But money due by a surety, or idly promised, or lost at play,

or due for spirituous liquor, or what remains unpaid of a fine

and a tax or duty, the son (of the party owing it) shall not be

obliged to pay.

This just mentioned rule shall .apply to the case of a surety

for appearance (only)

;

if a surety for payment should die,

the (judge) may compel even his heirs to discharge the

debt.

On what account then is it that after the death of a surety

other than for payment, whose affairs are fully known, the

creditor, may (in some cases) afterwards demand the debt (of

the heirs) ?

If the surety had received money (from him for whom he

stood bail) and had money enough (to pay), then (the heir of

him) who received it, shall pay (the debt) out of his property
;

that is the settled rule.

A contract made by a person intoxicated, or insane, or

grievously disordered (by disease and so forth), or wholly

dependent, by an infant or very aged man, or by an unauthorised

(party) is invalid.

If the debtor be dead and (the money borrowed) was

expended for the family, it must be paid by the relatives out

of their own estate, even if they are divided.

Should even a wholly dlpendent person (member) make a

contract for the behoof of the family, the senior (managing
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member of the family), whether in his own country or abroad,

shall not rescind it.*

In money transactions interest paid at one time (not by

instalments) shall never exceed the double (of the principal)
;
on

grain, fruit, wool, or hair, (and) beasts of burden, it must not

be more than five times (the original amount).

Manu, IX. 107; VIII, 159*163, 166, 167,151.

TpiTCsmrtg: 1 * w' 1 t

*xi a®, 8*, ^ 1

The heirs shall pay the debts (or a deceased person).

Money due by a surety, a commercial debt,* a fee (due to

the parents of the bride), debts contracted for spirituous liquor

or in gambling, and a fine shall not involve the sons (of the

debtor).

If (the loan) remains outstanding for a long time, the

principal may be doubled (after which interest ceases).

Gautama, XII. 40, 41, 31.

wrrfaftf

* I have slightly altered the translation of Dr. Buhler in order to make

the meaning more clear.

t ’^wnsr. is the reading in the Saraswati-

Vilasa. *1 is the reading in the Vira-Mitro-

daya. The reading in the Calcutta and Bombay editions of this text making

*1 as is clearly incorrect. See Vivada-Ratnakara, p. 68.

X * Debt * is wrong. It should be * toll ’ and a fee due to the parents &c.

should be omitted, for Sulka here means tax or toll as in Manu 8 Ch. 158,

cited above and not fee.
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*r fan fwhi i wi: wwf

^nrr^ i farafro ^iiiigwfai 11

^fa^TT I

^feRT fpwf I

V[®K)i ^T% nfaTT«4 faffed I

^rsft g fare grenfaruei gm *rfq n

fas: A I 8* I

If he who contracted the debt should die, or become a

religious ascetic, or remain abroad for twenty years, that debt

shall be discharged by his sons or grandsons. But not by

remoter descendants against their will.

He who takes the assets of a man, leaving or not leaving

male issue, must pay the sum due (by him).

And (so must) he who takes+ as wife the widow left by

one who had no assets.

A woman (shall) not (be compelled to pay) the debt of her

husband or son. Nor the husband or son (to pay) the debt of a

woman (who is his wife or mother). Nor a father to pay the

debt of his son.

A debt contracted by coparceners shall be paid by any one

of them who remains (living). J

And so shall the debt of the father (be paid) by (any one

of ) the brothers (or their sons) before partition. But after

partition they shall pay severally according to their shares of the

inheritance.

#The reading of Ratnakara of this Sutra is as follows

*w fire ii

t Dr. Jolly translates this part as ‘ takes care of the wife.’ It is not

correct. Nandapandita interprets it as I have translanted it. He says f^j
&c-

J Dr. Jolly translates as ' who is present.’ I think it means

who survives. I have literally translated it as ‘ who remains.’
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A debt contracted by the wife of a herdsman, distiller of

spirits, public dancer, washer, or hunter, shall be disharged by

the husband (because he is supported by his wife).

(A debt of which payment has been previously) promised

must be paid by the householder.

And (so must he pay that debt) which was contracted by

any person for the behoof of the family.

Suretyship is ordained for appearance, for honesty, and for

payment ; the first two (sureties, and not their sons), must pay

the debt on failure of their engagements, but even the sons of the

last may be compelled to pay it.

Vishnu, VI. 27-39, 4L

m 1

fVgtf 11

afaa: ; W ; xiaa

The father throws his debt on the son.*

Now they quote also (the following verse) : A son need

not pay money due by a surety, anything idly promised, money

due for losses at play or for spirituous liquor, nor what remains

unpaid of a fine or a toll.

(For principal and interest) double may be taken for gold

(money) but treble for grain lent.f

Vasista, XVII. i ; XVI. 31 j
II. 44.

ani witf ta g 1

am uto 1

Riftvrw
:
gratia atn 1

* Debt here is usually understood by commentators as debt due to

the Manes. But it meant temporal debts, also as I have shown before. The

Sutra is the same as Vishnu, XV. 45, See Manu, IX. 107.

t I have not followed the translation of Dr. Buhler. I have put

it in different words to make the passage clear.
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*r 4tftrp[ qfhs^T«it girom fw i

^EIT§^ *rf?!I fT^T II

ITT chwspgici i

i^kr gift ^rnsr 11

i

^fiwsrf ^TSTT^f^ITT^T^^rT II

irfim* fisrcT w *tt *qpirn i

m 3T i TT^r^fir i

fqcrfr *1WI ^^nftr^sw i

g^xfti W TnfTOTfTOl II

HStswtfww: 11

iw*nifi(^w?i: inaif?riftsftw i

*1 cTS^T ^d 3fwr: II

f^^T^^TT: fqcfrrt II

w^i^f%T^NTH ^gf^rfV53*0T: ^gm: 11

snsprarr: n—**, is

A debt entered in a deed should be paid by three genera

tions, but a pledge shall be enjoyed as long as the debt is unpaid.

A debt incurred by undivided kinsmen on account of the

family shall be discharged by the heirs of the head of the

family, should the latter die or leave the country.

A woman has not to pay a debt incurred by her husband

or by her son, ncr a father the debt of his son ; except such

debts be incurred on account of the family ; it is the same with

a husband (in respect of a debt) incurred by his wife.

A. son has not to pay, in this world, his father’s debt

incurred for spirituous liquor, for gratification of lust, or in

gambling ;
nor a fine, or what remains unpaid of a toll

; nor

(shall he make good) idle gifts.

As to debts or wives of herdsmen, distillers, players, washer-

men, and hunters, their husbands have to pay ; because their

maintenance depends upon their wives.
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A debt acknowledged, one incurred by her jointly with her

husband, one incurred by herself (solely)—these must be paid by

the wife ;
none other need be paid by her.

If a father have gone abroad or been subdued by calamity,

his debt shall be paid by his sons and grandsons ; on their

denial the debt must be proved by witnesses.

He who takes the property of one who leaves no (capable)

son, shall pay the debts ; so he who takes the widow
;

also that

son whose paternal estate no other has appropriated, (and who

in such case shall always be deemed fit to inherit propery
; ) and

if one die without any son, then, whoseover succeeds to the

property.

After the death of the parents, the sons should divide the

wealth and the debts equally.

With interest, loans of cloth, paddy and gold may be

increased four-fold, treble, and double respectively.

Yajnavalkya, II. 89, 45-52, 39 -

s«rr ^ir 1

fwnn m nvigtfiKii n

sTTen urt firm 1

UTO* I

fw: 1

^ fW I

fMrfrTsrrr i

4T gW ?T?( ftRTT II

'Qm.vz *F[ 1

' *TWf II
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*rreqPt 9fg *re: ang a amt ara: i

guN 'srxfafwatax fawn aft xrsa^ ii

gra: wKttfsft ^tag^fagxr: am^ i

R^l a g agga: wi gxga#a n

a # afereixf ganga gagixx ??«n i

a^axgft a?x aa aax gm w%g;

«

gaxaaafaagx faxpnx ax ggaax i

at at gfgaaaxga gat asaiaaa aa: n

aiaiH»aaaTaag ^a*atsfggaaxa i

axa’sxtfaaig^ ^rw aSa gaxrccsag, 11

a a axafagaa asiatfa ara «3a i

axaggiaxgxt aat fzwxaf f? garc: 11

ama aataranaata^feaiatfaaT^ i

ttat aaataai afa: irg^a a ggxagg; n

«T<Sn «,ai a aaa axaifaxa aftaa: i

aarafsar''a" fa gfa aftaatafa 11

af^a faaaia^atataa' afaar a aa i

arefaafawiiareat a airaai faai i

fa^ax^amTat gfg fa'faagaax: 11*

axaa: txa—<, x°— u,
u—-i*. **, ta i a^» 1 1 x«® i

* The Mitakshara cites the following text as one of Narada. —
aaxar a^agaaifVaxgfqaft sf^^i
axa gang faaar ax sat axa^iaxfa ax u

The following texts are cited as Narada’s in the Vivada Tandava.

faai faa^^wwarmta axaraigtaq, i

apu^t gtn at>*f favnft asaf«: a? u

a*W tftfagrr a aga'^Ta xftfaaa i

asgxgxa ftaa* gxa afaarraaxg n

The penalty for non-payment of debts according to Narada is that th

debtor is born as the slave of the creditor’s house :

aftfsaft g amWT araxt aax 3xjxfa i

g?a ^hfitaaiafg gxat spxrfa aarfa u

axgg: gie i

68
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The father being dead, it is incumbent on the sons to pay

his debt, each according to his share (of the inheritance), in

case they are divided in interest. Or if they are not divided in

interest, the debt must be discharged by that son who is the

manager of the estate.

That debt which has been contracted by an undivided

paternal uncle, brother or mother, for the benefit of the house-

hold must be discharged wholly by the heirs.

If a debt has been legitimately inherited by the sons and

left unpaid, such debt of the grandfather must be discharged by

his grandson. The liability for it does not include the fourth

in descent.

Fathers wish to have sons on their own account, thinking

in their minds : “He will release me from all obligations towards

superior and inferior beings.”

Three deceased (ancestors) must be worshipped, three

must be reverenced before the rest. These three ancestors of a

man may claim the discharge of their two-fold debt from the

fourth in descent.

A father must not pay the debt of his son, but a son must

pay a debt contracted by his father, excepting those debts which

have been contracted from love, anger, for spirituous liquor,

games or bailments.

Such debts of a son as have been contracted by him by his

father’s order, or for the maintenance of the family or in a

precarious situation must be paid by the father.

What has been spent for the household by a pupil,

apprentice, slave woman, menial or agent, must be paid by the

head of rthe household.

When the debtor is dead and the expense has been incurred

for the benefit of the family, the debt must be repaid by his

relatives (agnate members of the family) even though they be

separated from him in interests.

Every single coparcener is liable for debts contracted by
another coparcener if they were contracted while the coparceners

Were alive and unseparated. But after their death, the son of

one is not bound to pay the debt of another.

The wife must not pay a debt contracted by her husband,
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nor one contracted by her son, except if it had been promised

by her, or contracted in common with her husband.

A sonless widow, and one who has been enjoined by her

dying husband (to pay his debts) must pay it, or (it must be

paid) by him who inherits the estate. (For) the liability for

debts goes together with the wealth.*

A debt contracted by the wife shall never bind the husband

unless it had been contracted at a time when the husband was

in distress. Household expenses are indispensably necessary
]

The wives of washermen, huntsmen, cowherds and distillers

of spirituous liquor are exempt from this rule. The income of

these men depends on their wives, and the household expenses

have also to be defrayed by the wives.

A wife, a daughter-in-law, a servant, he who marries the

widow : by these have debts to be paid, as also by one who

lives on the produce of land (inherited from the) (debtor).

What is left (of the father’s property), after paying the

father’s debts, shall be divided by the brothers, in order that

their father may not continue a debtor.

The (maximum) increase allowed of gold, grain, and

clothes (lent on interest) is double, treble and four-fold (of the

principal respectively).

t

Narada, I. 2-6, 10-13, I 5 I 9 »
2 5 i

XIII. 32 ;
I, 107.

^ fag: H

sfat.ww^ 11

fWi firorfan* i

n 34 g a

* means wealth and not right of succession as translated by

Dr. Jolly.

t The translation of Dr. Jolly is incorrect. He says interest may rise

till it be double. It should be principal and interest’ ; is not interest,

but increase.

His translation of the preceding two verses is also incorrect. I have

not therefore followed his translation there too.
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wzfti rt^rtto *w$t ^Tgrofa II

utRtw^ TOPWiW qm ^TR^T II

^ ?rt% qa: i.

gA RlTSHTt TOft^i: II

^ftrsim to* ^rot rftflraTS ^ 11

ff^T §fi:

:

iwfii: uia*— ns f u*

If the father is no longer alive, (the debt must be paid) by

his sons. The father’s debt must be paid first of all, and after

that a man’s own debt
;
but a debt contracted by the paternal

grandfather must always be paid before these two even.

The father’s debt, on being proved, must be paid by the

sons, as if it were their own
;
the grand-father’s debt must be

paid by his son's son without interest
;

but the son of a

grandson need not pay it at all.

When a debt has been incurred, for the benefit of the

household, by an uncle, brother, son, wife, slave, pupil, or

dependant, it must be paid by the head of the family.

Sons shall not be made to pay (a debt incurred by their

father) for spirituous liqnor, for idle gifts, for promises made

under the influence of love or wrath, or for suretyship ;
nor

balance of a fine or toll (liquidated in part by their father).

The liability for debts devolves on the successor to the

estate when the son is involved in calamity, or on the taker of

the widow, in default of a successor to the estate.

Debts contracted by the wives of distillers of spirituous

liquor, hunters, washermen, herdsmen, barbers or the like

persons, shall be paid by their protector
;
fqr they were contract-

ed for the affairs of their husbands.

* gw** fw <bzi I

Is also a text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Vivada-Ratnakara.
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On gold and other precious metals (the interest may make
(the debt) double.

Vrihaspati, XI. 48-53, 13.

fqqiqT 1

^ 11

4T ft IcTTO^sj tf?T I

ajr?n fqqT qq fqqw afqg n

fqm trg awnt fqtrm^rrr i

fqqTq' qfat it qt 4fof^ tr^ni: 11

qawf’g qq it q qt flfqfa: %t: i

*ntqfqt i^tit qqmt q»m n

Tnfir«iatm«f qttqfast' q g wt i

it’infq €ff fqjmf q®i?r qqag n

it^t q*mf m qnslStq f«?rat wtn i

faqr fqqqqraqti^nq: w. 11

fqq*nt g qrq«i ^’s" q)q ^ i

qgiq cmngWsR’ttff n

f*reiqi^ g fJsnTT jfrfqt tnii i

fitara tqtKrtqqqf fqaat gt: u

sqifqqjqrqsqiqt qqi Ib3n4if%qu( i

q^qfqq i«nq afamqfq qrotg 11

srfawrsfq fqg: it q?V ft fqwfaqg i

qa^iqtat 4*1 q^nq ttftt gqi I

’st fqqfr fitsi qW q qtqiqq u

qqr^Tqmftgiqt qrot ro ?»qt i

itfirasr fg; *®q fqtswf arran q 11

^"iTqqsnn'q »HU anfqtn qr i

nqaqfqfqrra fqqnqtqgaqqj qq n

qrqnqqrfirqra q qqqn«T q qqx sruj i

qqg gsi qgTn«f az»q q at nwt: 11
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ftfarctuftnrfq frag i

grauftaiafiMf! g?ng if* fi *g: ii

qj*' ifat ft*i *i ff f4ra: i

tf qftgg fg *n?f* wragff* fg II

wtTfra**' *ra! it* *ra*g i

Wfiqn* fin fg Siraftfra ft ft*g n

Wff if<11 fT fT# ftf^siTflfT ftfS[ i

5gsn%4fini tt =TTs*r«n fgat fra?n i

srgfntf ft *rtf *wr tf**‘ stfi i

•qnmifq *r grrar ** f*Tf*t frafi n

mi g grqtg if fft fiifircqsf: i

5ft*i*f g$* *n**i giqtg gfg ii

siffiftyj! it fit ft ff ssat i

gsrsgiqtnf fwralt itf**g ii

sin?warning f*ra«nrct af*g i

flit g ftft*iT ftgfqfs*fr n

fffsKfq*»g fg fit sftf^ffTfqft: I

f : raWrgntran g g*ras*tf f* ii

*fttf ifft JPffT fT’Wf^g i

it*qrq*tV fff gf?afirffsn n

fi ftif^ a*ig fft ffffft iffsft i

frsf #ff ff fro*' sfratrag: ii

t^q*nfaffqga#q*Tfffafir*tTg i

ate*raft fifai' fg qUfstaarfff: n

*f*g*raqrarat gq*rsrasi * i

ftreft firafrt tfc qreiqfjiffqrqi g n

While the father’s debts remain (unpaid), the son shall not

take the wealth of the father, which should be made over to the

creditor
;
where (the father dies) without wealth, the son should

be made to pay.
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A debt of the grandfather which is proved, or what remains

unpaid of a gift should be paid. A debt of the father which is

tainted with immorality, or which was disputed by him, should

not be paid.

A debt of the father which is proved, an ancestral debt

which has descended from the grand-father, if faultless and

unpaid, is to be paid by the sons and grandsons, according to

Bhrigu.

A debt of the grandfather, unpaid by his sons who are

afflicted with disease, that should likewise be paid by the grand-

sons, without interest.

The debt of suretyship need on no account be paid by the

grandsons, but must be made good by the son, without interest*

Should a man become surety for the appearance of a debtor,

on receipt of a pledge from him, his son shall be compelled to

pay that debt, even when without assets from his father.

When the son is dead, the grandson will pay, with care, the

debt (up to the amount received as debt), and also the debt

incurred by the fourth in ascent. Beyond him the liability

ceases.

The debt (contracted) by the father, who, though living, is

afflicted with disease, or has remained away from his country,

shall be paid after the twentieth year.

Sons should be made to pay such debts of the father who

is living, but who is diseased, insane, old, or gone out of his

country for a long time.

Even when the father is near, sons should pay the proved

debts of a father who is blind from birth, outcast, insane, or ill

of consumption, &c.

When the father has incurred a debt together with another,

the son should pay it when the father is absent in a foreign

country, but when the father is dead, he should pay only the

father’s share of the debt, and never the debt of the other.

When debts are contracted jointly, whoever is found shall

be made to pay. If the father is absent, the son should pay the

whole, but if he is dead, the son should pay only the father’s

share.
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A debt contracted for the support of the family on account

of inability or illness or dire misfortune, know that as a debt

incurred in danger.

A debt incurred for a daughter's marriage, or for obsequial

ceremonies ;
all these (debts) when contracted by a (dependent)

member of the family should be paid by the managing member.

Bhrigu says, that debts contracted for family (purposes),

though without authority, by the slave, wife, mother, pupil, or

son of one who has gone on a distant journey, shall be paid.

The debt incurred by the son is not legally payable by the

father, except that which is promised to be paid (by him at the

time of taking the loan) or afterwards acknowledged (as

payable.)

A debt contracted by the wife should be paid by the hus-

band, and (one contracted) by the mother (should be paid) by

the son, when it is contracted for maintenance, when one goes

away without providing for them, permitting them to contract

debts (or without so permitting).

A debt contracted together with the husband or son, or only

by herself, should be paid by a woman, and no other.

A wife who has been addressed by her dying husband

(thus) “you shall pay my debts,” shall be made to pay though

unwilling, if she has received wealth.

The son shall be made to pay the debts (of his father)

when he is capable of inheriting wealth, not being sffiicted with

any incurable disease, and is capable of bearing the debt, but

not otherwise.

When the son is found in distress, i . e. f

11
afflicted with

disease,” &c., or is a minor, he who takes the wealth or the wife

should be made to pay.

When the father is dead (the debt) should not be paid by

minor sons
; when they are of age they should pay according to*

their share (or the wealth they receive)
; otherwise they go to hell*

The - debt contracted by sellers of spirituous liquor, (fisher-

men), &c., when they die without wealth or children, should be

paid by the person who enjoys their women.*

* It appears from this text that the rule about payment of debts by the
taker of wife refers to these lower castes.
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When without the consent of the son, a woman with wealth

takes to another man, if she has got no daughters, her Stridhana

should be taken by the son.

A woman with a son if she deserts a capable son, he (the

son) should pay off the father’s debt by taking all her Stridhana.

So says Manu.

Of persons who are long absent in foreign countries, or

without kinsmen, or are idiots, afflicted with insanity, &c., or

ascetics, even when they are living, they who take their wealth or

their wives should pay the debts.

For gems, pearls and coral, for gold and silver, for fruits,

and for cloth made of silk and wool the increase (of principal

with interest) can be only twofold.

Texts of Katyayana, cited, some in the

Ratnakara, and others, in the Mayukha
and Vira-Mitrodaya, Smriti-Chandrika,&c*

*tT3T $5*Ttttatf I

A debt contracted by a brother, uncle or mother, for the

purposes of the family should be paid by the cc-shaiers at the

time of division. Katyayana, cited in the Saras wali-Vilasa.

niftwaiwcf $ct: i

Hif g ^ f*m: ii

The grandson shall pay the debt of the grandfather, and

the son should pay the debt of suretyship without interest.

Their sons son of the giardson in respect of the grand-

fathers debt, and the son of the son in lespect of the suretyship

debt should not be made liable : this is the settled law

Vyasa, cited in the Mayukha and Apararka.

^ w’ ct^T TtTtn c(T I

*r*»^r*? vfit ii

A text of V)asa, oted in the Kutnakara.
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The son has not to pay a fine or the balance of a fine, or

a tax (or toll), or its balance (due by the father), nor that which

is not proper. Vyasa, according to the Ratnakara, but

Usana, according to the Mitakshara.

11

m Wht sgawsr sfanM fk*\m *t i

gfeqr?: fam cfifaficps ii

The debt due upon a written bond or on a promise, to a

woman who was another’s before (and not married by him), is

called a debt for love.

Having done an injury to another or destroyed his things

through anger, if anything is promised in satisfaction, it is

called a debt for anger.

Vyasa cited in the Ratnakara.

HIT 5T* cm ^ I

^5 ii

iftfat T?% ^TCTfafs^sfq 3T I

8 i w,

Debts incurred for spirituous liquor, lust, gambling, what

is idly promised as gift, or what remains unpaid of a fine or a

tax or duty : (these debts) of the father, the son should not pay.

When the father is absent in a distant country, or dead, or

overwhelmed by calamity, his debt should be paid by his sons

and grandsons
;

if concealed, when proved by witnesses.

Vriddha-Harita, IV. 142, 147.

Of land there cannot be a sale. It can only be mortgaged

with the consent of the coparceners.

Text of a Smriti cited in the Mitakshara and the Vivada

Tandava without naming the author,



SECTION III.

Partition.

“ Where a partition of the paternal property,

is instituted by the sons, it is called by the learned,
Righls of lhe

partition of property, Dayabhaga—a title of proper-

ty.” So says Narada. So say all the lawgivers.

The Hindu Lawgivers did not allow any right to

the son to get a partition of property, as long as the

father lived, or against his wish. The son, who got

separated from his father and obtained partition of

the family, was according to Baudhayana very

nearly an outcast and one who should not be

invited to a Sraddha. All the other lawgivers also

ordain that a son who quarrels with his father

should not be invited to a Sraddha. Probably they

meant one who got partition from his father. Ac-

cording to some, one who is an enemy of his father

s disqualified from getting.'any share. It is clear,

however, that in ancient times among Hindus, the

son was considered as having as much right to

ancestral property as the father, and though it was

immoral and against the law as laid by the law-

givers, he could get his share of the property when

he liked. The beautiful parable of the prodigal

son begins with these words : “A certain man had

two sons. And the younger of them said to

his father, give me the portion of goods that

falleth to me. And he divided unto them his living.’’*

A beautiful variant of this, the most beautiful of

* If the son had no right among the Jews to compel his father to parti-

tion it is very curious to find the story where we find it.
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parables, also appears in the Buddhistic Sutras,

composed about two centuries before the Christian

era. # In India, prodigal sons sometimes, complied

their fathers to give them a share of the property.

That in very ancient times sons had no rights is

clear from the texts. The patria potestas of the

Roman law shows that it was the same with the

Latin branch of the Aryan race. How then came

the idea of the equal right of sons to be recognized

in India? That the change was not introduced by

the Mitakshara, as is stated by Babu Golap Chandra

Sircar and other writers, is apparent from the texts

and from what is stated above. The old Aryan

law of the son, wife and slav° being without inde-

pendent rights is repeatedly stated by the lawgivers

but still all of them recognize the equal right of the

son to ancestral property. Probably, it was only

another way or expressing the ancient Aryan law

that land belonged to the family and was inalienable

It appears that since the time of the Vedas, sons

assumed great importance from the idea inculcated

in some of them that the son is another body of the

father, who as soon as he is born frees the latter

ftom the three debts and upon whom devolves the

debt of the ancestors. It is probably on this idea

that the idea of the right of the son to the property

of the ancestors on birth had its origin. The idea

got firm hold of the Hindu mind, long before the

Smritis were composed. The Lawgivers wanted

to go back to the old law and ordained that there

could be no partition against the fathers wish, and

they imposed a penalty upon such undutiful conduct.

* See Saddbarma Pundarika—Sacred Pooks of the Fast, Vol. XXI.,

p. IOO.
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Nevertheless they had to declare that father and

son had equal rights in ancestral property and also

to recognize partition by the sons in the fathers

lifetime and define the rights of sons born after

partition. This probably was a remnant of the

ancient Aryan custom evidenced by the texts of

the Vedas cited in this section, according to which

the father always divided his wealth among his

sons when old.

The increase in the number of prodigal sons Son^ r jgbt

and abhorrence of their conduct, propably led the

lawgivers to modify the idea of the almost sacred Smritis>

character of the son and to revert to the original

law which had never become obsolete, namely, that

the son had no rights during the lifetime of the

father and that there could be no legal dispute

between father and son, husband and wife, master

and slave.

The law as found in the Smritis is as follows :

—

(1) The son has no right to enforce partition Rules of the

against the father’s wishes during his lifetime.
Smril,s ’

(2) The father is recommended to make a

partition among his sons, when old, and to retire to

the forest or live in the house indifferent to worldly

affairs.

(3) The father can make any division of self-

acquired property he likes.

(4) There can be no partition when one of

the coparceners is a minor under sixteen.

(5) The wives, as well as the mothers, of the

father, are entitled to share equally with the sons.

(6) As regards property derived from the pat-

ernal grandfather, the father and the son have equal

rights in it, and an unequal division is not allowed.
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(7) On a partition, an unmarried sister is

entitled to a fourth share of the inheritance. This

was imperative and the rule was enforced by a very

severe penalty—the penalty of being made Patita.

(8) Sons take the shares of their predeceased

fathers and likewise grandsons and great-grandsons.

A joint-family consists of the descendants of one

person up to the fourth generation. Beyond that,

there is division in the eye of the law.

(9) What has been earned by one’s valour or

otherwise by his own efforts without the help of the

family or the family property, what has been earned

by learning or received with the wife at marriage or

what has been received by him by way of gift from

father, mother or friend, belongs to him exclusively.

10. When property has been acquired by the

coparceners with the help of one another or when

every body brought his own earnings into the

common fund, there should be an equal division of

the whole.

11. A son born after partition shall alone take

the property of his father and also of his mother,

if there are no daughters. # If any of the sons be re-

united with the father, they shall all share equally.

12. Property dedicated to pious uses or for

sacrifices, the family god and the house for such

god are also indivisible. Originally these and the

paternal dwelling-house belonged to the eldest son.

This was the original law. Afterwards the law

was changed and every thing which was productive

of profit was made divisible by Vrihaspati overru-

ling previous law on the matter. It is one of the

* See Parasara Madhava
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few instances of one law-giver expressly overruling

other lawgivers.

13. Partition can be made only once and can

be reopened only in case of concealment sub-

sequent arrival of a coparcener from abroad ancl

like causes.

14. The rule of succession is the same in the

case of members of a divided and of an undivid-

ed family. But the commentators have modified

the rule by the addition that in case of an undivided

family, heirs, who are females or claim through

females, cannot take. The Dayabhaga cites a

text of Yama, which is not cited by any other

commentator according to which joint immoveable

property is taken simultaneously by both the full-

brother and the step-brother, but the latter is

excluded in regard to separate immoveable property.

According to the Mitakshara, as we have

already seen, ‘‘Daya or heritage signifies wealth heritage

11

and

which becomes the property of another, solely by
t0

reason of relationship to the owner” and not on ac- Mitakshara.

count of the death of the owner. Partition accord-

ing to the writers of the Mitakshara School is the

“adjustment into specific portions, of divers rights

of different members accruing to the whole of the

family property.”

According to Apararka “ partition does not
A kg

>
s

create a new right
;

it only places the ownership of definition,

each of the joint owners in his share of the estate.”

According to the Dayabhaga, on the other hand
The definition

“heritage is used to signify wealth, and property of partition

, , , . , - . and heritage

dependent on relation to the former owner arises on aCcordingto

the demise of that owner” and partition is the “allot-
Dayabtmga'

ment of separate portions of the family property
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to the co-sharers corresponding to the shares already

owned by each.”

The nature of the interest taken by members

of a joint family according to the different schools

has already been described, and need not be recapi-

tulated here. The Dayabhaga joint family consists

of coparceners, who will be regarded as divided

according to the Mitakshara but who are only living

in joint mess and joint worship with joint management

of property. The Dayabhaga joint family like the

Mitakshara family is distinguished from ordinary

co-owners of property by the fact that as long as

they live joint, there is no separate account kept of

the income of the share of each coparcener and of

the expenditure actually incurred on himself and

his branch of the family, all being jointly liable to

pay for the entire family expenditure
;
and also

by the fact that the manager has got powers which

are described in Sec. i, which are not possessed

by ordinary joint managers.

Let us proceed to the consideration of the

cases. Partition under both the schools, when

completed, is a division of interest as well as of

possession. Under the Dayabhaga the son is not

co-owner with the father and all coparceners are

tenants-in-common to whom the ordinary rules of

partition of such tenures apply. The difficulty is

to ascertain the incidents of the Mitakshara family.

Upon the peculiar nature of the legal status of

the Mitakshara family created by Vijnaneswara, it

has been held that an agreement to hold the

property in certain specific shares, verbal (i) or by

(i) Rewan Prosad v. Radlia Bie, 4 Moore 16, 7 W.R.P.C. 358 Ram

Chandra v. Pamodar, 20 Bom. 467,
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deed, (i) without actual division of the property,

if there was an intention of present separation

of the family, (2) constitutes such partition, as

would make the coparceners separate members

without rights of survivorship, even if there be

no actual division of property. (3) An Ekrar-

nama, which stated that defined shares had been

allotted to the several coparceners was separa-

tion in law though some of the coparceners

lived jointly after it. (4)

A decree in which there is a numerical divi-

sion by which the share of each is fixed, but no

partition by metes and bounds is a valid,

separation. (5) A decree or judgment, (6) or an

award, (7) for partition operates as a severance

of interest from its date. In Bombay, however,

it hasbeenheld, that a decree for partition, pend-

ing in appeal or not executed is not sulficient.(8)

The Bombay rule cannot be supported in view

.

of the recent Privy Council decisions.

A Full Bench of the Madras High Court

has recently held that the mere institution of a

suit for partition constitutes separation. (9)

It was held in Allahabad that where by an

arbitration award property was divided and one

share was given toan uncle and another jointly to

two nephews, the latter could not be considered

(1) Appoviertr. Rama Subba Ajyan, 11 Moore. 75. 8 W. R. P. C.

Ashabai v. Hagi, q Bom. i f Ade Deo v, Dukharan, 3 All. 53^* Anant

v. Damodari, 13 Bom. 25. Balkissen v. Ramnarain, 30 Cal. 738 P . C.

(2) Tej Pratab v. Champa Kali, 12 Cal. 96. (3) Gajapathi v. Gajapati,

t3 Moore. 497* H W. R. P. C. 33 - (4 )
Balkishen v. Ramnarain, 30

Cal. 738 P. C. Musummat Kisore v. Musummat Mandra, 10 1 . C. 365.

Rampershad v Lakhpati, 30 Cal. 231 P. C. (6) Joynarain a. Grish

Chandra, 4 Cal. 434 P. C. Chidamboram * Gouri, 2 Mad. 83. Subbaraya

v. Manika, 19 Mad. 345. Lukhmeon v. Narayan, 24 Bom, 182.

(7) Krishna Panda v Balaram, 19 Mad 290. Subbaraya v. Sada-

siva, 20 Mad. 490. (8) Sakharan v. Hari Krishna, 6 Bom. 113.

(9) Sundarnarayan v. Arufoachalam, 39 Mad. 136, 159 F. B.

Decrees and
arbitration

awards of

partition-

effect of.
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to have separated, (i) But those members whose

shares were defined by an arbitration award

should be considered as separate.^) (See p. 560).

Mere definition of shares in the Collector’s

register (3) or the enjoyment of different por-

tions of the property (4) or its income in shares,

for convenience, (5) it was held, would not

constitute partition when it was not intended.

But when the intention to separation is proved,

these may constitute partition. Opening of

separate account in the Collectorate has been

held to be good evidence of separation. (6)

Recently the Privy Council held that when there

was a numerical division of shares as conclu-

sively shown in petitions for registration under

Act 7 of 1876 B.C. there was separation (7) even

when one of the coparceners was a minor. (8)

When the name of the mother of one of the

coparceners on his death was entered on the

Revenue Records in respect of his share that

was not conclusive evidence of separation, but

when in addition there was separate entry of

names in regard to specified areas and separate

mortgages by the coparceners, separation was

well established. (9)

Cesser of commensality has been held to

be a strong proof of partition but not con-

clusive. (10)

(1) Durga De v. Balmukundj 29 All. 93.

(2) Jwala Prasad v. Janki Koer, 7 I, C. 905, 7 All. L.
J. 975.

(3) Hoolash v Kashi, 7 Cal 369 Ambica v. Sukhmani, 1 All. 473
Rewa Prosad v. Deo Dutt, 27 I. A. 39

(4) Rampersad v Sheo Charan, 10 Moore 490. See, however, 31
All. 417 P.C. (5) Sonatun v ]agut, 8 Moore 86. (6) Tej Protab v. Champa
Kali, 12 Cal. 96. Ramlal v. Devi Dat. 10 All. 490 Murari Vithoji v.

Makund, 15 Bom. 201. Gajendra v. Sirdar Sing, 1 All. 176.

(7) Rampershad Sing v. Lakhpati Koer, 30 Cal. 231 P. C.

(8) Parbati 0. Nanilal, 31 All. 412 P. C. (9) Netram Sing v.

Musammat Tursa Kunvvar, 20 I. C. 967 P. C., 18 Cal. L. J 234.

(10) Gonesh Dutt v. Jewach, 31 Cal. 262 P. C. Anunda v. Khedoo,

14 Moore 412. Contra Rangapatha v. Narayanasami, 31 Mad. 48.
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A partition need not be by deed but may
be by parol, (i) notwithstanding the Transfer

of Property Act. (2) Registration also is not

necessary to validate an agreement to partition,

which constitutes severance of rights. (3)

We next go to the question whether one

coparcener can separate without a suit. There

are some old cases which decided that one

coparcener could, simply by declaring his

intention to separate, bar the application of the

right of survivorship. (4) But later cases

established a contrary rule, as we have already

seen. (5) Now if one of the coparceners is un-

willing to partition amicably, it is practically

impossible for another to separate from him

without a suit, for a deed of partition or agree-

ment to partition can be executed only when

all agree to do so. This is neither reasonable,

nor just, nor conducive to the interests of the

community or of the individual. Here at least

the Courts should consider what the law was

before. The principle established by our

courts that the interests of joint Mitakshara

coparceners are indeterminate may favour the

position that there can be no partition except

by mutual consent or by suit, but it is not

inconsistent with the position that one

coparcener may separate himself from the

family against the wishes of the rest. Narada

and Brihaspati (see pp. 447, 449) lay down clearly

(1) Komalambal v . Krishnasamy, 2 Mad W. N. 310, 10 I C. 385.

(2) Lucchimmal v. Gangaramdl, 34 Mad. 72, Alamala v. Babe,

2 I.C. 455 (3) Pothi Naicken v. Najama, 28 I.C. 625, 28 Mad. I„ ] 423.

(4) Bulakee v, Mt.Indurputtee,3 W. R. 41 ;
Mt. Vatos v. Rowshun,

8 W. R. 82
5

Phoolbash v. Juggeswar, 14 W. R. 345 ; Joy v. Goluck,

25 W. R. 335, Affd., 4 Cal. 434 ;

Raghabanunda v Sadhu, 4 Cal. 425, see

5 Cal. 474, 30 Cal. 231. (5) In the matter of Phulkoer, 8 B. L. R,

388 (note)
;
Debee Pershad e, Phoolkoeree, 12 W. R. 510.

Partition may
be by parol.

Whether one

Coparcener

can separate

without suit

and without

consent.
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that a coparcener, if he lives in separate mess,

worships separately, carries on money—lending
and other business separately, gives and
receives separately, he must be considered as a
divided member, even if there be no written

deed. Narada further lays down the rule of

evidence that if for ten years a coparcener lives

separately as regards religious ceremonies and
business transactions, it would be conclusive

evidence of partition. The Mitakshara allows
any single coparcener to separate. The
Mayukha clearly lays down that any one
coparcener may separate merely by declaring

that he is separate (Ch. IV, sec. 312). Indeed,

it has been forgotten that jointness is predi-

cated of the family in the Hindu Law Books
and is not an incident of the family propertj',

which was only inalienable according to old

law. There is no foundation for the rule that

the law of survivorship may adhere to a person

notwithstanding his separating from the

family. The Courts should revert to the old

Jaw and once again establish the rule that it is

competent to a coparcener to separate himself

from the family simply by declaring his

intention to separate by giving a notice to that

effect to the other coparceners, and by living

separately and carrying on his religious and
worldly works separately. Only his intention

to separate must not be in consequence of a
temporary quarrel made up thereafter, but it

should be deliberate and followed by actual

separate living with the intention of being

separate permanently. There have been some
recent cases tending towards the above posi-

tion. Separate residence, mess and money

—
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concealment and the like. When an extra share

has been given to the eldest brother by agree-

ment, it cannot be questioned on the ground

of mistake of law. (i)

Where there has been a bond fide mistake

and a part of the property allotted to a co-

sharer is recovered from him by a third party,

the former can reopen the partition. (2)

Similarly in case of partial partition, the portion

left undivided may subsequently be divided. (3)

Among sons of several brothers living

together, if one separates, it has been held in

Madras that on a subsequent partition, shares

should be adjusted according to stock deducting

the share taken by the son, who separated

before, from tlTe share of his branch. (4) The Bom-

bay Court on the strength of the Mayukha has

held that no such deduction should be made. (5)

The Madras rule seems to be more equitable.

Under all the schools, on a partition, debts

due by the family should be paid and provision

should be made for the maintenance of females

and disqualified heirs and for marriage expenses

of unmarried daughters. Under the Mitakshara,

the father’s debts, which are not immoral should

also be paid. (6) Future provision lor marriages

and the like of the male coparceners cannot

however be made. (7) Money spent by a copar-

cener for the repair, improvement or benefit of

the family property should be reimbursed to

him. (9) No deduction can be made from the

\(i) Sivagnana Taver v. Pereasami, 5 I. C. 6. Moro Viswanath v.

Grai^sh, 10 Bom. H. C. 4441. Muthusami v. Muthusami, 27 I C. 33.

(2) Maruti v Rama, 21 Bom 333. (3; Ayodhya «. Mahadeo, 3 I.C. 9.

(4) Mayan&th v. Narayana, 5 Mad. 362. (5) Panjivandas v. Icharam, 17

Bomb. L. R. 701, 30 1 . C. 968. See 6 Bom. L. R. 925. (6; Tarachand

«. Reeb Ram, 3 Mad. H C. 177. (7) Narayana v. Kamalinga, 39 Mad.

587. Srinivasa Iyengar v. Thiruvengadathaiyangan 38 Mad. 556.

(9) Muthuswami v, Subramaniya, 1 Mad, H. C 309.
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share of a member when he has spent more on

legitimate family purposes than another

member, (i)

The manager, as long as the family is joint,

is not liable for extravagance or waste, unless it

is immoral or amounts to misappropriation. (2)

Under the Dayabhaga School, the manager

is liable to account. (3)- Under the Mitakshara

in Calcutta and Madras, it has been held that

the manager is not liable before partition,

and though a coparcener excluded from the

family may call for an account, other members

cannot do so, even in a suit for partition, except

in case of fraud or misappropriation. The

parties have no right to look back and claim

relief against past inequality of enjoyment or

like matters and the only account the Kurta

is liable to render is as to the state of the property

in regard to which the usual enquiries in an

ordinary partition suit must be made by the

Court. (4) In Bombay it was held that the

manager was liable to account in a partition

suit. (5) But in the most recent cases there, as

well as in Madras, it has been held that he is

liable only when there are minor coparceners.(6)

But the mode of account should be under all

the Schools in accordance with the principles

enunciated in 5 B. L. R. 347 and in 17 Bom. 271.

(1) Lakshman v. Ram Chandra, i Bom. 561. Damoder v. Uttam-
ram, 17 Bom. 271. Abhoy Charan v Peary, 5 B. L. R. 347.

(2) Raja Setrucherla v, Virabhadra, 22 Mad. 470. P. C

(3 ) 5 L. R. 347.

(4) Pormeshwar Dubey v. Gobind, 20 C. W. N 25. Balakrishna

v. Muthuswami, 32 Mad 271. Narayin Bin Babaji v. Nathaji Durgaji,

28 Bom. 201. Bhowani «. Juggernath, 13 C. W. N 315. 17 Bom. 271.

Annamalu v, Murugasa, 26 Mad. 544 P. C.

(51 Koneras v. Gurrai, 6 Bom. 589. Damodardas v. Uttamram,

17 Bom. 271. Bhivrao v. Sitaram, 19 Bom. 532.

(6) Narayun v. Nathaji, 28 Bom. 208. Srenevasha v. Theruvon-
gathaiyangar, 38 Mad. 556.
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texts. It has been held that a partition made

by the father cannot be questioned even by a

minor son on attaining majority without

proving fraud or undue influence, (i) But

when a share was given to an invalidly

adopted son, the latter was held entitled to a

share out of the father’s share in equity, though

the other sons were not bound by the parti-

tion. (2) When by a document called a will, a

father made a partition of the property, and the

arrangement was acted upon by all parties for

a long time, it was held by the Privy Council

that it was a valid partition binding on the mem-
bers and also on their sons who must be consider-

ed to have been represented by their fathers. (3)

A partition, it has been held, may be

partial, so that the family may continue joint

in respect of some property and separate in

respect of others. (4) There can however, be

no partial partition without ascertainment of

shares. It has been held by the Madras, Bombay
and Patna High Courts that when partial

partition is proved, there is a presumption that

there has been an entire separation. (5)

It has been held that some coparceners

may separate, the rest being joint (6), or the

(1) Balkishen v. Ram Narayun, 30 Cal. 738 P. C, Yeechuri v.

Yeechuri, 33 I C. 961, 30 Mad L.
J. 308.

(2) Ramkishore t>. Jai Narain, 40 Cal. 960 P. C.

(3) Brijraj Singh v. Kunwar Sheodan, 35 All. 337 P. C.

(4) Kathama Natchear v. Raja of Shiva Ganga, 9 Moore. 536.

Padha Chimin v Kripa, 5 Cal. 474 Mathusami v Nulla Kulantha, 18

Mad. 418. Gauri Sankar v. Atmaram, 18 Bom. 611 Bhowani Prosad

v

.

Jaggonath, 13 C W. N. 309. Ajodhya Pershad v. Mahadeo, 14 C
W. N. 221. Satyakumar v. Satya Kripal, 10 Cal. L.

J. 503,

(5) Vaidyanatha v. Aryasami 32 Mad. 191. Sundaramma v, Kama-

kota, 26 I. C. 514 Singheswar v. Rameshwar 34 I. C. 466 (Patna).

(6) Upendra v, Gopeenath, 9 Cal. 817. Anandobai v Hari Suba, 35
Bom 293. Khemankari a. Sela, 3 C. W. N. C. XXVIII. Upendra v.

Gopeenath, 9 Cal. 817. Mania v. Narayan, 5 Mad. 63. See Radha v.

Kripa, 5. Cal. 474. Contra Rungasami v. Sundram, 35 J. C. 56.
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branches of a family may separate, the members

of each branch continuing joint, (i) In certain

cases, it was held that separation of some of the

members of a family can take place only

by the separation of all, and those that

continue joint should be considered as consti-

tuting a reunited family in which there is no

right of survivorship. (2) The Madras High

Court has held that in such a case there is a

presumption of general separation. (3) In a

recent case, the Privy Council have held that

“there is no presumtion when one coparcener

separates from the others, that the latter

remain united. In many cases it may be

necessary, in order to ascertain the share of the

outgoing member to fix the shares which the

other coparceners are or would be entitled to,

and in this sense the seDaration of one is said

to be a virtual separation of all. And their

Lordships think that an agreement amongst

the remaining members of a joint family to

remain united or to reunite must be proved

like any other fact.” (4) But in a later case, the

Privy Council have again affirmed the old

rule that when one out of three brothers

separates and takes his third share of the

property, the other two brothers continue

to be joint with rights of survivorship as

between themselves, f 5) The Calcutta Court has

held that when a partition was made by the

executor of the will of the father by which the

property was defined in three shares one

(1) Bata v. Chinta, 12 Cal. 262 (3 ) Pitamber v. Harish Chunder,

15 W. R. 200. (31 V. Balakrishna v. V. Raju, 27 Mad 736. (4) Balabux

«. Rukhnabat, 30 Cal. 725 P. C. Rampersad Sing v. Lukhpati Koer, 30
Cal. 231 P. C Balkissen v. Ramnarayun, 30 Cal. 738 Distinguished

40 Cal. 407. (5) Kedar Nath v. Ratan Sing, 32 All. 415,
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being taken by a major son and two shares by

two minor sons who continued to live jointly,

the latter were separate in law, and it was also

held that if the members of a family admitted

partition among some of them but asserted that

the rest remained undivided, the onus would be

on the party so asserting to prove jointness. (1)

Hem Chandra in his famous book on Jaina

Law in Section 129 lays down that separation

of one member is separation of all. .

A suit for partition must embrace the whole

of the family property (2 J, both under the

Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga, unless some

part of the property lies out of the jurisdiction

of the Court or is otherwise incapable of

partition, and all the co-sharers must be made

parties. (3) The plaintiff in such a suit must

bring into account all the property in his

possession, though part of it may be out of the

court’s jurisdiction. (4)

An alienee of the interest of a coparcener in

a portion of the family property cannot bring a

suit for partial partition (5), but the coparcener

whose share has not been sold may always sue

for partition of the parcel sold. (6) When a

(1) Ramanath v, Kusum, 4 Cal. L. J.
62.

(2) Haridas v Prannathj 12 Cal. 566. Jogendra v. Juggobundhu,

14 Cal. 122. Iburamsa v. Thirumala, 20 Mad. L.
J. 743, 7 1 . C. 559 F. B,

Mukund v. Jogesh, 35 I. C. 370 (Patna).

(3) Punchanun v. Shib Chunder, 14 Cal. 835. Balaram v. Ram-
chundra, 22 Bom. 922. Parusottam v. Atmaram, 23 Bom. 597.

(4) Ram Lochun v, Raghubur, 15 W. R. 111
;

Laljit v. Rajcoomar

25 W. R. 353. Harinarayana v, Gangatrao, 7 Bom. 272. Rampersad v.

Sheohurum, 10 Moore, 490. See 22 Bom. 928, 18 Bom. 389.

(5)
Khemankari v. Sita, 3 C. W. N. CXXVIII. Mania «. Narayan,

5 Mad. 362. Vencatarama v. Meera Labai, 13 Mad. 275. Pandurang v.

Bhaskar, 11 Bom. H. C. 72. Palani Konan v Masa, 20 Mad. 243.

(6) Sripatti China v. Sripatti Suriya, 5 Mad. 196. Subramanya v.

Padmanabha, 19 Mad. 267. Ram Charan v. Ajudhi, 28 All. 50. Ibaranisa

f. Thiramalei, 34 Mad. 269 F. B.
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perty.
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coparcener sells his share in certain specific pro-

perty for consideration, in Bombay and Madras,

where such alienation is valid, the alienee is not

entitled to joint possession and acquires only an

equity to enforce his rights in a suit for partition

and to have the property alienated set apart for

the alienor’s share if possible, (

1) but he cannot

sue for partition and allotment to him of the

share of the property alienated to him, (2) or

for mesne profits. (3) A Court of equity will, if

possible, allot to him the share of the parcel pur-

chased by him, (4) but when the parcel sold is the

dwelling-house other equities will arise under

the law. (5) When a coparcener sells his un-

divided share, it has been held in Madras that by

such act there is separation and the alienee

acquires a good title and can bring a suit for

partition. (6) These principles can apply under

the Benares School only when there has been an

attachment and sale in execution. Under the

Bengal School, the purchaser of the share of a

coparcener in specific property may ask for

partition of the property purchased by him. (7,

When two coparceners hold separate

property, they may partition it without making

the other coparceners parties. (8)

(1) Manjaya v. Shanmaga, 38 Mad. 684 Narayun v Nathaji, 28
Bomb 201. Pandarang® Bhaskar, 1 1 Bom H.C.72. Udaram v. Ranee,
11 Bom H C 76 (2) Manjaya v Shanmuga, 38 Mad. 684 (3) 39
Mad. 265 disapproved on other points in 39 Mad. 172 F. B.

(4) Dularam v. Padaldas, 35 I. C. 678. 10 Sind. L R. 84.

Narayan v. Nathaje, 28 Bom 201. Udaram v. Ranee, 4 Bom. H.C. 76,

Ram Charn v. Ajodhia, 28 All. 56. Manjaya v. Shunmuga 38 Mad. 684.

(5) Girija Kant v. Mohun, 35 I. C 290.

(6) Soundarajam v Arunachalam, 39 Mad. 172 F. B. Maharaja of

Bobbili v Vencataranaju, 39 Mad. 265. Kota Balabhadra v. Khetra Das,

31 Mad. L. J. 275. (7) Bepin Behary Moduck v. Lall Mohun Chatto-
padhyay, 12 Cal. 209. Jogendra v. Juggobandhu, 14 Cal >22. Girija

Kant v, Mohun, 35 I. C. 290. Hem Chunder Ghose v. Thakomoni, 20
Cal. 538 Amolak v. Chandan Sing, 24 All, 483.

<9) Lachmi Naraiq p. janaki Das, 23 All. 216. Puruahottam ?.

Atmaram, 23 Bom. 596,
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Under the Mitakshara, a son or a grandson

may claim partition even against the wishes of the ^ndsoTaui

father or grandfather. (1) A recent Full Bench of
p""'

the Bombay High Court have held, that a son

cannot sue his father, when the father is living

jointly with the uncles. (2) The distinction is a very

nice one, but it was never contemplated by Vijnane-

swara. It has not been given effect to by the

Madras High Court. (3) The Calcutta High Court

dissenting from the Bombay decision, have held

that a Mitakshara coparcener can maintain a suit

for partition when both his father and grand-father

are alive, if they allow the property to be wasted

and his own interest is imperilled. (4)

In the Punjab it has been held that “in the

Punjab at least, the Mitakshara doctrine of a son

being born with a share is not known, nor has a

son a right to compel partition.” (5)

A suit for partition can be brought on behalf There may be

of a minor coparcener governed by the M itakshara
f°

n

r

only on the ground of malversation by the adult
ofam,nOT ’

members or other circumstances, which show that

partition will be beneficial to his interest, and not

otherwise, because by a partition the minor loses

his right of survivorship. (6)

(1) Mussamut Deobansi v. Dwaraka, 10 W. K. 273. Laljit v. Raj

Coomar, 20 W. R. 336. Jugol Kishore v. Siva Sahai, 5 All. 430. Nagalinga

v. Subbrammanlya, 1 Mad. H. C. 77.

(2) Apaji v. Ram, 16 Bom. 29 F. B.

(3) Subba v. Ganasa, 18 Mad. 179.

(4) Rameswar v. Luchmiprosad, 31 Cal. in.

(5) Jowahir v. Musammat Chandi, 90 Punj. R. 1892. Tulsi Ram v.

ShibDas, 19 I. C. 11. Rajaram v. Hansari, 105 Punj. R. 1895. Nathu
Rai v. Mannu Rai, 115 Punj. R. 1886.

(6) Deo Bunsi v. Dwarka Nath, 10 W. R. 273. Afemelmmal v.

Arunacheliam, 3 Mad. H. C. 69. Damoodur v. Senabutty, 8 Cal. 5^7.

Kamakshir v. Chedambara, 3 Mad. H. C. 94. Bholanath v, Ghooeram,

29 All. 373 -
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An execution purchaser of the interest of an

undivided coparcener can demand partition under

purchase" all the schools, (i) When the entire family property

partition

*"*1
*s attached but on claim by some co-shares,

their shares are released, such release does not

constitute partition and does not give the creditor

or heir any rights on that ground. (2) The correct-

ness of this position is not free from doubt having

regard to the rule of the Privy Council that attach-

ment constitutes severance of interest,

purchasers
l n Madras and Bombay, but not in Bengal

of undivided an(] jn the N.-W. Provinces, the purchaser of the

Bombay and undivided share of a coparcener for a consideration
s

' can claim partition, (3) but not a donee. (4) But

it has been held in Madras that an alienation for

consideration of a portion of the family property

would not give to the alienee a right to possession

before partition of the entire property, (5) and he

cannot claim partial partition of the family property

against the other members. (6) This would practi-

cally make partial alienations for consideration

invalid though alienations of the entire share would

be valid. It is not a very logical position. It

would thus be more consistent to allow the alienee

of a part to ask for partition of the entire property

against all the coparceners. In Bombay, it has

been held that the alienation of an undivided

share does not constitute partition, and the

(1) Deen Dy >1 v. Jugdeep Narayan, 3 Cal. 1 98 P. C.

(2) Mudit v. Runglal, 29 Cal. 797

(3) Vasu Dev v. Venkalesh, 10 Bom. H. C. 139. Verasvami v Ayya
Sami, I Mad. H. C. 471.

(4) Baba v. Timma, 7 Mad. 357. Vrandav^ndas v. Yamunabai, 12

Bom. H. C. 229.

(5) Padala v. Madavarapu, 12 1 . C. 408,

(6) Iburamsa v. Teruvencatasami, 20 Mad. L. J. 743. 7 I. C. 559
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alienee is entitled to rights of survivorship

and his share is also liable to be diminished by the

birth of other coparceners before regular parti-

tion. (1) It would follow that the death of the

alienor before partition would destroy all the rights

of the alienee. Again an alienee, if he is not a

coparcener, can never get his interest enlarged by

survivorship. That is a contingent interest which

can accrue only to joint coparceners with certain

qualifications as to degree. The position of the

Bombay Court is thus difficult to understand. An
alienation of undivided property in which the right

of survivorship flows from the nature of the inter-

ests of the coparceners, can be valid only on the

supposition that it must be considered as causing

partition, and it was upon this ground that the

Privy Council held execution sales of undivided

shares to be valid.

Wife, mother, grand-mother and sister have

been held as not entitled to sue the male members „„ ,

Whether

for partition, though they are entitled to shares on mother,

partition among the male coparceners, but if the and'sister'

interest of an undivided coparcener has passed into^(I“on°

the hands of a purchaser, they are entitled to bring

such a suit. (2) It has however been held in

Allahabad that a mere severance of interest without

actual division does not entitle the mother to a

share. (3) It is difficult to appreciate this fine

distinction. A partition made between four

sons without allotting the mother a share was

held to be not binding on her and the widow of

(1) Gurlingapa®. Nandapa, 2t Bom, 797.

(2) Bilaso v. Dinanath, 3 All. 88, (3) Beti Kuar v
. Janki, 7 I. C.

908, 7 All. L. J. 980.
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Agreement

not to parti-

tion how far

valid.

Compromise
by which male

issue of sur-

vivor would

take valid.

one of the brothers, it was held, could recover only

one fifth as her late husband’s share, (i)

An agreement to continue joint for all time is

not binding, and a direction in a will prohibiting

partition or postponing the period of partition is

also invalid. (2) It is however, competent to enter

into an agreement not to divide joint property for

a limited period, but only when it is for a considera-

tion. (3) It has been held in Calcutta that an

agreement between coparceners not to partition

may be binding on the immediate parties thereto,

if in pursuance of a family arrangement by which

the members get a certain benefit however small. (4)

Such an agreement cannot bind the descendants

of the parties. (5) It is competent to a member

to enter into an agreement to enjoy his share by

taking a lump sum in lieu thereof from the other

members. (6)

A compromise by which brothers settled their

disputes and agreed that in the event of any one

of them dying without male issue his share would be

taken by the others. In equal shares has been held

to be good, both under the Mitakshara and the

Dayabhaga, as not being repugnant to Sec. 6 of

the Transfer of Property Act. (7)

(1) Ganesh Dutt v. Jewa ch., 31, Cd. 262 P. C.

(2) Rajendra Dutta 0. Shamchand, 6 Col. 106. Anand v. Prankrishna,

11W.R, 19. 0 . J. Makoonda v. Gonesh, 1 Cal. 124. Jebun v. Ramnath,

23 W. R. 297. See Secs. 10 & 11 of the Transfer of Property Act.

(3) Srimohun Thakur v. Macgregor, 28 Cal. 769. Radha Nath

Mukerjee v. Taruk Nath, 3 C. W. N. 126.

(4) Krishnendra v. Debendra, 12 C. W. N. 793.

(5) Abu Mahomed vt Kaniz, All. W. R. (1905) 240.

(6) Subharya v, Rajaram, 12 Mad. L. J. 91,

(7) Ram Niranjan Sing v. Prayag Sing, 8 Cal. 138. Kanti Chunder

Mukerji, v% Ali Nabi, 8 All. L. J. 199.
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The existence of a minor is no bar to partition.

(1) But it cannot be allowed when it is notf^f
beneficent to the infant concerned. (2) A partition

made by the adult members will bind a minor, if“J0*

just and legal. He may, when he becomes of age,

sue to set aside the partition, if it can be shown to

have been illegal, fraudulent, unfair or prejudical to

his interests (3), or if it is made in such a manner

that there are no means of testing its validity. (4)

Such a suit may be brought within three years

after the minor has attained majority, if it is

brought on the ground of fraud or mistake when

the minor was represented by a guardian (5), but

within 12 years from the time when the exclusion

becomes known to the minor, in other cases. (6)

It has been held that a partition effected without

reserving any share for a minor member of the

family and without the consent of some one

authorized to act on his behalf is invalid as against

the minor. (7) The minor’s share is also not bound

with the liabilities of the guardian for his defalca-

tions of joint property. (8)

We next go to the consideration of the question

how shares are ascertained on partition based on^^nment

(1) Appovier’s Case, 11 Moore 89.

(2) Bachoo v. Mankorebai, 31. Bom. 373 P. C.

(3} Balkissen Das v. Ramnarain, 30 Cal. 738 P. C. Dewbunsi v. Dwark

Nath, 10 W. R. 273. Chanvirapa v. Danava, 19 Bom. 593, Damodur v,

Uttaman, 17 Bom. 271.

(4) Kalisunkar v. Dinendra, 23 R. W, 68.

(5) Chanvirapa v, Danava, 19 Bom. 593.

(6) Lai Bahadur v. Sivpal, 14 All, 498. Krishnabai v. Khangowda,

18 Bom. 197.

(7) Krishna Bai v, Khangowda, 18 Bom. 197, approved by the Privy

Council in Ganesh v, Musmut Jewach, 31 Cal. 262.

(8) Sonu v. Dhondu, 28 Bom. 330.
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the devolution of interest according to the rule

of survivorship.

Mr. Mayne and other writers on Hindu Law

don'abouf the have laid down that in a joint family under the

ofjoint

UUOn
Mitakshara there is no succession, Mr. Mayne

Hindu family. sayS : The whole body of such a family,

consisting of males and females constitutes a sort

of corporation, some of the members of which are

coparceners, that is, persons who on partition

would be entitled to demand a share, while others

are only entitled to maintenance. In Malabar

and Canara, where partition is not allowed, the

idea of heirship would never present itself to the

mind of any member of the family. Each person

is simply entitled to reside and be maintained in

the family house and to enjoy that amount of

affluence and consideration which arises from his

belonging to a family possessed of greater or less

wealth. As he dies out his claim ceases and as

others are born their claims arise. But the claims

of each sprung from the mere fact of his entrance

into the family and not from his taking the place

of any particular individual. Deaths may enlarge

the beneficial interest of the survivors by diminish-

ing the number who have a claim on the common

fund, just as births may diminish their interests

by increasing the number of claimants.” This

description of a Hindu family is applicable to a

Malabar Marumakatayam or a Canarese Alaya-

santana family with its peculiar constitution of

succession through females, which ignores paternity

and as Mr. Mayne himself says such a constitution

is of Non-Aryan origin and is a grotesque

parody of the law of the Aryan Hindus.
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The rule of survivorship as at present under-

stood has been evolved by lawyers who were^
familiar with the law of the South and who mis- survivorship

took the constitution of families of the above descrip-
howevo,vcd*

*ion to be based on Hindu law. We have seen that

the rule of survivorship is not to be found in the

Smritis or the commentaries. Only certain later

commentators in order to reconcile the two rules, by

one of which the widow succeeds and by the other

of which the male coparcener succeeds, says that in

the latter case as the rights of the coparceners be-

fore partition are not definable, the surviving

coparcener and not the widow succeeds. This is

the only foundation for the so called rule of

survivorship. Now Mr. Mayne after the above

description of a joint family says that under the

Mitakshara Law the right to a share passes by

survivorship among the remaining coparceners

subject to the rule that where any deceased copar-

cener leaves male issue, they represent the rights of

their ancestor to a partition,” and he says that “further

what passes is not a share but the right to have a

share on partition.” This again would have appear-

ed unintelligible to the Hindu Lawgiver or com-

mentators. The interest of a coparcener is not

‘ the right to partition ’ or
4

the right to have a share

on partition’ nor is it quite correct to say that claims

of coparceners arise ‘not from their taking the

place of any particular individual.’ The Mitakshara,

the Apararka and other commentators whose

opinions on the subject are cited above are wholly

against such assumptions based on principles

deduced from the English rule of survivorship.

These observations are necessary for the consi-

72
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deration of the question how far the rule of

survivorship governs the devolution of property

in a joint Mitakshara family.

According to the strict rule of survivorship when

there are say three joint brothers and one of them

dies having 2 sons and another 3 sons, the surve-

ying brother and the 5 nephews would be entitled

to equal shares. But it has been correctly held that

the rule of representation applies and the nephews

only take the place of their deceased father and divide

among themselves the share to which they would

have been entitled, if living.

Thus the rule of survivorship is not applic-

able to a Mitakshara joint family as regards the

devolution of its property. The rule of devolution

in such a case is that the female heirs and male heirs

claiming through females, who are entitled to lake

the estate of a separated member, cannot take the

estate of a joint coparcener. Excepting this special

rule, all the other rules of inheritance apply to the

estate of a joint coparcener. The question of course

can only arise on a partition and then the shares of

the members should be adjusted according to the

ordinary rules of inheritance among members living

together. Under the Dayabhaga among members

of a joint family, questions about survivorship do

not arise and their shares on partition are adjusted

according to the ordinary rules of inheritance, but

unlike the Mitakshara, the Dayabhaga allows the

female heirs to take the shares of joint sonless

coparceners.

The Calcutta and the Allahabad High Courts

have applied the rule of survivorship in case

of devolution of interest in a Mitakshara joint
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family and have held that it is not governed by

the rules of inheritance which apply only to a

separated member. The actual point decided was

that where in an undivided family, a person died

without leaving issue but leaving a brother and the

son of a predeceased brother surviving, the nephew

is not excluded from succession by the brother and

on partition they both take equally. ( i) It should

be observed here that the Mitakshara does not lay

down two different rules of succession in the cases

of separated and unseparated coparceners. (2)

Again if the strict rule of survivorship applied

in the case of a joint family, when a person died

leaving nephews only, they would take per capita

and not per stirpes. But the contrary rule has been

established. As it stands, the law settled by the

courts is that the devolution of interest in a joint

Mitakshara family is regulated by the rule of

survivorship modified by the rule that the descen-

dants of a common ancestor take per stirpes and

not per capita (3) and that the sons of predeceased

coparceners take the shares which they would take

if they were living.

According to the strict rule of survivorship

mentioned above as established in our courts, the ofdisqualiM

sons of disqualified sons living in a joint Mitakshara
he,rs'

family, though they might have been born. after the

death of the grandfather should take their proper

(1) Bhimul Dass v. Choonee Lai, 2 Cal. 379 F. B. Debi Parshad v.

Thakur Dyal, 1 All, 105 F, B. See Ajodhya Roy v. Hardwar Roy, 9 Cal.

L.J.488.

(2) The decision in the case of Raghabanand v. Sadhu, 4 Cal. 452

can be justified only on this ground.

(3) Rajnarain Sing v. Heeralal, 5 Cal. 142.
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share on partition, like sons of predeceased sons,

in the cases mentioned before. But the contrary

rule has been laid down in Allahabad and Bombay,

(i) The Madras High Court has however held, that

the son of a disqualified son is not debarred in such

a case. (2) The Calcutta High Court in a Daya-

bhaga case has held that the grandson is debarred

(3). The matter is fully dealt with before (pp. 2
1

7

—

220).

On partition the shares of coparceners are

whether determined on the footing that they take per

moreremote stirpes, and not per capita, as stated above. It has

take sheres!*^
beendecided that descendants,more remote than the

third, of the common ancestor, notwithstanding

the texts of Devala and Katyayana (pp. 58, 92),

can live together as a joint family, and on partition

take their shares of the property according to the

rule mentioned above. (4) In Madras, in the case

of an impartible Zemindary, the sixth descendant

from the common ancestor succeeded in preference

to the widow, on the ground that the family was

joint. (5)

Under the Mitakshara, a son born after partition

by the father takes all his father’s property. (6)

•Share of the If a male child was in the mother’s womb at the
iffterborn son.

time of the partition, as the Vivada Chintamoni

says, the partition shall have to be reopened,

and a share shall have to be allotted to him. (7)

(1) 5 AH. 589, 6 Bom. 616, 32 Bom. 455.

(2) 9 Mad. 64. (3) 2 B. L. R. 103.

(4) Moro Viswanath v, Gonesh, 10 Bom. H. C* 444. Gavaridivam

v. Ramanooran, 6 Mad. W. C. 93. Girwardhari v. Kulahal, 4 S. D. 9.

Sri Abhinna v. Arni, 15 I. C. 412. See 23 Bom. 638.

(5) Yenumala v. Ramandora, 6 Mad. H. C. 93. (6) Nawal Sing v.

Bhagwan Sing, 4 All. 427. (7! Must Berago Moye v. Nubokissen Set, 238.
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A Hindu father cannot, under the Mitakshara

law, by will, interfere with the rights of pos-

thumous sons in ancestral property, (i) An
afterborn son may reopen a partition when the

father reserved no share to himself. (2) But in

Bombay, it has been held, on the strength of the

Mitakshara, the Mayukha and the Chandrika, that

though the father might give a third share to one

of his three sons who separate, an afterborn son

cannot reopen the partition. (3) The late Justice

Ranade who delivered this judment was of opinion

that the texts of Vishnu and Yajnavalkya which

direct separated brothers to give a share to an after-

born son, apply only to a posthumous son in case of

a partition among brothers. He relied on the case

of Kandasami v. Doraisami (2 Mad. 307) in which

a partition made by a father without the consent

of the sons between two sets of sons by different

wives bona fide and in conformity with Hindu Law
was upheld and to another early case in Bombay

(4) where such a family arrangement once made
was held to be final. He also referred to another

early Madras case, in which an after-born son sued

his uterine brothers and father and an adopted son

of his father, who had been separated after having

been given a share, where it was held that the

share given to the latter could not be disturbed. (5)

This decision of Ranade J. makes a distinction be-

tween the case of an afterborn son, where the father

keeps no share for himself, and the case where

(1) Hanmant v. Bhima, 12 Bom. 105.

(2) Chengama v. Munisami, 20 Mad. 75.

(3) Ganput v. Gopal, 23 Bom. 636. See 33 Bom. 267.

(4) Moro v. Gonesh, 10 Bom. II. C. 444.

(5) Yekeyamean v. Agniswarian, 4 Mad. H. C. 307.
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fathmr divides the property living joint with his

uvfl’nou.s, giving to the third, who separates, a

third ot the property in effect makes a division

between the three sons, keeping no share for him-

self and the case of Kandasami v- Doraisami relied

upon by him, which in reality decided that an un-

equal partition is not binding on the sons, though

the father has every right to make a partition with-

out reference to the sons. Having regard to the

decisions according to which the separation of one

coparcener may be in law separation of all, the

ground on which the judgment of Justice Ranade

is based fails. Indeed, it would be unjust and

inequitable and against the trend of decisions

on the point, not to allow the afterborn son to

re-open a partition in such a case, and it is not right

to ignore the texts of Vishnu and Yajnavalkya,

which direct such re-opening, on the ground that

they are “somewhat vague.’’

In a recent case, the Calcutta High Court has

held that when a father has divided some of his

property among all his sons and keeps two of them,

who are minors, under his custody, the latter have no

preferential right of inheritance over the property

of the father, (i) It was a Dayabhaga case.

Indeed there is no reason upon the principles laid

down by the Dayabhaga for an afterborn son to

take the entire property of his father as under the

Mitakshara, for the sons have no right to partition

against the father according to Gimutavahana.

The rule has been affirmed that “ of several

brothers living together in family partnership,

(i) Harachandra Das v. Ramchandra Das, 9 I. C. 834.
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should one acquire by means of funds common

to the whole, the property acquired belongs jointly

to all the brothers. Should however, the means

of acquisition drawn from the joint funds be of

little consideration and the personal exertions

considerable two shares belong to the acquirer.” (i)

So where a joint family business was built up after

the death of one of the brothers with slight assist-

ance from the common fund, on partition the widow

of the deceased was held entitled only to a half

of the share of each of the surviving brothers. (2)

The rights of disqualified heirs and female

members of the family, have been dealt with before.

(Ch. II., Sec. 8, Ch. III., Secs. 2, 3). It should

however, be mentioned here that according to
Ri$‘s °f

,

d
.

is'

Yajnavalkya, II. 115; on partition by the father, and female

during his lifetime, (and by parity of reasoning,

on partition after his death) the soilless widows

of deceased sons, grandsons and other coparceners,

who had not received Stridhana from their husbands

or fathers-in-law, should be allotted the shares, which

their husbands, if living, might have received. The

rule seems to have been recognized during the time

of Viswarupa, but unfortunately is not recognized

now, and such widows are only entitled to mainte-

nance. The same commentator also says, that dis-

qualified heirs had, according to custom prevailing

in his time, a vested interest in grand-paternal pro-

perty, but from their incapacity to appropriate to

their own use more than what was necessary for

(1) Purtab Bahadoor 0, Tilukdharec, I. S. D. 179, Lai Chand vt

Swarnamoyi, 13 C. W. N. 1133.

(2) 13GW.N. 1133. 10C. W. N, 768.
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their maintenance, they themselves got no shares,

but their sons did. (1)

It has been held by the Privy Council that a

member of a joint family may hold separate and

self-acquired properties to which his other copar-

ceners have no right on partition. It is a matter

of difficulty to ascertain in such a case what is

separate or self-acquired property. For a full dis-

cussion of it and of the presumptions arising in

such cases and the burden proof both under the

Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga the reader is

referred to pages 406 to 412.

The burden of proving self-acquisition in joint

familj having a nucleus of ancestral property is on

the party alleging it and also when some of the

properties are admitted to be joint and it is asserted

that others are self-acquired. (2) But where there

had been an admitted disruption of the family and

an actual partition, if one of the members sued

subsequently for a share of the property, in the

hands of another claiming it as self-acquired, the

plaintiff must prove that it was joint property. (3)
There seems to be no reason to make a distinction

as regards the onus in cases before and after the

partition. But the true rule is that “ for once is a
partition made ” and a party can subsequently sue

for a share of joint property not actually divided

at partition only on the ground of fraudulent

(1) Viswarupa who was, as is well known, one of the earliest and most
learned of the commentators of Yajnavalkya, vigorously disputes the position,
that persons who are incompetent to perform the Yainas are disqualified!
See Vol. II., p. 16.

(2) Tarak Chunder Toladar t. Joodheesthir, 19 W. R. 178. Kanhra
Lai v. Debi Das, 22 All. 141.

(3) Ramnath v. Kusum, 4 Cal. L. J. 62.
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concealment and the like. In such a case, tbj

plaintiff must not only prove his special case for

redistribution but also that the property was joint

property.

Where there has been a dona fide mistake

and a part of the property allotted to a cosharer is

recovered from him by a third party, the former

can reopen the partition, (i) Similarly in case of

partial partition, the portion left undivided may

subsequently be divided. (2) A partition can always

be reopened in case of fraudulent concealment.

In ascertaining the partible property of the

family and dividing it, debts, not immoral, of the

father should first be paid, (3) and also debts due ^paidT

by the family, and before partition, provision Par,ltlon-

should be made for the maintenance of females

and disqualified heirs and marriage expenses of

unmarried daughters, which are a charge on the

family property. In a partition at the instance of

the son with his father and brothers, the brothers

are entitled to have set apart from the family

property a sum sufficient to defray the expenses

of their respective Upanayan and marriage cere-

monies and also for the marriage ceremonies and

dowry of their sisters, such sum to be calculated

according to the extent of the family property.

A father’s wife and mother are also entitled to a

share equal to that of a son, but from the share

of the father’s wife must be deducted the value of

any Stridhana received by her from her father-in-

(1) Marutiz/. Rama, 21 Bom. 333.

(2) Ayodhya v, Mahado, 3 I. C. 9.

(3) Tarachand v. Reeb Ram, 3 Mad. 11. C. 17 7,
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law or husband. (1) Money spent by a coparcener

out of his own separate property for the repair, im-

provement or benefit of the family property should

be reimbursed to him. (2) The above rules

are common to all the schools of Hindu Law,

excepting the question of the share of the step-

mother which is discussed at p. 296. Both under the

Bengal and Mitakshara schools no deduction can

be made from the share of a member on the ground

that he has spent more on legitimate family pur-

poses, than another member. (3)

The manager cannot be made liable for

his extravagance or for waste, unless it is

immoral or amounts to misappropriation. When
however, after partition, members leave the entire

property under the management of one, the latter

is responsible like an ordinary manager. (4)

It has been .held in recent cases that

under the Mitakshara in a suit for partition

by a member not excluded from the family, he can

not call upon the manager to account, unless he

establishes fraud or misappropriation. (5) U nder the

Bengal School, the manager is liable to account. (6)

Under the Mitakshara also, on principle, he should

be so liable, though his liability under the account

for moneys spent by him must be determined by

rules of Hindu Law. The matter has been dealt

with at pp. 420-421.

(1) Jairam v. Nathu, 31 Bom. 54.

(2) Muthuswami v. Subramaniya, 1 Mad. H. C. 309.

(3) Lakshman v. Ram Chandra, 1 Bom. 561. Damoder v. Uttamram,
17 Bom. 271. Abhoy Charan v. Peary, 5 B. L. R 347.

(4) Raja Setrucherla v, Virabhadra, 22 Mad. 470.

(5) Balakrishna v. Muthuswami, 32 Mad. 271. Narayin Bin Babaji
v. Nathaji Durgaji, 28 Bom. 201. Bhowaniz/, Juggernath, 13 C. W. N. 315.
17 Bom. 271. Annamalufl, Murugasa, 26 Mad. 544 P. C.

(6) SB. L. R. 347.
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A coparcener can have no claim for mesne

profits previous to partition, except when he was

a minor during the management or was entirely

excluded from ancestral property or from the

portion of which he had been in possession

by arrangement among the members, (i) In a

suit for partition mesne profits can be granted

only when there has been an unlawful exclusion but

where the managing member all along offered to

pay a monthly allowance to the plaintiff, which

was refused as inadequate, mesne profits could

not be granted. (2)

In a suit for partition, the question of limita-

tion very often arises. Under the Mitakshara
'

system, as we have seen before, strictly speaking a

coparcener can never sue another coparcener, his

proper remedy being a suit for partition. In such

a suit, the question of limitation can be raised.

Under the Dayabhaga however, a coparcener can

maintain a suit for joint possession without partition,

as well as a suit for partition and in both suits, the

same question of limitation on the ground of

exclusion may be raised.

Under Art. 127 of the Limitation Act, a,. . .
'

t
Limitalion

person has the right to bring a suit for his share iunsfr<"n
1

, . . . „
h &

. . . , date of exclu-

of the joint family property within 1 2 years from sion both

the date when his exclusion from it becomes known MitaLhm

to him, in a Mitakhara as well as in a Dayabhaga j^a,
6 Daya’

family. Under the Act of 1871, he could do so

within 1 2 years from the date when he claimed and

(1) Raja Vencata v. Narayya, 2 Mad. 128 P. C. Bhivravfl. Sitaaam,

19 Bom. 532. Sankar Bux v, Ilardeo, 16 Cal. 397 P. C. Damodardas v,

Uttamram, 17 Bom. 27.

(1) Suraj Narain v. Iqbal Narain, 18 I. C. 30 P. C*
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was refused his share. (1) The right has been

circumscribed under the new Act. (2)

Art. 127 applies only to joint family property,

of
P
ArT

b

i*7?
even though it be indivisible. (3) It does not

apply to persons claiming right through daughters,

who were not members of the family, or to parti-

tioned (4) or separate or self-acquired property (5).

It applies both to moveable and immoveable

property and also to property left undivided after

a partial partition. (6)

Art. 142 has no application to cases where the

proring fx. plaintiff has been excluded from the joint family

clarion. property, even under the Dayabhaga law and Art

127 is applicable in all such cases. (7) The onus

in such cases is on the defendant to prove that the

exclusion from the joint family became known to

the plaintiff more than 1
2 years before suit. (8)

(1) Kalikeshore v. Dhununjoy, 3 Cal. 228.

(2) Narain v. Lokenath, 7 Cal. 461.

(3) Saroda v. Doyamoye, 5 Cal. 938. Muttakee v. Tummappa, 15 Mad.

189.

(4) Mothura^. Boikunt, II C. L. R. 312. Kartic v, Saroda, 18 Cal.

442. See 4 Cal. 680, 14 Cal. 544, 12 Mad. 292, 23 Bomb. 137.

(5) Thakur v, Pertab, 6 All. 442. See 9 Cal. 237, 10 All. 109, 18

Mad. 418.

(6) Ajodhya v. Mahadeo, 3 I. C. 9.

(7) Umesh Jagodish, I. C. W. N. 543.

(8) Raraanath v. Kusum, 4 Cal. L. J. 56.
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SECTION III.

ft^*fa ^5: 1

ft *u *\< b^t fag£ ftftft m?f ||

* *00

O Fire ! give us good cattle. May all beings give us good

presents of wealth. Worshipping thee in many lands in various

ways men take wealth from Thee, as sons take wealth from

their old father.*

Rigveda, 1 M. 70, S. 5.

fli ywsm ?ra mm 1

mvw ftrpci 1

(Navanedistha the son of Manu) being ready, recited this

hymn pleasant to Rudra, accomplished by wisdom, in the midst

of the sacrifice (celebrated by the Angirasas who had forgotten

it) to the seven Hotris on the sixth day. That hymn which

his parents (and his brothers) who were dividing (the family

* Some of the most eminent among European savants have strangely

interpreted this hymn as evidencing that the ancient Teutonic custom of

murdering parents when very old, also existed among the ancient Indian

Aryans. A cursory reading of the text and the translation based upon

Sayana’s commentary will show that that interpretation is not possible.

The text shows that it was the custom in ancient times for fathers to divide

their wealth among their sons. This custom and the custom of leaving off

all worldly pursuits in old age had its origin in philosophy which might have

been induced by the remembrance of a custom more ancient than the time

when the Hindus and the Teutons parted company, of putting an end to

the lives of parents who became unbearable burdens in their old age in those

hard times. But from the time of the Rigveda, Indians had the high philo-

sophy of the relinquishment of the world by old fathers who were deeply

respected by their sons.
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property without giving him a share) advised him to recite as

a means of his acquisition of cattle.*

Rigveda, 10 M. 61, S. 1.

TO:3^t W* I

tffroi * !*«U a 1

Manu divided his wealth among his sons.

Taittiriya Sanhita III. 19. 4.

qt $ »TO1TO7| TO% TO cr ^ TOflra 3TO*f <N

tfn 1

He who deprives a sharer from his share, the person so

deprived destroys the depriver, and if not him, his son or his

grandson.

A text of Veda cited in the Mitakshara and

the Saraswati-Vilasa. According to the

Mayukha, it is a text of Gautama. But

it is in reality a text of the Aitereya

Brahmana (2-1-7).

hto to tottoi: 1

mi*ft faTOftr 1

^ faTO srta vmr. 1

fapprthror ff ^3aV. 11

mranTnnmt «^rr to i

irortt fwi fw toto toto 11

* From this text it appears that on a partition father, mother and

brothers were entitled to shares. Indeed the present rule of partition date

back to the time of the Rigveda. The text further shows that parents

had full power to deprive one of the sons of his share. This is made

dear by a passage of the Aitereya Brahmana 5 A. 14 which runs as follow :

5 *n»ri 5™*r£j' writ fwwi»i « nm ftf

I
It says that Navanadistha, who was residing with his

guru as a Brahmachari, being deprived of his share by his brothers with

the concurrence of the father complained to the latter, who however

gave him no share but showed him a way of acquiring wealth by reciting

the Raudra Mantra.

t *1 TO Wti fwf is the reading of the Apararka.
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'inristo firs?*? ssW^n* 1

*wW%*wtf minsmt 11

Sawsg qammq' *Rra„mn 1

»r q?r mironr: qrqqfaSmr u

*ire: qrfirst m 'ftonto nrnmr: 1

f*,$m3mrct mfira«wnrtogqrit u

gftqrrqf «mm«j qfi? 1

firwrn: *rrarem mfw f% tow: 11

asajw: 1

sra ifmrt'.^fqqw

«

w qsrng^K tom 1

qfirew *r ftwrsq n

q?qf q qfitwft qqrfilfil I

qqipeto ?m fistofm q4‘ qmrt qifir 11

fiww^rmg fqmto? 1

qqsrtoq m 5 ^rfiwSta q t: 11
>*

fafagr^cl Wlqs:t I

«1sws: ^T^ftr: u

*3: c
1 «u ; <t i **, \°*> w> **s w,
W, U*. *tc, *u, 1

A wife, a son, and a slave, these three are declared to have

no property.

Once is the partition of the inheritance made.

After the death of the father and of the mother, the

brothers, being assembled, may divide among themselves in

* Cited in the Mahabharata Anushashanika, 105 Ch; 12, with some

variation.

t surat fafit«jsffa 5$storm qffcre: 1

Mahabharata Anushashanika 105 Ch. 7.
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equal shares, the paternal (and the maternal) estate, for, they

have no power (over it) while the parents live.

If undivided brethren, (living with their father) together

make an exertion (for gain) the father shall on no account give

to them unequal shares (on a division of the estate).

What one (brother) may acquire by his labour without

using the patrimony, that acquisition, (made solely) by his own

effort, he shall not share unless by his own will (with his

brothers).

If a father recovers lost ancestral property, he shall not

divide it, unless by his own will, with his sons, (for it is) self-

acquired (property).

If the eldest or the youngest (brother) is deprived of his

share (on the ground) of his becoming (an ascetic and the like)

or dies, his share is not lost (to his heirs).

If, after a daughter has been appointed, a son be born

(to her father), the division (of the inheritance) must in that

(case) be equal ; for there is no right of primogeniture for

a woman.

To the maiden sisters, the brothers shall severally give

(portions) out of their shares, each out of his share one-fourth

part ; those who refuse to give (it), will be outcasts.

A dress, a vehicle, ornaments, cooked food, water, and

women, property destined for pious uses or sacrifices, and a

pasture-ground, they declare to be indivisible.

And if, after all the debts and assets have been duly

distributed according to law, any (property) be afterwards

discovered, one must divide it equally.

But a son, born after partition, shall alone take the

property of his father, or if any (of the other sons) be reunited

with (the father), he shall share with them.

An eldest brother who through avarice may defraud the

young ones, shall no (longer hold the position of) the eldest,

shall not receive an (eldest son’s additional) share, and shall be

punished by the king.

Manu, VIII. 416; IX. 43, 104, 215, 208, 209, 134, 118,

219, 218, 216, 213.
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ftwt sraftHrt <rwinj 1

gsiftwr: sraai: ^n*r%fcfo 11

wfw Ps«# 1w.jjq'kfaftewm’jwj 1

When there is doubt as to partition among coparceners,

there should be a fresh division even by those living separately.

Cited in the Smriti-Chandrika, Mayukha and Vira-

Mitrodaya as a text of Manu.

^ fag: S^T ^5 tfikfaFfi

ttgaffafa ^fa l

fan**: facqfttfa 1

5! fw 1

tffero: ^ 1 r,

After the father’s death let the sons divide his estate. Or,

during his lifetime, when the mother is past child-bearing, if he

desires it.

A son, born after partition, takes exclusively (the wealth)

of his father.

Water, (property destined for) pious uses or sacrifices, and

prepared food shall not be divided.

(Let him not feed at Shraddha). * * sons, who have

enforced a division of the family estate against the wish of their

father.

Gautama, XXVIII. i, 2, 29, 46; XV. 19.

mRirai: 1 *nwiw.

tn wt*[ w wlta *t<r 1

1 so, *x> ix \

Now follow the rules regarding the partition of the

(paternal) estate among brothers. And (let it be delayed) until

those widows who have no offspring (but are supposed to be

pregnant) bear sons.

* The Apararka adds the words which means enjoyed.
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And if one of the (brothers) has gained something by his

own (effort) he shall receive a double share.

Vashistha, XVII. 40, 41, 51.

jw qpr favrstfcfh :

mm: 1

ftlTCPrai ufa 1

n ^ i * \ 1 * ^ 1 * h s ^ 1

Manu divided his estate among his sons says the Veda.

A father may, therefore, divide his (property) equally

amongst all without (making any) difference.

While the father lives
;

the division of the estate takes

place (only) with the permission of the father.

The shares of sons who are minors, together with increase,

should be placed under good protection until the majority of

the owners.

Baudhayana, P. II. A. 2, K. 3, S. 3, 8, 36.

<?T*t 1 jfr 1

*\w. ^ 1 to: fqg: qfotT^ m

n%\ w4 t*it 1

WTft’!: 1

airarrotf fawft fwt 1

q q 1 i 1 ^ \* 1 \ \v, u 1

He should, during his lifetime, divide his wealth equally

amongst his sons. Some declare that the eldest son alone

inherits.

In some countries gold (or) black cattle, (or) black produce

of the earth is the share of the eldest. The chariot and the

furniture in the house are the father’s (share). According to

some, the share of the wife consists of her ornaments, and

the wealth (which she may have received) from her relations.

Therefore all (sons) who are virtuous inherit.

No division takes place between husband and wife.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 14,

S. 1, 6—9, 14, 16.
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Pwn 5^1^ ti^ti fawSti qmn 1

ws 7i 7771517 7^ 7T tj: TWtftpr: 11

Tfi 77i»lini. 777: th^ii: urtlw: 1

7 77 7?>77 7T31 W7t 7T 7T II

*n#7n4tWT7?r forfeit stitt faTi 1

*j7TftsafwwT7f faargvs: m: 11

itt: fafr«l ftaaaa 77rj 1

nrg^%iK: a7«sarm«? 11

fcrS5Silf7ft%7 77717 «77fij7*J I

77 7I717T71 7 75^ II

ftwi7«t! aa: v?7: i

a^afiraarnig f<ra7t with^t! »

Tjrt faTmftqTTT f777t 57^7 7T 1

77 71T=l 757 ^TBj' fcjg; g7(7 77 fl II

fw«I 77t ara: wrokt fTwrrvriTr i

17JT5T 7ft«UT: 7n7T7araf77lf77l7 II

fqs«rt 771 717’ 77W7 77 7%7 I

fqgai ftwrat ararsTfcq 77 ^tn 11

77^71^ 7*RT3|T 7TSf« 07
|7®i7 : 1

wf777 fTMTTSni^tag gflTTRJ It

tUtt: T^aiaTf fTif^i Tureifta: 1

77T77i 777'aiT 7T7? W77FJS7T: II

7F7t7n717 557 fw# 77J S7)5f |

77 57a 7?tfwf77§ftfirf7 f%fa: II

TTSTTWn: 7 I m'Uc
, m» HI I

A father when making partition (of his property), can divide

it among his sons as he pleases, either giving to the eldest the

best share, or in such wise that all share equally.

If he give equal shares, such of his wives as have not

received Stridhana from their husband or father-in-law, shall

also equally share.
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If one have means, and do not desire (to share in the

paternal estate), he shall be separated, something trifling being

given to him. A lawful distribution by father in smaller or

larger shares, (if in accordance with the Sastras,) is valid.

After decease of the parents let the sons make equal

division of the property and of the debts
;

and so the daughters

of what is left of the mother's (Stridhana) after (paying) her

debts ; and if there be no daughters, the sons or other issue

take it.

What has been self-acquired by any one, as an increment

without diminishing the paternal estate, likewise a gift from a

friend or a marriage gift, does not belong to the co-heirs.

If, however, the common property, be augmented, equal

division is enjoined. In making division among several

grandsons regard should be had to the respective (portions of

their deceased) fathers.

In as much as the ownership of father and son is co-equal

in the acquisitions of the grand-father, whether they be land,

any settled income, or movables, in them, the ownership of the

father and son is equal.

If a son be born of a wife of equal caste, after partition

made, he is to share
;
or a share may be allotted him from the

estate as it is, after allowing for income and expenditure.

Whatever property may be given by the parents to any

child, shall belong to that child. If partition be made after the

father’s death, the mother shall also have an equal share.

Those of the brothers whose ritual ceremonies have not

been accomplished, shall have them completed by others whose

ritual is gone through. So in like manner as to the ritual of

sisters (each of the brethren) devoting a fourth part of his share.

The arurasa sons of those (disqualified) persons, also their

Kshetraja sons, if themselves free from defect succeed to shares ;

and their daughters are to be maintained until provided with

husbands.

Whatever, after partition has taken place may be discovered

to have been wrongly appropriated by one of the sharers, shall

be equally divided by them all. This is enjoined.

Yajnavalka, II. 115-118, £29-124, 141, 12C.
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ftwwmr q wtfafft fm\ 11

When there is doubt as to partition, it should be determined

by members of the family, witnesses, and deeds. There is no

determination by ordeal.

Vriddha-Yajnavalkya, cited in the Smriti-

Chandrika and the Mayukha.

fair faritrr 1 qqrof

fqffgqqfa^ 1 firefarm wt 1

w<\x: HTmq^frsn 1 gfarc: 1

fas: ^ 1 * 1 *», u
If a father makes a partition with his sons, he may dispose

of his self-acquired property as he thinks best. But in regard

to wealth inherited from the paternal grandfather, the owership

of father and son is equal. (Sons), who have separated from

their father, should give a share to (a brother) who is born after

partition.

Mothers shall receive shares proportionate to their sons’

shares
;
and so shall unmarried sisters.

Vishnu, XVII. 1-3; XVIII. 34,35.

fan*rt#fti I

Mutual transactions in buying, selling, giving, receiving,

suretyship, giving evidence, becoming partners, buying treasure,

&c., are sources of division.

Vishnu, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

qftgiinrmpit fan *th: i

g sfas q fqm q fan**: ti

* The Apararka reads the following just after this :
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PnrroTgrg gagar «renwr*H*rf»i g i

wigt g g nflTf 5aSt gfg n

wigvggrcgg’ggg i

The father is the master of gems, pearls, and corals.

Neither the father, nor the grandfather is the master of

immovable property. By the father’s pleasure, clothes and

ornaments are enjoyed, but the immovable property is not

enjoyed by the father’s pleasure.

A text cited in the Parasara-Madhava, Mitakshara and

other books, without naming the author. Apararka

attributes it to Narada and Kamalakara to Vishnu.

fwmtsvta f<raisi gggg jwwh! i

grawnr ifa ifa* gg: n

ftg4g g?l ggr fagskg ^ OTtg* i

giggfgnrtsgtf ggsra: n

aaifa HVfig *rf3r»ftg g i

faw gift mat fq?wqrgw% «

fagg ai ggig ftgfls agfa i

wti aT ggwSfa am ana gfg«%g u

faggia weh: ggig ggsl *naT a*n fam i

gun sub: arfgyt ax $3 fag: n

aiasft gfgaarg fawarangg; faai i

ggfawTfgg't gun gaiait ag\ u

greigWtsfW to: arfagigia*: aga: i

ggtgmsf: war. wfaft ggi 11

fim g fawwT ?t ftgifaawgilg: i

%at g ga g*fo: *ng fa fw ah: ii

ggfag; gtfqgga faggiggsgTag: i

gaigratraanfl g g fwrat fqgt gq: 11

# aiggfig' ftg: ggt fggStggg gg^ is the reading of the Vivada

Tandava.
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1

*n5an: ft^ 11

S’STO <ra*lf ^ ^TfT l

*T ^FJ STCT fallT II

W 3 *i am: ft^T friiTcftar: ^rt?t i

^Tafirirot t ^^rrcf 11

*nw u i t-*, t*» U, w. U> W
Where a partition of the paternal property is instituted by

the sons, it is called by the learned, Partition of property

(Dayabhaga), a title of law. *

The father being dead, the sons shall divide the father’s

estate
;
(and so shall) daughters (divide the property) of their

mother (when she dies)
;

or, failing daughters, their issue.

(The distribution of the property shall take place) when the

mother has ceased to menstruate and the sisters are married,

or when the father’s sexual desire is extinguished, and he has

ceased to care for worldly interests.

Or let a father distribute his property among his sons

himself, when he is striken in years, either allotting a larger

share to the eldest son, or (distributing the property in any other

way) following his own inclination.

Or the senior brother shall maintain all (the junior

brothers), like a father, if they wish it, or even the youngest

brother, if able
;

the well being of a family depends on the

ability (of its head).

Two shares let the father keep for himself when distributing

his property. The mother shall receive the same share as a

son (when the sons divide the property) after her husband’s

death.

To the eldest son a larger share shall be allotted, and a

less share is assigned to the youngest son. The rest shall take

equal shares, and so shall an unmarried sister.

When a father has distributed his property amongst his

sons, that is a lawful distribution for them (and cannot be

* The Vidava Tandava cites the following text from the Madanaratna

and says Daya includes property derived from the mother also :

*n?rmi»Rr ^^ i

sunns’! u
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annulled), whether the share of one be less, or greater than, or

equal to, the shares of the rest
;

for the father is the lord of all.

A father who is diseased, or angry, or absorbed by (sinful)

worldly interests, or who acts illegally, has not the power to

distribute his property (as he likes).

(Persons insane, &c.) shall be maintained by the family

;

but their sons shall receive their respective shares (of the

inheritance).

What is left (of the father’s property), when the father’s

obligations have been discharged, and when the father’s debts

have been paid, shall be divided by the brothers, in order that

the father may not continue a debtor.

For those (brothers), for whom the initiatory ceremonies*

have not been duly performed by their father, they must be

performed by the (other) brothers, (defraying the expense) from

the paternal property.

Narada, XIII. 1-5, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22, 32, 33.

fqwfaw* fro: 1

11

fq*T 1

hi* ^ sat: 11

fcmra^qm 1

fog: sw 11

qmw^ fq^F i

qTH* ^ 11

wn: fqqT 3qt wforaT 1

s$q t 11
•o

gfaftmSt g fan 11

* Some commentators include marriage among the ceremonies to be

thus performed, and this is in accordance with Yajnavalkya, II. 124.

t This text of Narada is cited in the ancient commentary of Aparaka,

as following the preceding text : Dr. Jolly has omitted it. The Aparaka, also

cites the following text in this connection.

jrert ffafW nnfang i

fan grail 11
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* 3 aim y*w ftapjjur^ I

a^uit gtn nSftfirat wnj ii

*n( ma' na arotfipi: i

ngsai fonrem: wntw: spn: ii

ns*n% g anat rnratirentfirft i

«*rtw wire afat ag^tsing «*rarr. ii

a«n*nt fwmrr 5^M f«mrfen( i

«%g aaiarcwftnnj ii

fl«if«j?npn^af aars siaart i

gasT fawarfW ng^mmaar wtg #

far^ta a^mareargwjR gfirnj i

agm^ iaara a nftaafi ii

«««! ^qanannsgaitai ^'51% i

gart arnta arai awfsta >it n% n

asj: ^ntaat $ai araianwa fafa: i

atataant arm: nn<a a fasaqit u

nnmtaTgaTtar tg: fan^ i

nw natifa «rfaj atarfttfn: *gr ii

anfsanl fawrit at fraitft na uatfo i

a>nFa*g «rj na araaeg a: ii

a*ai aref iri %a aar aama *rtn i

fawratfifaatsfa wpwranrcng a: ii

ataanmai ansi ntsargif awfan: i

na'smnnnaihi: agnrail a ana: ii

aifhi: wt aifq armft arfn at ntg i

aifrittsi aminmj n

ng. wren aflan: aman: q ifaa fag: i

aasananaaa? groan nlaaiNf ii

waarfa: an, i \— a., s t», <«, ®e—as, aa—a*
After the death of both parents, division of the property

among brothers has been ordained (to take place). It may

75
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take place even in their lifetime, if the mother be past child

bearing.

Houses and landed property, inherited from an ancestor,

shall be shared equally by the father and sons
;
but the sons

cannot claim a share of their father’s own property without the

consent of the father.

Of property acquired by the grandfather, whether immov-

able or movable, father and son are declared to be entitled to

tqual shares.

In grand- peternal property once lost and afterwards

recovered by the father, in self-acquired property and in what is

acquired by learning or valour, the father’s power of disposal

is declared.*

Those (sons) for whom their shares have been arranged by

the father, whether equal, less, or greater, must be compelled

to abide by such arrangement. Otherwise (if they try to alter

the arrangement), they shall be punished.

When a partition is made during (the father’s) life, the

father shall reserve a couple of shares for himself.

All sons of the twice-born, begotten on women equal in

easte (to their husbands), shall take equal shares, after giving

a preferential share to the eldest.

Whatever has been acquired by all together, in that property

they all have equal shares. Their sons, whether unequal or

equal (in number), are declared (to be) heirs of the shares of

their (respective) fathers.

But on his death the mother shall take a son’s share. The

(step) mothers shall share equally with them ; the maidens

(daughters) shall take fourth-part shares.

Those by whom clothes and the like articles have been

declared indivisible have not decided properly. The wealth of

the rich depends on clothes and ornaments.

(Such wealth) when withheld from partition will yield no

profit ; but neither can it be allotted to a single (coparcener).

Therefore it has to be divided with some skill
;
or else it would

be useless. 4

* This text is omitted by Dr. Jolly. It is found in the Aparaka. With*

out it the meaning of the next verse becomes misleading.
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Clothes and ornaments are divided by (distributing the

proceeds after) selling them ; a written bond (concerning a debt,

is divided) after recovering the sum lent
; prepared food (is

divided) by an exchange for (an equal amount of) unprepared

food.

The water of a well or pool shall be drawn and used

according to need. A single female (slave) shall be successively

set to work at their houses (by the several sharers) according to

their shares (of the inheritance).

If there are many of them, they shall be divided equally.

The same rule applies to male slaves as well. Property obtained

for a pious purpose shall be divided in equal shares.

Fields and embankments shall be divided according to

their several shares. A common (road or) pasture-ground shall

be always sued by the coheirs in due proportion to their several

shares.

Whether partition has or has not been made, whenever an

heir comes forward, he shall receive a share of such wealth as

he can prove to be the joint property (of the family).

Whether it be a debt, or a document, or house, or field,

which has been inherited from the paternal grandfather, he shall

take his proper share of it, when he returns after a protracted

absence even.

When a man has gone abroad, leaving the joint estate of

his family, his share must undoubtedly be given to his descen-

dant who has returned from abroad.

Whether he be the third or the fifth or even the seventh

in descent, he shall receive the share belonging to him by

right of succession, when his birth and family name can be

ascertained.

He whom indigenous inhabitants and neighbours know to

be the legal owner, to the descendants of that man must the

(land) be surrendered by his kinsmen, when they make their

appearance.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 1-5, 8, 14, 64, 79-84, 22-26.

pRTJffT 9 HFPHI 3T I

9 tat 9 11
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fkmw. 11

gt: s* fairan finr^ ^rwfaM; i

fwffans ira^rflur. i*mv, ^tt: ii

qiJT flW'tf 31 313T3l*f5h51q ^ I

*j*n sfWsqrfqrai: ii

# * * *

^nRwf^not WWT i

qrihnflwtff 3k3T 33TT?f3 H^Tq^rT II

*n*nfWt ot33t: sjtt ft 3tt: i

wfitm *mki3T 3T ii

<Gn*Kyd9^fa333Tf*t i

When the half brothers or whole brothers have become

separated from the father and they have brothers subsequently

born, these latter shall take the father’s share : one born before

(partition) is not entitled to the father’s share, nor is one born

after partition, to the brother’s share.

What is acquired by the father himself after having become

separated from the sons, belongs to (the son) born after partition
;

those born before are ordained, to be not entitled to it.

As in wealth, so also in debts, and in gifts pledges and

sales, they are independent of all other, excepting mourning,

libations and exequial rites.

In case of concealment of a debt or deposit belonging to

the joint family, the payment of the same shall not be enforced

by force but by having recourse to an artful contrivance

causing indirect loss.

When men, who hold property, are dishonest wicked and

avaricious, they shall be dealt with by gentle means or through

some contrivance or deprivation of interest

Vrihaspati, cited in the Ratnakara.

Wi$<ll*ll 3J3TTff *1 II*

* ftfttg ftw «rt aunfr n is the reading of the Vivada-

tandava.
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Between teacher and pupil, father and son, husband and

wife, master and servant, who are joint, there can be no

legal dispute.

Text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Apararka

and Madanaratna &c.

firaf?: ssrfq mn*

in h^t: i faerfr i

sfhrfa ftmft m f*rot ^<t: i

* towi: i

w arr^lwTjft ir^rc^<rf*nHftOTi5fir

mivfo: it

Since partition of the estate takes place after his decease,

sons cannot divide it while the father leaves, though there be

property subsequently acquired by them ; they have no power

(t6 make such a partition), since they are not independent in

respect of wealth and religious duties, when the father is free

from defect.

When the father is living, partition of wealth, if allowed

by him, may take place either publicly or privately, according

to what is right.

If there be only one son, the father will take two shares.

No division of a dwelling takes place, nor of iron water-

pots, ornaments, nor of women and clothes enjoyed by one,

nor channels for draining water. Prajapati has so ordained.

Sankha-Likhita cited in the Kalptaru-

Parasara Madhava, Ratnakara, Vira

Mitrodaya and other digests,

if m i qiNnpr:

*n*KT ft wft tow: s$it?[ i

* The Viramitrodaya reads for ^T<T I The meaning would then be

“ though ownership is afterwards acquired.”

t The reading of the Apararka which seems to be more correct runs thus:

It omits the dwelling house from the list of impartible things.
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3&W* fagqg*rig qratfggttf g WWnjjtfr fqg^t

There may be partition when the father is without desire,

old, when his intellect is pervested, or afflicted with longstanding

disease. The father when making partition, may take two

shares when there is only one son. The eldest should manage

the property and support the rest like the father. The family

depends on wealth. Sons are without independence when the

father is alive and also as long as the mother is living.

Sankha cited in the Apararka.

www n

Land (inherited) in regular succession but which had been

formerly lost, and which a single (heir) recovers solely by his

own labour, the rest may divide according to their shares, giving

him a fourth part.

Sankha, cited in the Mitakshara,

Ch. I, Sec. 3.

^ gtnWfa ^ t*: lit

ggravs fws gg fgrfgg 1

twit g 11

*treg*ftg nvm g *rggg: 11

grwrcfg*} 1

ftwrott gg^ftrfir: g 11

* According to Apararka, it is a text of Rishyasringa.

t This text is found in the Apararka. The same Commentary also cites

the following text of Katyayana :

ttWTH *r 3if%g 1
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artf f« waaia agratg i

Hlffcre* SWla faftWqTflt aar II

faaj fawararwwnitfUmwn ?ra»( i

^ai^aftra fawt »nafw: s* 11

a»ina ^ a?aj ^f«i41 feid*( 1

a?>swt fawita wt aaarowr 11*

?>?iwi fflMo5« *n? #a ag'ag^ 1

gjssaifwsiat aamata aftf&t: 11

’rita^tanang ataaimatafftiro: 1

?>swn fwwa g# saft*_g: 11

aa a^fafa^ig afitafog^ 1

^saf aa gun faa*it a: amura: 11

s« awrawitt aigg<ra aitfg 1

gwww^rgwxfsi g«n tftwfa a^ft: 11

atawn ran *g to
-

awatfawi, 1

«4W a fawwj ftrwiW 'a saaifct: 11

fsrej atvt: «T*t gaff aura at ag: 1

afga: «Tg ^ ?tag giawf aansta 11

# # #

atfaggi g at wit aag: g«tga a*i 1

aiarga a?t a?ar«r agq agar wftr: 1

qaaaig fawftg aaraa: 11

g amsqawrut fawn fa^taft 1

$at g atggaa aiTaft aiagiftar lit

* » # «

roifga<g aSa ga^asj gg 1

gafcg. wifw: aiiwit g fag: gai: 11

* This and the preceding verse are attributed to Narada in the Vivada-

Tandava.

t This text is found in the Apararka.
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t m wfaf i

vnmn fomir swtffa m h

fwftw* hth
#

nn n$n min i

nn nn^n m& *n?gira ynn%n 11

n^mwic z*i *mn i jmvffin i

w^mnfmrrnt n\mt

i

itnv&<{ n

In grandpaternal property father and son have equal rights.

But in self-acquired property of the father the son has got no

right.

Whatever is inherited from the grandfather or from the

father, or is self-acquired, all that should be divided at a

partition among heirs.

But having given affectionate gifts (promised by the father)

out of the heritage the residue should be divided. And that

should be received by their issue, in (their) order down to the

fourth.

But all debts incurred for the purpose of the family by a

brother or a paternal uncle, or the mother, must be paid by the

co-heirs, at the time of partition.

That debt shall be paid to the creditor when after contest,

the same is established by evidence ;
otherwise they shall not be

compelled to pay.

The paternal debt, the debt incurred by a relative (for the

family) and a debt incurred by a member himself (for the family)

such debts are payable jointly by the co-heirs at the partition.

Whatever is given for a religious purpose or through affec-

tion, and whatever debt is on account of a member himself, the

same shall be divided when known
;
there can be no gift from

the patrimony.

Whatever is known, houses, fields and quadrupeds, should

be divided. If concealment of property is suspected, then

discovery (by ordeal) is prescribed.

Household furniture, beasts of burden, milch cows, orna-

ments and workmen (slaves, &c.) that are visible shall be divided ;

and in case of property being concealed Bhrigu ordains the
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kosha or an ordeal by drinking water in which an idol has been

washed.

But property recorded in a document, what is settled for

(common) religious purpose, (bells, &c.) water, women, what is

hereditary corrody

;

Worn clothes, ornaments, what is not suitable (for partition),

such things being enjoyed by the coparceners in a manner suited

to the occasion
;

The path for cows, the carriage, road, clothes that are

actually worn on the body, (prayojya) what is requisite for use,

(books, &c.), or what is intended for arts should not be divided :

so Vrihaspati declares.

Whatever law has been declared applicable to a country, to

a caste, or a class, or to a village, the partition is to be effected

in accordance with that alone : so Bhrigu declares.

The share of a person who has gone abroad, shall be

preserved in its entirety : when a man dies leaving an infant son,

his heritage should be protected by the relatives of the son. The

infants shall afterwards divide the same, according to their

proper shares.

Partition is proper of those who have attained majority. Men

attain majority in their sixteenth year. *

Whatever is concealed by any one, the sons should, after the

death of the father, assemble and divide with their brethren, in

equal shares :

Bhrigu says, what is concealed by different members, and

what has been improperly divided, and what has been received

subsequently, shall be divided in equal shares.

Whatever is acquired by a separated coparcener, shall

belong to him alone
; but whatever was stolen, or lost, of the

aforesaid property, shall be divided afresh.

Whatever effect has been stolen by a kinsman, shall not be

recovered by force : undivided kinsmen shall not be compelled

to pay (compensation) for enjoyment.

Texts of Katyayana cited in the Ratnakara, &c.

* This text is cited in the Apararka and is not found in the Ratnakara.

76
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qT gqfqvfMqiq fqqT I

wrinfq fqtrft q% gqg«il*wifti»it i

qrawmnqn«iraqqqq»l i

A father takes either a double share or a moiety of his son's

acquisition of wealth
;

and a mother also, if the father be

deceased, is entitled to an equal portion with the son.

Katyayana, cited in the Dayabhanga.

qtqnfirfaqfaqq ti^ Wfawr i

wtam q M?; qqiftqq^g qnsftn; n

vtTHsqqrwiqit q»i i

sqf iftfwrtqqq ^ II

*W*^qqwfT«iqqq’Fw i

Enjoyment by one’s own caste-people, agnates, or relatives

l
s not valid enjoyment (i.e., is ineffectual). Effectual enjoyment

is that by strangers.

The wealth of infants without being liable to any expen-

diture should be deposited with relatives or friends and likewise

of those who have gone abroad.

Katyayana, cited in the Vira-Mitrodaya.*

qftqfa faflfc q ^xira'i qunqiq ^tPh

q?l qr wtr i

^tqqq qr fqvm qr^tri qr«q qi dfawsq

tjfqwnsra q^ergqqai?) gqqfwt ^qm i fqwSiq i

firoftiaww qqf ?qw$qrqq qfqtf qx qqsiq q?jqqqTC*« i

wft fq*iw : i

qqrfqw q qftrq wqiqi»j?^fafl<:qm 1

qqTqrofWidtiqqqrfq i

While the father lives, sons are not independent in respect

of the receipt, alienation and recovery of wealth; but if he be

* The Viramitrodaya also cites the following text of Katyayana :

qrqw ssroitf i

ftmA vntitqq frorotvir qrot n
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prodigal, absent in a remote country, or afflicted with disease,

let the eldest son manage the affairs.

The father when living may distribute (the whole property

amongst the sons) and retire to a forest or enter the order of old

age ; or he may distribute a small portion and continue to live

in his house reserving the larger portion for himself. Should he

lose, he may take back from them, and to such as become indi-

gent he may give a portion.

When a division takes place a bull from a herd or one

excellent article and the image of the family god and the

house* should be given to the eldest, the rest shall remove, and

build.

Or if there is only one (home-stead) then the best should be

given to the eldest and as regards the rest, the order of seniority

should be followed.

Harita, cited in the Ratnakara.

If the younger brothers have not finished studying the

Vedas, the brothers should live joint.

Harita cited in the Apararka.

rsTrfta: a wrc: i

If after partition a younger brother is born he is entitled to

a share, if of equal caste.

Vriddha-Harita, IV

fwwg Mist i

wn: i

The division of heritage among uterine brothers is equal.

Usana, cited in the Ratnakarat.

fq^q^ I

wro* fir fW »

* I would prefer “the, temple of the family idol” to “god and

house.
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After the death of the father, sons should divide his wealth.

As long as the faultless father is alive they have no right.

Devala, cited in the Apararka and Ratnakara.

w TO* i

<ra sstrr h

* * ,
# •

wift fro to: i

«! fawn*!: n

fa<j: to: wprtsrr i

fw*ra^ *rr: ^n: r^f^n: 11

faro: ii

Whatever is given out of affection to a (co-sharer) by the

grand-father, by the father, or by the mother should not be taken

away from him.

In houses and fields inherited from ancestors in regular

course, the father and son are equal sharers, but in the property

of the father (himself) the sons are not entitled to share against

the will of the father.

But the sonless wives of the father, are declared equal

sharers
;
and all the grandmothers also are declared equal to

mothers (as sharers).

A place of sacrifice, or an object of worship, land, securities,

conveyance, dressed food, water and women are not divisible

among those of the same gotra or family though distant by a

thousand generations.

Vyasa, cited in the Kalpataru, Ratnakara, &c.

fqwiwftnrara *mrr ^ i

*ra ifaTTOM rftemranrt awt ii

4
€lflwnn*TWf (seats and beds of the Sagotias)

is the reading in the Dayatattwa. It seems to be the better reading.
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Whatever has been given by the grandfather, father, or

mother to a coparcener, and the wealth (acquired by) valour, as

well as the wealth of the wife, should not be divided by the

co-heirs.

Vyasa, cited by Haradatta-

trait qt ftqit 11

As long as the father and the mother are alive, the brother

should live joint. After their death, the merit of divided

brothers increases.

Vyasa cited in the Apararka.

appftenw i

g 11

If the mother is without wealth, on partition among sons,

she would take a share equal to theirs
;
but if she has wealth,

she will take so much, that her wealth may be equal to the

share of the sons.

A text of an unnamed Smriti cited in the

Mayukha only and thus of doubtful

authenticity.

For other Texts
,
see Ch. //., Sec . V1IL> and Ch . III.

}

and also Ch . IV.
}
Sec . IV.



SECTION IV.

The self-acquired property, gains of learning, &c.

The rule of Manu on this subject is very clear

Lawgivers/
116 and simple. He says, in a joint family of unlearned

men whatever is acquired by each, by personal

labour, is joint property. Everybody is capable of

personal labour, and it is to be presumed that there

is not much difference between the earnings of one

man and another, when both are ignorant and

unskilled. But if one brother by his own labour

gets a particularly valuable property which he

does not wish to share with the rest, he is entitled

to keep it to himself, provided it was acquired

without using the patrimony. As to gains of learn-

ing, they always belonged to the acquirer, and so

did gifts received from a friend or during marriage.

Vishnu’s rule is identical with Manu’s. Gautama

has also a very short rule. He says, whatever the

learned coparcener has acquired by his own efforts

the unlearned cannot share. As among the un-

learned, division of everything is equal. The rule

of Gautama does not, therefore, clash with that

of Manu. Yajnavalkya agrees with Manu. The

comment of Vijnaneswara, that in respect of acqui-

sitions by learning, marriage, &c., in order to be

separate property, they must have been acquired

without the use of paternal wealth, is wholly un-

justifiable, and is due to the anxiety of commentators

to reconcile all texts however irreconcilable. When
we come to Narada we find him agreeing with

Manu, only adding to the category of separate pro-
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perty those acquired by valour and by gift from

father or mother. He, however, makes the reserva-

tion, that if one brother maintains the family of

another while the latter is engaged in study, he is

entitled to a share of the wealth gained by that

study. The rule of Narada apparently refers to a

case where there is no paternal wealth, and one

brother, not having himself the advantage of

education, toils, not only for the maintenance of the

family but for meeting the personal expenses of

another brother, desirous of giving the latter advan-

tages, ofwhich he was probably deprived, on account

of poverty and untoward circumstances. Hundreds

of such cases are to be found in Bengal and other

parts of India. A not very learned brother stints

himself and his own family to give his younger

brother a good education, probably mortgages and

sells his own property, so that the other may not

only get honors in the Indian Universities, but

also in the English Universities. It is of such cases,

that Narada spoke, and it will be encouraging

ingratitude of the blackest dye according to Hindu

ideas, and unjust according to all, if a person educa-

ted in this way is allowed to enjoy the wealth gained

by him without sharing it with his poorer brother.

But Narada never spoke of the case in which the

brother is maintained out of the paternal wealth,

for in that case there is absolutely no justification for

holding, that a learned brother should divide his

earnings with other members of his family.

Katyayana added to the list of separate pro-

perty that which is acquired by art and skill in

workmanship. But he defined “ gains of science
”

as what is gained by one educated, while supported
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Rule of

double share.

by a stranger. He probably meant to emphasize

the rule of Narada, but he says nothing about it.

He only says, that in the case of a person trained

in arms by his father or brothers, the gains of his

valour are divisible among the family according to

Vrihaspati. In the texts of Katyayana on the

subject, we find him quoting authority for his

positions. Unfortunately we do not possess the

texts which were probably before him. The texts,

which we possess of Vrihaspati, lay down the same

rule as Manu, except in the case of re-united

brothers, among whom the acquirer is entitled to a

double share.

Vyasa agrees with Manu in the main, but

makes an exception in the case of wealth acquired

by valour, with the aid of articles belonging to

the family, when the acquirer is only entitled to

a double share. This allotment of a double share

is a peculiar rule which is mentioned by the law-

givers in connection with the eldest brother’s share,

and the share which the father may take on parti-

tion. Vasistha, while giving a double share to the

eldest son and enjoining the giving of three shares

to the son of the Brahmani and two shares to the son

of the Kshatriya wife and equality in the case of

others, says that in self-acquisitions a coparcener

has a double share. The rule of the double share

is long obsolete in the case of the eldest brother's

share, as well as of the father’s share, and should be

considered as so in the case of self-acquisitions, and

the rule of Manu followed.

From the above it is tolerably clear, that the

rule of Manu as modified by Narada agreeing as it

does with that of Vishnu, Gautama and Yajnavalkya,
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is the law governing self-acquisitions, including gains,

of learning, and that it is a simple rule consonant

with reason and natural justice. The chief difficulty

arises when we come to the commentators and the

rulings of our Courts.

Vijnaneswara applies the proviso “ without

detriment to the father’s estate” mentioned in the £“le
,°{

the

text of Yajnavalkya to every kind of self-acquisition,

and says :
“ what is obtained from a friend as the

return of an obligation conferred at the charge of

the patrimony ; what is received at a marriage

concluded in the form termed Asura or the like ;

what is recovered of the hereditary estate, by the

expenditure of the father’s goods
;
what is earned

by science acquired at the expense of ancestral

wealth, all that must be shared with the whole of

the brethren and with the father.” „ ... „.

The Smriti-Chandrika restricts the texts about drika restricts

1111 1 • . . rule of double

double share to the gains of learning. share to gains

The Dayabhaga, agreeing with Visvarupa,*
of scie"ce’

cites his opinion, that “when wealth is not acquired Rule of the

by giving or using paternal property, it is declared
Dayabha6a

by the sages not to be common, any more than

wealth received on account of marriage ;
it becomes

not common, merely because property may have

been used for food or other necessaries, since that

is similar to the sucking of mother’s breast”
;
and

says “it is, therefore, demonstrated that wealth

acquired by means of joint stock used for the

* What Visvarupa says is this :
** Whatever is acquired by one

without detriment to the paternal wealth and what is received from friends

and at marriage, belong to the acquirer alone ;
x x x Wealth received from

friends and the like is certainly indivisible even if acquired to the detriment

of the paternal wealth.” Vol. I p. 4.

77
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express purpose of gain, is common property
;
and

no other is so.”

The first decision on the question is one by the

Madras High Court in which we find the strange

Old decisions proposition propounded, that a dancing girl and her

and^Madras, mother may constitute a joint Hindu family. It was

held that “ if these gains of the deceased daughter

were to be considered gains of science, they

were joint property of the acquirer and her mother.”

(i) In another case it was held, that gains by pros-

titutes would not be joint property. (2) The same

Court has also held, that the gains of a Vakil who

had received only a general education from his

father and “ received a family maintenance” were

joint family property. (3) The last decision was

followed by the Bombay High Court in an early

case. (4) But in Madras it has also been held, that

gains by trading were separate property, though the

acquirer was maintained, educated, and married out

of the ancestral wealth. (5)

It has been held in Bengal, however, in

the well-known case of Dhanukdhary Lai v.

Decisions of Gunpat Lai, (6) that the law laid down in Madras

Pdifcouncii. and Bombay is not correct. The late Mr. Justice

Dwarka Nath Mitter in deciding that case

said: “the plaintiffs case in the Court below

was that the defendant received his education from

the joint estate, and that he is consequently entitled

to participate in every property that has been

(1) Chala Konda v. Ratna Chalem, 2 Mad. H. C. 56.

2) Bhoologam v. Swornam, 4 Mad. 330.

(3) Dutvasala Gangadharudu v. Narasamma Durvasasala, 7 Mad.

H. C. 47.

(4) Bai Manchha v. Narotamdas, 6 Bom. H. C., A. C. J, 1.

(5) Chellaperoomall v, Viraperoomall, 4 Mad. Jur. 54.

(6) 10 W. R. 122, 4 B. L. R. 201.
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acquired by the defendant by the aid of such edu-

cation. But the contention is nowhere sanctioned

by the Hindu Law, and I see nothing in justice to

recommend it.
” This view of the law was approved

by the privy Council in a Madras case, in which,

while holding that property acquired by trade was

separate property, their Lordships made the follow-

ing observations :
'* It does not become necessary to

consider whether the somewhat startling proposition

of law put forward by the appellant, which, stated

in plain terms, amounts to this that if a member

of a joint family receives any education whatever

from the joint funds, he becomes forever afterwards

incapable of acquiring by his own skill and industry

any separate property—is or is not maintainable.

Very strong and clear authority would be required

to support such a proposition. For the reason that

they have given, it does not appear to thetfi neces-

sary to review the text-books or the authorities

which have been cited on the subject. It may be

enough to say, that according to their Lordships’

view, no texts which have been cited go to the full

extent of the proposition which has been contended

for. It appears to them, further, that the case

reported in 10 W. R. in which a judgment was given

by Mr. Justice Jackson and Mr. Justice Mitter, both

very high authorities, lays down the law bearing

upon this subject by no means so broadly as it is

laid down in two cases, which have been quoted, as

decided in Madras
;

the first being to the effect

that a woman adopting a dancing girl and supplying

her with some means of carrying on her profession,

was entitled to share in her gains ;
and the second

to the effect, that the gains of a Vakil, who has
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received no special education for his profession, are

to be shared in by the joint family of which he was

a member
;

decisions which have to a certain

extent also been acted upon in Bombay. It may

hereafter possibly become necessary for this Board

to consider whether or not, the more limited and

guarded expressions of the law upon the subject of

the Court of Bengal, is not more correct than what

appears to be the doctrine of the Courts of

Madras. "
( I )

The emphatic assurance of Mr. Justice Mitter

Recent ratings mentioned above that “ the contention is nowhere
of Bombay

and Allahabad sanctioned by the Hindu Law ” was challenged by

the Bombay High Court, in the case of Lakhman v.

Jamna Bai,
( 2 )

in which the judges, after consider-

ing the texts and all the previous cases, came to the

following conclusion : “We think that we shall be

doing no violence to the Hindu texts, but shall be

only adapting them to the conditions of modern

society, if we hold that, when they speak of the

gains of science which has been imparted at the

family expense, they intend the special branch of

science which is the immediate source of the gains,

and not the elementary education which is the

necessary stepping stone to the acquisition of all

science. ” This view has been subsequently affirm-

ed by the Bombay High Court ( 3 )
and approved

by the Allahabad Court in a recent case.
( 4

)

Indeed, in the conditions of modern society,

the old law is not applicable, and the texts of

(1) Pauliem Valoo v. Pauliem Soorayu, 4 I. A. 109, 1 Mad. 252.

(2) 6 Bom. 225.

(3) Krishnaji Mahadev v. Moro Mahadev, 15 Bom. 32.

(4) Lachmin Kuar v, Debi Prasad, 20 All. 435,
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Katyayana, cited in this section, make it clear that

the gains of science are defined in detail by the

Rishis, and the gains, that come before the courts

in these days, do not fall within that definition.

It has however been held that Katyayana’s

definition of gains of sience is not exhaustive but

only illustrative and gains from astrology are gains

of science (i) Astrology way well come within the

definition of Katyayana. But a professor could not

receive any remuneration for imparting knowledge

under the old rule and the salary which he may

receive now cannot be said to have been contem-

plated as falling within his definition by Katyayana.

This only shows that it is better to hold that

Katyayana's rule is exhaustive, especially as there is

no reason to consider that it was only illustrative.

It was held in an old case, that nuptial gifts

were separate property, even though the expenses

of marriage were met out of joint funds. (2)

We next come to the consideration of the

question, whether the acquirer of property is entitled Rule of the

to a double share. In Bengal it has been held, that share of die

if any property is acquired with small aid from the
ac<iuirer'

family property, but through the special exertions of

a member, he is entitled to a double share. (3) The

law has been held to be the same under both the

Dayabhaga and the Mitakshara schools. (4) In

Bombay, it has been held, that when the aid from

(1) Durga Das Joshi v. Ganesh, 32 All. 435.

(2) Sheo-gobind v. Sham-narayan, 7 N. W. P. 75.

(3) Sree Narain v. Gooro Pershad, 6. W. R. 219. Sheo Dyal v.

Jadoonath, 9 W. R. 61. Jadoomonee v. Gangadhur. 1 Boulnois 600. Partab

Bahadoor v. Tilakdhary, I. S. D. 178. Ram Pershad v. Sheo Churun, 10

Moore 490, Dharmadas v, Amulyadhan, 33 Cal, 126, Lai Chand v%

Swarna Kumary, 12 C, W, N, 1133,

(4) Goor Churn 0. Golukmoney Fulton, 164..
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ancestral property is very remote, property acquired

chiefly by one’s own ability and exertion, belongs to

the acquirer solely. (1) and is not liable to partition,

subject to a right of retaining an additional quarter

share by the acquirer (2) It has been held under the

Bengal school that the father always takes a double

share, even if the acquisition of the son has been

made without the use of the joint funds (3)

Judges have freely expressed their opinion

that the rule of Sankha that he who reacquired lost

family property should get only an additional fourth

share, should not be given effect to, in the condi-

tions of modern society. But what has been actually

decided is that these rules should be strictly cons-

trued and applied only in cases where the family

had been violently or wrongfully dispossessed or

adversely kept out of possession for a length of

time (4)

It would be simpler and very much better to

avoid all difficulties by affirming the rule of Vrihas-

pati as good law, that when coparceners keep their

acquisitions and expenditure separate, or take to

trading separately, they should be considered as

separate.

The question of harden of proof has been dis-

cussed in sections 1 and 3. The rules of the Smritis

and the cowmentators on the rights of the acquirer,

who is a member of a joint family, to his own

acquisitions throw a flood of light on the question

and if they had been considered in connection with

(1) Jug Mohan Das v. Sri Mangal Das, io Bom. 528.

(2) Rajaba Bajirao v% Trimbak, 34 Bomb, 106.

(3) Dharmadas v. Amulya, 33 Cal. 1126.

(4) Bajara 0. Trimbuk, 34 Cal. 106. See 6 W. R. 58, 5 Mad, H, C,
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the question as to what should be considered sepa-

rate property, the law would probably have been

more definite and reasonable. The reasonable rule

of Vrihaspati mentioned above has always been

overlooked.

The old rule was that in a joint family all pro-

perty, except those mentioned in the texts cited in The of rule

, . . . r ...... *>e nucleus.

this section, in the possession of any individual

coparcener is joint property. The Privy council

modified the rule by laying down in old cases that

only where there was a nucleus of ancestral property,

the presumption was all properties acquired by

any one coparcener was joint property the question

of proportion of the nucleus to the property ac-

quired being immaterial (1) But recent cases tend to

make the rule more conformable to moden ideas

and it has been held that the nucleus must be such

from which the property ultimately acquired might

be fairly said to have grown and what constitutes

nucleus depends on the circumstances of a case. (2)

It has been recently held by the Privy Council

that when one coparcener acquires property without

the aid of ancestal property but throws it in the

common stock and the income of the whole of the

property is devoted to the expenditure of the fami- Effect of

ly, one account being kept of the incomes from
mi51in8 up-

self-acquired and ancestral properties, the whole

must be regarded as joint property (3) The whole

question should be considered from this standpoint.

When a person acquires property and keeps it

(1) Luximon Row v. Mullar Row, 2 Knapp. 60, Rampershad®.

Sheo Charan, io Moore, 490,

(2) Dwarka Das v . Jamradas, I Bomb. L. R. 133,

(3) Lai Bahadoor v. Kanhya Lai, 29 AIK 244 P. C. Munshi Indar

Sahai v, Kunwar Sham Bahadoor, 1; C. L. J, 299.
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Limitation.

separate from the family funds, it can not be said

that such property is joint property. It is only

when ancestral property and acquisitions are mixed

up or the acquisitions are with the help of ancestral

property and thus are strictly accretions to it, even

if they are acquired with the special efforts of one

coparcener, they must be considered as joint. But

when a person lives apart from the family and is

not in charge of ancestral property, there is no room

for any presumption of the acquisition being joint

family property and the question of nucleus has no

bearing on it. Even when a person hoes as a

member of a joint family and keeps his own acqui-

sitions separate and a separate account is kept of

the income and expenditure of joint funds, there

can be no room for any presumption of jointness.

It has been held by the Privy Council that if

a person is dispossesed or discontinues his posses-

sion of his self-acquired or other separate property

in favour of the joint estate for 1 2 years, his claim

on the ground of separate property is barred (1)

THE JOINT HINDU FAMILY.

SECTION IV.

wft fanfnftH: 11

vren fawr: xfii yk»it n

(i) Vasudeva Padhi Khadanga Garu v. Maguni Devan Bakshi Maha-

i&truluGaru, 28 1 , A, 8;.
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tam’d WTO WWW t

wwirflsTfwwr *nqqifrofN w 11

wgqs^ fasro ^5 s^qMlhf 1

wratftfviw wsTrot 5ig*refw 11

fW 3*OT®m
#

1

*^ hw WTifranw: ^wwftfan 11

qg; <t 1
^o», \o^ *o$, *oc, * 0* 1

Whatever property the eldest (son) acquires (by his own
exertion) after the father’s death, a share of that (shall belong)

to his younger (brothers), provided they have made due progress

in learning.

But if all of them, being unlearned acquire property by

their labour, the division of that shall be equal, (as it is) not

property acquired by the father : that is a settled rule.

Property (acquired) by learning belongs solely to him to

whom (it was given), likewise the gift of a friend, a present

received on marriage or with the honey-mixture.

What one (brother) may acquire by his labour, without

using the patrimony, that acquistion, (made solely) by his own

effort, be shall not share unless by his own will (with his

brothers).

But if a father recovers lost ancestral property, he shall,

not divide it, unless by his own will, with his sons, (for it is)

self-acquired property.

Manu, IX. 204, 205, 206, 208, 209.

wrm 1

ww. m 1

tffcra: v? 1 qi 1

What a learned (coparcener) has acquired by his own efforts

he may (at his pleasure) participate with his learned

(coparceners), (a)

Unlearned (coparceners) shall divide (their acquisitions)

equally.

78

Gautama, XXVIII. 30,31
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sfas: ^ i n\
And if one of the (brothers) has gained something by his

own (effort), he shall receive a double share.

Vasistha, XVII. 51.

q\ I

ixrsraw: r i u*> \*° 1

Whatever else is acquired by the coparcener himself,

without detriment to the father’s estate, as a present from a

friend, or a gift at nuptials, does not appertain to the co-heirs.

Nor shall he, who recovers hereditary property, which had been

lost give it up to the parceners : nor what has been gained by

science.

Yajnavalkya, II. 120, 121.

For the texts of Vishnu, see Vishnu, Ch. 18, v. 42 and 43,

which are identical with Manu, Ch. 9, v. 208, 209, cited above.

*rftrax *nvr fra vfwFawi ^
fwxarfaftr 1

3<4fl *flfa <!! I

Non-paternal property, stridhana, property, such as is

connected with religious duties, received from friends, obtained

by learning, or accidentally received, are subject to division up

to the end of ten years
;
subsequently, the whole is indivisible.

Vishnu, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

naraft wnsft ftw fw n
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^V4» Wt\mV[ I

fawj ^ 1

« i is *>, t®, u 1

Property gained by valour, or belonging to a wife, and the

gains of science, are three kinds of wealth not subject to

partition ; and so is a favour conferred by the father (exempt

from partition.)

When the mother has bestowed (a portion of) her property

on any (of her sons) from affection, the rule is the same in that

case also
;

for the mother is equal to the father (as regards

her competence to bestow gifts).

When one brother maintains the family of another brother,

who is engaged in studying science, he shall receive a share of

the wealth gained by that study, though he be ignorant (himself)

A learned man is not bound to give a share of his own

(acquired) wealth against his will to an unlearned co-heir»

unless it have been gained by him using the paternal estate.

Narada, XIII. 6, 7, 10, 11.

w*r4 fro nynfmnn \

w fhg: 11

n^WtiTfr 1

cf^T^f 3 w; wtaT: 11

g g: 1

mYtftm w: w. swtfspr: 11

m I \% \*y 1

In property belonging to the grandfather which had been

taken away and has been (afterwards) recovered by the father

through his own exertions, as well as in property acquired by

learning, valour in arms, &c., the father's ownership has been

declared.

He may make a gift out of that property, or even consume

it at his will. But in his default, his sons are pronounced to be

equal sharers.

If among reunited coparceners any one should acquire

property through learning, valour, or other independent effort
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of his own), a double share must be given to him ; the rest

shall take equal shares.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 12, 13, 77.

irawri gfferam 1

Land (inherited in regular succession), but which had been

formerly lost, and which a single heir shall recover solely by his

own labour, the rest may divide according to their allotments,

having first given him a fourth-part.

Sankha, cited in the Mitakshara

and the Dayabhaga. According

to the Apararka, it is a text of

Rishyasringa.

*nftqT*ng foamrg tfifag 1

tow 11

m«m*<?Tvl»T wnfodt 1

tot TtTffg fronunf' 11

ww '•r 1

fTOnwsT*g wff^nfswnl w 11

fsrsTKlf^STra'.
1

nTvzjrpn^ to 1

frormg gg Trofim*! «t fwm! 11

fsrmwfo fw TOtffof gjarorsTfrot «t?r 11

Tima: fiwwm 1

Snfrantfiro: mm*i 11

qt f»rw qsw' farct 1

fwm’g ufomr ftwiwf arofg: 11

* The Ratnakara says that this text is not cited in the Parijata, the

Katnadhena, the Kalpataru and the Smriti Maharnava and should not be

given effect to.
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^fergren»rm*rttafiwwf h*j: 11

%ttw *ro4 rotf 1

^«W*a gi* tots: ^nfroT m: 11

?re srxpg ggfarProw siWnr ?n;tg 1

*T^<gfwt«f $«r gg^g*( 11

^tot^tsct srj f^fsq f^?rt to*( 1

oftf^cT an»T mrarTOig^it 11

3!TTOT§ g TOTSft I

^r^TRm g cff^TT ttss* wfrr^T 11

TOifiwpg crff^niT^^T 3 <r swrag; 1

*p^f*re jsM gpfaTTO^ nt

grct f^tcrf^n’rt ftracitsft 3T 1

jft$inT?Fg *rfW g^rosrfg; 11

Never shall a learned man give wealth acquired by learning

to those that are devoid of learning
;
but to those who are equal

or superior in learning, (share of ) that wealth should be given

by the learned man.

What has been acquired by learning after instructions

received from a stranger, and getting maintenance from one of a

different family, is called wealth gained by learning.

What is gained by proving superior learning after a prize

has been offered (by some third person), must be considered as

the gains of learning, and ought not to be divided (among

coparceners).

What has been obtained from a pupil, or by officiating as a

priest, or for answering a question, or for determining a doubtful

* sftHTT is the reading of Apararkaf is the reading of

Apararka,

.Nunn' fjrerar ^ gg i

fwtf g famsq' »N ^nrfafw: n

Is also a test of Katyayana cited by Madhava*
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point, or through display of knowledge, or by success in

disputation, or for superior skill in reading, the sages have

declared as the gains of learning, and not subject to distribution.

The same rule likewise applies to the arts, and to increase

of price from superior skill in them. A prize gained which had

been offered for the display of superior learning, and a gift in a

sacrifice, a present from a pupil (previously instructed), have

been declared to be gains of learning. What is otherwise

acquired is common to all co-heirs.

Even what is won by surpassing another in learning after a

stake has been deposited is gains of learning, and not divisible

according to Vrihaspati.

What is obtained by the boast of learning, what is received

from a pupil, what is received by officiating as a priest is gains

of learning according to Bhrigu.

When (a soldier) performs a gallant action and favour is

shown to him by his master pleased with that action
; whatever

property is then received by him shall be considerd as gains of

valour. What is taken under a standard is declared not to be

subject to distribution. What is seized (by a soldier) in war

after risking his life for his master and routing the forces of the

enemy, is called spoil taken under a standard.

Whatever is gained with a damsel of the same caste, at the

time of receiving her, that wealth coming with the damsel is

Sulka, causing prosperity.

That is known as nuptial gift, which comes with the wife :

all this kind of wealth is known as effective of (separate) work.

Of brothers such as have received education in the family

or from the father, the property gained by valour, is divisible

according to Vrihaspati.

Katyayana, cited in the Apararka is Ratnakara.

wrenr* i

Ancestral property, which had been seized by others

since recovered by the father by his own efforts, as well as what
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is acquried the father, all such property the father can not be

compelled to share with the sons in partition.

farnnnr' sftem 1

fwnrarra rrnw esf ftrfw: u

»t *rctg; 11

wim i*

jTNftggurtfg nraw*i *nf»n: i

*rcr truifd gnsf staTig 11

aire: 1

Whatever is gained by science, and wealth acquired by

valour and the Saudayika (affectionate gifts from kindred to

women) shall not be claimed by the co-sharers.

Whatever property is acquired by one’s own exertions

without making use of the father’s property shall not be given to

the co-heirs, as also what is gained by learning.

When property is acquired by valour and the like with the

aid of any common property such as conveyance or a weapon,

therein the brothers are sharers
;
to him (/.£., the acquirer), two

sharers are to be given, the rest are equal sharers.!

Vyasa, cited in the Ujjvala, Apararka

Ratnakara, &c.

nst irOTrnsi rrerr wt

Whatever has been given by the grandfather, father, or

mother to a coparcener, and the wealth (acquired by) valour,

* the teading of the Madana-Parijata.

t The Ratnakara says, this refers to gains of valour other than those

techni.ally so called.

I a*} st fwrif 1

wwT*it<T!!T*qfa 9: 11

The above is also a text of Vyasa.
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as well as the wealth of the wife, should not be taken by the

co-heirs.

Vyasa, cited by Haradatta in the Ujjvala.

See also Yajnavalkya, II. 123,

Nftvuu sRromfto ^ 11

tfbnfawmi

The learned say that Kshema is Purta or an act of charity

(like digging a tank which is the cause of preserving the good

that has been got) and that Yoga is Ishta ora sacrificial act (which

is the cause of getting the good that has not been got) these are

declared to be indivisible, and so are also a couch and a seat
*

Laugakshi, cited in the Cbandrika.

SECTION V.

Reunion.

Reunion is defined to be living together, after

partition, of father and son, brother and brother, or

uncle and nephew. This is the opinion of the Mita-

„ t . . , kshara, the Dayabhaga and other commentaries.
Definition of

1 0 ...
re-union. Indeed according to a text of Vishnu cited in the

Saraswati Vilasha, there can be re-union of these

three classes of relations only and of no others, t

The Vira-Mitrodaya, the Vivadaratnakara and the

Mayukha however, in ignorance of the text of

Vishnu mentioned above, say that the mention

of certain relations in the rule is only illustrative

and that there can be reunion among all copar-

ceners who were at one time joint.

• Parasara Madhava says : Yogakshema means umbrellas, chowries,

arms, horses, conveyances and the like.

wnwrcraTWfs rnnra 1

t This also is the opinion of Kamalakara, Prokasha and the grea

majority of commentators* The Vira-Mitrodaya admits that this is the

opinion of a great many.
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The law of succession to the property of a
,

Succession

member of a reunited family has been the despair in case of

of the commentators. They lay down an arbitrary

order of succession an d say that there is no prin-

ciple there. The law is therefore in a state of

hopeless confusion. The Mitakshara and all the

other commentators agree in holding, that ‘reunion

is a cause of taking wealth which supersedes the

ordinary rple. The reunited coparcener, whoever

h'e is, is to be preferred to the unreunited one.

But in as much as there is another rule that

‘t0 be bom of the same mother is a cause of

taking wealth,’ the rule of reunion to be compatible

with it, is that the unreunited full-brother is entitled

to take equally with the reunited half-brother. The

Mitakshara adds to it, that uterine sisters take equal-

ly with reunited half-brothers. Beyond this, it says

nothing, and Babu Golap Chunder Sircar has fallen

into an error in ascribing the rule of succession of

the Vira-Mitrodaya to the Mitakshara.

According to the Smriti-Chandrika, there is

a great difference between jointness and reunion.

In the former, there is no ascertainment of shares,

but in the latter there is such ascertainment. There

may be inequality in the shares of reunited mem-

bers. The shares are kept distinct and are taken

by the respective heirs of the coparceners, except-

ing that the widows do not take. The Mayukha

is of the same opinion.

The order of succession, according to the

Smriti-Chandrika, is as follows : (1) son, grandson,

great-grandson, (2) reunited full-brother, (3) se-

parate full-brother, (4) reunited half-brother (but

when there are reunited half-brothers and separated

79
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full-brothers, the immovable property is taken by

the full-brother and full-sister, while the mov-

ables are taken by reunited half-brother), (5) the

reunited father or paternal uncle, (6) separated

half-brother, (7) father, (8) mother, (9) virtuous

widow, (10) sister, married or unmarried, (11)

Sapindas and lastly (12) Samanodakas. The Saras-

wati-Vilasa says, that the widow is only entitled to

maintenance.

The Mithila writers agree with the Mitakshara.

The Mayukha says that the reunited member
has in every case preference over the unreunited.

But when there are unreunited full-brothers and

reunited half-brothers, uncles and the like, the

separated full-brother &c., take equally with the

reunited half-brother &c. After the brother, takes

the mother, then the father, then the widow, then

the sister, then the daughter, and after her the

nearest sapinda.

The Vira-Mitrodaya lays down the following

rule of succession :—(1) Son, grandson, great-

grandson, (2) reunited whole brother, (3) a reunited

half-brother and a separated full-brother,(4) reunited

mother, (5) reunited father, (6) any other reunited

coparcener,(7) a half-brother not reunited, (8) mother

not reunited, (9) father not reunited, (10) widow,

(11) daughters, (12) daughter’s son, (13) sister.

On its own admission, there is no principle in this

absurd rule of succession. It is not based pn the

texts, if properly understood.

The anomalous texts referred to by me, in the

chapter on inheritance, are all supposed to be ap-

plicable to this what was considered by the commen-
tators as an anomalous state of things. But there is
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no authority for the use of those texts for the purpose.

Those texts do not purport to apply to a reunited

family. The texts that really bear on this question

are all given in this chapter, and there does not seem

to be any great difficulty in finding out their

meaning. The principles laid down in the texts

are the following.

1. The reunited member takes the property

of his reunited deceased coparcener as in an ordi-

nary joint family,with the following modifications :

—

(1a) A full-brother, even if not reunited,takes the

inheritance in preference to a half-brother unre-

united, and jointly with a reunited half-brother.

(6) The widow is entitled only to maintenance.

(r) The unmarried daughter enjoys the share of

the father till marriage, when it reverts to the family

(d) The full-sister’s right to a share is declared

by Manu and Vrihaspati. Vrihaspati says, that she

takes when there are no children, no father, and no

widow surviving. Medhatithi, Kulluka and Ragha-

vananda say that the text refers to unmarried

sisters, and that married sisters do not lake. This

seems to be correct.

2. The person who is entitled to perform the

Sraddha takes the wealth of a reunited person.

The law is thus, subject to the right of the

sister mentioned above, identical with the law

of succession in joint family, except that the

uterine brother, in the exceptional case of keeping

separate, while there is reunion with the step-

brother, takes with the step-brother.

According to the Dayabhaga, the rule ofreunion

applies only to the case of brothers, father and son,

and uncle and nephew reuniting, According to it,
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Rale of the

Dayabhaga,

Who can

reunite

according to

the decisions.

the rule only lays down an exception to the ordinary

law of the exclusion of the half-blood by full-blood,in

so far as the reunited half-brother, uncle or his son,

though excluded by the reunited full-brother, &c.

takes equally with them when these latter are sepa-

rate. According to it, the reunited full-brother ex-

cludes the separated full-brother, and likewise the

reunited half-brother excludes the separated half-

brother. It says no more on the subject, and it

would thus appear that beyond this qualification,

the ordinary rule of succession laid down by it is

not modified, and the widow is not excluded as she

clearly is, according to the text of Narada and

Sankha, which is given effect to by the writers of the

Benares school.

In a recent case it has been held that the rule

of reunion applied in a family governed by the

Dayabhaga family in regard to succession, (i)

It was considered doubful whether the law of

reunion applied to the descendants of the persons

reunited. It has been held, that the rule applies to

all the agnatic descendants living together. (2).

It has also been held, that under the Dayabhaga

school, the law of reunion applies only to the case of

father and son, brother and brother, and uncle and

nephew, reuniting, and their descendants
;
but it has

been considered that under the Mitakshara and the

Mithila school, the law of reunion applies to copar-

ceners other than those mentioned above, reunit.

(1) 35 Cal. 726,

(2) Abhai Charan Jana i>. Mangal Jana, 19 Cal. 634. Kesabram Maha-

pattar ». Nandkishore Mahapattar, 3 B.L.R., A.C.J. 7. Tam Chand Chose

v. Fttdum Lochnn, 5 W. R. 249. Rambari v. Trihiram, 7 6. L, R. 336

Gopal Chunder v. Kenaram, W.R. 35,
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ing. (1) This however, is against the texts of the

Rishis and also against the opinion of the principal

commentators. No good purpose is served by ex-

tending the scope of the anomalous and irregular

law of reunion and allowing persons other than such

near relations as father and son, brother and brother

and uncle and nephew.

Since the above was written the Calcutta High
Court has, in a recent case, held that under the

Benares School, reunion is restricted to the three

classes of cases, namely (i) between father and

son, (2) between brothers and (3) between paternal

uncle and nephew, and that there can be no reunion

between first consins. (2)

In a recent case, the Privy Council have held

that according to the text of Vrihaspati there can

be reunion “ between persons who were parties

to the original partition” and their Lordships

further observed in that case, that “ it is difficult

to see how an agreement to reunite can be made

by or on behalf of a minor.” (3)

The Madras Court in a recent decision,

agreeing with the Calcutta Court, has held, that

when some of the members of a joint family

separate from the rest, it is not a disruption

of the whole family, and those that keep together

should be considered as joint, and cannot be con-

sidered as reunited members, as was held in certain

old Calcutta cases. (4) It has been also held in the

(1) Abhai Charan Jana v. Mangal Jana, 19 Cal, 634,

(2) Basahta v. Jogendra, 33 Cal. 371. See Balabux v, Ramnarain*
30 CAl. 738* P*C.

(3) Balabdx v. Rukhmabai, 30 Cal. 7 15 P. C.

(4) Sudarfeanam v> Nara Simhulu, 25 Mad. 149. Upendra Narayun
Myti v. Gopee Nath, 9 Cal. 817. Contra. 1, Hyde 214, 15 W. R. 200,

3 B.L.R., A.C.J. 7 -
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same case disagreeing with the case of Shamnarain

v. Court of Wards, (1) that ‘‘there is no warrant for

importing a fiction of division followed by a fiction

or reunion, for the purpose of impressing property

acquired or owned exclusively by some members of

an undivided family, who do not in themselves form

a branch family.” The Privy Council, however, in

the recent case (2) mentioned above, have held

that when one coparcener separates, there is no

presumption of union among the rest and the se-

paration of one is the virtual separation of all and

an agreement to remain joint or to reunite in such

a case must be proved like any other fact.

A reunion to which a minor is a party has

been held to be invalid. (3) It has also been held

that when minor members continue to live with

one of the adult members after separation, that

fact alone could not constitute reunion, in which

there must be a junction of estate with an intention

to reunite. (4) Indeed when there has been a

partition, it requires very strong evidence to prove

reunion after many years. (5)

As regards succession, it would be simpler

Role of under the Mitakshara to hold that, as between
succession , . r . , , ,.

according to descendants of reunited coparceners, the ordinary
tbe decisions.

r(J |e
j
0 ;nt famjly should apply.

The Madras High Court recently held that

succession to the property of reunited coparceners

(1) *oW.R. 197.

(2) Balabux v, Rukhmabai, 30 Cat. 725*

(3) Lakhana v. Basava, 15 Mysore C. C. R. 96.

(4) Ruse Mendli v. Sundar Mendli, 37 Cal. 703.

(5)
Dwarka Prosad v, Jamnadas, 13 Bom* L. R. 133.
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is governed by the rule of survivorship. (1) The

rule applies not only to the members reunited but

to their sons who continue joint.

In Madras, it has been held, that the adopted

son of a reunited half-brother takes equally with

separated full-brothers. (2)

A very important question arises as to the

rights of creditors against coparceners who reunite.

Reunion certainly should not affect the rights of Rightso{

persons who lend to separated persons who after- “editors,

wards reunite. Reunion does not revive all the in-

cidents of a joint family and it would be inequitable

to hold that by reuniting a person can deprive his

creditors of their remedies against his properties.

The Smriti Chandrika says that even in case of

reunion the ascertainment of shares made before

continues and in that view the share of a reunited

coparcener is liable for his debts.

The Joint Hindu Family.

SECTION V.

fawn: Hhpfi favwfani^fa 1

www ftflm: mate tw h faml 11

ifat wfast *r ftftatawra: 1

faSwwrit mfq nsi hift «r 11

ftwiter' ntem: win 1

wwt 3 h itesT wfim wiwi: 1

Hf < 1 \\\ 1

If brothers (once) divided and living (again) together (as

coparceners) make a second partition, the division shall in that

case be equal
;

in such a case there is no right of primogeniture.

(1) Samudrala v. Samudrala, 33 Mad. 165. Narasinha V. Vencata, 23
Mad. 166.

(2) Ramasami v. Venkatesam, 16 Mad. 440.
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If the eldest or the youngest (brother) is depriv;d of his

share or if either of them dies his share is rot lost (to his

immediate heirs), (i)

His uterine brothers, having assembled together, shall

equally divide it, and those brothers who were reunited (with

him) and uterine sisters. (2)

Manu, IX. 2 10-2 12.

tftan: 1

If a reunited coparcener dies (without male issue) his

reunited coparceners take the heritage.

Gautama, XxVII. 28*

Vishnu Ch. 17, vt 17 is identical with Yajna-valkya II*

143, and Vishnu Ch. 18, v. 41 is identical with Manu IX. 210.

|Nnrf n qsafwnftn

* t

Reunion is with a paternal uncle, a father, or a brother

alone
;
not with others. The property of a reunited man does

not go to his wife. Amongst reunited men he who presents the

funeral ball is the person that takes the share. Amongst non-

uterine brothers the reunited shall take.

Text of Vishnu, cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

g stet: 1

^ ^ 11

*wtoJ*g wet ** itg 1

wfa gi^JTO«r: 11

TOWj: * | *8*, *88 1

A reunited (brother) shall keep the share of his reunited

(coheir) who is deceased or deliver it to (a son subsequently)

(1) Loses his share by reason of being outcaste or Sanyasi, as eunuch

etc. after partition. (Medhatithi, Kulluka and Raghavananda*)

(2) Sisters means unmarried sisters according to Medhatithi, Kulluka

and Righavananda.
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born. But an uterine (or whole) brother shall thus retain or

deliver alotment of his uterine relation.

A half brother being again associated with the deceased

may take the succession, but not a half brother though not

reunited : but one united (by blood though not by copercenery)

may obtain the property
;
and not (exclusively) the son of a

different mother.
Yajnavalkya, II. 143, 144.

fwnrwrcpg ftcuJfa 1

*Tt hut ^ h 1

f^^r^^lf^TrT II

HTCTTHW: WTTT I

W HHT SqTO f^TT II

sjait ^ 11

?n fqrqtsit *ra: i

’HTH’SiTTTStSTH qTflt foWRT qfh II*

•TTC3: I 88, *8—

|

One born after partition shall receive his father’s property

exclusively. Or they who have reunited with the father, shall

come to a division with (the son born after partition) : such

is the law.

That portion (of the property) which belongs to a reunited

coparcener is declared to be absolutely his own. So when

one of the sharers has no issue, it shall go to the rest (after

death) of those who are childless.

* The last 3 verses are attributed to Sankha also in the Kalpataru and

by many of the text-writers.

The reading adopted by Professor Jolly in the printed Narada Smriti of

the last line is H§lT qrf &c * I* *s apparently incorrent. is

plural, and its nominative cannot be ^f%?rr j
nor can h mean ‘maintain* as it

has been translated in the Sacred Books of the East Series. While adopting

the reading as well as the translation of the other verses, I have changed

that of the last verse according to the reading, of the Katnakara the Vira-

Mitrodaya, and the Parasara Madhava.

80
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If among several brothers one childless should die, or

become a religious ascetic, the others shall divide his property

excepting the Stridhana.

They shall make provision for his women till they die, in

case they remain faithful to the bed of their husbands. Should

the women net (remain chaste) they must cut off that allowance.

She who is his daughter, her father’s share is for her main-

tenance : she takes that share till marriage. Afterwards the

husband shall maintain her.

Narada, XIII. 44, 24-27.

fawft v\ 3*1: fro n 1

fqre^TW T?t«JT s g wfs 11

to^T 3 g tffw: 1

4* Stat v font 11

ssiteT wmv 1

5
! to to: faftefa 11

V\ TO g nSIsi I

'siitqtTO TOfsTOW$jfq<i[TO ^ 11

?ft 3*1*. flW II

^^^lifT^g v: 1

w irrsftfa Vra: tot: wtfw. 1

uTOftr: ** i 1

He who (having been divided) is again living through

affection, together with his father or brother, or with his uncie

even, is said to be reunited with them.

When brothers formerly divided are again living together

through affection, and arrange a second division, the right of

primogeniture does not accrue in that case.

When any one (brother) should die or any how renounce

worldly interests, his share is not lost : it is allotted to his

uterine brother.

If there be a sister she is entitled to a share of his property.

This is the law regarding (the wealth) of one destitute of issue

and who has no wife or father.
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When two (coparceners) have reunited through affection,

they shall mutually inherit their property.

If among reunited coparceners any one should acquire

property through learning, valour or (other independent effort

of his own) a double share must be given to him
;
the rest shall

take equal shares.

Vrihaspati, XXV. 72-77.

wuKMfWRmvm 1

Of the reunited, however, the reunited, and of the separated

the separated are known to become heirs in default (of the

widow and the like) : each takes the share of the other if

childless.

Katyayana, cited in the Vivada-

Ratnakara.

WSlilwig Ufaj W I

uwtsm: 11

irorofa: i

Concealable wealth (;. e., movable property) goes to the

reunited (even if not) born of mother’s womb. Land and house

are taken by the unreunited in due share.

Prajapati, cited by Mitra-Misra

and other commentators.

For the texts of Sankha and Devala, supposed by some to

lay down the rule of succession in case of reunion, see p. 171

and p. 178.

* The Vivada Tandava cites the following text of Katyayana :

ft*ror: i



CHAPTER V.

Adoption.

SECTION I.

Different Kinds of Sons.

It is said by writers on Hindu Law, English and

Indian, that in India the marriage system was of an

anomalous kind, and that society was so immoral

that all illegitimate sons had the status of legitimate

sons. Nothing can be further from the truth. The

opinion is based on a misunderstanding of the law

and ignorance of its history. How unfounded the

charge is in respect of marriage, has, I believe,

been abundantly proved in the chapter on marriage.

The second branch of the charge based on the

enumeration of twelve different kinds of sons by

the lawgivers, is equally unfounded. It is unfor-

tunate that Indian writers very often adopt the

opinion of English writers without consulting their

own books.

I have already shown how in very ancient

times a peculiar idea got possession of the Aryan

mind that a man is born burdened with debts tem-

poral and spiritual, and it is by placing the burden

on a son that he conld avoid the horrors of the

condition after death of a man dying with debts.

This made the sonless Hindu ready to adopt any

kind of a hypothetical son. The first among such

sons was the Kshetraja, i. e., the son by a younger

brother. It appears, however, that even during the

time of the Vedas the practice was condemned

by Aupajanghani, a Rishi, of the White Yajur
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Veda, who was probably supported by the good

king Janaka of the Videhas. The Dharma Sastras

quote a gatha as sung by the god Vayu to that

effect. The said gatha is referred to by Manu

who says that though these kinds of sons have

been mentioned, a son born of the seed of one

belongs to the begetter and never to any other

person. Vrihaspati says that Manu himself has pro*

hibited Niyoga. It appears that at the time of the

Rig Veda, probably even before that, the subsidiary-

sons were recognized, but the Rig Veda says

that they ‘‘cannot be accepted.” However, the old

idea of the great necessityof sons not having fallen

into disuse, some of the later Smritis enumerate

them, but they were actually prohibited by the later

Rishis. Apastamba and Vrihaspati expressly pro-

hibit all these eleven kinds of sons (the Aurasa

and the Putrikaputra not being considered in the

category of subsidiary sons). It is at least fully

three thousand years when all these anomalous

sons were prohibited, and the extreme purity of

Hindu family life established. It is a fact beyond

doubt that sexual purity in family life is more

jealously guarded among Hindus than among other

nations, and it would have been very strange in.

deed, that in times of their pristine glory the

Hindus were not more moral than at present. As

a matter of fact the Rishis laid down an ideal ofpure

life, not met with in any other society.

Of these sons we find the Kanita mentioned

in the Rig Veda. But then he is mentioned as the ^''different

son of the daughter. Probably the Putrikaputra was
k,ndsof sons-

meant. When we come to the Smritis, we find all

the twelve sons mentioned and their status defind,
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We find; however, that they all disagree with each

other as to the relative position of these sons. The
Smritis very seldom disagree with one another, and

it is because, that these sons had fallen into disuse,and

that the discussion of the subject had become more

speculative than material in those times, that there is

such a great divergence (see the table as to the

relative position of these sons in Mayne's Hindu

Law). All sons except the Aurasa and the Putrika*

putra, are considered as merely substitutes for the

son, like oil for clarified butter, as Vrihaspati puts

it. They held a very inferior position. They were

not Sapindas, and only took the gotra of the adopter

and his wealth. Six of them did not take the gotra

even. Among these six, contrary to Manu, some of

the lawgivers place the adopted son. There is no

indication that these sons were heirs of relatives-

They could only offer pinda to the adopter.

This chapter has been compiled with the

object of dispelling the popular error about the

immorality of ancient Hindu society, and with

the object that it may not be said that matters

unfavourable to Hindu morality have been sup-

pressed.

This chapter will also serve to demonstrate

the error, that has crept into the law as ad-

Position of
ministered now in this country, that the adopted

the adopted son occupies the same legal position as the Aurasa

son in respect of the adoptive father and mother and

their relations. This last matter is dealt with in

detail in the next section.
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Adoption.

SECTION I.

qfwi wwr twt f m: 1

w w *roiira*^%rr*rcr m 11

fast*: *ra: 1

iwnr ftretfr *rw ig’sraftr ^t 1

^ *rf Hg^T * * #1

0*1 8 « j **1 8$ *1 S* J t<> *1 80^1^1

The wealth of the debtless man suffices. Therefore

may we be the possessors of such wealth which has not to

be given back. O Agni that is no offspring which is begotten

by another.

Do not know the way of those that do not know.

Son begotten of another though productive ofpines haps

cannot be accepted as son. And he goes to his own place

Therefore may a son, full of good, the slayer of enemies

and new-born come to us.

As Basha the son of Ashva, obtained wealth in the

morning from king Prithushrava the Kanita ( the son of a

maiden daughter).

Who invites you to sacrifices as the widow invites to the bed

her husband’s younger brother, &c., &c.*

Rig-Veda, 7 M. 4 S. 7, 8 ; 8 M. 46 S. 21

10 M. 40 S. 2.

*n*uf *3:

1

* Prof. Roth says, that this refers to the custom of marrying the husband’s

younger brother. It probably referred to Niyoga.

All the sons born of the seed of another are also declared to belong to

the begetter and not to any other person in the following text of Manu.

s ^sfvifpn: 5^1: uw^^tamr: i

ire % iftawt amrere it *tnreg u
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wfcm ^ w 1

stotst *n*^T3 to n

^<t?Rr sflta: q^TOWT 1

*Fte$ ^TqT^T^^i: 11

wirffy qfnfeTPtaTO ^nilf^n^ 1

S^nfofaiftaT?: fag^tapiiwlfaqr: 11

* 1 UC*K», *«• 1

Among the twelve sons of men whom Manu, sprung from

the self-existent, enumerates, six are kinsmen and heirs, and six

not heirs, (but) kinsmen.

The legitimate son of the body, the son begotten on a

wife, the son adopted, the son made, the son secretly born, and

the son cast off, (are) the six heirs and kinsmen.

The son of an unmarried damsel, the son received

with the wife, the son bought, the son begotten on a

remarried woman, the son self-given, and the son of a

Sudra female, (are) the six (who are) not heirs, (nor)

kinsmen.*

These eleven, the son begotten on the wife and the

rest (/.*., all except the Aurasa and the Putrikaputra) as

enumerated (above), the wise call substitutes for a son,

(taken) in order (to prevent) a failure of the (funeral)

ceremonies.

Manu, IX. 158-160, 180

v 1 1

A legitimate son, a son begotten on the wife, an

adopted son, a son made, a son born secretly, and a son

abandoned (by his natural parents) inherit the estate (of

their fathers).

* Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana interpet Adayadabatidhava as

“neither heirs nor kinsmen.” I prefer to follow them and have therefore

slightly changed the translation of Dr. Buhler who has followed Kulluka by

changing but to nor before kinsmen .
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The son of an unmarried damsel, the son of a preg-

nant bride, the son of a twice-married woman, the son of an

appointed daugher,* a son self-given, and a son bought, belong

to the family only.

On failure of a legitimate son or (of the) other (five heirs)

they receive a fourth (of the estate).

Gautama, XXVIII. 32-34.

UT in ^t: sttosst: ,

^<rrct sto: 1

^sft w&w. ^fwr

to: ^icrrfl t

sfl? ^ uto* fefta: ritapita: 1

^ to* i

1 ifa*: \s> t m$, U-*c, ^0-^, U U 1

Twelve (kinds of) sons are seen in ancient history.

The first is the son begotten by the husband on his legally

married wife.

The second is the Kshetraja, the third is the Putrika,

the fourth is the Paunarbhava, the fifth is the Kanina, the

sixth is Gudhotpanna. They declare that these (six) are

heirs and kinsmen, preservers from a great danger. Now
among those who are not heirs (adayada), the first is the

Sahodha, the second is the Dattaka, the third is the Krita, the

fourth is the Swayamupagata, the fifth is the Apabiddha, the

sixth is the Sudraputra. These are kinsmen, not heirs.

Now they quote (the following rule). These (last

mentioned) six (sons) shall take the heritage of him who
has no heir belonging to the first-mentioned six (classes).*

Vasistha, XVII. 12-16, 25-28, 30-33, 36-39.

* Haradatta is of opinion, that the son of an appointed daughter means
here the son of an appointed daughter of lower caste.

* Vasistha gives examples of sons bought and self-given, Ch. 17, S, 32, 35 :

“Harish Chandra forsooth was a king. He bought the son of Agigarta
Sauyavasi.”

“Sunahsepa forsooth, when tied to the sacrificial stake, praised the gods }

there the gods loosened his bonds. To him spoke each of the officiating

priests.-— 4
*He shall be my son.” He did not agree to their reqest. Then they

made him make this agreemeut. “He shall be the son of him he chooses.
**

Visvamitra was the Hotri. He became his son,*’

81
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%^5i 1

^ ^ it

W’W m site' n an <JN*N h*t 1

*tesi ffate a ntewTsi: nwt 1

ftot iwn 11

^rran: * qi * * 1 ; « 1 1

Now they quote also (the following verses). They declare

the legitimate son, the son of an appointed daughter, the son

begotten on a wife, the adopted son, and the son made, the son

born secretly and the son cast off, (to be entitled) to share

the inheritance.

“They declare the son of an unmarried damsel and

the son received with the bride, the son bought, likewise

the son of a twice-married female, the son self-given, and

the Nishada (son of a married Sudra female), to be members

of the family.

Aupajanghani (declares that) the first among them

alone (is entitled to inherit, and to become a member of

his father's family) *

Baudhayana, P. 2, A. 2, K. 3, S. 31-33.

wn tot
1

l^qrafaitreit ^ toil 1

*raifq ftwrc ^=f xm 1

in anw* 1

1 tot *i 1

1

<T«f sf
1

qiw«: ^ TM < V I U \~i>
C'U 1

* Aupajanghani is one of the teachers of the white Yajurveda mentioned

in the Satapatha-Brahamana. In the printed Ajmir edition of the Satapatha

Brahmana we find his name spelled as Aupajandhini. Dr. Ilultch however,

in his edition of the Baudhayana after comparing various manuscripts prefers

Aupajanghini. There is great difficulty in distinguishing dha from gha in

Sanskrit manuscripts.
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Those begotten by a man who approaches in the

proper season a woman of equal caste, who has not belonged

to another man, and who has been married legally, are sonst

They have a right to (follow) the occupations (of their castes),

and to (inherit) the estate.

If a man approaches a woman who had been married before

or was not legally married to him, or belongs to a different

caste, they both commit a sin.

A Brahmana (says). “The son belongs to the beget-

ter.”*

Transgressions of the law and violence are found amongst

the ancient (sages) They committed no sin on account of the

greatness of their lustre.

A man of later times, who seeing their (deeds) follows

them, falls.

The gift (or acceptance of a child) and the right to sell

(or buy) a child are not recognised.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 13, S. i-6, 8-1 1.

ykmft V?. W. 1

siwwj: ^ 1 tsu 1

Of these twelve sons (Aurasa, Putrikaputra Khetraja,

Gudhaja, Kanina, Paunarbhava, Dattaka, Krita, Kritrima,

Swayamdatta, Sahodha, Apabiddha) failing each preced-

ing one, the other gives the pinda, and takes the inherit-

ance.

Yajanavalkya, II. 132.

snssr 1 t 1 s v* 1

Annuli

Pro: u 1 b 1

And now there are twelve kinds of sons. (Aurasa,

Kshetraja, Putrikaputra, Paunarbhava, Kanina, Gudhotpanna

Sahodha, Dattaka, Krita, Swayamupagata, Apabiddha, and

* The next Sutra is as follows : Now they quote also (the following

Gatha from the Veda) : “Having considered myself formerly a father, I

should no longer allow wives to be approached by other men, since they

have declared that a son belongs to the begetter in the world of Yama. In

the next world the son belongs to the begetter.”
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Yatrakvachanotpadita, i. e. t
the son born by any woman

whatever).

Amongst these (sons) each preceding one is preferable

(to the one next in order).

And he takes the inheritance (before the next in order) and

let him maintain the rest.

Vishnu, XV. i, 28-30.

The Kanina, Gudhotpanna, Sahodha, and Paunarbhava,

these are disapproved. They are not sharers of the Pinda or

of the wealth.

Vishnu, cited in the Vira-Mitrodaya.

'fcw. ** ^ I

gsfare ^ ^ 11

Sfaj: rfhn gfTOgfT (

^ wzrm: 11

g^X\ \\

imc^: ^ 1 8^-8$ \

The Aurasa, Kshetraja, Putrikaputra, Kanina, Sahodha,

Gudhotpanna, Paunarbhava, Dattaka, Apabiddha, Krita, Kritri-

ma, Swayamdatta are declared to be the twelve sons. Among
these, six are kinsmen and heirs, and six are not heirs but*

kinsmen. Each preceding one is declared to be superior (to

the one following next), and each following one is inferior (to

the preceding one).

Narada, XIII, 45-47.

fsfaror. 11

* As in the text of Manu, I would prefer nor to but here.
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*r%*n*T wu: 1

«n^«n 11

fm *3*tt stsssfro: 1

giro**: 11

*rT5*f ft^Tw ifa irfafafa: ^r: 1

sews* h

^ *4Hs: fqi ^ nsflfifa 1

?njw sf^RT tftm gm; 11

shfa 5? sm: ^ i

snfow: qrtm: g<n: mi: 11

^a 1 **, *8 ; u 1 m—u, 80

1

The Niyoga has been declared by Manu, and again prohi-

bited by the same Manu himself
;
on account of the successive

deterioration of the (four) ages of the world, it must not be

practised by mortals (in the present age) according to law.

The various sons who were appointed by ancient sages

cannot be adopted now by men of the present age, as they are

destitute of power.

Of the thirteen sons mentioned in succession by Manu, the

Aurasa and the Putrikaputra continue the family.

As in default of clarifield butter oil is admitted by the

virtuous as a substitute (at sacrifices), so are the eleven sons

(admitted as substitutes), in default of a legitimate son of the

body and of an appointed daughter.

No one but a legitimate son the body is declared to be

heir of his father’s wealth. An appointed daughter is said to be

equal to him. All the others are stated to have a claim to

maintenance (only).

The son given, the son cast off, the son bought, the son

made, the son by a sudra wife
;
these when pure by caste and

irreproachable as to their conduct, are considered sons of

middle rank.* Vrihaspati, XXIV. 12, 14; XXV. 33-35, 40

* Vrihaspati further says “ The other sons beginning with the Kshetraja

shall take a fifth, a sixth and a seventh part.” Ch. 25, v. 39.

The following text of Virhaspati is also quoted on the Ujjvala.

irciqpqTRST* ^ 11
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Hrawro: «mit 1

<5Wq: qn*fto: 11

w^Tqi^T: 1 ?m: #qtsqfar ^rogqnra:

TOrriw**w*jOTi*T: 1

^qrcwer<taqw(;t

Six are kinsmen and heirs :* the son begotten by a man,

himself on the chaste wife, the Kshetraja, Paunarbhava,

Kanina, Putrikaputra, and Gudhotpanna. The Dattaka, Krita.

Apabiddha, Sahodha, the self-given and the son suddenly seen

(the son made) are not kinsmen but heirs.

Harita, cited in the Ratnakara.

fww: 1 Vtae: Hfaqng^: ftom: *rfWt

1

siwfaifaRft i

The adjustment of shares among the six Dayadas : the

Aurasa, Kshetraja, Putrikaputra, Paunarbhava, Kanina, Gudhot-

panna—these six are Bandhudayadas ;
they are of the same

gotra with the father and the paternal grandsires ; the heritage,

the funeral oblation and the sapinda relationship belong to

them.

Sankha-Likhita, cited in the Ratnakara.

swrart n «rfnqt fa m 1

*im *rnr sW: 11

The son begotten by one’self on the wedded wife is called

the Aurasa, and is declared by all to be the perpetuator of the

family.

Devala, cited in the Kalpataru.

fag: 1

faqiq farore 11

* *fa*nqrai*r q^faftr —
44 Being a Bandhu means participating the gotra ” is the commetary of

the Ratnakara on Bandhudayada.
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A son born of a wife in regular order of a wife of an infirior

caste takes the father’s entire estate. But the only son by a

Sudra wife of Brabmana only takes one third of the estate.

Devala cited in the Parasara Madhava

ram h

M is*i fagt* 1

fwraifq grarnig^m 11

9 ?m*v. 1

'RtM SW foaft 11

rarawrircm: 11

These twelve sons are declared as made for lineage, born

of one’s self, born of another, or obtained at pleasure. Of these,

the first six are kinsmen and heirs,* and the others are only

sons of the father. The distinction between sons is that

those mentioned before are superior to those mentioned after.

Of one without an Aurasa son, all these sons are takers of

wealth. When there is an Aurasa son, the others cannot have

the right of the eldest : of these, they that are of the same

caste take a third share ; the inferior ones are maintained by

the Aurasa son.

Devala, cited in the Vira-Mitrodaya.

Hraj *fl*rr gfafircmfSfa: 1

* From this text (ra^un^i: )
Mandkudayada has been explained as

meaning heirs to kinsmen, and on it the whole right of adopted sons to inherit

the estate of relations in the adopting family is based, flow this meaning

could be given to it in the face of the accepted interpretations of the word

in the text of Manu, Narada and the other law-givers, is one of the

curiosities of modern law.

Bandhu means participator of the gotra as the Ratnakara puts it. The

meaning is that the first six become of the same gotra and heirs ; but the last

six are only heirs of the father, but not partakers of the gotra.
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fs^te: 1

ante: sfa^s^t anftnroftft ft?: 11

>fte>?*rage >?5 wtete: op: 1

jj% ^ jja ««w: «i%tt fiusgifipi: 11

^rofira: Tfl: sfa* w * 1

jtftere 3ft *rate»ra!t ^te 11

w% wKterciT; q3 «nai<r=rr*iaT: 11

grraref’sgnsatupwitfst 1

Twelve sons are mentioned by the truth-seeing sages.

Among them six are heirs of their kinsmen, and the other six

are kinsmen but not heirs. The son begotten by one-self is

first, Kshetraja is second, the Putrikaputra is the third, Paunar-

bhava is the fourth, Kanika is the fifth, Gudhotpanna is the

sixth. These offer the pinda. The Apabiddha, Sahodha,

Dattaka (adopted son), the Krita, and the son who offers

himself, these six are of mixed caste and not heirs but kinsmen.

Yama, cited in the Dattaka-Chandrika.

ate rut w 1

3 water: ^ te 11

f*ra»fter: wafted: irei’tesrem: apti: 1

rpifi *5 <tei ^Tft ^rosffasi 11

xrfq wTsi<Utrwt %retepitn*ian 1

sift ?re: nrtsfr faunal fa^ft sfag 11

rrsrt g sjrag«iprt fate 1

stnaoiteiPrt ^rgiftes >n »wfat ?t 11

fteft rtf? >u gwxrar 1

*1 ffart mM farm tnsngq; 11

>UliT?SJ WWPJT aSRDmpg ?t |

^niifa 9«f ?fat gitefte fa<?m: n

gffanre rfmfter: site: tssraart 1

sfatm Iramt riaj^igwngfa 11

sfiam tt^ sjfawt spot qsf vnmfa n

HUEPot jffaf qsftegte^tfasiig; 1
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H frfa?r ^ f*lfq 11

srat ^ f% 11

w*H*nnwiTf»i 1

The son given, the son self-given, the son made as well as

the son purchased, and the deserted son, are always to be

maintained. They belong to a different gotra or family.

Their funeral oblations are separate, they perpetuate a different

lineage, and they are liable to pollution for three days on the

occasions of birth and death among the relations of the

adoptive father who gives food and raiment, as well as of the

natural father to whom the seed and the soil belong. The

Brahmans have rarely a Parasava son of the Sudra class. But

persons of the royal class (Kshatriyas) that is labouring under

a curse and is gradually perishing, and is always engaged in

warfare, have sometimes * these. If there be neither the

legitimate son nor the Putrikaputra, then they may have sons

beginning with the Kshetraja. These eleven sons being of a

different gotra merely perpetuate the lineage ; all of them

perform like a slave their Sradha, &c. The secretly born son,

the maiden-born son, the son received with a pregnant bride,

the wife’s son and the son of the twice married woman, these

five the wealthy Vaisyas cannot have, for fear of punishment

from the king
;
they may have all the rest. The Sudras, whose

occupation is service, and who are maintained by others, and

whose bodies are under the control of others, can have no

son anywhere ;
therefore of a male slave and a female slave

none but a slave can spring.

Brahma-Purana, cited in the Apararka, Vira-Mitrodaya, etc.

* *

The Niyoga *
*, and the taking as sons other than th$

Aurasha and the Dattaka * *, are prohibited in the Kali age by

the wise. Aditya-Purana *

* This is attributed to Shaunaka in the Apararka.

$2



SECTION II.

The Adopted and Kritrima Sons.

The custom of adoption was one of the ancient

costoms of the Indo-European races. In India we

find, that Atri Prajapati, one of the most ancient

of Rishis, adopted, and so did the famous Rishi

Visvamitra of the Rik Veda. As metioned in the

last chapter, the peculiar doctrine of the great

necessity of having sons for placing upon them the

several temporal and spiritual debts of a man was

the origin of the custom of adopting sons. But the

adopted son seems originally to have occupied a

very low place among the sons. But in course of

time the immoral practices involved in getting some

of these sons led the lawgivers to prohibit all the

eleven kinds of subsidiary sons. It appears, how-

ever, that when all the other sons fill into disuse,

the Dattaka maintained its ground. The Kritrima

was also recognized in some provinces, and by

some of the commentators, as an approved kind of

son. Parasara, the lawgiver of the Kali-yuga,

recognises only the Dattaka and the Kritima sons.

In the case of the Kshetraja, one not begotten

by the nearest Sapinda or by a Sagotra was

invalid. It was similiary not allowable to take one

in adoption out ofone’s gotra. All the commentators

say, that the adoption of another, while the brother’s

son is available, is invalid. The reason given by

the Mitakshara and other commentaries for the

prohibition, is, that a nephew is a son and a

person cannot be called sonless whn he has got a

nephew. Our courts have held, that the rule was
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only recommendatory. It must however, be said

in favour of this opinion that whatever might have

been the original law in the case of boys being

available from one’s own gotra, long established

custom allowed adoption from another gotra. From

what has been stated above, it would appear clear

that adoption could not have its origin in slavery,

as mentioned in Babu Golap Chandra Sircar’s

learned book on the subject.

It appears also, that a daughter could be Dau„hters

adopted in ancient times. Kunti the mother of the

Pandavas, was adopted, and Santa, the daughter ancient

of Dasharatha, was adopted by Lomapada.

Only persons without a son, grandson or

great-grandson could adopt. From this it follows, adoptTn"

that there cannot be two adoptions one after the
ancient ,lraes'

other or simultaneously. It should however, be

mentioned here, that in early times a man could

adopt, even if he had a son. Visvamitra had many

sons and still he adopted Sunahsepha, and setting

aside his other sons gave him the rights of the

eldest.* Atri, who is supposed to be the first Rishi

who laid down the law of adoption, himself adopted

Uttanapada,f and then gave many children in

adoption to Aurva.

The widow could adopt only with the per-

mission of the husband.

The ceremony of adoption was a very solemn public dwac.

one. The king or the lord of the village had to be

dent times

* Aitereya Brahmana, VII. 13 - 18 . See Muir’s Original Sanskrit Texts,

Vol. L, pp. 355*358-

t mwfir: i

Harivansa, Ch. II., 7,
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informed and all the near relations had to be

invited. The law of the Romans was very similar

in this respect in considering the act as of a public

character. The similarity of ideas is further shown

by the maxim of Roman Law, “adoptio enim

similarity

1

to
naturam iniitatur” (adoption imitates nature). In

legitimate son India, latterly a pleasant fiction grew up that the

son should be like one’s own son. This fiction is

not found in the authoritative Smritis. It had its

origin in a book attributed to Saunaka and in cer-

tain passages of the Kalika-Purana of doubtful

authenticity. The boy must be one whose initiatory

ceremonies had not been performed in the natural

family, so that as far as religious ceremonies were

concerned he should wholly belong te the adopter’s

family. The ceremony of Putresti had to be perform-

ed. In fact every appearance of the boy being the

son of the body had to be kept up. But there is

no foundation for this in the other Smritis. The

restrictions as to the age, relationship, and the

previous performance of ceremonies are founded on

a fiction invented by certain modern writers, and

cannot be considered obligatory except in the sense

that they are sanctioned by custom.

It should be mentioned here that upon the

Prohibition authority of a certain text of Shakala, the daughter's

akter’swn

&

c
son

’
s 'ster

’

s son - and the mother’s sister’s son

are prohibited. A certain text of Vriddha Gautama

prohibits the daughter’s son. But as these texts are

not cited in any of the older commentaries, their

authenticity is doubtful. In any case they were,

never considered binding by the Mitakshara, the

Chandrika, the Saraswati-Vilasa, the Ratnakara

and the Dayabhaga.
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The prohibition as regards the daughter’s

son is the strangest thing that one meets in

the history of Hindu law. The daughter’s son

could be made Putrikaputra according to all

the lawgivers. We find, therefore, a text of Yama,

that in adopting the daughter’s son and the brother’s

son no ceremonies are required. This is another

instance, .how the original law of the Hindus,

which was a very natural system, has been made

unnatural and unreasonable by the pundits and

judges who interpreted them.

It appears, that so late as the time of Medha-

tithi, and the Kalpataru sons from castes other than

that of the adoptive father could be adopted, but,

as the rules of caste became more rigorous, jhat was

prohibited.

We next come to the question. Who can give

in adoption. The father had the disposal of the

person of his son in ancient times. The right was

taken away by express injunction of the lawgivers.

The gift and sale of sons is prohibited in the Smri-

tis. Apastamba forbade adoption of sons. But as

adoption became a recognized practice in India, it

was made allowable to give in adoption when the

parents were in distress. Giving a son in adoption

was very unpopular in this country, and unless in

extreme distress, no respectable parents would part

with their sons. Hence in times gone by it was

difficult even for a very wealthy man to get a

child for adoption from any respectable, family.

Most adopted sons had to be purchased. Now the

times are changed, and men are more inclined to

part with their sons for a pecuniary advantage than

before. ‘Distress’, in the text of Manu, means the

Prohibition to

adopt daugh-

ter’s son un-

founded.

Sons of differ-

ent castes

could be

adopted in

ancient times.

Who can give

in adoption.
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poverty of the parents giving in adoption, though

Apararka and some other commentators say it

means the childlessness of the adopter. The old

idea of the nature of adoption having changed, it is

now allowable to give in adoption, even when not in

distress. The father alone could give in adoption,

and the mother with the permission of the father.

As Yajnavalkya and Parasara say that either

the father or the mother may give, the rule is that

after the death of the father, the mother may give

in adoption even without his permission. The old

rule that the power to give a child in adoption should

be exercised in times of distress is one which should

be enforced in these modern times with some modi-

fication. It would be very hard, if a mother foolishly

gave away a son in adoption to a poor man, depri-

ving him of his rights in paternal property. As the

law administered stands, such a result is possible.

The adopted son leaves his father’s gotra and

„ .
. f

cannot take his estate, nor does he offer pinda to

the adopted him. He takes the gotra and the wealth of the
son under the

,
. . . . . . . - , ,

. .

Smritis adopter, and gives the pinda to him, for ‘the pinda

follows the gotra and the wealth.’ But notwith-

standing all the make-believes invented by Saunaka

and others, he never takes the same position as the

son, with respect to the observances of impurity

or Sapindaship. Sapinda relationship in his case

extends only up to the third degree. According

to some authorities there can never be Sapinda

relationship with the adopted son. The rule of

Sapindaship up to the third degree in the adopter’s

family is aplicable in case of marriage of the

adopted son. The adopted son continues to be the

Sapinda of his natural parents, and the prohibited
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degrees in marriage are applicable, as if he had not

been adopted.

He enters the gotra, but does not become a
Sapinda, is the rule. According to Harita he is

not even a kinsman. It is difficult to see how he
could be the heir of any person other than the adopt-

er. We have already seen that according to the

rule of Gautama, after one’s Sapindas, the Sapindas

of the mother’s father are heirs. We have also seen

who the Bandhus are. There is no warrant in

Hindu law for the proposition, that adopted sons

become the heirs of relations of the adopting family.

The Courts have held, on the interpretation of

the word ‘ Bandhu-Dayada ’ as meaning Jieirs to

kinsmen,—an interpretation based on the inge-

nuity of certain modern pundits which is against

the authority of all the commentators, — that adopt-

ed sons inherit the property of all relatives like

Aurasa sons. An adopted son cannot even be

a Bhinnagotra Sapinda and thus a Bandhu, ac-

cording to the widest definition given to the term.

I refer to the texts in the preceding chapter

bearing on the question, and they will leave no

doubt on the mind of the reader that the Courts

have gone wrong here. It should also be observed

that according to some of the Rishis. the adopted

son is only entitled to maintenance. According to

the Burmese Manu however, he takes equally with

the brothers,* showing that the right of the adopted

son to take property was well established in India

in ancient times, notwithstanding those texts.

The adoption of an only son is prohibited by

Sec Burmese Manu, p. 283,
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the lawgivers. The commentators are unanimous,

that an only son cannot be adopted. By certain

fanciful rules of interpretation, some modern writers

have contended, that the rule is a recommendatory

one. Their opinion has been upheld by the Privy

Council. How the express words of the Smritis and

the unanimous opinion of the commentators have

been overriden on the strength of certain rules of

interpretation, which hever occurred to the old com-

mentators as applicable to the case, will always

remain one of the curiosities of legal literature. It

is said that the rule lays down, that an only son

should not be given or taken in adoption, but it does

not say, that if given and taken, the adoption is in-

valid. Under the old Roman law no adoption could

take place, until proper arrangements had been

made for the celebration of the Sacra or the per-

formance of the sacrifices and ceremonies in honour

of the deceased ancestors of the natural father of

the boy to be adopted. Under the law of the Rishis

an only son could not be adopted for the same reason

‘for the obsequies of his father would fail.’ The com-

mentators make the matter clear. The Vira-Mitro-

daya in the chapter on gifts, a chapter not translated

by Babu Golap Chandra Sircar and to which his

attention had not apparently been drawn, takes the

trouble of refuting the position that such a gift is only

immoral. So do the Smriti-Chandrika, the Parasara

Madhava, the Apararka and the Vivada Chinta-

moni, in the chapter on gifts which deals also with

the gift of sons. They quote the texts of Manu

(which will be found in this chapter) laying down,

that those that receive a thing which should not

be given, commit an act of theft, and should be
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punished accordingly, and sum up the argument

by saying, that such gift and acceptance are wholly

invalid and ineffectual. The Privy Council, acting

on the opinion of Babu Golap Chandra Sircar,

the late Mr. Mandlik, and some European savants

came to the conclusion that the word ^ may

mean a thing the gift of which is either immoral

or invalid. Unfortunately none of these authorities

had considered the chapter on wwflw (Resumption

of gifts) of the Smritis, and apparently not cared to

read the commentaries on that chapter, as they

are not translated. The words ^ {Deya) or ‘what

can be given’ and *$*1 (
Adeya

)
or ‘what cannot be

given’ have got technical meanings, according to the

Smritis and all the commentators. Deya is defined

in the chapter, and so is Adeya. There is no room

for speculation or the supposed rules of interpreta-

tion in ascertaining the meaning of the word Adeya.

The Vira-Mitrodaya, the Dattaka Mimansa, and

other commentaries expressly say, that in the

Smritis where a son is declared Adeya it means

an only son. It is quite clear, that according

to the Smritis and the commentators the

gift of a thing which is Adeya ( ) is simply

invalid.

That the eldest son should not be given in

adoption is the opinion of the commentators, based
.r

1

r
, . - ,

Adoption

upon a text whose authorship is unknown. If that the eldest

is a genuine text, as it probably is, the adoption of

the eldest son is also immoral if not invalid, according

to Hindu law. But it should be observed, the

commentators in the chapter on gifts mention only

that the gift of an only son is invalid, and do not

say, that the gift of an eldest son is so. They say,
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that the prohibition in the latter case affects only

the giver.*

As to the age of a boy to be adopted, there is

Age of the do restriction mentioned in the Smritis. A passage

adopted*
°f the Kalikapurana is however, cited to show that

thTsmSties*
0 a^ter ceremony of tonsure had been performed,

there can be no adoption. The authenticity of the

text is very doubtful, and it will not be wise to hold

that it lays down the true Hindu law on the subject.

* It is said by the learned advocates of the adoption of an

only son, that the commentators do not expressly say, that the adoption

of an only son is invalid. The Smriti-Chandrika, dealing with the question

of adoption, says, it is dealt with in the chapter on gifts. There, after

having laid down that it is Adeya and cannot be given or taken, it

deals with the effect of the gift of things that are Adeya. It says that in

Narada Adatta means and includes Adeya
( \

)

and therefore “ the king should cause the thing given to be returned ;
this is

meant by the mention of the words Adatta adeya. By the gift of what is Adatta

or what is Adeya )
the gift does not take effect, and there is no accrual of the

right of another (». t. of the donee)” wftfccll

The Vira-Mitrodaya follows the Smriti-Chandrika, and very nearly repeats

what it says. According to it, a thing that is Adeya
,
if given, must be return

ed, and the gift of it is ineffectual, and passes no property to the donee

toS i ^ ^ sTJrfasiwraTd i

)

The Vira-Mitrodaya, while dealing with things that are Adeya says that

by the rule that sons are Adeya is meant that an only son is Adeya.

TheMayukha dealing with things that are Adeya says if

swmiftfi: fin &c*» * *•» in making these gfts not only is

the act ineffectual in law but penance also must be performed.

The Dattaka-Mimansa says, that by the prohibition of the gift of sons

the prohibition of the gift of an only son is meant, and further apparently

refuting the argument, that what should not be given may yet be taken, says

“ since the word ‘gilt* means the establishing of another’s property after the

previous extinction of one’s own and another’s property cannot be established

without his acceptance, the author implies this also ” (Sec. IV. 3). The clear

meaning is, that in what is declared as should not be given and should not be
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The adoption of Shunashepa by Visvamitra shows

the rule was unknown in ancient times.

As regards the ceremonies necessary for adop-
Homa

tion, they are mentioned by Baudhayana and indispensable

Saunaka. The Homa is necessary for the three twice born as

twice-born castes. The Smritis do not speak of *fth

the Sudras. They cannot perform the Homa, and of ®lter'

in an adoption by them the Homa cannot be

necessary, giving and taking being only necessary

in their case. Giving with a libation of water and

acceptance are necessary in all cases.

taken, there cannot be any transfer of ownership from the donor to the donee

The Vivada-Chintamoni says, “ The gift of a son and a wife (see Vivada-Chin

tamoni) without their consent * * are void,” and further lays down that an

only son should not be given even when he consents, It also laysdown, that

the gift of a thing that is Adeya is invalid. All the commentators in the

chapter on gifts say, that by the text that a son cannot be given, is meant,

that an only son cannot be given. They do not say, that an eldest son is

meant.

The Apararka says that the Adeya when given may be taken back

^be Mitakshara defines Adeya as what is unfit for a gift

either because of the want of ownership of the donor or because of legal prohib

tion
( f*[fof?raT When speaking of adoptions, it

lays down the true rule of interpretation which is wholly ignored by writers

who knowing little of the rules of Mimansa are always trying to apply them

in ways which would have excited the smile of the ancient commentators.

The Mitakshara makes a distinction between a prohibition applicable to the

donor and a prohibition applicable to the donee. When there is only a

prohibition to give and no prohibition to take the gift may or may not be in-

valid. It then proceeds to say that in respect to an only son there is not only

a prohibition to give but a prohibition also to take. It stops there but the

meaning is clear that the adoption of an only son is invalid. The wording

is the same as in the case of the prohibition in the case of a female to adopt

without the permission of the husband in the Keshava Vaijayanti cited in

this chapter.

Jagannatha and the author of the Dattaka Nirnaya, both Bengal writers

of the English period, are the only persons .who support the adoption of an

only son.
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When a son has been adopted against the

rules, or without the necessary ceremonies, he is

invalidly entitled to get the cost of marriage from the adop-

Snderihf” tive father, but cannot inherit his property. He
Snrntis.

continues to be the son of his natural father and his

heir. Decisions to a contrary effect are not accord-

ing to Hindu law, and make it seem unreasonable

and cruel, which it certainly is not.

The question as to what portion of the inherit-

ance the adopted son is entitled to, if an Aurasa son

fteptedson
*s b°rn a^ter adoption, is not free from difficulty.

rfleTbomson

11 According to Apastamba, Vrihaspati, and Harita,

according to the adopted son is only entitled to maintenance,
the Smntis.

Kshetraja only could get a sixth or fifth of the

inheritance. According to Vasistha and Baudha-

yana, the adopted son gets a fourth part. The diffi-

culty has arisen on account of a text of Katyayana

which is differently read by different commentators.

But as the Mitakshara, the Parasara-Madhava and

the Parijata read one-fourth, probably that is the

correct reading. But it should be mentioned, that

there is a text of Devala, giving the adopted son a

third share. However as the law of adoption is

mainly based on the authority of Vasistha and

"Baudhayana, the rule of one-fourth is the true rule

The Saraswati-Vilasa citing a text to the effect,

that the adopted son takes a fifth share, interprets

the text of Baudhayana and Vasistha as meaning

that the adopted son’s share is one-fourth that

of the Aurasa son. That is probably the correct

interpretation. Having regard to the text of

Manu, giving the Kshetraja only a fifth share, the

adopted son could not take more. The Burmese

Manu also gives the adopted son only a fifth
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share. This divergence only shows that the adopt

ed son, having been prohibited by Apastamba, had

fallen into disuse, and the law on the subject con-

sequently fell into some confusion.

Now we go to the commentators. An ex-

haustive enumeration of commentaries supposed

by our Courts to be applicable to the different

provinces is to be found at pp. 1
7-20. Here how-

ever, the opinions of the commentators that are

of undoubted authority are given.

According to Medhatithi a boy of a different

caste may be adopted. He is of the same opinion Rules of

as Vrihaspati, that the substituted sons ‘cannot and Kaipatam

confer the same benefit as the Aurasa son ’’ and

are only entitled to maintenance when there' is an

Aurasa son According to the Kalpataru also, one of

a different caste, even a Sudra, may be adopted.

The law of adoption as contained in the Mita-

kshara is as follows : The father or the mother with

the consent of the father, or when the father is Mtokshara!

dead or gone to a distant country may give a boy

in adoption. No restriction as to age is mentioned.

No mention is made of the power of the widow to

adopt. The boy should not be given away, except

in distress. The prohibition oniy affects the giver.

An only son should not be given nor taken. When

there are many sons the eldest should not be

given. The mode of adoption is as follows :

—

‘‘ A person being about to adopt a son should

take an unremote kinsman or the relation of a

kinsman, having convened his kindred and an-

nounced his intention to the. king, having offered a

burnt offering with recitation of holy words in the

middle of his dwelling.’ The adoption of one very
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distant by country and langnage is forbidden. The

same ceremonial applies in the case of Kritrima

sons. When there is a brother’s son, he should be

adopted, if available and no other, as a man having

a nephew is a man with a son. When there is an

afterborn son the adopted son takes one fourth of

the inheritance. The adopted son is both heir and

kinsman. The Mitakshara says no more.

The Saraswati-Vilasa follows the Mitakshara,

Opinion of the excepting that it says that when there is an after-

viiasha*

1
* born son the adopted son takes one fifth of the

inheritance.

The Smriti Chandrika says, that all subsidiary

Opinion of the
sons excePt the adopted son, are prohibited in the

Smriti Kali-yuga. The gift of the son must be made with
an

a libation of water. The adopted son must be of

the same caste with the adopter. He cannot claim

the Gotra or the estate of his natural father. He
takes the Gotra and estate of the adopter. He takes

a fourth of the estate when there is an afterborn

son. When there is a brother’s son, there cannot

be adoption of another. When there are several

brothers, and some have Aurasa sons and some

adopted sons, the partition is according to their

respective fathers.

The Mayukha lays down that a female cannot

be adopted
;
the prohibition not to give in adoption

Opinion of the the eldest affects only the giver; daughter’s and
Mayukha.

sjster
’

s sons cannot be adopted except by Sudras.

A widow can adopt with the permission of the hus-

band in his lifetime, and after his death, even with-

out such permission, but only with the assent of her

father or her kinsmen. A Sapinda as near as it is

possible to get should be adopted. Even a mart
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married and having a son may be adopted, if he be

of the same Gotra. The prohibition as to adopting

one whose tonsure has been performed mentioned in

the Kalika-purana relates to persons of a different

Gotra. When there is an afterborn son, the adopted

son takes a fourth of what the former takes,

According to the Mayukha, ‘‘the Sapinda relation-

ship of the adopted son extends in his adop-

tive father’s family to seven degrees on the father’s

side and five degrees on the mother’s side” for the

purposes of marriage.

According to the Vivada Chintamani, the widow

can never adopt. When there is an afterborn son, Opinion of the
1

Vivada

the adopted son takes a fourth share only when the Chintamani.

former is ‘void of good qualities ;’ otherwise he is

only entitled to maintenance. An only son cannot

be adopted.

The Dayabhaga says, that when there is an Opinion of the

afterborn son the adopted son takes a third share,

Shulapani says that when there is a brother’s Shuiapani

son, the subsidiary sons are not heirs.*
op‘mon '

Nanda-Pandita in the Keshava-Vaijayanti says

that a woman cannot give or take in adoption

without the permission of the husband. In distress Keshava

0' lh*

means in famine, &c. Except in distress the giving Vaiia>-anti-

of the son is prohibited. When there is a son, there

can be no adoption, nor is an only son an object of

gift, nor the eldest son
;
Bandhudayada means the

heir of sonless paternal uncles and the like, t

* ’napsstf 3 tprp: ufafafapr «nfwfp tfg profa*

sretftprfpmnn 1

t «i g p win nfircslwi * *

Shrank wift gig: ufaw * * g nfttfq: 1

pro pi * • * nm gpfpangtat gnrat-

pnftfg wgrarc ifii Wwangi
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Authority of

the Dattaka

Mimansa and

Dattaka

Chandrika.

We next come to the Dattaka-Mimansa and

the Dattaka-Chandrika. These two treatises were

translated and published by Mr. Sutherland in 1821.

As the lawyers of those times knew little of original

books on Hindu Law, these two books, being the

only two translated books on adoption, came soon

to be recognized as of paramount authority in

India. The Dattaka Mimansa by one Nanda

Pandita, though little known in Benares and un-

known in Bombay, is considered as laying down

the law in all the provinces governed by the

Mitakshara, excepting Madras. Bengal and Madras

are supposed to be governed by the Dattaka

Chandrika. The latter book is generally supposed

to have been fabricated by a Pundit named

Raghumani to help the plaintiff in the famous case

of Gopee Krista v. Radhakant. The first and

last letters of the two last lines of the book if

taken together read and that is supposed to

be the name of the author. The author, however,

calls himself Kuvera, and describes himself as the

author of the Chandrika. From this latter fact,

though there are several Chandrikas, the book is

supposed to be the work of the author of the

famous Smriti Chandrika of the southern Presidency,

and thus of paramount authority in that Presidency.

The author of the Smriti Chandrika, who says that

a Kritrima son is not allowable, and that the adopt-

ed son when there is an afterborn son takes only a

fourth part, cannot be the author of the Dattaka-

Chandrika which lays down the contrary in the

first case and a different rule in the second case.

Mr. Sutherland coolly substitutes Devanda Bhatta

for Kuvera in the concluding paragraph, and in
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a note says :

(i The printed copy as well as the

manuscripts, reads Kuvera. As however, the author

avows himself to be the writer of the Smriti

Chandrika, which is known as the production of

Devanda Bhatta, the name has been substituted.”

The assurance of Mr. Sutherland is suprising, but

what is more suprising is, that his statement was

accepted and the book considered of paramount

authority in Madras (where it was unknown) and

also in Bengal. In Allahabad also, it has been ac-

cepted as a work of high authority. (1)

The Dattaka Mimansa lays down the following

rules :

—

(1) Only a man without a son, grandson and

great-grandson can adopt.
KuIes of the

(2) A widow cannot adopt. Dattaka
'

. . . .
Mimansa.

(3) The Kritnma son is recognized as included

within the term son given.

(4) A son should be adopted from the Gotra

of the adopter, and failing such, from a different

Gotra.

(5) One of a different caste cannot be adopted.

(6) Among Sapindas, if there is a brother’s

son, he should be adopted even though he be the

only son of his father. When a brother’s son can

possibly lie adopted, the adoption of another is

forbidden.'

(7) A sister’s son and a daughter’s son can

be adopted by a Sudra.

(8) A daughters son, a sister’s son and a

mother’s sister’s son cannot be adopted by one of a

regenerate class.

(9) An only son cannot be given, being in-

(1) Damodarji v. The Collector of Bandu, 7 All. L.
J. 927.
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alienable according to the texts, which by the word

‘son’ mean an only son where the son is mentioned

among inlienable things, and since “the word gift

means the establishment of another’s property

after the extinction of one’s own,’’ an only son can

not be taken also.

(io) A boy, whose Chudakaran ceremony has

been performed, or who is more than five years old,

cannot be adopted by one of a regenerate class.

If he is so adopted he becomes a Dwyamusyayana.

(i i) When there is a legitimate son, an adoped

son cannot inherit a kingdom. In other cases, he

gets only a fourth part in competition with a legiti-

mate son.

(12) ‘‘The filial relation of adopted sons is

occasioned ofily by the (proper) ceremonies. If gift,

acceptance, a burnt sacrifice, and so forth should

either be wanting, the filial relation even fails.”

The ceremonies must be performed in case of

Kritrima sons also. The marriage only of one

adopted without the proper ceremonies should be

performed, but he has no rights of inheritance.

(13) The adopted son cannot inherit his

natural father’s or natural mother’s father’s pro-

perty.

(14) A daughter may be adopted.

(15) A boy may be given in adoption by a

woman with the assent of her husband, and without

his assent, if he is dead.

(16) An adopted son retains the Sapinda

relationship in his natural family which extends

to seven degrees on the father’s and five degrees

on the mother’s side. He only gets the Gotra of

the adoptive father, But as Sapinda relationship is
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of two kinds, one based on consanguinity and the

other on the capacity to perform Sraddhas, the

adopted son gets the Sapindaship in the latter sense

with the adoptive father and mother, and that

extends only to three degrees.

The Dattaka Chandrika follows the Dattaka

Mimansa so closely that one cannot help thinking ^es^of the

that the author had that book as the model before Chandrika.

him. It agrees with the Dattaka Mimansa except-

ing that it lays down the following rules.

(1) A widow may adopt with the assent of her

husband.

(2) A boy may be adopted till he is invested

with the sacred thread in the case of regenerate

classes, and till he is married in the case of

Sudras.

(3) The adopted son presents oblations to the

adoptive mother and her ancestors, (the Dattaka

Mimansa also is of the same opinion).

(4) The adopted son takes a third part of the

inheritance when there is an afterborn son.

(5) In case of Sudras the adopted son takes

equally with an afterborn son (this is the dictum

for which, it is generally believed, the book was

composed).

(6) The adopted son of one excluded from

inheritance does not take a share of the family

property.

(7) In case of partition, a grandson if adopted,

takes only such share, as his father, if hewerehimself

an adopted son, would take.

(8) By agreement a boy may be a son of two

fathers.

(9) Both the Dattaka Mimansa and the Dattaka
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Chandrika say, that a son can be adopted in the

Dwyamusyayana form.

The Dattaka Chandrika and the Dattaka

Mimansa both give the astounding interpretation

on the word “ reflection of a son ” as

meaning the capability to have been begotten by

the adopter through appointment, and so forth.”

According to Jagannath, a boy whose age

jagannath exceeds hve years and whose tonsure has been

performed cannot be adopted and the adoption of

an only son is only immoral.

Balambhatta says that in giving a son in adop-

opmion of tion the assent of the mother is necessary and that
Balambhatta. . r ,

.

a wife may give in adoption without the assent of

the husband, if the distress is urgent.

The Vira-Mitrodaya and Balambhatta say that

the Vi°ra-

0f
a widow may adopt if she has got the authority of

Mitrudayu.
jier husband. The Vira-Mitrodaya also says, that

one having a stepson cannot adopt, except with the

permission of the husband.

We next come to the law as settled by the

ing

W
t«

C

dect decisions of our Courts.

sio“s
- We have already seen, that the text of

Atri says that the sonless man should adopt

One having a son. That was clearly an injunction upon

son?adop'ed the sonless man and an enabling rule. Accord-

ed grea”

di°n
*nS t0 the commentators and text-writers, a

grandson man without a son, grandson or a great-
can adopt. ° °

grandson can only adopt. There is no reported

case confirming the rule, but inasmuch as that is

the opinion of Mr. Mayne, Dr. Siromani, Babu

Golap Chandra Sircar, and other writers, there is

no doubt that the rule will be followed, if a case

arises. It has been held that a person having
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an adopted son living cannot adopt again. (1) A
man, having a disqualified son or a son who is

Patita on account of a heinous offence or change of

religion, can adopt. As long as a man has no

son capable of inherting his property, there is no

reason why he should not be able to adopt. The

observations of the Dattaka Mimansa, [I. 62, go to

support this view. It has also been held that an

adoption by a man while his wife is pregnant is

valid. (2)

But whether a man, having a brother’s son

can adopt is a question of some difficulty. There

is no doubt that according to the Mitakshara, ll

;

erei ‘ nc *

**
#

phew.

the Vira-Mitrodaya, the Dattaka Mimansa, and

the Dattaka Chandrika he cannot adopt. Such an

adoption stands on the same footing as an adop-

tion by a person having a natural-born son, and

is not only immoral but invalid according to all the

Hindu writers. But the Privy Council have held

that the rule is only recommendatory and that such

an adoption is not invalid. (3)

It has been held, that an unmarried man can and*a

adopt, (4) and it follows that a man can adopt ^
n

c^
l

c^
ut

without the concurrence of his wife. (0 renceof his

>

wife can

The Indian Majority Act has not modified adopt,

the Hindu Law on the question of minority

in respect of marriage and adoption. (6) A
minor, who has attained years of discretion, it

(1) Rungama v, Atchma, 4 Moore 1. See 12 Moore 437, 25 I. A, 161.

(2) Hanmant Ram Chancier v. Bhimacharya, 12 Horn. 105. Nagabhu-

sanam v, Sheshamagaru, 3 Mad. 180. Doulat v. Ram, 29 All. 310.

(3) Wooma Daee?/. Gocoolanund, 3 Cal. 587. [See Dattaka Chandrika,

I. 20, Dattaka Mimanasa, II. 67.

(4) Gopal Anantfl. Narayan Go*esh, 12 Bom. 329. (22) See 4 Moore 2.

(5) 4 Moore 2.

(6) Bai Golab v. Thakorlal, 17 I. C. 86.
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was held by the late Justice Dwarkanath Mitter,

inapplicable could make a valid adoption. (1) The Privy

Council have held, that a minor of the age of 15

attained years or 16 Can give a valid permission to his wife to

can adopt. adopt.(2) Mr. Mayne has interpreted the judgment of

Mr. Justice Mitter on this matter to hold that a boy

between the years of io and 16 can adopt. But the

act of taking in adoption is not only a religious act

but a legal transaction «4|cHsr, and one who has not

attained the sixteenth year is incapable of validly

entering into such a transaction under the Hindu

Law. (See Narada XIII., 32—36).

The legislature has recognised the power of a

Adoption by minor ward to adopt, or to give permission to

Government, adopt, but has declared an adoption made or per-

mission given without the consent of the Lieute-

nant-Governor, either before or after, to be

invalid. (3) In Bombay, however, it has been

held, that the Government alone, and no other

person, can call an adoption into question on this

ground. (4)

A lunatic or an idiot cannot adopt, or a dying
Adoption bv 1 i *n i • j • •

idiots, dying nian or a man dangerously ill, whose mind is in a
man, etc.

disturbed condition. (5)

There is no case whether a man blind,

disjjuaiified deaf, mute, Pangu, or leper can adopt.

Xr In Bengal it has been held that a Sudra

(1) Rajendra Narayan v. Sarada Sunderi Debi, 16 W. R. 548. Pate

Vandravon v. Mani Lai, 15 Bom. 565.

(2) Jamuna Dasya v. Bama Sunderi Dasya, 1 Cal. 282.

(3) Sec. 61, Act 9 of 1879. It is the same in Madras and Bombay

Sec. 25, Mad. Reg. 5, Sec. 74, Act 35 of 1858. Sec. 6, Cl. 2 of Act 2 of

1863, Bombay.

(4) Vasudevanant v. Ram Krishni, 2 Bom. 529.

(5) Tayammaul v. Sashachalia, 10 Moore 429. Bullubh Kanifl.

Kissen Prea, 6 Sel. Rep. 270.
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eper may adopt. (1) The judges say:—“The

law appears to be that a leper cannot perform

any religious ceremony, but as no such ceremonies

are necessary for an adoption among Sudras, a

Sudra leper may adopt a child by purely civil rites."

In the Punjab it is said, that such disqualified per-

sons can adopt. (2) In an old case, cited by Mr.

MacNaghten, it was held that a leper after per-

forming the necessary expiatory ceremonies could

adopt. (3)

The Calcutta High Court in a later case held Woman

that a widow living in concubinage could not valid- concubinage

ly perform religious ceremonies, and was thus not adopt."

0'

entitled to adopt. (4)

In Bombay non-performance of the expiatory

ceremonies was considered as a mere matter of ceremonies

religion, which was not of the essence of the adop- enable,

tion. (5)

It is a question of some difficulty whether an
Agreeroents

agreement not to adopt is valid. In a case where “ott° adoPt

1 how far

an agreement of this kind between two brothers was binding,

sought to be enforced against the son of one, the

Privy Council made these observations : ‘‘It is un-

necessary for their Lordships to determine whether

that agreement was or was not binding between the

parties who made it. It is clear that the father of

Gangadhar could not bind his son, who was then in

existence, not to adopt, or legally stipulate that

(1) Sukumary v. Ananta, 28 Cal. 168.

(2) Punjab Customary Laws, II. 154.

(3) MacNaghten’s Hindu Law, Vol. II. p. 201, Case No. 21.

(4) Shyam Lai v. Saudamini, 5 B. L. R. 362. See 22 Cal. 347.

(5) Laksmibai v. Ram Chandra, 22 Bom. 590. Ravji Vinayaka v,

Lakmibai, 11 Bom. 381. See Ramalinga 0. Sadasiva, 9 Moore 506, where

the question, whether a person within the period of impurity could

dopt, was considered.
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In Bengal

and Nothern

India widow

can adopt

only with

permission of

the husband.

A prostitute

widow can

not adopL

In Mithila

widow cannot

adopt but can

take a Kurta

Putra.

if he should adopt, the son so adopted shou Id no

inherit. The words are : “In case of the failure

of the self-begotten male issue.’’ These words

meant an indefinite failure of issue, and that an

adopted son should not ever take by descent from

his father. It appears to their Lordships that that

would be entirely altering the law of descent and

contrary to the principle laid down in the Tagore

case.” (1) It ha!s been held in Bombay, that con-

tracts in restraint of adoption are void. (2)

We next come to adoptions by widows. In

Bengal and Northern India it has been held that

a widow cannot adopt without the express per-

mission of her husband, notwithstanding the rule

of the Dattaka Chandrika that, permission may be

presumed where no prohibition is proved, and

the maxim quod fieri non debuit factum valet is

inapplicable in such cases. (3)

The Calcutta High Court has held that a

widow living in concubinage cannot adopt nor a

prostitute. (4)

Under the Mithila Law it has been held that a

widow cannot adopt at all. (5) But she can take a

Kurta Putra to herself.

In Bombay it has been held, that the widow of

an unseparated coparcener can adopt when she is

(1) Suryia Ram v. The Raja of Pitapore, 9 Mad. 499.

(2) Rambhat v. Lakshman,
5 Bom. 630. Assur Purshottam v . Ratan-

bai, 13 Bom. 56. See 5 Bom. 635.

(3) TulsiRum*. Behary Lai, 12 All. 328, F. B. Jamoont Dasi v.

Bama Sunderi, 1 Jal. 289. Raja Haimun v. Rumar Ghanesham, 5 W. R.

69* P* C. See 14 Cal. 401. Raja Harmun Chull Sing v. Kumar Gunsham
Sing, 2 Knapp, P. C. 203.

(4) Shyam Lai v. Yandamini, 5 B. L. R. 362. Narendra Nath Bairagi

v. Dinanath Das, 36 Cal. 824.

(5) Jairam v. Musandhami,
5 S. 1). 3.
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authorized by her husband, and also with-

out such authority, if all the other co-

parceners who would be divested by such

adoption consent. (1) But when the husband

is separate, the widow can adopt without

express authority, (authority, being implied

when there is no prohibition) and without the

consent of Sapindas. (2) The propriety of

the motive for adoption in such a case can-

not be enquired into. (3) The widow of a

predeceased son has been held to be entitled

to adopt with the consent of her mother-

in-law in whom the estate had vested. (4) A
son adopted without express authority of the

husband or of the co-parceners may on principle

take the separate property of the husband, even

in a joint family.

In Madras and Bombay in case of joint

families a peculiar law has been established on

account of a strange misconception of the Hindu

law. In Madras it was held that the law of

adoption was a development from the old

principle of actual begetting by a brother or

Sapinda. Strictly speaking, therefore the judges

said, “the assent of any one of the Sapindas

will suffice, ’’ but treating the entire body of

the Sapindas as a judicial person, held that

the consent of the majority of the Sapindas

(1) Ramji v, Ghaman, 6 Bom. 428, F B. Gopal Balkrishnav.

Vishnu, 23 Bom. 250.

(2) Rukhmabai v. Radhabai, 5 Bom. H. C. 188 A. C.
J.

Ramji v.

Ghaman, 6 Bom. 498 F. B. Ramchandrav. Mulji, 22 Bom. 558 F. A.

Damara v. Damara, 30 1 . C. 108. See 13 Bom. 160.

(3) Ramchandra v, Mulji, 22 Bom. 558.

(4) Shedappa 0. Nlnganganda, 38 Bom. 734. Payapa v. Appana, *3

Bom. 327.

Widow’s
power to

adopt in

Bombay with-

out authority

and without

consent of

Sapindas in

case of sepa-

ration.

Adoption by
widow of a

separated

co-parcener

in Madras.
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was necessary. (1) The Privy Council affirm-

ed the decision holding in that case that

the consent of the mother-in-law and of a
Samanodaka was sufficient. They said : “The
power to adopt, when not actually given by
the husband, can only be exercised when a
foundation ,is laid for it in the otherwise neg-

lected duty, as understood by Hindus. Their

Lordships do not think, there is any ground
for saying, that the consent of every kinsman,
however remote, is essential. The assent of

kinsmen seems to be required by reason of the

presumed incapacity of women for indepen-

dence rather than the necessity of procuring

the consent of all those whose possible and
reversionary interest in the estate would
be defeated by the adoption. In such a case,

therefore, Their Lordships think, that the

consent of the father-in-law to whom the law
points as the natural guardian and ‘ venerable

protector ’ of the widow, would be sufficient.

It is not easy to lay down an inflexible rule for

the case in which no father-in-law is in

existence. Every such case must depend on the

circumstances of the family. All that can be
said is, that there should be such evidence of

the assent of kinsmen as suffices to show,
that the act is done by the widow in the
proper and bond,fide performance of a religious

duty, and neither capriciously, nor from a
corrupt motive.” The assumption of the

power to adopt however “ cannot be inferred

when a prohibition by the husband either

has been directly expressed by him, or can

(I) Collector of Madura Srimatu Mattu Vijaya, 2 Mad. H, C. 231,
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be reasonably deduced from his disposition of his

property, or the existence of a direct line competent

to the full performance of religious duties, or from

other circumstances of his family.
v
(i)

In the next case called the Berhampore case,

the High Court of Madras again held, that the law Assent of

of adoption was founded on the doctrine of Niyoga, coparceners

and thus the assent of a divided Sapinda was suffi-
neces!*ry'

cient when there was a non-consenting divided

brother. The Privy Council on appeal held that

the doctrine of Niyoga was inadmissible as a ground

for judicial decision, and expressed their opinion,

that “ the requisite authority is, in the case of an

undivided family, to be sought within that family,”

and that the widow cannot “at her will, travel out of

that undivided family and obtain the authorization

required from a separated and remote kinsman of

her husband.” (2) The Privy Council in the above

case, approvingly mentions a decision of the Travan-

core Court where it was held, that the authority

must in the first instance be sought from the

father-in-law, failing him, the eldest surviving

brother. (3) The assent of the managing member

of a joint undivided family, it has been held, may

be sufficient but an adoption is invalid if the

consent of one of two nearest divided kinsmen

has not been given, even if asked for. (4) In a

recent case however, the Madras High Court have

held that the assent of the nearest Sapindas is

(1) Collector of Madura v, Mootoo Ramalinga, 12 Moore 442. The

Ramnad case.

(2) Sri Verada Protapa Raghunadha <v, Brozo Kishore, 1 Mac. 69 P. C*

(3) Ramaswami Iyer v. Bhagati Ammal, 8 Mad. Jur. 58.

(4) Suryanarayan v. Vencata Romans, 26 Mad. 681.
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Question of

motive

discussed.

not indispensable. (1) Indeed if the rule is as

is supposed to be that adoption is a meritorious

act necessary for the spiritual benefit of the hus-

band, no assent of anybody is necessary. The

Bombay Shastris were certainly right in their view

that the text of Katyayana cited to show that

such assent is necessary can have no application

to adoption. {2) But all this is speculating about

principles not to be found in the Smritis or the

principal commentaries.

The observations of the Privy Council in the

Ramnad case that the act of adoption must be

done by the widow in the proper and bonafide

performance of religious duty were considered

by the same tribunal in a later case known as

the Guntur case. (3) Overruling the High Court,

their Lordships laid down the following prin-

ciple :— Their Lordships think it would be very

dangerous to introduce into the consideration of

these cases of adoption, nice question as to the par-

ticular motives operating on the mind of the widow,

and that all that this Committee in the former case

meant to lay down was, that there should be suffici-

ent to support the inference that the adoption was

made by the widow not from capricious or corrupt

motives, or in order to defeat the interest of this or

that Sapinda, but upon a fair consideration by what

may be called a family council, of the expediency of

substituting an heir by adoption to the deceased

husband.” Later cases have laid down both in

(1) Subrahmayam v. Vencamina, 26 Mad. 627.

(2) The text is cited in this Section.

(3) Vellanki v, Venkata, 1 Mad. 174.
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Madras and Bombay, that the discussion of the

motive of the widow is irrelevant. (1)

In a later case, the Privy Council set aside

an adoption on the ground that the consent of

the managing member had been obtained by a
false representation by the widow that she had
obtained the permission of her deceased

husband. (2) The Madras High Court have
held that the consent of a Sapinda given for a
consideration is bad, and makes the adoption
invalid. (3) The Privy Council have held that

a consent given with the object of gaining some
material profit out of the adoption is improper,

(4) as the consent of the Sapindas is intended to

show the propriety of the adoption. (5) The
Madras High Court has recently held that in a
joint family the widow can adopt with the

authority of the husband or of the Sapindas,

as by a text of Yajnavalkya 0 she should always

be under the protection of the agnates. (6) A
general authority to adopt by all the Sapindas

has been held to be good. (7).

(1) Balasu Gurulinga Swami v. Ram Lakshmamma, 26 I. A. 113.

Ram Chandra Bhagaban v. Mulji Nanabhai, 22 Bom. 558 F. B.

(2) Karunabdhi v. Ratnamaiyer, 7 I. A 173. See Vencata Laksh-
mammima v. Narasayya, 8 Mad. 545. Subramanyam v. Vencamina, 26
Mad. 627.

<3) Rami Raddi v. Rengamma, 11 Mad. L. J. 20. Danokoti v.

Balasundara, 36. Mad. 19.

(4) Gonesa Rarnamaiyar v. Gopala, 2 Mad. 270, 7 I. A. 173.

(5) Vencamma v. Subramannam, 30 Mad. 50 P. C.

(6) Adusumalli v Adusumalli, 32 I. C. 256.

(7) Nagarampalli v. NagarampaDi, 24 I. C. 257. Contra Surya*
narayum v. Vencataraman, 26 Mad. 681. See 36 Mad. »45,

* wt ftm fVrr vfn s*«*rt*B i

wwtft Winn ||
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In the latest case on the question the Privy

Council have held that the widow could not

adopt if she did not consult one out of three

kinsmen. (1)

When the husband was separate from his

Sapindas, it has been held in Madras that a

widow can adopt when there is permission of

the husband or without such permission with

the consent of the Sapindas and that in such a

case the bond fide consent of one divided member
is sufficient, where the nearest or other Sapindas

withhold their assent unreasonably from im-

proper motives. (2) However, the consent of one

or two of the nearest divided kinsmen, when
there are many, is not sufficient. (3) The assent

of the nearest Sapinda is necessary (4) but is

not indispensable, (5) and when he refuses his

consent on the ground of his losing his right

of inheritance, the consent of remoter Sapindas

is sufficient to make the adoption valid. (6)

But he can properly withhold his consent, if

the widow unjustifiably refuse to adopt his

son. (7)

It has been held that when a Sapinda
gave his consent taking an agreement that the

adopted son should not claim a share of the joint

(1) Vencamma v. Subramaniam, 30 Mad. 50, P. C. Donakoti v.

Balasundara, 36 Mad 19.

(2) Parasara v. Rangaraja, 2 Mad. 202.

(3) 26 Mad. 681.

(4) Mani v, Subbaraya, 36 Mad. 145

(5) 26 Mad. 627.

(6) Kallipalli o. Kallipalli, 26 I. C. 888. Vencataramana v. Auna-
purnama, 23 Mad. 486.

(7) Subramanyam v, Vencaminn, 26 Mad. 627 affd. 30 Mad,
go P. C.
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family property but should get only the adoptive

mother’s property, such consent was good. (1) The

result of this decision and the latest Privy Council theTomUtion

decision (30 Mad. 50) mentioned above would be to Copied^
bring about the legitimate consequence of the ano-X^tonly

malous rule of Bombay and Madras and make adop-

tions, which would divest or deprive the kinsmen

of their reversionary right, impossible and make

such adoptions like the Kritrima adoptions of

Mithila.

The only case in which an adoption, where

there is no authority from the husband, is possible, Adoption with

as has been shown above, is when the father-
[°,wfn

of

in-law is living and gives his assent out of affec-

1

*w ™li<,i"

tion. In such a case, in Madras as well as in Madras and

Bombay, it has been held, that the adoption is Bengal,

a valid one. (2) In Bengal also the father who is

the full owner of the family property has every

right to dispose of his interest to any body he

pleases, and a son adopted with his consent by a

widowed daughter-in-law, whether the adoption is

valid or not, ought to be entitled to the family

property as if it were given to him by the grand-

father. It should also be presumed in such a case

that there was a valid permission and a valid adop-

tion, and distant Sapindas should not be permitted

to question it. U nder the Mitakshara law the

matter is more difficult, when the property is

ancestral. Ordinarily there would be no difficulty,

for when the father wishes to give an adopted son

to his deceased son’s widow, the other sons will

(1) Srinivasa v. Rangasami, 30 Mad, 450.

(2) Vithobav. Papu, 15 Bom, no,
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also agree. But in case of disobedient sons, the

father has got his own share, and his assenting

to an adoption against the wishes of the surviving

sons should be considered as separation of his

interest and a gift of the same to the adopted

son, to take effect after his death. Ordinarily a

Bengal or jjditakshara father, used to the modern

Law Courts, will take care to ensure the property

to the adopted son by deeds of partition and gift

or will. But that is no reason why the act of a

simple man who does not know the intricacies of

law will have no effect. This view of the law

will reconcile all the different schools, and make

one uniforip law for all Hindus, except the

Mithila country and in Bombay when the husband

has separate property.

It has been held that when the power of

adoption is given to two widows, the senior alone

minority— is entitled to adopt and if she refuses to do *so, the

wMswt.
0 tw

°
j
UI1'or can adopt and a prior adoption by the

junior widow is invalid when the senior widow

adopts subsequently (i) The decision is based

upon two texts of Vishnu and Daksha * which only

say that a person should perform religious cere-

monies in conjunction with his senior wife only.

There are also other texts more to the point, which

are not cited by the judges, which say that religious

ceremonies performed with the junior wife only are

fruitless. But these texts are no authority for the

(i) Bejoy Krishna v.Jtanjii 38 Cal, 694. Rakhmabai 0. Radhahu, 5

Bomb H. C. App. 1S1.

• There are other texts of Vishnu not cited in the Digest or by thp

judges whicji are more explicit. All the texts on the subject are to be found

in the Chapter on Marriage.
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1

proposition that the junior widow cannot
perform the religious ceremony of adoption
after the death of the husband. Still the deci-

sion is reasonable. The Privy Council however
have held that a joint power to two widows
to adopt may be good in Western India where
when adoption has not been forbidden by the
husband the power falls to the widows jointly

and the law provides for the case of disagree-

ment, but in other parts of India such a custom
is not recognized, (i) In the most recent case
on the question however their Lordships have
held that there are considerations why a joint

authority is bad but from that “it does not follow

as a matter of necessity that a power to more
than one wife to adopt must be an invalid power.
In many matters custom solves difficulties which
appear to be insoluble.” The judges declined

to decide whether a joint power was invalid but
held that an adoption by the surviving of two
widows in pursuance of it was invalid as there

could be no joint exercise of the power. (2) In

Madras and Bombay it has been held that a

junior widow cannot adopt except with the

consent of the senior widow, even though the

Sapindas assent. (3) But a senior widow can

adopt without such consent. (4) It has been held

in Calcutta and Madras that a power to two
widows should be construed as a several power

and the surviving widow could thus exercise

it- (5)
A permission to the wife to adopt may be

(1) Maharani Indra Kunwar v. Maharani Jaipal Kunwar, 15 A.

127. (2) Vencata Nara-Simha v, Parthasarathi, 41 l. A. 51, 37 Mad. 1991

See 12 Moore. 350, 29 Mad. 382 P, C. _ . „
(3) Kakerla v. Kakerla, 27 I. C. 775, 16 Mad. L. J. 612. Padajirao

V, Ramrao, 13 Bom. 160. Raja Damara v. Damara, 30 I. C. 160.

(4) Narayansami v. Mangammal, 28 Mad. 3 *5 . M
(5) Saroda Proaad Pal v* Ramapati, 17 C. W. N. 31J*
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Effect' of

authority to

adopt one$on,

Effect of con-

ditional

authority.

Effect of

authority to

adopt a speci-

fied boy.

oral or by a deed, (i) In the latter case it must

be on a stamped paper of Rs. io and registered.

It has been held in Bombay that probate

of a will containing a power of adoption was

conclusive as to the power. (2)

There may be an authority to adopt

several sons,in succession. (3)

It has been held that an authority to adopt

one son is not exhausted by the death of the son

adopted and the widow can adopt again. (4)

The contrary was held in some earlier cases. (5)

The Privy Council in a very recent case has held

that & general oral authority to adopt was not

exhausted even by two previous adoptions. (6)

The authority may be a conditional one,

.

but must be strictly followed. (7) It has been

held in Madras that when there is authority to

adopt a particular boy, the widow cannot adopt

another, if the boy specified is not available. (8)

A contrary view has rightly found favour in

Bombay and in a later Madras case. (9)

When the widow is authorised with the

consent of five trustees and does so with the

consent of four of them, the fifth having de-

clined, the adoption is valid. (10) It has been

(») Sunder Koomari v . Gudadhur, 7 Moore. 54. M uttasuddi tr.

Kundun Lai, 28 All. 377. affd 33 I. A. 59. (2) Brenduri v. £>undaribai,

38 Bom. 272. (3) Ramsunder v. Surbam, 22 W. R. 121. Vellanki v.

Vencata, 1 Mad. 174. (4) Suryanarayan v. Vencataramana, 26 Mad.

681. Madan v, Purusatham, 38 Mad. 1195. (5) Purnanund v. Umakant,

4 Sel. Rep. 404. Gournath v. Arnapurna, B.S.D. 1849, P 332* Sreemuty

Dasee v. Tara Charan, 1 Bourke 48. (6) Ramdharam Kunwar v.

Bulwant, 39 I. A. 142, 34 All. 398. See 33 I. A. 143, 15 C. W. N. 524. (7)

Chowdhury Pudun Singh v, Koer Oodey Sing, 12 Moore 356. Soorendra

Keshub v. Doorga Sunderi, 19 Cal. 513 P. C. 19 I. A. 122. Mutsuddi

Lai v Lundan Lai, 33 I. A. 59, 29 Mad. 382. Suryanarayana v.

Vencataramana, 29 Mad. 382, 33 1 . H. 145. Dharam Kumar v. Balwant

Singh, 34 All. 398. (8) Amirthayyan v. Ketharamaypan, 14 Mad. 65.

In Mohendra v. Rookminee (1 Croyton 42) it was even held that an au-

thority to adopt if the son to l?e born died was uneffectual when a daughter

instead of a son was born. (9* Lakshmibai v. Rajaji, 22 Bom. 696. Surya*

narayyna v, Vencataramana, 26 Mad. 68 i. M. Chenga Reddi v, Vasudeva,

29 1 . C. 770. ( 10) Balgangadhur Tilak t. Srinivasa, 42 1 . A. 135.
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held in Calcutta that a restriction in an authority

that the widows shall adopt from the nearest

representatives, but the widows will adopt whom-

soever they will select ” was meaningless and the

widows could adopt any one they liked. (1) It has

also been held that a widow is entitled to adopt

a boy in furtherance of her husband’s general

intention in lieu of another indicated by him but

who is not available. (2)

When permission was given to two widows

to adopt three sons in adoption, the senior widow Effect of

only was held to have the power of so adopting gWeruotwo

and the junior widow was not entitled to adopt
wldows

without the consent of the senior. (3) A power

to two widows jointly to adopt is not void and

should be considered as giving the right to the

senior widow first to adopt and if she refuses, to

the junior widow to do so. (4)

An authority to adopt with the Sadyukti

and Paramarsha
t

i. e., with the good advice of a
fdopt°with

t0

third party, when there was no penalty provided if
ofth“d

the direction was not complied with, was held not to

invalidate an adoption made without the consent of

the said third party. (5) But where there was

a provision in the will that on failure to get consent

to the adoption, the property would pass over to

(1) Sarada Prosad v. Ramapati, 16 I, C. 817.

(2) Veeraperumal v. Narrain, 1. Mad, H. C. (notes of cases) 78. Lakh-

mibai Rajaji, 22 Bom. 996, Contra, Gaurnath v Arnapurna, S. D>

1849, 33

1

*

(3) Ranjit Lai v. Bejoy Krishna, 39 Cal. 582.

(4) Sarada Prosad 0. Ramapati, 16 I. C. 817.

Sri Raja Vencata v. Sri Raja Rangayya, 29 Mad. 437.

Ramji v. Gharaba, 6 Bomb. 498. Padaprav v. Ramrav, 13 Bomb. 160,

(5) Surendra Nandan v. Sailaja, 18 Cal, 391.
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widow and
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authority.
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against the

widow adopt-

ing and her
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tives.

another, an adoption without such consent was

bad (i)

It has recently been held by the Privy

Council, that an authority given by one to his

widow and his executors is wholly invalid. (2) The

decision is based on the English law of powers, but

it is difficult to see how such authority is wholly

invalid according to Hindu Law, having regard to

the duty cast upon a sonless man to adopt, which,

according to the Dattaka-Chandrika will entitle a

widow to adopt, when there is no prohibition by

the husband.

It has been held that there is a presumption

in favour of the existence of a permission to

adopt. A delay of ten years and the conduct of

the parties in making arrangements on the basis

of adoption were held not to be sufficient to rebut

such presumption in favour of authority. (3) The

decision is correct according to the rule of the

Dattaka-Chandrika.

When a widow made an adoption representing

that she had authority and induced the adopted

son to leave his natural father’s family, she and all

persons claiming under her were held to be

estopped from questioning the validity of the

adoption (4}.

When the widow makes an adoption and the

adopted son dies after marrying or leaving a child,

(1) Beemcharan Sen v. Heera Lai Seal, 2. I. J. N. S. 225.

Veera Pereemal v. Narayan, 1 Strange 78 See 16 I. C. 819.

(2) Amrita Lai Dutt v. Surnomoyee Dasi, 27 I. A. 128.

(3) Kunamalapudi, v. Immadi Setti, ri I. C. 334. 2 Mad. W. N. 350-

(4) Ganga Prasad v. Budh Sen, 11 I. C. 27. Dharam Kunwar v,

Balwant, 30 All. 549.
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her power is exhausted. (1) But it has been

held in Calcutta that if the adopted son dies

unmarried and childless, she can adopt again

as she divests only herself by such adoption. (2)

In Bombay and Madras however, a different

rule has been laid down and it has been held

that her power is at an end, as soon as the

estate vests in the adopted son and is not

revived, even if she succeeds to him. (3) All

these cases should now be considered as over-

ruled. In the latest case on the question, the

Privy Council upheld an adoption by a

widow in pursuance of a power given by her

husband on the death of a previously adopted

son, who had died unmarried. (4)

A Jaina widow can make successive adop-

tions without the permission of her husband or

of his kinsmen, notwithstanding conversion to

Vaishnavism. (5) But in Madras, it has been

held that the custom of the Jamas of the light

of the widow to adopt without permission must

be proved like any other custom’ (6) for unless

a custom is proved to the contrary, they should

be held to be governed by the Mitakshara.
(7)

In the Punjab, the practice in the diSerent

Whether
authority is

exhausted.

No permission

required for

jaina widow.

(1) Manikyamala v. Nundkumar, 33 Cal. 1306. Bhooban Moyee v.

Ram Kishore, 10 Moore 279. Keshav v, Gobindgonesh, 9 Bqm. 94,

Tara Charan v. Suresh, 17 Cal. 122 P. C.

1 2) Padma Kumari v. The Court of Wards, 8 Cal. 302. Mondakini

v Adinath, 18 Cal. 69. Thayammal v. Vencata, 10 Mad. 204.

(3) Ramakrishna v. Shamrao, 26 Bomb. 526. Adivi Suryaprakasa

v. Nidamarty, 33 Mad. 228.

(4) Vencatanarayan v . Subbammal, 20 C. W. N. 2yu 32. C.,373.

(5) Manick Chand v. Jaggut Setaul, 17 Cal. 578, Harnabh Prosad

v, Mandil Dass, 27 Cal. 372. Shoe Sing v, Musmut Dakho, 1 All. 688.

Lakmi Chand v. Gutto Bai, 8 All. 319 Manohar Lai v. Banarsi Das, 29
All. 495 -

(6) Peria Ammatta v. Krishna Sami 16 Mad. 182.

(7) Mandel Koer v. Phool Chand, 2 C. W. N. 164, Bhugwan DU
v, Rajmalj 10 Bom. H. C. 241.
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Permission of

Government

not necessary.

districts is not uniform, but generally, it seems

to be that a widow may adopt, either with the

husband’s permission or by consent of his

kinsmen, but not when there is an express

prohibition by him. (i)

Neither the widow nor a man in conjunc-

tion with two wives can adopt more than one

son at the same time or when another son is

living. (2)

Under the Buddhist Law, it has been held

by the Burma Chief Court that two sons can be

adopted at the same time. (3)

The widow is not bound by law to exercise

an authority to adopt. There is no time limit

within which she must exercise that power and

she does not forfeit her right to her husband’s

estate, if she does not exercise it at all. (4)

It was for sometime supposed that the

consent of the Government was necessary for

an adoption. But it has been held that it is

not necessary. (5) By Lord Canning’s procla-

mation the right to adopt by Jagirdars and

feudal chiefs without the permission of the

Government has been recognized. (6) It has

been held recently that the consent of the

Government or of kinsmen, Bhaiband, is not

necessary for the validity of an adoption. (7)

(1) Punjab Customs, 83.

(2) Surendra Keshub v. Doorga Sundari, 19 I. A. 108, 19 Cal. 513.

Bawa Pekchand v. Musammat Gopal Devi, 13 I. C. 421. 46 Punj. R.

1912.

(3) Ma Shweyin v, Ma Shwe Nyun, 1

1

1 . C. 776 4 Burm. L. R. 158.

(4) Umasunderi v, Souravinee, 7 Cal. 288. Ram Sunder v. Survai.

22 W. R. 12 1. Giriowa v. Bhimji, 9 Bom. 58. Mutasaddi v. Kundan, 28

AIL 377* £
. (5) Narha Ujbvind t. Narayan, 1 Bom. 607. Rungubai v. Bhagt*

rathibai, 2 Bom./|77.

(6) Rangupi v. Bhagirathibai, 2 Bom. 377. Ramchandra v, Timaji,

7' Bom. H. C. App, 26. (7) Balaji v. Datta, 4 Bam. L, R. 762.
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We next comq to the consideration of the ques-

tion, who may give in adoption. tdopdoa.

It has been held that no one but the parents
0nly

of a boy can validly give him in adoption, (i) The C4n P're»
ri , . L .

r
.

.
' '

adoplion.

father alone can give a boy m adoption, even

without the consent of his wife.

The mother can give away her son after the

death of the father or when he is permanently mdthergWe

absent from home by becoming a mendicant and
1" ldopU°11,

the like or has lost his reason, but not a step-

mother nor a grand- father. (2) It has been held,

in a recent case in Calcutta, that she can give in

adoption even in the absence of authority from her

deceased husband. (3) In Bengal in an old case,

it was held that the mother could not give her

only son in adoption, and in Bombay it had been

held that without the express authority of her

husband, she could not give away her son in such

a case. (4) But, as the Privy Council has now

laid down, that the adoption of an only son is valid,

in a recent case (5) it has been held in Bombay,

that there can be no such restriction. In a recent

case in Bombay it has also been held that a re-

married woman can give her son by the first

husband in adoption. (6)

(1) Vaithilinga v. Munigan, 15 I. C. 299. 1 Mad. W, N. 1127,

Subbaluvammal v. Ammakuti, 2 Mad. H. C. 129, Balvantrao v, Bayarari,

6 Bomb H. C. S3 (0 . C. J.). Bashatrappa v, Shivlinuppa, 10 Bomb. H. C.

268.

(2) Atank Manjuri v. Fakir Chand, 5 S. D. 418. Chitko Roghunath

v. Janaki, 11 Bom. H. C. 199, 3. See S. D. 387, 10 Bom. H. C. 235, 1

Mad. 384^

(3) Jogesh Chunder Banerjee v. Nritya Kali Debi, 30 Cal, 965.

(4) Debee Dial v. Hur Hor Sing, 4 S, D. 310, Lakhmappa i», Ramava,

12 Bom. H. C. 764. Somashekhara v. Subhodramaji, 6 Bom. 524.

(5) Krishna v. Paramsri, 25 Bom. 537.

(6) Putalbai v. Mahadu, 33 Bomb. 107. Contra Panchappa v,

Sangabasua, 24 Bomb. 89.
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A boy cannot give himself away in adoption.(i)

Though it is only the parents who can give in

adoption, the physical act of giving may be per-

formed by a person authorized by them, though

they may have renounced Hinduism. (2)

It should be observed here that there is a

distinction between the power of the father and the

fcte wd^ePower of the mother to give in adoption where there

2veTn

t0
is paternal property. The father has the right to

adoption. 'deprive his son of his property. But after the death

of the father, the property vests in the son and it is

an unwarrantable exercise of power by the mother,

not sanctioned by Hindu lawT or reason, to give him

in adoption, and thus deprive him of his own

property. The Smritis speak of the giving away

of the son in a time of distress. When there is

paternal property, the mother has therefore abso-

lutely no power to give her son in adoption.

In a recent case, Mr. Justice Amir Ali, rely:

ing on the case of Kalidas v. Krishna (2 B.L R.,

F.B. 103), held that under the Dayabhaga School
An adopted ..

son cannot be if a person is given in adoption, after inheriting

ana»trai°

f

the property of his father, he cannot be divested

already vested
suc^ ProPerty by the fact of the adoption. (3)

in him. But the power to give in adoption was not

questioned. Under the Mitakshara also it has

been held in Madras that a boy adopted after

inheriting ancestral property can not be divested

of it (4). Thus when a son gets a right by birth

(1) 2 Mad. H. C. 129, 10 Bom. II. C. 268.

(2) Subbarayar v. Subbammal, 21 Mad. 497. Sham Sing v. Santa

Bai, 25 Bom. 551.

(3) Behary v. Kailas, I C. W. N. 121.

(4) Narasimha Rangayya, 29 Mad. 437.
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it is difficult to gjve him in adoption and to deprive

him of his ancestral property. But even under the

Mitakshara the rule is clear that an adopted son

loses all rights in the property of his natural

family. The rule that giving in adoption is allow*

able in distress is the only solution.

The next question is what are the qualifications

required of a boy who can be validly adopted.

A boy of a different caste can not be adopted.(i)

A fatherless and motherless boy can not be adopt-

ed, as only the parents can give in adoption. (2)

Restrictive rules, not found in the authentic

Smritis, are laid down in the Dattaka-Mimansa and

the Dattaka Chandrika based on certain texts of

Saunaka, the Vriddha Gautama and the Kalika- deted-

purana, which are not cited in any of the older

Commentaries. Why the Privy Council and the

Courts of this country should have travelled beyond

the Mitakshara. the Dayabhaga and the Smriti-

Chandrika for the law of adoption and set aside

the law as laid down in them, in favour of rules,

which are the offspring of a prurient fancy, it is

difficult to understand. There is a text of Saunaka

to the effect that the adopted boy must bear the

reflection of a son (tpHSTtTPW)’ anc^ the Dattaka-

Mimansa and the Dattaka-Chandrika say that it

means “the capability to have been begotten by

the adopter through Niyoga and so forth.” It was

supposed that the adopted son took the place of

the son by Niyoga and the Madras Hight Court

in the Ramnaad case based their judgment on this

supposed historical fact. But it is wholly an un-

(t) Narain Singh v. Shiam Kali, 35 I. C. 45 * is) V&thilinga v. Natisa,

37 Mad. 529. Govind v. Chandrabhaga, 34 I. C. 675.
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Though it is only the parents who can give in

adoption, the physical act of giving may be per-

formed by a person authorized by them, though

they may have renounced Hinduism. (2)

It should be observed here that there is a

distinction between the power of the father and the

fatKe/andAe Power °f the mother to give in adoption where there
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‘deprive his son of his property. But after the death

of the father, the property vests in the son and it is

an unwarrantable exercise of power by the mother,

not sanctioned by Hindu law or reason, to give him

in adoption, and thus deprive him of his own

property. The Smritis speak of the giving away

of the son in a time of distress. When there is

paternal property, the mother has therefore abso-

lutely no power to give her son in adoption.

In a recent case, Mr. Justice Amir Ali, rely-,

ing on the case of Kalidas v. Krishna (2 B.L R.,

F.B. 103), held that under the Dayabhaga School

son cannot be if a person is given in adoption, after inheriting

ancestral*^ the property of his father, he cannot be divested

Sready vested
such ProPerty by the fact of the adoption. (3)

in him. But the power to give in adoption was not

questioned. Under the Mitakshara also it has

been held in Madras that a boy adopted after

inheritjng ancestral property can not be divested

of it (4). Thus when a son gets a right by birth

mother to

give in

adoption.

An arlnnfpd

(1) 2 Mad. H. C. 129, 10 Bom. II. C. 268.

(2) Subbarayar v. Subbammal, 21 Mad. 497, Sham Sing v, Santa

Bai, 25 Bom. 551.

(3) Behary v» Kailas, 1 C. W. N. 121.

(4) Narasimha v. Rangayya, 29 Mad. 437.
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it is difficult to give him in adoption and to deprive

him of his ancestral property. But even under the

Mitakshara the rule is clear that an adopted son

loses all rights in the property of his natural

family. The rule that giving in adoption is allow-

able in distress is the only solution. ^
The next question is what are the qualifications adopted*

required of a boy who can be validly adopted.

A boy of a different caste can not be adopted.(i)

A fatherless and motherless boy can not be adopt-

ed, as only the parents can give in adoption. (2)

Restrictive rules, not found in the authentic

Smritis, are laid down in the Dattaka-Mimansa and

the Dattaka Chandrika based on certain texts of

Saunaka, the Vriddha Gautama and the Kalika- dered-

purana, which are not cited in any of the older

Commentaries. Why the Privy Council and the

Courts of this country should have travelled beyond

the Mitakshara, the Dayabhaga and the Smriti-

Chandrika for the law of adoption and set aside

the law as laid down in them, in favour of rules,

which are the offspring of a prurient fancy, it is

difficult to understand. There is a text of Saunaka

to the effect that the adopted boy must bear the

reflection of a son (qsfWnJT^ff:), and the Dattaka-

Mimansa and the Dattaka-Chandrika say that it

means “the capability to have been begotten by

the adopter through Niyoga and so forth.’’ It was

supposed that the adopted son took the place of

the son by Niyoga and the Madras Hight Court

in the Ramnaad case based their judgment on this

supposed historical fact. But it is wholly an un-

(1) Narain Singh 9. Shiam Kali, 2$ I. C. 45* <2) Vathilinga v. Natisa,

37 Mad. 529. Govind 9. Chandrabhaga, 34 I. C. 675,
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No justifica-

tion for the

rules being

based on

Niyoga.

Doctrine of

Niyoga not

applicable

according to

recent deci-

sions.

historical and erroneous supposition. The adopted

son existed together with the Kshetraja son from

the very beginning, and because the son by Niyoga

was prohibited in the Vedas, it does not follow

that the adopted son took his place. The old Rishi

Apastamba prohibited adoption at the same time

as he prohibited Niyoga. In the Smritis there is

no mention of Niyoga in connection with adoption,

and it is surprising to find that this unwarrantable

interpretation of the so-called authoritative books

on adoption has found favour with our Courts,

ascribing impure ideas to the Rishis, who were

afteral! not impure at all.

In a recent case (1) the Chief Justice of

Allahabad cited with approval the opinion expres-

sed in this book but his colleague guardedly laid

down that the doctrine was not applicable to the

case of a widow adopting but was applicable to the

case of a male adopting. Since then, the Privy

Council have held that the Dattaka-Mimansa should

not be preferred to the Smritis and that the rule

of Niyoga is inadmissible and a widow can adopt

her brother’s son or grandson. (2) An opinion

however, was expressed that the rule that a legal

marriage must have been possible between the

adopter and the natural mother of the adopted

boy refers to their relationship before marriage.

Recently in Bombay the doctrine of Niyoga has

been held to be wholly inadmissible and a step-

brother held eligible. (3) A widow can adopt her

sister’s; daughter’s son, (4) and in Bombay,

(1) Jaisingpal v, Bijaypal, 27 All. 417. (2) Puttalal v, MuaAumut
Parbati Kumar, 42 I. A. 55. Bhagwati Nandprosad, 33 I. C. 596 P. C.

(3) Gojanan Balkrishna v. Kashinutn, 39 Bom. 410. contra Sriramular

v. Ramayya, 3 Mad. 15. Baboo Ramjeet Sing v, Baboo Obhye Narayun,

1817, Sel. Rep. 315. (4) Ragavenda v. Jayaram, 20 Mad. 283
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it
-

has been held that she can adopt her brother’s

son. (1)

Again the rule has been broadly laid down

that no one can be adopted whose mother the ““““be
1

^ t
adopted

adopter could not have married. It is upon this whose mother

. . . ..... . could not be
rule' and upon certain texts cited in this section married far-

that it has been held that in the case of the twice- dered.”"

18'"

born classes, a brother, a step-brother, or an uncle

or the son of a sister, daughter or aunt, (2) cannot

be adopted. But it has also been held, that a

brother’s son or a grand-nephew may be adopted, (3)

though their mother could not be married by the

adopter. So also may a wife's brother or his

son, (4) or the son of a wife’s sister, (5) or of a

maternal aunt’s daughter. (6) In Madras the adop-

tion of an uncle’s son was declared valid, because

it was thought to be sanctioned by custom. (7)

Mr. Mayne in his invaluable book very rightly

says that the restrictive rules are of Brahmanical

origin and mentions that adoptions, irregular

according to them, are common in several districts.

He says :
“ In the Punjab such adoptions are

common among the Jats, and this laxity has spread

even to Brahmanas and to the orthodox Hindu

inhabitants of towns such as Delhi. (8) They are

(1) Bai Nani v. Chunilal, 22 Bom. 973.

(2) Gopal Narhar v. Hanmunt, 3 Bom. 273. Bhagirathbai v. Radhabai,

3 Bom. 298. Sundar v, Parvati, 12 All. 51, P. C. Bhagaban Sing v.

Bhagaban Sing, 26 I. A. 153. Minakshi v. Ramanada, 11 Mad. 49.

(3) Moran v. Bejoy, W. R. Sp. 122. Jaisingpal v. Bijay, 2 All. L. J: 36.

(4) Sriramulu v. Ramavyya, 3 Mad. 15.

(5) Baee Gunga v, Baee Sheokoovur, Bom, Sel, Rep, 73, 76.

(6) Vencata v. Subhadra, 7 Mad. 548.

(7) Virayya v. Hanumanta, 14 Mad. 459.
1 ;

(8) Punjab Oust. 79-83. Punjab Customary Law II,, IU, 154, 205

210.
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also permitted among the Jainas, (i) and in

Southern India, even among Brahmanas, such

adoptions are undoubtedly very common. It was

decided so late as 1873 that the practice had

not attained the force of a legal custom. (2) But

in 1881, the High Court pronounced, that in

Southern India such adoptions were valid among
Brahmanas. A similar practice among the Nam-
budri Brahmanas of Malabar has also received

judicial sanction. (3) In the North-West Provinces

the adoption of a step-brother is allowed among
the unregenerate classes, (4) and among the Borah

Brahmanas, sister’s sons may be adopted. (5) In

Pondicherry the rule, as a general principle, is not

recognised. A man may adopt his daughter’s or

his sister’s son, or any one of his wife’s relations, but

he may not adopt his own brother. (6) In western

India also such adoptions appear to be permitted.

It is also said, that in Deccan a younger brother

may be adopted, and, though the adoption of uncles

is forbidden, a different reason is alleged for the

prohibitions.” (7) As regards the twice-born castes,

the exceptions to the rule as mentioned in the above

passage are not correctly stated. In justice to the

learned author it should be stated that in an earlier

passage he laid down the correct law in the follow-

(1) Sheo Sing v. Musmut Dakho, i All. 688. Hassan Ali v. Nagamal,

x All. 288. Lakhmi Chand v. Gatto Bai, 8 All. 319.

(2) Gopalayyan v. Roghupatiyyan, 7 Mad. H. C. 250.

( 3 ) Vayidinada v. Appu, 9 Mad. 44. Vishnu v. Krishnan, 7 Mad. 3.

See 11 Mad. 55.

(4) Phunda v. Janginath, 15 All. 327.

(5) Chain Sukh Ram v, Parbati, 14 All. 53.

(6) Sorg H. L. 130 Co Con 377.

(7) Steele 44, Huebut Rao v. Govind Rao, 2 Bom. 85, V, N. Mandlik

474, w & 6 887.
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ing words, while speaking of the prohibition to adopt

a daughter’s son, a sister’s son, and a son of

the mother’s sister: “ The rule so laid down (in the

five digests the Mimansa, &c.) was stated by

Mr. Sutherland, both the MacNaghtens and both

the Stranges, as limited to the three regenerated

classes. It has been affirmed by a singularly strong

series of authorities in all parts of India as forbid-

ding the adoption of the son of a daughter, or

of a sister, or of an aunt.” Indeed the Privy

Council in the very recent decision on the question,

have laid down, that the rule of the Dattaka-

Mimansa and the Dattaka-Chandrika applies to

the twice-born castes generally, unless a custom

to the contrary is clearly established, and that

the adoption of the sister’s son and the mother's

sister’s son is invalid. (1) It has been held that a

mother’s sister’s son, who is also the father’s

brother’s son can not be adopted (2).

In a recent case, it has been held in Bombay

that by custom the adoption of the sister’s son is thesEswn

valid among Saraswat Brahmins. (3) It should

1

P
n

B^bay

not be forgotten that the Sankara Kaustavaand

the Nirnaya Sindhu both uphold the adoption of

the sister’s son and the daughter’s son. It has

been held in the Punjab that among non-agricultural

Hindu Khatris the adoption of a sister’s son is

allowed (4). In South East Punjab also such an

adoption is allowable. (5)

(1) Bhugwan Sing 0. Bhugwan Sing, 26 I. A 153.

(2) Walbai 0. Heerbai, n Bom. L. R. 1172.

(3) Manjunath v. Kavaribai, 4 Bom. L. R. 140.

(4) Sohana Mai. v, Nanak Chand, 16 Punj L. R. 191 1.

(5) H.H. The Maharaja Brij Indar v. Bansi 17 I.C. 36. 88 Punj R. 1912

Hamaman?. Atmaram, 24 Punj, R 1900 F, B,
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We have seen that the doctrine of Niyoga

can have no application to the law of adoption.

The rule broadly laid down that no one can be

Rule that no adopted whose mother the adopter could not have

adopted
*** married is also not supported by the Smritis and

theldo'pta"
t^e Commentaries like the Mitakshara, the Smriti-

have*married
C^andrika, Vivada Chintamani, the Parasara

Madhava and the Dayabhaga. The rule would mean

that the son of a female within seven degrees on the

father’s side and within five degrees on the mother’s

side is ineligible and that practically no Sapinda

of a different Gotra is eligible. The absurdity of

the rule is apparent from the mere statement of it.

No relation of any nearness excepting an agnate,

can be adopted. What becomes then of the only

text on the subject, which lays down that “ the

nearest among his relatives
’’ should be adopted ¥

The words “ bearing the reflection of a son” can not

have the meaning attributed to it. It only means

that a boy, who can be regarded in the light of a son

on account of age or relationship, should be adopted.

It has the same significance as the words in the

rule of Aswalayana cited in Ch. VI. which prohibits

marriage with a girl, when such marriage would

be unseemly on account of relationship between

the parties. It thus means that no one who bears

a relationship which is inconsistent with the posi.

tion of a son should be adopted. Thus an uncle

or a brother should not be adopted. To go

further would land us in absurdity. The rule of

Shakala which contains the only rule of prohibition

about relations in adoptions, says that all persons

of a different Gotra may be adopted, except the

sister’s son, the daughter’s son and the njother’s
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sister's son. There is no authority for extending

the scope of the rule.

Since the above was written the above view

has been adopted by the Bombay High Court,

which has refused to follow Nanda Pundit in

preference to the Smritis, and it has been held

that the rule of Hindu Law about Viruddha

Sambandha that ‘‘no one can be adopted whose

mother the adopter could not have legally married”

is confined to the specific instances of the

daughter’s son, the sister’s son and the mother’s

sister’s son (1) ;
and that a father’s sister's son can

be adopted (2) The Allahabad High Court also has

held that notwithstanding the said rule a step-

mother’s brother’s grand-daughter’s son can be

adopted (3)

The Talukdars of Oudh have by special

legislation got the right to take in adoption the

daughter’s son. Indeed according to all the Rishis,

the daughter’s son of the sonless man is a Putrika-

putra by intention, and hence it is that Yama lays

down that in the case of the daughter’s son and

the brother’s son no ceremony is required for

adoptions, thereby clearly asserting that these two

can be made “substitutes for sons,” above all others.

It takes one’s breath away to find our text-writers

and judges giving a different interpertation to the

text and laying down that the daughter’s son can

never be adopted, because in opposition to the

texts of all the Rishis about Putrikaputra and

(1) Ramchandra Krishna Joshi v. Gopal 32 Bomb 69 Yamnava Luxu*

man 36 Bomb 53.

(2) Ramkrishna Gopal V. Chimnaji 2 I. C 34.

(3) Raghubat v, Rasu Kunatar 14 I. C, 48.

Latest deci-

sions negative

the rule.

Adoption of

the daughter^

son.
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Rule that no

one can be

adopted

whose father

could not

marry the

adoptive

mother nega-

tived.

No restric-

tions in case

of Sudras.

the express text of Yama allowing such adoption,

there is a solitary text of Shakala which is not cited

by any of the ancient commentators which forbids

it. A full Bench of the Madras High Court, it

should be mentioned here, decided that the adoption

of the daughter's son is valid (1)

In a recent Punjab case, the Privy Council

made the observation that the general rule that a

daughter’s son is ineligible for adoption can not be

disputed but it may be varied by family custom and

is often so varied in the Punjab and when such a

point is raised at a late stage of the hearing of a

case it can not be entertained (2)

A Sudra it has been held can adopt his

daughter’s son (3).

Another and a still more surprising rule was

supposed by modern lawyers to regulate adoptions.

It was that the boy should be so related that his

natural father could not marry the adoptive mother.

The rule was given effect to in some early cases. (4)

But more recent cases have established, that it has

no foundation in Hindu Law, (5)

As regards a Sudra, it has been held that he

can adopt any body he likes, there being no restric-

tion in his case. (6).

It has been held, that a stranger may be adopt-

ed, even though there is a brother’s son, though

(1) Vayidinada v. Appu, 9 Mad, 44.

(2) Lala Rup Narain v, Gopal Devi. 36 Cal. 180.

(3) Lala v. Nahar Sing, 16 I. C. 181.

(4) Musmut Battas v. Luchman Sing, 7 N.-W. P. 117. Digambaree

t». Taramoney, F. MacNaghten, 170 App. 10.

(5) Sriramulu v. Ramayya, 3 Mad. 15. Bani Nani v, Chunilan,

22 Bom. 973. 2 All. L. T. 36. 20 Mad. 283.

(6) Sreemati Joymoni v. Sreemati Siba Sundery. Fulton’s Rep. 75.

Rajkumar Lall v. Bisseswar Dyal, 10 Cal. 688, Phundo v, Jangi Nath, 15

All. 327. Chinna Nagayya v. Pedda Nagayya, I Mad. 62.
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according to all the authoritative commentaries such

an adoption is- invalid. (1)

In Bombay it has been held that an orphan

having neither father or mother to give him away

cannot be validly adopted. (2)

We have already seen that the Dattaka-

Mimansa has laid down, that among the twice-born

castes a boy above the age of five years or whose ^ng
y
twke.

tonsure or Upanaya has been performed cannot be^f"^es

adopted. Jagannath was of the same opinion. The

Dattaka Chandrika however, says that it is only

when the Upanayana has been performed that a

boy cannot be adopted, and among Sudras, only

a married man cannot be adopted. Though the

Dattaka-Mimansa is supposed to be the law of

Northern India and the Chandrika of Bengal and

Southern India, the rule of the Mimansa about

age though followed in some early cases in N.-W.

Provinces, has been held to be not binding in more

recent cases. (3) But having regard to the observa-

tions of the Privy Council in the recent case of

Bhagwan Sing about the authority of the Dattaka

Mimansa, it is impossible to say what the Courts

will hold in future in cases under the Mitakshara

school. In Bengal and Madras, it is quite estab-

lished, that among the regenerate classes, the

Upanayana, and among Sudras, marriage is the only

bar to adoption. (4)

(1) Wooma Daee v> Gocoolanund, 3 Cal. 587, P. C. Darma Dagu 7'.

Ramkrishna, 10 Bom. 80.

(2) Shrinivas Saryerao^. Balvant Vencatesh, 20 I. C. 182. 37 Bom. 513.

(3) Thakoor Oorao Sing v. Thacoorani Mehta! Koonwar, N.-W. P.

H. C. R. 1868, 103 a, Ganga Sahii v. Lekhraj Sing, 9 All. 253.

(4) Bullabakant t>, Kissenprea, 6 S. D. 219. Nitradayee v, Bholanath,

S. D. 1853, j>. 553. Bhuban Moyee v, Ram Kishore, 10 Moore 279.

Vythilinga v. Vyiathammal 6 Mad. 43. Pichuvayyan v, Subbayyan, 13 Mad,

t:8. Papamma t\ Appa Rau, 16 Mad. 384.
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Upanayana no

bar when of

the same

Gotra.

Marriage

among Sudras

bar in Madras

and Allaha-

bad.

Marriage no

bar among
Sudras in

No restric-

tions among
Jainas.

Eldest son

can be adop-

ted.

In Madras it has been held, that when the

boy is of the same Gotra, even the U panayana is

no bar. (1)

Among Nambudri Brahmans a married man

can be adopted in the Kritrima form. (2)

In Allahabad, it has been held, following the

opinion of the Dattaka Chandrika, that among

Sudras a boy can be adopted till he is married (3)'

In Madras and Allahabad it has been held that

among Sudras marriage is a bar to adoption. (4)

In Bombay, it has been held that among

Sudras even marriage is no bar, only the boy should

not be older in age than the adoptive father. But

it is no bar if he is older than the adoptive

mother. (5)

Among Jainas it has been held that a married

man and also a daughter’s son can be adopted (6)

The Privy Council have laid down that “among the

Jainas adoption is no religious ceremony and under

the law or custom there is no restriction of age or

marriage among them ”
(7)

It is now quite settled by authority, that an

eldest son as well as an only son can be adopted. (8)

We have already seen that according to the

(1) Viraragava v. Ramalinga, 9 Mad. 148,

(2) 11 Mad. 176.

(3) Damodarji v. The Collector of Panda 7 All L.
J. 927.

(4) T. Y. Janakiram v. V. P. Venkiah, 11 T, C. 383 io Mad. L.J. 21*

Pechuvagyan v Subbagyan, 13 Mad. 128. Jhunka Prasad v, Nathu 11 All*

L J. 293. 18 I. C. 960.

(5) Dharma Dagu v» Ram Krishna, 10 Bom. 80. Gopal Balkrishna v*

Vishnu Raghu Nath, 23 Bom. 253.

(6) Manohar v. Banarsi, 29 All. 495, Maharaja Govynd Nath Roy

v. Gulab Chand (1833) S. D. A. 276.

(7) Rupchand v. Jambu, 32 All. 495 P. C.

(8) Janakie v, Gopaul, 2 Cal, 365 Affd. 10 I. A. 32. Kashibai v. Tatia,

7 Bom. 221. Jamnabai v, Raichand, 7 Bom. 225.
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Rishis and the commentators, the adoption of an

only son is not only immoral and sinful but wholly „ .

• .. _ , . 1 , , . Only son can

invalid, In Bengal, it had been regarded as quite be adopted,

settled by authority that such an adoption was

invalid, and so in Bombay. (1) In Allahabad and

Madras, however, there were conflicting decisions,

the more recent decisions favouring such an adop*

tion. (2) A decision of the Privy Council has affirmed

two judgments of the Madras and Allahabad Courts

upholding such an adoption, (3) but in as much as it

purports to declare the law of the Hindus, it will

perhaps be considered binding in the other Presi-

dencies also. Indeed a Full Bench of the Bombay

High Court has since held that it was settled that

under the Mitakshara there the adoption of an only

son is valid and it has further decided that under the

Maymtha also such an adoption would be upheld. (4)

One of the reasons given by their Lordships of

the Privy Council for their, decision in the above

mentioned case is that it “ inclines in favour of

the law which gives freedom of choice." About

the same time however, the Privy Council decided

that the rule prohibiting the adoption by a Hindu

of the twice-born classes of the mother’s sister’s son

(the sister’s son and daughter’s son are on the

same footing as the mother’s sister son), though

(1) Upendra Lai v. Rani Prosannamoyee, io W. R. 347. Manick

Chunder v. Bhuggobutty, 3 Cal. 413. Ramchandra v, Vithoba, W & B 120.

Waman Raghupati v. Krishnaji, 14 Bom. 249 F. B. Raijadavt\ Bai Mathura,

19 Bom. 658

(2) Hanuman v. Cherai, 2 All. 164, F. B. Chinna Gaundan v. Kumra

Gaundana, I Mad. H. C. 54.

(3) Balasu Gurulingaswami Ram v. Lakshmamma. Radha Mohun v
%

Hardai Bibi, 26 I. A. 113, 22 Mad, 398, Vyas Chumanlal v. Ramchandra,

2 \ Bom. 367.

U) Vvas Chumanlal v . Ramchandra, 24 Bomb 367 F. B,
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Customs in

Punjab.

Son of a

Brahmo may
be adopted.

Ceremonies

adoption.

contained in some doubtful texts, was a binding

one. (i) An ordinary Hindu would probably think

that it would have been better to have declared the

former rule as binding and the latter as recom-

mendatory.

In the Punjab, it has been held that the non-

agriculturist Hindu Khatris do not follow the strict

Hindu Law in matters of adoption and the adop-

tion of a sister’s son is generally allowed. (2) It

has also been held that among Lohars of the

Amritsar District a kinsman of any age married or

unmarried can be adopted even in the presence of

a nearer kinsman and the restrictions as to age

&c. are merely recommendatory and not manda-

tory. (3)

It has been held in Calcutta, that the son of a

Brahmo may be adopted by a Hindu, on the ground

that a Brahmo may revert to Hinduism and his

minor son can also do se with his consent. (4)

We next come to the question what ceremonies

are essential for a valid adoption.

The Privy Council upon this matter laid down

>f the following rule :

—
“ All that has been decided is,

that amongst Sudras no ceremonies are necessary

in addition to the giving and taking a child in

adoption. The mode of giving and taking a child

in adoption continues to stand as Hindu law and

usage, and it is perfectly clear that amongst the

(1) Bhagwan Singh v. Bhagwan Singh, 26 I. A. 153. Lali». Murli*

dhar, 24 All. 195.

(2) Sohna Mai v. Nanak Chand, 49 Punj. R. 1911, 9 I, C. 36.

Chuttun v. Ram Chand, 86 Punj. R. 1904. Sohmun v. Ramdyal, 79 Punj.

R. 1901. Harnaman v Atma, 24 Punj. R. i960.

(3) Chinda v. Akbar, 49 Punj. R. 1909, 2 I. C. 91.

(4) Kusum Kumary v. Satyaranjan, 31 Cal, 999,
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twice-born classes there could be no such adoption

by deed, because certain religious ceremonies, the

datta honiarn in particular, are in their case requi-
Datla Homa

site.” (1) The rule has been followed in Calcutta,

Allahabad and Bombay. (2) But as regards the

twice-born castes, there were some early decisions in

Madras denying the necessity of' the Datta Homa. (3)

But by later decisions, it has been settled that the

rule exists. (4) It has been however, held by that

Court that the ceremony may be performed sub-

sequent to the gift and acceptance, even after the

giver and the taker are dead. (5)

It should however, be mentioned that in Madras,

it has been held that in the case of an adoption

from the same gotra no Dattahoma is necessary. (6)

In Bombay and Allahabad (7) also, it has been

decided that in the case of the brother's son and

the daughter’s son, no such ceremony is necessary,

according to the text of Yama. It is probably

not necessary in the case of all agnates.

In Bombay, it has been held that an untonsured

widow may adopt and depute a third party to

(1) Mohashai Shosinath v. Srimati Krishna Sundary, 7 I. A. 250,

6 Cai. 381.

(2) Bhairab Nath Sye v. Mohesh Chandra Bhaduri, 4 B.L.R. A.J. 162.

Luchman ®, Mohun, 16 W R. 179. Thakur Omrao v Thakooranee, N.-W.P.

H.C. 1868, 103. Ravji Vinayakrav v. Lakshmi Bai, 1 1 Bom 393. Uuebut

Rao v. Govindrao, 2 Bor. 75, 87. See however Ayma Ram v. Madho Rao,

6 All. 276, where a different opinion was expressed by some of the Judges.

(3 )
Singamma v. Ramanuja Charlu, 4 Mad. II. C. 165. Chandra Mai

v. Mukta Mala, 6 Mad. 20, Shaukaran v. Kesharan, 15 Mad. 7.

(4) Vencata v. Subhadra, 7 Mad. 548. Subbarayar v. Subbammal,

21 Mad. 497. Govindayyar v. Dorasammi, 11 Mad. 5.

(5) Subbaragyar®. Subbammal, 21 Mad. 497. Vencata v. Subhadra,

7 Mad. 548.

(6) Govindayyar®. Dorasami, ir Mad. 5.

(7) Uuebut Rao v. Gobind Rao, 2 Bor. 75, Ayma Rama v. Madho
Rao, 6 All. 276.
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Jaina Law.

perform the Datta Homa. (i) In Bengal, an un-

chaste widow was held incompetent to adopt

because she could not perform the ceremonies (2).

Where the adopted son has been recognized

as such for many years, the due performance of

the ceremonies may be presumed, (3)

Among Jainasithas been held that a widow

can adopt without any permission from her

husband, and no ceremonies are necessary but due

publicity is indispensable. (4) Hem Chandra the

leading authority on Jaina Law lays down the

following rules on the subject.

“The widow having no male issue should

establish as master of her husband’s estate in the

presence of five witnesses, after having taken him

by the rules of adoption, the brother’s son (of the

husband), in his default, the son of a member of the

family whether his initiatory ceremonies have been

performed or not, in his default, the son of the

daughter, in his default, the son of a Bandhu, in

his default, a boy of the same Gotra and in his

default, the younger brother of the husband seven

years old.

“If a childless man or woman takes an adopted

son (he or she should) get a deed executed by his

mother, father and the like, attested by bis relations

and properly stamped with the seal of the King,

and should invite the relatives and agnates with

respect
;
and should with songs by women having

(1) La^shmibai v, Ram Chandra, 22 Horn. 590.

(2) Sayamala v, Saudamini, 5 B. L. R. 362.

(3) Vyas Chemal Lai v. Vyas, 2$ Bom. 473. Sabo v. Nahagun,

2 B. L, R. 51 App.

(4) Srimandarji v, Fatehchand, 20 I. C. 553 (Punjab) Punjab customs

82. Lakmi Chand v % Gatto Bai, 8 All. 310.
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husbands living and music and other benedictory

ceremonies go to the temple of the Jina and make

before the Jina the Swastika and make presents

according to ability to Guru and having bowed and

having made good gifts in charity should return

to his own house ** and then should cause the birth

ceremony of the adopted son to be performed by

the invited Guru.

“If a legitimate son by a wife of the same caste

be born subsequently, the adopted son becomes

entitled to a fourth share. The sons by wives of

different castes become entitled to food and

raiment.

“ The legitimate son and the adopted son are

the two principal sons. The son purchased, the

younger brother and the daughter’s sons are subsi-

diary sons. These are the five kinds of sons

allowed by the Shastras of the Jainas. These

sons are declared heirs.” (1)

“ And another son born of good family should

be established. A son can be taken from all castes

for good name.” (2)

In a recent case it has been held that though

the rules of Hindu Law apply to Jaina adoptions,

by custom a widow can adopt without authority

and a daughter’s son and a married man can

be adopted. (3)

In the Punjab, custom is very often difficult to

ascertain. Among Agarwala Banias of Sira, it has

been held that there can be adoption without strictly

(1) Arhanmti Sec. 54-70. Vol. II. p. 310-311.

(a) Arhanmti Sec. 89. Vol. II. p. 31a.

(3) Ashrafi Kunwar v. Uubchand, 30 All. 197. Lakhmi v. Gatto,
8 All. 319. See 29 AH. 519.
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following Shastric rules about the ceremonies, (i)

The hitherto unpublished book on Jaina Law which

is translated and published in the second volume of

this book for the first time will, it is hoped, make

the law applicable to Jainas easily ascertainable.

Among the Burmese no formal ceremony is

Burmese necessary for adoption but due publicity of the act

is necessary and must be adequately proved. An

adult may also be adopted among them. (2)

We have already seen that in the case of Sudras,

„ it has been held that no ceremonies are ncces-

nies^necessary sary. (3) The late Dr. Siromany contended with

great force that, according to both the Mimansa

and the Chandrika, it could not be held that no

ceremonies were necessary, The Homa can never

be required. Other ceremonies may be performed

and are usually performed, and they consist in

giving and taking and making gifts to Brahmins.

The matter has been fully dealt with in the Chapter

on Sudras. It has been held that even in the case

of Sudras, there cannot be an adoption simply by

the execution of deeds. There must be an actual

handing over of the child by its natural parents to

the adopter. (4)

As regards the mode of giving, we have already

Gift by «n seen that a gift may be made through an agent. (5)

If the father had actually made over the child in his

(t) Jewan Mullz'. Harichaul, n Tunj L R. 1909,

(2) Ma Yivel V. Ma Me, *36 Cal. 976, P. C.

(3) Indramany Choudhurani v, Behary Lall Mullick, 5 Cal. 770, P. C.

Thangathani v. Ramu, 5 Mad. 358.

(4) Mahashoya Soshinath Ghose v. Krishna Sundari, 7 I. A. 236

6 Cal. 381.

( 5 )
Vyai Kangam V, Lakshman, 8 Bom. H. C. 244. Jamna Bai*. Ray

Chand, 7 Bora* 225,
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lifetime, the formal gift at the ceremonies of adop-

tion may be made after his death by a brother. (1)

The doctrine of Factum Valet, which is un-

known to Hindu Lawyers, excepting Gimutavahana,
Doctrine of

has been adopted in case of adoption in certain FiCtum v»i«t.

matters. But its application, the Allahabad High

Court says, “should be confined to questions of

formalities, ceremonies, preference in the matter of

selection and similar points of moral or religious

significance and which relate to what may be

termed the modus operandi of adoption but do

not affect its essence. Minor points of form and

the like not affecting the essence of the transaction

can properly be the subject of the application of

the doctrine.” (2) Sir Michael Westropp C.
J. also

observed : ‘‘In the maxim quod fieri nondebit

factum valet, factum must not be understood to

mean a transaction which is a mere nullity nor on

the other hand should debit be read as if it were

potuit." (3) Mr. Mayne says that ‘‘ the principle is

only applied where a legal precept has been re-

duced by independent reasoning to moral sugges-

tion" and " can not sanction for instance the right of

an undivided brother to dispose of more than his

share or an adoption by widow without the authori-

ty of her husband.” We have already seen that the

commentators have clearly laid down what adop-

tions are valid and what are not and there is little

room for speculation about the applicability of the

doctrine. Even in the matter of forms and cere-

(1) Vencata v. Subhadra, 7 Mad. 584.

(2) Ganga v. Lekhraj, 9 All 293.

(3) Lakshmappa v. Ramara, 12 Bomb, II. C, 384.

Gopal v. Hanmant, 3 Bomb. 373.
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monies those which are essential have been declared

by the commentators. Certain adoptions, which are

invalid according to the commentators, have been

declared valid by the decisions of our Courts, and

certain forms and ceremonies have been declared

non-essential. They are all described in detail in

these pages. It is submitted that it is not allow-

able to invoke the aid of the doctrine to validate

adoptions other than those described above, which

can not be supported according to the commenta-

tors. Adoptions according to custom are governed

by less stringent rules.

When a boy is given for a price or in consi-

Receiptof
deration of an allowance, the adoption is invalid, (i)

consideration But in Madras, it has been held that though

validates"

1

the receipt of a consideration by the natural father

adoption.
;s jHegal and opposed to public policy, the adoption

is separable from such transaction and is thus not

void. (2) This is not in accordance with the rules

of the commentators but there is much to recom-

mend it on grounds of equity as regards the boy

adopted. In the latest case on the question, the

Madras High Court has held that the acceptance

of a valuible consideration for giving one's consent

necessary to validate an adoption, vitiates the adop-

tion. The judges cite the case of Mayappa v.

Nagappa mentioned above without approving it but

without expressly dissenting from it. (3)

Adopted son The adopted son has all the rights of a

rights'onegi-
legitimate son, He becomes a co-owner, from the

timate son.
(jay 0f adoption, with the father and the other

(1) Eshan v. Hurrisb, 21 W, R.381.

(2) Marayappav. Nagappa, 29 Mad. 164.

(3)
Danakoti Ammal p, Balasundara, 36 Mad, 19,
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members of the family in ancestral property under

the Mitakshara law, (i) has the same rights of

survivorship as the legitimate son, and acquires

a right to ancestral property from the time of his

adoption, (2) and can demand partition against

the father’s wishes, (3) and" the adoptive father

cannot alienate ancestral property without his

consent after adoption, (4) though he cannot ques-

tion any alienation made before his adoption. (5)

It has been held that dispositions of a testa-
Effect of

mentary nature, intended to take effect after the ^““on
adopter’s death such as giving the widow a life-

widow
r

,

° ° life-interest.

interest and the like interest are valid, if made with

the consent of the natural father. (6) If however,

a life-interest is devised to the wife and by the

deed of permission it is provided that the widow

should remain in possession during her life-time,

it is reasonable, and it has been so held, that the

son adopted after the death of the husband should

only take a remainderman’s interest (7).

It is a difficult question whether by an agree-

ment with the natural father at the time of adop- with natural

tion, the rights of the adopted son may be curtailed. ingrightYof'*

The Madras High Court in some cases held that Jo°
P
f^“,

n

id>

they could not be so curtailed. (8) The Bombay

(1) Bachu v. Kusbaldas, 4 Bom. L. R. 883.

(2) Ayyava v. Niladatchi, 1 Mad. H. C. 45.

(3) Rambhat v, Laksman, 5 Bom. 630

(4) Rungama v, Atchma, 4 Moore 1, See. 11 W. R. 436.

(5) RunbSat v. Lakshman, 5 Bom. 630.

(6) Lakshmi v. Subramaniya, 12 Mad. 40. Vinayek Narayun v. Govin*

drao, 6 Bom. H. C. 224. Narayan Sami v. Ramasami, 14 Mad. 17a.

(7) Bspin Behary v. Brojo Nath, 8 Cal. 357.

(8) Lukshmana v, Lakshmi Ammal, 4 Mad. 160 Jagannandha

Papamma, 16 Mad. 400.
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High Court have held otherwise. (1) In a recent

case, in Madras, it has been held that an agree-

ment by the natural father executed at the time a

boy is given in adoption, to the effect that • the

adopting widow should enjoy the property for life,

is good and binding on the son. (2) The Privy

Council, in an early case held that such an agree-

ment was not absolutely void and ‘‘was at least

capable of ratification when the son comes of

age,” (3) but in a more recent case, the opinion

was expressed, that the conditions might be void

but they would not make the adoption invalid- (4)

In Bombay a Full Bench (5) have recently

approved of the rule laid down by the case of

Vencappa v. Fakergowda (6) that stipulations made
on the occasion of adoption, between the natural

parents and the adoptive mother whereby the latter

was invested with a power to make a gift of her

husband’s property to her brother, were not binding

on the adopted son and also of the rule laid down
in Ravji Vinayek Rao’s case (7) that if the stipula-

tions of an agreement contemporaneous with an

adoption were unreasonable, such as giving to the

widow an absolute power of disposition over the

property, they should be rejected as ultra vires. But

the actual point decided was that the gift of a small

portion of the property to an unmarried daughter

assented to by the natural father of the adopted son

(1) Chitko Raghunath v. Janaki, II Bom. H. C. 199. Venayakrav *r.

Lakshmi Bai, I Bom. 381. Antaji v. Dattaji, 19 Bom. 36.

(2) Visalakshi v. Sivaram, 27 Mad. 577.

(3) Ramaswami v. Vencataramaiyan, 6 I. A. 1

(4) Bhaiya Rabidat v. Inder Kuar, 16 I. A. 53 ; 16 Cal. 537.

(5) Vyasacharya v. Venkarbai 14 Bom. L. R. 1109. F, B.

(6) 8 Bom. L. R. 346.

(7) 11 Bom. 381.
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was not binding on the latter. It is difficult to see

why a widow cannot give effect to the undoubted

rights of a maiden daughter to a portion because

of a subsequent adoption.

In a recent case in Calcutta, it has been held

that when the adoptive father at the time of

adoption makes a will giving his wife a life-interest

after his death and the natural father assents to it,

the devise is binding on the adopted son. (1)

According to strict Hindu Law any bargaining

at adoption is not allowable, but there can be no

objection to making any arrangement for proper

management of property during the minority of an

adopted son. It should be remembered that this

difficult question can arise only when the property is

ancestral under the Mitakshara law and the adopted

son gets an interest by law on adoption, but when

the parties are governed by the Dayabhaga law or

the property is self-acquired, the adoptive father

has every right to dispose of his estate in any way

he likes.

An adopted son holds precisely the same
. . , r . * f . Inherits both

position, as a son born, in respect of inheritance both adoptive

as regards the adoptive father and the adoptive m^her’s
and

mother and his status is similar to that of a son Pr°Peities-

born also, as regards the performance of obsequial

ceremonies, excepting as to the period of performing

the Adya Sraddha. (2) According to the Nirnaya

Sindhu an adopted son, unlike the Aurasa son, sraddhf
t0

when uninvested with the sacred thread, can not

perform the Adya Sraddha. (3)

(1) Ilarendra Nath Avasti v. Shib Sundari Debi 3 I. C. 376.

(2) Radha Prasad Mullick v. Rani Mani Dassee, 33 Cal. 947 J*\ 1L

Umasanker Maitra v. Kali Kamal, 10 I. A. 138. Poddokumari v. Jaga

Kishor Acharya, 5 Cal. 615. (3) Nirnaya Sindhu, p. 347.
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He also inherits the Stridhana of the adoptive

mother like an Aurasa son. (i)

An Aurasa son can be disinherited, and is

not even entitled to maintenance, except when

he is an infant, but in the case of an adopted son,

disinherition was considered by Mr. Macnaghten

to be inequitable. He may be in the same position

as the Aurasa son, but he is certainly entitled

to maintenance. The Privy Council, however, have

held that he has no rights higher than that of

the Aurasa son, and that there cannot be “an

implied contract not to make a will, the consider-

ation for it being the giving of the son by the

natural father.’’ (2)

A devise to a widow of a life-interest and after

her death, to an adopted son provided he be of

good character and obedient to the widow has been

upheld in the Calcutta High Court in a Dayabhaga

case. (3) It must be said however that the condi-

tion about good character and obedience is not

capable of ascertainment according to a fixed

standard and may lead to vague and indefinite

charges.

The rights of the adopted son can thus

be curtailed by agreement and he may be wholly

disinherited under the Dayabhaga or in respect

of self-acquired property under the Mitakshara. (4)

But in any event, he has certainly the right to

maintenance and expenses of marriage which every

discarded adopted son has got under the Smritis.

(1) Tinkouree v. Dinonath, 3 W. R. 49. Gunga Prasad v. Budh

Sen, 11 1 . C. 27,

(2) Sree Raja Rao Vencata v. Court of Wards, 26 I. A. 83.

(3) Surendra Nath Ghose v. Kalachand Banerji, 12 Cal. W, N. 668.

(4) 12 C. W. N. 668, 3 I. C. 376.
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An adopted stepson and a natural born step- son

son take equally, not as sons but as Sapindas collaterally

of the husband, the Stridhan of a stepmother.(i) !ndmat«nai

An adopted son succeeds collaterally
relations '

exparte paterna, even to the estate of an agnate

removed more than three degrees, (2) and is

also entitled to inherit exparte materna, just

like a legitimate son. (3)

Under the Dayabhaga, the adopted son SHarejrfttie

takes one-third of the entire estate, when there when there is

is one Aurasa son, but half the share of a legiti- sonln^
0™

mate son, when there are more than one. (4)
Benga1,

Under the Benares school, it was held in The rule in

some cases that the adopted son takes one-third Orlssa/Bom.

of the share of an nfterborn son ($\ This ^adr^and

is the opinion of Mr. Mayne and Babu Golap an
)
ons

Chunder Sircar, but is not correct.

In a recent case, from Orissa in Calcutta,

it was held that under the Saraswati Vilasha,

as well as under the Mitakshara, the adopted

son is entitled to a fifth part of the entire

estate. (6) In Bombay both under the Mayukha

and the Mitakshara, and in Madras, it has been

held that the adopted son takes a fifth of the

estate, i.e., one-fourth of the share of an after-

born son. (7) This rule applies to all the

(0 Gungadhur v. Haralal, 43 Cal. 941.

(2) Mukund v. Bykunt, 6 Cal. 289 Taramohun v. Kripamoyi, 9
W. R. 423. '3) Puddokumary v. The Court of Wards, 8 Cal. 362, P. C.

Kelikuamar v Umasunker, 10 Cal. 232, P. C. Radha v. Rani, 33 Cal. 947
F. B. Sumbho Chunder Chowdhury v. Narain, 3 Kuapp 55 P. C. (1*35).

Nagendra v. Banku, 20 C W. N 702, see 18 B. L. R. 172 32 I. C.

401. Joykishore v Punchoo, 4 C L. R. 455 (4) Tara Mohun v.

Kripamoyee, 9 W. R 423, Birbhadra v Kalpataru, 1 Cal. L. J 388.

( 5)
Preag Singh v. Ajoodhea Sing, 7th Dec. 1825, S.D. A. V. p 96.

(6) Birbhadra v Kalpataru, 1 Cal. L.
J. 388.

(71 Giriapa «. Ninga^a, 1780m. 100 Narayan 9 Nana Monohur,

7 Bom H.C A C ]. 153 Karuturi v Karuturi, 29 Mad. L ]. 710
Rukhab v Ch uni, 16 Bom. 347 (in this cise Jainas were held to be

governed by the Mitakshara but the share of the adopted son was
erroneously held to be one fourth.)
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Provinces where the Dattaka Mimansa prevails

and even in the case of Sudras.

According to the rule of Dattaka-Chandri-

ka, among Sudras, the adopted son takes

equally with an afterborn son. The rule was

given effect to in Madras (1) and also in some

cases in Bengal. (2) Sir F. M. Macnaghten,

Shatna Charan Sircar Jogendra Nath Siromoni

and Golap Chunder Sircar were of a different

opinion (3) The Madras High Court in the

most recent case on the question has held that

such an adopted son takes one-fifth and not

half (4) and has further held that the authority

of the Chandrika cannot override the undoubt-

ed authority of the Rishis, as held by the

Privy Council (5) Sir A. T. Mukherjee in a

recent case, where he doubts the necessity of

Datta Homa, has questioned the authenticity

of the Dattaka Chandrika itself. (6)

In an impartible Raj, the rule is clear, and

it has been followed in our Courts, that the

aurasa son alone takes. (7)

An adopted son of a junior member of the

family of a holder of an impartible property, it

has been held, has the same rights to main-

tenance as an aurasa son, (8) and thus it is

clear that the adopted son is entitled to main-

tenance even where there is an aurasa son.

It has been held in Calcutta that the adopted

son of one daughter takes equally with theAurasa

(1) !<aja*. Subbaraya, 7 Mad. 253. (2) A. 0 . D. No. 148 of 1882.

Bramanund Mahanty v Chowdhury (unrep.) Asita v. Nerode, 20 C. W.
N. 901. (3) Macnagbten’s Considerations on Hindu Law, 233. Vyavastha
Darpana, 913*915. See Siromoni’s Hindu Law, Sircar’s Adoption.

(4) Karuturi v, Karuturi, 31 I C. 574, 2pjdad. L. J 7ro, Ayyavu
v. Niladatchi, 2 Mad. H. C. 45. (5) Sarivalasu v. Sarivalasu, 26 1 . A. 113;
Puttu Lai v, Parbati, 42 I. A, 155. (6) Kakti *. Lakpati, 20 Cal. L. ).

319, 27 I. C. 39. (7) Ramasami v, Sundaralinga Sami, 17 Mad. 455.

(8) Sri Abhinya Puma Priya t>. Ami Rangasawmy, 15 I, C. 412.
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son of another. (1) The decision is open to doubt.

The Aurasa son of the daughter of a sonless man

is a Putrikapuira. The adopted son can never

attain to that position and strictly, is neither a

Sapinda nor a Bandhu. The Smritis give the

Aurasa'son of the daughter only as a Putrikaputra

the right to perform the Sraddha of the maternal

grandfather.

It has been held in Calcutta that on partition

in a Mitakshara family, an adopted son and the Rights of son

son of an adopted son, though members of a joint
adoPted

family, stand exactly in the same position and

take the share proper of an adopted son, i.e., half of

the share of the Aurasa son, notwithstanding their

being members of a joint Mitakshara family. The

decision is based on Dattaka-Chandrika, Sec. V.,

paras. 24-25, the translation of which, as was

pointed out in Shatna Charan’s Vyavastha-Darpana,

is incomplete. The passage, according to the

translation adopted by the judges, runs thus

:

‘‘Therefore by the same relationship of brother and

so forth, in virtue of which the real legitimate son

would succeed to the estate of a brother or other

kinsman, the adopted son of the same description

obtains his due share. And in the went of the

ancestor having other sons, a grandson by adoption

•whosefather is dead obtains the share of an adopted

son. Where such son may not exist, the adopted

son takes the whole state even." “Since it is a

restricting rule that a grandson succeeds to the

appropriate share of his own father, the son given,

when his adopter is the real legitimate son of the

(1) Snrjakant Nundi v. Mohesh Chunder, 9 Cal. 70. Radha Prosad v,

Ranee Mani. « Cal. Q41 F. B.
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paternal grandfather, is entitled to an equal share

even with a paternal uncle who is also such descrip-

tion of son : therefore a grandson who is an

adopted son, may (in all cases) inherit an equal

share even with an uncle. This must not be

alleged (as a general rule). For there would be

this discrepancy : where the father of the grandson

were an adopted son, he would receive a fourth

share : but the grandson, if he, were such son

(of him) would receive an equal share (with an uncle

in the heritage of the grandfather). And accord-

ingly, whatever share may bfe established by law

for a father of the same description as himself, to

such appropriate share of his father does the indi-

vidual in question (viz. :
“ the adopted son of one

adopted ") succeed. Thus, what had been advanced

only is correct. The same rule is to be applied

by inference to the great-grandson also.” (i) The
judgment may be correct in the main, but how
the adopted grandson was held to be entitled to

one-half the share to which he would be entitled

if he were Aurasa it is difficult to see. Under
the Mitakshara law and the Dattaka-Mimansa he

would be entitled to one-third of such share, and

not half. The judges apparently applied the

Bengal rule in the case. The Madras High Court

has doubted the correctness of the interpretation

of the texts mentioned above by the Calcutta High

Court. (2) In a later case the Calcutta High Court

has dissented from the earlier decisions and held

that the adopted son of a natural born son is

(1) Ragahavanud v. Saddu Charan Das, 4 Cal. 425 Dinanath v. Gopal

9 C. L. R. 379.

{2) Raja v Subbaraya, 7 Mad, 353.
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entitled to the whole of .his father’s share on a parti-
,

tion of the grandfather’s estate, (i) The Bombay

High Court in a recent case followed the earlier

Calcutta decision, holding that even in Bombay the

Dattaka Chandrika was a leading authority. (2)

The Privy Council have set the matter at rest by

holding that the adopted son of a natural born

son took equally with the Aurasa son of another

natural-born son. (3)

Under the Mitakshara the son adopted by a

separated or a joint coparcener becomes at once a

member of a joint family with his father and a will

by the latter is ineffectual.^) .

The adopted son loses all rights of inheritance

in the estates of his natural parents and their rela-

tions and also all his coparcenary rights in ancestral

property under the Mitakshara, when he leaves his rights to

natural family. (5) pro^ty.

In Madras, it has been held that the adopted

son would not lose what would be termed his self- Can’t: i°se

separate pro-

acquired property, such as property derived from a petty vested

maternal relation or property inherited from the

natural fathter when he was separate and dead. (6)

But in Bombay, the contrary has been decided

and it has been held that a son given in adoption

by his mother would lose the separate property

of his father inherited by him. (7) In Calcutta it

has been held that under the Dayabhaga a boy

on whom property had vested before can not be

( 1) Baramanund Mahanti v, Chowdhry Krishna Charan, 14 Cal. L. J.

183. (3) Bachoo Harkison Das v, Nagindas Bhagwan Das, 23 I* C. 912, 43
l. A. 56 on the question of the authority of the Dattaka Chandrika.

See WamanRaghupati Bova vt Krishnaji, 14 Bom. 259 F. B. (3) Nagindas

v. Bachoo, 43 1 . A. 56. (4) Vencatanarayana v. Subbammal, 38 Mad. 412.

(5) Sri Raja Vencata v, Sri Raja Rangaya, 29 Mad. 447. (6) 29 Mad, 447.

(7) Dattatraya vt Govind, 18 Bora. L. R. 258, 34 1. C. 423,
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divested of it by subsequent adoption. (1) There is

no provision in the Hindu Law prescribing to

whom the property of the son would go in such a

case and the Madras and the Calcutta rule is surely

more reasonable and equitable.

In the Punjab the adopted son loses his rights

Rule in the
jn the paternal property, only when there is another

Pu^»h.

brotijer but he can succeed to his uterine brother. (2)

It has also been held there that the adopted son

is included within the term ‘male lineal descendant
1

and not within the term ‘heir appointed.’ (3)

A son adopted by a widow under authority

AM*4 80,1 from the husband, divests not only his adoptive

widows. mother but also her co-widow from the date of

adoption. (4) A widow, who inherits the property

of a deceased son and then adopts, also divests

herself of such property in favour of the son

adopted. (5)

An adopted son can only divest the adopting

Adopted son mother (6) If, on the death of the last male owner,

only*whohu or on death of another adopted son, the estate

adoptagain.

10
has vested in a person, male or female, other than

the widow, and such widow adopts, the son so

adopted cannot take the estate, (7) nor is the

adoption valid, though there may be authority from

the husband, (8)

(1) Bebary Lai Laha v. Kailash Chandra Laha, i C. W. N. 121.

(2) Jiwan v. Det, 13 I. C. 549. Rupun Din v. Musammat Muriam, 6
Punj, R. 1898. Chela®. Haidar, 59 Punj. R.1906. Jhanda v. Kesar, 37 Punj.

R. 1910. Mukhram v. Notram, 100 Pan}. R. 1906.

(3) Duni Chand v. Musammat Padman, 14 I. C. 40 F. B.

(4) Mandakini v. Adinath, 18 Cal. 69. See 4 Mad. 160 ; 16 Mad.
400 ; 16 Cal. 5*6, P, C.

(5) Rai Jatindra Nath v, Amrita Nath Bagchi, 5 C. W. N. 20.

(6) Bhubancswara v% Nilcomol, 12 Cal. 18.

(7) Chandra v. Gojara Bai, 14 Bom. 463. Keshavaram v. Govind
Ganesh, 9 Bom. 94. Anandibai v. Kashibai, 28 Bom. 461,

(8) Manikyamala v, Nundkumar, 33 Cal, 1306*
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In Calcutta the rule has been laid down that

a widow eventually succeeding to the estate, either

on the death of a childless son or adopted son estate has

or of the widow of such son. can make an adoption vetteri'mhn.

if she had authority. (1) The Privy Council in

the most recent case on the question has laid down

the same rule (2) and the Bombay and the Madras

cases to the contrary (3) should be considered as

overruled.

It has also been held by the Privy Council in

the case of an impartible estate in Madras, which

had vested in the brother of the last holder, that a coparcener,

son adopted by the widow of the said holder will

divest the brother. (4) It has also been held by

the Privy Council that an adoption by the widow

of a coparcener in a joint Mitakshara family, in

pursuance of a permission from the husband, is

good even when the property had vested in a

posthumous son of another coparcener. (5) Under

the rule of Gautama a posthumous son divests joint

coparceners. In a recent case, the Madras High

Court held that the theory that the adoption

should be made to the last male owner (6) does not

apply to joint Mitkshara families and by subsequent

adoption a coparcener in whom the estate had

(1) Mondakiniw. Adinath, 18 Cal. 69. See Bhoobin Moyee v. Ram

Kishore, 10 Moore 279 (Chundrabulli’s case). Raja Velanki v, Vencata,

4 I. A. I. Thayammal v. Vencatarama, 14 I. A. 67. Tara Churn v. Suresh

Chundra, 16 I. A. 166. Bhubaneswari t\ Nilcomal, 12 I. A. 137* Fai|iddin

v. Tincowri, 22 Cal. 565.

(2) Vencatanarayan v. Subammal, 38 Mad. 412 P. C.

(3) 26 Bom. 526 F. Bm 17 Bom. 164,37 Bom. 598, 33 Mad. 228, 22

Mad. L. J. 85.

(4) Srivirada Protapa v, Sri Brojokishore, 4 Mad. 69.

($) Bachoo v. Mancorebai, 31 Bom. 373 P. C.

(6) Sinnachami v, Ramasami, 22 Mad. L. J. 8$.
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vested by survivorship could be divested. (1) In

Bombay the widow of a predeceased son can adopt

with the consent of her mother-in-law in whom the

estate has vested. (2) Indeed in a joint Mitakshara

family a son subsequently adopted under authority

from a deceased coparcener must divest the surviving

coparceners, if adoptions are at all allowable.

This brings us to the question whether the

Whether adopted son is to be considered as having the rights

Mian the of the posthumous son. A child begotten has, if

subsequently born, all the rights of a child in

S0B-
existence. (3) In some early cases it was decided,

that the adopted son had such rights. But the

Privy Council have held that the mere fact of

there being authority given by the husband to

adopt a son did not before an adoption had actually

taken place supersede and destroy her personal

rights as a widow. (4)

It is now settled that though the adopted

How fa son has the right to question unauthorized acts

•^natmsby of the widow, he cannot be considered as a
the widow,

posthumous S011j s0 that the rights of the widow

or other heirs should be in abeyance till adoption,

and he is bound by an alienation made by the

widow, with the consent of the next rever-

sioner (5). and limitation runs against him from the

(l) Madana Mohun v. Purushthama, 24 I. C. 999. See Vencappn

Bapu v. Jivaji Krishna, 25 Bom. 306. Surendra Nandun v. Sailaja Kant Das
Mahapatra, 18 Cal. 396.

(f) Shedappa v. Ningpa, 38 Bom. 724. Payappa v. Appana, 23

Bom. 327. See 32 Bom. 496, 22 Bom 551 F. B., 33 Mad 228.

(3) Mangli v. Sobha Singh, (1913) Punj., W. R 607. See 16 Mad.

76, 14 1. C. 60.

(4) Bamundoss v. Musmut Tarinee, 7 Moore 169. See 5 Cal. 25 1

;

5 Bom. 637 ; 11 Bom. 609 ; 19 Bom. 36 809. Contra. 18 Bom. L. R. 954.

(5) Rajkristo v, Kishore, 3 W.R. 14. Bijoygopal v. Nilratan, 30 Cal. 900.

Contra. Moti Raiji v, Laldas, 18 Bom. L. R, 954.
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date of adoption. (1) But an adopted son can

avoid an unjustified alienation by a widow who

adopted him from the date of his adoption. (2)

It has been recently held in Calcutta dissenting

from some earlier cases that when a widow adopts

a son and then makes an alienation and after that

adopts a second son the first having died and this

second son dies leaving a widow, the reversioners

of such widow are barred if the suit is brought

after twelve years from the date of the second adop-

tion
(3) as the cause of action accrued on that

date. The judges doubted the correctness of the

decision in the case of Prosono Nath Ray v. Af-

zalunnesa(4) hut 0,1 a careful examination it will be

found that the decision in that case, namely

that a reversioner who was a minor at the date of

an alienation by a widow during the life time of her

son who died a minor and on whose death a son

was adopted, who also died leaving no other heirs,

might sue within 3 years of his attaining majority,

does not seem to be open to question.

We have already seen that the adopted son is

heir to the adoptive mother. (5) There were conflic- Adoptive

ting decisions in Bombay about it but since in the ™ghtf'of**

recent case mentioned below the Privy Council have

held that the adoptive mother has the legal status

of the natural mother(6), the Bengal decision should

be held to have laid down good law. The adoptive

(1) Moro Narayun v . Balaji, 19 Bom. 809.

(2) Ramkrishna v. Tripnrabai, 33 Bom. 88.

(3) Amrita Lai Bagchi v. Jotindra Nath Chowdhury, 32 Cal. 162, See

Gobind Nath Ray v, Ramkanay, 24 W. R. 183.

(4) Prosonno Nath Ray v. Afzalonnesa, 4 Cal. 323.

(3) Tincowree v. Dinanath, 3 W. R, 40.

(6) 26 I. A. 246.
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mother also succeeds to the estate of a deceased

adopted son in preference to the adoptive father

under the Mitakshara (i).

When a person having more than one wife adopts

Mutual rights a son in conjunction with one of them only, the other
of succession . , . , . . . ,

ofadopted son wives do not acquire the same legal status with

of'adoptive respect to the adopted son as the wife who joins her

mother. husband in making the adoption and cannot suc-

ceed to his estate in preference to an agnatic heir

and can be no heir at all under the Bengal school

being in the position of a step-mother. (2) The Privy

Council in a recent case have held that the Bengal

decision mentioned above is correct and that the

adoptive mother is entitled to succeed in preference

to the wives of the adoptive father who were not

associated with him in making the adoption. (3)

Under the Bengal and Mitakshara schools of law

therefore such wives of the adoptive father are no

heirs of the adopted son but if they are to be con-

sidered as step-mothers they may come in under the

Bombay school after the grandmother and before

the paternal uncle’s son’s son (4), and in Madras

after the Sagotras. (5) It is difficult to see how, if

these females are no heirs, the adopted son can be

their heirs or heirs of their father’s family. But if

the fiction of law is complete and these females be

considered as step-mothers the adopted son may

inherit their Stridhana as a step-son under the Daya-

bhaga school. Dr. Siromani was of opinion (6) that

(1) Anandi v, Mari Sata, 33 Bom. 404.

(2) Kasheesharee v. Grish Chandra, W. R. 1804. P. 71.

(3) Annapumi v. Forbes, &6 I. A. 246.

(4) Russoobi v. Zooleka, 19 Bom. 707.

(5) Kessarbai v

\

Veran, 5 Mad. 29.

(6) Siromani’s Hindu Law, P. 197.
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there can be no relationship between the adoptive

mother’s co-widow and the adopted son “ as the

primary son of one of several wives is a secondary

son of his mother’s co-wives Manu IX. 163 ,

”

and

“there cannot be an atidesh from an atidesh”

That the ingenuity of modern commentators

and pundits is responsible for the supposed un-

reasonableness in the law of the Rishis when as
the

matter of fact it does not exist, is exemplified by ad°Ptedson
.

the conflicting decisions of our Courts about the family,

status of an invalidly adopted son. That an invalid-

ly adopted son cannot lose his right in his natural

family is a proposition so clear that one is astonish-

ed at the conflict of opinion on the matter. In

Madras and Bombay and in the Punjab the correct

view of the law has been taken. (1) But in Bengal

the opinion has been expressed that an informally

adopted son loses his rights in the natural family.(2)

The difficulty has arisen from a text cited in

the Dattaka-Mimansa to the effect that a son

adopted without observing the rules ordained is

entitled to the expenses of marriage and from some

other texts which lay down that he is only entitled

to maintenance. The Madras Court has held

that an invalidly adopted son is not entitled to

maintenance because he retains his rights in the

natural family and the Bengal High Court is

of opinion that he is entitled to maintenance

because he loses his rights in the natural family.

(1) Bawaniv, Ambabay, i Mad. H. C. 363. Ayyavu v. Neladatche,

I Mad. H. C. 307. Laksmappa v . Ramova, 12 Bom. H. C. 397.

Vaithaling v. Munigan, 15 I. C. 299. Dhoorjeti v. Dhoorjeti, 30 Mad. 209.

Bawa Tekchand v. Musamut Gopal, 13 I. C. 482.

(2) Eshan Kishor v. Haris Chandra, 21 W. R. 381. Sreemutty Raj

Coomaree v. Nobocoomar, 1 Bouln 137. Ayyou Muppanar v, Neladatchi

Ammal 1. Stokes p. 7.

91
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But it will appear clear to an ordinary mind

that a man by acts of others can gain new

rights but cannot lose those which he has, unless

the law expressly takes them away. If a boy is

informally adopted and kept in the house of the

adopter and is thus deprived of the affections of his

natural family, it is reasonable that the adopter

should get him married and provide for his mainten-

ance, but it is not reasonable that he should be

deprived of his rights to his ancestral property while

he gains no such rights in the adopting family. This

is the law of the Rishis, which the Calcutta High

Court overlooked.

When a married man having a son is adopted,

as among the Jainas, the son does not lose his

rights in his grandfather’s family, (i)

A declaratory suit.is maintainable for impugn-

ing an adoption and such a suit may be brought by

a contingent reversionary heir, but as a general rule

rSSSS it must be brought by the presumptive reversionary

wit
heir, and a more distant reversioner can maintain

such a suit, only if those nearer in succession are in

collusion with the widow or have precluded them-

selves from interfering
; (2) but such circumstances

must be alleged in the plaint. (3)

In v. suit against an adopted son for a

Decree
declaration that his adoption is invalid, it is discre-

discretionary tionary with the Court to grant or refuse a decree.
in declaratory

J ®
suit. In a case where the son s widow in possession sued

(1) Kalgavda ». Somappa, 33 Bom. 669.

(2) Rani Anundkunwar v. The Court of Wards, 7 Cal. 772. Thayammu

v. Vencatnrama, 7 Mad. 401. Gurulingaswami v. Rairalakshamana, 18 Mad.

53. Kooer Goolab Sing v, Rao Karnam Sing, 14 Moore 176.

(3) Avula Garuvaya v. Avula Vancanna, 18 1. C. 213.
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for a declaration that an adoption by her mother-

in-law was void, the Privy Council refused to inter-

fere on the above ground, (1)

Even in a suit for rent, the question of tbe Ten4
?
tc*n

1
question

validity of adoption may be raised by the tenant. (2) adoption.

A person adopting is as a general rule estopped

from denying it, (3) and so are the legal representa- Estoppel bjr

tives of an adoptive mother who claim her Stridhan adoption,

as such. (4* But where the adoption is made under a

mistaken view of law, (5) or is tainted by fraud,

or undue influence or incapacity, a suit even at the

instance of the adopter is maintainable. (6) When
a third party actively participates in an adoption

and by his acts signifies his acquiescence, he is

estopped from questioning it. (7) 1 1 was held that

when a reversioner acquiesced in an adoption

under a mistake of law, he was not estopped. (8)

The Privy Council however, disapproving two

Full Bench decision of the Allahabad and Madras

Courts, (9) observed :
‘‘ Their Lordships would

have great difficulty in holding, as the High Court

did, that a series of acts by which an adoption is

professedly made and subsequently recognised

constitute a representation of law only and not of

fact.” (10) This is a just rule.

(1) Prithi Pal Kunwar v. Guman Kunwar, 17 Cal. 933 P. C. Sree-

narain Witter v. Kissen Soondry, 11 B. L. R. 171 P. C. Ram Dharam vt

Balwant, 39 I. A. 142. Kannammal v, Virasami, 15 Mad. 486*

(2) Akhoy Chandra Bagchi v, Kalapahar Haji, 12 Cal. 406 P. C.

(3) Sukbasi Lai v. Guman Sing, 2 All. 366. Dharam Kanwar v, Balwant

Sing, 30 All. 549 alTd. 34 All. 398 P. C. See 6 Cal. 381. P C.

14) Ganga Prasad Bndh Sen, it I. C. 27. See 30 All. 549,

(5) Pichuvayyan v. Subbayyan, 13 Mad. 128. Gopilal v, Chandraboli,

19 W. R. 12. P. C Govind, *. Chandrabhaga, 34 I. C. 675. Tekchand v.

Gopaldevi, 13 I. C. 482, 46 Punj R. 1912

(6) Thayammul v. Sesachala, 10 Moore 429. Soma Sekhara v.

Subbadra, 6 Bom. 524. ( 7 ) Sadashiv v. Hari, 11 Bom. H. C. 190.

(8) 7 Mad, 3 (9) Ganga Sahai v, l lira, 2 All. 809 F. B. Vishnu v.

Kribhnan, 7 Mad. 3

(10) Sarat Chander v G >pal, 20 Cal. 296 P. C. Ltichmun v»

Kalicharn, 19 W. R. 292 F. B,
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The next question is whether there is a

amtenof presumption in favour of an adoption. The Privy

Council without denying the force of “the presump-

tion which arises from the religious duty which is

upon every childless Hindu to adopt,” say that it is

of a very weak character, (i) A valid authority

where it is necessary and also the fact that the

boy was properly given away and that the adoption

was made according to law must be proved. (2)

And the onus is primarily on the party alleging

adoption. (3)

The authority to adopt may be presumed,

When should when the fact of the adoption and the due per-
authority and

.

r
.

r

due per- formance of ceremonies are admitted and the
formanceof . . .... . . .

ceremonies ie next reversioners acquiesce in it tor a long time. (4)
presumed.

Where the adopted son has been in possession

and been recognized as validly adopted for a series

of years, formal proof of the performance of cere-

monies may be dispensed with. (5) The Privy

Council have recently held that when there is

an absence of proof on account of great lapse of

time, there may be a presumption in favour of an

adoption set up for a long time but “to justify

such a presumption there should be established an

initial probability that the adoption was likely to

have been validly made and that the conduct of the

parties cognizant of the facts has been at least con-

sistent with such an hypothesis.” (6)

(1) Nilmadhub v, Bissumbhar, 12 W. R. i*. C. 1 .

() Chowdhury Pudumsing v, Koer Odeysing, 12 W. R. P. C. I. liar

Shaker v , Lai, 29 All 519 P. C. (3) Rajagopal 0, Natta Govinda,9 I. C.

342. Vencata v. Papaya, 9 Mad. L. j. 128.
.

*

. (4) Rajendra v. Jogendra, 15 W. R„ P. C. 41. Grishchandra v, Randal,

. I. W. R, 145. Anund Kao v. Gonesh, 7 Bom. H. C., p. 33. Guruprosonno v.

Nilmadhub, ai W. R. 84. Hrojokishore v. Srinath, 9 W. R. 463.

(5) Sabo t\ Naba, u W. R, 380. Chowdhury Heera v. Brojo Sunder,

18 W. R. 77 D. Vencata v. D. Papaya, 21 I. C. 737, 9 Mad. L. J, 128*

() Hat Shanker Propap v. Lai Raghuraj, 29 All. 519 P. C,
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In case of an admitted adoption, the question of

its validity cannot be raised in proceedings for certi-

ficate for collecting debts. (1)

When the adoption is admitted but incapacity

of the adopted son is alleged, the onus of proof is

on the person who sets up such incapacity. (2)

An injunction for restraining an adoption has

never been granted by our Courts. (3)

It is a question of some difficulty, whether,

when a son is adopted, pending a litigation by the

widow, he is bound by the result. There was one case Adojtion

with regard to an impartible estate descendible to legation,

males only, when the widow was in wrongful posses-

sion and adopted only when she was sued by the

rightful heir, in which the question of the right of

the son so adopted was discussed. It would seem

that the pendency of a suit cannot affect the right

of the son adopted to the inheritance.

It has been held in Bengal, that a decree

obtained against the widow may be executed against

a son adopted pending the suit, (4) he being bound Decreeagainst

by the result of the suit. (5) When a widow sets Kg'™
1"

up a title adverse to the adopted son and executes
ldop,edson ‘

a mortgage by which the estate is benefited, it has

been held in Allahabad that a decree obtained on

such mortgage cannot be executed against the

adopted son. (6) When the decree is obtained by

(1) Nanku Singh v. Purmdhan Sing, 12 W, R. 356. See also 15 Cal.

585 ; 3 Bom. 292.

(2) Kusumkumary v. Salya Ranjan, 30 Cal. 999.

(3) Assur v. Ratan Bai, 13 Bom. 56 Run Bahadoor v. Lucho Koer,

4 C L. R. 270.

(4) Satish Chandra Lahiri v, Nilcomol Lahiri, 11 Cal. 45. Rambhatp.

Lakmun, 5 Bom. 630.

(5) Harisaran Moitra v. Bhubaneswari, 15 1 . A. 195.

(6) Ambica v. Dwarka, 4 All. L. J. 795. See 27 Bom. 390.
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the widow who adopts pending the suit, she is

accountable to the adopted son for any benefit

derived under the decree, if it is in respect of the

estate of her husband, (i)

Two questions of some difficulty remain to be

considered. The first is whether an adopted son

whose adoption is invalid under the law can succeed

as a persona designata. The second is, what is

the period of limitation for a suit by or against an

alleged adopted son.

Upon the first question the Privy Council in

so" the case of Nidhumani v. Saroda Pursad, ft 1 . A.

253) held that where a Hindu by his will directed

as follows :
“ And as 1 am desirous of adopting a

son 1 declare that 1 have adopted Koibullo Persad

* * * when he comes to maturity the executor

shall make over every thing to him to his satisfac-

tion,” it was a gift to a designated person who took,

even if the adoption failed. In the case of Fanindra

Deb v. Rajeswar Das, (11 Cal. ^63) it was held

that an Angikar-patra in favour of an invalid

adopted son by name did not pass the property,

when it was a gift to him as an adopted son.

The decision was considered in later cases, and

the Privy Council have since held that in Fanindra

Deb’s case the Angikar-patra might be con-

strued either as a disposition of property or as

a declaration of the consequences flowing from

adoption, and that on the peculiar language of

the deed, it was not held to be the former and

therefore did not pass the property to the in-

validly adopted son. It has also been held that

(1) Dharmlal v. Musumut Sham Shundari, 3 Moore 229.
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“ where a testator recited that he had been keep-

ing a minor as his adopted son and thereby gave

properties to him absolutely, describing him as

adopted, the gift was not conditional upon the adop-

tion having been completed ’’

or upon its being

good in law. (1) It has even been held that where

the gift was to one by name, but described as a legi-

timate son when he was not so, it was not good. (2)

The Allahabad High Court in a recent case have

held that in the particular case before them, an

Wajibularz was a testamentary disposition, and

though the gift was to one described as an adopted

son, who could not be legally adopted, that fact was

a mere misdescription
;
and that the intention of the

testator should be looked to in such cases, the

question being whether the assumed fact of the

adoption is not the reason and the motive of the

gift. In a recent case where the bequest was to

, a daughter and on her death to her daughter’s son

who was described as her adopted son, it was held

that the bequest to the daughter’s son was good,

though he was wrongly described as the adopted

son. (3)

We next come to suits by and against adopted

sons. A declaratory suit will always lie, either by or

against an adopted son, to declare an adoption valid

or invalid. Such suits must be brought within six

years, in the first case, from the time when the

rights of the adopted son are interfered with, and

(1) Subbaryaer v. Subbammat, 27 I. A. 162. See Manjamma v. Shesh*

gire, 26 Bom. 496. Bireswar Mukurji v. Ardha Chunder, 16 I. A. 101.

Surendra Keshub v. Doorga Sundar, 19 I. A. 108.

(2) Sree Raj Vencata v. The Court of Wards, 26 I, A. 83.

(3) Murari Lal». Kundan La), 31 All. 337.

Limitation in

suit by and

against adopt-

ed son.
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in the second case when the alleged adoption be-

comes known to the plaintiff.

The period of limitation for a declaratory suit is

always six years. The difficulty arises when the suit is

for possession of land by or against an adopted son.

The leading case on the question is that of

Jagadamba v. Dakhina, (1) in which it was held that

a suit for possession of land by reversioners within

1 2 years, but after 6 years, after the death of the

widow who had adopted the defendant who was

in possession, was barred by Art. 129 of Act 9 of

1871. Their Lordships distinguished the case from

that of Raj Bahadoor v. Achumbit Lai (2) in which

the following observations had been made :
“ their

Lordships are clearly of opinion, that this provision

relating to adoption, though it might bar a suit

brought only for the purpose of setting aside the

adoption, does not interfere with the right, which

but for it a plaintiff has of bringing a suit to recover

possession of real property within 1 2 years from the

time when the right accrued. * Their Lordships

said that it was a case in which there was no real

adoption, but an attempt at adoption by the widow
by executing only a deed of adoption. The case

of Mohesh Narain v. Taruck Nath (3) was also a

case under the old act, and the rule laid down in

Jagadamba ’s case was followed, but an observation

was thrown out, that “it would be more than doubt-

ful ” whether the new Act of 1877 would make any
difference. In a later case on the question before

(1) 13 I. A. 84; 13 Cal. 308. Sec Thakuraya v. Sheo, 2 All 872
Zulfikar Villuna, 3 All. 148.

' ’

(2) 6 I. A. 83.

(3) 20 I. A. 30 ; 20 Cal. 487.
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the Privy Council, it was held, that when there

is no knowledge of adoption, or no possession by

the adopted son, or when the adoption was by the

widow to herself and not to the husband, six years’

limitation did not apply. (1)

In a recent case for possession by the next

heir where the invalid adoption was by a lady

having absolute proprietary right as an Oude

Talukdar, the Privy Council held that Jagadamba

Chowdhrani’s case was under the Act of 1871 and

it was admitted by Mr. Cohen. Counsel for the

defendant before the Board that “ if the Act of 1877

applied bis client was out of Court.” (2) In the

latest case before the Privy Council on the question,

where however the parties were Muhammadans
among whom no adoption in law could take place,

the Judicial Committee held that the “omission to

bring within the period prescribed by Art, 1 18 of

the second Schedule of the Indian Limitation Act

1877 a suit to obtain a declaration that an alleged

adoption was invalid or never in fact took place is

no bar to a suit like this for possession. Their

Lordships need only refer to Tirbhuwan Bahadur

v. Rameshar Baksh Singh” (33 I. A. 156). But

there is a distinction mentioned by the Board just

after the passage quoted above. They say : ‘‘Under

the general Muhammadan Law an adoption can

not be made ;
an adoption if made in fact by a

Muhammadan could carry with it no right of

inheritance.” (3)

(1) Luchmi v. Kanhye, 22 I. A. 51. 22 Cal. 609. See Malkarjun v .

Narhari, 25 Bom. 337 P. C,

(2) Thakur Tirbhuwan v. Rameshar Baksh, 33 I. A. 156, 28 AH.
727 P. C.

(3) Muhammad Umar Khan v. Muhammad Mazuddin, 39 Cal. 418 P.C.

92
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Decisions in

Bombay.

Decisions in

Madras.

A Full Bench of the Bombay High Court

have held, that under Art. 1 18 of Act 15 of 1877,

a suit for possession in which the defendant pleads

adoption to the knowledge of the plaintiff or his

predecessor, is barred by six years’ limitation. (1)

In the latest reported case on the question,

the Bombay High Court has followed the Full

Bench decision mentioned above after a full consi-

deration of the case of Tirbhuwan Bahadur, holding

that the twelve years’ rule applied only to cases

where there could be no apparent adoption to the

deceased husband of a widow under the law. But

where there was such an adoption by a widow the

six years’ rule applied even under the Act of

1877. (2)

A Full Bench of Madras High Court have

laid down the same rule. (3)

In’a suit by an adopted son for recovery of

property in the possession of a sister under a gift

by the adoptive mother, the same Court held that

Art. 1 19 of the Act of 1877 applied. (4) In the

most recent case in that Court, the judges on a

consideration of the case of Thakur Tirbhuwan

Bahadur held that a suit for possession by the next

reversioner against a person invalidly adopted by

the widow was within time under the Act of 1877

if instituted within 12 years of the death of the

adopting mother. (5) In the new Limitation Act 9

(1) Srinivas v. Hanmant, 24 Bom. 260, followed in Barot Naran v.

Barot Jesang, 25 Bom. 26.

(2) Shrinivas v. Balvant, 37 Bom. 513, 20 1 . C. 162.

(3) Ratnamasari v. Akilandammal, 26 Mad. 291, see also 13 Mad. L. J.

145, 20 Mad. 140.

(4) Punnammal v. Ratnamasari, 13 Mad. L,*J, 144.

(5) Velaga Mongamma v, Bandlamodi, 30 Mad. 308.
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of 1908, Arts 1 1 8, 1 19, and 141 are identical in

words with the said Articles in the Act of 1877.

The Calcutta High Court have held that n .. .0 Decisions m
Art. 1 18 of Sch. 2 of Act 15 of 1877, did not apply

to a suit for possession of immoveable property,

though it may involve the question of the invalidity

of an adoption, and that such a suit by a reversioner

on the death of a Hindu widow is governed by

Art. 141. (1) The Allahabad High Court have

approved of the Calcutta decision, and held that

Art. 1 19 of the Limitation Act did not apply to a

suit for possession of immoveable property by an

alleged adopted son, whose adoption had been

denied and his rights interfered with more than

six years before suit. (2)

It has been held in Madras that on the death

of the plaintiff in a suit to declare an adoption whether right

. . . .to declaration

invalid the right to sue does not survive to the that adoption

more remote reversioner (3), on the analogy of a J,"vel

ldsur

suit to declare an alienation invalid. (4) The

Calcutta High Court has however held that the

right to declare an alienation invalid survives to

the next reversioner (5) and the ruling by analogy

would apply to a suit to declare an adoption invalid.

But this leads to the more difficult question whether

a judgment in a fairly contested suit by a rever-

sioner would bind the more remote reversioner.

The Madras High Court has expressed the opinion

(1) Ram Chandra Mukerjee v. Ranjit Sing, 27 Cal. 242, Jagannath

Prosad v. Ranjit Sing, 25 Cal. 354. Baikanta Chandra v. Kali Charan, 9 C.

W. N. 22.

(2) Lali v. Murlidhar, 24 All. 195* Chandania v. Salig, 26 All. 40.

(3) Arunachellam v. Villaya, 15 I. C. 461.

(4) Chiruvolu v. Chiruvolu, 29 Mad. 390 F.

(5) Chaudrani v. Preonath, 23 Cal. 636.

1
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that on principle the more remote reversioner

would be bound by such a judgment. (1) If the

interest were a vested one, such a judgment would

certainly bind but when it was an interest contingent

the death of a widow, the question would be one

difficult of solution. On grounds of public policy in

order to avoid a multiplicity of suits and to give

certainty to titles once found good by a proper

Court, such a judgment should be binding on all

reversioners.

A form of adoption called the Dwyamushya-

yana, is known to lawyers. In the authentic Smritis

and the older commentaries the term was applied to

the son by niyoga. (2) The Dattaka-Mimansa and

the Dattaka-Chandrika however, cite certain texts

and interpret them to mean that a boy may be so

adopted as to retain his duties and rights in both

families, and that this happens when he is the nephew

or when he is taken from a different family after his

tonsure had been performed. But it is forgotten by

the said authors and their followers that the Dattaka

can never take the property of his natural father

and thus never can be a Dwyamushyayana. Mr.

Mayne rightly observes that in the older sense the

Dwyamushyayana is obsolete. He also says that this

form in the sense mentioned in the Dattaka-Mimansa

and the Dattaka-Chandrika, ‘‘seems now to be obso-

lete,” and at all events he knows of no decided case

affirming its existence, and that was also the opinion

of the late Mr. Mandlik. The new form seems to be

a creation of the learned authors of the Dattaka-

Mimansa and the Dattaka-Chandrika, and has

(1) Arunachellam v. Villaya, 15 I. C. 461,

(2) Baudhayana, 11, 2, 12, NaradaXIII. 23.
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no foundation in the Smritis. However in some

recent cases, the form has been recognized in

Bombay, where it has been held that it is a good

form, and is allowable, not only as between brothers,

but also as between others, that not only the fathers

but mothers also can give and receive in such form

of adoption, that all the ceremonies prescribed for

it are the same as in the case of Suddha-Dattaka
,

and that the boy takes the property of both the

adoptive and natural fathers, (i)

In a recent case at Allahabad, the Dwymushya-

yana has been recognized and it has been held

that its efficacy depends on the stipulation entered

into at the time adoption between the natural

father and the adopting father and not upon any

ceremony by the father. It has also been held

that the natural mother of such a son does not lose

her rights of succession to her son in the absence

of nearer heirs. (2)

In Madras it has been held,that the Dwyamush-

yana is obsolete except among Nambudri Brah-

mans, among whom the custom prevails of adopting

a person without restriction of age, who retains his

rights in both families. (3)

The Kritrima form of adoption is good only

in Mithila, the Punjab, Kashmir, and among Adoption.

Nambudri Brahmans in Madras. In Mithila, as

we have seen, the commentators have laid down,

that there can be no adoption by a widow. The

result has been that a custom of adopting in the

Kritrima form has sprung up.

(1) Krishna v. Paramsri, 25 Bom. 537. Chinapa v. Basangavda, 21

Bom. 103. Masava v. Linganda, 19 Bom. 428.

(2) Babulal v. Shiblal, 26 All. 472

(3) Vasudevan v, The Secretary of State, 11 Mad. 157.
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The practice is supposed to be founded on the

following passage of the Dvaita-Nirnaya of Vachas-

pati-Misra :
—“ Its purpose is, for the man, that he

may be excluded from the hell denominated put ; for

the woman, that some one may exist capable of

performing her rite of Sapindikarana. Should indi-

viduals, capable of promoting these objects exist, a

son must not be adopted. Accordingly, from the

resemblance, to the condition of being parents of

male issue, where the son of a whole brother may
exist in case of a man, other persons,—and, where

the son of a rival wife may exist, by a female, sons

made, and so forth, must not be affiliated. To
this doctrine conform, Asahaya, Udyotkara, the

Kalpataru, the Parijata, the Ratnakara, and other

works.” Mr. Colebrooke says, that “the practice of

adopting sons, given by their parents, was abolished

there (in Mithila) by Sridatta and Pratihasta, al-

though the latter had been himself adopted in that

manner. Their motive was, lest a child already re-

gistered in one family, being again registered in

another, a confusion of families, and names should

thence ensue. A son adopted in the forms so

briefly noticed in the present section (Kritrima) does

not lose his claim to his own family, nor assume the

surname of his adoptive father : he merely performs

obsequies, and takes the inheritance.” Sridatta

and Pratihasta, however, in their written works did

not prohibit the Dattaka, as is pointed out by

Mr. Sutherland, and though the Dattaka is rare in

Mithila, it would be rash to say that it is illegal.

The Mitakshara, the Saraswati-Vilasa and the

Madana Parijata lay down that the Kritrima son

should be an orphan ( urafirafafN: ) The Dvaita-
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Nirnaya lays down, that the Kritrima is not in any

way related to the father of the adopter, from which

it will follow that he cannot take collaterally.

According to many text-writers and to some

old authorities, the Kritrima form is not confined where Kritri-

to the Tirhoot district and is not invalid or un-
™ rec0Bniz

known in the other districts of Behar and Benares.

But it must be said that it is an invalid form

according to the Aditya Purana and is valid in

Mithila only on account of a special custom (i), which

must be proved in the case of other districts, if it

is sought to be enforced there. It has been held

that it is not recognized among Jainas. (2) In the

Punjab, Kritrima has been recognized as good

according to established custom among non-agri-

culturists. (3)

In theory, the husband or the wife or both

together may take a Kritrima son, who is called

Kurtaputra, and such son is only heir to the

person adopting him. (4) Ordinarily however, it is

the widow, who adopts a Kritrima son, and she can

do so without any authority from the husband.
(5)

But the son, so taken, is not the heir of the husband,

but is the heir only of the widow, (6) and he does

(1)

Lakhmi Chand v. Gatto, i, All. 688. See 29 All. 517.

(2)

Golap Chundra Sircar’s Hindu Law, p. 448.

Sarbadhicary Tagore Lectures, p. 526.

Vyavastha Chandrika Vol. 2. Art. 240.

Select S. D. A. Vol. 3, p. 370. (Behar).

W. R. for 1864, p. 133. (Patna Case).

25 W. R. 256, (Gya Case).

(3) 67 Punj. L. R. 191 1, 1 13 Punj. L. R. 1908 53 Punj. W. R. 1908,

(4) Sreenarayan v. Bhya Jha, 2 Sel. Rep. 29.

(5) Shibo Korree v. Joogun Sing, 8 W. R. 155.

(6) Sree Narayun v. Bhya Jha, 2 Sel. Rep. 29. Lachman Lai v.

Mohun Lai, 16 W. R. 179.
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not, like the adopted son, lose his rights of heirship

in the family of his birth, (i) A Kritrima son can-

not inherit collaterally. “He does not become a

member of the adopting family so far as collateral

heirship is concerned, the relation of Kritrima for

the purposes of inheritance extending to the con-

tracting parties only.” (2) His sons also cannot

have the right to question an alienation by the

adopter. (3)

The Kritrima son must be of the same caste

with the adopter, but there is no restriction on the

ground of age, or on the ground of relationship, (4)

and the daughter’s son, the sister’s son, or the only

son of a father may be adopted. (5)

The consent of the son adopted is necessary,

and beyond the ceremony of taking with a libation

of water, which amounts to saying that beyond the

formality of giving and receiving, no other ceremony

is necessary.(6) Rudradhara in the Suddhi-Viveka

prescribes the following ceremony for adopting in the

Kritrima form :
“ At an auspicious hour the adopter,

of a son having bathed, and having given the boy

some acceptable present, should say—“ Be thou my
son,” and he should answer,

—
‘‘ I am become your

son.” The offer of a present is a customary form,

(1) The Collector of Tirhoot v. Huro Persad Mohunt, 7 W. R. 500.

See 9 Punj. L. R. 354.

(2) Shibo Koeree v. Joogun Sing, 8 W. R. 155. Jiwan v. Jamna Das,

10 I. C. 822, 67 Punj, L. R. 19 1 1. Baijnath v . Shamboo Nath, 113 Punj.

L. R. (1908) 53 Punj. W. R. 1908.

(3) Babu Juswant Sing v . Doole Chand, 25 W. R. 255.

(4) Ooman Dutt v. Kunhia Sing, 3 Beng. Sel. Rep. 145.

(5) Chowdhury Parmeswar Dutta Jha v, Hanuman Dutt, 6 SeU 192.

(6) Lachman Lai v. Mohun Lai, 16 W. R. 179.
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though not indispensable. The agreement of both

parties is indispensable.” (i)

It has been recently held by the Privy Council

that in Burma the Keitima (kritrima) adoption of a Kritrimain

daughter is valid (2) Keitima children are thus
Burma *

described in the law of the Dhamrnathat, Book

10, p. 305 :
—“The son and daughters of another

person who shall be publicly taken and brought up

(in order or with the understanding) that they

should be made children to inherit, they are called

Kritrima that is notoriously adopted children.”

Publicity is thus an essential element in such

adoptions.

In ancient times, there was a custom of adopt-

ing daughters and we read of such adoptions in

the Ramayanaand the Mahabharata. The mother datgtoers.

0*

of the Pandavas was an adopted daughter. In the

Manu as carried from India to Burma, such adop-

tions are recognized. But in India, the Smritis we

have got recognize the adoption of sons only who

were necessary for giving the Pinda. For more

than a thousand years in India during Bhuddhistic

domination, the efficacy of the Pinda was scouted

and adoptions of sons and daughters were conse-

quently on the same footing. With the revival of

Hinduism the old theories again possessed the

Indian mind in aggravated forms and the adoption

of daughters was ignored.

We have already seen that according to the

Smritis a Hindu has every right to appoint a how far valid,

daughter whose son as Putrikaputra would take

(1) 3 Sel. Rep. at p. 198.

(2) Ma Me Gale v< Ma Sa. Ye, 32 Cal. 216 P. C.

93
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his property like a son. In an early case it was

held that the adoption of the daughter of a brother

with the condition that the eldest son shall be

Putrikaputra of the adopted was legal but it was

essential that the adoption should take place before

marriage, (i) In a later case it was held that the

Putrikaputra was obsolete in the present day (2)

The Privy Council in a still later case expressed

the opinion that this was a custom of Hindu Law
which if not obsolete, as appears to be the opinion

of text-writers, is one which in modern times does

not seem to have been brought under the consider-

ation of courts and their Lordships therefore held

that assuming the custom to exist, in as much as it

breaks in upon the general rules of succession, must

be strictly proved. (3) But it should be obeserved

that the rights of the sons of the appointed daughter

are not based on any special custom but on a rule of

Hindu Law laid down by all the Rishis. A rule of

law does not become obsolete because it has never

been brought under the consideration of the Courts.

The ignoring of the rights of the Putrikaputra is

owing to a misapprehension and want of proper

knowledge of the law of the Rishis and the Com-
mentators.

We have seen before that by Act I of 1869

among Oude Talugdars a daughter’s son, if treated

as a son, and * his male descendants can succeed

in default of direct male issue. It is difficult to see

why this rule which is nothing but the old rule

(1) Nowal Rai v. Bhugwuttee Coowar, 6th January, 1835 6 Sel. Rep.

Cal. p. 5.

(2) Nursing Narain v> Bhutton Lall Suth. Rep p. 194*»

(3) Thakoor Jeebuath Sing v. The Court of Wards, 2 I. A. 163, 23

W. R. 409
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of the Putrikaputra should not apply to Hindus in

general. It should be remembered here that

according to Vrihaspati there can be no adopted

son, if there be a Putrika, and that is also the

opinion of Kullaka Bhatta.

The Krita or the son by purchase is invalid

in the present day and the Courts have declared

that the adoption of a son after paying a price for

him is invalid, (i) But in a recent case in Madras,

it has been held that receipt of money by the father

does not make the adoption invalid. (2)

Among the Motati Kapu or Reddi caste, a

man may take what is called an Illatom son-in-law;
™*tom

who succeeds like the son and takes an equal share

with an afterborn son or adopted son, but can not

be regarded as forming a joint family with a son,

and has not got any right of survivorship and does

not lose his rights of inheritance in his own

family. (3) The existence of a son is no bar to an

illatom adoption, though it is opposed to Hindu

Law (4) When the marriage takes place after the

death of the adopting mother, the adoption is still

good. (5)

Under the Aliyasantana Law prevalent among of

some Canarese tribes, according to a book, called “”derthe

Bhutala Pandya’s Aliyasantana Kuttukathlagalu law!

(1) EshantP. Hurrish, 21 W. R. 381. Guroomall v. Mooneesamy cited

in the goods Ameavor Chingliu Moodeliar, 1 Str. N. M. C. 71* See

Yechereddy Basapa v, Yechereddy Gowdappa. Southerland’s Privy Council

cases, p. 41.

(2) Marugappa Chetty, 29 Mad* 164*

(3) Hanumantamma v, Rama Reddi, 4 Mad. 272. Chenchamma v.

Subbaya, 9 Mad. 114. Balarami Raddi v, Pera Raddi, 6 Mad. 267.

(4) Nullury v. Kamopalli, 26 I. C. 54.

(5) Krishna v. Sambasiva, n I* C* 24. Hanumantamma v. Rama

Reddi, 4 Mad. 272.
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supposed to have been promulgated by Bhutala

Pandya, a former ruler of Canara, a person, cannot

adopt a son without adopting a daughter at the

same time. The High Court of Madras however,

has held that according to the Aliyasantan custom

a male could adopt his own son and could do so

without adopting a daughter at the same time, (i)

The Bengal and Bombay High Courts have

Adoption of^ held that the adoption of daughters by dancing girls

dancing girls is illegal. (2) In Bombay however, it has been
how far valid.

recentjy held that a prostitute may validly adopt a

daughter, when she is not attached to a temple and

\vhen she adopts not for purposes of prostitution but

with the object of having some one to perform the

funeral ceremonies and to inherit her property. (3)

The custom of adopting girls for training up as

dancing girls or for purposes of prostitution is so

clearly opposed to Hindu law and to all principles

of morality and public policy that no court should

recognize it.

In Madras, among certain castes and among
dancing girls, certain customs have been recognized

by the Courts, which, as we have seen before,

have no foundation in anything in Hindu law.

It has been held that the adoption of a daughter

by a dancing girl for purposes of prostitution is in-

valid but if it is not for that purpose it is good, though

she be designated Abimanaputhri.(4) Such adop-

tions have been held to confer rights of succession

(1) The Secretary of State v, Santaraja Shetty, 21 1. C. 432.

12) Hemcowar v. Hanscowar, 2 Mori. 133. Mathura v. Esu, 4 Bom.

545. See Ghasita v. Umrao Jan, 21 Cal. 156. Hera Naiken *. Radha
Naiken, 37 Bom, 116.

(3) Manjamma v. Scshgirirao, 26 Bom. 491. Ram v. Bhanrao, 4 Boro.

L 3 r 5 « (4 ) Nagamuthu v.Dasi Sundaram, 32 1. C. 743.
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to the girls adopted, (1) and that more than one

girl may be adopted, and we have seen how nice

questions of survivorship have been discussed with

great show of learning, in this connection.

It is a matter of satisfaction that the Madras High

Court have at last in a very recent case disapproved

of the rule laid down in Venca v. Mahalinga and

have held the adoption of daughters by dancing

girls is not only invalid but is illegal (2). In Bengal

it has been rightly held that a prostitute cannot

adopt even a son to herself. (3)

In case of aboriginal tribes there is no pre-

sumption, that they are governed by Hindu law.

In their case it must be proved that by custom they

have the right to adopt. (4)

(1) Vencu w. Mahalinga, n Mad. 393. Muttukannu v. Paramasam

12 Mad. 214.

(2) Guddati Reddi, v. Ganapati 23 Mad. L. J. 463, 17 I. C. 422.

(3) Narendra v. Denanath 36 Cal. 824.

(4) Fanindra Dev Raiket v, Rajeswar, 11 Cal. 463., 12 I. A. 72.
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SECTION II.

5| f% TOI«ITW: HOT3 II

’mttg: s »n» i =

'I he son of another of a different family though very

agreeable should never be acknowledged as a son even in the

mind.
Rigveda, 7 M. 4 S. 8.

®ifat:?gratsif«t *rara ftffa fiiftrat

nranwT * * frail era ^raiFt flti ®rtstitra i

nfnftereFwT, o mi \ n: « 1

Atri gave his son to the son of Urva who desired a

son ;
childless he thought that he was without power, weak,

and without substance - * * by that (sacrifice) he got four

heroic sons.

Taittiriya-Sanhita* 7-1-8.

SUB**! sitqftsfa I

^ntnaisum®nm
There is no place for the man destitute of male offspring.

Aitareya-Brahmana. VII. 3, 1

wsn ^TfraTB’® nras: 1

oti^st^bi i<<*i 1

B^fltnfvilNT?: fararatqrarflftni: n

*rra®nflBrsiraraitBr3g 1

bI’h Hfa’St *nwffoi 11

nrar ftrar nt g^rat trafif: gtranifg •

issi tflfittfipii 1 Ttfl: gfiffl: in: 11

iW: bbIw g gfiw: i

1 Ttnr nffPRd ^tnftsraaratnn: 11

arafag* wftrai
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ii

^ <rfN;s: gT. finrra w: i

iBsrroTOTw^nq‘ h^to ii

^nsj^fa fitrampmi i

ftwi finij 3i ii

frafoRW wf*r*?t i

g 4frfc^«mfaf: ii

* firew aft*: ii

rfWfaPS TOq*pa' HTcnfq^^f^m i

Bitffcrai: ^€3*s€tSS?*stfp*T II

W. <t 1 t°$, **<>, ***, t*S 18*, *«*, —U*> U*» I

No sooner the eldest son is born the one becomes a man

with a son.

These eleven, the son begotten on the wife, and the rest

as enumerated ( above ), the wise call substitutes for a son

( taken ) in order ( to prevent ) a failure of the
( funeral )

ceremonies.

If among brothers, sprung from one father, one have

a son, Manu has declared them all to have male offspring

through that son.

That ( boy ) equal ( by caste ) whom his mother or his

father affectionately gives, (confirming the gift) with ( a

libation of ) water, in times of distress* as his son, must be

considered as an adopted son (Datrima.)

Of the man who has an adopted (Datrima) son possess-

ing all good qualities, that same (son) shall take the inheri-

tance, though brought from another family.

An adopted son shall never take the family (name),

and the estate of his natural father
;

the funeral cake

follows the family (name) and estate, the funeral offerings

* Dr. Buhler interposes here the words ‘to a man.’ This is not in the

original and the interposition is not justifiable. It would make the adoption

by a widow impossible.
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of him who gives (his son in adoption) cease (as far as that

son is concerned.)

The legitimate son of the body alone (shall be) the

owner of the paternal estate; but, in order to avoid harsh-

ness let him allow a maintenance to the rest.

But when the legitimate son of the body divides the

paternal estate, he shall give one-sixth or one-fifth part of his

father's property to the son begotten op the wife.

The legitimate son and the son of the wife (thus'

share the father’s estate
;

but the other ten become

members of the family, and inherit according to their order

(each later named on failure of those named earlier).

One of equal caste and cognizant of merit and demerit

(of performing Sraddhas and the like) and having the qualities

(of serving the parents) of a son, who is made a son, is known

as the Kritrima son.

He who is purchased from his parents for a price for the

purpose of making a son, whether he is of the same caste or

of a different caste, is the Krita son.

Manu, IX. 106, 180, 182, 168, 141, 142,

163-165, 169, 174. See also Manu, IX.

158-160 cited at p. 639, 640.

cT 11

He who adopts a son without observing the rules

ordained should make him participator of the rites of

marriage, but not sharer of the wealth.

A text cited as Manu’s in the Dattaka

Mimansa and the Dattaka-Chandrika

but not found in the Manu Smriti.

^ fsn*t*t* 1

faw q: II

The son being born and the Dattaka not being adopt-

ed according to rules, the wealth is his only who is justly

master of the father’s wealth.

A text cited as Manu’s in the Dattaka-Chandrika. In

the Dattaka-Kaumudi it is declared to be a text of Vyasa*
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^4 3* i

ftfi*rem^ ii

He who gives what should not be given
t )

and he who receives what should not be given, they both

are to be punished as thieves, and should be made to pay

the highest amercement.

A text, cited as Manu’s in the Vira-Mitrodaya
;

probably it is a text of Vrihaspati.

sfq^T l

mr?T *fW ^ ii

i

Sons given, purchased, and the rest retain the Sapinda

relationship with the natural father to the fifth and seventh

degrees (in the mother’s ard father’s sides respectively),

but enter the gotra only of the adopter.

Vrihat-Manu.*

$cn a w: i

l^n si faftein ii

i

The sons given, purchased, and the rest whose cere-

monies have been performed in the adopter’s gotra, enter

the gotra by the observance of the ceremony, but the

Sapinda relationship is not thereby created.

Vriddha-Gautama.f

Raja (in the ceremonies of adoption) means the lord

of the village.

Vriddha-Guatama, according

to the Dattaka-Mimansa.

* Cited in the Dattaka-Siromani and other books, but declared to be

spurious in the Mayukha.

t Cited in the Dattaka-Mimansa and other books, but declared to l>e

unfounded in the Mayukha.

94
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KTsunf? wrfa wtfipta: i«: srfaTf i

infirm: i

Among the three castes beginning with Brahmanas the

sister’s son can never be an (adopted) son.

Vriddha-Gautama cited in

the Dattaka-Mimansa.

m\ snft i

fqgfifara wwtfoft 11

ifriWr: i

After an adopted son has been made, if a legitimate

son of the body be born, they (both) take equally the

father’s wealth.

Vriddha-Gautama, cited in

the Dattaka-Chandrika.*

w*ww*yi1 STn? n<w: i i 4 nraifatrfl

uw «rat n«r i

tftfltRHPtwHw: H*wl twfii *imrfhaf*tf»nw: i

H?T*tf^n«iT5lu rtraiftcK) roraa: i

*t nfiw#fen?t i

« f? i

*Ma) ^4 ^14 i

T* nf?rofN*l wmpt TiatPi ^ fatsr Mjjwrj *«i airfft-

fw^tr rtfipzsWr i

wiShr i

fasrafl *fh i

* The Dattaka-Chandrika says, that this text refers to Sudras. It is very

likely spurious, like many of the texts cited in this chapter, which cannot

be found in the old digests.

t ^TO?J i3 the reading of the Ujjaala

t The Kalpataru, the Aparark, the Saraswati-Vilasa, and the Ratnakara

read for
I It would mean ‘not very near.

*
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nfircfta qfta: wgSwmuit i

sfg sipg^fjitj gw: *ng i

qfire: i® i v=-*«, *t ; u i \— 1»

Now among those (sons) who are not heirs butt kinsmen,

the Sahodhaja is the first. The second is the adopted son.

He whom his father and his mother give in adoption.

These (last mentioned) six (sons) shall take the heritage of

him who has no heirs belonging to the first mentioned six classes.

Man formed of uterine blood and virile seed proceeds

from his mother and his father (as an effect) from its cause.

(Therefore) the father and the mother have power to give,

to sell, and to abandon their ('sons).

But let him not give or receive (in adoption) an only son.

For he (must remain) to continue the line of the

ancestors.

Let a woman neither give nor receive a son except

with her husband’s permission.

He who desires to adopt a son, shall assemble his

kinsmen, announce his intention to the king, make burnt

offerings in the middle of the house, reciting the Vyahritis,

and take (as a son) a not remote kinsman, just the nearest

among his relatives.

But if a doubt arises (with respect to an adopted son

who is) a remote kinsman, (the adopter) shall set him apart

like a Sudra.

For it is declared in the Vedas, “Through one he saves

many.”

If after an adoption has been made, a legitimate son

be born, the (adopted son) shall obtain a fourth part.

Provided he be not engaged in (rites) procuring prosperity.

Vasistha, XVII. 26, 28-30, 39: XV. 1-10

Sprung from one following a different Sakha (or

branch of the Vedas) the given son even when invested
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with the characteristic thread under the family name of

the man himself, according to the form prescribed by his

peculiar Sakha, becomes participant of the duties of such Sakha.

A text of Vasistha, cited in the Dattaka-Mimansa.

* * i q \ i s i w* i

The gift (or acceptance of a child) and the right to

sell (or buy) a child are not recognized.

Apastamba, P. 2, P. 6, K. 13, S. 10.

qT?nf<re«lf 3T qftsrSJ?t * <fq: |

qfktf straff 1

=qrqfqq q ftqrwrsr: 11

qfarqqi q ^ 1 * * 1 qr q 1 * q°,

He (is called) an adopted son (datta) who being given by

his father and his mother or by either of the two, is received in

the place of a child.

They declare the legitimate son, the son of an

appointed daughter, the son begotten on a wife, the

adopted son and the son, made, the son secretly born,

and the son cast off (to be entitled to share the inheritance.)

Baudhayana, P. II. A. 2 S. 20, 31.

Sqqftq^ fafa* 1

sUfaRrawira: qRnfqsfafa'riqFqns qqTqqftaJTqfqSfiflq

OTTO I OTqt I ^qf I St g

qTO#t i qntqfaqroqnSr 3qqTT*T jwrtqfii: qOTqftpafqfa

ot otjjitot fatsmq*2T Tuifa qftqfq qmqriqq *

qftft^t ymi qifa qtfsfafa qreftmt \ ottcIwm q^i-

qqftoro: ^Trj: smr ^ % f^ftt fir&q t qqT*fhfl*r*: q

qft^Tfit *n qfomfa qqpq «qT qqqap^qtwp

snq^ai qftqTqq^<qfaip§Trf qinu’ srelftt

qftftqi iPOTFI ftfqqiT q^eq’ «lUrffof ffil
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warn gvta* arroft rofafaiwwrcjrewnsf^tf

qqr«i?l pa qroft qS qq 5w«f qawsftaqr qirassfaEt: ^ SfjqraH

g^qwiff ^<«qfcj *fa *Wra: i

^ww*rsiqWsie ( « v^r a *cwra: )*

We shall explain the rule for the adoption of a son.

Man, formed of virile seed and uterine l lood proceeds

from his mother and father (as an effect) from its cause.

(Therefore) the father and the mother have power to

give, to abandon, or to sell their (son).

But let him not give nor receive (in adoption) an

only son.

For he (must remain) to continue the line of the ancestors.

Let a woman neither give nor receive a son except

with the permission of her husband.

He who is desirous of adopting (a son) procures

two garments, two earrings, and finger ring, a spiritual guide

who has studied the whole Veda, a layer of kusagrass and fuel of

Patasa wood and so forth.

Then he convenes his relations, informs the King (of his

intentions to adopt)
;

in their presence, feeds the (invited)

Brahmans in the assembly, or in his dwelling and makes them

wish him “an auspicious day” “ hail and prosperity.”

Then he performs the ct remonies which begin with the

drawing of the lines on the altar and end with the placing of the

water-vessels, goes to the giver (of the child) and should address

(this) request (to him) “ give me thy son.”

The other answers ‘ I give (him).’

He receives (the child with these words) : I take thee for the

fulfilment of (my) religious duties
;

I take thee to continue the

line (of my ancestors).

Then he adorns him with the (above mentioned two gar-

ments, the two ear-rings, and the finger-ring, performs the rites

which begin with the placing of the (pieces of wood called)

* This is the text as published by Dr, Buhler in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 35, p. 162.
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paridhis (fences round the altar) and end with the Agnimukh

and offer (a portion) of the cooked (food) in the fire.

Having recited the Puronuvachya (verse) “ He who thinking

of thee with a discerning mind,” &c. he offers an oblation, recit-

ing the Yajya (verse) * To which performer of good deeds, thou, 9

Jatavedas, * &c.

Then he offers (oblations, reciting) the Vyahritis ;

—

(the ceremonies) which begin with the oblation to Agni

Svishtakrit and end with the presentation of a cow, as a fee (to

the officiating priests are) known
;

And presents (to the spiritual guide) a sacrificial fee, those

two dresses, those two ear-rings, and that finger-ring (with which

he had addressed the child.)

If after the performance of these (rites) a legitimate son of

his own body is born (to the adopter, then the adopted son)

receives a fourth (of the legitimate son’s) share.

Thus says Baudhayana.

Baudhayana, Grihya Parisihiha.

Prasna VII. Adhyaya V.

faaT 3T 4 € I

* * * afw: w m: 1

* 1 m> Wi 1

The son whom his father or mother gives becomes

Dattaka. * * * The Kritrima is one made a son

by one’s self.

(Of the disqualified heirs,) sons legitimate and Kshetrrja

(only) are entitled to allotments, if free from defect. *

Yajnavaikya, II 135, 136, 146.

$<ft ^tsj: * frowns 1

s \

A son of the same caste should be taken in adoption.

* From this it follows, that the adopted sons of disqualified persons are
not heirs.
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He is an offerer of the pinda and heir. Failing him an

(adopted son) of different caste (also is only) perpetuator

of the lineage. Vriddha-Yajnavalkya, cited in

the Dattaka-Chandrika.

1 * * w* \

f^: u i t* 1

The adopted son (Dattaka) is the eighth.

And he belongs to him to whom he is given by his

mother and father.*

Vishnu, XV. 18-19.

vHf *f%V. ^r\
|

eft II
sj

1

Sons reared for religious merit in the several gotras

as begotten sons, become merely participators in a share

and the oblations or the funeral cake.

Narada.t

wfpsranrqn frotefi 1

Let those, being sons to both fathers, present separately

to each, oblations of food and water ; they take half of a

share in the estate of the contributor of the seed 'natural

father) and owner of the soil (adopting father).

Narada, cited in the Dattaka Chandrika.

* * Mother or father’ is the translation by Dr. Jolly. But and not or

seems more correct.

wwirsj TOtaqstawfoan: 1

is a text of Vishnu not found in the Vishnu, Smritii, but cited as such

in the Mitakshara, the Madana-Parijata, and the Vira-Mitrodaya.

t Cited in the Saunkara-Kaustubha, but declared in the Mayukha

to be spurious.
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sfq^T*tf g<aj
I

nwts^rtftsfq qfire^ 11

The son of a Sapinda is the principal, failing him one

born of the same gotra, failing the latter, one of another

may be taken in adoption.

Narada, cited in the Dattaka-Nirnaya

iripraim *i^Tr: i

q^snfir ^ % yTw, i

iNuren ^gm^ qw^wifaq: 11

!

When there are many uterine brothers sprung from one

(father) and a son is born even to one of them only, they

all are declared to have offspring (through that son.)

The other sons beginning with the son begotten on a

wife (Khetraja) shall respectively take a fifth, sixth and

a seventh part. Vrihaspati, V. 99 ;
XX. 39.

firartfara hut 1

quqfafafaerr. 11

1

When there are no sons, to prevent the failure of

religious ceremonies and for the preservation of the family

in the Kali-Yuga, should the substitute of a son, the

Dattaka (adopted son) be made.
Viiddha-Vrihaspati, cited in

the Dattaka-Mimansa,

qrr m?* mm: 1

i^^fhsnetmqt 1

A son of any description must be anxiously adopted

by a sonless man for the sake of the funeral cake, water

and religious rites, and for the celebration of the name.

Manu, according to Dattaka-Mimansa. But it is not

a text of Manu, but of Vrihaspati as mentioned

in the Kalpataru. According to the Dattaka-

Tilaka, it is a text of Vriddha-Shatatapa.
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w. wfaw. i

srar’imu film «nsfa * wt?t 11

<jthk: ui t«

i

The Aurasa, the Kshetraja, the Dattaka, and the Kritrima

are the (four) sons. He whom the father or the mother gives

becomes Dattaka.

Parasara, IV. 19.

T I

* TO lisffa II

3*iprcmr. 1

Of the sonless uncle his brothe’r s son becomes the

son. He it is who performs his sraddha and the ceremo-

nies of giving the pinda and water.

Vrihat-Parasa, Ch. IV

A funeral repast by the legitimate son, for a father

who has departed his life, on all occasions is in honor of

three ancestors*. For those of a different general family

is the rite consecrated to a single person on the anniver-

sary of the day of death.

Parasara, cited in the Dattaka-Mimanas.

firajsNN i

g lit

g ^ i

*t iwfa ffii h

# The translation is Mr. Sutherland’s. According to some writers the

first hemistich means, when the father has been joined with the Pitris by the

Sapindikarana ceremony.

t This verse attributed to Vyasa and Daksha in the Hemadri according

to the Nirnaya-Sindhu, which, upon this, bases the opinion that after the fifth

year the boy can be adopted if willing, and not otherwise.

95
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A wife or a son or the whole of a man's estate shall

not be given away or sold without the assent of the persons

interested ;
he must keep them himself but in extreme

necessity he may give or sell them ;
otherwise he must

attempt no such thing.

Katyayana, cited in the Mayukha,

Dayabhage, and Ratnakara,

find i

fora mfltren »

Whatever spiritual acts (or acts relating to the future

state) a woman performs, without the permission of the

father, the husband or the son, to obtain a benefit after

death , it shall become fruitless, &c.

Katyayana, cited in the Mayukha.*

wo! II

If a lgeitimate son be born, t) e rest are takers of a

fourth share, provided they belong to the same class, but if

of a different class, they are entitled to food and raiment only.

Katyayana, cited in the Mitakshara,

Parasara-Madhava, Parijata, and

Saraswati-Vilasa.f

• It is upon this text that the Bombay Pundits interpret that the texts

about the dependence of women refer to certain particular acts only and base

the law prevailing there that a widow can adopt without the husband's per-

mission, after his death.

t The Mitakshara, the Parasara-Madhava, the Madana- Parijata, the

Saraswati-Vilasha, the Vira-Mitrodaya, the Mayukha, and the Dattaka-

Mimansa read
\ but the Kalpataru, the Dayabhaga, the Vivada-

Ratnakara and the Dattaka-Chandrika read I

It is upon this divergence that the difference of law in the different

provinces is based.
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^ ^ »r fa i

ttrifafaftsnB trnin tin: n|

Brratfaffafawitwwiti i

1 he ceremonies of Homa and the like are not requi-

site in the case of the daughter’s son and brother’s son.

Such adoption is completed (by gift) by word of mouth.

Thus says Yama.
Yama, cited in Dattaka-Darpana.

sftasto metnfa i

tKIfjt *1 ^ II*

f 11

$sm?r qremf i

W'itusi wfa w»: h

wrefa ^nilw htspbtb fwra: t

*tJ5ttTat»nfa trrra’ a^t^tfm»iptiafn 11

Big: s*rsf aat g 3^ fflfa at^rr 1

bt^i ntfaf Bitnsw t rreftt: 11

Sroafa u w«tt vfww w 1

’smira fa?»j3fa 11

aratfafirwFai 3^1*11^ 1

siffa «frasPBB 11

JT?n«i twiBiti *re' *ai fa«n*m: 1

sbtt ’saaj^i g«m 11

€lt?RBfa«fatfa: n®fa BafiwaT 1

fare»3ifa b atst 5fa wrotg 11

aiTR*IT*it Brfrog bnIsj: BB#HV 1

* This text was cited by the Bombay Sastris in 1821 in the case of Haebut

Uao (2 Bom. 8 ), and also in the case of Aymaram v. Madho Rao, 6 All.

276. The Dattaka-Kaumudi says, it is cited in the Sarawati-Vilasa as a text

of Dev ala, but I have not found it in that book.

t *s mother reading according to the Dattaka*

Mimansa* It means 1 barren or one whose children are dead.*
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?iw^s€fqwt *i wi g * vrcSg; 11

qi ^iffawisfa a\ \

^^iTfag ^sn^rt ^nf?ii 11

wN anftw *i i

*ift*Nre i*

*nfa wfiiil^r: **: wfag[ :t

qn$«i qi^m i

qr^sEf ssw nuara: 11

^ftnrt^ ^t sroistfa f**1w. i

wt S*?ft foronmi II

^5: wrfl ssramsm 11

ifcrar: 1

I, Saunaka, will now declare the best adopttion.

One having no male issue or one whose male issue has

died, having duly fasted for a son, having given a pair of

c lothes, a pair of earring, a turban, a ring to an Acharya (priest)

religiously disposed, a follower of Vishnu and thoroughly read

in the Vedas, having brought a barhi (a layer of Kusa grass)

and an idhma (a bundle of small sticks) of the palasha

tree, having invited kinsmen, and relations, having feasted

the kinsmen and especially the Brahmans, having performed

the rites, commencing with that of adhvana (or) of

placing the Samidh (stick) over the consecrated fire, and

(ending with) that of Utpavana or purifying of the clarified

butter and having advanced before the giver, should (thus)

beg, ‘give a son.* The giver being capable of the gift (should

* iTTftftsre SJSWt 3Tfa is the correct reading according

to the Dattaka-Didhiti. is another reading. It appears in the

manuscript of the Shaunaka Smriti of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

t This line prohibiting the adoption' of the sister’s son is not to be found

in the copy of Saunaka Smriti existing in the library of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal. Vayidinada Dikshattar a celeberated commentator of Southern India

has also omitted this passage. The Sanskara-Kaustubha and Nirnaya-Sindhu

approve of the adoption of sister’s and daughter’s sons, failing a Sapinda,
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give) to him, with the recitation of the five prayers, the initial

words of the first of which are {ye yajnena.’ (The acceptor)

having taken him by both hands with recitation of the prayer

commencing with ‘Devasyatva’ having inaudibly repeated the

mystical invokation, beginning with ( Angadangat’ and smelt the

forehead of the child, having with clothes and the like adorned

the boy bearing the reflection of a son and accompanied with

dancing songs, music and benedictory words, having brought

him into the middle of the house, having according to ordinance

offered to the sacred fire an offering of boiled rice (to each

incantation) with recitation of the mystical invocation

‘Yastvahrida’ of the single prayer from the Rig Veda, com-

mencing with 4 Tubhyamagre,’ and the five prayers the

initial words of the first of which are Soma dadat,’ and

having performed a sacrifice with the holy texts, beginning

with Svistakrit,” should close the remaining ceremony of

the sacrifice. Amongst Brahmans, the adoption of a son

should be made from amongst the Sapindas
; or in their

absence, an a-sapinda (one not a sapinda) may be adopted,

otherwise one should not be adopted
; amongst Ksha-

triyas, one from their own class or one whose gotra

is the same! as that of the (adoptor’s) preceptor may be

adopted
;

amongst Vaisyas, from amongst those of the

Vaisya class, amongst Sudras, from among the Sudra class ;

amongst all classes from amongst their respective classes

only, not from others. But a daughter’s son and a sister’s

son are affiliated by Sudras. For the three superior

tribes a sister’s son is nowhere mentioned as a son. By no

man having an only son is the gift of a son to be ever

made. By a man having several sons, such a gift is to be

made by all means An excellnet Brahmana should bestow

gratuity on the officiating priest according to his ability,

a king (should grant) even one-half of his dominion, a

Vaisya three hundred pieces of money, a Sudra even the

whole of his property
;

if indigent, to the extent of his

means.

Shaunaka.
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\m*: ii

*fa.-~su i

By a man destitute of a son only should a substitute

of a son be made for the sake of the funeral cake, water

and religious rites from any place or from any source, with

great care.

Atri V. 52, cited in the Dattaka-Mimansa

and other books.

vrwfoi ft* xftnwm *t*taft*

^sira, fcrcritaara i

On division one-twentieth share should be given to

the Punarbhaba, one-nineteenth to the Dwayamushyayana,

one seventeenth to the Kshetraja, one-seventeenth to the

Putrikaputra, and the rest to the Aurasa.

Text of Harita, cited by Haradaatta tn the Ujjivala

When the father is living, the son is called Kshetraja

on account of the want of control of the begetting father

If he is dead, such son is called Dwamushyayna, for then

there is no concealment as to the begetting.

Harita, cited in the Dattaka-Chandrika.

3^ <iwi: vr: i

3*wj3« S3 «t ftrefa 11

it«rt waf ft 3srr w sjftqtswrfst»i: i

$3Wi»jcrctf%: TOT'SWiwim: n

TOVWSwnwil
All these (eleven) sons take the inheritance of the

man without an Aurasa son.

If an Aurasa son be afterwards born, the others are

not entitled to the rights of the eldest son. Among them,
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those sons that are of the same caste take one-third share. The

rest live upon him (the Aurasa son) getting food and raiment.

Text of Devala, cited by Haradatta and in the

Dattaka-Chandrika and the Dayabhaga

iraimfast qm w ii

i

Annually let the son of the wife and legitimate son

perform obsequies according to the parvana form, the other

ten sons should perform only the Ekoddista.

Jatukarna, cited in the Dattaka-Mimansa.

i

wit firefa: n

fbi \

ii

As many ancestor as there may be (in both the

families) their Sapindikarana (or uniting them with the

ancestors) should be performed by the adopted sons and

the rest with their own fathers, &c. ; their sons (should

perform it) with two fore-fathers, and their grandsons with

one. As for the fourth descendant it is (to be) done at his

pleasure* Accordingly the Sapinda relationship (of these

sons is mentioned) as up to the third degree.

Karshanajini, cited in the Hemadri

and from that in the Mayukha.

sjfairwtfa *r i

wmVwwrt i

fw ii

The sonless twice-born man should adopt a boy,

who is the son of a Sapinda, or of the same gotra.

Failing a boy of the same gotra, he should adopt one
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from another gotra, except the daughter’s son, the sister’s

son, and the mother’s sister’s son.

Sakala, cited in the Dattaka-Mimansa.

The eldest son should not be given in adoption.

The text of some unknown Smriti

cited in the Dattaka-Didhiti.

The (subsidiary) sons, Dattaka (adopted), Kritrima, and

others take a fifth part of the inheritance.

A text of some unknown Smriti

cited in the Saraswati-Vilasa.

nsret n fro wfagire 1

Now since sons, who are either adopted, purchased, or

born of an appointed daughter, have no pravara (for themselves)

owing to their having been taken by another, they are (considered

to be) Dvyamushyayana (sons of two fathers.)

If there be no (offspring) of those (adopters) by their

own wives, they (the said secondary sons) should take the

heritage and give the funeral oblations to three ancestors.

Paithinasi, cited in the Mayukha.*

qnrrar mfa flnm Pro fin nr *wn: 1

nrraifa ¥n*rt 11

fqgnff nr q; gn: 1

nrrnjinr n ¥n: h sn?rt nifa wra: 11

n^inrr nfq flrofin nr I am; 1

qnunjrownf qro htoH 11

* The reading of the Dattaka-Chandrika of the text is incorrect, and the

translation of Mr. Sutherland is consequently nearly meaningless.
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*1 5*nun: fur w 1

*zften wiffe Tjiffe* iwf ^?*r 11

Sons adopted and others having had ceremonies performed

on them in one’s own gotra become fully sons, though born

of another’s seed.

O King ! That son who is initiated under the family

name of his natural father up to the ceremony of tonsure

does not become the son of another man.

If the ceremonies beginning with the Chudakarana

are performed in (the adopter’s) own gotra the son

adopted and others are sons
; otherwise (if those ceremonies

had been performed before adoption) they are considered slaves.

After the fifth year the subsidiary sons, Dattaka and

others are not sons, O King.

Taking (in adoption) a boy of five years (one should

first perform the ceremony called Putresti.

Kalika-Purans.*

'wrthrom * *htt wr 1

fqflrort *fh it

*t\w. w. afiw ^ 1

11

nwwr to* witan: 11

fdqar

1

wroi wi n iftafri lit

* The authenticity of these passages of the Kalika*Purana, which are

quoted in the Dattaka- Mimansa, the Vaijayanti, the Nirnaya Sindhu and the

Udvahatattwa of Raghunandana,is questioned by the authors of the Mayukha

and the Dattaka >Chandrika. They are not found in many copies of the

Kalika*Purana,as mentioned by the said authors as well as by Mr. Sutherland.

In the copy existing in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal the

passages appear in the order in which they are cited here. The order

slightly varies with that of the Dattaka-Mimansa, but agrees with that of

the Udvahatattwa.

t The last four stanzas are cited in Dattaka-Chandrika as

which is translated by Mr Sutherland as “ thus it is ordained in the Vedas.”

They are found in the Kalika*Purau and not in the Vedas.

96
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Let not the king invest in the empire the wife’s son

and the rest
;

nor cause to be completed through such sons

the solemnities for his forefathers, a legitimate son existing.

The legitimate son, the son of the wife, the son given

the son made, the son of concealed birth, and the son

rejected take shares of the heritage. The son of an

unmarried girl, the son of a pregnant bride, the son

bought, the son of a twice married woman, the son

self-given and the slave’s son
;

these six are contemptible

as sons
;
on failure of the first in order respectively, let

him invest the next with filial rights. But let him not

appoint to the empire the son of a twice married woman,

nor a son self-given, nor one born of a female slave.

Kalika-Purana.*

* The following texts about the right to perform Sraddha are interesting.

******* to** '•

fsmfa’yra \

SCtart q qrnc^fi 11

1

.

The following text about the performance of Iloma is interesting.

qsirqfir at? ^ 11

It appears that up to the time of Yaska adoption was not allowable. The

ollowing passage occurs in the Nirukta 3.

fasw q gw: ^U:3<tainrut i



SECTION III.

Illegitimate Children.

According to Hindu law, an illegitimate child is

not the child of the father but only of the mother,

and can thus have no relations or rights of inheri-

tance except to the mother’s property. Certain rights
R

.

gMs

were however, given to children by slave women, illegitimate

,
sons and sons

1 here was a time when the twice-born classes used of sudra

to take Sudra wives. This practice was prohibited at Sent times.

the time when the Smritis we have got, were compos-

ed, and the son of a Sudra wife was sometimes

called Nishada and sometimes Parashava, that is, a

corpse. But it is difficult completely to do away

with the just rights even of slaves. In ancient

times, these sons were entitled to share the

paternal property. The Smritis cut down their

share of the paternal property to one-half of

that of the sons by the Aryan wife, and then

further cut it down, so that it might never exceed

one-tenth of the entire inheritance, and lastly made

even this tenth share optional with the father to

give or not. Dasiputra and Sudraputra were very

often synonymous, as Dasa and Sudra were synony-

mous. Dasi does not mean a slave girl of any

caste other than the Sudra. At last, the son of the

Sudra wife, according to the rule of Vrihaspati, had

only a right to maintenance. The history of the

Sudraputra having been forgotten, some modern

lawyers have come to the conclusion that under the

Hindu law illegitimate sons had certain rights of

inheritance. Here again the poor Hindu Law-
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givers have been made to appear black by ignorance.

Illegitimate sons had no rights whatsoever and the

Sudra wife having been prohibited, the texts about

Dasiputra should be considered as obsolete.

With regard to Sudras however, the law is

different. Their illegitimate sons are not entitled to

partition during their father’s lifetime, but are entitl-

iHegitfmate ed to such share as the father may allot to them.

sUdraf
After the death of the father however, they are

entitled to half a share, when there are brothers,

sisters or sister’s sons. As the widow takes before

the daughter, she also takes like her, when there

is an illegitimate son. Failing the widow, the

daughter and the daughter’s son, the illegitimate

son takes the whole. According to the Dayabhaga^

illegitimate sons take equally with daughter’s sons

‘‘for no special provision occurs.” The view of the

Dayabhaga is opposed to that of the Apararka,

the Vivadatandava and the Mitakshara According

to them, the illegitimate son takes one half of what

the legitimate son or daughter’s son takes.

Under the Hindu law, it has been held that “it

is not necessary that in order to render a child legi-

acWid'fegltL timate, the procreation as well as the birth, should

take place after marriage” and that “ the Hindu
decisions. Law \s the same in that respect as the English

Law” '1). But it is possible that if the text of

Apastamba cited in this Section had been before

the judges, this strange decision would not have

been arrived at. It has also been held that

where there is a marriage de facto and recog-

nition by the father, the strongest evidence will

(1) Pedda Amani v. Zemindar of Marungapuri, 1 1. A. 282. Contra

Chinnammal v. Varadarajulu, 75 Mad. 307,
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be required to show that the law denied to the

children their presumable legal status on the

ground of their mother’s incapacity to contract

a valid marriage (1). When there was no proof of

divorce but merely of birth during abandonment,

the presumption of the law as to parentage would

prevail, unless it could be shown that the parties

to the marriage had no access to each other • 2).

In the Tippera Raj, it has been held, that there

is a valid custom of legitimatizing a child by subse-

quent marriage (3).

The illegitimate son of a holder of an im-

partible estate of the Sudra caste, when there

was a legitimate son, was held by the Privy

Council to be entitled to maintenance but it was ni^Mmate

left undecided whether his maintenance was a ““fj\ T̂\

charge on the estate or not. (4^ It was also held in
,ible

that case, as the son was recognized by his natural

father, it was not essential to his title to mainte-

nance that he should have been born in the house

of his father or of a concubine possessing a pecu-

liar status therein.

. According to the Smritis, illegitimate sons are

entitled to offer the Pinda to the begetting fathers

but cannot take their wealth. This is another

instance showing, that the Bengal rule that the

offerer of the Pinda is entitled to the inheritance is

not always a good rule. But if Gimutavahana’s

book is to be considered as of greater authority in

Bengal than that of the Rishis, as has been held in

(1) Ramani v, Kulanthal, 7 W. R. P. C. I.

(2) Bhima v. Dhulappa, 7 Bomb. L R. 95.

(3) Chukrodhuj v, Beerchunder, I W. R. 194.

(4) Muthusawmy Jagavera v. Vencataswara, 12 Moore 203.
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several instances, illegitimate sons are heirs. How
ever that may be, illegitimate sons are heirs of their

mothers, according to the Smritis, and the English

rule that illegitimate children have no heritable

rights whatever can have no application to Hindus.

It has been held by our Courts, that illegitimate

children of the three regenerate classes have no

heritable rights, but are only entitled to main-

tenance. (1)

The Oude Chief Court in a recent case has

held that among illegitimate sons of one of the

twiceborn classes, one brother succeeds to another,

and also the illegitimate daughter is heir to her

mother. The judges say : “ Agnation and con-

sanguinity are relations which arise out of marriage

and which cannot be claimed by any person born

out of wedlock but an illegitimate son is related

to his mother and to his brother by that mother

and on this ground it seems impossible to deny

to the right of one illegitimate brother to inherit

to another.” (2) When the judges deny consan-

guinity between the brothers it is difficult to under-

stand the conclusion. The old Roman and Hindu

fictions of a woman married according to certain

forms passing into the husband’s family or Gotra

from the father’s family have been at the root of

all these modern ideas about agnation and con-

sanguinity. Considerations of public policy and

morality ought to determine the question of inherit-

(1) Chuturya Run Murdun Sein v. Saheib Purhala, 7 Moore 18.

Shome Shankar v. Rajesar, 21. All 99, Bacha v. Chatarpal, 9 O. C. 352

(2) Sitla Baksh Singh v. Gajraj Singh, 14 0 . C. 227, 12 I. C. 767.

Maharana v. Thakur Persad, 14 O. C. 234, 12 I. C. 776, 12 I. C, 767.

Myna Bai v. Utturam, 2 Mad H. C. 197, 2 Mad. 196.
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ance in these cases irrespective of the old fictions

and superstitions. I have shown at p. 369, that

the illegitimate sons offer Pindas to their mother

and are thus related according to law to her and to

one another and have thus also rights of inherit-

ance to the estate of the mother and also of one

another. There are no doubt several decisions

denying such relationship and right (1) But the

texts cited in this book were not before the judges

and it also must be said that there is very great force

in the observations of the Oude Court, in the case

mentioned above that such rights should be allowed

on grounds of natural justice. The law which

makes every erring woman and her poor innocent

children outcasts and denies them all right of

inheritance even among themselves, cannot be

considered as consistent with common humanity

and natural justice.

There is a great divergence of opinion as to

the rights of illegitimate children of Sudras. # The

(I) 12 Mad. 277, 21 Cal. 697.

* The passage of the Dayabhaga on the subject runs as follows—^j^

lf3T^TfJ^W[:Colebrooke translated

it as follows :
“ But the son of a Sudra by a female slave or other unmarried

Sudra woman, may share equally with other sons, by consent of the father.

The late Justice Dwarka Nath Mitter held that the translation was not quite

correct and that “ the passage if correctly translated would run thus : “But

the son of a Sudra by an unmarried female slave &c., may share equally with

other sons, by consent of the father” (i Cal. 5.) Babu Golap Chunder Sirkar

is of opinion, that Colebrooke’s translation is correct. The literal translation

of the passage is “ Again the son of a Sudra by an unmarried female slave

and the like Sudra woman” &c. The words “ and the like” are explained

by what follows. They mean the slave girl and the wife of a slave.

has been translated as “upon a female slave or the

female slave of a slave.” But a slave can have no slaves. The wife of a

Sudra is also called a Dasi. Yajnavalkya mentions only the slave girl. The

passage refers to the law that the wife of a slave was also the property of the

master. The whole passage refers to household slaves and not to concubines,

as Justice Mitter correctly held. The Kalpataru says so
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Calcutta High Court have held that an illegitimate

son whose mother was not a slave, cannot suc-

ceed. (i) But in the other provinces, a different

rule has been laid down, and it has been held that

a continuous concubine or a kept woman is a Dasi

and her son can therefore succeed. (2)

In Bombay, it has been held, in a recent case,

that among Sudras the sons of the illegitimate

sons of a person by a kept mistress are entitled

to share with the sons of legitimate sons. (3) In

that case, the question arose, whether if the kept

mistress was the wife of a person living at the

time, her sons would succeed, but the decision of

the question was avoided by the Judges. The
decision would probably have shown that the

Bombay rule would lead to strange results.

In the latest case in Madras, it has been held

that though the rule is that the illegitimate son of

a Sudra by a woman who was unmarried and a

continuous concubine could inherit, because such a

woman was a substitute for a wife, still a dancing

girl attached to a temple though a continuous con-

cubine could not be a Dasi and thus a substitute for

a wife (4). Hindu Law speaks of substitutes

for a son, but the idea of a substitute for a legal

wife is nowhere to be found.

A Divisional Bench of the Calcutta High

(1) Narain Dhara v, Rakhal, i Cal. i. Kripal Narain v. Sukurmani,

19 Cal. 91. Ramsaran v . Tekchand, 28 Cal. 184. See All W N (1908) 229.

(2) Bindavana v. Radhamoni, 12 Mad. 6, Hurgobind v. Dharam Sing,

6 All. 329, Sarasuti v. Munna, 2 All. Z34. Suidu v. Baiza, 4 Bom. 37,

Inderun v, Ramasawmy, 13 Moore 14. Ram Kali, v. Jamna, 30 All. 5$9

Meenakshi v. Appakeste, 33 Mad 226.

(3) Fakirappa v. Fakerappa, 4 Bom. L. R. 809.

(4) Sundaram v» Meenakshee, 16 I. C. 787.
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Court in the latest case on the question, differing

from the earlier decisions, has adopted the Bombay
rule and held that the son of a permanent continu-

ous exclusive concubine of a Sudra under the

Mitakshra can be an heir (1) The decision does

not purport to change the rule under the Daya-
bhaga and its authority must be considered to be

weak having regard to the earlier decisions which

it cannot set aside.

In Madras, it has been recently held that the

continuous concubine must be an unmarried girl

and the illegitimate son by a continuous concubine,

who had been previously married but whose hus-

band was not dead, could not be an heir (2)

The law should be made uniform in all the

Provinces. It should be remembered that no son

of even a continuous concubine can be entitled to

a share in the case of the three twiceborn classes.

The rule was different with Sudras in former times,

because as we find in the text of the Brahma
Purana, cited with approval by the commentators,

that there can be no legal marriage of Sudras in any

event. That old degraded status of the Sudras has

passed away and the judges, even if they have to

administer the law cf the Smritis, should construe

it strictly. There should not be two rules in such

cases, one for the higher classes and another for the

Sudras.

The rules of morality should be considered as

equally applicable to all classes and Sudras should

not be held by modern courts as governed by

a lower code.

(1) Chutturbhuj Patnaik v. Krishna, 16 Cal. L. J. 335, 17 I. C. 276.

(2) Annayan v. Chennan, 33 Mad. 366, see 16 I. C. 787,

97
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Rights of

Sudra’s

illegitimate

sons.

The Privy Council in the case of Jogendra

Bhupati (i) have approved of the decision in the

case of Saidu v. Baiza, and held that among Sudras

an illegitimate brother is entitled to succeed by

right of survivorship to an impartible Raj under the

Mitakshara Law. The Madras High Court has

held that " the conception of coparcenership

presupposed sapinda relationship and a legal

marriage” an J therefore an illegitimate son could

succeed to his father but could not exclude the

right by survivorship of his father’s undivided

brothers (2) or of their legitimate sons, but was

only entitled maintenance in such cases. (3) In

the most recent case on the question the Madras

High Court has approved the old rule. (4)

The Calcutta High Court has considered the

decision in Jogendra Bhupati’s case and held that

an illegitimate son of a Sudra by a female slave

‘‘does not on his birth acquire a joint interest

with his father in the ancestral property,’’ and if

the father during his life-time alienates the pro-

perty by sale or gift, he can have no rights

whatsover. (5) An illegitimate son of a Sudra

however, can enforce partition against legitimate

sons, (6) but cannot succeed collaterally to his

brothers (7). It has also been held, in the case

of an impartible Raj, that he is excluded by the

widow (8). The legitimate son of the illegitimate

(1) 18 Cal. 51.

(2) Krishnayyam v, Muttusami, 7 Mad. 407.

(3) Ranoji v, Kandoji, 8 Mad, 557.

(4) Visvanath Swamy v Kamu, 21 I. C. 724, 24 Mad. L. J. 271.

(5) Ram Saran v. Tekchand, 28 Cal. 194.

(V) Thangam Fillai. v. Suppa Pillai, 12 Mad. 401. Saidu. v. Baiza,

4 Bom. 44. Kuruppanna v, Bulokam, 23 Mad. 16.

(7) Shome Shankar v, Rajesar, 21 All. 99.

(8) Parvati v, Theramalal, 10 Mad. 344, See 7 Mad. 407.
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son of a Sudra is entitled to succeed to his grand-

father in preference to his divided bothers just

as his father would have done.

The legitimate son of a Sudra is bound by

law to allow a half-share not only to his illegitimate

brother but also to his sons and grandsons.

There is some divergence of opinion about

the meaning of half-share and about the extent of

the share of the illegitimate son, when there is a

legitimate son. Mr. Mayne and Babu Golap Chunder

Sircar are of opinion that he is entitled to half the

share to which he would have been entitled ifhe were

legitimate i.e. one-fourth. But Medhatithi expressly

says that he is entitled to a third that is half of

what his legitimate brother gets. The Mitakshara

adopts a different view but a proper construction of

the text of the Smriti on which the rule is based

would support the opinion of Medhatithi, which is

also shared by Apararka, Madhava and Mitra

Misra. The Madras High Court has recently held

that the illegitimate son in such a case is entitled

to one third of the estate, (i)

The illegitimate son of a Sudra also succeeds

as coheir with the widow, daughter and daughter’s

son, taking half-share and failing them, takes the

whole (2). In an earlier case, it was held in

Madras, that “ if there be a widow and daughters or

daughter’s son and an illegitimate son, the latter

takes half the estate, leaving the other half to

(1) Chellammal v. Ranganathan 34 Mad. 277, see Ramalinga v. Pavadai

25 Mad. 521. Parvati v. Kerumaloe 10 Mad. 334, Kuruppanna v, Bulokan,

23 Mad. 16.

(2) Ramalinga v. Pavoda 11 Mad. L, J. 399., Meenakhi v. Appakuti,

33 Mad. 226, 4 I. C. 297.
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be enjoyed as woman’s estate by the widow and

daughters or daughter’s son in succession.” (i)

This is against the clear meaning of the text,

in which half share means half of what a son

or daughter’s son would get, as otherwise, if there

were two or more legitimate sons, each of them

would get half or less of what the illegitimate

son would get.

The illegitimate son is however, only entitled
Illegitimate

.

;

son entitled to maintenance when his father was a member of

tenance iT'" a joint family as he has no claim by right of
jomt family.

surv ivorshjp against his fathe’s coparceners byjus

representationis. (2)

It has been held in Bombay that an illegiti-

mate daughter of a Sudra can not be preferred to

a divided brother’s son. (3)

Illegitimate sons of the twice-born classes, as

Right to well as of Sudras, are entitled to maintenance under

oni1eg?timate
the Hindu Law and this right is not the creature

sons of ail 0f the Code of Criminal Procedure Code, as was
Castes.

.

held in some early cases and this right can be en-

forced in the Civil Court, notwithstanding an

adverse order under Sec. 488 C. P. C. (4) This

right is only personal and heritable, and the

children of illegitimate sons have got no such

ritdit. (5) But it must be said that the distinction is

not based on any rule of the Smritis.

It has been held that the issue of a chance

(1) Chinnammal v. Varadarajo, 15 Mad. 314 see 10 Mad. 334 8 Mad.

557, 14 Bomb. 282.

(2) Krishnaiyani v. Muthusami, 7 Mad. 407 Thangum Pillai v. Suppa

Pillai, 12 Mad. 401.

(3) Bhikya v. Babu Mrad, 32 Bomb. 562.

(4) 32 Cal. 479 27 Mad. 13, 32.

(5) Roshan Sing v. Balwant Sing, 27, I. A. 51.
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connection is entitled to claim maintenance from

the putative father, (i) It has however been held in

Madras that the illegitimate son of a Hindu by a

non-Hindu woman is not entitled to maintenance,

except under Sec. 448 C. P. C. (2) The reason

of the rule is difficult to understand.

It has been held, in Madras and Oude that

the illegitimate son of a Kshatriya by a Sudra

woman, is by caste a Ugra (3). But in

Allahabad it has been held that the son of a Thakur

by a Kaharin is a Sudra (4)

It has also been held in some cases that

illegitimate sons of the twice-born classes can^[j^s

te

of

contract valid marriages with girls of the pure--

blooded caste of their father, if they are recognized

asmembersof the same caste. (5) It has been held in

Allahabad in a recent criminal case that there can

be a valid marriage between a Bania and the

illegitimate daughter of a Brahmin father and Bania

mother, as the prohibition of marriages between

members of different castes did not apply to persons

born of mixed marriages. (6)

For the law relating to children of prostitutes

and the rights of illegitimate children inter sc
,

see pp. 367-370.

(1) Ghana Kanlha v. Gereli, 32 Cal. 479 Contra 20 W. R. 18 All. 29.

(2) Lingappa v. Ksudasan, 27 Mad. 13,

(3) Brindaluin v Eadhamoni, 12 Mad. 72, Daryai Sing v. Narpat 13

O. C. 375 -

(4) Ramkali v. Jamna, 5 All. L. J. 629.

(5) In the matter of Ramkumari, 18 Cal. 264. Dariya Sing v. Narpat

Sing, 7. I. C. 70 See Banerji’s Marriage and Stridhana, p. 73.

(6) Madan Gopal v. Emperor. 16 I. C. 513.



SECTION III.

Illegitimate Children.

<?t *TTWt VTT^I II

* sfafw: s*t: iraraMlw. i

nm % ftaat 5TTcn^^r Si Stciw g 11

wroftpin totoW ?t ^vra^vtat ii

*r«n*n *: mfcr i

mvffl* *&?m\ II

m < 1
wnii wui t$«i

The son of a wife not appointed (to have issue by another),

and he whom (an appointed female already) the mother of a son

bears to her brother-in-law are both unworthy of a share (one

being) son of an adulterer and (the other) produced through

lust. Those sons, who have been mentioned in connection with

the (legetimate son of the body) being begotten by strangers

belong in reality to him from whose seel they sprang, not to the

other man who took them.

Offspring begotten by another man is here not (considered

the woman’s offspring) nor does offspring begotten on another

man’s wife (belong to the begetter.)

A son of a Sudra who is begotten on a Dasi or on the Dasi

of a Das, if permitted by his father, takes a share of the

inheritance : thus the law of inheritance is settled.

Manu V. 162 ;
IX. 179.

inwftfiwt wi: gwrt ^Nifa: 1

uioi^iir
Those begotten by a man who approaches in the proper

season a woman of equal caste who has not belonged to another,

and who has been married legally are sons. They have a right

to (follow) the occupations of their caste), and to (inherit) the

estate.

Apastamba, 2-6-13-1.
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airatsfq j&h qrwffsrefl i

ftraft i^qf i

sttPto: * i i

Even the son begotten by a Sudra on a Dasi shall have such

share as (the father) may allot. (But if there be no partition till)

after the father’s death, then the brothers are to assign him half

a share
;

if there be no brothers nor daughter’s sons, he takes

the whole. Yajnavalkya, II. 133-134-

3n*tT*tTcf: sirtaTg: fq<^: ?en*i ^ 1

ssrnwsrc: * *r 1 1

The (illegitimate) son begotten by one of equal caste

is the offerer of the Pinda to the mother and is also a

son to her, but he is nothing to the begetter as he is born

of lust. Vrihat-Parasa, V. 356.

itfrgiflmilft*! 1

qtfawN % ^?n:* 11

*ITcTT I

'(J
fq^T fljtqf 11

Illegitimate sons who are born of a not appointed

woman by one or several men, are all nonparticipators

of wealth. They are sons of the begetter. They offer

pinda to the begetter, if the mother had been obtained by

payment of a price. When the mother had not been obtained

by the payment of a price they are offerers ofpinda of the

husband of the mother.

Narada cited in the Apararka, the Madana Parijata and the

Nirnaya-Sindhu.

* The Commentary of the Vivada Ratnakara on this is

1 *t *3*^ i TO3flnr«rmTWi!

»t waw ifa g i

+ sstagj siraftfk* i

ugsnffstf fas g ngtsw 11 i



CHAPTER VI.

MARRIAGE.

Marriage in very early times had not that

The VeiHc sacred character which it assumed among Hindus

marriage lie. and early Christians. Among Hindus, it assumed

that character as early as the Rig-Veda. The

Rig-Veda speaks of the married pair being associa'

ted in religious observances, and we find that Yajnas

had to be performed by man and wife together. We
find in later Vedic Sutras that the charge of the

sacred fire was in the hands of the wife, and when

she died she had to be burnt with that fire and with

the sacrificial implements. After that, the widower

could rekindle the household fire and take another

wife. Polygamy was not allowable according to

the spirit of the law, but it was very generally prac-

tised, though the second wife could not be associa-

ted in religious sacrifices, and was styled a wife not

for duty but for lust. Polyandry was unknown

among all Aryan nations, and the story of the Pan-

davas stands as a solitary example, for which even

the fruitful brain of Vyasa could find only a lame

explanation.

I have shown before that the laws of the

Hindus had been settled before the time of the

Purity of
Rig-Veda. The identity of the marriage rules of

Aryan the Vedic time with those of the present time,
customs,

4

1

is conclusive on the matter. The rules of inherit-

ance depend on the rules of marriage. 1 have

quoted the texts of the Rig-Veda on the subject

which will prove my position. Even marriage by

purchase had come to be considered as not proper
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among the higher classes. On the contrary, it was

obligatory on the father to give the daughter orna-

ments and a portion. The earliest record of Aryan

customs is thus of not much use in building up

theories about the original customs of the primitive

man. The early Aryan had very pure ideas of

marriage.

Marriage in one’s own gotra seems to have

been forbidden among the ancient Aryans. If we
MarriaRe in

find Europeans practising it, it is owing to their one
’

s Gotra-

having given up the joint family system and to their

having adopted the customs of Semitic peoples with

whom they came in contact in their migrations.*

We find however, from an ancient text of the

Veda, that first cousins of another family, namely,

father’s sister’s daughter and mother’s sister’s

daughter, were eligible for marriage, and that

there was a time when marriages between such

cousins were enjoined as natural by custom, and

such as always took place as a matter of course.

The extension of the idea of family relationship,

however, put a stop to such marriages. There

was a time when persons of the same gotra only

were considered of the same body or Sapinda
,
and

marriages were not allowable among them. In

early times, it was thought that no relationship

existed between one and his mother’s family.

But these ideas, in course of time, gave way

to others more civilized and natural, and persons

connected by blood, though belonging to other

* Among the ancient Persians marriage between brothers and

sisters was allowable. The Rig-Veda reprobates the custom. It was

a Semitic custom as evidenced by its being prevalent among the Egyptians,

Assyrians, Babylonians and the Burmans. The Persians conquered the old

Babylonians, and from them probably adopted the custom,

98
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families, began to be considered as Sapiiutas and

relations, and marriages between them also became

prohibited. But it was in comparatively modern

times i.e. in the Kaliyuga, that the Aditya Purana

says, marriage with mother’s Sapindas came to be

prohibited. Sapinda relationship however, through

a female was weaker than through a male

;

and sometimes it was considered to extend to

the sixth degree, sometimes to the fourth degree,

and sometimes to the second degree. The law-

givers however, came very nearly to a unanimous

decision on the matter, making it extend only to

the fourth degree, while Sapinda relationship in

the agnatic line extended to the sixth degree.

But marriage in one's own gotra even beyond the

sixth degree was never allowed.

Prohibition of marriage between kindred or

what is called exogamy has been supposed to have

Exopwny
'ts orfe'n (0 in infanticide, (2) in the idea of the

among Aryans honor of having wives by capture, (3) and in the

supposed custom prevailing in man’s primitive state

that all the men of a tribe were married to all the

women (4). But all these theories are based more

on the fancy of scholars than on fact, as has been

very clearly shown by professor Westermarck.

The true reason is the unwillingness of men to

marry their sisters and mothers and such women as

they consider in the light of sisters and motheis.

All the daughters of the father and of the father’s

brother, when they lived under the same roof,

were considered in the light of sisters. Daughters

(1) McLenan’s Studies in Ancient History, p. 160.

(2) Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, vol. I, pp, 619*621.

(3) Lubbock’s Origin of Civilization, p. 135.
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of the same household were thus ineligible for

marriage. In ancient times six or seven gener-

ations lived together, who were considered as

Sapinda which means both “ those partaking of the

same body ” and “ those having their food in com-

mon.
” Among the Romans, marriages between

persons under the same patrta potestas i. Cognati

related within the sixth degree were nefaria et

incestuce miptice. These prohibitions were gradually

relaxed. They were so relaxed in 49 A. D. that a

man might marry even his brother s daughter but

not his sister’s daughter. At the end of the sixth

century, the prohibition was extended even to the

sixth degree. In the year 1215, it was reduced

to the fourth degree by the Lateran council under

Innocent III. The history of the Roman law is very

interesting from its great similarity and original

identity with Hindu Law in many respects. In

ancient India, it was usual for six generations to

live together. The word Gotra means descendants

of one person and probably, originally meant those

who lived in the same mess under the same head or

chief. The meaning of the prohibition of marriage

with a girl related within six degrees thus becomes

clear. The South Slavonians even now live in

house communities like the Hindus. The Greeks,

the Germans, the Persians and some other Aryan

races on account of the exigencies of the condi-

tions of the countries to which they migrated, gave

up the joint the family system and with it, the very

strict rule of prohibited degrees which once prevailed.

As a matter of fact, we find the rule of prohibition

of marriage between kindred more extensive among

those who retained the family system than among
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those who gave it up*. Among the Hindus, who

are slowly giving up the old joint family system,

the relaxation of the old rule will be more beneficial

than otherwise. In any case, they might very well

now go back to the rules which prevailed before the

Kaliyuga, according to the Aditya Purana.

In the Rig-Veda we find mention of marriages

for love, for a price paid and also of marriages by

way of gift and as part of sacrifices. During the

time of the Rig-Veda, sacrifices had come to be

celebrated with great pomp and expenditure, and

sometimes the sacrificer gave his daughter away in

marriage to the sacrificing priest. In the original

home of the Aryans as is evidenced by the customs

of Greeks and Persians, early marriage, i.e., marri-

age of girls before fifteen was the rule. ' But it

was not unusual for girls to marry at a maturer age

and there was also the custom of girls choosing their

husbands. This custom was sometimes observed

by great kings in case of their having beautiful

daughters, by way ’of a magnificent ceremony

called the Swayambara, which however, in all cases

described in the Ramayana or the Mahabharata,

as also in modern times, as in the case of the

Swayambara, of the daughter of Jaya Chandra the

King of Kanauj described by the bard Chand,

led to grievous dissensions, and which in the last

mentioned instance, was one of the direct causes

leading to the establishment of the Mahomedan

power in India. In Buddhistic books we read of a

practice among Kshatriyas which required the

bridegroom to excel in martial exercises in a

* Westermarck’s History of Human Marriage, p. 326.
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tournament held for the purpose of arranging a

marriage. The girl thus married was considered

as purchased with valour, A wife had

always to be purchased either with money or with

valour. There is no justification for supposing

that marriage by capture was the original of

the institution of marriage in any country at any

time. “ Marriage by capture” says Westermarck,
“ must have been very common at that stage of

social development when family ties had become

stronger and man lived in small groups of nearly

related persons, but when the idea of barter had

scarcely presented itself to his mind. Marriage

by capture was succeeded by marriage by purchase,

as barter in general has followed upon robbery,’’*

It is impossible however to conceive of any or-

ganized society, in which alone there can be the

institution of marriage, which could have tolerated

marriage by capture. Purchase was the original

form in India. Indeed, in ancient times, the most

common form of marrige was that by purchase, t

It is called Manusha by the Rishis, i.e., what

prevails among men.

We find also in the Rig-Veda mention of widows

remarrying, and also of widows getting children by

their husbands’ younger brothers, though the latter

custom is reprobated.

We find it stated by the law-givers that

in ancient times, women were educated like men,

wore the sacred thread, had to undergo the same

* The History of Human Marriage, p 546.

t Strabo says that “ Indians marry many wives purchased from their

parents giving a yoke of oxen.” Marriage by purchase, was the common
form among the ancient Romans and Persians also.
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Brahmacharyya training and recited the Vedas. At

Mw'age
l 'me w^en Persians and the Indians

amongancient parted company, Aryan women wore the sacred
AryMS

' thread, and the custom lingered among the former

till they were conquered by the Arabs. As a

reminder of those good old times, the bride was

invested with the sacred thread during the marriage

ceremony. Among Indian Aryans, women seem to

have enjoyed an amount of independence and a

st-itus of equality with men, which was rare among

Widow
marriage and

divorce.

Sati among
Indo-

Europeans,

ancient nations. They lost it however, to a certain

extent, with the growth of the religious ideal of life

and the idea of the paramount necessity of the pre-

servation of chastity among women.

That remarriage of widows, divorce and after-

wards remarriage in certain cases were allowable

is indicated by the lawgivers.

Side by side with these ideas, there was

also the custom of a widow ascending the funeral

pyre with her dead husband. This was an old

Aryan custom, found among the ancient Indo-Euro-

pean races and mentioned in the Atharva Veda as

prima;val custom. But it was forgotten in India that

the custom was a barbarous one, based upon the

idea that the male lord should be placed in a

position to command his wives, horses, servants,

&c., after death. The custom lingered in India

and was invested with such a halo of sanctity by

a newly invented ideal of superhuman chastity

and love as made women, who became Satis,

glorified beings, more divine than human. But there

were very few real Satis. Many of the widows,

who in their paroxysm of grief, pr forced by their

relatives, became Satis, had to be burnt with
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such barbarous cruelty as would shock the most

hardened mind. In Rajputana and in Nepal, on

the death of a prince, it was not unusual for fifty or

sixty women who were his wives and concubines to

burn themselves on the funeral pyre as Satis*

Blessed be the rule of the British which has put

a stop to this cruel practice based upon a false

ideal invented by a fanatical priesthood !

We next go to the law of marriage as laid down
Formsof

by the lawgivers. The eight so-called forms of
J

t
™

#
** accoidmg to

marriage are described by Manu. Many of the Rishis-

Rishis omit the Paisacha or rape, and all of them

declare it to be unlawful and very sinful. The Rak-

shasa, called also Khatra, or marriage by force of

arms, was allowable only to the Kshatriyas, and we

find that marriage by capturing remarkably beauti-

ful girls by wars, sometimes attended with the most

disastrous consequences, was not uncommon. But it

was illegal in the case of all other castes. It does
O

* Several such instances are mentioned in Tod's Rajsthan. It is said hat

ahout ninety women burned th* mselves with the celebrated Rana Jung

Bahado .r of Nepal I' shows that the custom *as based upon the desire of

the male lord to be accompanied after death by his women married and

unmarried.

t According to the Rishis however, in the case of a Brahmin widow

Sad is forbidden She is to lead the life of the ascetic, which alone leads to

salvation. Madhavacharyya laid down, that notwithstanding text ,

u Sait
*1

in all cases, is against the plain injunction of the Veda
( ),

WTSTOT l

n JhrtWrw w*: 11 1

* frtfa h* vrt,f arrtft ifanflfw 1

mwmflliT mi 1

ST ^STSTSI^TT ifTSTT’t S qfH^ II I
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not seem to have been allowed, except in the case

of mighty princes. Among the patrician Romans

and the Spartans, but not among the Athenians,

there was a custom according to which the bride

had to be taken possession of with some show

of force (i). They probably considered themselves

as Kshatra or military classes. The custom is sup-

posed to be a relic of the ancient practice of marri-

age by capture but some show of force was pro-

bably necessary in carrying away even an unwilling

purchased girl. It may also be that youths of the

military classes were required by fashion to make

some show of courage and force at the time. In

any case, the Rig-Veda the most ancient record

of Aryan customs, mentions only of civilized

forms of marriage. The Gandharva or marriage

by choice for love was, as we have seen, not

uncommon in the Vedic times. In later times

it was allowable only to Kshatriyas and princes.

But even in the cases of the Rakshasa and the

Gandharva forms, the marriage had to be cele-

brated with religious ceremonies. We next come to

the Asura or Manusha (human) marriage or mar-

riage by purchase. It was the most comrrfon form of

marriage in very ancient times, but with the growth

of the religious ideal of life among Hindus by which

the wife became a necessary partner in the per-

formance of sacrifices, this practice was forbidden.
‘‘ A purchased girl is a slave and cannot be a wife*’

says Kasyapa “ nor can she be associated in sacri-

fices.” Marriage by purchase, however, was allow-

able in the case of Vaisyas. Religious ceremonies

(x) O’scar Seyflfert’s Dictionary of Classical Antiquities* p. 376.
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were of course necessary in this form. There only

remain the four (according to some, three) higher

forms of marriage. They only were lawful for

Brahmanas. Now by long established custom there

is only one form, namely the Brahma form of

marriage, allowable for all castes. The Gandharva,

if ratified with religious ceremonies, is also con-

sidered by some to be a form which is lawful for

the Kshatriyas. All the others are unlawful.

It will thus appear, that Mr. Mayne and some

other writers on Hindu law, English and Hindu,

were not justified in stating that the marriage

rules were of a very loose character among ancient

Hindus. Nothing could have been farther from

the truth.

Whether marriage was originally by purchase

or bv gift, it has been established by modern Ceremonies of
' o ’

. , marriage

scholarship that the form of marriage was nearly among ind>

settled when the Indo-European races parted from
alike?*

each other. Leist is of opinion that “there are three

stages in an Indo-European marriage: (i) betrothal

(2) contract, panigraha or clasping of hands,

carrying thrice round fire and water, from right to

left, offering of butter and rice on the hearth of the

bride’s father, sitting on the bull’s hide
; (3) com-

pletion,—Indian, lighting the wedding fire which is

conveyed by the bridal procession from the house

of the bridegroom’s father to the new dwelling,

offerings of food,—Latin, domum deductio
(
*
offering

of home/’* We find that the marriage ceremonies

as described in the Grihya Sutras were very

similar to the above. Most of the rules mentioned

* Schrader’s Prehistoric Antiquities, p, 384,

99
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Aucient

Hindu
ceremonies.

jse

In the Grihya Sutras are taken from the Rig-Veda

which speaks of the Barana or seeking by friends

of the girl i.e., the betrothal, of the untying of the

bond with the father’s family and tying the bond

with the husband’s family, of the taking by the

hand or the Panigraha, of the presents by the father

before the fire, of the gift by the father or the brother

of the girl, of the eating together of bride and the

bride-groom and of the carrying away of the bride

to the bride-groom’s house in a carriage borne by

two bullocks. (Rig-Veda io M. S. 58).* These

and the other ceremonies described below show

that the ceremonies of marriage among Aryan

races before they parted company had been firmly

settled and continued alike even in their new homes.

Though various forms are mentioned in the

Smritis, in all the Grihya Sutras there is only one

form for the twice-born classes with slight variations

and it is thus described : We find first, that one of

the twice-born class, after his return from the

Teacher’s place, should seek a wife. He first sends

friends to select the bride, and they settle with the

bride’s father.! This is called Barana and also gift

by word of mouth or betrothal. After that, comes

the ceremony of joining hands. Narada says:

* Among Greeks and the Romans as among Hindus the betrothal

preceded the actual marriage. In this ceremony, the bridegroom gave the

bride earnest money as in other cases of contract, or a ring in its stead.

In the Homeric age, the bridegroom had to pay the bride's father a certain

number of oxen or other objects of value. The daughter on her side re*

ceived a suitable provision from her father as among Romans and Hindus.

Among the Greeks, the wedding torch kindled at the hearth of the bride's

father had to be carried with her. The wedding torch had to be carried in

Roman marriage processions also. The girl had to be carried among Greeks,

Romans and Hindus in a carriage drawn by bullocks. Oscar Seyffert’s Die*

tionary of Classical Antiquiiies, p. 376.

t Rig-Veda, 10 M. 85 S. 23,
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u The first does not constitute marriage, but the

second is the permanent to^en of marriage.” This

last ceremony is thus described in the Grihya

Sutras : The bridegroom goes with his friends

to the bride’s house.* At the wedding, fuel

has to be put into the fire to the east of the

house on a place besmearsd with cowdung
Then one of the people who assist at the wedding
fills a cup with “ firm” water, and having walked
with the waterpot round the fire on its front side

silent, wrapped in his robe, stations himself to the

south (of the fire) fancing north. Another person

with a goad, walks in the same way, and stations

himself in the same place. They place roasted grain

mixed to the amount of four handfuls in a winnow-

ing basket behind the fire, ‘‘and an upper millstone.”

The girl is then brought out washed and having

put on a new garment given by the husband and

wearing the sacred thread over her left shoulder

The bridegroom having accepted her who is

given away by her father,” the bridegroom and

the bride then sit on a rush mat and offer

oblations of clarified butter to the fire, the

last oblation being offered together. The bride-

groom then seizes the joined hands of the bride

in which fried grain is put, and makes her stand

on a stone and throws the grain with butter

into the fire. The bridegroom then leads the bride

round the fire and the waterpot three times with

their right side turned towards it, and the girl

again stands on the stone and sacrifies with fried

* In very ancient times, the bridegroom would carry with him the

fire from-the house of bis father in the procession among all Aryan Nations,
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grain and butter, which are placed in her hand by

the father or brother, who sacrifices with a sword’s

point on her head, reciting the verse “ Be thou

queen of thy father-in-law’s household.” (Rig-Veda,

X. 85,46). Then to the west of the fire, the

bridegroom makes her step forward in an easterly

or northerly direction, the (seven) steps of Vishnu.

At each step he says, “ May Vishnu go after thee.

Mayst thou not be seperated from rny friendship.”

After the seven steps he makes her stand (in that

position) and murmurs:—‘‘With seven steps we have

become friends (w§T),may I attain to friendship with

thee, may I not be separated from thy friendship.”

Then the husband seizes with his right hand the

right hand of the wife and repeating the Mantra :

“ I seize thy hand” carries her away from her father’s

house in a vehicle to his own house,* and the

nuptial fire is carried behind the newly married

couple. When they come to the house, they put

down the fire in the hall, and make the husband and
the wife ‘‘ sit on a red bull’s hide” silently until

the stars appear, and the husband then sacrifices

and takes the wife out and shows to her the polar star

and Arundhati, and makes her repeat the formula
;

“ Firm art thou, may I become firm in the house of
my husband.” From that time for three nights

they should lead a life of abstinence. On the fourth

day the Chaturthi homo, is performed, and “ he
should prepare a mess of cooked food of which they

both eat together,’’! and in the night the marriage

•

* w'" explain the meaning of the Adhyavahanika Stridhana.
See Reg-Veda, 10 M. 85 S. 20.

t Compare Roman Confarrtuiio. Mackenzie’s Roman Law, p. 101,
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is consummated.* ‘‘ Thus he will gain a valiant

son.’’

Marriages of youthful maidens onlyt were Consumina.

allowed in ancient times, and consummation was

thought necessary, for we find texts of Likhita, •'««•

Vrihaspati aud Harita, showing that only on the

expiration of the fourth night and on the per-

formance of the Chaturthi homa the wife becomes

one with the husband and takes his gotra.

The ceremonies mentioned above are even now

followed with certain modifications.

Accotding to the Smritis, it is clear that the
tJomaand

homa is necessary for the twice-born castes, and the “v“th

that marriage is completed on the performance of the aMe among

seventh step ceremony, after which the wife takes the castes.

gotra of the husband, and is affected with impurity

in case of birth and death, in the same way as he,

and there is community of religious ceremonies and

of property.j

* Hiranyakeshin Grihya Sutra, i P. p. 6, S. 20, 21. S.B. E.S. Vol. 30.

pp. 192, 193, 200. Paraskara, 1 K. 4 K. 15. Rig Veda 10 M. 85 S.

Gobhila Grihya Sutra, P. II. K.I.S. 12—16. S.B.E.S. Vol. 30. pp. 43*44.

Sankhayana Grihya Sutra, I. 13-1. S. B. E. S. Vol. 29, p. 35.

t See the note on the text of Vrihaspati and on the word Nagnika, to be

found in the Sanskrit portion of this Section.

t Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalanka in his Commen*

tary on Gobhila’s Sutra, after reviewing all the texts on the subject, says,

that the change of gotra takes place, only after the homa of the fourth night.

As a matter of fact, the homa of the fourth night is now performed on the

night of marriage or on the day after, and is omitted by many. When the

Brahmacharya at Guru’s house fell into disuse and Brahmins fell from their

high estate, the practice of marrying mere infants became the rule and

the old rules about the duties of the fourth night became out of place and

were omitted in the later Smritis. It is quite possible that the texts of

Vrihaspati, Likhita and Harita, about the change of gotra on the fourth

night, were more ancient than the text of Manu on the same subject.

Vrihaspati is only another version of the original Manu, The Madana

Parijata quotes a text of Narada, and says, that consummation is necessary to
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Stridhan

should be

given at

marriage.

Consent and

marriage after

maturity.

Who can give

in marriage

according to

the Smritis.

Prohibitory

rules accord-

ing to the

Rishis.

According to the Smritis, the bride should

always be given Stridhana on marriage by her

parents and brothers.

According to Hindu Law, the consent of the

girl is not necessary, except in the case of the Gand-

harva marriage. According to orthodox modern

practice, she should be given in marriage before she

attains maturity. But marriage after maturity

is not invalid.

The daughter is one over whom the father

alone has complete control, and he alone can make

a gift of her. Gift is essential for marriage.

Gift by one having no power is invalid. The

father is one who has full power over his children

and the paternal grandfather has equal authority.

After them, the brother or any other agnatic

relation, who takes the share of the deceased father

of the girl in a joint family and succeeds to the

headship of the family, has authority. After him,

the mother and the maternal grandfather and the

maternal uncle are entitled to give away a girl in

marriage.

The Mitakshara does not mention the maternal

grandfather and the maternal uncle. But Raghu-

nandana supplies the omission, and the rule of

the Rishis is, that these two come before the

mother, as will appear from the texts of Vishnu,

Narada, and Katyayana, cited in this Chapter.

The following rules about prohibited degree

appear from the Grihya-Sutras and the Smritis of

Manu and Apastamba.

constitute marriage. There is much reason to suppose, that it was so con-

sidered in ancient times. Hence we find, that a virgin widow, in whose case

marriage had not been consu mated, might be re-married, according to the

Rishis.
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(1) A girl of the same gotra and pravara is not

eligible for marriage.

(2) Nor is a girl eligible who is a sapinda of

the mother.

(3) Father’s sister’s daughter, mother’s sister’s

daughter and mother’s brother's daughter are not

eligible. Mothers include step-mothers in this rule.

(4) Marriage is prohibited when there is such

a relationship between the youth and the damsel as

would make them like parent and child to each

other, eg.., as between one and his wife’s sister’s

daughter or his father’s brother’s wife's sister *

(5) A * s eligible who is separated by

three gotras, eg* a daughter of a daughter of an

agnate is not eligible, but her daughter is eligible.

It is the same thing as saying one who is not

connected by funeral oblations is eligible. Mother's

maternal grandfather is not considered, according

to the Sraddha rules, as one who is entitled to pinda-

According to Mr. Justice Banerjee, however, three

daughters should intervene. Some other writers are

of opinion that four should intervene.

Originally marriages between Brahmins and

Kshatriyas were allowable. According to the

Smritis intermarriage between a man of a superior

caste and a woman of an inferior caste, called the castes-

Anulome, was valid. The marriage between a man

of an inferior caste and a woman of a superior

caste, called the Pratitiona, was reprobated and

their children declared practically outcaste. A Sudra

woman could be married but she could never attain

* Marriage with the daughter of a pupil or of a Guru who instructs

in the Vedas, is prohibited according to some texts.
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to the status of the lawful wife of a twiceborn man.

These rules continued to be force till even the time

of the Mitakshara. But later, the rule of the

Aditya Purana prohibiting intermarriages altogether

has, by the universal consant of Hindus, become

binding law.

Intermarriages as between members of sub-

divisions of the same caste were not prohibited.

Sub-castes, formed by intermarriages in former

times or otherwise, and regarded as such, should

be considered as distinct castes. English judges

have fallen into the error of considering these as

sub-divisions of the same caste.

As regards the prohibited degrees, it does
lute about

,

&
., .

&
. . , .

he prohibited seem clear that the old rule, as indicated in
egieeiiconsi-

was t [jat girls of the same Gotra and

daughters of the agnates of the maternal grand-

father up to the third degree could not be married.

The father’s sister’s daughter and mother’s sister’s

daughter were eligible in ancient times and they

are still eligible in certain parts of southern

India. But Manu expressly prohibits the marriage

of these two and stops there. It will be found

that, if Manu’s rule is given effect to, all near

relations worth the name are avoided, applying

the rule that a relation, when a female, is in

eligible as wife to a boy, is, when a male, also

ineligible as husband to a girl. According to this

rule, the following persons are excluded : daughters

ol the three maternal ancestors and of their male

descendants, daughters of the father’s sister and

mother's sister, and daughter’s daughters of all

agnates up to the fourth degree. Supplement

the rule of Manu and Gobhila by the rule of
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Aswalayana embodied in rule 4 mentioned before

and all reasonably near relations are excluded.

To go beyond is to go to an unreasonable length.

However that maybe, commentators, citing the

texts of Gautama, Vasista, Yajnavalkya and other

Rishis, have established that the descendants up to

the sixth degree, through males or females, of

paternal ancestors up to the sixth degree and

descendants up to the fourth degree of the maternal

ancestors up to third degree are excluded. This is

the view of the Mitakshara and the Parijata. But

Raghunandana and other commentators exclude

relations on both sides by one degree more and

that is the opinion of Mr. Justice Banerjee also.

It should be here observed that the rule of the

Rishis has been interpreted in the Mitakshara as

meaning that all Sapinda relations are excluded.

In that view Vijnaneswara’s calculation is correct.

Again it has been laid down by several Com-
mentators, Raghunandana, Madhava, Kamalakara

and others, that descendants up to the sixth degree

and to the fourth degree, of the technical Bandhus

in the paternal and maternal line respectively, are

excluded. Now the word Bandhus in the text of

Vasista has been interpreted by his commentator

Krishna Pundit, as meaning agnates and he is

correct, for the texts of Vasista and Gautama only

say that the seventh from the father’s Bandhus and

the fifth from the mother’s Bandhus are excluded.

The text does not mention any other relation.

Therefore it is clear that the word Bandhu there at

least means agnates, as otherwise daughters of

agnates of the father and the mother cannot be

excluded.

100
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,
We come next to the question, whether impo-

potenUnsanej

teiit'and insance persons, as as well as those who are

hSscan**

5

from birth deficient in an organ of sense or action,

n»"y- and those who are lepers or incurably diseased can

marry. Under the strict Hindu Law, these persons

are incompetent to take part in the Vedic ceremony

of marriage, and marriages with them are invalid.

So far as the Smritis are concerned, they

declare that if a girl is married to a person so

affected without knowledge, she should be married

again. Some say that the texts refer only to the

case of betrothal, but Katyayana makes it clear by

expressly stating “ even if married.” But the girl

would be a Punarbhu, i. e.
t
a twice married woman.

A betrothed girl, it should be remembered, if

married to a person other than the person to

whom she is betrothed is, according to some texts,

a Punarbhu. Again Madhava says that without

the performance of the Homa, the legal status of

wifehood ( ) cannot arise. As persons insane

impotent and the like are incapable of performing

the Homa, they cannot contract a valid marriage.

Modern custom and the opinion of modern Hindu

lawyers have however, established the cruel and

unreasonable rule that if a girl is married with

Mantras to an insane or an impotent person, the

marriage is irrevocable. The Hindu lawgivers

were, the reader will be glad to find, more reason-

able. As it now stands however, without legislation,

as in the cass of remarriage of widows, remarriage

of unfortunate girls placed within the cruel meshes

of the so called Hindu Law is not possible.

MuiUge It is maintained by some learned writers that

taudinvaUd. marrriage by force or fraud is valid. The reader
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will find that fortunately that also is not Hindu

Law.

Remarriage of widows was allowable in ancient

times, as the texts of Narada, Vasista, Katyayana,
Remartiage

Parasara, Devala, the Mahabharata and the Agni- of widows if

purana show. But afterwards it was enjoined that

the remarriage of virgin widows only was allowable.

Rishyasringa says that the Sraddha of all females

have to be performed with the Gotra of their first

husband but in the case of virgin widows it is

to be performed with the Gotra of their second

husband, showing that for all spiritual purposes,

their second marriage is as good as the first

(See p. 74). Modern custom has prohibited re-

marriage in any case. The British legislature did

well in validating the remarriage of widows by Act

XV of 1856, and thus restoring the law of the

Rishis.

Mr. Mayne has rightly observed, that there

has been a deliberate omission of part of the origi-

nal text in connection with Manu IX, 76, which

enjoins a wife to wait 8, 6 or 3 years, and does not

say what she is to do afterwards. The text must

be considered as corresponding with the texts of

Narada on the same matter, which clearly say that

she may remarry after that period. The same de-

liberate omission is to be observed in connection

with Gautama, Ch. 18,^15. Haradatta the com-

mentator here says that the wife after six years may

get a son by Niyoga. Similarly we find that in

the text of Yajnavalkya, whose chapters on Law

agree word per word with the chapters of the

Agnipurana on the same subject, the verse of the

Agnipurana about the second marriage of widows is
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omitted. It is thus abundantly clear that the

second marriage of widows and women married to

persons insane, impotent or outcaste or to persons

who had renounced the world was allowed. Side

by side with it the ancient custom of Niyoga pre-

vailed, and to some degree superseded it. After a

woman had passed into her husband’s family, the

latter had full control over her, and prevented a

remarriage, but allowed Niyoga. We have already

seen how Niyoga fell into disuse, from pecuniary

considerations, supplemented by growing ideas of

strict purity, and with it the second marriage of

widows also became obsolete. But in the case of

virgin widows, who were very often under the control

of their fathers, there was nothing to prevent a second

marriage, and the lawgivers expressly enjoin their

remarriage. But in cases where they had passed

into the family of the husband, the father-in-law

sometimes got her remarried to her husband’s

younger brother, and this is enjoined in Manu.

But this latter practice also was considered as

Niyoga and became obsolete with it. Thus
second marriages of women have become
obsolete. But the Smritis undoubtedly allow it.

The Mahabharata says that on the death of the

husband, a widow marries the husband’s younger

brother as if it were a matter of course.* It

would not be reasonable to say that the Adipurana

prohibits the remarriage of widows in the Kali-

yuga, when Parasara, whose Smriti is admittedly

intended for the Kaliyuga
, expressly allows it.

# qwwit flint ^ t
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If the circumstances under which it has become

obsolete be considered, and the history of the law

on the subject studied, no reasonable man will

hesitate to give effect to the old law of the Rishis.

In case of virgin widows at least, the injunction of

the Smritis is clear, and there is no consideration,

human or divine, which in any way militates

against it. But ignorance and prejudice make

men unreasonable and cruel, even to their own

daughters.

Colonel Tod in his Annals of Rajasthan says

that among the original Rajput families of Rajputana Remarriage

the custom of remarriage of widows prevailed in custom among

ancient times and among some, it still exists.

Among the lower classes of Hindus, except among

those who have adopted the cu .'.oms or pretend

to be twice-boru castes, the remarriage of widows is

allowable by custom as a general rule. But the

marriages of these people are never celebrated with

the rites prescribed in the Dharma Shastras.

The objects of marriage are the getting of

children and the proper performance of religious

ceremonies, according to Hindu Law. By marriage marriage,

the wife becomes of the same Gotra with the

husband. The husband and wife become associa-

ted with each other in religious ceremonies, in

religious merit and in the enjoyment of worldly

possession. There can be no partition between

the husband and the wife. After death, the wife

can participate in the pinda only in conjunction

with the husband. There can be no second

marriage for a woman. There can be no proper

or strictly lawful second wife for a Brahmana,

while one wife is living.
* A wife is received
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from the gods, and not by one’s own will.’

I do not know of any higher ideal of marriage

laid down in any other society. Now in India

this ideal was not one to be found only in the Smri-

tis but it was actually realized in life.

Let us proceed to the consideration of the

law as laid down in our Courts. The only form

exceptTrahma
marriage which is now supposed to be prevalent

obsolete^
*s t^ie Brahma form, not only among Brahmins

but also among Sudras. (i) All other forms are

considered as obsolete, except as mentioned be

low. There is always a presumption in a Hindu

marriage, even among Sudras, that it has been per-

formed according to an approved form. (2) But it

should be remembered here that among lower

classes of Hindus for whom no good Brahmins will

officiate as priests, marriages are performed

according to customary and not Shastric cere-

monies.

The Gandharva form was allowable, according

to the Smritis, to all the castes, but it was com-

mendable only in the case of Kshatriyas. It is not

generally recognized among any caste now-a-days.

Among certain Rajas and Chiefs it has been consi-

dered to be allowable in Tippera, Orissa and

Madras. (3) Among the Orissa chiefs it is called

the Foolbibahi marriage. But the Calcutta and

Allahabad High Courts have held that such

(1) Colebrooke, Dig. V. 499. Sivaram Casia Pillay v. Bagaban Pillay,

Mad* Dec. of 1859, p. 44. Jaikessondas v. Harkesson Das, 2 Bom. 14.

(2) Jagannath v. Ranjit, 25 Cal. 354. Jadunaih v. Busunt, 19W.R.

264. Masamumt Chandra Bhaga v. Vishwanath, 20 I. C. 559. S. Anthe-

keshavalu v. Ramanujam, 32 Mad. 572, Meru v, Haji, 30 Bom. 197.

(3) Chukradhur Thakoor v. Beer Chandra Joobaraj, i W. R. 194.

Ramasami v. Sundarabala, 17 Mad. 422.
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marriages are not legal, (i) The Madras High

Court has taken the right view, namely, that such

marriages may be valid, if contracted with a virgin,

and if the nuptial rites with homa are subsequently

performed. (2) In the most recent case on the

question, the Madras High Court has held that

when a certain caste has long given up the Gan-

dharva form of marriage and consistently adopted

other and more regular forms, the Courts should

not recognize the validity of the Gandharva in that

caste (3)

As regards the Asura form, it is said to be

allowable only among Tamils and some other castes

in Madras, and among Garos and the like. It is*
0

“r^°'”
0W ,

certainly not allowable, according to the Smritis, to »ble '

receive a price for the bride, and when the only

consideration for the contract of a marriage is

money, it is void, though an exchange marriage,

when there is nothing against it, would support

such a contract. (4) But when a marriage has

taken place, even if it be for money, it is not

reasonable or just to the girl to say that it is

invalid. But among lower classes of Indians even

in Bengal, girls are more often than not, given

in marriage on receipt of what is called sulka.

But even among Brahmins some times a present

of money is given which is meant for the bride,

and this, it has been held, does not make the

marriage an Asura marriage. (5) That is the

opinion of the commentators also.

(1) Bhaoni v. Maharaj Sing, 3 All. 73 «

(2) Brindavana v. Radhamoni, 12 Mad. 72. See 13 Moore 506.

(3) Visuanath Swamy v. Kamu, 21 1 . C. 725, 24 Mad. L. J f 271.

(4) Amirchandw. Ram, 4 Punjab.

(5) Gopal Das v. Hurkissen Das, 2 Bom. 15.
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In a recent case in Bombay, it was held that

where the guardian giving in marriage received

qilencesTf're- money from the bridegroom, the marriage

price"

8 bnde
was 'n reality an Asura marriage, though all the

ceremonies of a Brahma marriige had been

performed, (i) In Madras however, it has been held

that there is always a presumption that a marriage

is in the Brahma form and that even for Sudras,

Asura is not an approved form. (2) In a later case,

the Bombay High Court has laid down the prin-

ciple after reviewing earlier cases in Bombay and

Madras that whenever there is any payment of

money for the bride the marriage is an Asura

marriage, whatever ceremonies may be performed.

(3) It is submitted that however reprehensible may

be the practice of taking money from the bride-

groom or the bride’s father, to hold that marriage

when money is thus received, though performed

with Brahma rites is a marriage in a disapproved

form degrading the status of the wife is going too

far. Such a rule would be greatly prejudicial to

the innocent girlwife for she would not be the

heiress of her husband, if she is sonless, according to

some authorities and would also labour under many

legal and ceremonial disabilities. There is very

little justification for such a rule in the Smritis and

even if there be any, under present circomstances,

it should be disregarded. Every legally binding

marriage properly celebrated should be considered

as of approved form, irrespective of caste, as

(1) Chunilal v, Bhagilal, 33 Bom. 433.

(2) S. Authekesavulu v. Ramanujan, 32 Mad. 512.

(3) Hirap. Hansji Pema, 17 I. C. 949.
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among all civilized nations, giving the wife equal

rights in all cases. The lime has gone by when

Sudras should be considered as inferior human

beings among whom any form of marriage is

good.

A contract which entitles the parents to be paid

money or a monthly allowance in consideration of

marrying a daughter is void as opposed to public

policy, (i)

It is now settled that only on the completion of

the seventh step ceremony is a marriage complete,

and the ceremonies of Briddhi-Sraddha and Nandi-

mukha are not indispensably necessary. (2)

In Bombay and Madras, it has been held that

the marriage Homam and Saptapadi ceremonies fnd Homa

are essential for a Hindu marriage. (3) This can- carriages of

not be true of marriages of Sudras who cannot ^“'born

perform the Homa, nor of sectarians who by custom

have omitted the Homa from a long time past.

In a recent case, the Madras High Court have

held that the ceremonies of Grihapravesha and

Rithusanti are ceremonies “essentially connected

with disposal in marriage of a girl of the Brahmin

caste.” (4) But the actual question before the

Court was whether the expenses connected with

such ceremonies were recoverable by the mother

from the surviving uncle. There is no justifica-

tion for holding that the non-performance of such

ceremonies would make a marriage invalid.

(1) Dholi Das », Fulchand, 22 Bom. 658. Baldeo v. Jumna, 23 All.

5 Visvanathan v. Saminathan, 13 Mad. 83.

(2) Brindabun v. Chundra, 12 Cal. 140.

(3) Authikesavalu v. Ramanujam, 32 Mad. 512. Chunilal v, Bhogilal,

33 Bom. 433.

(4) Vaikuntham v, Kallaperam, 13 Mad. L« J. 2$,

10!
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When some of the ceremonies are proved to

have been performed, the rest are presumed to

ofperfommce have been performed also, (i) But in a suit for

of ceremonies*
restitution of conjugal rights mere proof of a

marriage of some sort is not sufficient but proper

proof of the performance of ceremonies is not

necessary. (2)

Long living as husband and wife and recogni-

tion by relatives and proof that some ceremonies

had been performed are sufficient to establish a

valid marriage. (3) When a woman was living

under the control and protection of a man, who

generally lived with her and let the public know

that she was his wife and also acknowledged and

treated her sons as his own sons, it was held that

there was a strong presumption of a valid marriage,

which however could be rebutted by proof that no

marriage could have taken place between them on

account of some legal bar, and if none of the

relatives were produced to support the marriage, by

proof that none of them had been invited to the

supposed marriage. (4)

The father is certainly entitled to give his

Who can give
daughter in marriage. It has however been held

in marriage that among the Kulin Brahmins of Bengal, it is
according to ® °

decisions, possible that the mother is the natural guardian

and can give away the daughter in marriage (5),

and in all cases she can give in marriage, if the

(1) Brindabun v. Chundra, 12 Cal. 140. BaiDewalifl. Moti Karson,

22 Bom. 509. Inderun v, Ramasawmy, 12 WT

. R. 41 (P. C.)

(2) Surjamoni v, Kalikant, 24 Cal. 327. See, however, 12 Cal. 140 and

6 Mad. 466.

(3) Mauji Lai 9. Chandrabati, 15 C. W. N., 109 P. C.

(4) Chellammal V. Ranganathan, 34 Mad. 277.

(5) Madhusudan v. Jadub Chunder, 3 W. R. 194.
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father neglects his duty. (1) But the fact that the

father has been convicted of theft does not take

away from him the power of giving his daughter

in marriage. (2) The brother, it has been held, is

entitled to give away in marriage,- in preference to

the mother, (3) but not the separated brother of the

father. (4) It has been held that the word mother,

for the purpose of giving away in marriage, does

not include the step-mother, and the paternal grand-

mother is to be preferred to the latter. (5) A
guardian may delegate his power to another. (6)

But all these rulings would seem meaningless if the

doctrine that is now well established by the deci-

sions, is correct, namely, that the absence of the

consent of the guardian in marriage would not

invalidate a marriage otherwise legally contracted

and performed with all the necessary ceremonies,

without force or fraud. (7) Dr. Banerjee citing the

case of Anjana Dassee v. Prolhad Chunder (8) in

favour of his opinion, doubts the correctness of the

above rule, which according to him is opposed to

Hindu Law. (9)

Accordingly to the Smritis, the father, grand-

father and brother are certainly entitled to dispose

of a girl in marriage, and in a joint family, when

(1) Khusal Chand v. Bai Mani, n Bom. 247.

(2) Nanabhai v. Javardan, 12 Bom. no.

(3) Exparte Janki Prosad Agarwala. Vyavastha Darpan, 655.

(4) S. Navasevayam v. Annammai, 4 Mad. II. C. 339.

(5) Maharanee Rambunsee v. Maharanee Soobh Koonwari, 7 W.R. 321.

(6) Golamee v. Juggeswar, 3 W. R. 193.

(7) Madhoosoodan v, Jadab Chunder, 3 W. R. 194. Brindaban v.

Chandra, 12 Cal. 140. Venkata Charyulu v. Ranga Charyulu, 14 Mad. 386.

Mulchand v. Bhudhia, 22 Bom. 812. Ghazi v. Sukree, 19 All. 515.

(8) 14 W. R. 403.

(9) The Hindu Law of Marriage and Stridhana, p. 52,
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the widow is not entitled to her husband’s share, the

nearest agnatic relation has the right and the duties

that go with it. The expenses of the marriage

had to be met and the girl had to be given

portion. It is reasonable therefore that he who takes

the family property should give in marriage. In a

divided family, when there is no son, the mother

takes the property and she has got the disposal

of the daughter. But when there is no mother, and

the girl herself is the heiress ofher father’s property,

a difficult question arises, for the nearest agnate

has got an interest adverse to that of the girl. In

such a case the rule of Narada may be followed

and the maternal grandfather and the maternal

uncle may come in after the brother and before the

agnates. But as the rule accepted by all the com-

mentators is that they come after the agnates, the

latter should be preferred.

All the difficulty arises when the girl has got

property. In such cases, the Court appoints a
Powers of

r r
,. ... , , • L

guardian and guardian and it is not bound to appoint the nearest

injunction agnate, if he is not fit. Under the Guardian and

marriage!
8 Ward’s Act, though it does not deal of marriage,

as the guardian has the custody of the person of the

minor, no marriage can take place without his con-

sent. There is thus little chance of injustice now.

If a marriage is celebrated against the wishes of the

proper guardian, it must be with force and fraud.

But it is only voidable at the instance of the proper

guardian before consummation. It has been held

that a guardian in marriage is entitled to ask for an

injunction restraining a contemplated marriage (i),

(i) Brohmomoyee v. Kashi, 8 Cal. 366, Harendra v, Brinda, 3

C- W. N. 531 .
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but the Court may impose conditions upon the

exercise of the right of such guardian in the inter-

ests of the girl. (1)

The doctrine of Factum Valet has been applied

to marriages also. 1 1 has been held that when a factum v»iet

girl is married by the mother without the consent of

1

"

the father, the marriage is nevertheless not in-

valid. (2) It has also been held that the texts

•relating to guardianship in marriage are only

declaratory and not mandatory (3) and that even

when a marriage has taken place in disobedience

to the Court’s order on a mother directing her to

make over her daughter to the uncle for the purpose

of marriage, the marriage is good. (4) In the most

recent cases on the question, it has been held in

Bombay and Madras that the mother as the natural

guardian has the right to give in marriage in pre-

ference to her father-in-law or to an uncle, even

when there is a will by the father authorizing the

uncle to get her married. (5) This probably is

going too far but the marriage if completed is

certainly not void. In a recent case, it has been

held in Madras that the maternal uncle of a girl

of marriageable age, whose parents are dead and

whose paternal grandfather and paternal uncle have

abandoned her, is entitled to give her in marriage

and to recover the expenses of the marriage from

(1) Sridhar v. Hira, 12 Bom. 480.

(2) Baee Balajat vt Jeychand. Bellasis Rep, Sel. Bom, 247. See 14

Mad. 316.

(3) 14 Mad. 316, 19 AIK 515.

(4) Bai v. Moti, 22 Bom. 507.

(5) Bai Ramkore v. Jamnadas, 17 l. C. 95. Sridhar v. Hiralal, 12

Bom. 480. S. Namasivayam v. Annasammai, 4 Mad. H, C. 339. Acha v.

Acha, 21 Mad. L.
J. 600,
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the family property in the hands of the paternal

uncle, (i) It was also held in that case that a

marriage is not void because it was celebrated

during the period of pollution. In Allahabad also

a marriage celebrated by the maternal uncle against

the wishes of the paternal uncle, who wished to

make profit, has been upheld on the doctrines of

Factum Valet. (2)

We have already seen that though betrothal
Betrothal not. . . , . , ,

.

binding and was always considered nearly equal to actual

performance marriage by the Rishis, its binding effect was
demandabie.

practically ignored by their declaring that marriage

is completed only on the performance of the seven

steps ceremony. Now-a-days betrothals are broken

without any compunction. Under the Specific

Relief Act there can be no specific performance

of a contract of marriage. But compensation for

any pecuniary loss, and also for any injury to

character or prospects in life, which may naturally

arise in the usual course of things from such breach

may be recovered. (3)

Minors are not prohibited by law from marry*

Minors
'n» anc* I nc'ian Majority Act has not modified

and marriage, the law on the subject. (4) 1 n such a marriage, the

consent of the guardian is necessary but a marriage

legally contracted without such consent is not

invalid. But it must be observed that marriage

(1) Vencadam v. Siva Subramania, 13 I. C. 985, 22 Mad. L. J. 49.

Acha®. Acha, II I C. 570, 21 Mad. L. J.
600.

(2) Kasturi v. Cheraji, n All. L. J. 272.

(3) Shaik Bhujun v. Shaik Rumjan, 24 W. R 380. Muljid v. Goomti, 1

Bom. 412. Rambhatfl. Tunmaya, 16 Bom. 672. Pursshottam Dasi\ Pursshot-

tarn Das, 21 Bom. 23. Amirchand v. Ran), 4 Punj. 398.

(4) Juggeswar v. Nilambar, 8 W, R. 217. Bai Gulab v. Thakorlal, 17

l. 0,86.
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could take place only after the samavartana and the

Rishis never contemplated the marriage of unedu-

cated minors.

In an early case, it was held that the marriage

of a lunatic was valid, (i) But it is quite clear, and

Mr. Justice Banerjea is of the same opinion, that Marriage of

under the Hindu Law, the act of receiving the gift wheth«"»aiid

of the bride as well of participating in the religious

ceremonies of marriage, cannot be performed by a

lunatic and his marriage is quite void. The Privy

Council in a recent case did not expressly decide

whether the marriage of an insane person is valid

but held that in any case the decision of the ques-

tion depends on the degree of mental capacity and

an ordinary degree of mental infirmity is not

sufficient. (2)

Persons who are deaf, dumb, blind or are

afflicted with incurable diseases, it has been held,can

contract a valid marriage but cannot enforce restitu-
J£®'f

r^“
bi

of

tion of conjugal rights (3), and Mr. Justice Banerjea Utaj how far

is of opinion that the marriage of impotent persons

is valid. I have already shown that such persons

cannot participate in the ceremony of marriage and

their marriages are invalid. That is the opinion of

the Saraswati Vilasha and the celebrated author of

the Kalpataru. It is said that the certain texts of

Manu contemplate such marriages. All that Manu

says is ‘ if by some means or other such marriages

take place,’ and no more. But Narada, Katyayana

and Parasara allow remarriages in such cases.

(1) Nanda Lai v. Tapeedas, I Mori. 287. Modhoosoodan v. Jabitd

Chander, 3 W. R. 194.

(2) Mouji Lai v . Chandrakuti, 15 C. W. N. 790, 11 1. C. 502.

(3) Baj Premakuvar v. Bhika Kalliani, 5 Bora H* C» A. C* J. 209,
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Consumma-
tion not ne-

cessary.

Puberty no

bar.

Indeed the marriage in such cases is voidable at

the instance of the girl.*

It has been held that consummation is not

necessary to make a marriage complete and valid.(i)

As regards the girl, the rule now followed by

strict Hindus, is that she must be married before the

age of puberty. But it is a rule disregarded all

over India by all castes, except in Bengal and the

Mahratta country, where Brahmins and some of the

higher castes try to act up to the strict rules of the

books. But as Mr. Justice Banerjea says, marriage

after the age of puberty is not void, though some

degree of blame is always attached to it. The time

is fast approaching when on account of the keen

struggle for existence, the marriage of mere boys

will become rare and as a consequence, the marriage

of mere girls also, and the old rule of ancient

Hindus will be re-established.

The old Smritis speak of the Sahodha son but

.
such a son does not seem to have been ever recog-

« woman with nized as valid in historical times. Legal marriage
diiid whether

can be contracted according to the Lawgivers only

with a female who had not been enjoyed by another.

Thus the marriage of a girl, who was with child or

had a child by another person who was living,

could not be considered valid. But there is nothing

* It is stated by a learned writer on the question of marriage that if re-

marriage was allowed in such cases, it would entail great hardship on the

girl. It is difficult to understand this position. The marriage in such cases

is one that should be considered as voidable at the option of the girl and her

parents. Until she is remarried, her rights to property are absolute as in

the case of the widows. In any case there is nothing in the law to defeat

her right to maintenance.

(i) Administrator General v. Anandachari, 9 Mad. 466, Dadaji 9,

Rukmabai, 10 Bom. 301.












